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ABSTRACT 

Water resources planning and management require complete data sets of many variables, 

such as rainfall, streamflow, and temperature. Unfortunately, records of hydrologic 

processes are usually short and ofien have missing observations. Attracted by the 

importance of estimating missing data, hydrologic researchers have adopted and 

developed various models and techniques to in-fil1 missing data. The diversity of the 

adopted techniques does not necessarily indicate diversity in the approach, A major 

commonality exists in most of the applications of these techniques; that is, any 

hydrologic time series record is perceived as a sequence of single-valued observations 

irrespective of the time scale of the data or their underlying structure. 

In this research, the group approach, different from the traditional single-valued 

approach, is proposed. The approach perceives the periodic hydrologic data as sequence 

of groups rather than single-valued observations. The techniques suggested to handle the 

goup  approach, afier modification, are regression, time series analysis, partitioning 

modeling, and artificial neural networks. Vanous models representing these four 

techniques are briefly presented and applied to single senes and bi-senes cases, 

respectively. Also group time senes models are developed in this thesis for the same 

purpose. It tums out that the group approach is highty usefùl for estimating consecutive 

missing values, and possibly other applications, such as long-tem forecast. 

On the other hand, in non-penodic data (e.g., daily flows) where seasonality does not 

play a major role and a definite number of repetitive low dimensional groups of 



observations cannot be found in the geophysicai year, another approach of identifjhg 

and modeling groups is sought- The nonlinearity and dynamic behavior of non-periodic 

hydrologic data sets have been indicated in water resources Iiterature as issues that 

influence the performance of modeling tools that ignore nonlinearity and dynamics 

inherent in the data structure. Consecutive missing streamflows are estimated, using the 

pnnciples of chaos theory, in two steps. First, the existence of chaotic behavior in daily 

flows of the river is investigated. Second, the analysis of chaos is used to configure two 

models employed to estimate missing data: artificial neural nehvorks and K-nearest 

neighbors. Also, another local linear mode1 is applied for cornparison purposes. The 

results highlight the utility of using the analysis of chaos for configuring the models. 

In an unprecedented trial, in the chaos Iiterature in water resources, the effect of the 

chaotic behavior on the analysis of two cross-correlated time series is investigared. The 

effect of both nonlinearity and dynamics is shown through application to daily 

streamflows. Other issues such as noise reduction and the reliability of its application to 

hydrologic time senes are discussed. It is recornmended that current noise reduction 

algorithrns should be appIied with caution and used for better estimation of chaotic 

invariants. The raw data should always be the basis for any further hydrologic analysis. 

Afier decades of adopting stochastic hydrology, chaos analysis, which has been recently 

introduced to hydrology, provides challenges and opportunities in hydrologic research. It 

has the potential to change the way in which hydrologic, and other real, processes are 

perceived, analyzed, and interpreted. The phenornenon that used to be treated as random 

may turn out to be nonlinear deterministic (chaotic) process. 
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Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1.2 Area of interest 

1.3 Problem recognition 

1 -4 Research objectives 

1.5 Synopsis of the thesis 
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1.1 Background 

Water resources planning and management require complete data sets of many variables, 

such as rainfall, streamflow, evapo-transpiration, and temperature. Unfortunately, records 

of hydrologic processes are usually short and ofien have missing observations. The 

existence of data gaps might be attributed to a number of reasons, such as intermption of 

measurements because of equipment failure, effects of extreme natural phenornena such 

as humcanes or landdides or of human-induced factors such as wars and civil unrest, 

mishandling of observed records by field personnel, or accidental loss of data files in the 

cornputer system. Deficiencies in hydrologic data senes Vary from 5 to 10 percent in the 

case of runoff data (Correll et al. 1999) and up to 25 percent in the case of oceanic storm 

surges (Zhang et al. 1997). Most hydrologic models do not tolerate missing observations 

and thus data in-filling techniques have evolved to deal with incomplete data sets. 

Attracted by the importance of estimating missing data, hydrologic researchers have 

adopted and developed vanous models and techniques to deal with the problem. Efforts 

are not only devoted to extending short records by adding lengthy segments of estimated 

data, but attention is also given to the gaps of short duration. One can find in the literahire 

cases where sophisticated techniques are used for estimation of a single missing 

observation (e-g., Griffith et al. 1985). In water resources, the commonly used techniques 

for estimation of missing data are based on regression analysis, time senes analysis, 

artificial neural networks, and interpolation techniques. The diversity of the above- 

mentioned techniques does not necessarily indicate diversity in the approach. A major 



commonality exists in most of the applications of these techniques; that is, any 

hydrologic time senes record is perceived as a sequence o f  single-valued observations 

irrespective of the time scale of  the data or their underlying structure. In hydrologic data 

(e.g., streamflows), it can be noted that annual or seasonal data rnight be independent 

while monthly or weekiy data of the sarne river have significant Ievels of 

autocorrelations. Different techniques may be employed for modeling annual and 

monthly data; however, in both cases (year 1, year 2, ... or month 1, month 2,..) 

observations are treated, in the literature, as single-vaiued entities that have inter-relations 

modeled at one stage. 

1.2 Area of interest 

Hydrologie time senes data can be roughly classified into periodic and non-periodic data. 

Periodicity of monthly streamflows can be easily noticed even by visual inspection where 

high-flow and low-flow seasons can be identified. The maximum number of seasons in 

monthly data cannot exceed 12. Therefore, it is possible to have seasonal models with 12 

average flows and 12 variances to handle the penodicity. In the case of daily flows, one 

may argue that data are still periodic. But such a claim can be marginalized for two 

reasons; first, analysis of autocorrelation function may indicate the insignificance of 

penodicity in daily strearnfiows, and second, treating daily data as penodic implies that 

365 models should be involved in modeling the data set. Therefore, daily data are usually 

treated as non-penodic data and this research is no exception. 



Missing data can be categorized according to Beale and Little (1975) into three groups: 

(1) Data o f  trivial importance are missing (e.g., a few sparsely distributed, not 

consecutive, missing observations in a long historical record). In this case a simple in- 

filling method such as in-fiIling by using series average or simple interpolation could be 

satisfactory; ho wever, more sophisticated techniques c m  be used for such an in-filling 
w7 -< 

process (e.g., Griffith et al- 1985). Peak or extreme vdues should not be encountered in 

the data gaps to be in-filled by the simple in-filling methods, (2) fundamental data are 

missing (e-g., lengthy segments or many intermittent observations) where data patterns or 

structure cannot be recognized fiom the remaining record. Beale and Little (1 975) further 

stated that in this case, any attempt for in-filling such a record may be unreliable and 

therefore, the whole record should be dropped according to the current available state of 

knowledge and techniques, and (3) significant data are missing (e.g., a segment of 

consecutive observations). In the latter case, the rnissing data are considered important 

enough (quantitatively or qualitatively) to deserve developing a technique that estimates 

them as accurately as possible. At the same time, the data gaps are too short to have 

significant damaging effect on the patterns and structure of the whole record (Elshorbagy 

et al. 1999). 

Since missing values under the third category occur more often, this category is the focus 

of this research. This case could happen due to interruption of measurements because of 

prolonged equipment failure, stopping the measurements at some stations due to any 

reasons (e-g., budget limitations) and resuming them after some time, and accidental loss 

of data files. Further, the available literature on estimation of missing hydrologie data c m  



be dassified into single-valued approach (such as regression, time series analysis, 

interpolation, and arti ficial neural networks) and group approach. Groups are considered 

to possess certain characteristics that distinguish them uniquely as separate entities. In 

other words, the elements that form a group represent a certain uniqueness of the group. 

In time senes, time dependent observations that form groups collectively reflect the 

unique characteristics of such groups. This research focuses on the group behavior of the 

periodic and non-penodic data sets with no restriction regarding the modeling techniques, 

whether linear or nonlinear techniques. 

1.3 Problem recognition 

Estirnating missing consecutive observations is worth investigating because available 

traditional techniques will have to use an estimated observation to estimate the successive 

ones. In order to propose a methodology that can avoid such a shortcoming, identifying 

data groups and modeling them as vectors of consecutive values rather than single- 

valued observations are required and such considerations are the focus of this research. 

Within each group, the use of data values with the same characteristics ensures group 

homogenei ty. T b  group homogeneity enhances the extraction of satisfactory 

information for improved accuracy of data estimation. It is in this vein that there are some 

advantages to forming seasonal groups towards the development of data infilling models, 

such as the following: (i) the confidence boundary over the group duration is stable; and 

(ii) parameters of interest such as correlation coefficient are obtained over the 

homogeneous subset rather than across the entire set of data. 



In this research, it is argued that penodic hydrologic data can have a hierarchical type of 

structure that needs to be rnodeled at more than one stage. For example, when different 

months and different seasons are recognized in the same time series, months within each 

season can be modeled at the first stage and inter-seasons relations can be modeled at a 

second stage. This approach is identified as "group approach" because of that inter- 

season (group) structure. The underlying difference between the traditional single-valued 

approach and the group approach is that in the latter one, data are perceived as groups 

that have inter and intra relations. When the monthiy flows are autocorrelated and the 

seasonal flows are independent, the flows can be described as independent groups 

(seasons) of correlated elements (intemal single-valued monthly observations). In the 

same manner, one can have independent groups of independent elements or correlated 

groups of correlated elements. It is worth mentioning that available techniques such as 

regession and time senes analysis can be modified to cope with the group approach. 

On the other hand, in non-periodic data (e-g., daily flows) where seasonality does not 

play a major role and a definite number of repeating low dimensional groups of 

observations cannot be found in the geophysical year, other ways of identi@ing and 

modeling groups should be sought. The nonlinearity and dynamic behavior of some 

hydrologic data sets have been indicated in water resources literature as issues that 

influence the performance of any modeling tool that ignores the inherent properties of 

nonlinearity and dynamics of hydrologic data structure. Such features, sometimes, get 

swept away on the aggregate level. For example, the effect of nonlinear dynamics could 

be significant in daily data, but is less significant on the monthly level and probably of 



much Iess significance in the annual data sets. One of the appropriate approaches to 

handle the nonlinear dynamics in non-periodic data is through the use of principles of 

chaos theory (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). Investigating the existence of chaos in daiIy 

data can provide information about group structure in the data through some chaotic 

invariants, which will be explained later. 

1.4 Research objectives 

Towards the target of estimating missing groups of  data, the objectives of this research 

can be stated as follows: 

1. To identiQ the group behavior of periodic hydrologic data. 

2. To mode1 periodic hydrologic data as groups and demonstrate the utility of the 

group approach. 

3. To investigate the existence of nonlinear detenninistic dynamics (chaos) in some 

non-periodic hydrologic data and link that charactenstic to the group approach 

defined earlier. 

4. To mode1 non-periodic hydrologic data as groups using principles of the chaos 

theory. 

1.5 Synopsis of the thesis 

The different parts of this thesis are presented as follows: 



Chapter 2: Key publications and reports from water resources literature pertinent to 

estimation of missing data are reviewed. A clear distinction between traditional single- 

valued approach's literature and that related to group approach is also given- 

Chapter 3: in this chapter, the perception of groups in periodic hydrologic data is 

explained and the general methodology for grouping and modeling groups is presented. 

Chapter 3: Streamflow data are used as illustrative examples to show the applicability of 

the proposed methodology to periodic data. 

Chapter 5: Perception of data grouping in non-periodic hydrologic data is presented 

through the principles of chaos theory. Pertinent chaos literature is reviewed in this 

chapter. 

Chapter 6: Applications of chaos theory to daily streamflows are provided to show the 

application of the proposed methodology to non-periodic data. Also, other important 

issues related to time senes analysis of chaotic data are discussed and cntically reviewed. 

Chapter 7: A bnef summary of the thesis is given. The different levels of contribution of 

this thesis are highlighted. Also, the scope for fûrther studies and research work and some 

irnplied limitations of this research are concisely discussed. 



Chapter 2 

2. ESTIMATION OF MISSING DATA: A REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

2.2 Single-valuzd approach 

2.2- 1 Regsession analysis 

2 - 2 2  Time series analysis 

2.2.3 Interpolation analysis 

2.2.4 Pattern recognition 

2.2.5 Artificial neural networks 

2.3 The group approach 

" 77rere is, irz tlreir stories, i~rstn~cfiotz for people 

errdrred witlz urzdrrsfnirdiizg. It is riot n fnle i~rueirtrd, 
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2.1 Introduction 

Researchers have been tackling the problem of missing data in different ways and from 

different perspectives. Even their definitions of "missing data" and the expressions that 

they have used to describe the in-filling process are no less diversified than the different 

techniques that they have used. A group of researchers tackled the problem of 

intemediate missing data where data or observations before and after the missing 

observations are available (e-g., Beale and Littie, 1975; Lettenmaier, 1980; Griffith et al- 

1985; Dax, 1985; Panu, 1992; Mott et al. 1994; Gyau-Boakye and Schultz, 1994; and 

Bernis et al. 1997). The word "prrtching" (e-g., Hughes and Smakhtin, 1996; Makhuvha 

et al. 1997a; and Pegram, 1997) or "fiillig" (e.g., Panu, 1992; and Gyau-Boakye and 

Schultz, 1994) is used to express the in-filling in these cases. Others consider the cases in 

which data are available only fiom one side of the gap or the gap is so lengthy that the 

data set is considered bounded fiom one side only. Generally, the in-filling process in this 

case is called "exte~asion" (e-g., Hirsch, 1982; Alley and Burns, 1983; and Hughes and 

Smakhtin, 1996), "synthesizing" (e-g., Beauchamp et al. 1989 and Simonovic, 1995), or 

"estimatiod', which is also used to indicate patching type of in-filling (e-g., Griffith et al. 

1985; Ben-Zvi and Kesler, 1986; Berkowitz et al. 1992; Bernis et al. 1997; and Knotters 

and van Walsum, 1997). The word 'Laugnenting" is used especially when estimating the 

model parameters becomes the ovemding objective and the estimation of the missing 

data cornes as a direct result of applying the developed model (e-g., Fienng, 1962; Gilroy, 

197 1 ; Moran, 1974; and Vogel and Stedinger, 1985). It should be noted that other words 

such as "reconstruction" (e-g., Hirsch, 1 979) and c6compieting" (e.g., Dax, 1 985) are also 



empIoyed to denote estimating missing data. In the above-mentioned cases, single 

variable and multi-variable applications are found in the hydrologic literature. This 

research explores the first type: "in-filling" or "patching" where data before and after the 

gap are available. The available literature on estimation of missing hydrologic data can be 

classified into single-valued approach (such as regression, time series analysis, 

interpolation, and artificial neural networks) and group approach. 

2.2 Single-valued approach 

2.3.1 Repession artalysis 

Augmenting hydrological data using multivarîate linear regression has attracted many 

researchers since early sixties. A short data set is augmented using other data sets by 

Fiering (1962), when he augrnented a short data set using other p data sets. Estimates of 

the mean and variance, which have greater reliability than those resulting fiom using the 

short record only, have been obtained. Then, the mean squared error of the variance for 

p= 1 and p= 2 has been derived. Since this approach yields a biased estimate of the 

variance, an unbiased variance estimate has been proposed by Matalas and Jacobs (1964) 

by adding a noise term to the regression estimates of the dependent variable. in parallel to 

the formulation in the work of Matalas and Jacobs, Gilroy (1 97 1) has derived a procedure 

for estimating the sample variance of the estimate of the variance for the general case of p 

+1 variables. The whole process was reviewed and maximum Iikelihood estimators, 

corrected for bias, have been presented by Moran ( 1974). 



A design for a comprehensive data in-filling procedure, which uses linear regression 

equations for multivariate data, has been given by Young et al. (1970). The procedure 

employs critena for truncating data sets or deciding how many data gathering stations are 

necessary. The data sets of different sites have been arranged in a way that facilitates 

their use in a step by step filling procedure. The most complete data series is used to infil1 

the following one, and so on. A noise term has been added to the regression equations to 

avoid variance reduction due to data infilling. Also, the linear regression technique has 

been satisfactorily used to generate missing monthly relative humidity by Shih and Cheng 

(1989). In their application they have tried to adhere to the assumptions of linear 

regression. They have used it only for the stations that have records proved to be 

statistically white noise. When data showed a significant degree of periodicity, they 

recomrnended the use of time series analysis. 

Hirsch (1 979) has employed linear regression and log-log regression for record extension. 

Seasonality in the data has not been handled explicitly in that early work. The models 

have been formulated as if al1 of the variability in flows were random rather than partly 

cyclic and partly random. Regular regression (REG) method and regression plus noise 

(RPN) term added method were considered in a work done by Hirsch (1982). Regular 

regression (REG) and regression plus noise (RPN) have been compared with hvo other 

versions of the Maintenance of Variance Extension (MOVEl) and (MOVEî) for 

extending short streamflow records. It was concluded that RPN and MOVE2 are better 

than the other two methods in terms of preserving the variance, but it was noted that they 

slightly decrease variability in more extreme events. 



Motivated by the work of Matalas and Jacobs (1964), Vogel and Stedinger (1985) have 

irnproved the variance estimate at a short-record gage. They have also been able to obtain 

a unique extended record and to preserve the autocorrelation structure by developing the 

new estimators (MOVE3) and (MOVE4). A regression-based approach which selects a 

base station arnong several in a region for in-filling of missing data is presented by Aiiey 

arzd Bzci-ns (1953). The authors have, sometimes, used the word infilling to describe the 

procedures while it was rather extension. The data gaps were lengthy enough to be 

considered as open at one end. The approach differs from others in that different stations 

can 5e selected as the base station to fill-in different values. The approach has also 

provided a decision mle for using only flow values from the same month or al1 Bow 

values in developing the extension equation used for estimating a particular value. A 

deficiency in this approach is that the use of different stations for estimating different 

values at one site is not justified on solid statistical or physical grounds. The same 

shortcoming can be reported concerning the unjustified use of cyclic and non-cyclic 

models for estimating values at the sarne site. These shortcomings are admitted by the 

authors when they have concluded that '-..an aitemative, aud pi-izaps pr-efen-ed. 

applicatiorl of the ntetlzodologv is to sirnpli. me the mid-station apprvaclz IO i d e n t ~  

separate pi-iods dzo-ing whici1 a partia~Im- statiorz twill be rrsed for dara Jiu-in a12d tu 

deter-inilte wherlier to tcse cyclic or noncyciic e-rtensioil equatiorts ..." 

Alternative methods for analyzing multivariate data with missing observations fiom one 

or more independent variables are presented by Beale and Little (1975). Their objective is 

rnainly to develop a mode1 that describes the data set. They have considered the case 



when some observations are missing fiom one or more independent variables. Many 

methods have been presented in their work including the methods that assume 

multivariate normal distribution of the data and a method that does not require the 

assumption of nomalit.. The objective was to estimate the parameters of the distribution 

that lead to the regression coefficients and hence to estimating missing observations- In- 

filling, extension and generation are considered by Simonovic (1995) and approached by 

Multiple Nonlinear Standardized Correlation (MNSC) analysis. Although the technique 

incorporates the nonlinearity, it is mentioned here because it is based on transforming 

data to their logarithms, replacing the Iogarithms by their empirical probabilities, and 

then replacing the probabilities by their standardized variables. This means that data are 

transformed to be linear before proceeding further with regression. The author has been 

successful in improving the results of the statistical model by considering some physical 

parameters. 

A direct example of patching missing hydrologie data is conducted by Makhuvha et al. 

(1997a,b). The techniques used have been confined to regression methods. Three 

methods have been classified under the approach of "best subset selection" which 

concerns partitioning the multi-site data into a subset of control sites to be used in the 

regression, ignoring the remainder. The second approach is the Expectation 

Maximization (EM) algorithm, which iteratively cornputes the maximum likelihood 

estimates of parameters of a model when some observations are missing. The authors 

have used annual rainfall data and suggested, in case of monthly data, to group the data 

into a srna11 number of homogeneous seasons. In their second paper, in a set of three 



papers, cornparisons of accuracy, bias, and efficiency among different methods have been 

conducteil. It has been concluded that the pseudo-EM method, which introduces some 

modifications to the EM algorithm, was preferred to the rest of the tested methods. A 

missing or bad block of climate data is filled or replaced using linear regression technique 

by Mott et al. (1 994). The point of interest in their research is that the authors have 

thought of every observation as a member of a group, but groups and grouping concepts 

as exist in literature are not invoked in their rnethods. 

2-72 Time set-ies analysis 

Following the forecasting approach, forward and backward estimates are derived for each 

missing value by Lettenmaier (1980). A single value out of the two estimates is 

calculated. The importance of considering both time and space has been put into focus by 

Griffith et al. (1985). Space-time interdependencies are assumed to be characterized by a 

first-order Markov structure. The cases of single missing value and cluster of missing 

values are addressed in their paper. Another example of considering a time senes model 

in a multi-site problem has been given by Kuczera (1987). Maximum tikelihood 

estimates (MLE) for the multi-site Iag-one streamflow model for incomplete data cases 

have been provided. 

An effort for improving single variable and multivariable techniques for estimating 

missing hydrological data has been made by Bernis et al. (1997). The authors have 

discussed the non-stationarity of the time series and the autocorrelation found in the 

residuals of the regular time senes models. They have proposed the use of Kalman Filter 



(KF), combined with autoregressive (AR) model, instead of ordinary least squares (OLS) 

technique to allow for having time variant model parameters. Estimation accuracy of 

rnissing data has been increased but the problem of using the estimated value for 

estimating the next missing one was not solved in case of single-variable model- The time 

and space inter-relation has received fürther attention by Van Geer and Zuur (1997). 

niey have extended Box-Jenkins transferhoise models, known to be single-output 

models, to a multiple output model. The purpose of doing this was to model severai 

groundwater head series and to enable a spatial interpolation in terms of tirne series 

analysis. This extension has been achieved by taking the spatial correlation of the white 

noise into account and spatially interpolating the parameters of the transfer and noise 

models. The information transfer fiom one series to another series has been through the 

covariance structure of both noise series. Considering the parameters and the white noise 

of the single transferhoise models to be spatially random process that is continuous in 

space, the models have been extended to unrneasured locations. Thus, unmeasured values 

have been estimated. 

Regression and time series methods have been compared by Beauchamp et al. (1989) 

regarding their ability to synthesize missing streamflow records. Although regression 

approach has been credited for explaining a large percentage of the variation in the 

obsewed data, it has been cnticized by the authors for not accounting for the 

autocorrelation that exists among the original observations. Family of ARIMA models 

and transfer function-noise models have been used to represent the time series analysis 

technique. According to the authors, time series analysis is accredited for flexibility and 



accounting for autocorrelation, seasonality, and introduction of intervention variable- It is 

believed that the argument presented in their work is valid if it is assumed that regression 

approach is applied regardless of the structure of the original observations. It seems that 

the authors overlooked the fact that seasonality and autocorrelation of the original data 

should be checked carefûlly before applying the regression approach. 

2.2.3 Itzterpolatiotz 

When the observed phenornenon is characterized by spatial configuration, Iike the case of 

a groundwater wells network, a simple function of the space using the historical 

observations can be fomulated (Ben-Zvi and Kesler, 1986). Their model represents a 

space surface fluctuating parallel to itself on the time axis and it has been used to estimate 

any missing data. Finally they have brought the attention to the fact that employing 

periodical configurations may reduce the errors of estimating the missing data. The 

constraint of parallel fluctuations is removed by the method proposed by Berkowitz et al. 

(1992). The adopted method is based on integration of two sources of information: prior 

estimates assuming stochastic behavior of the system and online estimates assuming 

probability distribution function of field data conditioned on the system state. Another 

fom of using interpolation technique for estimating missing observations is presented by 

Hughes and Smakhtin (1996). It is based on the use of 1-day flow duration curves for 

each month of the year and on the assumption that flows occumng simultaneously at sites 

in reasonably close proximity to each other correspond to similar percentage points on 

their respective duration curves. 



A crude method of grouping is noticed in the work of  Dax (1 985). The author has built an 

interpolation technique for estimating missing data on the assumption that each year is 

composed o f  two seasons, rainy season with water levels monotonically increasing and 

dry season with water levels monotonically decreasing. Estimated data are supposed to 

follow the pre-assumed pattern, though data within each season are treated as single- 

valued observations. Combining time series and interpolation techniques, Terry et al. 

(1956) have used time series models (ARMA) to generate time senes data similar to the 

historically obsewed data. Episodes of missing values were artificially introduced and 

then filled by linear interpolation of the two nearest values scheme. The authors have 

noted that the occurrence of missing values did not cause major errors in estimating the 

parameters for the low order models such as ARMA(2,O) and ARMA(2,l). 

2.2.4 Pattern recognition 

An example of using pattern recognition technique with single-valued data approach is 

the work of Zhang and Bemdtsson (1  991). They have used pattern recognition as a usehl 

technique when patterns in space and time need to be evaluated simultaneously. They 

handle the issue of soil water dynamics by introducing both a time Iag and a spatial hg, 

depending on the depth, in the calculation of the covariances between consecutive 

painvise cornbined time series of soil water content. It is possible to trace a pulse of 

infiltrated water through a correlation matrix representing the time and space that is used 

directly for interpolation and estimation of values at unmeasured locations. Outside the 

area of water resources, pattern recognition techniques were employed for dealing with 

data sets with some rnissing observations. The efforts were devoted to classification 



process or density estimation fkom incomplete data (Kittler, 1978; Titterington and Mill, 

1983; Flick and Jones, 1986; Queiros and Gelsema, 1988; Titterington and Sedransk, 

1989; Zhu, 1990; and Pawlak, 1993). Aiso, simple methods for imputation or in-filling of 

missing data have been proposed by Little and Rubin (1987) with the objective of 

conducting statistical analysis on the completed record. 

3.2 5 Arttficial Nezrral Networh (ANNs) 

The last decade has witnessed many applications of ANNs in water resources. These 

include, among others: rainfall forecasting (French et al. 1992), multivariate modeling of 

water resources time senes (Raman and Sunlikumar, 1999, modeling of rainfall-mnoff 

process (Hsu et al. 1995), and flow forecasting (Zealand et al. 1999 and Elshorbagy et al. 

2000~). The promising results due to the use of ANNs in water resources make them a 

feasible technique to be employed in this research. The literature related to the use of 

ANN with missing or incomplete data is limited. Karunanithi et al. (1994) have used the 

ANN as a synthesizer to predict the river flows and compared the results with the 

corresponding results of the regular parametric models. The results are in favor of the 

ANN technique. Kuligowski and Barros ( 1998) have compared the performance of '4NNs 

with simple techniques, such as regression and weighted averages for estimation of 

missing rainfall data. The tests performed on a sample of rain gauges show that ANN 

technique produces results that compare favorably to the other tested techniques. Outside 

the water resources domain ANNs have been used by Gupta and Lam (1996) to estimate 

missing values in a multivariate data set. n i e  accuracy of the results is superior to that 

obtained by iterative regression analysis. It should be noted that some contributions have 



been also made to improve the capabilities of  the ANN for leaming from incomplete 

training data and to handle inputs with missing attributes (Ishibuchi et al. 1993; and 

Pedreira and Parente, 1995). 

The foregoing literature presented above follows the traditional methods of hydrologic 

data analysis, which is based on information contained in individual data. These methods 

ignore information contained in and arnong groups of data. A few published reports that 

are available in literature and which use the concept of extracting information fiom data 

groups are bnefly presented below. 

2.3 The group approach 

A few published reports can be found in the area of water resources where data sets are 

dealt with as sequences of recognized groups. Panu et al. 1978; and Panu and Unny, 

1980a have based their research on the fact that sequences of hydroiogic data 

corresponding to daily, weekly, or monthly measurements occur in well-defined groups. 

They have considered groups of  data on hydrologic phenomena observed at regular time 

intervals as objects. Each object is described by hydrologic patterns that, in tum, are 

collective properties or features. The authors have provided the first trial of using pattern 

recognition techniques in hydrology and solidimng the idea of handling data as groups. 

The objective of their work was to generate hydrologic data while maintaining their 

group structure. The procedure followed can be summanzed as follows: 



A pattem recognition system is formulated by segmenting the time-series data 

into N segments. Each segment is divided in to K sections or seasons. A pattem vector is 

formed by taking a set of n measurements on the kth season. Al1 the hydrologic patterns 

belonging to a season are collected together to form a pattern class. Pattern vectors can be 

reduced to feature vectors by considering the geometry of each object. Pattern vectors or 

feature vectors in pattem classes are further grouped into sub- classes. The centre of each 

sub-class is identified as a reference vector that will be used for classi@ïng future 

vectors. Classification is based on the distance between the reference vector and any 

arbitrary feature vector. 

The intrastatistical structure in the data groups is indicated by the probability 

distribution of the features around each element of a reference vector representing them. 

A univanate normal distribution for each element in the feature vector is assumed 

suficient in their work. The interstatistical structure deals with the occurrence of the 

reference vectors in successive seasons. Reference vectors are assumed to occur in pure 

random order. 

To synthesize N years of record, reference vectors are generated for each season 

such that these vectors in each season preserve the a priori probability distribution 

determined empirically from historical data. A set of criteria is considered for rejecting or 

accepting each generated feature vector. The authors have applied their adopted 

technique to South Saskatchewan River strearnflow data. Finally, the authors concluded 

that the approach adopted in their work provides a satisfactory procedure for hydrologic 

data synthesis. 



Both inter-group and intra-group structures are claimed to be provided by Panu and Unny 

(1980b). They have assurned a Markovian model to describe the inter-groups relations 

while they divide each group type into sub-groups. This m e r  division helps in their 

objective of generating synthetic data but cannot be considered as intra-goup modeling. 

No model is specified in their work to describe the underlying mathematical relation that 

links the individual observations within each group. Their model structure would a l l ~ w  

them to deal with a group as a whole but not with a partial group. 

Also, the research mentioned earlier (Dax, 1985 and Mott et al. 1994) indicates, 

implicitly, the existence and significance of  groups in the hydrologie data. Dax (1985) 

has assumed that each year was composed of  two seasons, a rainy season with water 

levels rnonotonically increasing and dry season with water levels monotonically 

decreasing. So it was desired that the estimated data would follow this seasonal pattern. 

This concept can lend a support to the fact that each observation is a member of a specific 

çroup of observations. The proposed interpolation method was based on a sequence of 

data that lias the sarne seasonal pattern as the original data. This sequence of data was 

created by a simple additive model that depended on the mean of the senes and the 

seasonal deviations fiom the mean, or by standard forecasting process of an ARIMA 

model. It is noted that the concept of grouping is not extensively applied, only one 

observation before and one afier the observation under consideration have been used to 

check the trend of the segment. 



Missing or bad blocks of climate data have been filled or replaced using linear regression 

technique by Mott et al. (1994). The objective of their research was to detennine an 

effective method of estimating missing or replacing bad climate data based on 

information fi-om surrounding weather stations. The point of interest in their work is that 

the authors thought of every observation as a member of a group. Although the authors 

never mentioned the word group explicitly, there was a sort of unjustified grouping in 

their two proposed methods. in the first method, they have developed a linear regression 

equation for every day o f  the year based on a window of 30 days before and 30 days afier 

that day of the year. Three years of complete data sets have been used to develop the 

equations. The length of the window is not justified and groups became like moving 

windows rather than distinct groups. In the second method, they have found out that a 

specific block of data before the missing block of the current year was providing 

estimated values with the same level of accuracy when the whole data set was used. This 

result can support the argument of data groups adopted in this thesis. The results could be 

attributed to the fact that the block that precedes the missing block is forming the group 

within which the missing values are lying. This group might have captured information, 

about the missing block, equal to or more than that contained in the three years of 

histoncal data. Khalil et al. (1998) have indicated the possibility of in-filling missing 

data, using ANN, based on the group approach. However, questions of how to employ the 

group approach for in-filling missing data and how to adapt the ANN to perform it are 

not clearly answered in their work. 



Three group types are identified in hourly water demand data by Shvarster et al. (1993). 

They have used time series analysis technique to model the intra-group structure. 

However, the data within each group are treated as single-valued observations. Three 

repeating segments are observed in the daily demand pattern: "rising", c'osciliating'*, 

"falling", then "rising" again the following day. These have been called "states" of the 

demand curve and have been defined as successive states of a Markov process. The 

transition probabilities between states have been learned and low-order AEUMA models 

fitted to each segment. The model is then used to forecast hourly demands for a petiod of 

one to several days ahead. The analysis and forecasting contain the following steps: 

assuming, learning, recognition, and forecasting. Posterior probabilities of each state at 

al1 times are produced using an estimation algorithm. The sequence of values of such 

estimations c m  be viewed as sets of time series. These time series have been seen to have 

a fixed period of 24 hours, and modelled by ARMA models. Afier selecting the state 

with highest probability, at each time, demands are forecasted using the forecasted states. 

Finally, the authors concluded that their adopted approach can also serve other purposes 

than forecasting. 

Perceiving data as groups can give insight into the data structure and affect the results of 

further analysis using the data under consideration. For a long time, annual flood peaks 

have been assumed and treated as serially independent. Lately, it has been shown by 

Booy and Morgan (1985) that flood peaks on the Red River at Winnipeg, Canada, show 

clustering characteristics. As a result, flood nsk has been shown to be substantially higher 

than that estimated by conventional methods that assume senal independence of the peak 



flows. This supports the grouping found by Panu and Umy (1980a) in some annual 

streamflow data and the long-term persistence in amual strearnflows shown by Hurst 

(1 95 1 and 1956). 

The research conducted in the area of estimation of missing hydrological data can be 

classified in several ways under different categories. However, different applications are 

classified in this thesis under two main categories; single-valued approach and group 

approach. Even though the foregoing literature is diversified with regard to the 

techniques used in the analysis, most of the wock cornes under the single-valued 

approach, where each observation is perceived as an individual entity. Considering 

different data structures, other than single-valued approach, has not been given a 

significant attention in the past, with the exception of a few publications. The group 

approach, which is a different way of perceiving the data structure, is under consideration 

in this research. Therefore, it is presented and explained in the ensuing chapter. 



Chapter 3 

3. PERCEPTION OF GROUPS IN PERIODIC DATA 

3. t Introduction 

3 -2 Proposed approach and methodology 

3 -3 Data segmentation 

3.4 Difference between group approach and existing models 

3.5 Proposed group-based techniques and models for data in-filling 

" TIrzrs do We explaiir the sigris by unrious zvnys flint 

they i i m j  sny, tllorr Iirrst lenrrr t tlris fioi~r sorrlebody, 

n11d tlint We nray ~iinke the riratfer clerrr to those zdlo 

kirozr?" Tlie Glorio~rs Qrrrn'ir (6: 705) 



3.1 Introduction 

Perceiving the hydrologic data as groups can be considered different from the single- 

valued approach in the underlying algorithm and the modelïng mathematics. The concept 

of data goups has been always recognized in the traditional single-valued approach. For 

example, arbitrarily assuming that the streamflows can be discretized into hourly units 

(assuming that the hour is the smallest unit and flows are constant over the one hour 

duration), then 24 observations per day and 720 observations per month can be obtained. 

In hydrologic models dealing with monthly flows, the 720 values of each month are 

aggregated in one value, which is the average of these values. So, when a monthly value 

is predicted or forecasted based on the previous monthly value, in essence, it is a group of 

720 hourly values that are forecasted based on the previous group of 720 observations. 

Condensing the whole group in one value is viewed here as a way of simplifjing the 

complexity of the needed mathematics when the multi-dimensionality of groups is 

maintained. In this regard, it is argued that the concept of data groups is widely 

recognized but traded for simplicity in stochastic hydrology. 

Another way of recognizing groups in hydrologic literature is through the application of 

disaggregation models. As a first step, data are treated as aggregate values and in a 

subsequent step, these aggregate values are disaggregated into multi-dimensional 

elements (Valencia and Schaake, 1973). The mathematics needed to deal with the group 

vectors is simplified by dividing the modeIing procedures into the above-mentioned two 

steps. On the other hand, if disaggregation mode1 is used to estimate a missing season 

(group of values), an aggregate value of the season has to be estimated first and then 



disaggregated into its original elements. Performing these steps entails two stages of 

parmeter estimation and hence more complications. Further, daily or short time penod 

data does not lend itself well to disaggregation (Salas et al. 1980). 

A clear diversion fiom the traditional single-valued approach in the stochastic hydrology 

Iiterature is a work by Panu et al. (1978) based on concepts of pattern recognition. Their 

proposition was made for the sake of generating s ynthetic hydrological sequences- In 

generation, only the statistical properties of the series are important, and they are the 

parameters that should be preserved. The generated sequences could be far from the 

original data in terms of error measure (e.g., mean squared error), yet the generation 

process can be successful as long as the statistical properties (mean, variance, 

skewness,..) are preserved. Where in-filling or estimating missing data is considered, 

minimizing the squared error (difference between estimated and m e  values), such as the 

case of this research, becomes the overriding objective. The proposition of Panu et al., 

which is briefed and clarified here, can be modified for in-filling of missing data. 

The hydrologic time wave form (HTW) is a plot of a random variable, such as rainfall or 

discharge, versus time. Any section of this HTW, for exarnple, a section corresponding to 

a time duration of one season in a geophysical year, is an object. Thus the HTW consists 

of many objects. A collection of al1 such objects is considered to constitute a universe. 

The simplest example of a universe is that containing hydrologic objects from two 

categories, namely, the dry season and the wet season, describing al1 the objects of the 

HTW. The HTW or any observed hydrologic sequences of data or observations c m  be 



converted into a hydrologie "signature" by joining the data points by a continuous line 

representing simple geometnc figures. The characteristics of such a signature can be 

evaluated in terms of several different specified features. These features and the 

collection of such features can be considered equivalent to letters and words, 

respectively, in a written language- This interesting analogy with wrïtten language is 

made by Panu et al. (1978) because it is there that pattern recognition has found wide 

application. 

".-.. FWitten lmguuge is an expression of liztman rh~llgilt in signature- Srtch a signature conrains a 

pt-oper- set of rvor-ds arrunged accor-clirrg to a spec13ed grammur in order tu pr-ovide pmper- 

rnemi~tg. It ilas been observed that UIIL' seqrtence of letter-s, as rvell as an]? seqrtence of icrords in a 

çvritterî lungtage, is stochastic in clzcrr-acter. It is gr-ozrps of letters that pr-ovide a tnecrnirig to the 

sfochastic ivr-itten langruge. For exanzple, individual letter-S. such as K I, N. D, and 0. curry no 

nzeuning. Hortvver-, rj-they are considered as a grorrp of letters (WINDO), the grorïp not oidy 

pi-ovicfes a sense but also indicates thar it is cm incomplete gr-orp and the nert most pi-obubk 

letter- to cornplete the grortp is the letter- W. In rlzis ccrse the occza-rence of the letter Wdtpemis on 

the pr-evious seqzrence of letfers ... ". 

This is the argument provided by Panu et al. (1975). In this research this argument is 

accepted and also extended as follows (Elshorbagy et al. 2000a): 

I f  (WIN) is available, then the process of guessing whether it is complete or not is not an 

easy task. If it is not complete then one letter could be missing. That letter might be D, E, 

G, S, or K. If more letters than one are assumed missing then the number of possibilities 

increases and might become an unmanageable process. Two major criteria can be 

considered to limit the number of possibilities and to facilitate the task. The first criterion 



is the group length and the second cntenon is the existence of groups (words) that come 

before and after the group (word) under consideration. If we know that the group length 

is four units long and that only one letter is missing, then we need to consider the letten 

that come before and after the word (WIN). Assuming the following letters are forming 

the series: 

TODAYISCOLDBUTTHE WIN-ISCALM 

If the grarnmar is leamt fiom the previous letîers, sentences, and as well fiom other 

related texts, this sequence of letters might be segmented and wntten as follows: 

TODAY IS COLD BUT THE WIN- IS CALM (3 -2) 

h this case, the missing letter is, most probably, the letter D. The estimated letter 

depends on: first, segmenting the sequences into meaningful groups (words), second, 

knowing the length of the group where some data are missing, and third, defining the 

structure of the whole sentence before and afier the group with missing data. These three 

steps cannot be conducted without learning the grammar of the language. Retuming to 

our hydrological application on monthly strearnflow data for example, the analogy is 

made as follows: the letters represent the monthly values, the words might represent 

seasonal values, and the sentence might represent the whole year. If the HTW is regarded 

as a meaningful text, it is conceptualized that monthly observations are linked in a 

specific way to form the seasons, seasons are linked in a specific way to form the year, 



and also years might be linked in a specific way to form the whole series. The problem in 

hydrologie series is that such a language of the time series and its grammar is neither well 

defined nor understood. Grammar, in this case, has to be deciphered and learnt from the 

whole text (time series under consideration) and also fiom any other available related 

texts (related time series)- 

3.2 Proposed approach and methodology 

Every hydrological observation in a time series record is conceived as a member of a 

season, segment, or a group of observations. Such a concept requires the hydrological 

data record to be segmented into parts. These parts might be named segments, groups or 

seasons. Each season consists of a number of consecutive observations. For example, let 

us consider a monthly streamflow record for 50 years: the entire data set includes 

(12*50=600) observations. Plotting these observations on a graph, one can observe that 

well-defined patterns, which c m  be proved by further investigations, exist in the data. 

So, the first step in Our proposed methodology is to divide the data into segments - let us 

assume 150 segments are obtained out of the 600 observations. These segments need not 

to be  of equal lengths (i.e., equal number of months in each segment is not required). 

Also the names of the months (Jan., Feb.,..etc..) are disregarded such that the same month 

can be associated with different group members (months) every year. Implicitly this 

means that one month might fa11 in a wet season in one year, semi-wet in another year, 

dry in a third year, and so on. At the same time, having segments of different lengths 



means that the hydrological seasons are of different durations. The second assumption 

seems to be feasible and close to the reality while the first one is a problematic 

assumption due to several reasons. The first reason is that the names of the months can be 

considered as hydrological attributes because historical observations show that the same 

month has common properties, every year, concerning any hydrological parameters (e.g., 

precipitation, temperature,..etc..). Therefore, considenng every month to be a member of 

a specific fixed group repeating over the years not only sounds Iogical but is also a 

realistic assumption fiom a hydrologie viewpoint. The second reason relates to the 

concept of rnodeling itself, where generalization and pre-determined pattern structure are 

sought and modeled to mimic the reality as closely as possible. If a small percentage of 

the observations is not following the assumed pattem, they are considered as exceptions 

and are included in the error probability of the model. The third reason is guided by the 

considerations of practicality. Consideration of the exceptions or the minonty of the 

observations in fomulating the model structure suggests that they may constitute a 

significant pattern in the data set. Refemng to Our example of 50 years of monthly data, 

many sets or replicates of 50 years data may be required in order to track the patterns of 

the minority. in other words, hundreds and probably thousands of years of data will be 

needed for the analysis, which imposes an obstacle that hinders any progress in the 

modeling approach. 

Since the objective of modeling in general, including the approach proposed in this 

thesis, is to reassure that simplicity and closeness-to-reality cari coexist in hydrological 

modeling, the assumptions related to the first step of Our proposed methodology are 



formulated as follows: (1) the segments are allowed to be of different lengths, (2) definite 

types of segments are recognized and assumed to be repeating over the years. It should be 

noted that repeating segments share comrnon statistical properties, and not identical 

interna1 values. 

Afier segmenting the data as a first step, the second step in the proposed methodology is 

to prepare the segrnented data for further analysis. The analyses or the models that adopt 

the single-valued approach in stochastic hydrology require that the data sahs@ some 

basic statistical characteristics such as normality, trend, seasonality, and correlation 

structure. What has to be achieved in order to apply the proposed group approach is the 

identification of the statistical properties of the data groups rather than the individual 

observations. Stationax-ity, multivariate normality within the groups, seasonality, and 

independence or correlation functions among the groups should be tested before 

proceeding further with any analysis. To help understand the tenninology used in this 

thesis, a brief explanation of al1 such terms is given in appendix A. 

The third step of our proposed methodology is to mode1 the data as a sequence of groups 

in order to in-fil1 the missing segments. Two cases of applications are addressed in this 

research. These cases are explained below. 

Case 1: single senes case, where only one time senes is available for the analysis. It is 

the time senes wiîh data gaps that need to be filled. From now on, this time senes record 

is named as the target time series. In cases of streamflow data, it can be called target 



river. Many scenarios of data gaps c m  occur in such a record (Panu, 1992). The cases of 

entirely and partially missing segment are assurned in this research. A schematic diagrarn 

of the single senes case is shown in Figure 3.1, 

I 
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram for group in-filling in a single time series. 

Case 2: multiple series case: where time senes other than the target one are also 

available. These senes are referred to as reference time series, or refet-ence rivers in case 

of streamflow data. They should be cross-correlated to the target senes. The number of 

the reference time series could be one or more, and they need not to be restrïcted to the 

sarne hydrological variable of the target series (e-g., flowso precipitation, 

temperature,..etc..). The bi-senes case, which is a special case of the multiple series, is 

considered in this thesis. A schematic diagrarn of the bi-senes case is shown in Figure 3.2 



Fig. 3.2 Schematic diagram for group in-filling in a bi-series case. 

The analogy between the traditional single-valued approach and the group approach is 

depicted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In the proposed group approach, the segment of 

consecutive observations replaces the single-valued observations. Therefore, techniques 

that are capable of modeling hydrologie data according to the single-valued approach can 

be modified to cope with the group approach. Moreover, the techniques and the models 

rhat have been developed to deal with groups rather than single-valued data can also be 

employed for analysis of groups. As mentioned earlier, two levels of data modeling 

(intra-group and inter-group) may be required to in-fil1 data gaps. 

In the proposed methodology, each group is viewed as an object or a rigid segment of 

multiple elements (observations). These elernents behave as a group in relation to other 

groups. In this regard, the intra-group structure needs not to be modeled separately fiom 

the inter-group model. Development of a model that treats the data as a sequence of 

multi-dimensional segments is considered satisfactory to handle inter and intra structures 

of data groups. At the same time this group character is utilized in handling partial groups 

as wilI be showm in chapter 4. 



Based on the previous discussion, statistical analyses of data groups play the major roIe 

in selecting the most appropriate technique for the analysis. Ln the single series case, the 

time series analysis can be employed afier modiwng the formulations to deal with 

groups. It should be noted that time series models c m  be applied to the single series case 

when autocorrelations among groups are considered significant- The artificial neural 

networks (ANNs) and multivariate partitioning modeling (MPM) technique (Johnson and 

Wichem, 1988) are also used for the single series case. The ANN technique can easily 

deal with groups with no required modifications, and the MPM is mainly designed to 

handle data vectors (groups). The details of these techniques are provided in section 3 S. 

It is worth mentioning that ANNs c m  handle both autocorrelated and independent 

groups. The conditions of significant cross-correlation and insignificant auto-correlation 

among groups are assumed for application of the proposed methodology in case of 

multiple senes analysis. As in the single senes case, the techniques of ANNs and MPM 

are utilized for the multiple senes case. Further, the regression analysis technique lends 

itself to the analysis when cross-correlation between the reference and tat-get time series 

is significant and groups within each of the participating time senes are considered to be 

serially independent. According to the group approach, regression technique should be 

modified to handle the situation of multiplicity in both of predictors and response 

variables. It is found that multivariate multiple regression (MMR) technique (Johnson 

and Wichem, 1988) can be employed to deal with group regression. 



3.3 Data segmentation 

As the first and most significant step in the group approach, data segmentation is fürther 

elaborated in this section. The anaIysis pertaining to groups is perhaps best accomplished 

through pattern recognition (Panu and Umy9 1980a). The analogy, discussed earlier, 

between groups of hydrologic observations and forma1 language makes pattern 

recognition a good candidate for segmentation and recognition of a definite number of 

classes in the hydrologic data. 

Segmenting the data into a definite number of repeating groups entails answenng three 

questions. The first question is what an appropriate number of groups is, the second is 

where and how the boundanes between different groups can be drawn, and the third is 

how to test or ver@ the performance of the segmenting technique? In the hydrologic 

literature, the first two questions are addressed through the use of the periodograrn as a 

tooI for determining number of seasons or harmonies in a year (Panu et al. 1978 and 

Khalil et al. 1998). The segmenting of hourly water demand data is done by only 

observation in Shvarster et al. (1993). Additional elaborations conceming the grouping 

process are not considered in their work. The statistical method of bi-plot is used by 

Pegram (1997) to check the consistency of multiple sites or months to form a group. The 

third question of veriijmg the performance of the segmenting technique has not been 

given enough attention in the hydrology literature. 



The pattem recognition domain is one of the appropnate areas for finding some answers 

to, or at Ieast addressing, the above-noted questions. The problem can be descnbed in the 

pattern recognition context by considering each segment type as a pattem class (PC). The 

segments from the same type can be treated as pattern vectors (PV). So in the case of 

monthly streamflows, a season (e-g., Jan, Feb, Mar, and Apr) is a PV where every month 

is an attribute of that vector. Pattern recognition may be regarded as a technique of 

discriminating the input data, not between individual patterns but between populations, 

via the search for features or invariant attributes among members of a population (Tou 

and Gonzalez, 1974). The features that represent differences between pattem classes are 

called inter-class features while the features that characterize attributes common to al1 

pattems belonging to one class are called intra-class features. 

Although the analogy between the pattem recognition field and the problem at hand is 

feasible, one should bear in mind two important points. First, considering each month as 

an attribute of the PV irnplies the case of multivariate or multi-dimension, but al1 

attributes are of the same unit of measurement (e-g., flow: volume of watedtime). 

Second, a learning set of data where the pattems are already of known classes is not 

available. Therefore, our hydrological problern will corne under the umbrella of the 

unsupenrised learning technique. Suppose that we are given a set of pattern vectors {Xi, 

X2, ....., XN) of unknown classification: a good way to let them cluster themselves in 

groups and get separated from each other is by calculating their distance fiom a fixed 

reference. The motivation for using distance functions as a clustering and/or classification 

tool follows naturally from the fact that the most obvious way of establishing a measure 



of similarity between pattern vectors, which are also considered as points in the 

Euclidean space, is by determining their proximity (Tou and Gonzalez, 1974). in some 

cases of hydrological data, observations with higher mean values tend to be of higher 

variance. If the flow value and the variance are taken as two critena for segmenting the 

data, then strearnflow data can be clustered according to their values and associated 

variance. Other methods of classiS.ing hydrological patterns were given by Kojiri et al- 

(1 994). It is in this sense that seasonal mean flow and variance can be used as inter-class 

features. By calculating the distance between every month and the time series mean value 

as a reference, observations might get clustered (e-g., Jan, Feb, ... etc..as PC 1, May, 

Jun, ... etc as PCZ, and so on) for the N years. Hence the pattem vectors can be denoted as 

follows: 

pvy = [x, ,x ,,............. % 1 

where the superscript ('j) refers to pattern class, subscript (i) refers to the year, and k is the 

number of months in the class. 

Considering the question of  how many classes should be used, one can Say that outside of 

the hydrology domain, this problem has been recognized by some researchers. The 

difficulty inherent in estimating the number of classes is demonstrated by Dubes (1987). 

Many methods were proposed for this purpose, some of which depend on minimizing the 

squared emor by calculating the distance fiom each PV to the centroid of  the class (PC). 



Criteria were developed for stopping rules or preventing more splitîing of classes (Duda 

and Hart, 1973). 

Nonhierarchical clustering techniques (e-g., k-means), which are designed to group items 

into a coIlection of k clusters, c m  be investigated. The k-means algorithm is based on 

starting by partitioning the items into k initial classes or by speciwng k initial centroids. 

Two problems will be encountered in applying this algorithm to the problem at hand. 

First, k has to be determined in advance, which is to be avoided in this investigation. 

Second, the existence of an outlier might produce at least one group with widely 

dispersed items (Johnson and Wichern, 1988). Therefore the k-means algorithm is not 

considered in this research. in this hydrologic application the problem seems to be unique 

because the required segmenting also entails deciding on the dimensionality of the pattern 

vectors and the Euclidean space. By segmenting the monthly data, the dimensionality of 

the Euclidean space, which may be different for each pattern class, is determined. This 

relates to the earlier proposition of calculating the distances from each month to the mean 

of the whole senes. Plotting these distances and their variance can help easily segment 

them into classes- 

After segmenting the time senes into 'm' pattern classes, PC 1, PC2, ... PCm, these classes 

need to be checked in order to evaluate the segmentation process. In the segmentation 

process, the proximity or the distance measure is used; therefore, it is convenient to use 

the distances between patterns as a measure of similarity. In this case, the Euclidean 

distance measure (Eq.3.4) readily lends itself to the process because of its familiar 



interpretation as a measure of proximity. The Euclidean distance between two pattern 

vectors Xr and Xz is given by 

where (x, - X, j denotes the transpose of (x, - X, ) . 

The centroid pi for each pattern class is calculated as follows: 

where j denotes the pattern class, I is the year, and N is the number of pattern vectors 

(segments) in the class, which is the number of years (in case of monthly data). 

For calculating the similarity measure within the class, it might be argued that the 

Mahalanobis distance can be a better representative because it includes the class 

covariance matrix. It is believed that the Mahalanobis distance (Eq. 3.6), differs from 

Euclidean by weighing vectors according to their variance. The months of higher 

variance are given lower weight. 



where X represents a pattern vector (segment), p is the mean vector, and C is the - 

covariance matnx of a pattern population- in our segmentation process, the similarïty of 

variances was considered, visually, in clustering the months together in groups. Therefore 

it is assumed that the differential effect of the monthly variances is insignificant within 

each class. Yet the Mahalanobis distance is used in this thesis, and its results are 

compared to Euclidean distance. 

3.4 Difference behveen group approach and existing models 

It may be worthwhile to dari@ the essential diKerence between the proposed group 

approach and the seasonal time series analysis models (e-g., penodic autoregressive 

moving average, PARMA model), especially when the word "season" may be used 

interchangeably with "group type". The PARMA model has been proposed to overcome 

the problem of seasonality in the auto-correlation by developing a model with different 

parameters for each season (Salas, 1992). In that sense, there is a difference between 

PARMA and the group approach. In PARMA, the word "season" represents one value 

rather than a vector, and adjacent observations are not considered as a group. For 

example, in order to appiy PARMA model to monthly data where a season corresponds 

to one month, then 12 models are required. On the other hand, in the group approach, the 

number of models is significantly reduced (e-g., 2 models when a group corresponds to 6 

months is assumed). Therefore, the PARMA is a member of the traditional single-valued 

approach. 



3.5 Proposed group-based techniques and models for data in-fiiling 

Models of the time series analysis, regression, ANNs, and MPM techniques are employed 

to mode1 the data groups and to estimate the missing segments. A description of  each 

type of models follows. 

a) Mzdtivar-iule time series modeling 

Multivariate analysis of  time series started to receive attention as early as 1969 

(Gnanadesikan, 1977). Aftenvards, a nurnber of multivariate models have been proposed 

in water resource literature. Different multivariate ARMA modeIs were classified and 

reviewed by Salas et al. (1985). Useful notes on the use and abuse of multivariate time 

senes models in hydrology were presented by Camacho et al. (1987). The autoregressive 

model AR@) with constant parameters (Salas et al. 1980) is given in Equation (3.7) 

below. 

where y, is the time dependent variable, 6, is the time independent senes (error) which is 

independent of y, and normally distnbuted with mean zero and variance a:, p is the 

average value of the time senes, and $J is the autoregressive coefficient. The group 

approach presented in this thesis treats the single senes as a multivanate problem. 

Therefore, the multivariate AR model can be the most appropriate form of AR models to 



be modified and employed to handle data groups. The multivariate AR(1) model is given 

in Equations (3.8) and (3.9). 

where p is a (k* 1) matrix, 9 is a (k*k) diagonal matrix, and Y,, Z,, and ZGI are (k* 1) - 

matrices assuming that we have 'k' series. A and B are (k*k) parameter matrices. in our 

proposed group approach, a single time senes with consecutive segments, each of which 

consists of 'k' elements, is treated as 'k' series. Figure 3.3 provides a schematic diagram 

for representing a single series of monthly flows using the group approach. Three 

segment types of four elements each are assumed for illustration. In this case the problem 

of a single time senes is viewed as similar to the case of multivariate AR model with four 

time series. The data are arranged in a fashion that facilitates calculation of different 

correlation coefficients. This model is named the autoi-egressive grorrp (ARG) model. In 

the same way of designing a penodic multivanate AR model (Salas et al. 1980), a 

periodic ARG model (PARG) for each segment type is developed and applied in this 

thesis. 



Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram representing a single series in the group approach as a 
multivariate problem 

6) Mzrltivariate partitioning model (MPM) technique 

Assurning the case of single or multiple time senes with two segment types (classes) x"' 

( 1 )  

CH I C,, and x"', let X = [SI be distributeci as &, C )  with - p = [F] , C = [ 1, - Ca 1 -2 

and 1 Crz P O .  Then the conditional distribution of x"', given x'~'=x~, is normal with 

There can be more than two groups. For exarnple, the case of three groups will be given 

in chapter 4. The result provided by Equation (3.10) is given by Wichem and Johnson 

(1988) as a property of multivanate normal distribution. Note that the vertical and 

horizontal Iines shown inside a mamix notation indicate that it is a partitioned matrix. The 

resultant mean of Equation (3.10) is used as an estimate of the missing segment in this 

research for both cases of single and bi-senes. In the case of a single time senes, XI is 

considered as the missing segment of "target river" and Xz is the previous segment 

assuming lag-1 transition model. For the bi-series case, XI is the missing segment of the 

"target river" and X2 is the concurrent segment of the "reference river". 



C) Mzdtivaria~e rnziltiple regression (MMR) ~echniqiie 

Simple and multiple regression techniques are widely used in hydrology. in both cases of 

applications, the response variable is always a single dependent variable. The group 

approach requires a regression model that can handle multiple response variables as well 

as multiple predictors. The MMR technique is the statistical linear method for estimating 

values of one or more dependent variables h m  a collection of predictor (independent) 

variables (Johnson and Wichem, 1988). One such multivariate MMR model is presented 

as follows: 

Where g is the residual term, whose sum of squares and cross product is obtained as 

follows. 

Where k is the nurnber of  elements in each estimated response vectors Y, N is the number 

of observations, (r+l) is the rank of the design matnx 2, and the unknown parameter 

matrix, p , is estimated as follows 



Where Y is the estimated vector and has the folIowing form: 

It is noted that the multivariate multiple regression equation is based on the assumptions 

that the expectation of errors is equal to zero, the errors are statistically independent, the 

variance of errors is constant, and the mors are normally distributed. 

4 Ai-fificial nezira! netwoi-k fechniqzte 

ANN is a computing paradigm that may have various types of configurations employing 

different leaming algonthms. The feed-fionvard neural networks with back propagation 

(BP) learning algorithm are the most widely used neural networks (Anderson, 1995; 

Freeman and Skapura, 1991). This research emptoys networks with three layers. The 

configuration of a neural network includes determining the number of hidden layers, the 

number of nodes in each of the hidden layers, and the connection weights. Details on the 

ANNs and the BP training algorithm (to estimate the network parameters) can be found 

in (Dhar and Stein, 1997; Anderson, 1995; Freeman and Skapura, 199 1 ; and Maren et al. 

1990). It is worth mentioning that the ability of the ANN technique to establish a 

functional relationship between multiple inputs and outputs makes it a self-justified 

candidate for the group approach proposed in the present research. 



In this chapter, the group approach has been presented and explained. The implicit and 

explicit consideration of  groups in the hydrologic literature have been discussed in light 

of the difference between the group approach, proposed in this thesis, and the existing 

models. An analogy between the written languages and the hydrologic time senes has 

been provided to clariQ the theoretical utility of  the group approach in handling the 

penodic hydrologic data. The steps of implementing the group approach to penodic data 

have been outlined. An autoregressive-groups ( M G )  model and penodic autoregressive- 

groups (PARG) model have been proposed for time series anaIysis of data groups. Other 

existing techniques such as multivariate multiple regession, artificial neural networks, 

and multivariate partitioning model have been modified to handle the group approach. 

What is needed now is to implement the developed and modified models to real 

hydrologic case studies to veriw the utility and the applicability of the proposed group 

approach. In the following chapter, the group approach is validated through the 

application of the models, proposed in this chapter, to two case studies; first, the case of a 

single time series and second, the case of multiple time series. In-filling the missing data 

is used, in this thesis, as a commonly encountered hydrologic application. 



Chapter 4 

4. APPLICATION OF GROUP APPROACH TO PERIODIC 

HYDROLOGIC DATA 

4- 1 Introduction 

4.2 Application to strearnflow records 

4.3 Indicators of mode1 performance 

4.4 The pooled mean squared error (PMSE) 

4.5 Discussion 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

" ALLAH disdniirs itot to rise the sirlrilittrde of 

tltirigs, LWIL of n g m t  ns well ns nrryflriizg above it, 

Those zulio belime kriozu thnt it is the h i t h  fi-on1 their 

Lord; but those zulm rejecf Fnitlz say: "Win t  mwirs 

Allnlz by this similitruie?" By it He cnrrses rmrry to 

strny, nrrd illnrry He lcncis i~rto Cite rigllt pntlr; but He 

cniises rzot to strmj, except tliose 70110 forsnke the 

pn tli" The Glorioiis Qlrrn'rr (2: 26) 



4.1 Introduction 

The approach introduced in the previous chapter is utilized for estimating the missing 

data. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the application of the techniques presented 

earlier, using the group approach. The application consists of two cases: a) single senes 

case, where only one time series is available for the analysis and b) bi-series case, where 

two cross-correlated time series are available, the reference senes with complete record 

a d  the target senes that has missing observations. 

4.2 Application of the group approach to streamflow records 

Different models representing four techniques are applied to monthly strearnflows of 

three nvers. These nvers are the English River at Umferville, Ontario, Canada; and the 

Little River and Reed Creek, Virginia, USA. Table 4.1 summarizes information such as 

drainage area, length of records used for calibration and verification of the different 

models, and lag- 1 autocorrelation (AC) coefficient for each river, 

Table 4.1. Basic information on the three rivers under consideration. 

River 

English 

Reed Creek 1 640 1 1929- 1979 1 1980- 1989 1 0.45 

Little 

Drainage area (Km') 

6230 

Calibration Verification 

777 

AC 

1926- 1985 

1929- 1979 1 1980- 1989 ( 0.46 

1986- 1991 0.65 



Prior to segmenting the time series records into groups, the data are pre-analyzed as 

single-valued observations. Absence of outliers and other indications of major 

interventions in the natural Ilows need to be verified. In spite of the importance of such 

pre-analysis, it is a step that is usually overlooked by analysts (Salas et al. 1980). For the 

case of the English River, flow record at another station of the same river, Sioux 

Lookout, is used to verifj. the flows at Umferville. The Little River and Reed Creek are 

used together for the bi-series analysis. Therefore, they can be used to veri& each other. 

These two nvers are fiom the same basin with cross-correlation coefficient equal to 0.78- 

Historical monthly data and mass curve are plotted for each river. Also, for each pair of 

comparative records (Little River versus Reed Creek and English River at Urnferville 

versus Sioux Lookout), double mass curves and historical flows are plotted. These graphs 

help detect the existence of extreme values, outliers, or any significant dope change in 

the curves. The need for deletion or correction of observations is not detected in the 

preliminary investigations on the data sets. Examples of graphs of data pre-analysis are 

given in appendix B. 

4.2. i Segmentation 

The English River is a challenging example for any segmenting or clustering technique 

because the annual and monthly values of the mean flows and the variances are larger 

than normally expected. The mean value of the whole senes is calculated to be 56.9 m3/s 

and is taken as a reference point fiom which distances to al1 months are calculated. 

Distances are allowed to be of either positive or negative values. For simplicity of 

illustration, the average values of the distances are plotted (Figure 4.1). By visual 



inspection of Figure 4.1, one can draw vertical lines in two places, first between Apnl 

and May and second between July and August. At these two places there are jumps in the 

calculated distances, which are large enough to justie the partitioning. So, tentatively we 

have three pattern classes (PCs) as follows: PC 1 {Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr); PC2 {May, Jun, 

Jul); and PC3 (Aug, Sep, Oct, Nov, Deci. Each pattern class consists of one segment 

type with N realizations; where N is the number of years. For PC1 each segment can be 

considered as a point in the 4-dimensional Euclidean space. Likewise, PC2 and PC3 are 

considered to be of three and five dimensions, respectively, in the Euclidean space. 

One of the useful ways of representing the data to help segment them and also to judge 

the resulting segments is by plotting them on a Box-plot graph type. The Box-plot for the 

monthly flows of the English River (Figure 4.2) shows the interquartile, the median, the 

range, and the outliers (shown as asterisks) for every month. It should be noted that 

outlier- is defined here as the value more than 1.5 box-length from the 2 ~ ' ~  or 75Ih 

percentiles. The monthly Box-plots provide further support for data partitioning into three 

classes. It can be noted from Figure 4.2 that the first four months form a class, the 

following three or four months are close to each other, forming another class, and the last 

four months can be considered as forming a third class. At the same time one can expect 

the third class to be a source of analytical difficulties, compared to the other two classes, 

due to the existence of a large number of outliers (Figure 4.2). Any claims that one can 

reduce the variability of the third class by splitting it into more classes can be refuted by a 

simple fact: the variability is not concentrated in one month, but rather exists in the last 

four months constituting the third class. Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, and 4 . 3 ~  are presenting Box- 



plots for every class separately. in Figure 4.3a the location of the median, Iength of the 

box, and the interquartile show clearly that there is no significant skewness in the 

distribution. The few outliers are not of great influence on the class. The second pattern 

class (Figure 4.3b) has some positive skewness. In the third class, the existence of many 

outliers is not introduced because of the clustering process. The individual attributes 

experience sirnilar variabilities while it c m  be noticed that the positive skewness of the 

attributes is slightly smoothed out and improved by bringing them together into one class. 

Months (1 922-1 991 ) 

Fig. 4.1 Monthly distance from the series mean fiow of the English River. 



Months (19221991) 

Fig. 4.2 Box-plots of the monthly flows of the English River at Umferville. 

Pattern class 1 (dry season) 



Pattern class 2 (wet season) 

Pattern class 3 (semi-wet season) 

Fig. 4.3 Box-plot of the English River. a) pattern class 1, b) pattern class 2, and c) 

pattern class 3. 



The correlation matrix of the monthly flow data of the English River is depicted in Table 

4.2. Moving horizontally from each month c m  give an idea about the trend of the 

correlation among months. Assuming a threshold correlation coefficient value of 0.5, 

below which the two variables (months) could be considered insignificantly correlated, 

the data c m  be clustered into classes. A vertical boundary can be drawn when the value 

before is more than 0.5 and the value after is less than 0.5. It is clear from Table 4.2 that a 

vertical boundary between Apnl and May can be drawn. One can argue that the boundary 

c m  be drawn between March and April, but this c m  be refbted by presenting the 

difficulty of associating April with May because of their weak correlation. So Apnl is 

better classified with March. The more difficult situation anses in the vicinity of August 

and September. Drawing the boundary afier September means taking out from October, 

November, and December, a month that is significantly correlated with al1 of them. The 

line could be drawn after either July or August. in both cases there is no clear cut 

boundary, and die trade-off should be balanced and judged by the analyst. In this 

research, the boundary is considered afler August to make the case easier by having three 

seasons of equal lengths (Elshorbagy et al. 2000b). 

Two important observations can be derived from the correlation matrix. The first is that 

within each class lag-1 and lag-2 autocorrelation, for exarnple, could exist while jumping 

from one class to the other might not be statistically justified (e-g., lag-1 correlation 

between April and May ~ 0 . 5 ) .  Secondly, in case of applying the traditional ACF and 

PACF to the data, an AR(1) or AR(2) time series mode1 might be recommended. It 

occurs due to the process of averaging the lag-k autocorrelation coefficients over the 



Table 4.2. Correlation matrix of the monthly flows of English river at Umferville. 
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entire data s e t  Therefore, care must be exercised in the case of applying traditionaf time 

series analysis, which ignores the concept of groups, on such a data set. It is believed that 

these two observations lend a strong support to the grouping approach proposed in this 

thesis. Finally, it is worth to mention that the use of the correlation matrix for segmenting 

the data is viewed as an auxiliary tool to veriS, the process. 

The sarne procedure is repeated with the Little River and Reed Creek - except the 

correlation matrix (because of the weakness of the autocorrelations for both of the two 

rivers). Two pattern classes PCI and PC2, each of six months duration, are identified for 

the two nvers. Table 4.3 summarizes the percentage of correct and mis-classified nvers 

segments. Both distance measures of the Euclidean and the Mahalanobis are used. Graphs 

showing the segments of the Little River and the Reed Creek are provided in appendix C. 

It should be noted that the Mahalanobis distance includes the variance of the segments. If 

the variance is neglected, both measures, the Euclidean distance (de) and the 

Mahalanobis distance IdM), should provide similar results. DetenninisticalIy speaking, a 

segment belonging to PCI of the English River has low probability of being mis- 

classified while it is statistically merging with PC3. Opposite comments c m  be made 

with respect to PC3. 

As a concluding remark for the process of data clustenng or  grouping, one can Say that 

grouping is not only a necessary step for fûrther analysis, but it also helps provide an 

insightful understanding into the data at hand. Searching the data for a structure of natural 



groupings is an important explanatory technique. Grouping can provide an infonnal 

means for assessing dimensionality, identiwng outliers, and suggesting interesting 

hypotheses concerning relationships (Johnson and Wichem, 1988)- 

Table 4.3. Percentage of classification/rnisclassification using Euclidean and 

English River 

Little River 

Reed Creek 

- -- 

Class 
Mahalanobis distances for the segments of diff rent classes of the three rivers. 

Mahalanobis Distance 

4.2.2 Identzfiing ni ter-group i-elatioitsl~ips towurds model selecrion 

Having the data set segmented as consecutive groups, one shouid proceed with studying 

the inter-group structure. The traditional or single-valued approach is based on 

understanding the time series as a sequence of individual observations. Therefore, 

identification of the structure linking the individual observations is required to model the 



time series in the single-valued approach (whether in regression or time series analysis). 

In the proposed approach, the model entities are groups of observations rather than 

individuals, and the links sought are supposed to represent the relations arnong vectors 

rather than single-vaiued observations. Characteristics such as trend, seasonality, 

independence, autocorrelation and cross-correlation coefficients, and normality or 

multivariate normaiity should be checked in relation to data groups. 

Arrtocor-r-elation and cr-oss-con-elatr'on 

Autocorrelation and cross-correlation coefficients arnong groups are ideally represented 

in a form of (k*k) matrix where k is the number of elements in each segment. For English 

River, the autocorrelation coefficient of any lag is (4*4) matrix while auto and cross- 

correlation coefficients are represented by (6*6) matrices in cases of Little River and 

Reed Creek. Such matrices are difficult to interpret and cannot be represented on 2- 

dimensional plots as autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation hnction 

(PACF). For the purpose of this research, it is considered that a mean value of each 

segment can satisfactonly represent that subtle charactenstic of the segment in studying 

the correlation structure. The ACF and PACF of the English River data groups are 

respectively plotted as Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. The slow decay of the ACF and the cutoff 

in the PACF afier lag-1 demonstrate that a lag-1 autoregressive group, ARG(l), model 

can be successfùl in modeling the English River data as groups. The independence of the 

Little River and Reed Creek data, represented by the ACFs in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, as weii 

as the significant group cross-correlation (Figure 4.7) refutes the utility of time senes 

analysis in this case (bi-series case). It should be noted that the lag-1 autocorrelation may 



look significant according to Figure 4.5 but there is no gradua1 decay that indicates the 

existence of senal dependence. Regression technique lends itself to studying the Little 

River and Reed Creek as a bi-series case. Two other techniques, ANNs and MPM, are 

used along with regression and time series analysis for cornparison purposes. information 

about autocorrelation or independence is not required for application of ANN technique. 

The details of calculating the autocorrelation and cross-correlation of groups are given in 

appendix D. 

DereriniïzisCic cornpoaen 1s 

Trends, shifts, and cyclicity in the mean and standard deviation can be removed before 

modeling the data groups. Perceiving the data as groups does not affect the definition of 

these detenninistic components. Removing these components can be done in the same 

way as in the traditional single-valued approach. Details of such procedures are provided 

by Salas ( 1992). 

Mdtivar-fate i~or-maiit;r; 

It  should be noted that time series analysis and MPM techniques require data to follow 

multivariate normal distribution given in equation (4. l), 

where k is the dimension of the group, which is equal to the number of elements in each 

segment, and C is the covariance matrix of the pattern class. In regression technique, the 



residuals have to be normally distributed while the variables themselves need not follow 

normal distribution (Makhuvha et al. 1997a). To check the multivariate normality, the 

following relation should hold for a k-dimensional normal distribution: 

where &a) is upper (100 )th percentile of a chi-square distribution with k degrees of 

freedom (Johnson and Wichern, 1988). For the three rivers involved in this research, it is 

found that Ioptransformation is sufficient to bring the data close to multivariate normal 

distribution. Other methods of transforming the data to multivariate normal may lead to 

better transformation and improvement of final results, but only log-transformation is 

applied in this research. Normality tests are shown in appendix E. 
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Fig. 4.4 Correlation structure of data groups (English River). a) autocorrelation 
function and b) partial autocorrelation function. 

4.2.3 Applicatiori fo the single series case (Eilg[ish Rivet-) 

In the following, three techniques for estimating missing data, narnely, time series 

modeIing, multivanate partitioning modeling, and artificial neural networks are 

presented. 

a) Tinze ser-ies azrror-egressive grorrps AR G(p) mode! 

Analyzing the ACF and PACF of the data groups reveals that ARG(1) is worth testing. In 

general AR( 1 ) and AR(2) are the most commonly used models of the AR(p) type models 

in hydrology. Needless to say, perceiving the data as groups c m  further weaken the 

autocorrelation links among data constituents (groups rather than single-valued 

observations) due to the local autocorrelation within each group. ARG(1) or even 



independent groups type of modeling might be the most dominant structure in modeling 

monthly streamflows using the group approach. The mode1 represented by equations 

(3.8) and (3.9) is used with the calibration data to estimate the mode1 parameters. The 

parameter matrices Al and B are estimated as follows (Salas et al. 1980). 

1-i I 
coefficient I - Confidence lirnitç j 

Lag number 

Fig. 4.5 Autocorrelation function of data groups (Little River). 
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Fig. 4.6 Autocorrelation function of data groups (Reed Creek). 
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Fig. 4.7 Cross-correlation function of data groups (Little & Reed Creek) 

where T denotes the transpose of the matrîx, pz = corn [z,"', z~$)] is the lag-k cross- 

correlation coefficient between 2;') and z , ~ ~ '  for i # j. As a mode1 verïfication step, the 

random vector of the English River is checked. It is uncorrelated in time and space, that 

is, E C E / % ~ ( ~ )  ]=O for i t j. 



b) Per-iodic au f oi-egressive gro i p s  PAR G(I) model 

To check the influence of the periodicity of the autocorrelation arnong the three classes of 

the English River data, a periodic mode1 given in equation (4.6) is employed, 

where three (4*4) periodic coefficient matrices represented by A l ,  and three (4*4) 

matrices represented by Br are estimated. Mode1 verification procedures similar to those 

mentioned earlier are conducted. Appendix F shows details of developing ARG(1) and 

PARG( 1 ) models- 

C) Muliivai-iate Par-titioning modeling (MPM) technique 

The form of MPM given in equation (3.10) is rewntten to handle the case of three classes 

for application to the English River. The mean values of classes 1. 2, and 3 are given 

belo W. 

where 



For simplicity, each equation of the three above-mentioned equations is considered 

representing the mean of the conditional distribution o f  a specific class, given the values 

of the preceding class and independently of the third class (Elshorbagy et al 2000b). 

These equations are used to estimate the missing segments of the English River data at 

Urnferville. 

d) Ai-tzjkiaz nezrra/ neiwo~-k ( A m )  techripe 

Multi!ayer feed fonvard ANN with back propagation learning algorithm is applied to the 

English River data. After many trials, network configuration that estimates the missing 

data in the best way is ANN(7-6-4) with seven input nodes, six hidden nodes, and four 

output nodes. The reason for having three extra input nodes is the use of the monthly 

mean, annual mean, and monthly variance as inputs. The trials showed that these 

additional inputs help accelerate the convergence process of ANNs. One can easily notice 

that the three additional inputs represent three components that are recognized during the 

pre-analysis of the time series. These components are the trend, monthly average value, 

and monthly variance. A lag-l transition model is assumed such that any segment of four 

observations is estimated based on the previous segment. Therefore, the data are arranged 

in a way that makes a (1 80*7) matrïx of the input data and a (1 80*4) matrix of the output 

data of the ANN model. The 180 rows represent 60 years of data with three segments 

each. 



The estimated values of the English River corresponding to the missing data using the 

four models are given in Figure 4.8 along with the observed values for cornparison. It 

should be noted that the estimated values are calculated as segments of four consecutive 

values. Each segment is estimated in one step at a time (Le., the estimated value within 

the segment is not used for estimating the successive one)- 

Fig. 4.8 Estimated and observed values of the English River flows. 

4.2.4 Application to the bi-set-ies case 

In the following, three techniques, namely, multivariate multiple regression, multivanate 

parti tioning modeling, and arti ficial neural networks are presented. 

a) Mzrltivaria?e nzultiple t-egt.essiotz (MMR) technique 

The mode1 equation and the parameter estimation technique are given in the previous 

chapter. Y is a (102*6) data matnx of the tat-get river (Little River), and Z is a (102*6) 



matrïx of the refer-ence river (Reed Creek). The 102 rows represent 5 1 years of data with 

two segments each. The model is verified by checking the independence of the errors and 

their distribution. The errors are found to be independent and their distribution is close to 

normal, 

b) MPM technique 

Equation (3.10) is ideal for the bi-series case where X2 is the segment known fiom the 

i-ejeer-eïzce river (Reed Creek) and Xl is the segment to be estimated for the rarget river 

(Little River). The data of both rivers are arranged in a way that collates the data from 

each of the two concurrent classes of both rivers in one matrix. The (102*12) data matrix 

can be used to calculate the main covariance matrix, C .  The constituent components of 

this matrix are CI 1, C 2, Cl 1, and Crz. 

c) ANN teclzrziqtre 

Data in 102 rows are arranged such that there are six inputs to the network and six 

outputs. The six inputs are the number of elements in each class of the Reed Creek while 

the six outputs are the elements in each class of the Little River. It should be noted that 

the 102 refers to the number of data rows used for training the ANN model. ANN (6-8-6) 

is found to provide the best estimate of the missing segments for the Little River. 

The estimated values of the Little River missing data using the three models, for the bi- 

senes case, are shown in Figure 4.9 along with the observed values. It should be noted 



that estimated values are calculated as segments of six consecutive values (one segment 

at a time) in one step rather than one by one single-valued outputs. 

4 - 2 5  Es fiinarion of purriuiiy missing segment 

Sometimes, one might face the case of having only part of  a segment missing. Due to 

adoption of the group approach in this research, each segment is considered as a single 

object. Thus, a segment is estimated as an inseparable set of consecutive values. When 

missing values constitute only a part of a segment, a solution should be found in a way 

that integrates explicitly the information available fkom the known part of the segment. h 

this research, it is assumed that the first value of  the missing segment is known and the 

rest are to be estimated. 
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Fig. 4.9 Estimated and observed values of the Little River flows. 
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Fig. 4.10 Modified estimates of the missing segments (English River). 

In other words, only the last three and the last five observations out of  the segments are 

missing in the English River and Little River respectively. Similarly, other varieties of 

partial segments are possible, but for demonstration purposes, only the first value of the 

segment is assumed to be known, 

Actual 

I - -  - - - - - - .  Mod-Mm 

m onths (1980-1 989) 

Fig. 4.1 1 Modified estimates of the missing segments (Little River). 



Keeping the modeling procedures unchanged, first, the whoIe segment (including the first 

known observation) is assurned rnissing and estimated in one step as done before. 

Second, the percent error of the first value is calculated as follows. 

Where, dei is the estimated value of the first observation of the segment, d k i  is the known 

value of the first observation. The third step is modifying the rest of the estimated values 

within each segment according to the (p3 of the first known value using the following 

equation. 

Where, dmci is the modified value of any estimated value in the missing segment, and dei 

is the estimated value of any observation afier the first one in the missing segment. 

Figures 4.10 and 4.1 1 show the modified estimated values of the English River and Little 

River assuming that the first observation of the missing segment is known. 

4.3 Indicators of mode1 performance 

A mean squared error (MSE) is one of the rnost commonly used performance measures in 

hydrological modeling. Many researchers used MSE or its root (RMSE) as an accuracy 



rneasure, (e.g., Bastarache et al. 1997; Shamseldin, 1997; and Carpenter and Bartheleny, 

1994). Others, like Kaninanithi et al. (1994), use both MSE and mean relative error 

(MRE) to try to fil1 some of the gaps left by considering only MSE, and state that the 

squared error and the relative error provide different types of information about model 

predictive capabilities. Formulas for calculating MSE and MRE are gîven below: 

where Di stands for the measured (actual) value, D; is the estimated value, and n is the 

number of observations. Using the MRE to rank different models according to their 

performance may result in a different rank from that obtained using MSE. To be more 

comprehensive in the evaluation of different aspects of model performance, Hsu et al. 

(1995), use RMSE, percent error in volume (% VE), percent error in matching the 

maximum flow (% MF), and the correlation (CORR) between the observed and simulated 

fiows. Those who use only the MSE to assess the performance of different models fail to 

prove the appropriateness of MSE as a sole rneasure of model performance. Meanwhile, 

others who use more than one measure do not provide guidelines for choosing the model 

when different measures favor different models. In some cases, preference of one model 

to another is based on a small difference in the MSE. The MSE is an absolute value and 

not referenced to any benchmark point, nor comprehended according to a pre-designed 



threshold to indicate the significance of the MSE value or even the significance of the 

difference between two calcutated MSEs of different models. It is apparent that a 

statistical measure capable of overcoming the abov-e-discussed difficulties is required. 

4.4 The pooled mean squared error (PMSE) 

Assuming a ccrmon hydrological problem of predicting streamflow using two different 

models A and B, a different statistic is proposed to achieve the following objectives: (a) 

to combine the effect of the MSE and MRE in one measure, called pooled mean squared 

enor (PMSE); and (b) to increase the effect of the significant residuals which are above a 

pre-determined threshold, and to reduce the differential effect of the insignificant 

residuals which are below the pre-determined threshold (Elshorbagy et al. 2000~). 

A hypothetical numerical example is provided to show the steps followed in the 

deveropment of the PMSE. Table 4.4 shows the actual, estimated flows, residuals, and 

relative errors for the hypothetical example. The steps are as follows: 

1. A threshold is detemined and only the residuals above its value are considered 

significant. A threshold can be any value, but this research considers 5% of the 

actual values. 

3 -. Relative error values of the outputs fiom the two models are pooled together to 

form one set of size N (N = 20 in this hypothetical example, ni = nz = N 2 ) .  

3. I f  the relative error is < 5%, the predicted value is given a constant rank. In our 

example, predicted values with residuals less than or equal to 5% of the actual 



values are ranked (1). 

4. Predicted values with relative errors higher than the threshold 5% are ranked so 

that the highest residual is given the rank (Fi), the next highest is given the rank 

(N-1) and so on. 

5. The PMSE for each mode1 is calculated using the following relationship: 

where k; is the r d  of the residual error . The ideal value of MSE, MRE, and PMSE is 

0.0. In our example MSE of model A = 25 and MRE (A) equal 0.048 while MSE(B) = 

20.8 and the MRE(B) = 0.028 1. One can favor model B over model A while the values in 

Table 4.5 clearly show that al1 predicted values of model A can be accepted because they 

lie within the pre-defined threshold. Two values out of ten (20%) predicted by model B 

are in clear violation of the threshold, which indicates low reliability of mode1 B. It can 

be concluded that neither of the tsvo regular measures able to interpret or expiain the 

results of our example. On the other hand, calculating the PMSE results in values of 9-72 

and 43.42 for rnodels A and B respectively. These values are more reasonable according 

to the concept of satisfjmg or violating the threshold. It should be noted that other 

authors establish measures of errors for different purposes. The closest example is 

Sorooshian et al. (1983 and 1993), who use a maximum likelihood estimotor function for 

the heteroscedastic error case (HMLE). The main point of their approach weighs the 



squared residuals by the actual observations. in other words, they implicitly combine the 

squared error and the relative error. 

Table 4.4 Actual and predicted flows, residuals, and relative errors (a hypothetical 

Actual 
flow 

case) 

Model (A) 

Predicted Residual Relative 
Flow values emr  

* : The values in parenthesis are the pooled rank 

4.5 Discussion 

Model (B) 

Predicted Residual Relative 
Flow values e m r  

The results of the single series case, presented in Table 4.5, refiect the superionty of the 

ANN model in estimating the missing values when the whole segment is missing. On the 

other hand, the ANN model becomes inferior to the rest of the modeIs when the first 

observation of the missing segment becomes known. The results of the ANN model do 



not irnprove with the acquisition of  additional information (first observation in the 

segment). This is because the modification process conducted using equations 4.10 and 

4.1 1 is based on the group concept, and the whole segment is assumed to have consistent 

signs (+ve or -ve) of  the relative errors for al1 elements within the segment. It seems that 

the ANN model, during its search to minimize the squared error, tends to violate the 

group-structure of the data. Perhaps it treats each element within the segment differently. 

Therefore, the apparent supenority of the ANN model when the whole segment is 

missing should not be generalized to include al1 cases of missing data (Elshorbagy et al. 

2000b)- 

Similar to Table 4.5, Table 4.6 summanzes the results for the bi-series case (the Little 

River). The ANN model tends to provide better estimates for the missing values when the 

whole segment is missing. The last three columns of Table 4.6 indicate that none of the 

adopted techniques is able to benefit from the availability of the first element of the 

missing segment. It  is noted that the differences between the MSE values of different 

models in Table 4.6 are not big; however, the Iess the MSE value, the better the rnodel 

performance. Also the use of PMSE helps address this problem. Keeping in mind that the 

three techniques follow different routes to approach the problem solution, the utility of 

the grouping becomes questionable in this bi-senes case. One explanation, supported by 

the relative success of the group approach in the English River case and by the improper 

results in the Little River case, is the role of the autocorrelation. The idea of tying each 

group of elements in one segment to behave as a single object seems to require 

significant autocorrelation among the single-valued elements. Therefore, the significant 



autocorrelation of the English River, unlike that of the Little River, plays a major role in 

supporting the group approach. 

Another point of interest is worth mentioning in light of that modification process 

descnbed by equations 4.10 and 4.1 1. The signifiant improvement in the accuracy of 

estimating the values of the partially-missing segments of the English River diverts 

attention toward the utility of the group approach for forecasting purposes. 

Table 4.5 Summary of mode1 performance for the English River case. 



Table 4.6 Summary of model performance for the Little River case. 

ModeIs 

A cornplete segment of four elements (monthly values) can be forecasted as a first step. 

Then, when the first value becornes available, a significant improvcment in the following 

three monthiy values cm be achieved without remodeling or re-estimation of  the model 

parameters. This finding not only saves the time and effort of re-estimating model 

parameters, but also provides satisfactory estimates for multiple steps ahead (3-steps in 

Our example). 

MMR 

MPM 

ANN 

4.6 Concluding remarks 

Whole missing segment 

This chapter demonstrates that monthly (penodic) streamflow data can be clustered into a 

definite number of classes according to the group approach. The tlow values and their 

variances are reasonable characteristics that can be used for data segmentation. The 

results of the application of different techniques for estimation of missing segments 

indicate that the autocorrelation among elements o f  each segment plays a major role in 

the success of the group approach. In both, single series and bi-series cases, artificial 

Partial missing segment 
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neural network mode1 shows superiority over other models, appiied in this research, in 

estimating missing segments using the group approach. However, care must be exercised 

when ANN models are applied to cases of partially-missing segments. ANNs tend to 

violate the group structure of the data to minimize the overall errors of  the estimates. 

Other techniques represented by group time series rnodels (ARG(1) and PARG(1)) and 

MPM are more consistent in handling data groups. Their accuracy of missing data 

estimation improves when a part of the missing segment becomes available. The 

discussion given earlier on the utility of the group approach for forecasting applications 

indicates that the group approach may have potential for other applications in water 

resources. The success of  the group approach is contingent on the segmenting process 

and the selection of the models that can handle groups. Segmentation procedures and 

models used in this thesis are not claimed to be exhaustive. Improvement in these two 

aspects of the group approach reflects on the final results of the application. Finally, the 

group approach is not proposed as a replacement for the traditional single-valued 

approach but rather as a sound alternative when the hydrologic data show clustering 

charactenstics and as a strong candidate when consecutive (group of) observations are 

missing (Elshorbagy et al. 2000b). 

In this chapter, the concept of  the group approach has been tested and applied to monthly 

streamflow records as representatives of penodic hydrologic data. A definite number of 

grorips (seasons), with definite and small number of elements (months), in the 

geophysical year have been identified. The processes of segmenting the data into groups 



and modeling the group structure is mainly based on the fact that the time series shows a 

significant periodicity. Thus, the applicability of the sarne approach and methodology to 

hydroIogic data with different tirne scale (e-g., weekly or daily flows) is not certain. The 

daily streamtlows are considered as an example of non-periodic hydrologic data. The 

characteristics of the daily hydrologic data might pose the necessity for adopting different 

concepts, techniques, and methodologies to perceive the data structure and mode1 the 

time series accordingly. In the following chapter, the concept of the chaos theory is 

investigated and its suitability to explain the behavior of the daily strearnflows is 

explored, 



Chapter 5 

5. PERCEPTION OF CROUPS IN NON-PERIODIC DATA: 

THE CHAOS APPROACH 

5- 1 Introduction 

5.2 What is chaos? 

5.3 Review of studies investigating the concepts of chaos in hydrology 

5.4 Estimation of missing streamflow data 

5.5 Summary 

" n ~ e  Fools nrirotrg the people will sny: Wlrnt lr~ztlt 
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rrsed? Say: To Alldr belorrg botlr East i z m i  West. He 

guideth zi~llotrr He miils to a zzony thnf is strrriglrt" 

The Gloriorrs Qtm'rt (2: 242) 



5.1 Introduction 

The methodology explained in the previous chapters, utilizing the information contained 

in groups of periodic data might not be feasible for non-periodic data. The daily 

streamflows are considered in this thesis as an example o f  non-periodic hydrologie data. 

The Iack of the apparent deterministic component of periodicity, within the year, in the 

daily streamflows makes the task of segrnenting the data, into a definite number of 

repeating goups, difficult. If the segmentation procedures, presented earlier, were 

adopted for chopping daily flows, one might end up with one of  the following results: (i) 

three or four group types for every geophysical year with 90 or 100 elements for each 

group or (ii) large number of group types (e.g., 90 or 100 groups) with three or four 

elements each. Both results pose difficulty and impracticality due to the unmanageable 

increase in the number of parameters and models needed for the data. Therefore, another 

way of looking for group structure, or that window encompassing observations of similar 

characteristics, in the daily data should be sought. 

On the O ther hand, recent studies have indicated the existence of nonlinear deterministic 

dynamics in some hydrological data (e.g., arnong others, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. 1989). 

Such a characteristic of the non-periodic data diverts the attention fiom regular stochastic 

modeling towards the principles of chaos theory. In chaos theory, as will be shown later, 

a specific data structure is searched through identifjmg some chaotic invan-ants. One of 

these invariants is a dimension of a certain sub-space of  the data, which indicates the 

width of a window entailing a specific number of observations. Even though the word 



group or grouping is not invoked in chaos-related literature, such type of structure is 

envisioned in this research as a support for the group approach adopted in this thesis. The 

basic prïnciples and definitions of chaos theory are given hereafier. 

5.2 What is chaos? 

As there is no commonly accepted definition of chaos, one can only charactenze chaos as 

a seemingly random and irregular signal generated by deterministic process with some 

additional properties (Embrechts, 1994). The first property is that the deterministic 

process that generates a chaotic signal must show sensitivity to initial conditions. A 

second property is that a chaotic signal should be associated with a strange attractor (i-e., 

that the phase space shows a figure or distribution of points characterïzed by a fractal or 

noninteger dimension). In order to understand such expressions like strange attractor and 

phase space, we need to know what a fiactal is. 

(a) m a t  is a fiactal? 

Benoit Mandelbrot introduced fractals in the 1970s to descnbe irregular shapes, such as 

mountains, clouds, wiggly lines, and coagulations of points. Since then, several books 

have been published that carefully define what exactly constihites a fracta1 (Barnsley, 

1988; Mandelbrot, 1983; Feder, 1989; and Peters 199 1, 1994). 

Geometric structures such as points, lines, and surfaces can be categorized according to 

their topological dimension as follows: O for a point, 1 for a line, and 2 for a surfafe. 



Shapes such as wiggly lines or circles have a topological dimension of 1, because they 

can be stretched into a straight line. Mathematicians have defined several other 

dimensions. One type is the Hausdorff dimension, which has an interesting characteristic 

in that it can also take noninteger, or fiactional, values. The figures that Mandelbrot 

studied can be assigned such noninteger Hausdorff dimensions. Fractals are geometric 

figures with a noninteger Hausdorff dimension. A fi-actal is a set for which the Hausdorfî 

dimension strictly exceeds the topological dimension (Mandelbrot, 1983). The Hausdorff 

dimension can be approximated by the fiactal dimension or correlation dimension. 

A fiactal dimension is a measure of how much an m-dimensional space is occupied by an 

object. For example, as given by Embrechts (1994): ''a cotton ball has th-ee p/zysical 

nipizerrsiom. V o n e  squeezes it with a press, it tries to ocntpy hvo dimensions bttt faifs. II 

stiU has brik in the third dimension. So the flatrened cotton bal1 has a dimeiision 

sonzeivlzere between 2 aiid 3. Sirnilarly. a point has orle dimensiorz. and a stmight h e  Aas 

hvo ditnensions. A wigg& Zine, d ~ i c h  is a str-aight fhe squeezeci rogether; has a 

n'inzeizsiofz behveerz 1 and 2." 

(6) Meihods foi- compittingfi-actal dimensions 

There are a few distinct methods for computing fiactal dimensions, one of which is the 

correlation analysis. To estimate the fiactal dimension of a time series, the concept of the 

correlation dimension is usetùl and ofien applied (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). Before 

computing the correlation dimension, some definitions, regarding the chaotic behavior 

are given. 



(c) Defin itiorts 

Chaotic time senes analysis detemines whether an irregular and seemingly random set of 

data points resulted fiom a chaotic process. A set of discrete data points that represent 

values of a signal as a hnction of  time is a time senes. A chaotic time senes, which 

represents a dynamic system, can be described by a phase space diagram that describes 

the evolution of the system fiom some initial state. The chaotic time senes has a phase 

space trajectory that converges to a sub-space regardless of the initial conditions. This 

sub-space is called an "attractor". An attractor can lie in an m-dimensional phase space 

and c m  be multi-dimensional with dimensions less than m. Deterministic systems for 

which long tenn predictability is possible have attractors of integer dimension 

(Embrechts, 1994). M e n  the dynamic system is sensitive to initial conditions, the 

attractors have non-integer or "fractal" dimensions. Such attractors are called "strange 

attractors" and systems containing them are called "chaotic dynamic systems" 

(Jayawardena and Lai, t 994). So, a strange attractor is nothing more than a phase space 

trajectory that stays on a fractal set. Chaotic time series analysis finds the dimension of 

this attractor. The higher the dimension, the more cornplex the underlying process that 

generated the time series. An example of a chaotic system is given in appendix G. 

In principle, a chaotic system can be modeled by a number of nonlinear first-order 

differential equations. The minimum number of differential equations is equal to the 

integer that embeds (Le., is just larger than) the fiactal dimension. The dimension of the 

phase space that spans this minimal number of differential equations is called the 



embedding dimension. The ernbedding dimension will always be larger than the fractal 

dimension of the strange attractor. 

5-21 Reconstntctiorz of the phase-space 

The first step in the process of analysis of chaos is that of attempting to reconstruct the 

dpamics in phase-space. The most popular analysis technique for a chaotic time series is 

the time delay method (Takens, 198 1). in this method, a series of equally spaced data is 

considered. Takens showed that a topological picture of the attractor in phase-space can 

be reconstnicted by the time delay method. Such a topological picture bears a reasonable 

resemblance to the original amsictor, but certain directions have been stretched and 

deformed. The time delay method consists of choosing a proper delay time and 

reconstructing a set of m-dimensional vectors or m-tuples, where m is not known a priori. 

The components of the rn-tuples form the directions of the new (topologicalIy equivalent) 

phase-space in which the attractor will be reconstructed by plotting the points 

corresponding to the m-tuples in this new phase-space. 

The dynamics of a scalar time senes {xl, xz,. . . . . .x,) are embedded in the m-dimensional 

phase-space (m>d, where d is the dimension of the attractor). The phase-space is defined 

b y: 



where r is the time delay. Usually, the choice of r is made with the help of the auto- 

correlation function or the mutual information content (Fraser and Swimey, 1986). It 

may be chosen as the lag time at which the autocorrelation becomes zero (Kantz and 

Schreiber, 1997) or at which the autocorrelation function falls below a threshold value 

comrnonly defined as l/e (Tsonis and Elsner, 1988). However, it has been repoited that 

considering various values of r demonstrates that the results do not show a strong 

dependence on the actual value chosen (Porporato and Ridolfi, 1997). In this thesis, as 

will be explained later (section 5.4), r is used also as the maximum length of missing 

segment of observations that can be estimated in one step (i.e., estimation of a missing 

value does not depend on the previous missing one) by the proposed technique. 

5.22 Correlation dimerisiorr 

The method of correlation dimension, as explained by Embrechts (1994), consists of 

centenng a hyper sphere around a point in hyperspace or phase-space, letting the radius 

(r)  of the hyper sphere grow until al1 points are enclosed, and keeping track of the number 

of data points that are enclosed by the hyper sphere. The dope of the line on a double 

logarithmic plot will be an estimate of the fiactal dimension of the set of data points. A 

phase-space is shown in Figure 5.1. The fiactal dimension is a measure of the relation 

between the variance of the signal and the time scale, so it provides a measure of the 

homogeneity of the signal. 



Fig. 5.1 Phase-space 

X(t-1 

reconstruction of a signal X(t) 

For an m-dimensional phase-space, the correlation integral C(r) given by Theiler (1 986): 

where H is the Heaviside step function, with H(U)  = 1 for t i  > 0, and H ( U )  = 0 for 

ri 5 O ;  N is the number of points on the reconstructed attractor, r is the radius of the 

sphere centered on Yi or Yi. The most commonly used norms for 1~ - Y,I are the 

maximum n o m  and the standard Euclidean nom. The maximum n o m  is the maximum 

absolute difference between the elements of Yi and Yi. The Euclidean nom,  which is the 

distance between two points in the space, is adopted in this research, and it is also used 



by others (e-g., Jayawardena and Lai, 1994). If the phenornenon is chaotic, for a large 

number of points, beyond a certain m the correlation integral follows the power law: 

where a is constant; and v is the correlation dimension, which represents generally 

good estimate of the fiactal dimension d of the attractor. The dope of the log C(r) versus 

log r plot is given by: 

v = lim 
log c(r) 

log r- 

For a random process, v varies linearly with increasing m, without reaching a saturation 

value, whereas for a deterministic process the value of v saturates (levels off) after a 

certain m. The saturation value, d, is the fiactal dimension of the attractor or the time 

series. 

5-23 Otlzer metltods for detectirtg chaos 

There are also other additional methods available in literaiure that help detect chaotic 

behaviour and indicate its existence in the system. Hereafter, Lyapunov exponents, 

entropy, and the method of surrogate data are briefly explained. 



(a) Lyapzrnov exponents 

If the fractal dimension of a signal is known and it has been established that there is 

evidence of chaos through strange attractors in the phase space, then it is possible to 

estimate the predictability of the signal (Embrechts, 1994). In other words, if chaotic 

attributes are found in a time senes, then according to Takens (198 1) it is possible to 

extrapolate the dynamics of the senes within a range specified by the Lyapunov 

exponents. However, these exponents have not been used in hydrology to determine 

predictability because of the difficulty of interpreting the computed vaIues in a practical 

w ay. 

Lyapunov exponents are useful for diagnosis of nonlinear dynamic systems. They 

describe the rate at which close points in the phase-space diverge. There is one exponent 

for each dimension. I f  one or more Lyapunov exponents are positive, the system is 

chaotic (Frison, 1994). Therefore, one needs to compute only the maximal Lyapunov 

exponent. The Lyapunov exponents are invariants with respect to initial conditions. 

Therefore, they f o m  a supportive tool for identiSing a chaotic system. However, in 

water resources literature, Lyapunov exponents have been ignored by researchen such as 

Sivakumar et al. 1998; 1999c; and Porporato and Ridolfi 1997, as a necessary indication 

of chaotic behavior. 

Consider the representation of the time series data as a trajectory in the embedding space. 

Assuming that one observes a close retum s , ~ .  to a previously visited point s,, then one 

can consider the distance A, =s, -s,t as a small perturbation, which should grow 



exponentially in time. Its future c m  be read fiom the time series: AI = s,+l - s , ~ , ~  - I f  

one finds that I A [ ~  z ~ ~ e ' '  then 1 is the maximum Lyapunov exponent (Hegger et al. 

1999). The routine given by Kantz and Schreiber (1997) is used to caIculate the maximal 

Lyapunov exponent in this research. 

Entropy is a thermodynarnic quantity describing the amount of disorder in the system. It 

c m  characterize the amount of information needed to predict the next measurement with 

a certain precision. The most popular one is the Kolmogorov entropy. The Kolmogorov 

entropy of a time series gives a lower bound to the sum of the positive Lyapunov 

exponents. An estimate of the Kolmogorov entropy (K) is Kz (Jayawardena and Lai, 

1 994). 

where At is the time interval between two successive observations, Kz is supposed to be 

zero for regular systems (e-g., penodic), positive and finite for chaotic systems and 

intinite for stochastic process. 



(c) Method of szrn-ogate data 

Another way of  supporting the argument that a specific data set is coming fiom a 

nonlinear deterministic system might be by rejecting the hypothesis that it is coming fkom 

a linear process. The method of surrogate data (Theiler et al. 1992) makes use of the 

substitute data generated in accordance with the probabilistic structure underlying the 

original data. The null hypothesis consists of a candidate linear process and the objective 

is to reject the hypothesis that the original data have corne fiom a linear stochastic 

process. A null hypothesis is formulated, for exarnple, that the data have been created by 

a stationary Gaussian Iinear process, Then, it is attempted to reject this hypothesis by 

cornparing results for the data to appropriate realizations of the nui1 hypothesis. 

Sivakumar et al. (1999~)  follow the algonthrn provided by Theiler et al. (1992) and the 

significance of a discnminating statistic obtained for surrogate data is judged. In Theiler 

et al. (1992), it is mentioned that a value of - 2 of the statistic cannot be considered 

significant whereas a value of - 10 is highly significant. It is not explained how the 

authors made an inference from these values and on what statistical basis they derived the 

conclusion. 

Since the primary interest is to give a support to the identification of chaos in time series, 

provided by the previous invariants, one of the discussed invariants will be used for 

visual inspection and cornparison. In this thesis, the correlation dimension for different 

m-values of both original and surrogate data will be plotted and inspected. Since the nul1 

assumption leaves room for fiee parameters, the process of generating the surrogate data 

has to take these into account (Hegger et al. 1999). One approach is to construct 

constrained realizations of  the null hypothesis. This approach of constrained realizations 



is adopted, for generating the surrogate data, using the algorithm provided by Kantz and 

Schreiber (1997). Constrained realizations are obtained by randomizing the data subject 

to the constraint that an appropriate set of parameters remains fixed (e-g., random data 

with a gïven perïodogram can be made). More details of that technique c m  be found in 

Kantz and Schreiber (1 997) and Hegger et al- ( 1999)- 

To summaxize the procedures of diagnosis and modeling of a chaotic time series, the 

different stages are shown in Figure 5.2. These stages are identified as identification, 

modeling, and verïfication. 

5.3 Review of studies investigating chaos in hydrology 

During the past few decades, hydrologists have been conducting comprehensive research 

regarding the appropriate type of analysis for the hydrologic data. Statements such as 

linear versus nonlinear, deterministic versus stochastic, black box versus conceptual 

inodels, pararnetric versus nonparametric became part of the common hydrologic 

vocabulary. Influenced by the fast-advancing research on chaotic behavior in the physics 

field, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1 989) has indirectly introduced to hydrologists a new topic 

for comparative analysis. The last few years have witnessed the birth of the topic of 

stochastic versus chaotic time series analysis and the most recent example is provided by 

Sivakumar et al. (2001). The literature on chaos in water resources is Iimited and research 

is still in its infancy. However, various levels of research and applications are found 

among the available publications. Only the question of whether data are chaotic or not is 
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addressed b y Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. ( 1 9 89); Angelbeck and Minkara ( 1 994) and 

Sivakumar et al. (1 998). Others (e-g., Jayawardena and Lai, 1994; Porporato and Ridolfi, 

1997) have taken a step forward by trying to predict fùnire values of the variable under 

consideration. 

In many applications, nonlinear modeling tools have provided better results when used in 

hydrological time senes analysis. Few examples, arnong others, are the supenonty of 

nearest neighbors technique over ARMA models for predicting strearnflows 

(Jayawardena and Lai, 1994), ANNs over ARMA (e-g., Hsu et al. 1995), ANNs and 

nonlinear regression over linear regression. Further, the supenority of ANNs over 

nonlinear regression in predicting river flows has been attributed to the possible existence 

of nonlinear dynarnics, which are not captured by the regression technique (Elshorbagy et 

al. 2000~).  Daily rainfall and strearnflows might show large dispersions fiom a mean 

motion similar to those exhibited by a stochastic process. This behavior might result 

either from a random probabilistic structure in the data or fiom a nonlinear deteministic 

system highly sensitive to the initial conditions (Rodnguez-lturbe et al. 1989). In the 

latter case, the dynarnics are deterministic although the appearance is similar to that of a 

stochastic process. Chaotic systems cannot be distinguished from stochastic processes 

using conventional statistical tools. Systems are said to be chaotic if they are nonpenodic, 

sensitive to initial conditions, and long predictability is lost (Grassberger and Procaccia, 

1 983; and Proccacia, 1988). 

it is worth mentioning that some doubts have been raised about the existence of chaos in 

hydrologie data (Chilardi and Rosso, 1990). However, the importance of evaluating 



hydrologic data from the viewpoint of nonlinear dynarnics is stressed by others 

(Sivakumar et al. 1999~). In reality, descrïbing a time series as either a totally linear 

stochastic process or fùlly noniinear deterministic chaos is not a practical approach. Any 

time series might have components of both systems. The analyst has to decide whether 

the process to be modeled is linear stochastic or deterministic chaos (Kantz and 

Schreiber, 1997)- Based on the impossibility of long-tem prediction in chaotic time 

series, the chaotic applications in water resources literature handled only short-term 

prediction. Cases where missing lengthy records or consecutive observations, which are 

common in hydrologic data, have not been addressed- More detailed review of the chaos- 

related studies in hydrology is given below. 

Fraedrich (1 986) has estimated the dimensions of attractors fiom phase-space trajectones 

of observed weather and climate variables (local surface pressure, relative sunshine 

duration, and zona1 wave amplitude). The author has observed a low fractal 

dimensionality between 3 and 4 for the weather attractor, if inter-amual variability and 

seasonaf changes were eliminated. The climate variable has also revealed a low 

dimensionality (behveen 4 and 5) of the climate attractor. Further study of weather and 

climate attractors has been done by Fraednch (1987). Predictability of weather and 

climate variables has been deduced fiom phase-space trajectories and estimated by the 

cumulative distance distributions of expanding pairs of points on the single variable 

trajectory. It is simply a method of estimating predictability that combines the concepts of 

correlation dimension and Lyapunov exponents. As a first estimate, the author has 

obtained a predictability time scale of about two weeks for the weather variable and 1 0- 

15 thousand years for the climate variable. 



Time series describing the state of the Southern Oscillation (SO) have been analyzed by 

Hense (1987) using the correlation dimension method to find the dimensionality of the 

strange attractor. From the results obtained for the precipitation and sea surface 

temperature time series, the author hypothesized the existence of strange attractor with a 

fiactal dimension between 2.5 and 6.0. It is worth mentioning here that the monthly t h e  

series of the Southem Oscillation index (SOI) has also been analyzed by Kawamura et al. 

(1 998) to examine its chaotic charactenstics. T'hree schemes, moving average, low-pass 

filter and nonlinear smoothing, have been used to reduce noise and enhance chaotic 

properties. Autocorrelation and spectral characteristics, as well as three chaos-oriented 

properties - phase space trajectory, the largest Lyapunov exponent, and correlation 

dimension - have then been exarnined. No significant signs of chaotic behavior have 

been found for either the noise-reduced SOI time series or the raw one. The SOI time 

senes was considered to be stochastic rather than chaotic from the viewpoint of 

dynamical systems theory. 

More comprehensive study on obtaining attractor dimensions from meteorological time 

series has been conducted by Henderson and Wells (1988). They have used the 

correlation dimension and the limit capacity techniques for estimating the dimension of 

the attractor of meteorological time senes. The results have suggested a low-order 

attractor for the large-scale flow of size 5.0-6.5, while the gust front data showed a local 

attractor of 4.0-5.5. Forecasts have been made using a mode1 that simulates the attractor 

by reconsmicting it using time delay method. The prediction function has been gained by 

tabulating the future value of the lagged series element as a function of position in the 



phase-space. The global properties and local structure of the weather attractor over 

Western Europe have been investigated by Keppenne and Nicolis (1989), who have 

characterized the dynamics based on the computation of the dimensions of manifolds on 

which the systems evolve. Several embedding techniques have been used and compared 

using the data at nine different meteorological stations. Al1 methods have given similar 

results, narnely, that the data in different stations denve frorn a single deterministic 

dynamical system spaming a relatively low-dimensional manifold embedded in a low- 

dimensional phase-space (-7.0). The average tirne scale of the "growth of errors" 

associated with divergence of nearby initial conditions has been found to be a few weeks- 

It has been found that the predictability time in the regions of the attractor, which 

correspond to low values of the observed time series data, is slightly above one month 

decreasing to about two weeks for high values of the time senes observations. 

Mohan et al. (1989) have analyzed the oxygen isotope ratio data fiom deep-sea cores as a 

representative of climate data. The authors have questioned the meaningfulness of the 

correlation dimension calculated for weather and climate attractors by others. The two 

issues related to the effect of noise and the natural sampling time at which the data are 

available have been addressed by the authors. They have adopted a different method, 

called BK (Broomhead and King, 1986) method, for analyzing the time series and have 

shown that the previously estimated correlation dimension value of 3.1 is inconclusive. 

Further, they added that, due to noise and large sampling time, it is not possible to embed 

the data in more than three dimensions and obtain meaningful results. Such a conclusion 

is in disagreement with snidy results of Zeng et al. (1992), who have analyzed the fiactal 



dimension, Lyapunov exponent spectrum, Kolmogorov entropy, and predictability for 

chaotic attractors in the atrnosphere. The time series of daily surface temperature and 

pressure, over several regions of the United States and the North Atlantic Ocean with 

différent climatic signal-to-noise ratios, have been used for the analysis. Though the total 

number of data points is large (from about 13,800 to about 36,500), the authors have 

indicated that it is still too small to obtain a reliable estimate of the correlation dimension. 

However, it has been shown that this dimension is greater than 8 and that the previous 

estimate of low fractal dimensions in the atrnosphere is spurious. The predictability time 

is longer over regions with a higher climatic signal-to-noise ratio. It has also been 

mentioned that the computation of the Lyapunov exponents is slightly sensitive to the 

selection of the time delay. Another example of the discrepancies in the dimensions 

estimate of weather attractors is the snidy of Wang (1995). The author has attempted to 

detect the presence of low-dimensional deterministic chaos in temperature data by 

estimating the correlation dimension with the Hill estimate that has been developed by 

Mikosch and Wang (1995). There has been no convincing evidence of low 

dimensionality with either global or local temperature data sets. Further, the author has 

concluded that any apparent reduction in the dimension estimates appears to be due to 

effects of statistical bias, but neither is it a purely random stochastic process. The 

dimension of the climatic attractor, according to Wang (199S), may be significantly 

larger than 10. 

Rodnguez-Iturbe et al. (1989) has posed the question regarding possible chaotic 

dynamics in rainfall of stonn events. It has been found that both charactenstics of the 



correlation integral and the Lyapunov exponents of the historical data give preliminary 

support to the presence of chaotic dynamics with a strange attractor. A time series of 

1990 points of 1 5 s  rainfall has been used for the analysis. Similarly, Shanfi et al. (1990) 

have analyzed the rainfall data of three storms. The data sets consist of the discrete time 

series of the inter &val times of one-hundredth of a millimeter rainfall amounts. in al1 

cases, the number of data points in the data sets was at least 3300. Evidences of the 

existence of Iow-dimensional attractors, with correlation dimensions less than 4, have 

been found in the storm data. The authors indicated that the key to a successfül research 

effort in this area appears to be the availability of very high temporal resolution samples 

of stonn raînfall. 

Islam et al. (1993) have made a trial to explain the low correlation dimension estimates 

for the atmosphenc data. They have reviewed weather and climate attractors. The authors 

have suggested that the physical constraints on variables may be an explmation for the 

seemingly low estimate of correlation dimension. A good and low estimate may simply 

mean that a low number of variables may capture certain dynamical aspects of the 

analyzed time series rather than the entire underlying dynarnical system. Along the same 

way of detecting the existence of chaotic behavior in water resources systems, Angelbeck 

and Minkara (1 994) have investigated the complexity of wastewater flow phenornena 

using chaos analysis. The authors have used power specmim, correlation exponent, and 

Lyapunov exponent analyses in their study. Flow time senes of three wastewater 

treatment plants with number of points ranging from 1,200 to 3300 have been 

investigated. The analyses have provided a qualitative description of the irregular 



behavior of  wastewater flows and indicated the existence of chaos in the data sets. 

FinalIy, it has been concluded that wastewater flow data c m  be very complex and that 

accurate prediction using stochastic models may be invalid- 

In addition to the traditional analysis of investigating the existence of chaos in the time 

senes data, Jayawardena and Lai (1994) have moved one step forward by predicting 

fùture values. Variations of local approximation methods, which are based on the nearest 

neighbor technique, are employed for nonlinear prediction of rainfall and strearnflow 

values. Correlation dimension, Lyapunov exponent, and Entropy have been used for the 

diagnostic analysis. The authors have found convincing statistical evidence to believe that 

the rainfall and streamflow data series could be better rnodeled by time delay embedding 

method than by the traditional linear ARMA approach. 

Sangoyomi et al. (1996) have gone back to stress the issue of dimension estimation of 

nonlinear systems with a different application. They have studied the possibility that 

variations in the volume of the Great Salt Lake may be described as a low dimensional 

nonlinear system. Three methods (correlation dimension, nearest neighbor dimension, 

and false neighbor dimension) of estimating attractor dimension have been applied and 

compared. The authors have highlighted some factors that may influence dimension 

calculations, such as number of data points considered in the analysis and whether the 

underlying nonlinear dynamics has been sampled in a representative manner. A direct 

continuation of Sangayomi et a h  study has been made by La11 et al. (1996). The time 

senes data set has been considered as the outcome of a finite-dimensional nonlinear 



dynamical system. Short-term forecasting has been made osing nonparametric regression 

to recover the nonlinear autoregressive skeleton of the underlying dynamics. The authors 

have demonstrated the utility of the proposed approach with synthetic penodic data, data 

£?om low-dimensional chaotic dynamical systems, and time series data of the Great Salt 

Lake. 

Puente and Obregon (1996) have reported the existence of chaos in storrn events 

observed in Boston by analyzing a time senes of 1990 points using the correlation 

dimension method, the Kolomogorov entropy method, the false neighbor algorithm, and 

the Lyapunov exponent method. They have presented a deteministic fiactal-multi£iactal 

(FM) approach for modeling the storm event. A detailed cornparison of the real and fitted 

time series revealed the possibility of using a deteministic FM approach for a faithful 

representation of the Boston storm event, and led the authors to hint that a stochastic 

fiamework for rainfall modeling might be bypassed. An application that is slightly 

différent from rainfall and streamflow-related applications has been provided by Jeong 

and Rao (1996). The characteristics of tree rings have been studied to determine the long- 

term climatic behavior of a region. The authors have analyzed 13 tree ring senes fiorn the 

Salt and Verde River basins in Arizona to determine their chaos charactenstics. Two 

rnethods of analysis have been used in the study: Grassberger-Procaccia algonthm and 

the method proposed by Scargle (1990). No evidence of chaotic behavior in these tree 

ring series has been indicated. 



Concepts from nonlinear dynarnics (attractors, spectral analysis, phase-space 

reconstruction, and time delay embedding) and their application to modeling of soil-water 

processes have been presented by Doscher (1997). A review of nonlinear prediction 

models based on time series data has been provided. The author has concluded that 

discovering the nonlinear dynamics in hydrological processes can help direct the 

rnodeling efforts. 

Porporato and Ridolfi (1997) have given particular emphasis to the problem of noise in 

the time series and also to nonlinear prediction. The authors have stressed the 

significance of differencing the time series to obtain the fint difference. This process is 

an important indication about the existence of chaotic component. Then, an interpolation 

fùnction using the nearest neighbor technique has been estimated for forecasting future 

values of the time series. The noise level has been reduced, using the algorithm proposed 

by Grassberger et al. (1993). Details of noise reduction procedures are deferred to the 

next chapter. Finally, the authors concluded that remarkable predictive results have been 

attained with the nonlinear method. Further studies regarding the existence of 

deterministic chaos in streamflow data have been camed out by Wang and Gan (1998), 

who have estirnated the correlation dimensions of the unregulated strearnflow data of six 

rivers in the Canadian prairies to be about 3.0. However, based on their observation of the 

consistent underestimation of the correlation dimension for the randomly re-sampled data 

by an arnount of 4-6, they have interpreted that the actual dimensions of the streamflow 

data should be between 7 and 9. The authors have used two methods for calculating the 

correlation dimension: the Hill estimate and Grassberger-Procaccia algorithrns. 



Sivakumar et al. (1 998, 199%) have investigated the daily rainfall data of different record 

lengths observed fkom each of six stations in Singapore using the correlation dimension 

method and the nonlinear prediction method, and have provided convincing evidence 

regarding the existence of chaos. They have also employed the surrogate data method, 

which indicated the absence of linearïty in the rainfall îime series. Subsequently, 

Sivakumar et al. (1999a,b) have studied the influence of presence of noise (measurement 

error) on the correlation dimension and prediction accuracy estimates, by proposing a 

systematic approach for noise reduction, coupling a noise level detemination method and 

a noise reduction method. The outcomes have provided additional support regarding the 

existence of deteministic component in the rainfall phenornenon and possible reasons for 

the low prediction accuracy estimates achieved in their earlier study (Sivakumar et al- 

1999~). Pastemack (1999) has rzised serious concems about the correlation integral 

analysis (CM) as a method for calculating the dimension of the attractor. The author has 

stated that no attractor with dimension less than 5.0 can be found for daily streamflow 

data. A few published reports have been used to support the daims made by the author 

that most of the studies that reported attractors of low dimension are faulty. However, it 

is believed that the streamflow data set used by the author, which tums out to be of 

dimension more than 5.0 cannot be considered sufficient for reliable and general 

conclusion. 

The number and diversity of applications of chaos theory in hydrology deserve to be 

reviewed and summarized to highlight the important issues pertinent to hydrologie 

applications. A Pace toward this objective has been made by Sivakumar (2000) who has 



bnefly reviewed some of the past studies investigating chaos in hydrological processes. 

The author has addressed some of the important issues in the application of chaos theory 

in hydrology and provided possible interpretations to the results reported in these studies. 

According to Sivakumar (2000), an insight into the studies has revealed that most of the 

problems such as data size, noise, and delay time have been addressed by past studies, 

and caution has been taken in the application of the methods and interpretation of the 

results. The study has also revealed that the problem of data size is not as severe as it was 

assumed to be, whereas the presence of noise seems to have more influence on the 

nonlinear prediction method than the correlation dimension method. Finally, the shidy 

has suggested that the hypothesis of deterministic chaos for hydrological processes is 

valid and has great practical potential. 

There exists an apparent similarity between time dependent chaotic (nonlinear 

deterministic dynamic) analysis and the domain of nonlinear system dynarnics because 

both deal with the change of behavior over time. However, a distinction between them 

exists in the sense that the former merely handles a response variable of a system whereas 

the latter describes the system as a whole. 

5.4 Estimation of missing strearnflow data 

The problem of estimation of missing segments (consecutive observations) in strearnflow 

records has been reported recently (Panu et al. 2000; and Elshorbagy et al. 2000a,b). This 

approach, which is similar in concept to prediction of flows for few steps ahead, 



contradicts the concept of chaotic behavior. When a time series is investigated and 

proved to be chaotic, such type of long-tenn prediction or estimation of missing segments 

is not expected to be valid. in this section, a trial is made to combine both of the group 

approach and analysis of chaos. This combination is achieved by restmcturing the data as 

explained below. 

Using the technique of reconstruction of attractor, the time series is presented as shown in 

Figure 5.3. A segment of missing consecutive data c m  be confined to the last column, the 

mlh. The data set will be stnictured so that each observation in column m c m  be estimated 

based on the previous m-1 columns. The missing segment, indicated in Figure 5.3 inside 

a rectangle, can be as lengthy as s .  In this way, the missing s observations can be 

estimated using the values fiom xk"l x(,.,,,-,)~+~-, , which do not include any of the 

In this research, ANNs, as global approximators, are used for estirnating the rnissing data. 

The number of input nodes will be rn- 1, output nodes will be equal to one, and the hidden 

nodes will be obtained using trial and error as explained in the next chapter- A conceptual 

advantage of this configuration is that the information obtained about m fiom the 

correlation dimension computation is used for configuring the ANN model. Therefore, 

the correlation dimension is not only used as an invariant indicator of chaos but also the 

length of the groups. The theoretical possibility of predicting the mth dimension, using the 

previous m-1 dimensions, has been indicated by Kantz and Schreiber (1997). Even 



though the ANN mode1 configuration has one output, the way in which the problem is 

structured allows for estimation of ten outputs in one step (Elshorbagy et al. 200 la). 

Another technique for making nonlinear prediction or estimation of missing data is the K- 

nearest neighbor ( K m )  algorithm. It is a representative of the local approximation 

method, which uses information of only nearby states to make prediction. The local 

approximators are always considered to provide good results in chaotic time series. 

Therefore, they are widely used in chaos literature (e-g., in water resources, Porporato 

and Ridolfi, 1997; and Sivakumar et al. 1999~). 

xn-(m-~)r n-(rn-?)r Xn-s X n  

Fig. 5.3 Structure of the reconstructed time series data. 



To estimate xio based on Yi (m-dimensional vector) and historical observations, K 

nearest neighbors of Yi are found based on the minimum distances ]Yi - Yjl. For K 

number of neighbors, the estimation of Xi+t can be taken as the average of the K values of 

Xj- 

Considering the data structure s h o w  in Figure 5.3, the subspace estimation method is 

employed here. The m-dimensional points are projected on the first, completely known, 

m-1 dimensions. The nearest neighbors to the vectors in the rows from (k) to (k + r -1) 

c m  be calculated using Euclidean nom. Note that the mlh dimension of the vectors from 

(k) to (k + s -1) is the missing segment. A similar technique is used in pattern recognition 

problems and is known as subspace classification (Queiros and Gelsema, 1988). In 

pattem recognition, the objective is only to classi@ objects, therefore the problem is 

projected on m-1 dimensions (features) and objects are classified based on the complete 

features regardless of the incomplete one. In our application, once the nearest neighbors 

are identified, their mth dimension (which is known) is used for the estimation of the 

missing mth dimension of  the vectors fi-om (k) to (k + s -1). 

It is reported by Casdagli (1991) that when smaller number of neighbors give the most 

accurate estimation or short-term prediction compared to that of larger number of 

neighbors, then this may be considered as a strong evidence for low-dimensional chaos in 

the data. 



5.5 Summary 

The last decade has witnessed the introduction of the prïnciples of chaos theory to the 

field of water resources. The nonlinear deterministic dynarnics (chaotic behavior) of 

climatic and hydrologic time series has been investigated and reported in hydrology- 

related literature. In this chapter, the pnnciples of chaos have been presented and their 

application to real time series have been explained. Studies investigating chaos in 

hydrology have been briefly reviewed to show the validity of the concepts of chaos to 

hydrologic time series and also to shed some Iight on the current state of knowledge in 

this relatively new field. The procedures of diagnosing and modeling chaotic time senes 

have been also identified and illustrated in this chapter. 

Since this thesis focuses on the process of estimation of missing consecutive hydrologic 

observations, the problem of missing consecutive observations has been reformulated to 

fit the context of chaos analysis. The methodological procedures of using the 

characteristics of the nonlinear dynamics and the chaotic invariants to estirnate missing 

data have been developed and explained. A length equal to the embedding dimension has 

been recognized as the zone of influence required to estimate or predict the subsequent 

group of observations. The estimated group of observations should be of a length that is 

equal to or less than the tirne lag (s), used to reconstruct the dynamics of the time series. 

Zn this chapter, the concepts of chaos and analysis of chaotic time senes have been 

explained with regard to the validity of their application in hydrology. When a time series 



is investigated and proved to be chaotic rather than stochastic, the analysis of chaos 

becomes a strong candidate to handle the time series. Having the approach of statistical 

and stochastic hydrology settled in the minds of analysts for long time, many questions 

can be raised regarding the analysis of chaos such as: What type of techniques and 

models will be able to handle chaotic data? Knowing that data are chaotic, what will be 

the effect on the modeling approach? How applicable is the idea of using the concepts of 

chaos in formulating and configuring the models? Giving the nature of sensitivity to 

initial conditions and other chaos characteristics, can global modeling approach such as 

ANNs be used to mode1 chaotic time senes? Even if modeling a single chaotic time series 

is possible, what is the potential for modeling multiple chaotic time series? And finally, 

how can the random error term, well perceived in stochastic hydrology, be tackled in the 

context of chaos analysis? 

The following chapter focuses on the above-mentioned questions. Endeavors of 

addressing these questions through applications of the concepts of chaos to streamflow 

data will be pursued and explained in chapter 6. 



Chapter 6 

6. ANALYSIS OF CHAOS: APPLICATIONS TO DAILY 

STREAMFLOWS 

6.1 introduction 

6.2 Application to single time senes 
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6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, few issues are addressed: first, estimation of missing consecutive 

observations of a single chaotic time series, second, the use of chaotic invariants or 

dimensions for configurîng the hydrologic models, third, the possibility of using global 

modeling techniques for modeling chaotic time senes, which are cornmonly handled 

using local modeiing techniques, fourth, the possible extension of the analysis of chaotic 

time series to handle multiple time series, and fifth, the issue of the data noise and its 

effect on modeling the time series. The reliability and the utility of the noise reduction 

approach are addressed with regard to its applicability to the analysis of chaotic time 

series in hydrology. 

6.2 Application to single tirne series 

In this section, the streamtlow data fiom English River at Umferville, Ontario, Canada is 

used and analyzed to investigate the possible existence of chaotic behavior. The average 

daily flow is 124.3 m3/s and the standard deviation is 92.3 m3/s. The issue related to 

length of the data record that is considered suficient for chaos analysis has been 

addressed by many authors. While Frison (1994) suggests a minimum of - 10,000 data 

points for reliable results, others accepted a number of points as low as 1,200 

observations (Jayawardena and Lai, 1994) and 1,500 observations (Sivakumar et al. 

1999~).  In this application, 1 1,000 observations of the daily flows are used. The daily 

streamflows of the English River are shown in Figure 6.1. 



Tirne (days) 

Fig. 6.1 Variation of daily flows of the English River. 

6-21 Con-elation dimension 

Daily flows comprising of 11,000 observations of the English River are considered for 

investigating the existence of chaotic behavior in the streamflow- The value oflag time 

ten (Le., s =10 days) is considered in the analysis with the purpose of estimating (in- 

filling) ten consecutive missing observations. The correlation integral (sum) C(r) and the 

correlation exponent v are computed, as explained earlier, fiom the data set. The 

relationship between the correlation integral C(r) and the radius r for various values of 

ernbedding dimensions m is shown in Figure 6.2. The correlation exponent increases with 

the increase in the embedding dimension up to a certain point (m = 8) and saturates 

beyond that point (Figure 6.3). The saturation value of the correlation exponent 

(dimension) is - 2.4. 



Fig. 6.2 Correlation integral of the Engüsh River data. 

Embedding Dimension (m) 

Fig. 6.3 Correlation exponent of the English River data. 



The nearest integer above the correlation dimension value (d = 3) is taken as the 

minimum dimension of the phase-space that c m  embed the attractor. The value of m at 

the saîuration point (m = 8) is supposed to provide the sufficient number of variables to 

describe the dynamics of the attractor. 

6.2.2 Lyapzrnov exponent 

Using the algorithm of Kantz and Schreiber (1997), the largest Lyapunov exponent is 

found to be positive (9.1 x 10"). It should be noted that it can be positive also for some 

random and ARMA processes as observed by Jayawardena and Lai (1994) and 

Rodrîguez-Iturbe et al. (1989), when caiculated using the algorithm of Wolf et al. (1985). 

Therefore, results of Lyapunov exponent computation are not recommended to be taken 

as a sole indication of chaotic behavior. 

6.2.3 Eizti-opy 

A positive finite K2 value can be found for the data set under consideration. Figure 6.4 

shows the relationship between the correlation entropy and log (r) for various m. A 

plateau can be observed at Kz value - 0.2. This type of visual inspection of Kz entropy is 

used and reported by Kantz and Schreiber (1997). 



- - 

Fig. 6.4 Estimate of correlation entropy of the English River data. 

6-24 Method of Szm-ogate data 

Several realizations of surrogate data sets can be generated according to the probabilistic 

structure underlying the original data and also according to the nul1 hypothesis as 

discussed earlier. The major aim of this step is to detect nonlinearity. The purpose of this 

process is to dernonstrate the difference in behavior between the two data sets. In the case 

of the original data of the English River, the correlation exponent cux-ve levels off at a 

certain point (i.e., m = 8) whereas the correlation exponents computed for the surrogate 

data continue increasing monotonically with the increase in embedding dimension 

(Figure 6.5). In this thesis, the visual difference between the two data sets is considered 

sufficient to indicate that original data rnight not corne from a linear stochastic process. 
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Fig. 6.5 Correlation dimension of the English River data set and its surrogate. 

6-25 Reszrlts a n d  analysis 

The methodology and models, presented in section 5.4 of the previous chapter, for 

estimation of ten consecutive missing observations are applied to the streamflow data in 

this section. The ANNs and the K-nearest neighbors techniques are employed. The results 

shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are surnmarized in TabIe 6.1. This table indicates that the 

lower the K-value, the better is the estimate of the missing observations (lower mean 

squared error and mean relative error). 

Table 6.1 Mean squared and mean relative error of estimated data 

Technique 

ANNs 

K-rln (K=l) 

K-M (K=5) 

K-m (K=l O) 

- - 

Mean squared errir (MSE) Mean relative error (MRE) 
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Fig. 6.6 Actual and estimated data using ANN technique. 

This result may give another support to the previously discussed invariants (e.g., 

conelation dimension) that indicates the existence of chaos. Figure 6.8 shows the actual 

streamtlows and those estimated by ANN and K-M (using K=l) models. Both, Table 6.1 

and Figure 6.8 indicate that ANNs are superior to K-nn for estimating the missing 

observations. Such a superior performance of ANN may be problem-related and needs 

extensive applications on various data sets before generalization. However, one can Say 

that the superion& of ANNs might be artnbuted to the ability of ANNs to capture the 

nonlinear dynamics of the data. Such a charactenstic of ANNs is indicated by others 

(Panu et al. 2000; and Elshorbagy et al. 2001~). Furthemore, the way ANNs are used in 

this research makes use of the identified embedding dimension, which means that the 

attractor is modeled directly using its first seven dimensions. It seems that the ANNs are 



able to generalize the structure of the attmctor throughout the whole data set in a more 

homogeneous fashion than K-M model. 

A c t u a l  i 
- 0 ,  ! - k 5  I - k=10 I 1 

Fig. 6.7 Actual and estimated data using K-nn technique. 

Fig. 6.8 Actual and estimated data using ANN and K-nn techniques. 



On the other hand, the subspace technique used with the K-nn could not benefit 

significantly h m  the information related to the embedding dimension (m=8). This could 

be  due to the aggregation that happens when the firçt seven dimensions of the attractor 

are represented by one number (Euclidean nom). 

It should be noted that some recent studies have indicated that the noise that exists in 

hydrologic data may limit the performance of many modeling technique. Some methods 

have been proposed to reduce the level of noise in the data set (Sivakurnar et al. 1999b; 

and 2000), which may Iead to improvement in the accuracy of the estimation of missing 

data. The effect of noise on the accuracy of the estimation process is deferred to section 

6.4. 

6.2.6. Corrcltidirzg r-ernar-ks 

In this section, the existence of chaotic behavior (nonlinear deterministic dynamics) in 

daily flows of the English River has been investigated. The correlation dimension, the 

Lyapunov exponent, the Kolmogorov entropy, and the method of surrogate data have 

been used in the analysis. There are sufficient indications to believe that the streamflows 

hâve some chaos and the data could be modeled by the time delay embedding method. 

Based on the attractor dimension, the minimum number of  variables essential to inodel 

the dynamics of daily flows of the English River is identified as 3 and the number of 

sufficient variables is 8. The suficient number of variables is used to configure the ANN 

model. Seven input nodes (first 7 dimensions) are used to estimate the output (sth 

dimension). The data are structured in a way that facilitates the estimation of 10 



consecutive missing observations in one step (previously estimated value is not used for 

estimating the following one). Also, the K-nearest neighbor technique is used, with K=l, 

5, and 10, to estimate the missing data. A subspace modeling approach is adopted by 

projecting the reconstructed attractor on a lower dimension scale (Le., projecting the 8- 

dimensional attractor on its first known 7-dimensional space). The 81h dimension is 

estimateci using the previous seven dimensions. The ANN model shows supenority in the 

accuracy of estimating the missing data, which is attributed to the capability of the ANNs 

to capture the nonlinear dynamics and generalize the structure of the attractor on the 

whole data set. Finaily, this work is considered as an endeavor towards establishing 

hydrologic chaotic modeling by using the chaos indicators (correlation dimension) 

directly in the process of modeling or configuring the data model (Elshorbagy et al. 

200 1 a). 

6.3 Application to cross-correlated time series 

The application presented in the previous section and other reported case studies focus 

mainly on the univariate case where a single time series is always under consideration. 

The growing belief in the applicability of the chaos theory to the field of water resources 

along with the indications thzt some of the hydrologic time senes might be chaotic rather 

than stochastic raise important questions to be addressed. In stochastic hydrology, 

multiple time series are considered using multivariate tirne senes analysis approach 

(Salas et al. 1985). Data generation, augmentation, and extension of short records are 

always treated in the context of statistical and stochastic analysis where statistical 



properties such as mean and variance are parameters to be preserved. When hydrologic 

data are proved to be chaotic (behavior of noniinear deterministic dynamics), then 

analysis of multiple time series has to be reformulated to fit the context of chaos analysis. 

In this section, two cross-correlated streamflow time series are analyzed with regard to 

the existence of chaos. One of the time series, narned as the reference river, is used to 

estimate missing data of the other senes, narned here as the target river- The main 

objective of the anatysis conducted in this section is to study the effect of the existence of 

nonlinear deterministic dynamics (chaotic behavior) on the process of analyzing cross- 

correlated hydrologic time senes for data in-filling purposes. 

Methodologies or techniques that help improve the accuracy of estimating missing 

observations are highly significant and useful for the process of hydrologic modeling, 

which requires complete data sets. In this section, a complete set of streamflow data is 

used as a refer-ence nver and another concurrent set of complete streamflow data, that is 

cross correlated with the reference nver, is used as a target river. The data sets are 

divided into training (calibration) and testing (verification) sets. Few patches of 

consecutive observations are removed fiom the data set of the target river to test the 

estimation procedures. 

Two techniques are used to estimate the missing data. First, linear regression (LR) 

technique and second the artificial neural networks (ANNs) as a representative tool of the 



noniinear approximation methods. The feed fonvard ANNs that employ the back 

propagation (BP) training technique are selected for the problern under consideration. 

6.3.1 Case stztdy 

The daily streamflow data of the Little River (USGS # 03 170000) and Reed Creek 

(USGS # 03 167000), Virginia, USA are used in this section. The cross-correlation 

coefficient between the two time series is found to be equal to 0.76. A length of 20,000 

concurrent observations of the two rivers is selected for the analysis. The Little River and 

the Reed Creek are used as the referetzce and target rivers respectively. Seven patches, 

each is of ten consecutive observations, are considered missing fiom the fargei river. The 

whole data set is divided into seven sections and one patch is randomly selected from 

each section so that the missing data may be representative of the entire data range. 

Cor-relation dime~tsion 

A value of lag time ten (i.e-, LO days) is considered in the analysis of the correlation 

dimension. The correlation integral (sum) C(r) and the correlation exponent v are 

computed, as explained earlier, fiom the data set. Figure 6.9 shows that the correlation 

exponent (dimension) increases with the increase in the embedding dimension up to a 

certain point (m = 19) and saturates beyond that point. The saturation values of the 

correlation exponent (dimension) are - 1.19 and 1.07 for the Little River and the Reed 

Creek respectively. The nearest integer above the correlation dimension value (d = 2) is 

the minimum dimension of the phase-space that cari embed the attractor. The value of m 



at the saturation point (m = 19) is supposed to provide the sufficient number of variables 

to describe the dynamics of the attractor (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). 
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Fig. 6.9 Correlation dimension of the time series, a) Little River and b) Reed Creeli 



6.3.2 Reszdts and analyss of estimatiotz of rnissing data 

Two experiments are conducted in this section to test the ability of both local and global 

modeling approaches to handle chaotic time series. Two standard techniques, Iinear 

regession (LR) and artificiai neural networks (ANNs), are used in the analysis. The two 

expenments are designed as follows: (1) The training data are used to train one single 

model, which is venfied using the testing data. The testing data are unseen during the 

training and are assumed to be missing. It is also worth mentioning that the testing data 

are selected to represent seven sections that are covenng the entire data set (2) Seven 

different local models are trained to represent the different sections of the data. Each 

model is verified on a test data set that represents the section of the data within which the 

model is trained. The mean squared error (MSE) and the mean relative error ( M E )  are 

calculated as measures of accuracy of estimating the missing data. 

Other experiments can be designed as well but the two mentioned earlier are considered 

to be sufficient in this research to present the idea of the effect of local and global 

modeling on the analysis of chaotic time senes. The actual and estimated missing data, 

using LR and ANN models, of the Reed Creek are s h o w  in Figure 6.10. One can 

observe that using multiple local models (sub-models) c m  improve the accuracy of 

estimating the missing data. 

6.3.3 Disczission 

The MSE and the MRE of estimating the missing data resulting h m  different 

expenments are given in Table 6.2. It is evident that ANN models are supenor to the LR 
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Fig. 6.10 ActuaI and estimated data of the Reed Creek raw data using a) linear 
regression and b) artificial neural networks 



models given that the experiment type is fixed (i-e., either one global model or several 

local sub-models are considered). The nonlinearity in the data, which is not captured by 

the linear regression models, is better modeled using a nonlinear technique such as the 

ANNs. More importantly, one can observe the superiority of local models over the global 

models irrespective of  the adopted technique, LR or ANNs. The nonlinearity that is 

inferred by the superionty of the ANNs over LR is complemented by the improvement of 

modeling accuracy when local models are employed. It is believed that the superiority of 

nonlinear local models in estimating the missing data c m  be attributed to the existence of 

chaos in the two cross-correlated time senes considered in this analysis. This result 

supports the argument provided by others that local models can simulate chaotic tîme 

series better than global ones ( e g ,  Porporato and Ridolfi, 1997). 

Table 6.2. The mean squared and the mean relative 

errors of the estimated values. 

MSE 

LR (global model) 32.30 

LR (local models) 19.64 

ANN (global model) 26.79 

ANN (local models) 15.29 

MRE 

In a study of stochastic models of streamflows, Mujumdar and Kumar (1990) have shown 

that an autoregressive model, AR(l), is supenor to other ARMA models that have more 



pararneters, in terms of the MSE of forecast values. In their paper, the authors have 

considered the results to be interestingly contrary to the common belief that models with 

a larger number of pararneters give better forecasts. In light of the recent revealed chaotic 

behavior of the hydrologic time series, the results of Mujumdar and Kumar (1990) can be 

interpreted differently, For example, although both AR(1) and AR(10) are global models, 

when forecast is done using AR(1) only the value of the most recent observation is used 

in the forecast. In case of AR(lO), a lengthier stretch of observations, 10 values, is 

utilized. That segment of observations may be longer than the window that constitutes the 

zone of influence for the future values to be forecast. This argument may justie why 

AR(1) resulted in lower MSE than models that include more parameters. The comment of 

Mujumdar and Kumar (1990) that "the simplest model is sufficient" may be reasonable if 

simple and more complicated models result in similar values of MSE. But the 

detenoration that occurs and s h o w  in their study, when more pararneters are included, 

can be attnbuted to the existence of chaos (Elshorbagy et al. 200 lc). 

6.3.4 Cor~chtdirzg t-ernarks 

in this section, a trial has been made to mode1 two cross-correlated rivers as chaotic time 

series. The existence of chaos in the daily flows of the Little River and the Reed Creek, 

Virginia, has been investigated. An indication of the chaotic behavior is shown using the 

correlation analysis. Segments of missing data in the Reed Creek are estimated using 

linear regression and artificial neural network ( A m )  models. Two expenments are 

conducted with both of the modeling techniques: (1) a single global model is fitted to 



estimate the missing data and (2) multiple local sub-models are fitted; each is in the direct 

vicinity of the missing data. 

In general, ANN models show superiority over LR models in estimating the missing data- 

More significantly, the performance of local models over global models in terms of the 

MSE and MRE criteria is attributed to the chaotic behavior of the time senes. The 

significant role that the chaotic behavior pIays in this analysis highlights the importance 

of investigating similar effects of chaoticity in other hydrologic applications such as 

record extension, data generation, and multivariate analysis. When a time senes is proved 

to be  chaotic rather than stochastic, every application in stochastic hydrology should find 

its analogy in chaos analysis, which poses a research challenge for hydrologists. 

6.4 Analysis of noise 

In the mid eighties and early nineties when meteorologists and hydrologists (e-g., 

Fraedrich, 1987 and Rodriguez-Iturbe et al., 1989) imported the pnnciples of chaos 

theory from physics to apply them to hydrologic time series, a caution in both analysis 

and reporting of the results was exercised. In general, one can find statements indicating 

that describing a geophysical time series as a fully chaotic system might not be feasible. 

For example, Kantz and Schreiber (1 997) mentioned that any time senes might have 

components of both systems, chaotic and stochastic. The analyst has to decide whether 

the process to be modeled is linear stochastic or deterministic chaotic. Such a lack of 

certainty and blumng of the boundaries between the two systems have been expressed in 



the final remarks of Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1989). They raised the question o f  whether 

or not the complex multidimensional patterns of a rainfall storm can be usefülly 

described by a single attractor in a single state space. Over a period of a decade, a few 

case studies applying the principles of chaos to hydrologic time series have been reported 

(e-g., among others, Jayawardena and Lai, 1994; LaIl et al. 1996; Porporato and Ridolfi, 

1997; and Wang and Gan, 1998). Until 1999 questions such as whether rainfall is chaotic 

or not were raised by Sivakumar et al, (1999~). The ovemding objective of their work 

was to ensure the existence of some chaos in the time series. 

Dnven by the application-oriented approach of the hydrologists, Jayawardena and Lai 

(1994) advanced one step fùrther by applying a local nonlinear approximation method for 

short-term prediction of daily rainfall and streamflow data. Similarly, a local nonlinear 

prediction was applied by Sivakumar et al. (1999~) on a case study of Singapore rainfall. 

Porporato and Ridolfi (1997) came up with the idea of importing another concept fiom 

the field of Physics and apply it to hydrologic time series. They adopted a technique 

proposed by Schreiber and Grassberger (1991) for reducing the noise that is 

contaminating the time series, and therefore irnproving the accuracy of prediction. Afier 

reducing the noise, the clean signal is considered for further analysis (Le., prediction). 

This approach, which apparently improved the accuracy of prediction has encouraged 

others to build on the same idea of  improving the prediction by cleaning the noisy signal. 

Three cases have been reported by Kawamura et al. (1998); Sivakumar et al. (1999b); and 

Jayawardena and Gurung (2000). It is acknowledged and agreed upon in the published 

reports that neither the clean signal nor the hue underlying dynamics of the hydrologic 



systems is known. However, the clean signais, afier noise reduction, have been taken for 

granted as representatives of the underlying systems. As will be shown later, the 

perception of noise and noise reduction are dependent on the prediction tool. In this 

section, some concerns are raised and questions, regarding the reliability of the noise 

reduction approach, are addressed with regard to its applicability to chaotic time series 

analysis in hydrology. 

6.4.1 Noise irz hydro/ogic data 

a) Noise in stochasric analysis 

The concepts of random variables and random phenomena have been used in the field of  

hydrology since early 2oth Centuiy. About the same time, statistics and probability 

theones were being applied to the analysis of river flow sequences. However, it was not 

until the begiming of the 1960's that the formal development of stochastic modeling 

began with the introduction of autoregressive (Markovian) models to seasonal and annual 

hydrologie time series (Salas et al. 1980). For generating synthetic sequences, Matalas 

(1  967) has employed the lag-one Markov process, which includes a random component 

(E) that has zero mean and unit variance and is independent of the signal (x,). This 

component was sornetimes called error term (e.g., Young et al. 1970) or independent 

stochastic component that has zero autocorrelation coefficient (Yevjevich, 1987). 

D'Astous and Hipel (1979) called it white noise when they introduced a stochastic 

intervention mode1 where they differentiated between noise and white noise. They 

restncted the use of the tenn noise to the component that can be modeled hy a stochastic 



model. In general, the white noise component in stochastic models is considered to 

include any measurement error and/or components that are not captured by the model. 

6) Noise in chaos analysis 

Adopting the chaos analysis approach, the time series is considered to be seemingly 

irregular data that are generated by a nonlinear deterministic dynarnic system- Such a 

system is referred to as chaotic system. The chaos analysis of a time senes is dependent 

on the computation of some invariants (e.g., correlation dimension and Lyapunov 

exponents). The correlation dimension, as one of the straightfonvard invariants to be 

computed, is widely used in chaotic analysis of hydrologic, and any other real, data. One 

of the main problems in dimension estimation fiom time series has to do with the fact that 

time signals fkom natural phenornena are corrupted by noise. The measured time signal 

wiII always contain some noise due to random influences and inaccuracies that c m  never 

be eliminated completely (Schouten et al. 1994). Apparently, hydrologic time senes are 

no exception. The inaccuracies may be caused by the measuring device and analog-to- 

digital conversion. 

Considenng the system to be chaotic, one has to make an important distinction behveen 

two types of noise, measirr*ement noise and dynarnicul noise. Measzrrement noise, 

sometimes called additive noise, refers to the corruption of observations by erron, which 

are independent of the dynamics (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). The dynamics satisfit 



but we measure scalars: 

where y ( ~ , )  is a smooth finction that maps points on the attractor to real numbers, and 

the b,} are random numbers. The senes b,) is referred to as the measurement noise. 

Included in this senes are real errors of measurement and other dynamics simultaneously 

present and supenmpose themselves on the signal under investigation altering the 

measurement (Porporato and Ridolfi, 1997). in most practical cases, measurement noise 

is considered to be Gaussian, especially when it is due to a combination of various 

sources of independent random fluctuations. However, in some cases, signals may also be 

contaminated by measurement noise that is stnctly bounded in magnitude. Dynamical 

noise, in contrast, is a feedback process wherein the system is perturbed by a small 

random amount at each time step (Kantz and Schreiber 1997): 

It might also be the case that dynamic phenornena or systems are influenced by intnnsic 

events taking place at random. In other words, dynamical noise implies that the system 

itself, and not simply the measurement, is disturbed at each instant. Therefore, noise may 

becorne an essential part of the dynamics and a clean signal (trajectory) does not exist a 

priori. The problem of cbdynarnical noise" is much more complex than the "additive 

noiseT' (Porporato and Ridolfi, 1997 and Schouten et al. 1994) and removing it fiom the 



signal may not be justified, if at al1 possible. What is discussed in this thesis is the issue 

of removal or reduction of the additive (measurement) noise, in relation to the published 

case studies of noise reduction in hydrology. 

6.4.2 Effeect of noise 

It is worth mentioning that the computations of the above mentioned invariants 

(correlation dimension, entropy, and Lyapunov exponents) are based on the assumption 

that the data are noise fiee. The existence of noise complicates the process of computing 

these invariants (Kostelich and Schreiber, 1993). When hydrologists started adopting 

analysis of chaotic time series, the main effort has been focused on proving that chaos 

exist in hydrologic phenomena (e-g., rainfall and streamflow). Prediction imposed itself 

as an important hydrologic application where local nonlinear prediction modets have 

been applied to the raw data after proving the existence of chaos (Jayawardena and Lai, 

1994; La11 et al. 1996; Liu et al. 1998; and Sivakumar et al. 1999~). As reported in 

Sivakumar et al. (1999a and 2000), prediction accuracy has not been highly satisfactory. 

It is widely recognized that in chaotic systems, only short-term prediction is possible, 

unlike long-term prediction, due to the rapid evolution of the system with time. Since 

short and long-term are not strictly defined, one can find in the hydrologic applications of 

chaos predictions with 1 - 20 days ahead for daily strearnflows (Liu et al. 1998), 1 - 10 

days (Jayawardena and Lai, 1994), one-step ahead (Lall et al. 1998), 12 - 48 hours 

(Porporato and Ridolfi, 1997), 25 data points (Jayawardena and Gurung, 2000), and 100 

days (Sivakumar et al. 1999b). 



The unsatisfactory accuracy of prediction obtained in the above-mentioned hydrologie 

case studies has been attributed to the existence of  noise contaminating the signal. 

Surprisingly there has been no referral to the possibility that Iow accuracy of prediction 

could have been caused by the inefficiency of the selected prediction model. Only a 

single local prediction model has been always employed in Porporato and Ridolfi (1997), 

Sivakumar et al. (1999b), and Jayawardena and Gurung (2000). Consequently, the noise 

reduction approach has been adopted, and the accompanied improvement in the 

prediction accuracy has been taken for granted as an indication of the existence of noise 

in the raw data. 

In order to have the noise component removed, reduced, or sepamted fiom the main 

signal, one of the two following approaches has to be adopted. The first, is to fit an 

empirical model to the original data and separate the component that is not obeying the 

model (similar to ARh4A type of models), and in this case any prediction using that 

rnodel should be compared to the original data. Second, either the clean signal is known 

and the noise can be simply removed from the data or the tnie underlying dynarnics 

goveming the system is known and can be perfectly modeled. in this case also, the 

perfect model can be used to eliminate the noise. Following the second approach irnplies 

that any prediction process can be conducted using the clean signal. In hydrological 

signals (rainfall, strearnflow, tree nngs,..etc..), The second approach cannot be adopted 

because neither the clean signal nor the underlying dynamics of the system is known. On 

the other hand, the first approach might appeal to hydrologists (or any real data analysts). 

In stochastic hydrology, modelers adhere to the first approach by comparing the predicted 



values to the observed ones, and aiso ensure that residuals (noise) are independent, and 

do not cany any structure that can be further modeled. in the reported applications of 

noise reduction in chaos-related hydrologic literature, the second approach has been 

apparently followed raising doubts about both components, the clean (modeled) signal 

and the left out (alleged noise) component. In light of the above discussion the reported 

publications with regard to noise reduction in hydrology are cntically investigated. in 

section 6.4.5, the daily data of the English River at Urnfenille, Ontario, Canada are used 

to illustrate the viewpoint adopted in this thesis. 

6.4.3 Noise r-edztction 

Good surveys of noise reduction methods that have been proposed to deal with time 

series data whose underlying dynamical behavior is characterized as low-dimensional 

chaos can be found in Kostelich and Schreiber (1993) and Davies (1994). Mostly, two 

methods have been adopted in hydrologic applications. First, the method proposed by 

Schreiber and Grassbeger (1991), which has been used by Porporato and Ridolfi (1997) 

and second, the method of Schreiber (1993), which has been employed by Kawamura et 

al. (1998), Sivakumar et al. (1999b). Jayawardena and Gurung (2000) have used also the 

rnethod of Grassberger et al. (1993) in addition to the previous two methods. In order to 

understand the meaning of noise reduction, the methods of Schreiber (1993) and 

Schreiber and Grassbeger (199 1) are bnefly descnbed. 



Schi-eiber- and Grassbeger (1991): 

Backward and fornard information are considered locally, reconstnicting 

a (a + 1 + P ) dimensional phase-space with a -delay coordinates and P -fonvard 

coordinates. 

the dynamics in 

For each point yi , The dynamics can be approximated locally in a (a + 1 + B ) - - 

dimensional boundary u"' with a linear model. The corrected value (noise reduced) can 

be calculated using the following formula: 

where a"' aitd b"' are coeEcients dependent on the location in phase-space. For more 

details on obtaining the coefficients, the reader is referred to the original reference. 

Schseibe:- (1 993): 

The basic idea is almost the same as the previous one, but using a simpler formulation for 

correcting the observations. Each measurement yi is replaced by the average value of 

this coordinate over points in the chosen neighborhood. 



From the above explmation and formulations, one c m  conclude that noise recltr, 

the analysis of chaotic time series means "smoothing" the signal rather than r e m 3  

separating the noise component. A more representative name of this  pro^ - 

"suppressing", as used by Kantz and Schreiber (1997)- It is useful to mention !iL 

the way noise is separated in ARMA modeling is different, ARMA mode1 is: t i t t ~ .  

data and the residual is considered as the noise component, which is cIoser tu tfic c 

of "filtering" or "removing" than that pursued in the nonlinear noise reduction PI-t 

by Schreiber (1993) and Schreiber and Grassberger (1991). Therefore. the  no:  

noise reduction methods may be distorting the original data, and this is one of clic 

that are raised in this research about noise reduction in chaotic hydrology. [n 1hc : 

section, five articles reporting noise reduction in hydrology, are briekd and i: 

reviewed with regard to the noise reduction process. 

6.4.4 Noise r-edrrctiort in Itydrology 

Poipoi-ato a~zd Ridolfi (1997): 

The authors employed the method of Schreiber and Grassberger ( 199 1 ) i; 

reduction and they reported improvements in the estimation of the con-elat ion di :: 

and prediction. The noise level removed was close to 6%. Unexpectedly. the cui- 

coefficient between the 24-hour forecasts and the obsewed ones for the nais>- ri:: 



is 0.95, which is very hi&, raising a doubt about the component that is perceived and 

removed as noise. 

SivaX-rrïnar et al. (1999a) 

In a comment on the work of Porporato and Ridolfi (1997), Sivakumar et al. (1999a), 

have indicated few problems with the noise reduction approach adopted by Porporato and 

Ridolfi. First, 6% noise level is too high to obtain that excellent accuracy of prediction, 

which was reported in the criticized work when noisy data were used, Second, afier 

removing that considerable level of noise (6%), only marginal improvement in the 

prediction accuracy has been obtained, which is raising another doubt about the estimated 

and removed noise. Third, the number of iterations (200 iterations), used to obtain the 

parameters of the noise reduction algorithm that helped to achieve the reported 

improvements, is fairly large leading to over-correction of the observations. 

Overcorrection rnay have happened due to the use of inappropriate stopping critenon for 

the iteration procedure. Fourth, some of the absolute vaIues removed as noise fiom 

observations are as high as 100 m3/s out of 700 m3/s and 50 m3/s out of 200 m3/s, which 

is hard to expIain in case of mean daily flow values. The comments of Sivakumar et al. 

on the work of Porporato and Ridolfi appear to be justified concems. Finally, Sivakumar 

et al. (1999a) have proposed what they cal1 a systematic noise reduction approach to 

handle the problems highlighted in the work of Porporato and Ridolfi (1997). A brief 

presentation and critique of their approach is given below. 



Sivakxrnar- et al. (19996): 

Based on the assumption that the optimal values of the parameters involved in the noise 

reduction methods depend on the levei and nature of noise, Sivakumar et al. (1999b) 

proposed a approach for systematic noise reduction. Bnefly, their approach includes 

additional two steps for stopping the iterations and noise removal. First, obtaining an 

initial estimate of the noise level using the method of Schouten et al. (1994), available 

within the RRCHAOS Software (Schouten and van den BIeek, 1994). Second, because of 

the underestimation of the noise level by the method of Schouten et al. (I994), the 

authors have tned certain lower and higher levels of noise around that initial estimate and 

continued removing different levels of noise, using the method of Schreiber (1 993). They 

suggested the use of the improvement in the accuracy of prediction as a diagnostic tool 

and stopping the iterations. No more removal of noise is done when the prediction 

accuracy starts to detenorate. The last estimated noise level is taken as the noise level in 

the data. Some doubts conceming the approach of Sivakumar et al. (1999b) are raised 

here and c m  be summarized as follows: 

(a) The comment pertaining to over-correction that Sivakumar et al. (1 999a) made on 

Porporato and Ridolfi (1997) bas not been validated. Sivakumar et al. (1999a) mentioned 

that when a higher than the actual noise level is removed, the prediction accuracy 

decreases because of the removal of detexministic component. in Porporato and Ridolfi's 

case, they reported higher prediction accuracy afier removing 6% noise. However, 

Sivakumar et al. (1999a) raised a doubt that over-correction might have happened in the 

work of Porporato and Ridolfi (1997). 



(b) The initial estirnate of noise level has been presented as one of the differences 

between the approach of Sivakumar et al. and that adopted by Porporato and Ridolfi. 

However, the final estimate of the noise level ends up being 2-3 tirnes the initiai estimate. 

The authors even admitted towards the end that having that initial estimate is not that 

significant. 

(c) Consideration of the prediction accuracy as a diagnostic tool for verimng the 

removed noise is questionable. Such a diagnostic step implies that the prediction model is 

perfectly modeiing the underlying dynarnics. The prediction model used is the one 

suggested by Famer and Sidorowich (1987), which yields nothing but the average values 

of the nearest neighbors to the point after which prediction is to be made. This averaging 

is again assuming a smooth function to be representing points in a certain neighborhood. 

Such a simplified model has been employed as a single prediction tool by Sivakumar et 

al. (1999b). In order to use prediction for venwng the noise reduction, either a variety of 

nonlinear rnodels should be used or a single model that is known to be perfectly modeling 

the whole phenornenon (Le., rainfall). One can easily conclude that what is confirmed to 

be correctly removed by the approach of Sivakumar et al. is the component that is not 

modeled by the specific model employed. In other words, what is removed can be 

considered noise to a single model, not the absolute noise. 

(d) The way in which noise is removed and predictions are made indicates that such 

natural phenornena (e-g., rainfall) are expected to be highly deterministic, no much 

irregulanties, and obeying smooth functions as close as possible. Applying this concept 

to hydrologie data for any further analysis (e.g., data extension, reservoir operation, 



design of water structure) is highly risky, considering the lack of knowledge about the 

true signal. 

(e) Elaborate analysis on the removed component has not been reported by 

Sivakumar et al. (1999b). Proving that the noise component has no structure, to be further 

modeled, is required. Autocorrelation function of the noise component and cross- 

correlation function between the noise and the "cleaned" signal might be good 

representatives of the interna1 structure of the noise series. 

Kawanzur-a et al. (1998): 

Three diffèrent atgorithms for reducing the noise have been used. Two of them are linear 

fikers, rnoving average and low-pass filter, and the third is the nonlinear noise reduction 

method suggested by Schreiber (1993) and used by Sivakumar et al. (1999b). Graphs of 

the filtered senes using the three methods along with the raw data are included fiom 

Kawarnura et al. (1998) in this chapter to support the argument presented eadier. Even a 

visual check of Figures 6.1 1 b and 6.1 1 c versus 6.1 la strongly supports the statement 

made by Schreiber and Grassberger (199 1) that Iinear noise reduction techniques remove 

significant parts of the nonlinear systems. More importantly, the Schreiber's nonlinear 

noise reduction algorithm has reduced the variability of the data and thus has created less 

likely-to-happen straight-line segments in the data (Figure 6.1 Id). The authors have not 

used the filtered senes for any further analysis, but if it is used like the case of Sivakurnar 

et al. (1 999b) and Porporato and Ridolfi (1997), then doubts raised about the reliability of 

the noise reduction in hydrology are legitimate, given the current state of knowledge 

about noise removal, 



Jayawar-dena and Gumng (2000): 

Two differences c m  be noticed in the work of Jayawardena and Gurung (2000). First, the 

authors tned three methods of Schreiber and Grassberger (1 99 1 ), Grassberger et al. 

(1993), and Schreiber (1993) for filtering the data. But using different methods does not 

affect much of the argument regarding caution when applying such methods. According 

to Kantz and Schreiber (1 997), "ntost methods wilt redzïce noise by a similar ornorint and 

their pevformance rvilt not dlfler dramatically. Insread, the major criteria for the 

prefen-ed algorithm will be r-obttstrzess, ease of use and implementation, as well as the 

resotirces needeà". Second, the authors provided a compaison among different results 

when the system is described as chaotic versus stochastic. Chaos analysis has been 

applied to both raw and noise-reduced data whereas stochastic modeling has been applied 

to raw data only. If real additive noise exists in the data, why not have it removed also 

before modeling it stochastically? And if noise is only defined relative to the modeling 

approach - a component that cannot be captured by that specific mode1 - then, what is 

the utility of comparing the predicted values of actual time series versus the predicted 

from the artificially noise-reduced time senes? 

6.4.5 Case stzrdy 1: A single time ser-ies 

The daily data set of the English River at Umferville, Ontario, Canada, has been 

investigated and strong indications of the existence of chaos in its time senes has been 

given in section 6.2. The sarne river is used in this section to support the argument 

conceming the noise reduction issue. The delay method of Takens (198 1) has been used 

to reconstruct the dynamics in the phase-space. 
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Fig. 6.11 Time series of (a) raw SOI data and noise-reduced data by (b) moving 
average,(c) low-pass filter and (d) nonlinear smoothing [after Kawumura et al. 

(1 998'1. 



The dynamics of the scalar tirne series of the English River is found to be embedded in an 

rn-dimensional phase space where m = 8 (Figure 6.3). A time-deiay, s , equal 10 is 

considered for the analysis, 

a) Noise reduction 

According to Kantz and Schreiber (1 997), two methods of nonlinear noise reduction have 

been found to be reliable and effective on a broad variety of data sets- These methods are 

the simple algorithm by Schreiber (1993) and the locally projective scheme by Sauer 

(1992). In this section, the simple method of Schreiber (1993) is used through the 

TISEAN Software (Hegger et al. 1999). TISEAN allows for removing noise using a 

parameter (v) as a percentage of the standard deviation of the raw data*. The parameter 

(v) determines the neighborhood size for noise removal. The values of the parameter v 

considered in this research are 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, IO%, and 50%. For consistency with the 

reported case studies of noise reduction in hydrology, the amount of noise rernoved is 

computed in a way that copes with the definition of noise given by Sivakumar et al. 

(i999b), as the ratio of standard deviation of the noise component to the standard 

deviation of the cleaned signal. Accordingly, the levels of noise removed in this case 

study from the English River data are: 0.2%, 1%, 2- 1%, 4%, 5.5%, and 2 10%. The 

RRCHAOS, which employs the method of Schouten et al. (1994) has been used to get an 

initial estimate of the noise level in the raw data and also after each trial of cleaning the 

signal. According to Sivakumar et al. (1999b), the actual noise level is expected to be 

within 2-3 multiples of the RRCHAOS estimation. Table 6.3 sumrnarizes the findings 

' Persona1 communication with Holger Kantz, a CO-author of TISEAN Software. 



regarding the initial estimate of noise by RRCHAOS and aIso the inconsistency of 

estimating the noise level among different methods - what is removed as noise by the 

method of Schreiber (1993), is not accounted for as noise by the method of Schouten et 

al, (1994). 

Table 6.3. Noise removed and estimated by the methods of Schreiber (1993) and 

Schouten et al. (1994) 

"' estimation of noise level remaining in the data using RRCHAOS software. 

b) Noithrear pr-ediction 

In section 6.2, the K- nearest neighbor (K-nn) technique, as a local approximator, has 

been applied to estimate the missing data of the English River, and compared to the 

artificial neural network (ANN) model, as a global approximator. The ANN mode1 has 

shown better performance than the K-M technique. Since the K-nn, with vanous number 

of neighbors, is similar to the "o'~ order" model proposed by Farmer and Sidorowich 

(1987), another local approximator model is ernployed in this section. A Local Linear 

Mode1 (LLM) approach is used and compared to the ANN model for predicting 10-days 

lead-time for the English River data. 



LLM approach (localfit) 

I f  it is assumed that the relation x,,, = f (%) is fulfilled by the data in good - 

approximation for some unknown f , and that f is smooth, predictions c m  be improveâ 

by fitting local linear models. According to Hegger et al. (1999), these models can be 

determined by minimizing: 

with respect to a, and b, , where U, is the E -neighborhood of x, , excluding x, itself. 

Then, the prediction is: 

where a, and x, are vectors while b, is a scalar value. - - 

Ar-tificial rzeztr-al tietwot-ks (globalfit) 

Feed fonvard neural networks that employ the back propagation technique, for training 

the network, are used. The structure of the input and output data of the ANNs is arranged 

in a way that makes use of the delay-time s . Since r is taken equal to 10-days in this 

analysis, (m- 1) inputs are used to predict the mth value and therefore, 10 consecutive days 

ahead can be predicted without using any of the predicted values for predicting the 

successive one. A similar technique for infilling consecutive missing data has been 



employed in Elshorbagy et al. (2001a). Figure 5.3 of the previous chapter depicts the 

structure of the inputs and outputs to the ANN model. The data shown inside the 

rectangle represent the 10-days values to be predicted. 

One of the concems about the work of Sivakumar et al. (1999b) and Jayawardena and 

Gurung (2000) is the way that the authors evaluated the improvement in the prediction 

accuracy. Jayawardena and Gurung (2000) stated explicitly that only the last 25 data 

points of the time senes were used for the prediction. So, the prediction accuracy is based 

on the average over these 25 observations oniy. Sivakumar et al. (L999b) did not 

explicitly mention their way of considering the prediction accuracy but it seems that they 

have used only that one window of predicted 100-data points for calculating the error. If 

the removed component is truly noise, then there will be consistency in the prediction 

accuracy, which is taken for granted by Sivakurnar et al. (1999a) and Jayawardena and 

Gurung (2000) without venfication, 

In this thesis, the accuracy of the 10-days prediction is averaged over 10, 30, 60, and 100 

days to test whether there is a real improvement in the prediction accuracy or not. This 

procedure has been repeated using the predictions obtained by both the LLM and ANN 

model. In this way, two shortcomings of the reported noise-reduction case studies in 

hydrology are avoided. The first one is the use of a single model for predicting and 

verimng the noise reduction scheme, and the second is estimating the prediction error 

over a single run of the prediction model. For convenience, the values of the parameter 

(v) o f  TISEAN Software are used as an indication of the noise level, in both discussion 



and graphs. It should be noted that 0.0%, 2.0%, 4.0%, 6.0%, &O%, 10.0%, and 50.0% 

values of the parameter (v) correspond to 0.0%, 0.2%, l.O%, 2.1%- 4.0%, 5S%, and 

210.0% of actual removed noise respectively. Figure 6.12 shows the change in the 

perception of the prediction accuracy when different numbers of data points are used to 

calculate the error (predicted values are obtained using LLM). The mean squared error 

(MSE) is used as a measure for the prediction accuracy. For example, there is an 

unjustified deterioration in the prediction accuracy when 6% noise level is removed (error 

is averaged over 10 and 30 days) and similarly at 4% noise level when error is averaged 

over 60 days. 

Similarly, Figure 6.13 is demonstrating the same process using the AMU model. Al1 ANN 

models have seven input nodes (= m-1) and one output nodes (mlh coordinate o f  the 

embedding dimension). The number of hidden nodes are found, after many trials, to be as 

follows: 3, 10, 10, 8, 4, 7, and 5 for reduction of noise levels of O%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 

IO%, and 50% respectively. Monotonic improvement in the prediction accuracy can be 

claimed only when 10 days are used with ANN model and 100 days are used with the 

LLM. It is believed that more reliability of  the estimation of prediction error can be 

obtained when the error is averaged over more number of data points. Therefore the 

average over 100 days is considered in this research for assessing the prediction accuracy- 

Accordingly, one can Say that there is a false detenoration of the prediction accuracy 

when 4% of the noise level is reduced. But improvement continues monotonically with 

more reduction of noise. The assertion of Sivakumar et al. (1999b) that prediction 
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Fig. 6.12 Change in prediction accuracy using Local Linear Mode1 (LLM) 
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Fig. 6.13 Change in prediction accuracy using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 
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Fig. 6.14 Change in prediction accuracy using ANNs and LLM (10 days are used to 

compute MSE) 

accuracy will deteriorate if over-correction occurred could not be validated in the case 

study of this thesis. rmprovement continues until the actual level of reduced noise 

reached 2 10%. Figure 6.14 supports the argument regarding the relative perception of 

noise by different models and its relation to the penod over which the error is averaged. 

What is considered as noise by LLM is not so according to the ANN mode1 when 10 days 

are used to calculate the MSE, 

According to the argument of noise reduction given by Porporato and Ridolfi (1997), the 

noise level in the data can be taken as (v = IO%), which is equivalent to actual 5.5% 

reduction of noise. The improvement in the prediction accuracy after this level is of 

considerably slower rate and significant improvement is achieved without removing 

much more of the original signal (Figure 6.15). 
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Fig. 6.15. Change in prediction accuracy using ANNs and LLM (100 days are used 

to cornpute MSE) 

c) How tzoisy is the r-emoved noise? 

The noise reduction algorith has to be verified by analyzing the removed noise 

component to ensure the absence of any further structure of the alleged noise. The 

autocorrelation function of the removed component (noise) is shown in Figure 6.16 for 

four different levels of noise. The figures indicate that the removed noise senes are 

strongly autocorrelated. For 10% level of noise (v=LO% and actual noise = 5.5%), for 

example, it is also found that there is a cutoff in the partial autocorrelation function 

(PACF) after lag-one suggesting a colored noise type of structure (Figure 6.17 shows the 

PACF of the time senes of 10% noise level). Being a colored noise, treated as a reguiar 

time series, a Iinear time senes model (ARMA) can be fitted to model the noise. The 

noise is modeled using autoregressive model AR(1). The actual removed noise and the 



modeIed one are shown in Figure 6.18. Therefore, a strong doubt is raised, in this thesis, 

about the structure of  the component removed by the nonlinear noise reduction methoc! of 

Schreiber (1 993)- 



Fig. 6.16 Autocorrelation function of the noise time series of (a) 2% noise, @) 4% 

noise, (c) 10% noise, and (d) 50% noise 



Fig. 6.17 Partia autocorrelation function of the noise time series of 10% noise level 

- - - - -  - - Actual noise 

Redic ted noise 

Fig. 6.18 Actual and predicted values of the noise series using AR(1) 



4 Pr-eservation of the undedying dynamics 

Sivakumar et al. (1999b) and Jayawardena and Gurung (2000) reported the necessity of 

veri%ng the noise reduction method by plotting the phase space and computing the 

correlation dimension for both noise fiee and noisy time series. Jayawardena and Gurung 

(2000), using the visual verification, rnentioned that significant changes in the shape of 

the phase-space diagrams as they becarne less noisy imply the enhancement in 

deteminism. However, such a graph like Figure 6.19 (afier Jayawardena and Gurung, 

2000) does not reflect any indication of maintaining the original structure or dynamics of 

the raw data. In the case of the English River data, the correlation dimension for both the 

raw data and the 10% noise-reduced data are estimated. Figure 6.20 shows that Less 

variations are observed in the noise-reduced data, however, the embedding dimension (m 

= 8) can be obtained fiom both. The fiactal dimensions of the noisy attractor and the 

noise-reduced one are 2.39 and 2.26 respectively. The significance of such a fiaction 

difference is beyond the scope of present discussion. In conclusion, reducing the noise 

rnay give better visualization of the correlation dimension plot, nonetheless, the 

difference is of little importance to the practical use in hydrologie applications. This 

conclusion is supported by the staternent of Sivakumar et al. (1999b) that an enlarged 

scaling region (for estimating the correlation dimension) could also be observed in the 

correlation dimension plots even after disturbing the clean underlying detenninistic signal 

(by noise). 



Fig. 6.19 Phase-space diagram of sea surface temperature (S Index) data. (a) raw 
data, (b)after noise removal [after Jayawardena and Gurung (2000)l. 
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Em bedding dimension (m) 

Fig. 6.20 Correlation exponent (dimension) of the raw and noise-reduced data of the 

English River. 

In this section, for cornpanson, the Lyapunov exponents and the Kolmogorov entropy are 

estimated for both raw and 10% noise-reduced data. The largest Lyapunov exponents of 

the raw and noise-reduced data are 0.0091 and 0.044 and the sums of al1 positive 

exponents (h) in both cases are 0.012 and 0.085 respectively. The inverse value of h 

denotes a mean time scale up to which predictability (T,) may be possible (Fraedrich, 

1987). The time T' is - 83 and -12 days for raw and noise-reduced data respectively. As 

it has been shown earlier that the prediction accuracy, apparently, improved afier 

removing the assumed noise but the time scale, within which predictability is possible, 

has been shortened. Two possible reasons can be given for this phenornenon, first, the 

rernoved component is strongly autocorrelated, and the removal of it has affected the 



length of the T,. Second, artificial chaoticity may have been added to the data, shortening 

the tirne within which predictability is possible (in harmony with the definition of chaotic 

systems making only short-tem prediction possible). Figure 6.21 shows the correlation 

entropy for various embedduig dimensions (m). A plateau can be observed in both cases, 

raw and noise-reduced data. Curves for different m values are merging together, except 

for m= 2, creating that hot-izontal plateau, which is an indication of existence of chaos 

(Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). Probably, that plateau can be detected easier with the noise- 

reduced data. 

C) 
L i .  



Fig. 6.21 Entropy of the English River data. (a) raw data and (b) 10% noise-reduced 

data 

Disczrssion 

The fact that hydrologic data rnay be contaminated by the measurement noise is beyond 

doubt. The process of rneasunng, averaging, and converting the data into cornputer file- 

format contribute to the process of introducing noise to the data. The doubts raised in this 

thesis, regarding the noise reduction process in hydrologic data, are associated with the 

way it is conducted. Revisitinp some of the literature on noise reduction in the field of 

physics, one c m  notice that the major concem is better understanding of the system 

rather than using the filtered data for further analysis. It has been mentioned that the idea 

of separation of noise is to understand the system (Schouten et al. 1994) while 

computation of the correlation dimension, which is affected by noise, was the concem of 



Schreiber and Grassberger (1991). Aiso, it was indicated that less noisy tmjectory should 

be consistent with the dynamics as well as with the measured data (Schreiber, 1993). It 

implies that getting the less noisy attractor helps understand the system and estimate 

different invariants rather than replacing the measured data. Oniy in Kostelich and 

Schreiber (1993), the possibility of having prediction before and afier noise reduction 

was mentioned. 

As suggested in section 5.3 of the previous chapter, the correlation dimension, as one of 

the chaotic invariants, can be used to configure the model required to predict or infill the 

missing data. Hence, if noise reduction can help facilitate the cornputation of the chaotic 

invariaiits, and therefore, identiq the correct mode1 configuration then it will be of a 

valuable significance to the modeling process. However, noise reduction should not be 

used as a way to manipulate the original data and make it obedient to a spzcific, pre- 

selected model (Elshorbagy et al. 200 1 b). 

The prediction of 10-days ahead by the LLM and ANN models using both raw and 10% 

noise-reduced data are shown in Figure 6.22. Also the Mean squared error (MSE) and the 

mean relative error (MRE) of the prediction averaged over 100 days are given in Table 

6.4. The extremely high prediction accuracy obtained using the noise-reduced data are 

illusive because artificial chaoticity may have been introduced to it due to the filtering 

process. Also the significant difference between two different models (LLM and ANNs) 

in the rate of the prediction accuracy irnprovement after noise reduction raises doubts 

conceming the perception of noise by different models. It is believed that accepting 5% 



or 6% relative error in the prediction with certainty that the true data are used is better 

than obtaining 1.3% relative error using highly "uncertain" filtered data. It is also noted 

that the LLM applied in this thesis performed better than the traditional nearest neighbor 

mode1 used in section 6.2, which is similar to the method of Farmer and Sidorowich 

(1987). The promising results of ANNs and LLM encourage to devote efforts towards 

establishing better models for chaotic data rather than filtenng the data to cope with the 

available models (Elshorbagy et al. 200 1 b). 

Table 6.4. Prediction accuracy of the raw and noise reduced data of the English 

River. 

l Raw data 
/ 10% noise-reduced 

The issue of noise reduction assumes a high significance whenever a result depends 

sensitively on the details of the embedding procedure (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997). 

Further, in hydrologic data, when a record length of years measured in a specific way, it 

is highly useful to treat it as the real observations for further analysis. in hydrologic 

analysis, when reservoir operation, design of water structures, prediction, and others are 

concerned, there is a high chance that future observations witl be obtained in the same 

fashion (noise included). Therefore, it is argued here that filtering the data and 

conducting analysis based on that artificially produced time senes might be of less utility 



in hydrologie applications where the noise-fkee data are not expected to be widely 

available. 
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Fig. 6.22 Predicted data of the English River using LLM and ANNs. (a) predicted 
versus observed data and (b) predicted versus noise-reduced data. 
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6.4.6 Comprison between two noise reduction algorithrns 

The issue of noise reduction in hydrologie data and its reliability is discussed in the 

previous section based on the results obtained by two noise reduction methods: Schreiber 

and Grassbeger (1991) and Schreiber (1993). The noise reduction method, reported by 

Grassberger et ai. (1993), is employed in this section to complete the analysis regarding 

the noise issue and also is compared to the method of Schreiber (1993). The rnethod of 

Grassberger et al. (1993) is different fkom other nonlinear noise reduction methods in the 

way it perceives and removes the noise. This method is briefed below. 

Localiy pi-ojective no nlinear noise reduction method, Grassberger et al. (1 993): 

It is a more sophisticated method that makes use of the hypotheses that the measured data 

are composed of the output of a low-dimensional dynamical system and of random or 

high-dimensional noise. The eflect of noise is to spread the data off the low-dimensional 

manifold. The idea of the projective nonlinear noise reduction scheme is to identie the 

manifold and to project the data ont0 it (Hegger et al. 1999). 

Suppose the dynarnical system form a q-dimensional manifold V containing the 

trajectory. Al1 embedding 

embedding space. For each 

way that y,. - Ayi E Y and - - 

vectors y,. would lie inside another manifold in the - 

y, there exists a correction Ay,. , with IA-II small, in such a - - 

that Ayi are orthogonal on p. So, vectors have to be over- - 

embedded in m-dimensional spaces with m > q. 



Both of the nonlinear noise reduction schemes are applied through the TISEAN Software 

(Hegger et al. 1999). As mentioned earlier, TISEAN allows for removing noise using a 

parameter (v) as a percentage of standard deviation of the raw data or a parameter (r) as a 

radius of neighborhood. Using the method of Schreiber (1993), the Ievel of removed 

noise can increase monotonically by increasing the level of (v); whereas in the method of 

Grassberger et al. (1993), the amount of removed noise increases with the decrease of the 

projection dimension (q). The maximum level of noise reduction is achieved with q = 2, 

which is the minimum possible value for q. The removed noise is considered to be the 

ratio of the standard deviation of the noise component to the standard deviation of the 

cleaned signal. Accordingly, the amounts of noise removed from the raw data of the 

English River are estimated, afier many trials, to be 5.5% and 2.2% using the methods of 

Schreiber (1 993) and Grassberger et al. ( 1 993), respectively. 

The mean squared error (MSE) and the mean relative error ( M E )  of the estimated data 

of the English River corresponding to the raw data and cleaned signals using the ANN 

models are tabulated in Table 6.5. It should be noted that the missing data are supposed to 

be ten missing consecutive observations at a time, which are estimated as one group. 

Table 6.5. Estimation accuracy of the raw and noise-reduced data of the English 
River 

Mode1 
Raw data 

MSE MRE% 

Noise-reduced 

(Schreiber 1993) 

MSE 

Noise-reduced 

(Grassberger et al. 

L993) 

MRE % MSE MRE % 



Disczrssion 

The results given in Table 6.5 show a significant improvement in the accuracy of 

estimating the missing data when noise is reduced ushg the method of Schreiber (1993). 

Using the method of Grassberger et al. (1993), a little improvement in the MRE is 

achieved while some detenoration of the MSE occurs. Therefore, one cannot conclude 

that the method of Grassberger et al. (1993) has led to any improvement in the estimation 

accuracy of the missing data. 

The removed component (noise) is not expected to have any structure that can be 

modeled. In this section, the removed noise, using both of the nonlinear noise reLriction 

methods, is tested with regard to its autocorrelation structure. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show 

the autocorrelation (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation (PACF) functions of the noise 

component removed by the noise reduction methods under consideration. The slow decay 

of the ACF in Figure 6.23a indicates the existence of significant autoregressive 

component that can be modeled by ARMA-type models. The absence of such a slow 

decay of ACF in Figure 6.23b indicates that the noise removed by the method of 

Grassberger et al. (1993) abides by the definition of noise to be removed. On the other 

hand, as shown in Table 6.5, no significant improvement in the accuracy of estimating 

the missing data is achieved using the noise-reduced data that is filtered by the method of 

Grassberger et al. (1993). This apparently marginalizes the utility of employing such a 

method for noise reduction (Elshorbagy et al. 2000d). The method of Schreiber (1 993) 

that has improved the accuracy of estimating the missing data seems to be removing a 

stochastic component, which can be further analyzed and modeled. 



Fig. 6.23 Autocorrelation function of the removed noise, a) method of Schreiber et 
al. (1993) and b) method of Grassberger et al. (1993). 



Fig. 6.24 Partial autocorrelation function of the removed noise, a) method of 
Schreiber et al. (1993) and b) method of Grassberger et al. (1993). 



6.4.7 case study 2: two cross-cowelated series 

The locally projective nonlinear noise reduction method (Grassberger et al. 1993) is 

applied in this section to reduce the noise of both target and reference rivers. Anaîysis of 

the raw data has been conducted in section 6.3. Four different values of q are considered 

and consequently the removed noise level is calculated. For each noise-reduced data set, 

the cross-correlation between the Little River and the Reed Creek is calcuIated and 

summarized in Table 6.6. The stopping criteria for removing noise is a disputable issue in 

chaos-related literature. Porporato and Ridol fi  (1 997) have kept on removing noise until 

the arnount of noise removed is not worth the time and effort consumed to do so; whereas 

Sivakumar et al. (1999b) have used the improvement in the prediction accuracy as an 

indication of the correctness of the level of the reduced noise. Both approaches have been 

critically reviewed in the previous section, and their deficiencies have been highlighted. 

Table 6.6. Different levels of reduced noise and the corresponding 
cross-correlation values. 

Cross-correlation 
dimension (q) 

1 9 = m  0.733 

Little River 

0.0 

Reed Creek 

0.0 



In this section, the removed noise is assessed in two ways- First, the autocorrelation 

function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) of the noise component 

are investigated to ensure the randomness and the absence of intemal structure. Second, 

the cross-correlation between the noise-reduced signals of the two time series is 

calculated to observe the effect of noise reduction on the cross-correlation structure of the 

two rivers. At q values of 10 and 5, the cross-correlation starts to deteriorate (Table 6.6). 

Further, a slow decay of the ACF and sudden cutoff of the PACF are observed, which is 

an indication of the possible existence of autoregressive-type structure. At q values of 17 

and 15, the cross-correlation does not decrease and less significant autocorrelation exists. 

Therefore, a noise level of 3.7%, which is achieved at q value of 15, is considered in this 

anaiysis (Figures 6.25 and 6.26). 

The experiments conducted with the raw data in section 6.3 are repeated with 3.7% noise 

reduced time series. The actual and estimated missing data, using LR and ANN models, 

of the Reed Creek are shown in Figure 6.27. One can observe that using multiple local 

models (sub-models) can improve the accuracy of estimating the missing data. 



Fig. 6.25 Correlation structure of the 18.7 % (q=5) noise removed from the Little 
River data, a) autocorrelation function and b) partial autocorrelation function 



Fig. 6.26 Correlation structure of the 3.7 % (q=lS) noise removed from the Little 
River data, a) autocorrelation funetion and b) partial autocorrelation function 
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Discussion 

The MSE and the MRE of estimating the missing data resulting h m  different 

experiments are given in Table 6.7. It is evïdent that ANN models are superïor to the LR 

models given that the experiment type is fixed (i.e., either one global model or local 

modeIs are considered). 

Table 6.7. The mean squared and the mean relative errors of the estimated values. 

Experiment 

LR (global model) 

ANN (global model) ( 26.79 1 0.31 1 29-78 1 0.30 

LR (local models) 20.65 

Raw &ta 

32.30 

0.24 

The values presented in Table 6.7 indicate aIso that the process of nonlinear noise 

reduction has not helped in improving the accuracy of  estirnating the missing data. 

Neither the MSE nor the MRE has shown the possibility of improving the correlation 

between the reference and the targei rivers after reducing the "aileged" noise. This result 

is harmonious with the fact that the cross melation values, given in Table 6.6, do not 

increase with the increase of the removed noise level. The cross-correlation value starts to 

detenorate when higher levels of "alleged" noise are decreased, which raises serious 

MSE 

Noise-reduced &ta 

ANN (local models) 

MRE MSE 

0.55 

MRE 

15.29 

33.49 

0.17 

0.54 



doubts about the utility and validity of the currently used noise reduction wncept in 

chaos-related applications in bydrology. 

6.5 Summary and conc1uding remirks 

The existence of chaotic behavior (nonlinear d e t d s t i c  dynamics) in the daily flows 

of the English River, Ontario, Canada and the Little River and Reed Creek, Virginia, 

USA, has been investigated. The correlation dimension, the Lyapunov exponent, the 

Kolmogorov entropy, and the method of surrogate data have been used in the analysis to 

test the existence of chaos. There are sufficient indications to believe that these 

streamflows have some chaos and the data couid be modeled by the t h e  delay 

embedding method. Based on the attractor dimension, the minimum and sufficient 

number of variables, essential to model the dynamics of the daily flows can be 

approximately identified. 

The ANN models show superionty in the accuracy of estimating the missing data, over 

the K- nearest neighbor and local linear models, which is attnbuted to the capability of 

the ANNs to capture the nonlinear dynafnics and generalize the structure of the attractor 

over the whole data set This result is inferred when the rnodel is applied to the whole 

data set. More significantly in chaotic tùne series, l d  models are prefmed over global 

models in ternis of the MSE and MRE criteria, when global models that are applied to the 

whole data set are compared to local models applied to data sections in the direct vicinity 



of the missing data The last result is inferreci h m  the application of the chaos theory to 

the case of two cross-correiated time series. 

Few different nonlinear noise reduction techniques have been employed in this thesis to 

investigate the e&t of noise reduction on the analysis of chaotic tune series. The noise 

reduction applications in hydrologic Literature have been critically reviewed and some 

doubts are raiseci in this thesis about the use of the prediction accuracy as  a tool for 

diagnosing the level of noise. The promising resu1ts of both models, ANN and LLM, in 

the case of single time series and the ANN and LR models in the case of bi-series 

encourage the process of seekhg tools to handle the raw chaotic time series for obtaining 

better results. Noise reduction process cm help, sometimes as in the case of the English 

River, in facilitating the process of estimatiag the chaotic invariants, and therefore 

configuring models such as the ANNs. Smoothing the original data, by noise reduction, 

and using thern for m e r  analysis is a questionable approach and therefore should be 

discouraged. However, seeking tools for perceiving and removing the noise fiom 

hydrologic data can be of a significant value to the field of water resources, given that the 

removed component c m  be proved, beyond doubt, to be a white noise. 



Chapter 7 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Surnmary of the thesis 

7.2 Research contribution 

7.3 Possible research extension 

7.4 Study limitations 

" Disputing wifh thee conceming the huth affer if 

was made manifest, as f tfrey were being d r k m  to 

death while they see it." 

The Glonüus Qurdn (8: 6) 



7.1 Summary of the thesis 

This thesis comprises two parts; the nrSt part, which covers up to chapter 4 relies mainly 

on concepts of statistical and stochastic hydrology. However, a nonparametric modeling 

technique such as the artïficial neural networks ( A N N s )  is employed for cornparison 

purposes. The second part, which covers chapters 5 and 6, is based on the principles of 

chaos theory where the hydrologic time sequences are perceived as chaotic t h e  series. 

A different approach from the traditional single-valued approach for estimating missing 

values has been proposed and presented in this dissertation. This approach, named "group 

approach", is based on perceiving the hydrologic the  series as a sequence of groups of 

values rather than single-valued observations. The methodology of applying the group 

approach to periodic hydrologic data differs from that required for non-periodic data. In 

the first part of this thesis, monthly streamflows have been addressed as representatives 

of penodic hydrologic data. Pertinent literature has been reviewed, and the approach and 

methodology adopted to employ the group approach have been outlined. It has been 

shown that the concept of data grouping is recognized, both implicitly and explicitly, in 

the hydrologic literature. For simplicity, in some cases, it has been avoided after 

recognition. Proximity measures, fiom the pattern recognition domain, have been 

presented as representatives of the unsupervised learning technique to partition the data 

into segments and classes. Models, representing four different techniques for modeling 

the streamflow data as groups, have been briefly desaibed. 



The mdtivariate AR(1) model has been manipulated to treat univariate time series 

according to tbe gmup approach. Accordingly, the autoregressive groups, ARG(l), and 

pexïodic autoregressive groups, PARG(l), models have been developed in this thesis. 

Techniques opable of treating data vectors, such as multivariate partitionhg modehg 

(MPM) and multivariate multiple regression (MMR) have been employed to model the 

data groups. ANNs, with th& flexibility in handlùig groups a .  single-valued 

observations, have been used for cornparison because of their previously established 

utility in water resource applications. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates that monthly streatnfiow data cm be clustered into a definite 

number of classes according to the group approach. The flow values, their variances, and 

autocorrelation coefficients are reasonable characteristics that can be used for data 

segmentation and verification of the procedures. The results of the application of 

diffèrent techniques for estimation of missing segments indicate that the autocorrelation 

among elements of each segment plays a major role in the success of the group approach. 

In both, single series and bi-senes cases, artificid neural network models show 

supenority over other models, applied in this thesis, in estimating rnissing segments using 

the group approach. However, care must be exercised when ANN models are applied to 

cases of partidy-missing segments. ANNs tend to violate the group structure of the data 

to minimize the overall mors of the estimates. 

Other techniques, represented by group time series models (ARG(I) and PARG(1)) and 

MPM, are more consistent in handlïng data groups. Their accuracy of estimating the 



missing data improves when a part of the e i n g  segment becornes available. The 

discussion given earlier, in chapter 4, on the utility of the jgoup approach for forecasting 

applications indicates that the group approach may have potential for other applications 

in water resources. The success of the group approach is contingent on the segmenting 

process and the selection of the models that can handie groups. Segmentation procedures 

and models used in this thesis are not claimed to be exhaustive. hprovement in these 

two aspects of the group approach may reflect on the h a 1  r d t s  of the application. 

Finally, the group approach is not proposed as a replacement for the traditionai single- 

vaiued approach but rather as a sound alternative when periodic hydrologic data show 

clustering characteristics and as a strong candidate when consecutive observations are 

missing. 

The second part of this thesis, chapters 5 and 6, focuses on the non-periodic hydrologic 

data. Daily streamflow data sets are considerd as representatives of the non-penodic 

data. The existence of the chaotic behavior (nonlinear deterministic dynarnics) in the data 

has been investigated. n i e  correlation dimension, the Lyapunov exponent, the 

Kolmogorov entropy, and the method of surrogate data have been used in the analysis. 

There are sufficient indications to believe that the streamflows have some chaos and the 

data could be modeled by the time delay wbedding method. Based on the attractor 

dimension, the minimum number of variables essential to mode1 the dynarnics of the 

daily flows has been identified and also, the number of variables sufficient to embed the 

attractor of the data set under consideration has been estimated. The dimension of the 

attractor is perceived, in this thesis, as the width of the window encompassing a group of 



individual observation. This perception has bem verïfied by the following procedures: (1) 

stmcturing the data set in groups of dimension equivalent to the embedding dimension of 

the attractor, (2) configurïng the model using the identifiai embedding dimension, and 

(3) estimating missing data according to the pre-designeci data structure and model 

configuration. The satisfactory output of the proposed modeling methodology is 

considered as evidence to support the group approach when handhg daily hydrologic 

data. 

When a single time series has been considered in the analysis and the modehg tool has 

been applied to the whole data set, the ANN models have shown supexiority in the 

accuracy of estimating the missing data over the K-neatest neighbor and local linear 

models. This result is attributed to the capability of the A N N s  to capture the nonlinear 

dynamics and to generalize the structure of the attractor across the entire data set. When 

two cross-correfated time series were under consideration, local models have been 

prefmed over global models in tenns of the MSE and MRE criteria. This result is 

ascribed to the chaotic behavior of the time series, and occurs when global models that 

are applied to the whole data set are compared to local models applied to data sections in 

the direct vicinity of the rnissing data. 

The noise reduction applications in hydrologic literanire have been criticaliy reviewed 

and doubts are raised in this thesis about the use of the prediction accuracy as a tool for 

diagnosing the level of noise. The promishg results of the models adopted in this 

research encourage the process of seeking tools to handle the raw chaotic t h e  series and 



obtain better results. Noise reduction pcess  can help facilitate the process of estimahg 

the chaotic invariants, and therefore helps configure the models. Smoothing the original 

data, by noise reduction algorithms, and using tbem for M e r  analysis is a questionable 

approach and therefore should be discourageci. 

[n summary, the utility and applicabiïity of data in-filhg procedures deveioped in this 

thesis lie in their capability of enhancing the information content of hydrologic time 

series through impmved estimation of missing records. Consequently, this improved 

information would help improve the decision making process with respect to hydrologic 

problems, such as reservoir operation and hydropower generation. 

For periodic s t r e d o w  time series, the proposed methodology can be adapted for 

forecasting purposes as demonstrateci in chapter four. This methodology is capable of 

providing updated forecast without the necessity of re-modeling of the entire time series. 

Such a privileged advantage off& by this methodology would increase the forecast 

efficiency. 

7.2 Research contribution 

The group approach is proposed in this thesis to handle the hydrologic data. The case of 

estimation of consecutively missing hydrologic observations is used as an application to 

apply the proposed approach and models. Different situations are considered assuming 

both stochastic and chaotic hydrologic domains. Periodic and non-perïodic strearnflow 



data are investigated and utilized to test the validity and utility of the proposed approach. 

However, a larger number of diversifieci ml-Me applications is recommended to si@@ 

the practicality of the group approach dong with the proposed techniques and models. 

The contribution of this thesis to the field of water resomes can be categorized under 

three categories of contribution sale, not regarding their significance but rather their 

conceptual level: level-1 contn'iution, level-2 contribution, and levei-3 contribution. 

7.2.1 level-l contribution 

The group approach, which perceives the hydrologic data as a sequence of groups of 

observations rather than individuai values, is considerd to be the major contribution of 

this thesis at the conceptual level. The approach is applied to periodic strearnflows 

through the case of estirnating consecutively missing data. However, it is expected that 

the group approach can be applied to other types of perîodic data and cases of hydrologic 

applications. The group approach is identified ami shown to be conceptually different 

kom the traditionai single-valued approach that is currently ernployed in hydrology. 

Although, it looks as if the group approach does not Literally apply to the non-periodic 

data through the use of principles of chaos theory, the analysis of chaotic tirne series 

lends another support to the group approach. in this thesis, it is shown that for a segment 

of missing data, there is a winàow of observations that can be modeled to bring the best 

estirnate of the rnissing data. Applications to single chaotic time series and bi-series are 

given in chapter 6. The association of specific observations together and the utility of 



information contained in specific windows are considered to be among the characteristics 

of the group approach. 

7.2.2 b e l - 2  contnnrôution 

This level of contriiution is perceived to be of a nature that is related to the application 

under consideration. Its significance emerges b m  the technicalities that are embedded in 

the adopted techniques or models. However, it also adds to the field of water resources at 

the conceptual level with less generality than the level- 1 conaibution. 

(1) The way in which the partially missing segment is treated in chapter 4 is considered a 

beneficial addition to the process of forecasting the hydrologie data When an obsewation 

is measured, a significant improvement in the prediction accuracy of the remaining 

values, lying in the same group, can be achieved. This improvement cannot be realized 

without identimng the boundaries of each group, which is accomplished using the group 

approach. (2) Configuration of the ANN models is not left, in this thesis, completely to 

trial and error. One of the chaotic invariant (the correlation dimension) is used to 

determine the number of inputs to the network in order to achieve the desired output. This 

is considered a beneficial step towards establishing "chaotic models" similar to the 

existing stochastic models. (3) Given the fact that chaos implies: nonlinear dynamics, it is 

shown, in this thesis, that the effect of the dynamics and sensitivity to initial conditions 

could be more significant than the effeçt of the nonlinearity. This result is inférred nom 

the cornparison of results made regarding local versus global models and linear versus 

nonlinear models in chapter 6. (4) The analysis of two cross-correlated chaotic t h e  series 



has not been tackled before in hydrology literature- in this thesis, it is ilIustrated how the 

chaoticity can affeçt the analysis of multiple chaotic time s e e s .  (5) The issue of noise 

that may exist in hydrologie data is discussed in details. Facts and fads about its 

existence, effect, and removal are clarifieci in an unprecedented mamer- 

7.2.3 ievel-3 coniribution 

(1) The commonly used models in stochastic hydrology, autoregressive (AR) and 

periodic autoregressive (PAR) models, are modified to handle the group approach in this 

thesis. Thus, ARG(1) and PARG(1) models are developed to consider arrays of inputs 

and oufputs rather than single-valued observations. Consequently, the group approach can 

be well perceived witbin the context of stochastic hydrology. (2) The modification 

formula given as Equation 4.1 1 dows for improving the accuracy of estimating a few 

consecutively rnissing observations or forecasting a few time steps ahead when one 

observation becomes available, This procedure saves the effort and time required to re- 

mode1 the whole process. It also reinforces the concept of association among 

observations of the same group. (3) The ability of the pooled mean squared error 

(PMSE), developed in this thesis, to tackle the inadequacy of the MSE and the MRE as 

masures of the levei of mode1 performance is demonstrated. The efficacy of the PMSE 

and its relative superionty to the MSE and the MRE are presented through hypothetical 

and real examples. 



73 Possible research extension 

Improvements in the approaches, methodologies, and models developed in this thesis are 

1 possibIe at various levels and in different parts of this research. Some of the opportunities 

for possible fùture research directions are bnefed below. 

In the group approach, adopted with perïodic data, unsupervised classification technique 

dong with some conceptuai constraints is used to segment the thne series into groups. 

Other models and techniques fkom the pattern recognition domain can be investigated to 

enhance the segmentation process, and therefore improvïng the modeling accuracy. 

Only the bi-series case is considered in this thesis with the group approach to limit the 

number of parameters involved in the anaiysis. However, there exist venues for 

conducting the group approach with the multivariate case especially if contemporaneous 

and unidirectional relationships arnong time series are considered. Considering 

contemporaneous and unidirec tional relationships will allow for eliminating a signifiant 

number of parameters. When ARG (1) and PARG(1) are developed, the moving average 

cornponent is not considered. It might be worth investigating how the moving average 

component can improve the modeling process with the group approach. 

in the analysis of chaotic time series, the issue of the fracta1 dimension requïres more 

research on the physicai meaning of hc ta l  dimension of a time series. 1s there a 

difference betweai a dimension with small hction close to an integer (e.g., 1.01) and a 



fkactal dimension of a bigger hction (e.g., 1.50)? Does this number mean a higher or 

lower chaoticity? W ï  it have any effect on the accwacy of modeiing the time series? 

Addressing these questions can signficanîly improve the understanding of chaos in 

hydrology, which is sti i i  in its infàncy. 

The effect of noise on the chaotic time series is extensively discussed in this thesis. 

Finding a rnethodology or an algorithm that can remove the noise component 

(independent tmie series) without affecting the dynamics of the signal is ciifficult but not 

impossible. Devising a method that can filter the signal providing that the removed 

component is structure-6ee should be sought. 

The case of cross-correlated bi-series is addresseci in this thesis as a start of multiple 

chaotic time series analysis. Multivariate chaotic time series anaiysis has not been 

reported in literature and deserves to receive the researchers' attention. This can open the 

door for fiirther studies on chaotic data generation and records extension, keepïng in mind 

that chaotic behavior and other characteristics of the time series are to be maintained. 

7.4 Study ümitations 

Several limitations of the analysis can be noted in this thesis. Applications are limited to 

streamflow data. However, the group approach applied to periodic data or to non-periodic 

data can be &y applied to other hydrologie data (e-g., precipitation, temperature, water 

quality .... etc..). Also, a limited number of rivers are used in this thesis where the 



overriding objective of the application section is to illustrate the approach and how it can 

be applied to real-world pmblems. Simiiarly, the cases of having the entire and panid 

missing segments are considered in this thesis. Other patterns of missing data can be 

investigated foilowing the same procedures presented in this work. 

In the segmentation process, adopted to segment perïodic data, only consecutive 

observations are allowed to fomi a group. Clustering inconsequent observations in one 

group is poss1'bie using pattern recognition techniques, however, it is believed that it 

hardly cm fïnd justification on physical grounds in hydrology. Also, the visual inspection 

of the data is used in this researcb to help segment the data into groups. This approach 

gives more flexibility to the analyst. Automation of the segmentation process, which is 

not adopted in this thesis, can be applied by defining dennite number of data ranges and 

to segment the data accordingly. Lengths of different groups can be different f?om each 

other as explained in chapter 3 of this thesis. Nonetheless, only groups of equal length are 

considered to make the application of time series models (ARG and PARG) easier. 

Applying the principles of chaos theory to non-pexiodic data, the length of the missing 

segment, to be estimated, is restricted to be qual to or Iess than the tirne delay T to follow 

the methodology proposed in chapter 5 of this thesis. 

" We raise to degrees of wisdorn and knavledge 

whom We please: but mer al1 endued with knawledge 

is One, The All-Knmng." 

The Glorioiis Qura'n (12: 76) 
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A segment: is a vector of  consecutive observations. For exampie, in case of monthly 

streamflows, Jan, Feb, Mar, and Apr can form segment 1; May, Jun, Jul, and Aug are 

elements of segment 2; and Sep, Oct, Nov, and Dec constitute segment 3. A segment c m  

be referred to as group, paneni vector, or object. Each segment may indicate different 

flow conditions (e-g., wet, dry, semi we t,... etc..). 

A segment type: is a coUection of all segments fiom the entire record that have similar 

flow conditions (e-g., wet conditions). Words such as clam, pattern c h s ,  season. group 

type, or cluster are used in literatwe of different domains. 

An element: is the miallest unit of a segment, which is the monthly flow in case of 

monthly tirne series record. It may also be referred to as ''unn'bute ". 

The dirnensionality: repesents the number of dimensions in the problem and is d e k e d  

according to the number of elements in the segments (e-g., in our example of this section, 

it is a 4-dimensionai problem). Based on these definitions, a 50-year record of monthly 

flows has (5 O* 1 2) = 600 observations that are segmented into (60014) = 1 50 segments. 

These Cdimensional segments are clustered into three segment types. 



Examples of pre-analysis of the consistency of the Little River and Reed Creek data are 

given beiow and ilIustrated in Figures B. 1, B.2, B.3, and B.4. 

Time (month) 

Fig. B.1. The mass curve of the Little River flow data. 

Time (months) 

Fig. 8.2. The mass curve of the R e d  Creek flow data. 



500 1000 

Rœd Creek Flow (ft'/s) 

Fig. B.3. The relationship between the Littie River and the Reed Creek flow data. 

O.E+OO 5.E+04 1 .E+05 2.E+05 2.E+05 3.E+05 

R e d  Creek cumulative flow (tt3/s) 

Fig. B.4. The double m m  evve  of the Little River and the Reed Creek. 



The plots of the mass m e s  of the Little River and the Reed Creek flow data (Figures 

B. 1 and B.2) show the absence of any significant change in the slope of the trend line. 

This indicates that no major change oçcurred in the course of the rivers regardiflg their 

hydraulics or hydrology. Figure B.3 shows the trend of the relatiomhip between the flows 

of the two rivers. The graph provides a physicai bases for the correlation between the two 

nvers that is calculated using statistical means. It dso encourages the use of any of the 

two rivers as a reference river to estimate the missing data of the other one, which is the 

target river. Figure B.4 complements the conclusion drawn f?om the previous three 

figures by showing that the nature of the relationship between the two nvers has been 

always consistent throughout the time horizon of the historical data available. There is no 

significant change of the slope of the double mass curve, which is calculated by 

computing the runni~g sum of both nvers. 



Appendix C 

Group 2 

----- 

Fig. C.1. Groups (segments) of the Little River monthly data. 

- ---- 

Fig. C.2. Groups (segments) of the Reed Creek monthiy data. 



nie monthly data of the Engiish River are arranged in a column as shown in wlumn (3) 

of Table D. 1. The average value of each gmup is calculated (column (4) of Table D. 1). 

Then the group autocorrelation coefficient can be obtaïned in the traditionai way based 

on the time sequence of the average values of column (4). In other words, the monthly 

time sequence (36.2, 35.5, 33.1, 44.4, 106,. . .. . . . . ..) is replaced by the time sequence 

(3 7.3, 64.43,. . . .) oniy when the group autocorrelation is to be calculated. In this case the 

single-valued autocorrelation coefficient is 0.80 while the group autocorrelation equals to 

0.65. 

The same procedures are conducteci with the Little River data, which are shown in Table 

D.2. The monthly time sequence (325, 538, 763, 499, 574, 802, 48 1,. . .. . .. . ..) is replaced 

by the time sequence (583.50, 355.67,. . ..) only when the group autocorrelation and group 

cross-corretation with the Reed Creek are to be cdculated. A table similar to Table D.2 

can be established for the Reed Creek. The single-valued lag-1 autocorrelation 

coefficients for the Little River and the Reed Creek are 0.64 and 0.63 respectively, while 

the lag-1 group autocorrelation coefficients of the same rivers are 0.46 and 0.45. 



Table D.1. The gr-g of the Engbh River chta for the caIcuJation of the group 

- 

Group 

(1) 

March l 33.10 

rutocorrehtion. 
Month 

June l 74.80 

Monthiy vdue (m3/s) 

April 

May 

44.40 

106.00 

October I 2 1 S O  

August 

September 

November 1 21.30 

34.20 

24.90 

March I 20.30 

June I 59.80 

April 

May 

20.30 

79.80 

August 

September 

Group average (m3/s) 

(4) 

75.70 

52.40 

October 36.20 



Table D.2. The gouping of the Little River data for the dcuiation of the group 

Group 

(1) 

Month 

(2) 
January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

Jul y 

August 

September 

October 

Novernber 

December 

January 

February 

March 

Apd 

May 

June 

Jul y 

August 

September 

October 

~ ~ t o c o r r e I ~ t i ~ ~ .  ft3 

Monthiy vdue ( 1s) Group average (eh) 
(4) 
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0.0 0.5 1 .O 
Pattern class 3 

Fig. E.1. Normal probability plots for the data groups of the Englirh River. 
a) pattern cl= 1, b) pattern class 2, amd c) pattern class 3. 

0.0 0.5 1 .O 
pattern cbss 1 



Fig. E.2. N o r d  probabiîity plots for the data groups of the Little 
a) pattern class 1 and b) pattern cïass 2. 

River. 



Fig. E 3. Normal probabüity plots for the data groups of the Reeà Creek. 
a) pattern class 1 and b) pattern class 2. 

The group multivariate normality test is conducted as follows: 

After segmenthg the data into groups, which are categorized under dennite nurnber of 

pattern classes (three classes for the English River and two for both o f  the Little River 

and the Reed Creek), The center of each class is estimated. 

The Mahalanobis distance ( d ~ )  between each group and the center of the class is 

calculated. The values o f  du are treated as the new data for which normaiity test is to be 

conducted. 

The Log transformation has brought the data close to the normal distribution as s h o w  in 

Figures E. 1, E.2, and E.3. 



Development and parameter estimation of the ARG(1) mode1 

English River data (single series case): 

Where T denotes the transpose of the matrix, pf = corr [z:" z2,k6'] is the lag-k cross- 

correlation coefficient between z:" and &O3 for i t j - in order to calculate the 

correlation coefficient for the ARG(1) model, the monthiy data of the English River have 

to be acranged in a way that facilitates the calculations. The single time series is 

manipulated to resemble the case of four the series as follows: 



Year 1 

I I 

T h e  series 1: 

T h e  series 2: 

Time series 3: 

Time series 4: 

Year 2 Year N 

-7 r----l 
..* . . . ..* * * -  

Feb Jun ... .-- ..- ... 

Mar Jul . .. . - - ... ... 

Apr Aug ... - - -  ... ... 

Table F.1. Arrangement of the Engüsh River data for calcdrtions of bfo 

Feb 

Jun 

oct 

Feb 

Jun 

Mar 

Jul 

Nov 

Mar 

Jul 



Table F.2. Arrangement of tàe English River data for caïcuîations of MI 

Feb 

Jun 

oct 

Feb 

Jun 

Ma. 

Jul 

Nov 

Mar 



Development and parameter estimation of the PARG(1) 

EngIish River data (single se- case): 

The procedures of parameter estimation are similar to those pursued with ARG(1) model. 

The parameters: M~,,M~~,M~,,M,,,M,~,M,~,Â,,,Â,~,Â,~ are to be estimated. 





An example of a chaotic system 

In the literature of the chaos theory, Hénon map (Kantz and Schreiber, 1997) is one of the 

most cornrnonly used examples of a chaotic system. The map: 

results in irregular solutions for different choices of a and b . There are initial conditions 

for which trajectories remain in a bounded region when Ibis 1. When a = 1.4 and 

b = 0.3, the sequence of x,, will not be periodic but chuotic. Different systems, with 

5000 points, are generated using Hénon map and illustrated as Figures G. 1 and G.2. 

Fig. G.I. Chaotic data generated usiig Hénon map (a=1.4 and b4.3). 





Fig. G.2. Non-chaotic data 
and b=O.3, c) 

generated by Hénon map. a) a=1.25 and W.3, b) a=1.0 
a=1.0 and b4.5, and d) a4.75 and b0.3. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Canadian concept for disposing of nuclear fuel waste involves placing and sealing it 

in excavations 500 to LOO0 m deep in plutonic rocks of the Canadian Shield. 

Investigations pertaining to the Canadian concept for used nuclear hiel waste disposal in 

plutonic rocks were conducted at AECL's Underground Research Laboratory (URL). 

The URL is excavated within the Archean granite of the Lac Du B o ~ e t  bathofith 

(LDBB), approxïmately 120 km northeast of Winnipeg, Manitoba, at the western edge of 

the Canadian S hield, 

At the URL, AECL has undertaken a wide range of experiments to test the feasibility of 

burying nuclear fuel waste in granitic rocks. The investigations have included detailed 

mapping of geologicai features, stress measurement, and a recording of excavation 

response. 

The purpose of this thesis is to show how the geologkal conditions affect excavation 

stability, in particular how the fabric of granite infiuences excavation damage 

development including overbreak around tunnel or shaft perimeters. 

Most of the design of the excavations has been based on the assumption that the host 

granite is homogeneous (Le. texturally and mechanicaily homogeneous). This thesis 

dernonstrates, through a program of field observations and laborator- testing, that the Lac 



du Bonnet, and probably most granites, are highly heterogeneous and anisotropic at both 

the macro and the micro scale. 

Field investigations included detailed rnapping. This had four objectives: 

1. to defme the generai site characteristics including: 1) the geology of the site, 2) the 

fault and fractures domains, and 3) the in-situ stress domains. This was supporteci by 

field and laboratory investigations including fracture, foliation and microcrack 

analyses. This work defined the nature and types of rock mass heterogeneities in the 

rock mas.  

2. to lwate and describe evidence where fabnc anisotropy has ianuenced rock mass 

response. This was not restricted to only present-day excavation response, but aiso 

included observations from ancient faults and fractures, whose distribution and 

orientation provided the tkst hint of the anisotropic behaviour of the LDBB granite. 

In this regard, the ancient fractures provide a natural analogue for the long-term / 

large-scale response of the granite to stresses. 

3. to characterize areas where excavation damage, including overbreak, occurred, and 

4. to select and characterize areas where samples were collected for rock properties 

testing. 

For this last purpose, three locations were selected at the 420 m depth (420 Level) to 

provide a representative sample of the range of the compositional and texturai 

heterogeneity present in the LDBB, and its affect on rock strength and rock m a s  

response. These are: 

a fine grained granite dyke with subvertical flow banding, 



a medium grained and weakiy to moderately layered granite foming the main mass 

of the batholith, and 

a generally coarse grained and leucocratic unit that occurs as sills and recrystallized 

zones in the main phase. 

For the sake of convenience, these are referred to as the fine, medium and coarse grained 

granites, respectively. 

The three case studies were sited in newly excavated tunnels at the 420 Level(420 m 

depth of the URL) where the darnage due to stress relief can be observed in the process of 

developing. The sites are in close proximity to each other. They are distant from faults 

or major fractures, and are in the same in-situ stressdomain. As such, they are subject to 

the same stress magnitudes and orientations. 

At each of the three locations, the tunnel profile was surveyed, and the geology and 

excavation damage were then added to the profile. An array of boreholes was then 

designed for each of the three locations. The arrays were designed to intersect the most 

prominent foliation / microcrack set at 90°, and then at 20-30' increments until the core 

axis was parallel to the foliation. Boreholes, twelve in all, provided a total of 17 1 

sarnples along these profiles. 

The core was logged for foliations and microcracks, and then cut to provide oriented 

samples for uniaxial compression tests. Structure orientations were measured and 

converted fiom a relative (borehole) coordinate system to true orientations. 



Strength anisotropy and the influence of foliation were then systematicdy investigated 

for each of the fine, medium and coarse grained granites using rock mechanics tests that 

are sensitive to planar anisotropy. This included: 103 Point Load tests to determine 

preferred microcrack directions and their relative strengths, and 57 Brazilian tests to 

determine the average tensile strength and any directional anisotropy. In addition to these 

tests, the borehole arrays provided samples at varying angles to the fabnc with wbich to 

test for anisotropy in the uniaxial compressive strength of each rock type. 

The excavations and boreholes at the URL site provide a unique cross section 1100 m 

deep through an Archean batholith. The underground mapping and boreholes clearly 

indicate that what appears on the surface to be a homogeneous Archean granite, is in fact 

coarsely layered with vertical gradations in lithology, in batholith structure, in the 

development of both natural and excavation-induced fractures, and in alteration. 

Layenng, grain size, foliation and microcrack alignment influence excavation damage 

development, including the depth and shapes of overbreak. The reason for this is that the 

tensile strength dong layenng, foliation and microcracks alignment is significantly lower 

than in direction unaffected by these. Sirnilarly, grain size has a strong influence. Both 

the tensile and the compressive strength of granite are higher in the finer grained variety 

of the Lac du Bonnet granite. 
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Rectangular Cartesian coordinates 

Young's rnodulus 

Shear modulus 

Poisson 's ratio 

Maximum principal stress component 

Intermediate ptfnciple stress component 

Mnrimum principle stress component 

Uniaxial compressive strength 

Tensile strength 

Crack initiation stress 

Crack damage stress (start of unstable crack growth) 

Point foad strength index 

Brazifian t e d e  strength 

ratio of Young's moduli in tension and compression 

volwnetric strain 

axial strain 

circumferential strain- 
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microcracks (which strike -90" in this 2-D view), the subvertical 

foliation k i n g  ignored. This relationship between the natural 

microcrack set and the point-load induced fractures is displayed to 

better effect in Figure 5 1 following. .......... ..... ........-..-.-....-....-.-.....-.--.-.-- 
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results uidicate that there is significant direction -dependent 
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Figure 57. Brazilian test results for the Fine Grained Granite from boreholes 421- 

032-RTl, 2, 3, and 4, showing the variation in the estimated tensile 

strengths of each sample plotted against the conesponding sample 
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between density and location (as given by the sample numbers). 
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which is the opposite of what would be expected if damage was 
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each sample against the inclination of the loading axis relative to the 
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the core. The best-fit linear regression curve, the equation for the 

curve, and the R~ correlation coefficient are included. In this 
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Figure 59. BraWlian test resuits for the Fie  Grained Granite fiom boreholes 421- 

032-RTI, 2,3. and 4. Variation in the estimated tensile strengths of 

each sarnple against the inclination of the loading axis relative to the 

preferred orientation of natural microcraçks. The three insets show 

the orientation of the loading axis (arrows) relative to the microcracks 

as seen in a cross section of the core. The best-fit Linear regression 

curve, the equation for the curve, and the IN-SITU correlation 

coefficient are included. In this example. the tensile strength parallel 

to the naturai microcracks is - 65% of that perpendicular to the 
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Figure 60. Summary statistics for the Brazilian tests fiom the entire borehole 

array within the Medium Grained Granite. The array includes 

boreholes 417-07 1-RT4 and 5. These were arranged in a vertical 

plane, and oriented to intersect the subvertical flow banding at angles 
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the horizontal plane, or put in another way - to examine the affect of 
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Figure 61. Brazilian test results for the Medium Grained Granite from boreholes 
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each sample against the corresponding sample density. There is no 

correlation betswen density and location (as given by the sample 

numbers). Tensile strength decreases with increasing sample density, 

which is the opposite of what would be expected if damage was 
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Figure 62. Brazilian test results for the Medium Grained Granite fiom boreholes 
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Figure 69. X-Y-Z cornparison chart of the maximum uniaxial compression and 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
The understanding of the mechanism of fiacture development around underground 

openings is important for the design of a safe and stable openings in mining and civil 

engineering applications. In the design of nuclear waste disposal vaults, a special 

concern is the potential for significant propagation of existing fractures, or the creation of 

new fkactures (excavation darnage) through the construction of such a faciiïty. 

InteKo~eCted fractures could reduce the effectiveness of the rock as a banier to 

contaminant movement by providing pathways for groundwater to transport contaminants 

released fiom a disposal vault. 

The Canadian concept for disposing of nuclear fuel waste involves placing and sealing it 

in excavations 500 to 1000 m deep in p lu to~c  rocks of the Canadian Shield. 

Investigations pertaining to the Canadian concept for used nuclear fuel waste disposal in 

plutonic rocks are being conducted at AECL's Underground Research Laboratory (WRL). 

The URZ, is excavated within the Archean granite of the Lac Du Bonnet batholith 

(LDBB), approximately 120 km northeast of Winnipeg, Manitoba, at the western edge of 

the Canadian Shield (Figure 1). The main purpose of AECL's investigations at the üRL 

is to develop geologic data and experience that can then be used in locating a permanent 

nuclear waste facility. 



Figure 1. Regional setting of the Lac Du Bonnet batholith of Manitoba, the snidy area at 
AECL's Underground Research Laboratory (URL), and the excavations comprising the 
URL. Locations referred to in the text are shown. 
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1.1. Problem Statement 

Mapping of the sbafts and the various tunnels at the URL by the author, conducted duruig 

its construction, has indicated that excavation-induced fractures were far more numerous 

than natural fractures except within fault zones. In the shaft below Fracture Zone 2, in 

most of the 240 Level, and in al1 of the 420 Level, excavation-induced fractures are the 

only fractures present- Excavation-induced fractures are distinguished from natural 

fractures by the absence of minerai infilhg or wall rock alteration, by their position and 

geometry relative to blasthole remnants, and by their position and geometry relative to 

the tunnel profiles or tunnel face. In generai, they form an onion-skin pattern of surfaces, 

sirnilar to the exfoliation fractures seen in surface outcrops, but in the subsurface their 

orientation and size is dependent on their location relative to the tunnel perimeter, and to 

the location of tunnel faces during excavation. 

Pnor to the excavations of the URL, there have been a number of studies to predict the 

response of the local granitic rocks to the new stress conditions imposed through the 

wide-ranging excavations, consisting of a central shaft and comecting tunnels and raises 

(Figure 1). Not one of these studies anticipated the massive fracture development 

(excavation darnage of AECL tenninoiogy) that was later observed at compressive stress 

concentrations. There is one thing cornmon to these and even to most of the iater studies. 

They have ali assumed that the granite is homogeneous, isotropie and relatively 

unfractured. From this flowed the next assumption that the in-situ strength of the granite 

should not be that much different from the intact rock strength determined in the 

laboratory using small drill core samples. 
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Although the in-situ stresses at the URL site have k e n  found to be much higher than at 

comparable depths elsewhere in the Canadian Shield, the stresses are stili not high 

enough to cause even minor fracture development in the intact rock samples used in the 

laboratory investigations. A one-half reâuction of in-situ stpngth relative Co the 

unconfined compressive strength due to environmental effects (heat, humidity and long- 

duration static loading) have k e n  predicated by others (e-g. Lajtai et al., 1987) and some 

of the same factors have certainly been active at the URL site. This would explain some 

excavation damage, especidy in the highest stress environment at 420 m depth. They do 

not however explain: 

1. the fact that failure in the form of slabbing also exists under the much lower stresses 

present at the 240 m level, and 

2. that documented ciifferences in excavation darnage within a single tunnel or shaft 

subject to the same in-situ stresses and excavated by the same means and schedule. 

Exarnples of the excavation damage include: 

1. slabbing and spalling of rock about tunnel perimeters at the 240 m depth (Figure 2; 

also Figure 3 and Figure 4) 

2. slabbing and spalling of rock about the shaft perimeter at 300 m depth (Figure 2; also 

Figure S) ,  

3. breakout notches around the tunnels, bored vent raises, and the conventionally 

excavated (i.e. drill-and-blast) shafts (Figure 2), and 

4. blast- or stress-relief fractures radiating away from the blasthole remnants preserved 

on tunnel faces (Figure 2). 

None of the above c m  be explaineci while assuming homogeneous and isotropic 

conditions. Evidence that anisotropy of rock structure (Le. average grain size, variation in 
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grain size, nurnber and type of foliations, microaack alignmeots and their orientations) 

was contributing to excavation damage development was fmt obtained during routine 

mapping of the shaft and tunnels during the most early phases of construction by the 

author, in his role as the URL site geologist. Damage developrnent has been observed to 

Vary in response to textural and structural variations in the granite in both the vertical 

(Figure 4) and horizontal planes (Figure 5). 

The tunnels at the 240 Level demonstrate the influence of subtle fabric on excavation 

darnage development in tunnels (Figure 4). The axis of tunnel (Room) 207 is parallel to 

the maximum principal stress and to the strike of the gneiss&ity, while Room 209 is 

oriented perpendicular to them. There was hardly any damage around the tunnel oriented 

parallel to the intermediate principal stress, despite that fact that this orientation would be 

the most critical. One would expect the Ieast damage in Room 207 which is oriented 

parallel to the maximum principal stress. Nevertheless, a 1 x 1.5 m slab spalled from the 

area where the perimeter is paraliel to the layering in the medium grained granite. 

The tunnel profile of Room 207 is asymmetric, with induced fractures paralleling the 

gneissosity being not only more m u e n t ,  but also larger than those in other directions. 

Damage here also includes a 1 x 1.5 m slab spalled from the area where the perirneter is 

parallel to the layering in the medium grained granite. In Room 209, the layering is not 

favourably onented to serve as exfoliation (ie. failure) planes, and as a result, the darnage 

profile is symrnetrical. The orientation and magnitudes of the in-situ stress at this 

location are listed in Table 1. In this example, it is also noteworthy that the greatest 
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damage develo~ed not in the tunnel subiect to the higher a- stress difference (25.5 - 

12.8). but in the tunoel subiect to the lower + - a? stress difference (16.8 - 12.8). In 

fact, the perimeter stress calculated fiom the Kirsch stress equation should vary between 

20 - 40 MPa only. No fracture would be expected for a rock that has uniaxial 

compressive strength of about 200 MPa Clearly, while the damage is initiateci by stress 

release about the tunnel profde, the geometry and extent of this damage is very dependent 

upon the presence of the low-dipping layering. 

Table 1. 

In-situ stresses measured at the 240 Level. 

(Martin and Kozak, 1992) 

Magnitude trend plunge 

6 i 25.5 MPa 228" 8" 

6 2  16.8 MPa 135" 23" 

f l 3  12.8 MPa 335" 65" 

The cross section of the shaft excavation darnage zone (provided by the floor of the 300 

Levei shaft station) funher demonstrates the influence of subtle fabric on excavation 

darnage development (Figure 5). Incipient breakout notches are developing in the NE 

and SW quadrants of the tunnel perimeter, in response to the stress orientations shown. 

Darnage development varies with rock type, king best developed in the fine grained 

granite, and is weak or absent in the medium grained granite. This is the opposite of 

what would be expected based on the published strength data on these two rock types 



(e-g. Martin, 1993), and fiom what would be expected based on the excavation response 

observations fiom the 420 Level mead and Martin, 1990; 1991; 1992; and 1996). 

Mapping by the author, of the damage zone and geology at the 3 0  Level has revealed 

that the "anomalous damage" in the fine grained granite is due to the separation of slabs 

dong a vertical foliation (planes of aligned biotite). Again, the conclusion is that while 

damage is initiated by stress release about the tunnel profile, the geomeiry and extent of 

this damage is very dependent upon the presence of a suitably onented fabric element. 

The purpose of this thesis is to show how the geological conditions affect excavation 

stability, in particuiar how the fabric of granite influences excavation damage 

deveiopment including overbreak around tunnel or shaft perimeters. Fabric refers to 

natural planes of weakness in the form of pre-excavation microcrack alignments, 

compositional layering, foliation and changes in average grain size. 
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ioy--ng am 
mineral alignment (folidon) . I 1 1. breakout notches 

2. spalling along / foliation 

3. excavation-induced 
fractures 

1 4. excavation-induced 
fractures radiating 
from blasthofe 
remnants on face, 
and from pilot 
borehole. 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of excavation damage types observed in the URL. 

Breakouts (i) occw in al1 shafts and tunnels below 3 0  m. whether bored or blasted. 

Spalling and other excavation-induced fractures (2,3,4) occur at ail levels in the URL, but 

are most intensely developed in the highly stressed rock below 300 m. 



Figure 3. Spalling developed dong a tunnel wall at the 240 Level of the URL dwing its 

construction. The tunnel axis is parallel to al (25.8 MPa), (16.8 MPa) is neariy 

horizontal while 03 (12.8 MPa) is nearly vertical. 
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Figure 4. Influence of rock fabric on excavation damage - example from the 240 Level. 
This figure presents a schematic view of the fabric elements present at the 240 Level, and 
the darnage associated with different tunnel orientations. Both tunnels are constructed in 
the sarne medium grained, coarsely layered granite, but differ in their orientation. The 
profile of Room 209 is in the ai / 03 plane, while the profile of Room 207 is in the a2 / 

plane. Mapping of the two tunnel profiles revealed that the damage about Room 209 
is limited to rninor surface exfoliation, with a symmetrical distribution of excavation- 
induced (stress-relief) fiactwes. In contrast, the damage about Room 207 is more 
extensive, with a markedly asymmetricai distribution of excavation-induced (stress- 
relief) fractures. A lx 1.5 m slab spalled from the tunnel in the area where the perimeter 
is parallel to the layering. 



1-1 Fine grained granite (dyke) 
wïth vertical foliation 

\ foliation in fine 
grained granite 

Medium graïned granite 
(inclusions) with foliation 
dipping 30' southeast. 

foliation in medium 
30' grained granite 

Figure 5. Influence of rock fabric on excavation damage - example from the 300 Level. 
At this depth, weak or incipient breakouts were occurring in the NE and SW quadrants of 
the shaft, due to spalling of slabs from the shafi wall. Most spalling occurred in the NE 
quadrant, and the presence of additionai "loose" (incipient or partially spalled slabs) was 
indicated by a hollow sound when hit hard with a scaiing bar. The corresponding 
breakout in the SW quadrant was, in cornparison, insignificant and intact (no loose). 
Mapping of the station floor at this depth provided a cross section of the damage about 
the shaft, and an explanation for the difference in breakout development described above. 
In the NE quadrant, spalling was enhanced by parting dong the subvertical foliation in 
the fine grained granite. In the SW quadrant, the foliation was subhorizontal, and 
therefore not favourably onented to promote fracture development under these stress 
conditions. 
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Figure 6. Influence of geology on breakout development within a single drill-and-blast 
tunnel. Room 407 at the 420 Level of the üRL provides an example of the influence of 
subtle differences in geology on breakout development in granite where conventional 
excavation is used. The tunnel profiles developed in the medium grained and fine 
grained granites are shown in A and B, respectively. In the medium grained granite, the 
parting of the rock dong planes of biotite facilitates breakout development. In the fine 
grained granite, a biotite foliation also exists but it is subvertical and normal to the tunnel 
axis. As such, its presence does not influence breakout development for this excavation 
orientation and geometry. 



Figure 7. Influence of geology on breakout development within a single driil-and-bl ast 
tunnel. Room 421 at the 420 Level of the üRL provides an example of the influence of 
subtle differences in geology on breakout development in the fine grained granite where 
conventional excavation is used. In the previous figure it was noted that . . . "a biotite 
foliation also exists in the fine grained granite, but it is subvertical and normal to the 
tunnel mis. As such, its presence does not influence breakout development for this 
excavation orientation and geometry". In Room 421 however, the turne1 axis is paraüel 
to the strike of the foliation, and spalling now occurs dong this structure. 
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1.2, Objective, Scope of Work, and Thesis Organization 

The objective of this research is to investigate and document the contribution of rock 

fabnc on excavation darnage developrnent. This thesis demonstrates, through a program 

of field observations and laboratory testing, that foliation and other seemingly minor 

textural variations in the rock are major contributors to the observed variations in 

excavation damage, and the lower than expected strength. 

The rock properties testing conducted in this study was intended to define the influence 

of foliation and preferred microcrack orientations in creating strength anisotropies, which 

in tum influence excavation damage development. Techniques sensitive to p1anar 

anisotropy in rock were identified fiom the literature. It is recognized that fabric is just 

one of the factors contributing to lowering of strength from what is observed under 

laboratory conditions. Other factors include e.g. saturated versus unsaturated conditions, 

the duration of loading, the rate of loading, and whether loading is cyclic. Treatment of 

these factors is outside the scope of this investigation. 

This investigation is the first of its kind in both scope and emphasis. The essentiai 

contribution of this work is to take the data from AECL' s Underground Research 

Laboratory (URL) and document the contribution of rock fabric in granite to the obsemed 

excavation damage. This damage includes overbreak due to stress relief, and to visible 

excavation-induced fractures. This work presents a unique and unprecedented data set 

on: 
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1. the considerable fabnc variations present within what was previously thought to be a 

type example of a hornogeneous granite, and 

2. the relationships between excavation darnage and geology, 

This thesis will summarize: 

1. what was leamed £iom the URL that is useful in fûture site characterization, 

2. how geoIogical features in granite influence excavation damage (Le. the link between 

geology and engineering), and 

3. the role of rock fabric on rock mass response (imcluding rock properties testing and 

in-situ stress measurement). 

An outline of the scope of work and the organization of this thesis is provided in Table 2, 

with details provided in the following sections. 



CHAPTER 1. I ~ O D U C T I O N  

Table 2. 

Scope of Work 

Literature Review. .......................... .. ..~..~............................................ (Chapter 2) 

Rock Mass Descrivtion. 

Generai Geology, Fault and Fractures, In-situ stress domains ................- (Chapter 3) 

Fracture, foliation and microcrack mapping .............. ..... .. . .. .. .............. . (Chapter 4) 

Field Evidence of Fabric Anisotrovv on Rock Mass Resmnse. - 

Ancient Fauits and Fractures ....... . ....................................... . . .  . . . (Chapter 5 )  

Excavation Induced Fractures ...... .......... ............. .. . . . . .  . ..... . ......... (Chapter 5 )  

Selection of detailed stud~ areas for sam~ling. ........................................ .... . (Chapter 6) 

Excavation damage mapping ................. 3 linescan samples and tunnel profiles. 

Drilling .... .. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . .. ,.. .. . . .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 arrays, 12 boreholes. 

Sampling ......................................................................................... 171 samples. 

Characterization of sample structure and texture. .. .... 171 sample surjfiace maps. 

Classification of Fabric elernents ... foliations, lineulions, and microcrack sets. 

Measurement of fabric orientations . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. - -. . . . . . . - . . . -. -500 orientations. 

Rock Pro~erties Testing ................................. -.-. ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . - (Chapter 7) 

for preferred microcrack directions and their relative strengths. ........ .. .. . 
.. .. ... .. ........... ... ...... .......... .. . ...... ........ ........... 103 Point Load Tests. . (Chapter 8)  

for tensile strength and anisotropy. .......... ......... .......... 57 Brazilian tests. . (Chapter 9)  

for rock strength. ....... ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . -. . .. .fi uniaxial compression tests. (Chapter 10) 

Summary and Conclusions ...................................................................... .. ........ (Chapter 1 1) 



The site description (Chapter 3) provides a summary of the general geology, with 

emphasis on the foliations. natural microcracks, and other structures present in the 

granite. Also included is a summary of the in-situ stresses. The range of site 

characterization work previously completed by the author is mmmarïzed in Table 3. For 

the most part the work listed in Table 3 defines the general geology, excavation damage, 

petrography, natural microcracks, and the influence of rock structure on rock mass 

response. 

The site charactenzation work and the determination of the ancient or natural 

microcracks (Chapter 4) were major elements of the scope of work, providing new data 

on these important structures and their variation with depth in a granite pluton. The 

results of the analysis of natural microcracks is provided in Chapter 4. in Chapter 5, field 

evidence for anisotrovic behaviour of the rock mass is presented. The case is made that 

the rock mass behaved as an anisotropic medium when first subject to bnttle deformation 

in the Precarnbrian, and that the present-day excavation response is simply a continuation 

of this behaviour. 

Locations (sarnple areas) selected to examine the interaction between rock fabric, rock 

mass anisotropy, and excavation darnage are described in Chapter 6. Three locations 

were chosen for mapping of excavation damage and for collection of a suite of sarnples 

for rock properties testing. These provide a representative sample of the range of the 
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compositional and textural heterogeneity present in the Lac du Bonnet granite, and their 

affect on rock strength and rock mass response. These are: 

1. fine grained granite dykes with subvertical flow banding, 

2. medium grained and weakly to moderately layered granite which forms the main 

mass of the batholith, and 

3. generall y coarse grained and leucocratic unit that occurs as sills and recrystallized 

zones in the main phase- 

For the sake of convenience, these are referred to as the fine, medium and coarse grained 

granites, res~ectivel y. 

The three study areas were sited in newly excavated tunnels at the 420 Level(420 m 

depth of the URL) where the damage due to stress relief can be observed in the process of 

developing. The sites are in close proximity to each other. They are distant from faults 

or major fractures, and are in the same in-situ stress-domain. As such, they are subject to 

the same stress magnitudes and orientations. 

Excavation damage - mapriing was conducted at each of the study areas. "As-built" and 

"final" tunnel cross-sections were obtained to show progressive damage development, 

and to indicate the overbreak due to spalling. A linescan survey was then done for each 

study area, along the line of the surveyed tunnel profiles. Excavation induced fractures 

encountered along this profile were mapped and their orientation and surface 

characteristics noted. The rock types and the local structures were also mapped. 

Examples of excavation-induced fractures fomed by parting along compositionai 
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layering or other fabrics present at each case study site were noted. This mapping 

revealed those visible differences in excavation response (damage development) 

correlated with variations in the average grain size, the structure type and structure 

orientation. For example: the degree of excavation damage, including breakout 

development, follows the progression shown in Table 4. Within a given rock unit, the 

darnage in the form of breakout notches is most pronounced in tunnels constmcted dong 

the svike of the layenng. 

At each study area, oriented core was obtained from an array of boreholes as listed in 

Table 5. The arrays were designeci to intersect the most prominent foliation / microcrack 

set at 90°, and then at 20-30" increments until the core axis was parallel to the foliation. 

Al1 sarnples aire segments of HQ- sized core (46 mm diarneter), the choice of specimen 

diarneter being large1 y dictated b y budget constraints. S pecimens were prepared in 

accordance with the procedure described by Gyenge and Ladanyi (1977a,b), Gyenge 

(1980), and the method suggested by the International Society for Rock Mechanics 

(Brown, 1981). The end surfaces of each of the specimens were ground flat to 0.015 mm 

to ensure chat they were parallel to each other and perpendicular to the axis of the 

specimen. The average dimensions and bulk densities of sarnples ffom each of the three 

rock types are listed in Table 6. The bulk density ranged from 2.54 to 2.72 @cm3, these 

corresponding to the leucoçratic and rnelanocratic layers in the coarse grained granite. 

Additional information on sample properties is presented in the individual chapters on 

rock properties tes ting. 



Sample locations within the boreholes were chosen to minimize the possibility of damage 

caused by proximity to the excavation. Such damage is represented by discing of the 

core (which is relatively easy to see), and by the opening of microcracks along grain 

boundaries or other directions (which is not easily detected). The term "discing" refers to 

the tendency for core to split spontaneousi y into thin discs by the formation of closel y 

spaced fractures perpendicular to the core a i s .  In general, discing is the result of tensile 

failure, which occurs wherever stresses radial to the borehole are high relative to: 1) the 

stresses along the borehole axis, and 2) the unconfined compressive strength of the rock 

(Engelder, 1993). According to the author, core discing occurs only in a high stress 

environment, which he defines as greater tban 1 km depth on average. but which can be 

found at any depth in the URL. The extent of discing in any given area i s  a function of 

the room geometry (stress concentrations around the tunnel perirneter), and of the rock 

type, the fine grained granite being less susceptible to discing than the coarser grained 

types. 

To avoid core damage, either from discing or from the opening of grain boundanes, 

samples were taken from the ends of each borehole as shown in Figure 9, a schematic 

representation of the general area affected by discing in core as seen ir, arrays 

surrounding the tunnels of the 420 Level (D.R. Woodcock, unpublished data). 

To test for non-visible damage, rock properties tests results (such as tensile strength from 

the Brazilian Tests), were plotted against the specific gravity of the sampie on 

scatterplots. If reduced tensile strengths were associated witb lowered speci fic gravity, 

and these in turn correlated with distance from the excavation, it would be assumed that. 



damage, in the form of microcracking, was present. The results (presented in Chapters 6 

and 7), showed no correlation with distance fiom the tunnel wail, and as such, are 

assumed to be fiee of damage due to proximity of the excavation. 

The core was logged for foliations and microcracks, and then cut to provide oriented 

samples for rock properties testing. Logging procedures, particularly those relevant to 

distinguishing naturd and induced fractures, followed recommendations by Kulander et 

al. (1980). Each of the 17 1 samples were also mapped individuaily for: foliations, 

microcracks, alteration products dong grain boundaries, nature of grain boundaries 

including microcracking dong boundaries, rnineralogy variations, and minerai 

orientations. The sample maps for each specimen are presented in Appendices A and B. 

The rock properties test in^ Dromam is described in Chapters 7 to 9. Evidence for 

naturd weakness planes (mechanicai anisotropy) was defined by the preferred 

orientations of fractures induced by 103 axial Point Load tests (Chapter 7). Directional 

anisotropy in tensile strength was determineci b y the 57 Brazilian tests (Chapter 8) and in 

compressive strength by 11 uniaxial compression tests (Chapter 9). In each of these 

chapters, correlations between the rock properties tests and measured foliations and 

natural microcrack orientations are presented. To better examine the complex 

geometries between these data and the various structural elements in each rock type, al1 

the above were piotted in their proper three-dimensional context using stereographic 

projections. 



A summarv of results is provided in Chapter 10, A relative ranking of rock strength 

correlating with average grain size is presented. The results are then compared with field 

observations of excavation damage development, and with pubiished rock strengths. 

Directional anisotropies in rock strength are compared to the orientation of knowa fabric 

elements such as natural microcracks directions and some foliations. The results are 

consistent with tunnel mapping observations regarding preferential developrnent of 

excavation damage in some rock types and in certain directions- 



Table 3. Summary of Site Charactenzation by the Author 

Genenl Geology 

Everitt. R.. McMurry, J.. Brown. k zrid Davison. C 19%. Gcology of the Lac du BoriMt Bat)iolich. h i d e  and Out: AECL's 
Underground Research Iabomtory. Southeasrmi Manitoba. Field Excursion B-5: Guidebook. Geological Association of Clnzdz - 
Mineralogical Association of Canada Joint Annuaï Meeting 19%. Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada. 19% May M. 

Eventt, R A .  Gann. P, Brown. A. Woodcock D.R. SÏkoaky. Ri.. and R B. Ejeckam, 1998- Subhoriumral iayning in the 
"Homogeneous" Lac du Bonnct Batholith at the Underground Rcsciuch L;ibonl~ry, South Eastern Manitoba In: S p e d  Symposium 
on Extraction. Transport lud Empllcemcnt of ûranitic Magmas. 0th- '97 GAC-MAC Annd Meeting J o u d  of Stnicninl 
Geology. Volume 20. No- 9/10. p. 1291-1304. 

Everin R.A. and Brown k 1996- Gcological Mapping of AECL Resarch's Underground Research L;ibotaiory- A Cross Section of 
Thmt faults and Associatcd Ftacturcs in the Roof Zone of an Archean baddilh. Rocccdings of Fracbind ud Jointcd rock massa. a 
regional conference of the inrcmaoonai Society for Rock Mechücs- June 14th 1992 Granlibakkm. Caiifomk VOL 1. p- 1- I 1. 

Everitt. R A .  Gann. P., and Boychuk. D.M, 1993- Mine-by Expuïrncnc Pan 7 - Gcological Sctting anâ General Gcology- AECL 
Technical Record RC-1080-1. 

Excavation Damaee - shaft 

Everin R A  and Passmore W. 1993. Shaft Extension Data Report - Wall Topography and Geology Map. 

Everin RA. Chemis. PJ.. Good. D.H.. and Grogan. k 1989. Mapping of thc Excavation Damage Zone around the C i m k  Acctss 
Shaft at Atomic Energy of Canada Limitai's U n d e ~ u n d  Raearch hbmtory.  In: Excavation Response in Gcologïcal Repositoncs 
for Radioactive Waste- Proceedings of an NEA WorLshop. Aprïl 1988. Winnipeg. Cana&. p- 271 -282 

Excavation Damaee - 240 Lsvd 

Everitt. R A  and Read. RS, 1989- Gcology of the 240 L v t l  of the Underground Rcsearch Lirboratory. Volume 1. G e n d  Gcology. 
AECL Technical Record TR 491 - 1. URL EXP 006 R001. 

Eventt. RA, Chemis. PJ. and Good. D.H. 1989, Geology of the Room 209 HOOC. Conuibutions to the Excavaiion DvMgc 
Assessrnent ExperÏment. 5 p.. 4 figures. 4 tables and 2 maps, 

h g ,  P. A.. R- A. Everitt. E- T. Kozak and C, C. &vison- 1988. Undergrwuid Research hboratory Room 209 Instrument Amy: R e  
- Excavation information for ModeIlers- 1988 ûesember. AECL 9566-1. 

h g .  P.A. Babulic. PJ.. Bilinsky DM.. Everitt. RA, Spinney. M-H.. Kozak. E-T- and Davison. CC 1990. Underground Resesuch 
laboratory Room 209 instrument Array: Measured Response to Excav;ition. Volumes 1 and 2. Atomic Energy of Canada Lmited 
Report AECL 9566-3. 

Excavation Damne - 420 Level 

Everitt, R A  and Woodcock, D-R 1994. Conaibution to the HFîCharacterization Summary Report Mapping Results for the 600 mm 
Heated Failure Test Borehole- Unpublishcd AECL Interna1 Memorandum- URL-0 1.84.4 1, AGB-94-190- 

Eventt. R A .  Brown. D.. A Boychuk. DM., and Gann. P, 1994. Excavation damage and organic growth in a 12m diameter 
borehole. Poster presentation at the 5th Annual intemational High-Level Radioactive Waste Management Conferencc & Exposition. 
May 22-26th 1994. 

Everitt. R-A. Gann. P.. and Boychuk DM, 1993- Mine-by Expenmenc Part 7 -GeoIogical Setung and General Geology. AECL 
Technical Record RC-1080-1 

Petro-phv and Pctrofabrics 

Everitt, R . k  19938. Pevography of Granitic Rock Sarnples from the 420m ievel of the Underground Research bbontory. Pinawa. 
Manitoba Prepared by Dana Kelly. DaMd S- Peck and Richard S. James. Deparunent of Geology. hurentian UNvcrsity. Sudbury. 
Ontrino. P3E 2C6. URL Library Identifier 01-73.03. 

Corrclatïons between M i n e r a l o ~ n d  Crack Init .- - latlon 

Everitt. R. A 1995. Unpubiished intemal memorandum URL-0 t.U.4l. R-30M-07-00. Stams of Pegmatite Testing Study- (A draft 
report on the testing resulis). Fracture fnitiaiim and Propagation by Compressive h d i n g  and Unloading in Component Mineral 
Phases of the Lac du Bonnet Batholiih- 



Table 4. Rationale for Selection of the Sample Sites 

Variations in Excavation Damage with Average Grain Size and Foliation. 

1, Coarse Grained Granite (Room 4 18) 
Strong low dipping foliation and compositional layering 

Variable but significmt damage developing within hours 

2. Medium grained Granite (Roorn 417) 
Weak low dipping foliation 

Significant damage developing within hours 

3. Fine Grained Granite (Room 421) 
Strong subvertical foliation and subhorizontal natural microcracks 
Least damage, deveioping over a period of days or weeks. 

Table 5. Sample and Testing Summq 

Granite Type Bore hole Orientation test type and number 
Trend Plunge Uniaxial Brazi iian Point 

cornpress ion Lod 

1. Coarse Grained 418-051-RT1 324.90" 77-10" discing * 
4 18-05 1 -RT2 143 dl0 54-76" 1 8 15 
418-051-RT3 143.40" 35-40" 1 8 6 
4 18-05 1 -RT4 143 .54" 19-70" 1 7 6 
418-05 1-RT5 143.38" 0.40" 1 4 12 

2. Medium Grained 403-014-MB2 225" 00" 1 
417-071-RT1 Not drilleci, 
4 17-07 1 -RT2 1 90.43" 59-44" discing 
417-071-RT3 190.20" 39.48" discing 
417-071-RT4 189.10" 19-50" 1 6 6 
417-071-RT5 189.70" -0.20" 1 4 8 

3. Fine Grained 42 1 -032-RT 1 133.99" 0.23" 1 4 10 
421-032-RT2 157.61 O 0.46" 1 6 7 
42 1 -032-RT3 175.8 1 " 0.80" 1 5 10 
42 L-034-RT4 1 99.05" 0.00" 1 6 13 

* The term "discing" refers to the tendency for core to split spontaneously into thin discs by the formation 

of closely spaced &tues perpendicular to the core axis. For türther information on discing see page 20. 



Coarse grained Granite 

strong low-dipping fabric 

4 uniaxial compression tests 

2 7 Brazilian Tests 

40 Point Load Tests 

Medium maineci Granite 
weak low-dipping fabric 

3 uniaxial compression tests 

9 Brazilian tests 

20 Point Load Tests 

Fine grained Granite 
subvertical fabric 

4 uniaxial compression tests 

21 Brazilian tests 

43 Point Load Tests 

-~ ine grained granite ( d ~ k e ) ~  

Figure 8. Distribution of measurements relative to rock structure. The orientation of the 
arrays relative to the local rock structure is shown (iayering / foliation indicated by the 
line symbols). The infiuence of the subhorizontal layenng is tested by the arrays in the 
coarse and medium grained granite, while the influence of the subvertical layering in the 
fine grained granite is tested by the third array in the fuie grained granite, which occurs as 
dykes intniding the medium and coarse grained granites. The geometry of the cornplete 
sampie array at each location is also shown. 



Approximate 
outiine of area 

in tunnels 
parallel to 0, 

locations 

Figure 9. Approximate extent of the zone of core âiscine around a tunnel at the 420 1 pvpl 



Table 6. Sample Properties 

Diameter Thickness T/D Density 

samples max max max 
mean mean (average) mean 
min min min 

Fine graineci granite 21 44.9 1 28.36 2.67 
24.93 0.56 2.64 

44.86 22.24 2.6 1 
44.82 

Medium grained granite 

Coarse grained granite 27 44.8 1 27.55 2.72 
44.60 25.05 0.56 2.65 
44.43 22.03 2.54 



Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2 1  Introduction 

Understanding the mechanism of h c t u r e  development around underground openings is 

important for the design of a safe and stable opening. This understanding applies to 

mining and civil engineering works as well as nuclear waste disposal vaults. The 

Canadian concept for disposing of nuclear fuel waste involves placing and sealing it in 

excavations 500 to 1 0 0  m deep in plutonic rocks of the Canadian Shield. Of concem is 

the potential for significant propagation of existing fractures or the creation of new 

fractures (excavation damage) dunng construction. htercomected fractures could 

reduce the effectiveness of the rock as a barrier to contaminant movement by providing 

pathways for groundwater to transport contaminants released fiom a disposal vault. 

The literature was reviewed for studies that considered the role of rock mass anisotropy 

in excavation-induced displacements around tunnels with particular emphasis on 

cytindrical tunnels in highly stressed bnttle rock masses. More specifically, the 

objectives of this literature review were to identi@ information relevant to the objectives 

of this thesis regarding: 



the factors affecting rock strength, 

the influence of foliation and other fabrics on strength and excavation response in 

rocks where these structures are weU developed and fmt tested (slates, schists, etc.), 

and for granites in general, 

the laboratory methods designed to test for and quanti@ anisotropy in rock mass 

response at a variety of scaies and in different rock types, 

the recognition of primary and secondary fabncs within plutons, and 

previous relatai work within the IAC du Bonnet Batholith. 

A recent compilation by the United States National Research Council(1993) reviewed 

the state of the art regarding the stability problems that occur in sediments and 

metarnorphic rocks, with less emphasis on granite or other crystaliine intrusives or 

extnisives, The editors concluded tbat field observations on circular openings of varying 

scales have highlighted the complex interrelationship between: 

1. the stress field (either static or transient), 

2. the geometry of the opening (radius and time dependence), and 

3. the in-situ rnaterial charactens tics (strength, discontinuities, and rockrnass 

anisotropy). 

Factors inducing strength reduction in rock include: 

1. time-dependence, 

2. influence of pore fluid on strength, 

3. influence of specimen size, and 

4. influence of anisotropy. 
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The fmt three factors, although important in predicting rock mass response to excavation, 

are of secondary importance to this thesis, affecting only the collection of samples and 

the rock properties testing. Each of these is exarnined in the sections 2.2- to 2.2.4 

following. The influence of anisotropy, the subject of this thesis, is reviewed in the most 

detail. 

2.1.1. Influence of pore fluid on strength 

The presence of water in the pores of a rock causes a reduction in its uniaxial 

compressive strength. Hoek and Brown (1985, p. 155) showed that the presence of water 

caused the strength of samples of shale and sandstone to reduce by a factor of 2 from 

oven dried to saturated specimens. The following ratios between the uniaxial 

compressive strengths of dry and saturated specimens were reproduced by Hoek and 

Brown (1985), fiom Broch (1974), and Colback and Wild (1965). 

Quartz dionte 1.5: 1 

Gabbro 1.7:l 

Gneiss (normal to foliation) 2.1:1 

Gneiss (paralle1 to foliation) 1.6: 1 

S andstone 2: 1 

S hale 2: 1 

Lajtai et al. (1987), on the other hand, found that a reduction in strength for Lac du 

Bonnet granite due to moisture was strongly time-dependent. In a fast uniaxial 
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compression test, the change in strength was negligîble. However the strength reduction 

in long-term loading tests was considerable, corresponding to a ratio of 2: 1. 

Application to this thesis: As a precaution, samples for this thesis were stored and tested 

under the same conditions (i.e. dry). and tested at the same time. Accordingl y, the 

differences observed between rock types are considered to be intrinsic differences 

between the rock types and different sample orientations, rather than to differences in 

moishire content, 

2.1.2. Influence of specimen size 

One of the most common explanations given for the diflerence between the laboratory 

strength of rock, and the rock strengh found in-situ, is the effect of specimen scale 

(Martin, 1993). However, the rock rnechanics literature contains a number of conflicting 

observations on the effect of specimen size upon the strength of rock. As noted by Hoek 

and B r o w  ( 1985, p. 1 57) for the general case involving a11 rock types: 

1. some authors report no change in rock strength with change in specimen size (e-g- 

Hodgson and Cook, 1970; and Obert et ai,, l946), while 

2. others note significant strength reductions with increasing specimen size (e-g. Mogi 

1962, Bieniawski, 1972; Pratt et al., 1972; Protodiakonov and Koifman, 1963; and 

Hoskins and Horino, 1969). 
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The case for scaledependence specific to the Lac du Bonnet granite, was examined in a 

comprehensive study conducted by Jackson and Lau (1990), Lau and Gorski (199 1 a,b,c) 

and Martin (1 993). 

Uniaxial com~ressive strenPrth and scale-deoendence 

The study by Jackson and Lau (1 990) was conducted specifically to study the effect of 

specimen size on the ambient-temperature uniaxial mechanical properties of the Lac du 

Bonnet grey granite. According to the authors: 

1. Specimens up to 63 mm, while showing =me variation, indicated no trends with 

increasing specimen size. 

2- However, as specimen diameters increased from 63 mm to 294 mm, the uniaxial 

compressive strength and tangent modulus of elasticity decreased- 

Jackson and Lau (1 990) concluded that " ..This decrease is well explained by the 

increased probability of the existence o f  a critical flaw or flaws in Iarger specimens 

(Weibull's "weakest link" theory) and is adequately described by any of the Hoek and 

Brown, Gyenge and Herget or Weibuil models". Martin (1993) concluded, " the effect 

of scale on the compressive strength of Lac du Bonnet granite is not very significant" for 

the normal core diameter range (i.e- below 63 mm). 

Field evidence collected by the author for this thesis supports the interpretation by 

Jackson and Lau 1990. The samples for the study by Jackson and Lau (1990) and also by 



Lau and Gorski (1991 a, b, c) were taken from what was descnbed as "massive grey 

granite". In reality, the granite from which their samples were taken is layered. with the 

layering varying between LOO and 3 0  mm in thickness, and the layen separated by thin 

planes of aligned biotite (Eventt and Read, 1989, also Figures 10, 12 and 13 of this 

thesis). It is suggested by the author that the decrease in strength in the larger samples 

obtained by Jackson and Lau (1990), reflects the increasing lïkelihood that these samples 

contain more than one layer and layer boundary (Le. their critical fiaw or flaws 

interpretation). 

For this thesis, the diameter (43 mm) for uniaxial compression test samples is in the mid- 

range where no size effeç t was noted by Jackson and Lau (1990) or Martin (1993), and 

was small enough to keep the samples as texturally and structurally homogeneous as 

possible. This last point was a concem as samples chosen for this thesis were specificaliy 

chosen to avoid having mdtiple orientations of foliations. 

Tensile strength and scale-de~endence. 

Hodgson and Cook (1970), and Martin (1993) showed that under uniform stresses, tensile 

strength would be independent of size. However, in situations with high stress gradients, 

such as are created by Braziiîan testing, strength will be a function of sarnple size, with 

Brazilian tensile strength showing an increase at the smaller scales. This was based on a 

cornparison of test results fkom samples with diameters of 25 mm, -30 mm, -35 mm, 43 

mm, - 50 mm, -55 mm, 63 mm and -105 mm. Nevertheless, it has been shown that 

tensile strength is independent of sample size for the most common core diameters (35 - 
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63 mm). For the LDBB, Martin (1993) concluded that samples larger than 63 mm 

diameter were beyond any s a l e  effect and provided an accurate measure of tensile 

strength for granite from the Lac du Bonnet granite. Suni la  results were obtained by 

Wijk et al. (1978) for the Bohus granite. 

In this authors view, the caution about sample size relative to the scale of texmal/ 

structural domains in the rock also applies here. That is, the decrease in strength in the 

larger samples may reflect, at least in part, the increasing likelihood that these samples 

contain more than one layer and layer boundary (i.e. critical flaw). Given this caveat, the 

sample size (43 mm) used for this study is regarded as acceptable, especially as the 

objective of the testing is to test for directional anisotropy related to fabric within a given 

suite of samples. The absolute tensile strength of the LDB granite is of secondary 

importance, and as this study demonstrates - tensile strength is rock unit and orientation 

specific anyway. 

2.1.3. Influence of anisotropy 

A rock is mechanically anisotropic when the mechanical behaviow changes for different 

stress orientations. Foliations or iineations formed by the parallel alignment of 

micaceous minerals, or of rod-like minerals like hornblende, impart a strong textural and 

mechanical anisotropy. Thus, metamorphic rocks like schist and slate are often markedl y 

directional in their behaviour (Davis, 1984; Goodman, 1989; and Behrestaghi, 1998). 

Anisotropy also occurs in layered mixtures of different components, as in banded 

gneisses, or in altemating sequences of sandstone, shales, cherts, and limestones (United 
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States National Research Council 1993, Hoek and Brown). In al1 such rocks, strength 

varies continuously with direction and demonstrates pronounced minima when the planes 

of symmetry of the rock structure are oblique to the major principal stress. 

According to Goodman (1989), strength anisotropy c m  be evaluated best by systematic 

laboratory testing of specimens drilled in different directions from an oriented block 

sample. 

Experimental deformation studies of the Martinsburg date by Donath (1 96 1 ), and a oil 

shale (intercalated marlstone and kerogen). McLamore ( 1  966) demonstrated the 

mechanical effect of well developed mechanical anisotropy, by rotating the loading axis 

relative to the fabric in increments from O" to 9û0, the angle between the two k i n g  

referred to as Jr. The results indicate that a strong mechanical anisotropy will control the 

orientation of the failure plane over a broad range of loading geometries, and that this 

control is reflected by the variation in breaking strengths- Donath (1 96 1) concluded: 

Jr < 450 failure is preferentialiy developed along the plane of the slaty cleavage, with 

breaking strength at its lowest when the fabric is at 30" to the loading a i s -  

$ = 45O to 75" the failure planes reach a maximum of about 60" to the loading axis, and 

the breaking strength continued to increase. 



P = 90" the plane of failure retums to about 30" (considered the ideal angle as would 

exist in a hornogeneous rock), and the breaking strength reaches its maximum 

at this geometry. 

The ratio of minimum to maximum unconfined compressive strength in the date was 

approximately 25% (Donath, 1961), and approxirnately 17% in the oil shale (McLamore, 

1966). The minimum strength occurred at approximately 30° to the fabric plane in both 

examples. Similar results in sandstones were noted by Hoek and Brown (1980), and in 

metarnorphic rocks - with the lowest axial strength (at various confining pressures) at 

30" to loading axis. 

Examples of structurai or texiural anisotropies affecting rock mass response in 

sedimentary or metamorphic rocks are cornmon in the literature (Hoek and Brown, 1980; 

Goodman et al., 1993). The causative structures inchde: 1) spaced singular 

discontinuities at the tunnel-scale, such as bedding planes and joints, and 2) fabrics such 

as foliation, slaty cleavage, or lineations which are pervasive at the tunnel and hand - 

specimen scales. The latter should be considered as an intrinsic characteristic of the 

intact portion of jointed rock (Behrestaghi et al., 1996). 

The anisotropic strength behaviour of four varieties of schists was examined by 

Behrestaghi et al. (1996), through the testing of specimens with varying orientation of 

schistosity with respect to the major principal stress under uniaxial and triaxial 

conditions. The results of this study were anisotropic deformation properties and natural 

planes of fracture defined by foliations. This structural anisotropy influences rock mass 
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response through either the development of unstable block geometn-es. and by anisotropic 

response of the intact rock including the development of fractures in orientations related 

to the fabnc (also USNRC, 1993; Goodman et ai., 1993). 

The role of bedding in controhg breakouts in excavations has been described by Kornar 

and Frohne (1973) and by Haimson and Edl(1972). Oriented Brazilian compression 

tests (Ewy et al., 1988b) determined that the failure location was controlled by rock 

strength anisotropy, with f d w e  occumng where the tangential stress around the hole 

was parallel to the bedding plane. These examples are analogous to the situations at the 

URL described in Chapter 1 of this thesis (Figures 4,s and 6), with the foliation md 

compositional layering in the LDBB granite corresponding to the bedding and schistosity, 

respective1 y. 

The conclusions by the United States National Research Council(1993) regarding the 

role of rock rnass anisotropy, and their signifkance to this thesis were as follows: 

1. ". . . The role of anisotropy , discontinuities and imperfections will undoubtedly play 

an even stronger role in engineering situations outside of a controlled laboratory 

environment . . .", 

2. many factors affect the displacements and ultimate stability of both shaft and tunnel 

wall rock. ". . . Foremost arnong these are the magnitude and ratio between the 

horizontal principal stresses. the extent of rockmass anisotropy and geological 



discontinuity, the time lag between excavations and support installation, and the 

influence of intersections into the primary opening, such as shaft stations and loading 

pockets". 

These factors were considered in the selection of sample locations to assess the role 

of rockmass anisotropy for this thesis. Ail samples are from intact rock and are 

confined to a single in-situ stress domain. AU sarnples are from the portions of 

tunnels remote from intersections with adjoining excavations, fkom the ends of 

tunnel, and fiom the ends of blast rounds. 

3. ". . . that there are no strict lithology rules.. ." .. their synopsis emphasizing the 

importance of the in-situ stress field in combination with the materials strength 

charactenstics, and highlighting the nsk of arbitrarily correlating excavation stability 

with lithology. This may be re-phrased as the risk of assuming that there is a typical 

behaviour from any given rock type. 

This last statement is especially noteworthy, as will be demonstrated in this thesis, where 

statements such as the following from the literature are shown to be oversimptifications. 

1. The LDBB is a type example of a hornogeneous granite (Hoek et al., 1995) where the 

authors noted that there was "no influence of ~eoloev" to be seen in the damaae 

zones about the URL excavations. 



2. The fine grained phase of the LDBB granite is stronger and less susceptible to 

damage than the medium grained granite (Martin, 1490; Martin, 1993; Lau et al-, 

1991 a, b, c). 

As was noted earlier in Chapter 1 of this thesis, and as wiil be examineci in the chapters 

following, the extent of excavation damage witbin a particular variety of the LDBB 

granite depends upon the orientation of its fabric relative to the orientations of the 

excavation and the in-situ stresses. 

2.2. The Experimental Determination Of Strength Anisotropies 

This section identifies rnethodobgies from the general literature which were used, in 

circumstances similar to those of this thesis, to define mechanical anisotropy and its 

relationship to fabric anisotropy. Specific objectives were: 

1. to detennine if there are naturally occurring directions of preferred fracture in 

otherwise intact rocks, 

2. to correlate these with variations in the t ende  strength, and 

3. to determine the compressive strength and its variations with orientation. 
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2.2.1. Deter mination of Tensile Strength 

Tensile fracture is a ubiquitous feature of rock failure ranging in size from micro- 

fractures to the large-scale explosive failure accompanying rock bursts. Hence the 

resistance of rock to failure in tension, the tensile strength, is one o f  the fundamental 

parameters of rock strength. 

Although the measuremeat of tensile strength is performed in many projects in a routine 

marner, little attention has been paid to possible variation in tensile strength with the 

direction of loading (Lajtai, 1980; Duncan, 1987). 

Methods to determine the tensile strength, and its variation with direction, include the 

point loading and line-loading (Brazilian) tests. 

In the point-loading method, core discs are loaded axially between a pair of indentors 

while in line-loading method; the disc is placed on edge and loaded in the direction of its 

diameter between two flat platens. 

In the line-load or Brazilian method, the diametral fracture plane is constrained by the 

position of the loading indentors, while in the point-load test, the diametral fracture plane 

is free to take any orientation. Tn practice, failure tends to be controlled by 

heterogenei ties in the rock, such as foliations or microcracks, which are close to or 

parallel to the plane of failure under this loading geometry. Heterogeneities well outside 

this plane, such as incipient core discing, do not affect the test. 
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According to Lajtai (1980) ".. . The Brazilian test seems to field a more accurate 

definition of both the tensile strength and its variation with direction ... (and is the more 

commonly applied tool for this application in rock mechanics) .... The point load test is 

more suitable for the determination of the minimum value of tensile strength, and ...( in 

determining if there are preferred directions of fracture)---". 

2.2.2. Point Load Test 

This rnethod has been used to determine if there are preferred orientations of failure 

under conditions of tensile fracture, in what may othenuise appear to be intact rock. 

Testing under controlled conditions has shown that, in artificially produced isotropie 

materials, such as a concrete aggregate composed of cernent and fine grained sand, 

tensile fractures induced by Point Load testing develop in random orientations (Paulman, 

1966). However, the sarne test method applied to a variety of rock types is consistent in 

producing one or more preferred orientations of test-induced tensile fractures, whose 

orientations are, upon inspection, found to be controlled by natural microcracks or others 

structures which: 1) reflect the rock's deformation history, and 2) which are pervasive at 

the specimen scale. Examples include: 

1. Test-induced fractures correlate with the microscopie fractures in sandstones 

(Cardiurn sandstone - Reik and Currie, 1974), (Mispec, Perry and McCoy sandstones 

- Lajtai and Alison, 1979), and (various Devonian to Carboniferous sandstones from 

New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island - Lajtai, 1980; Lajtai and Stringer, 1991). 
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2. Test-induced fractures correlate with the microscopic fractures in granite (Shield 

Quarry, Manitoba - Duncan, 1987, and the Charcoal granite - Friedman and Bur, 

1 974). In the latter exarnpie, a preferred orientation of residual strain and framework 

of feldspar grains with approximately the sarne attitude as the microscopic fractures 

was considered as contnbuting to the fracture anisotropy). 

More commonly in rock engineering, the Point Load test is used as a relatively simple 

method to determine a strength index, the Point Load strength index, which is related to 

the uniaxial compressive strength of rock mroch and Franklin, 1972; Bieniawski, 1975; 

Broch, 1983). The Point Load Strength Index" is given by the following (Goodman, 

1989): 

Point Load strength index (MPa), 1, = P/D', 

where P = the load to break the specimen, and 

D = the distance between the platen contacts. 

According to Goodman (1 993), tests are nonnally done on pieces of drill core at least 1 -4 

times as long as the diameter. In practice, there is a size effect so a correction must be 

made to reduce results to a common size. Point Load strength is found to fa11 by a factor 

of 2 to 3 as one proceeds from cores with a diameter of 10 mm to diameters of 70 mm; 

therefore, size standardization is required. The Point Load index is reported as the Point 

Load strength of a 50 mm core (size correction charts are given by Broch and Franklin). 



2.2.3. Braziiian Tensüe Strength Tests 

The Brazilian test is a recognized as an indirect but convenient method for estimating the 

tensile strength (Goodman, 1989). It has k e n  found that a rock core will split dong the 

diameter and paralle1 to the cylinder axis when line loaded on its side in a compression 

machine. The reason for this cm be demonstrated by examining the stress inside a disk 

loaded at opposite sides of a diametral plane. In such a configuration the horizontal 

stresses perpendicular to the loaded diameter are unifonn and tensile. At failure their 

magnitude determines the tensile strength: 

where P = load at failure, 

D = diameter of the specimen, and 

t = thickness of the specirnen. 

The "Brazilian tensile strength - a &' (in MPa) is estimated from the test result fiom the 

applied stress corresponding to the peak compression load. The actual cause of failure 

may in fact be more cornplex, reflecting the interaction of small-scale flaws, compression 

paralle1 to the eventual rupture plane, and the horizontal tension induced by this loading. 

The Brazilian test has been found to give a tensile strength higher than that of the direct 

tension test, probably owing to the effect of grain-scale (and larger) discontinuities. 

However, the Brazilian test method is preferred, as it is much easier to perform this test 
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than to arrange the precise alignment and end preparation required for a direct tensile test 

(Goodman, 1989). 

Jaeger and Cook (1979) compared tensile strengths results as determined by various test 

procedures. For three different rock types it was found that Brazilian tensile strengths are 

generally similar in range to direct uniaxial tensile strengths but only half the value of 

three-point bending tensile rupture strengths. Lajtai (1982) also found that Brazilian 

tende strengths of LDBB granite to be approximately half the three-point bending tensile 

rupture strength. He attributed strength variations to volume differences as specified by 

Weibull's theory. Based on Jaeger and Cook's (1979) discussion it may be concluded 

that a higher tensile strength of intact Shield granite determined using the mdulus of 

rupture tests is likely the function of the mechanics of the physical testing procedure: the 

Brazilian tensile test sets up a uniform tensile stress nomal to the diametral plane of 

compression of a rock disc king loaded uniaxiaiiy, whereas the modulus of rupture test - 

is a three-point bending procedure that sets up non-uniform stresses through the sample 

in the direct plane of loading. This produces a zone of compression in the upper portion 

of the block, and a zone of tension in the lower portion of the block. The resulting stress 

gradient leads to higher tensile strengths. 

Duncan (1987) noted that the rupture tensile strength data did not corroborate the same 

tensile strength anisotropy indicated by the Brazilian tensile strength data, which shows a 

good correspondence with the microscopic fracture aaisotropy. He concluded that . . ." 

the Brazilian tensile strength test is very sensitive to the microscopic fracture properties 
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that exist ...", and that the moàulus of ruphire test method is not as effective a test 

procedure for determining tenuous differences in tensile strength in granite. 

2-2.4. Compressive strength 

Methods to investigate the effect of fabric anisotropy on compressive strength and other 

deformation properties have been described in several references in recent literature- 

The testing methods are similar, regardless of rock type, and follow the general procedure 

laid out by the earliest investigations into anisotropy in rocks, such as the by Donath 

( L 964), and for other, less obviously anisotropic rock types as: 

Shale Mesn and Gibala ( 1 972), 

Metamorphic rocks Behrestaghi et al. (1996), 

Granite Feves and Simmons (1976); Duncan (1 987); and 

Kusumi et al. (1 997), 

LDBB granite DueveI and Haimson (1997); Lajtai (198 1 ); Lau and Gorski 

(1990; 199la,b,c); and Lau et al. (1994)- 

The anisotropy or anisotropies in the rockmass are identified prior to testing. using one or  

more of the following techniques (from Sano et al., 1992; Hoek and Brown, 1980; 

Goodman, 1993): sample surface mapping, petrographic examination, sonic veloci ties. 

variations in tensile strength, or thermal conductivity. 



Oriented sarnples are then taken fiom the rockmass, witb the structurai anisotropy 

(usually slaty cleavage, foliation bedding, or microcracks) inclined at angles from O" to 

90°, usuaiiy through increments of 20"-30" to the intended loading axis. 

Altematively, comparatively homogeneous racks, granites in particular, have been cut to 

provide cylindrical samples parallel to each of the foilowing: the rift, the grain, and the 

hardway as defined fiom the quarrying operations where the samples were coliected- In 

each study, these structures are correlated with sets of natural (ancient) microcrack 

development. The sample set is therefore intended to investigate the infiuence of the 

microcrack sets on compressive strength and other deformational properties (Feves and 

Simmons, 1976; Duncan, 1987). 

Samples are then subject to one or more of the following test procedures: uniaxial or 

triaxial compression tests, single or cyclic, conducted under saturated or unsaturated 

conditions (e.g. shale - Mesri and Gibaia, 1972; granite - Feves and Sirnmons, 1976; 

Duncan, 1987; LDBB granite - Duevel and Haimson, 1997; metamorphic rocks - 

Behrestaghi et al., 1996). 

The data from these tests is then plotted as senes of conventional stress-strain diagrams 

for each sample orientation, or as rose diagrams or x-y plots illustrating the variation in 

the measured parameter with the (two-dimensional) orientation of one of the structures 

present. In spite of the fact that most rocks contain more than one fabric element at 

various angles of intersection, the use of three-dimensional or stereographic projections 
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to ponray such data are rare in the literature, eveo when the effect of  intersecting fabric 

planes is the topic of discussion (e-g- Figure 77, p. 163 of Hoek and Brown (1980), which 

shows the variation in rock strength for a rock with mukiple discontinuities, by means of 

a rose diagram of axial strength against discontinuity inclination ). 

2.25. Application to this Thesis 

The methods used in this thesis were those outlined in the preceding sections. Point Load 

tests were employed to determine if there were prefemed directions of fracture in the 

massive rocks of the LDBB, and Brazilian tests to detennine if there are variations in the 

tensile strength with the direction of loading. The Point Load index was calculated for 

each of the samples tested in this thesis to show strength differences between rock types 

and from different orientations. 

Directional variation in uniaxial compressive sirength related to Iayering and other 

structures was investigated using a series of samples from an array of boreholes. 

Oriented samples were then taken from the roçkmass, with the structural anisotropy 

(laye ring or rnicrocracks) inclined at angles frorn 00" to 90°, usually through increments 

of 20"-30°, to the intended loading axis. The data from these tests are plotted as series of 

conventional stress-strain diagrams for each sample orientation, and then summarized for 

each rock type using x-y-z diagrams depicting various measures of compressive and 

tensile strength versus orientation (Chapter 9). 



2.3. 3.tropy in Granite 

2.3.1. Introduction 

Although rock fabnc is a well recognized factor influencing rock strength and response in 

metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, plutonic rocks (whether matic to felsic) are stili 

generally regarded as homogeneous and isotropic. with the LDBB king described as a 

massive (Martin, 1993), and a type example of an isotropic granite in a recently pubLished 

general reference text (Hoek et al., 1995). This assumption of granite isotropy has been 

maintained in spite of: 

1. nearly a century of literature on the structural and textural variations within plutons, 

such as presented in the original work by Ballc (1937), Cloos (1946), Mayo (1941), 

2. repetition of the conclusions in later compilations such as in Dennis (1972), and 

Davis (1984), and Bouchez (1997), 

3. recent case studies appearing in the published literatue and major conference 

proceedings on the complexities of pluton structure by Bouchez (1997), Cruden 

(1990), Cruden and Lanueau (1994), and 

4. for the LDBB in particular, detailed mapping of pluton stnicture by McCrank (1985), 

Brown et al. (1989a). Cerny et al. (1987), Stone et al. (1989). Everitt and Brown 

(1986), Everitt et al. (1990, 1994, 1996 and 1998). 



The inappropriateness of the assumption of granite isotropy as it affects geotechnical 

investigations, including work for a used fuel disposai facility, has been noted by 

Goodman et al. (1993). Tbey concluded that in addition to joints, granites aiso contain a 

varïety of foliation planes and schistose zones. The authors also noted that insuffïcient 

attention has been paid: 

1. to mapping the structurai complexity of granite in site investigation programs, and 

2. to incorporating this complexity in the design of sarnpling programs to define rock 

properties. 

It is suggested here, from the literature reviewed for this thesis, that this tendency to refer 

to granitic plutons as homogeneous and isotropie may be due to a combination of the 

following four factors: 

1. Inad-uate site investigations or imoerfect evaluation of aeological information, as 

emphasized by Goodman (1993). Davis (1984, p.255) noted that: ". . . foliations and 

lineations in granitic rocks are not always conspicuous. Many granitic rocks display 

very subtle foliations and/or lineations whose physical reason for existence is not at 

d l  obvious. Microscopic study is often required to detennine the petrographic b a i s  

for the foliations and lineations. Foliation and lineation may reflect any number of 

textural configurations, including aligned feldspars, elongate or discoidal quartz, and 

closed-spaced fractures or cleavages ". 



2. Scale of Observation: It is inherently difficult to recognize fabrics in coarse grained 

rocks in general, and especially in core samples whose limiteci dimensions may 

obscure structures otherwise readily apparent in outcrop. The latter point is especially 

problematic when samples are routinely shipped from a remote site to another 

location for lab analyses, without mention of the core orientation relative to any local 

fabrics. 

3. Limitations to site investigation. Most geotechnical work pertaining to plutonic rock 

originates with the various international nuclear waste programs. Apm fiom the 

Canadian program, which is unique in having large volumes of intact or sparsely 

fractured rock @avison and Simmons, 1985; Davison et al., 1989, 1993) the granites 

investigated by other countries with a similar disposal plan, are aU sited in naturally 

fractured blocky rock (Sweden (Stanfors, 1996; Backblom and Olsson, 1996), 

Finland (Vira, 1996; Tolppanen et al., 1998), France (Raynal, 1996), Spain (Olmo, 

1 W6),  Belanis (Kudelsky, 1996), Ukraine (Khmshchov and S tarodumov, 1996). 

The high fracture frequency in the waste disposai programs of other countries 

overshadows any flow and mechanical anisotropy that may be induced by foliation 

and other fabrics. Accordingly, site characterization and design in these prograrns bas 

concentrated on modelling rock mass response for a discontinuous medium (e.g. 

Christiansson, 1989; Chnstiansson and Hamberger, 199 1; Kornfalt et al., 199 1 ; 

Olsson and Conterra AB, 199 1; Ouchterlony et al., 199 1; Rawlence, 1990). The 
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rockmass within the fracture-bound blocks tends to be ignored or is considered 

isotropie. 

4. Samvline bias. The almost universal assumption of granite homogeneity that appears 

in the literature is perhaps the result of a fundamental sampling bias, inherited from 

the dimension stone iodustry (DSI) where homogeneity is the prime basis for 

selecting a quarry, and for its continued development- Dimension stone is defmed 

as: a natural rock matend that bas k e n  selected, trimmed, or cut to specified or 

indicated shapes or sizes with or withwt one or more mechanicaily dressed surface" 

(Taylor, 1992). 

In a recent compilation of the DSI in Ontario, Marmont (1993) notes that the geology 

of a prospective dimensional granite quarry should be as simple as possible. In terms 

of Iithology, this means that the quarry should ideally consist of uniform 

granite/granite gneiss free from crosscutting veins, dikes and inclusions of other rock 

types. 

The dimension stone industry literature therefore shows a strong bias towards the 

selection and development of the most homogeneous plutons or parts of plutons 

(Bergeron, 1991a,b,c; Gerow and Bellinger, 1990; Hill, 1989a,b; W l ,  1990a,b; Hinz 

et al., 1994; Kennedy and Shelock, 1988; Lacey, 1989; Marmont, 1993; Martinsen et 

al., 199 1; Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 1989, 1990, 1992; 



Papertzian and Earrow, 1995; Verschuren et al., 1986; Verschuren et  al., 1989; 

Verschuren et al., 1985; and Vos et al., 198 1). 

This bias has likely suppressed the provision of more representative sampling of 

granite. Such a bias is especiaily significant when one considers that the published 

laboratory work identified in this literature review is largely based on samples 

provided by quanies. Examples include: 

Westerly Granite - e.g. Kronenberg et al. (1990); Feves and Simmons (1976), 

Oshima Granite fiom the Yamanashi Quarry, Barre Granite from the Rock of 

Ages Quarry, and Chelmsford Granites from the Fletcher Quarry - Sano e t  

a1.(1992). 

Lac du Bonnet Batholith fiom Cold Spring Quarry - e.g. Svab and Lajtai (1981); 

Duevel and Haimson (1997); and Martino J.B. (1994). 

Samples of an umamed granite pluton from the "Shield Quarries of Canada" 

near Whitemouth, Manitoba. - Duncan (1987). 

In spite of these oversights and sampling biases, review of the recent geotechnical 

literature indicates progress has been made in a number of areas relating to the 

recognition of the existence of fabric anisotropy in granites, and the effect of this 

anisotropy on measured rock properties. (e.g. Kronenberg et al., 1990; Goodman et al., 

1993; Goodman ,1993; USNRC, 1993). The next sections review progress made in: 

1. the recognition of original and deformation fabrics within plutons, 

2. and evidence from the dimension Stone industry @SI) and the general geotechnical 

literature for the influence of this fabric anisotropy in producing mechanical 

anisotropy in granite. 



2.3.2. Field evidence for primary and secondary fabric anisotropy in granite. 

Evidence for signifîcant fabnc anisotropy in granites is increasingly apparent in the 

geological literature. Relatively recent compilation maps of Ontario (e-g. Stockwell, 

1370) did not differentiate between the various types and ages of granite within the vast 

areas between the greenstone belts, nor did the mapping efforts include much work on the 

intemal structure of these plutons. However, the granites within each geologic province 

of the Canadian Shield have since been subdivided and re-classified on the bais of 

composition, internai structure and age of intrusion (Thuston et al., 199 1; 1992 a,b; and 

Card and Poulsen, 1998). Some types most usudy predate regional deformation, wbile 

other types generally postdate it; however, these relationihips Vary locally. The timing of 

intrusion relative to orogeny is important as it defmes to some extent: 

the style and extent of fractures found within the batholiths, 

the complexity of the pluton's geometry and internai structure, 

the types of faults, fractures, deformation structures and recrystallization present, 

and from these 

the in-situ stresses and rock properties. 

Table 7 provides a highly abbreviated summary of the plutonic rocks of the Supenor 

Province. The "vast pink areas" shown in the geological maps of Canada from the 

1970's (Stockwell, 1970) are now recognized as including 5 separate suites of plutons, 

each with its own range of compositional variation and structures. 
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Table 7: 
Plutons Suites in the Supenor Province (Thtuston et al,, (ds.) 199 1, 1992 a,b). 

Suites 1,2: Gneissic Tonalite Suite & Foliated Tonalite Suites: This suite is largely 
pre-orogenic and as such, is rsrystallized and moderately to strongly 
deformed. It occurs as large complex batholiths to siil-like remnants, which 
incorporate several compositional varieties. The intemal structure of these 
suites tends to be very complex and heterogeneous with abundant, often 
kilometre-scale, mafic inclusions and strong compositional layenng, and 
several generations of granitic and mafk dykes. Secondary and relict primary 
foliations and tineations are w idespread. 

Suite 3: 

Suite 4: 

Suite 5: 

Granite-Granodionte Suite: This suite includes the Lac Du Bonnet Batholith, 
and is ofien the most abundant pluton type in any given subprovince. In form, 
many are generaiiy curved sheet-like crescents that may outcrop over a 
considerable area but be relatively thin in section ( l e s  than 2 km thick). 
Others may reach considerable depths (10-15 km) and may outcrop over an 
area of 2000 km2 (e-g. the Lac du Bonnet Batholith). This suite is generally 
regarded as syn-tectonîc but, in some areas, it includes muiti-phase pulses, 
some syn-, some late- and some pst-tectonic. Their intrusion near the end of 
the Kenoran Orogeny, their size and abundance, and a prolonged cooling 
history are believed to have contributed to the large areas of sparsely fractured 
rock reporteci in some members of this suite (Stone et al,, 1989; Beakhouse, 
199 1; Breaks, 199 1; M. Gerow, Ontario Ministry of Northem Development 
and Mines, pers. comm., 1993; B. Schmidtke, Manitoba Energy and Mines, 
pers. cornm., 1993; F. Beard, Ontario Ministry of Northem Development and 
Mines, pers. comm., 1994). 

This suite is homogeneous when cornpared to the other suites, but mapping of 
the LDBB (by the author and others) has determined that much of this 
homogeneity is the result of a samplïng bias. 

Muscovite-Bearing Suite: This suite includes syn- or pst-tectonic batholiths 
and stocks of regional extent, as well as numerous pegmatitic dykes. 
Individual plutons are generaily less than a kw tens of kilometres in area. The 
granites are comrnonly very xenolithic and have irregular interfingenng 
contacts with the surrounding host rock (Everitt et. al., 1998). 

Diorite-monzonite-izranodiorite suite: This suite may appear under a 
variety of names depending on location and the rationale for classification. As 
defined in Thurston et al., (eds. l991a), it includes a compositionally diverse 
group of syn- to pst-tectonic batholiths. Although widespread throughout the 
s hield, they are neither abundant nor individually large. 
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Within any single plutoa, ment structural analysis has ïndicated a wide range of textural 

and structural variations related to the mode of intrusion, timing of intrusion, and the 

effects of later deformation. Examples, with the structures listed in their relative order of 

formation, include: 

sheet-like injections of granite between xenolithic zones are conunon (e-g- Clarke et 

al., 1998; Cruden et al., 1997; Cruden, 1998). syn-magmatic folding and a 

subvertical foliation (Roman-Berdiel et al-, 1999, 

the existence of both primary and secondary (deformation) foliations within a single 

pluton (Benn et al., 1998; Gleizes et al., 1998; Djouadi et al., 1997; Riller et al., 

1996), 

Textural variations indicative of the progressive ductile deformation of a pluton 

(Schulmann and Mlcoch, 1996; Riller et al., 1996), 

several sets of fractures including early brittle structures related to the crystallization 

and cmling of the pluton (Rousell and Everitt, 198 1 ; Guermani and Pennacchioni, 

1998), 

partial erasure of such joints by subsequent localized ductile deformation (Guennani 

and Pennacchioni, 1998; Rousell and Everitt, 1977; 198 1 ), and finally, 

one or more episoàes of brittle deformation and joint formation. 

The orientation and density of these fractures is ofien controlled by compositional and 

textural anisotropy. Examples of fabric control of joint orientation in granite are 



described in Reitan and Murphy (1 983), Rousell and Everitt (1 98 l), Guemani and 

Pennacchioni (1997). 

2.3.3. Application to this thesis 

As such, there is abundant field evidence supporting the view that homogeneity of 

granites is more the exception rather than the rule, and that granites are intemally 

complex with structures that influence their mechanical properties. 

The need to recognize this heterogeneity when sampling for geotechnical investigations 

was emphasized by Bouchez and Gleizes (1995). The authors made special mention of 

the need to create ". . ..a sampling pattern consistent with mapped rock types.. ." so that 

measured rock properties are representative. 

This precaution has been overlooked in geotechnical studies, such as in dam foundations 

as noted earlier by Goodman (1993). and in the sampling for previous rock properties 

testing done for the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program, as discussed in 

section 2.5. 

The next section examines correlations between rock fabric and measured rock 

properties, as noted by the dimension stone industry (DSI), and in select references ftom 

the literature. The former provides field-scale evidence of fabric/ rock properties with 

some lab analyses, and is useful in indicating how comrnon granite anisotropy actually is. 
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The role of layering, foliations, texture, and microcracks in rock response is examined 

through selected investigations from general geotechnical literature. 

2.4. Field And Laboratory Evidence For Mechanical Anisotropy In Granite. 

This section sumrnarizes the influence of fabric anisotropy, in producing anisotropy in 

rock properties as detennined from select case studies in the Iiterature. 

The influence of large-scale layering, grain size, minera1 alignment and natural 

microcracking are presented in turn. Wowever, it is recognized that the effect of each of 

these fabric anisotropies are intemiated, and in many cases it is not possible to separate 

out the individual effect caused by (e-g.) the aligment of grain boundaries (foliation) 

and grain boundary cracks. 

2.4.1. Large-scale (e.g. dccimetre) compositional layering or heterogeneity 

Various texture/rock mass response phenomena have k e n  identified in granite by the 

DSI and in the general engineering literature. Marmont (1993) and others have made the 

following observations in recent compilations of the DSI. 

The DSI follows the Amencan Society for the Testing of Materials (ASTM) 

specifications for the standards which building Stones should meet, and the test methods 

to establish them (e.g. ASTM, 1989). The more important tests measure water 

absorption, modulus of rupture, compressive strength, abrasion resistance and flexural 

strength. Other tests measure the thermal coefficient of expansion, weather resistance, 

stain resistance, and indentation under concentrated load as a measure of serviceability 
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(Marmont, 1993). Significantly, it is noted that ". - ..slabs sawn in different orientations 

from the same rock may have markedly different strengths, and care must be taken to 

determine the rock's properties in each direction.. .". Marmont also notes that 

". . .potential planes of weakness may Lie parallel to the layenng in some granites.. .". 

This statement applies equaliy to the pnmary layering observed in true granites, as well 

as to the more obvious metamorphic layenng in gneisses. 

2.4.2. Influence of texture 

For this discussion, texture is limited to grain size. Efforts to define the influence of 

foliation and lineation on mechanical properties are desçnbed in following section. 

Zarifa (1 998) acknowledged that: 1) granitic rocks show a variety of engineering 

properties that may affect quarrying operations, tunneling, mining, dope stability and the 

use of rock as a construction matenal, and 2) that the physical and mechanical propeaies 

of granite are a function of the mineralogical and textural characteristics of the rock. He 

applied correlation analysis to investigate the relationships between petrographical and 

engineering properties of a variety of granitic rocks from different parts of Turkey. 

These were subjected to petrographic analysis, the samples were then tested to determine 

specific gravity, dry and saturated unit weight, water absorption, effective and total 

porosity, sonic velocity, Schnidt hardness, point load strength index, uniaxial 

compressive strength, tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. The relationships 

between these properties and the petrographical characteristics were then described by 

regression analyses. The study revealed that the influence of the textural characteristics 
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on the engineering properties appears to be more important than the mineralogy. It also 

detemiined that the types of contacts, grain sbape and size significantly influence the 

engineering properties of the granitic rocks. These results are consistent with those 

obtained from similar tests on the LDBB (Svab and Lajtai, 198 1)- 

Marmont (1993) and Stecich et al. (1992) identified potential structural problems in 

dimension stone quanying associated with coarse or very coarse grained granite. 

According to these authors, very coarse-grained granites are not as widely used as finer- 

grained varieties, and equigranular varieties are preferred over porphyritic. The coarser 

or more inequigranular rocks are recognized as k i n g  susceptible to time-dependent 

degradation by stress relief cracking along grain boundanes or along the cleavage planes 

in feldspars. An example of such degradation is especially well developed in a highly 

stressed intact outcrop exposed at a quarry near Whitemouth, owned by Canital Granite 

of Manitoba (Schmidtke, 1986; also Everitt et al., 1994). Specimens, cut and polished to 

serve as floor tiles, will disintegrate after a storage period of as little as a month due to 

the propagation of grain boundary rnicrocracks. 

2.4.3. Mineral alignment and natural microcracking 

In addition to the aforementioned responses related to grain size, it has also long been 

recognized that even the most homogeneous and uniform granites usually possess a 

microscopie structure which predisposes them to break more easily in one direction than 

another (Duncan, 1987; Marmont, 1993). This is usually caused by weak alignment of 

elongate mineral grains, and /or by sets of petvasive natural microcracks, either 
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intergranular, or transgranular (Richter and Simmons, 1977). The DSI terminology for 

this mechanical anisotropy is as follows: 

rift: the direction along which granite splits most easily is the caiied rift, 

grain: the next easiest direction of splitting, 

hard way: the direction along which the rock is hardest to split (also known as the 

"head). 

The rift is cornrnonly horizontal or vertical, the grain is usually perpendicular to the rift, 

and the head perpendicular to rift and grain. These directions cornmonly correlate with 

batholith structure. Stecich et al. (1992) describes the rift in dome-shaped granite 

intrusions being parallel to the granite's contact with the enclosing rocks. The rift and 

grain are used to plan the quarrying and processing of stone, with stone cut paraIlel to the 

rift being stronger than stone cut across it. Understanding of this is considered critical in 

large architectural panels (Marmont, 1993). 

Many of the granites included in the dimension stone literature are technically gneisses, 

having undergone one or more episodes of deformation and recrystallization (e.g. 

Marmont, 1993). Marmont notes that good strength characteristics are associated with 

the more massive granites with "..cornplex interlocking grain shapes ...Y In gneissic 

granites a well-developed rift usuaily accompanies the layenng. Many granites also 

possess a linear structure formed by alignment of mineral grains in the plane of the 

layenng, which frequently determines the orientation of the grain. The hard way cuts 
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across both layering and lineation. Marmont According to the author ". . xare must be 

taken in the retrieval of dimension Stone to establish that gneissic layering is- not a plane 

of  weakness, , .". 

2.4.4. Foliations and mineralogy 

Sano et al. (1 992) conducted an experimental determination of the elastic constants for 

the Oshima, Barre and Chelmsford granites. This study is unique in its examination of 

the effect of mineral anisotropy and its contribution to anisotropic elasticity in rocks. 

According to the autbors, the major rock forming minerals have anisotropic elasticity, 

with the crystals of quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase k i n g  trigonal, monoclinic, and 

triclinic, respective1 y. A preferred alignment or segregation of these minerais within a 

rockmass should therefore result in an anisotropy of the linear elasticity and the 

coefficients of  thermal expansion for the rockmass. To test this hypothesis, their granite 

samples were cut into polyhedra. These were then used to measure the longitudinal and 

shear wave velocities in various directions of propagation and polanzation, which they 

then related to the fabric of the samples. The results showed: 

1. that oriented microcracks are mainly responsible for the orthorhombic elasticity of 

both granites under lower confining pressures up to 120 MPa (6-8 km depth). 

2. However, a slight anisotropy, oblique to the microcracks, was found even at 

180 MPa. This correlated with the preferred alignment of biotite and chlorite. 



2.4.5. Microcracks: 

In addition to structures such as bedding or foliation, oriented pores and cracks are aiso a 

significant cause of anisovopy in rocks. The role of naniral microcracks, specifically their 

influence on rock mass properties, was summarized in a review by Sano et al. (L992), and 

by others as follows: 

1. In granitic rocks, oriented microcracks are very typical, and these cracks may be 

associated with either residuai or external stresses (Dale ,1923; Nur and Simmons, 

1970; Spnint and Brace, 1974; Plumb et al., 1984; Kudo et al., L987; Homand- 

Etienne and Sebaibi, 1996). 

2. Natural rnicrocracks include the following types: 1) submagmatic, quartz - mica 

filled intergranular fractures (Bouchez et al., 1992), 2) planes of aligned fluid 

inclusions representing re-sealed ancient microcracks (Jang et al., 1989; Rehrig and 

Heidrick, 1972), 3) oxide-filled ancient microcracks, and 4) open to partially sealed 

microcracks fonned dong grain boundary and minerai cleavages (Ren et al., 1989; 

Richter and Simmons, 1977). 

3. The fabnc of microcracks in granite rocks shows a correlation with the anisotropy of 

physical properties: for example, with sound velocity (Simmons et al., 1975), 

Young' s modulus (Douglas and Voight, 1969), compressibility (Tod et al., 1973), 

uniaxiai compressive strength (Douglas and Voight, 1969), tensiie strength (Peng and 

Johnson, 1972), dilatancy anisotropy under compression (Scholz and Koczynski, 

1979). 



4. Duncan (1987) in a study of a Precambrian granite, found that the presence of 

rnicroscopic fractures in the intact rock influences the Brazilîian tensile strength of 

intact rock, such that reduced tensile strengths occur across those planes characterized 

by a higher degrees of subparallel microscopic fracture development. 

Peng and Johnson (1972) found similar variations in Brazilian tensile strength for several 

orientations of Chelmsford granite. They found that the tensile strength was: 

lowest in the direction normal to the plane of the prefei~ed orientation of 

microcracks. 

second highest normal to a plane characterized as having a preferred orientation of 

mica cleavages, and 

generally higher dong other orientations for which there were no corresponding 

fabric elements. 

Baek (1997) examineci the effect of oriented microcracks on acoustic wave velocity and 

axial Point Load indices. Specimens were cored from blocks of medium grained 

leucocratic granite, bearing strong anisotropy parallel to the rift plane. The 

circumferential acoustic wave velocity was measured to determine the direction of the 

minimum velocity, presumably perpendicular to the dominant microcrack direction. The 

direction of fractures induced by the axial point loading was found to be closely related to 

the direction of natural microcracks in the specimen, interpreted from the circwnferential 

velocity anisotropy, and supporteci by microscopy. 
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Chen et al. (1997) examined the correlation between microfiacture type and physical 

properties of two granites. The Inada granite is anisotropic in ". . .dynamic property or 

permeability" and splitting planes, while the Kurihashi grandionte is isotropic with no 

clear splitting planes. Three types of microfraçtures were distinguished in both 

specimens: intracrystalline cracks, intercrystaiîine cracks and grain boundary cracks. 

The orientations of these were measured and a total length per unit area calculated. It 

was concluded that: 

the Inada granite was anisotropic due to a pretèrred orientation of intercrystalline and 

intracrys talline cracks, w hile 

the Kurihashi grandionte was isotropic as it contained no preferred orientation of 

intercrystalline cracks, but there is a strong preferred orientation of grain boundary 

cracks and intracrystalline cracks, which the authors correlate with indistinct splitting 

planes. 

Sirnilar results Linking mechanical anisotropy and preferred orientations of natural 

microcracks were obtained by Kusurni et al. (1997) (Effect of structural anisotropy on 

deformation properties of granite under cyclic loading), and Park (1996 ) (The anisotropy 

of the granite revealed by tensile tests). 
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2.4.6. Conclusion - Influence of Fabric Anisotropy in Other Granites 

Sirong evidence from quarrying operatioas and from ngorous rock properties testing in 

granite using a variety of sonic and rock properties testing, has indicated that granites are 

texturally and mechanically anisotropic. Most often this anisotropy can be linked to 

preferred orientations of natural microcracks. These tend to be enhanced by sampling 

and stress relief, with the effect markedly less noticeable at high confining pressures 

typical of depths of 6-8 km, Mineral alignment or mineral segregatioos also induce 

mechanical anisotropy to a somewhat lesser degree, but their influence is not affected by 

confining pressure. 

2.5. Rock Properties Testing in the Lac DU Bonnet Batholith. 

This section reviews relevant case studies from the published literature, which examined 

the defornational properties of the LDB granite and, where data was available, their 

variations with direction. Comments on the results of these studies and their significance 

to t his investigation are provided. 

Svab and Lai tai 1 1 98 1 examined the e ffects of variable mineralogy and mineral habits on 

tende fracture paths through LDBB granite. They noted that the most obvious indicator 

ofanisotropy within the LDBB granite was a (Le. single) foliation, marked by subvertical 

quartz-biotite lenses and mineral alignment striking 075". To test for strength anisotropy 

related to either foliation or to microstructural control of fracture, they used: 1) biaxial 

tension tests to define the orientation of preferred fracture, and then 2) Brazilian tests to 

evaluate the strength of the anisotropy. The first technique is sensitive to weakness 



directions in the rock, while the second provides more accurate values of the t e n d e  

strength associatecl with these weakness directions. 

The sarnples used by Svab and Lajtai (198 1) were from the Cold Spnng Quarry near Lac 

Du Bonnet, Manitoba. The background information on the geology for this study was 

based on initial mapping results of the Lac du Bonnet Batholith published by 

Tarnmemagi et al. (1979; 1980; 1982). At that time, the major phase of the batholith was 

descnbed as: ". . .a medium to coarse grained (0.5-20 mm), puik, and relatively 

homogeneous granite. Foliation is lirnited to several kilometres d o n g  the contact, 

trending approximately 075" with a steep northwesterly dip at the quarry." 

The testing (by Svab and h j ta i ,  1981) of vertical core revealed that: 1) the subvertical 

075" foliation was a plane of preferred fracture, 2) fractures also clustered around 005" 

and 155", but there were no recognized foliations for these orientations, and 3) although 

there was a foliation / fracture correlation at 075", tensile strength in this plane was only 

slightty Iower than in any other orientation and ". . . not statisticdy different to justiQ the 

assurnption of a rnultimodal population.. ." within the horizontal plane. 

Subsequent investigations by the author and others (most notably, Brown et al., 1989; and 

Everitt et al., 1999) have shown that: 1) the sample location used by Svab and Lajtai 

(1981) is more homogeneous than most other locations in the LDBB and at the URL, and 

the foliations and microstnictures less well developed, 2) the pink colour of the granite is 

due to hematite from alteration and recrystallization which partially cements grain 



boundaries and naturd rnicrocracks, 3) that foliation is not limited to the margins of the 

batholith, 4) that some foliations and natural microcrack sets present in the LDBB have 

been partially sealed by mineral innlling and alteration (including the 07S0 foliation), and 

5) that there are several foliation and natural microcrack sets aligned with the O S 0  and 

155" preferred fracture directions noted by Svab and Lajtai (1981) (see Figure 16 of 

Brown et al., 1989). Accordingly, it is not surprising that a greater degree of mechanical 

anisotropy was not detected. The two preferred directions of fracture in the horizontal 

core - 029"/6S0 NW and 029°/750 SE, may correlate with any number of foliation or 

natural microcrack sets found in the URL and elsewhere in the LDBB. 

Duevel and Haimson (19971 conducted a mechanical characterization of pink Lac du 

Bonnet granite to test for evidence of nonlinearity and anisotropy in samples of the pink 

granite. It was taken that the pink granite may better represent the in-situ properties of 

darnaged grey granite recovered from highly saessed rock. Samples of grey granite, 

obtained from depth, exhibit mechanical anisotropy due to sample darnage induced by 

stress-relief (Martin, 1990). This sample damage includes discing in core, and the 

opening of grain-scale microcracks dong mineral cleavages and grain boundaries due to 

stress relief. 

The samples used by Duevel and Haimson (1997) were from the Cold Spring Quarry near 

Lac Du Bonnet, Manitoba. The background information on the geology for this study 

was based on original mapping and core logging results for the Lac du Bonnet Batholith 

and the URL, published by Brown et al. (1989). Additional comments on the 
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mineralogy, joint orientation and microcracking were based on Martin (1990). and Martin 

and Stimpson (1994). The bathoiith was again described as ". . . medium to coarse 

grained (0.5-20 mm), and relatively uniform in composition and texture, but varying in 

colour from grey to pink". The pink granite was described as ".. . shows no visible 

rnicrocracking (Martin, IWO), though joints are more prevalent at the surface, with the 

most prominent set striking at 020" and dipping vertically, with a spacing of 1-2 m". 

To test for mechanical anisotropy, a suite of specimens was taken from core oriented in 

three orthogonal orientations: east-west (E-W), north-south (NS), and vertical (V). 

These were then subjected to: sonic velocity tests, uniaxial and triaxial compression tests, 

and Brazilian and Uniaxial tension tests. These results were then correlated with known 

fracture orientations, but no microstructure of fabnc analysis of the specimens was done. 

Sonic velocity tests yielded minor directional differences on the order of 10% - with the 

velocity high in the V (vertical) direction which the authors attributed to the predominant 

vertical joint set, and to microcracks. The lowest velocity was the E-W direction. 

approximately normal to the subvertical 020"-striking joint set. Although no 

microcracks were observed in the test specimens, the authon concluded that the velocity 

results suggest that they do in fact exist, and are predominantly subparallel to the 

outcrop-scale surface joint set. 

The uniaxial and triaxial compression testing results point to compressive strength 

isotropy. For the uniaxial compression, the maximum difference between any two 



directions was 6 MPa (less than 3%), while the variation within each direction was less 

than 5%. The overall average uniaxial compressive strength is 219 (H) MPa. Duevel and 

Haimson concluded that the preferred microcrack orientation implied fiom the sonic 

velocity results does not affect failure in compression. 

Unlike the compression tests, the tension tests showed evidence of strength anisotropy. 

Brazilian and uniaxial tensile strengths were both found to vary up to 25% between 

orientations. For both measures of tensile strength, the E-W direction was the weakest 

while the V direction was the strongest. The tensile modulus displayed more anisotropy 

than any other property measured in this study. The results of the sonic velocity and 

tensile strength tests suggested the existence of microcracks aligned with the predominant 

surface joint set. The authors again correlated the directions of the least and largest 

tensile strengths with the smallest and largest velocities, respectively, and these in turn 

with the preferred orientation of vertical microcracks. 

The elastic parameters in both compression and tension varied continuously with the 

stress magnitude, indicating nonlinear stress-strain behaviour. The tensile modulus of 

deformation was substantially lower than that in compression. The authors concluded 

". . .Our work bnngs into question the use of isotropic models in excavation design, in 

which compressive material constants determined at one level of loading are employed 

regardless of the local state of stress.. . ". 



Duevel and Haimson (1997) concluded: 1) that the pink Lac du Bonnet granite is 

practicatly isotropie with respect to uniaxial and triaxial compressive strength, 

compressive elastic parameters, and sonic velocities, but 2) the tensile strength shows a 

difference of 25% between directions, and the tensile modulus of deformation showed an 

even stronger anisotropy, with differences of up to 80% between directions, 3) that this 

anisotropy is due to natural microcracks with the same orientation as outcrop-scale joints, 

and 4) ". . . . As the gray Lac du Bonnet granite differs fiom the pink varîety only by 

possessing stress-induced microcracks created during sampiing, it can be deduced that the 

preceding results describe the in-situ gray granite as well.. ..". 

The criticisms made earlier regarding the study by Svab and Lajtai (1981) are also 

applicable to the study by Duevel and Haimson (1997). These are: 

That the Cold Spring quarry is not representative of the LDBB, especiall y as seen in 

the URL. 

That Duevel and Haimson may have combined results from dissimilar phases of the 

LDBB granite, 

That their study been done without identifying the fabric elements actually present at 

the site fiom where the samples were taken, and 

That the orientations chosen for sarnpling are oblique to each of the various 

subvertical and subhorizontal structures known to exist at the batholith-scale. There 

is also no indication how these orientations relate to any local structures at the quarry. 
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Detailed geological mapping (Brown et al., 1989; and Everitt et al.. 1999) has shown that: 

1) the Cold Spring quarry from which the samples were taken is more homogeneous than 

most other locations in the LDBB and at the URL, and the foliations and rnicrostnicnires 

are less well developed. 2) that colour is not a valid basis on which to categonze the 

mechanical behaviour of the LDBB granite. As is described in Chapter 3, there are 

several genetically distinct phases of the LDBB, which differ h m  each other in their 

average grain size, range of grain sizes, degree of recrystallization, and in the number, 

type and orientation of  foliations and natural microcracks. Pinking is the result of 

secondary alteration superimposed on these diverse rock types wherever fractures have 

opened the batholith to groundwater rnovement. 

Svab and Lajtai (198 1) identified a subvertical striking - 075" foliation in their samples 

from the Co!d Spring quarry, which biaxial tension tests revealed to be one of several 

planes of preferred fracture- The study by Duevel and Haimson (1 997) makes no 

mention of any foliation in their samples, or of the results of the earlier work by others. 

As such it is difficult to determine: 1) what textural / compositional rock type was 

actually being tested, 2) what structures were present, and 3) how the test results are 

affected by the orientation of the samples. Accordingly, it is not surprising that a greater 

degree of mechanical anisotropy was not detected. Also, it is uncertain to what extent 

the results can be applied to the vanous types of grey granite at the 420 Level of the 

URL, which hosts the various geomechancial ex periments. 
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An alternative approach to defining the in-situ properties of highly stressed rock at depth. 

would be to identie the granite varieties present at the intended test location and depth, 

and then to obtain samples of these same varieties where they are exposed at or near the 

surface. In adopting this approach, it would be necessary to determine if the granite at 

surface and at depth differ substantially in the characteristics of their natural microcracks. 

2.6. Conclusions 

From the Iiterature - general observations on fabric anisotropy. methodology and earlier 

site work are as follows: 

Rock fabric is a recognized factor influencing rock strength and response in 

metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, but plutonic rocks (mafic to felsic) are generally 

regarded as homogeneous and isotropic. 

Most work pertaining to plutonic rock cornes from the various international nuclear 

waste programs- The majority of this is from the Canadian program as Canada is 

unique in having large volumes of Intact or sparsely fractured rock - in other words - 

the granites of other countries are anisotropic due to their pervasive fracturing. 

Significant fabric anisotropy has been recognized in other granites. 

Recent investigations provide evidence that, in other granites, these fabncs, usually 

foliations or natural microcracks, influence deformational properties, 

The dimension Stone ïndustry @SI) has long recognized the existence of mechanical 

anisotropy related to fabric anisotropy in granites. and has util ized these phenomena 

to facilitate exploration and excavation. In contrat, the inherent anisotropy of 

granitic rocks has k e n  overlooked by the various radioactive waste disposal 
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prograrns, but especidly in the Canadian program which is unique in that it is being 

conducted in large volumes of un fractured and intact rock. Prograrns in other 

countries are being conducted in granites which are inherently anisotropic due to 

abundant joints and other discontinuities. 

The Lac du Bonnet Batholith is incorrectly referred to as a homogeneous granite in 

literature as recent as 1998, while Hoek and Brown (1995) incorrectly refer to the 

Mine-by Experiment at the 420 Level as demonstrating that there is no influence of 

geology. 

The methodologies used in this thesis are based on the findings and recommendations of 

earlier researchers. An array of oriented samples was obtained. Strength anisotropy and 

the influence of foliation was then systernatically investigated using rock mechanics tests 

that are sensitive to planar anisotropy (Point Load and Brazilian tests), the former 

defining planes of naturally preferred fracture. Variations in the compressive strength 

of the granite related to grain size and fabric was examined through uniaxial compression 

testing of an array of samples providing a range of angles between the loading axis and 

the fabric. 

Although the material properties of granites (and the LDBB) have been investigated in 

the literature, these investigations differ from this investigation in the following areas: 

1 .  other studies (e-g. Duevel and Haimson, 1997) have been done without identifying 

the fabric elements present in the granite tested, or have combined results from 
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dissimilar phases of the LDBB granite, or have incorrectly identified the orientation 

of structures present 

2. other studies bave not identified and classified the foliations and other anisotropies 

present in granite at a variety of sales, 

3. nor have they combined this information with the influence these anisotropies have 

had on the development of both ancient and excavation-induced fractures. 

In these aspects, the present study is unique and original in its approach, scope and 

application. 



Chapter 3 

SITE DESCRIPTION 

3.1. General Geobgy of the Lac du Bonnet Bathoiith 

The study location for this investigation into the influence of foliation ou rock mass 

properties is the Lac du Bonnet Batholith (LDBB). Its location and regional setting are 

shown in Figure 1. The Lac du Bonnet Batholith is one of many late-tectonic granites 

emplaced in the western Superior Province of the Canadian Shield towards the end of the 

2760-2670 Ma Kenoran event (McCrank et al., 198 1; Davis et al., 1986; Stone et ai., 

1989). The presence of very large sparsely tkactured volumes within these plutons is 

charactenstic of this suite, and is attributed at least in part to: 

1. their intrusion at or near the end of regional deformation (Brown et al., 1989), 

2. to prolonged cooling, which delayed the onset of brittle deformation, due to the size 

of the bodies and their proximity to each other, and 

3. to the distance separating the intrusions regionaüy fiom later tectonic events in the 

Supenor Province (Everitt et al., 1990). 

To the north, the batholiih is in sharp contact with a narrow belt of metavolcanic rocks in 

the Bird River Greenstone Belt, and to the south it is in gradational contact with gneisses 

and migmatites of the Winnipeg River Subprovince (Beakhouse, 1977). Frorn a tapered 

eastern margin, surface exposures of the batholith extend westward 85 km. West of the 

Winnipeg River, the batholith is largely concealed by glacio-lacustrine sediments and by 



Paleozoic carbonate rocks; however, geophysical data indicate that the granitic rocks 

extend westward at l e s t  another 20 km (McRitchie, 197 1). 

3.2. Underground Research Laboratory 

The Lac du Bonnet Batholith was selected for investigations by Atomic Energy of 

Canada Limited (AECL) as part of a program to assess the concept of nuclear waste 

disposa1 in plutonic rocks of the Canadian Shield (Whitaker, 1987). The geology of the 

batholith was defined through surface and airborne studies and by 130 boreholes, some 

reaching depths of 1100 m. The subsurface structure bas k e n  further charactenzed in 

detail by the author through geologic mapping of the shafts and galleries of AECL's 

Underground Research Laboratory (URL). 

The URL (Figure 1) includes a vertical access shaft that extends to a depth of 443 metres 

and several hundred metres of tunnels at depths of 240 and 420 metres (240 and 420 

Levels, respectively). Additional exposure is provided by raise-bord ventilation shafts, a 

timber-framed raise at the 420 Level, and srnail shaft stations in the main access shaft at 

depths of 130 m and 300 m. Boreholes from the base of the shaft and lowest level 

provide an additional 600 m of vertical exposure. These excavations and the boreholes 

provide an 1 100 m cross section of the roof zone of the Lac du Bonnet Bathocth, two 

Iow-dipping thrust fauits and associated splays, and the subvertical intrablock fractures 

that flank the major faults. The roof zone is marked by deuteric alteration and by 

shallow-dipping compositional Iayenng. Low-dipping fractures, including thmst faults, 

parallel the large-scale compositional layering, and are generally confined to the contacts 



between massive leucocratic and foliated xenolithic litho-structural domains. The 

geology of the URL is representative of the batholith. 

3.3. Batholith Stmcture 

The many late to pst-tectonic granites in the western Superior Province, and the LDBB 

in particular, are noted for their structural and compositional homogeneity over extensive 

surface areas (Beakhouse, 199 1; Cerny et al., 1987; MacLeoà, 1980; McCrank, 1985), 

and have been described as type examples of "massive homogeneous plutons" in the 

literature. However, mapping in the 443 m deep access shaft at the Underground 

Research Laboratory (URL), borehole logs, and detailed surface mapping clearly 

demonstrate that dekametre-scale layering and smaller scale structures are widespread in 

the LDBB. Simplified geoIogical maps of the upper and lower portions of the URL 

access shaft a .  shown in Figure 10 a and b, respectively. The upper shaft (O to 257 m 

depth) has a rectangular cross section. From left to nght are shown the north, east. south, 

and west shaft wails. The main unit of the granite is shown in white, while the 

metavolcanic xenoliths and the three generations of slightly younger dykes, sills and 

masses are shown in other colours. The shaft between 257 m and 442 m has a circular 

cross-section. The numerals on the left side of each shaft segment are the Iithostnictural 

domain reference numbers, and the cîepth (in metres) from the shaft collar. To the right 

side of each segment are short descriptions of the domains or of other distinctive features. 

Block diagrarns surnmarizing the structures in the Lac du Bonnet Batholith as seen at 

AECL' s URL are shown in Figure 1 1. 
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Individual layers or litho-structurai domains are distinguished by the type and abundance 

of xenoliths and late residual or metasomatic segregations, by auto-intrusive contacts, and 

by variations in style and orientation of mesoscopic foliations (Note: the terrn auto- 

intrusive refers to late residual segregations. coming from the same magma as that 

comprising the bulk of the batholith, and it specifically excludes other dykes or veins 

related to younger plutons and tectonic events). The Litho-structural domains are 

inconspicuous at surface due to their low dip and the flat topography; however, detailed 

mapping in the central part of the URL has identified their surface expression as a series 

of broad and open antiforms and synfonns. The textural and compositional layering is 

clearly delineated in the URL shaft (Everitt and Brown, 1986), where it has been shown 

to exert a strong control on the localization of low-dip thrust faulting, and on the 

frequency and properties of the subvertical fractures- 

The litho-structural domains host three systems of auto-intrusive dykes, sills, and 

recrystallized zones whose abundance and mode of occurrence change with depth. Late 

magmatic grandiontic dykes are the predorninant rock type below 300 m depth at the 

URL, but the swarm narrows rapidly up-dip, and at swface is represented only by narrow 

zones of alteration and ductile de formation. Late pegmatite-aplite d ykes are pervasive 

across al1 rock types at surface, but are limited to the larger fine grained granite dykes at 

420 m depth at the URL. The distribution of inclusions, alteration and fractures in the 

LDBB suggest the present topographie surface is close to the original roof zone of the 

batholith. 
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Table 8. 
Cornparison of Petrological Units from surface and subsurface mapping 

of the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, 

Occurrence Reference 
Unit Cemy et al.( 1987) McCrank (1985), Everitt et al. (1998) 

# Stone et al. (1984) 
xenoliths 

main unit 

auto- 
intrusive 

dykes 

auto- 
intrusive 

dykes 

auto- 
intrusive 

dykes 

Predominantly Same 
tonalites and 
amphibolites but also 
some granitoids 

Biotite granite Biotite granite, and 
textural variants. 

Irregular pegmati tc 
masses and 
porph yro blas tic 
schlieren 

Late-tectonic biotite 
granodiorite dykes 

Pegmatite dykes Pegmatite - aplite 
dykes, and quartz 
veins 

Granite to pegmatitc 
SUS, and lesser 
masses, dykes and 
porp h yro blas tic 
schlieren * 
Granite-granodionte 
dykes* 

* Note: For the sake of convenience, units 3,4 and 5 are referred to in this report as the 
medium, fine and coarse grained granites, respectively. 
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Continued D 

W Ductile 
shear zone 

P0rphy-k 
transnioii zone 

Granite indusions 
in fine to axme 
granite 

Banded 
granite 

Continued next page 
Elb407œ (m 1 )  

Figure 10a. Simplified geological map of the upper portion of the URL access shaft 
(continued next page, refer to text for explmation). 
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Continued - 
rn Units f,2 

Amohibolite and 

Bandeclgranite 
with abundant 
&ranodio@e and 

ucocratlc 
dykes and siüs 

Tonaiitic and 
undiîentiated 
xenolith zone 
wilh only minor 
granfiic material 

:g:3 Z i i  

segregaüons and 
pegmatitic dykes 

Cwrse to vefy coarse 
grairpl ranite W. 
amph,& m o m s  
modmeiy  to strmgly 
banded 

Mkakly to rnoderately 
banded grey granite 
with wnor leucocratic 
segregations and 
pegmatiic dykes 

Unit 4 FTR Contact of phk Dudile 
Coaw Qmined @&L atteratbn halo z shear zona granite 

Figure lob. Simplified geological map of the lower portion of the URL access shaft (refer 
to text for explmation). 
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A: 
Lithology 

and 
Structure 
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B: Faults, joints and 
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, Grain Boundary 
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Natural (ancient) 
Microcracks in Quai 

Figure 1 1. Block diagrams summarizing the structures in the Lac du Bonnet Batholith as 
seen at AECL's URL. A: Large-scale compositional layering and the low-dipping thrust 
faults, which are concordant with the layering. B: Faults, joints and natural microcracks 
within the same area. 



Figure 12. Rock units and structures recognized at depth in the URL, and selected for rock properties 
testing in this study- Each photograph is of a vertical tunnel face. The sales  are approximately the same, 
each photo showing an area of approximately 3.5 m by 2.5 m. The rneasuring stick is l m  long. The fine 
and medium grained granites are s h o w  in the upper photograph (A). The coarse grained and (locally 
xenolithic) granite is shown in the lower photograph (B). 
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Figure 13. Typical appearance in core, of the granite types selected for rock properties 
testing in this investigation. From top to bottom are the fine-, coarse-, and medium- 
grained granites, respectively, and the pink (altered) equivalent of the coarse granite. 
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Fine Medium Coarse 

Figure 14. Grain sizes and variation with mineralogy, of the three rock types selected for 
rock properties testing. 

3.4. Outcrop-scale Rock Units 

On the basis of mineralogy, texture, intmsive relationships, and geochemistry seen fiom 

surface exposures, various authors have identified up to six units, with additional textural 

variants (Table 8). These may be broadly grouped as foiiows: 

meta-volcanic xenoliths and earlier granites (units 1 and 2 in Table 8), 

the main unit of the granite (unit 3 in Table 8). 

several sets of auto-intrusive dykes (units 4,5 and 6 in Table 8), which range from 
fine- to very coarse-grained. 
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Photographs of these units as they oppear at the tunnel- and borehole-scales are shown in 

and Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively. Colour is not a distinguishing characteristic of  

the rock units nor is it a guide to compare rock m a s  response, although it has been used 

frequently as such in the literature (e-g. Lau and Gorski, 199 1a,b). Each of the rock units 

listed ranges from a uniform grey, to a red or  pink where altered. Most reddening is 

associated with fractures, where the rock has been subject to long-term exposure to 

groundwater, and cuts across rock unit boundaries (Brown et al-, 1989; Stone et al., 

1989). Low temperature alteration overprints the higher temperature forms in the area of 

the major low-dipping fracture zones, Illite replaces epidote and biotite and Fe-oxides 

are removed, leaving the rock bleached in appearance. 

Three distinct textural varieties of the Lac Du Bonnet granite, differing in type and 

orientation of foliation were identified and selected for testing- These are: 1 )  fine 

grained granite dykes with subvertical flow banding, 2) medium grained and weakly to 

moderately layered granite forming the main mass of the batholith, and 3) a generally 

coarse grained and leucocratic unit that occurs as sills and recrystallized zones in the 

main unit. For the sake of convenience, these are referred to as the fine, medium and 

coarse grained granites, respectively. The grain sizes for each of these units are 

illustrated in Figure 14. 

3.4.1. Fine Grained Granite 

This rock unit (unit 5 in Table 8) occurs as a dyke swarm, which increases in both size 

and complexity with depth. A typical exposure of the contact between a fine grained 
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granite dyke as seen at the 420 Level, and the medium grained granite is shown in 

Figure 12A. The location selected for sampling was similar to this exposure. 

Initiai petrographic analyses of samples from the 240 Level confimed Cemy's ( 1987) 

gramdionte classification for this uait, but subsequent analysis of additional samples 

from the 420 Level indicate this unit straddles the granite-granodiorite boundary of the 

IUGS classification, with substantial overlap into the (biotite) granite field (IUGS, 1973). 

At the 240 Level, these dykes comprise up to 10% of the rockmass, and are up to 5 m 

thick with well-developed chilled margins and flow banding. Flow banding is defined by 

a preferred alignment of biotite crystals, biotitic aggregates and inclusion trains. At the 

300 and 420 Leveis of the URL, granodiorite occurs as a stockwork of large dykes and 

minor interconnecting sills and is the most abundant rock type. The largest dykes at and 

below the 420 Level are medium grained and, apart from the orientation of the foliation, 

are indistinguishable in hand spechen fiom the biotite granite they intrude. 

3.4.2. Medium Grained Granite 

This rock type comprises the main unit of the granite (unit 3 in Table 8, the unshaded 

area in the shaft geology maps (Figures 10a and b, and Figure 1 1). Its description 

matches that of Cemy et al. (1987) and McCrank (1985) from surface mapping, but in the 

subsurface, its fabnc ranges from massive to schlieric, its texture from equigranular to 

porphyritic. The area selected for sampling of this rock type was similar to the exposure 

but was free of inclusions and schlieren, and the layering was weakl y developed. 
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3.4.3. Coarse Crained Granite 

This rock type (unit 4 in Table 8 and shown in Figures 1 Oa and b, and Figure 1 1) 

comprises a heterogeneous assemblage of residual leucocratic segregations and 

porphyroblastic zones. Textures range from aplitic to pegmatitic, and porphyritic to 

equigranular. The contacts of this unit range from sharp to gradational, and are generally 

paraltel to the layering of the main unit granite. The largest zones (up to 30 m thick) 

occur in association with xenolitbic horizons, and have complex margins and intemal 

fabrîcs. The photograph shows the actual area where the samples for this rock type were 

taken, Note the well developed layering. The dark area on the left band side of the 

crown is the scar left by the spalling of a slab along a plane of biotite-rich band- 

3.5. Rock Fabric 

A sumary of fabric elements present at the (420 Level) level of the case siudies is given 

in Figure 15. The structures are listed in order of relative age. The orientations of  each 

structure are summarized on the stereographic projections, and in the accompanying 

conceptual block models which also summarize the age relatioaships- Poles to the 

gneissosity and larger scale layering cluster about a pole with a stnke (dip direction) dip 

of O32"(l22")/S2". The basic geometries of the fine grained granite and pegmatite dyke 

systems are similar but are differently onented. For each system: 

poles plot along great circles but several sets are recognized; 

the subvertical set is dominant; 

the subsidiary sets fa11 into two groups, those inclined about 45" to 60° from the 

subvertical set and those whose orientations indicate local control by older fabric 
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elements (e-g. the southeast dipping fine graineâ granite sills follow the gneissosity 

and the subvertical pegmatites follow some of the fine grained granites). 

Points to note fiom the block models include the normal offset of the layering by the 

subvertical fine grained granite, the orientation of the subsidiary fine grained granite 

dykes relative to the layering, and the location and pattem of the pegmatites and the 

rninor joints relative to fine grained granite. The pegmatites and joints at the 420 Level 

are largely confined to the fine grained granite. 

The litho-structural domain boundaries and the small scale gneissic layering are thought 

to represent pnmary compositional layering in the batholith. The fine grained granite 

dykes are considered to be auto-intrusive (Everitt and Brown, 1986). Their orientation 

and general pattem of offset suggest at least local extension of the batholith roof. This 

may have been initiated by subsidence of the roof zone of the batholith, or by variations 

in the relative rate of intrusion. The subsidiary, low-dipping sets are thought to represent 

secondary shear fractures developed to accommodate differential movement within the 

dyke swarrn. 

The pegrnatite dykes, the quartz veins and the minor joints intersected in some boreholes 

are largely confined to the fine grained granite dykes, and are interpreted as successive 

generations of cooling fractures. For the joints, thïs interpretation is based on their 

parallelism to the fine grainai granite dyke swarm in which they occur, the infilling 

assemblage of lineated quartz-chlorite-sencite-sulphide, and on the similarity of these 

fractures to other late- to pst-magmatic fractures found elsewhere within the URL. The 
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unoxidized sulphides on the fracture surface and the absence of wdi rock alteration and 

detectable seepage support the conclusion that these fractures are closed. 
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A Cornpositionol and Textural (Gneissic) L-ng 

B. Fine Graineci Granite Dykes 

C. Pegmatite ûykes and Quartz Veins 

Figure 15. A surnmary of fabric elements present at the 420 Level, listed in order of 
relative age. The orientations of each structure are sumrnarized on the stereographic 
projections, and in the accompanying conceptual block models which also summarize the 
age relations hips. 
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E. Lawdpping thrust failts (Fraclute Zones 1.5 and 2 )  

Figure 15 (continueci). A summary of fabnc elements present at the 420 Level, listed in 
order of relative age. The orientations of each structure are sumrnarized on the 
stereographic projections, and in the accompanying conceptual block models which also 
surnmarîze the age relationships. 
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3.6. Faults and Fractures 

The URL access shafts provide a cross section of the roof zone of the batholith, and of 

two low dipping thmst faults and associated splays. In terms of scale, fractures at the 

URL include: 

1) kilometre-scale low-dipping thmst fauits (Figures Ida and b), 

2) subvertical joints, (Figure 16), and 

3) natural (i .e. ancient) microcracks. 

The natural microcracks are descnbed separately in Chapter 4. 

Shaft rnapping has shown that the ihnist faults are low-dipping, variously permeable 

horizons that contain both low-dipping and steepiy dipping fractures. The thrust faults 

have chloritic slip surfaces which grade into complex cataclasite zones where fault 

movement has been significant (on the order of metres). The cataclasites consist of 

recrystallized fault xubble cemented by a fine grained chlorite-carbonate mauix, and they 

are crosscut by chloritic slip swfaces, minor fractures, and seams of soft clay - goethite 

gouge. This assemblage is in varying stages of groundwater-induced decomposition. 

The thmst faults and splays follow the large scaie compositional layering, and divide the 

rockmass into a number of tabular to wedge-shaped blocks. These blocks are crosscut by 

one or more sets of subvertical joints, the pattern and frequency of which varies fiom one 

block (fracture domain) to the next (Figure 16). The factors influencing the pattern of 

intrablock joints include: 

1) the overall distance from the surface, 

2) the proximity to the bounding faults, and 
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3) the local rock type. 

With increasing depth, the subvertical joints become less m u e n t ,  less continuous, and 

with fewer preferred orientations. They also become increasingly confmed to the 

immediate margins of the fault zones or to Iithological heterogeneities such as dykes. 

These trends may reflect a general change from three-dimensional, to predominantly two 

dimensional, strain in the lowermost thmst sheets at the base of the sequence. The 

subvertical joints were interpreted as extensional intrabloçk fracturing generated d u ~ g  

and after faulting (Everitt and Brown, 1986). Flexing of the fault blocks during thrusting 

is the most likely mechanism for their initiation. Reactivation may have occurred as a 

result of regional extension associated with subsequent cycles of uplift and erosion, and 

likely resulted in continued flexing of the thnist plates, reactivation of existing fractures, 

and the formation of new fractures. 

Sarnples for this study were taken from intact rock below the lowest thmst fault, at the 

420 Level 1420 m devth from surface). Drilling and excavation at the 420 Level have 

exposed six quartz-chlorite filled fractures. Al1 were dry and tight. They appear to be 

smaller-scale (and lower temperature) equivalents of the pegmatite-aplite dykes, formed 

by parting dong the flow banding during cooling and contraction of the dykes. None 

were observed in the areas of the 420 Level selected for sarnpling. 
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Upper thrust-fault block 
Fracture sets: 3 subvertical plus numerous local variations 
Distribution: Pervasive fro top to bottom of Mock 
Aiteration: Cornpiete hemaüzation (pinking) throughouî. 

Upper thmst fault (Fmcture Zone 3) 
onçet strike-slip, dÏpçlip. & oblique-slip displacement. 

Middle thnist-fault block 
Fracture sets: 1 subvertical plus numemus local variations 
Distribuiion.. Remnant intact rock in centre of b k k  
Alteration: Remnant unaltered (grey) granite in centre. 

Middle thrust fault (Fracture Zone 2.5) 
Offset: strike-slip and dip-slip dispbcement. 

Lower thnist-fault block 
Fracture sets: 1 subvertical fracture sets plus locai sets 
Distribution: Rare and limited to local heterogeneities. 
Aiteration: Limited to 1 to 5 frorn the boundîng faults- 

m 
280 ; LOW&A~&) thmst fault (Fracture Zone 21 

dip-dip disphcernent only. 

+ 
Figure 16. Summary of the faults and subvertical fractures as seen in the walls of the 

. . 

290 

access shaft (the s 
changes to a cucu 

JX) 

~ a f t  from surface to 255m has a rectangular cross section, which 
iar cross section below this depth). The shaft below 290m is 

Fracture sets: No çignificant fractures to a depth of at least 11ûû 
Distribution: Minor (<2 length) in Icical lithdogic heterogenities. 
Alteration: Limited Io area 1 to 5 frc the bounding faults. 

unfractured, and for this reason is not shown. Fracture Zone 2 is shown in greater detail 
in Figure 16 b following. 
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Figure 16b. Fracture Zone 2 as seen in the access shaft and its environs. The vertical 
section shows the offset determined from multiple borehole intersections and shaft 
mapping. The incremental nature of offset and the sense of rnovement is indicated in the 
inset (a portion of the shaft wali). Fracture orientations and the average fault orientation 
in the hangingwail, fault intenor and footwali are shown in the stereographic projections. 
(modified from Everitt and Brown, 1996). 
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Figure 17. In-situ stress domains in the he in relation to the fracture domains (stress 
data from Martin, 1989). The variations in average stress orientation and magnitude with 
depth are indicated by the dark green lines. For explmation refer to text. 



3.7. In-situ Sîresses 

Figure 17 and Table 9 sumrnarize the generd orientation of principal stresses at the URL, 

and their geomeuic relationships with the rock structure, The figure includes the 

following components: 

A. a block model of the URL showing the thnist fauh, the jointed rock between them 

and the intact rock below the main thmst fault (FZ2). 

B. two charts depicting the variation in stress orientation and stress magnitude with 

depth, and 

C. the shaft fracture map with the locations of the thrust faults, jointed rock, and intact 

rock highlighted. 

The thmst faults, Fracture Zone 2 (FZ2) in particular, act as stress domain boundaries 

(Everitt et al., 1990; Martin, 1989b; 1990; 1993). Intact rock below the fault preserves 

high in-situ stresses, but these have been relieved above the fault by movement and 

fracture formation. The large arrows on the block model represent the average 

orientation of the maximum horizontal stress above and below the main thnist fault 

(FZ2). In the sparsely fiactured rock below Fracture Zone 2, the maximum horizontal 

stress is oriented NW-SE, perpendicular to the strike of the thnist fault. In the fault 

block above Fracture Zone 2, the maximum principal stress is considerably lower and is 

oriented NE-SW, parallel to the dominant fracture set and the strike of Fracture Zone 2. 

This presumably represents a duc t ion  and re-orientation of stresses through the 

formation of fractures in the hangingwall block. The footwall, including the area of the 

420 Level has not been affected by the reorientation and reduction of stresses associated 

with the formation of the subvertical joints above Fracture Zone 2. 
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The thmst faults are believed to have formed during the late Archean - early Pmterozoic 

in response to tectonism in the orogenic belt to the south (Figure Mc, also Eventt et al., 

1990). Based on the geometry of the fault system, the intermediate and maximum 

principal stresses were subhorizontal and directed northeast-southwest and 

northwest-southeast, respectively. The present in-situ stresses at this level in the URL 

(Le. in the intact rock beneath FZ2) retain this geometry, which supports the suggestion 

by Haimson (1990) for a domain withio the mid-continent region in which the maximum 

horizontal principal stress is directed northwest-southeast. Whether this is a remnant 

stress field or a fortuitous a l i m e n t  of recent and ancient stresses is unknown. 

The in-situ stress measurements shown in this figure are a compilation of results obtained 

over the duration of the facility (Martin, 1989b; 1990; 1993). The measurement 

techniques have included: 

1. convergence measurements 

2. overcoring 

3. hydrauhc fracturing, and 

4. microseisrnic monitoring 

A bnef explanation of these techniques, based on Chandler et al. (1996) and other 

unpubfished materiai provided by Paul Thompson and Jason Martino of AECL follows. 
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3.7.1. Convergence Measurements 

Convergence measurements are traditionally taken to obtain information related to the 

performance of underground support systems, especidy in rock masses where the 

convergence is expected to be several centimetres or more. Convergence measurements 

in stiff rock masses are more difficult to accurately determine however, with the 

appropnate instrumentation and an understanding of the time dependent nature of the 

deformation, it is possible to masure convergence in unsupported rock mass, and to back 

calculate the harizontal in-situ stresses fiom the measured convergence. Martin et al. 

(1996) presents the analytical solution used to calculate the in-situ stresses from 

convergence measurements and also illustrates the role convergence measurements 

played in establishing the in-situ stress state at the URL when traditional testing methods, 

such as overcoring, were not fuUy successful. 

The convergence of the circular shaft was measured at 26 locations between 267 and 

430 m depths (Martino, 1989). Convergence pins were installed within 300 mm of the 

shaft floor at eight locations around the circumference of the shaft, facilitating 

convergence measurements across four diameters. The Kern Distometer used for taking 

convergence measurements had a repeatability of i 0.1 mm, sufficient for the back 

anaiysis of in-situ stresses. The total convergence measured in the shaft typically varied 

between 1 and 3 mm, and was generally attained once the excavation face had advanced 

two or three shaft diameters (10 to 15 m) below the elevation of the convergence array. 
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The circular shaft geometry facilitated the calculation of in-situ stresses from the 

measured convergence values using a formulation proposed by Goodman (1989) based 

on the Kusch equations for stresses and displacements around a circdar opening (this 

was explained in detail in Martin et al., 1996). In-situ measurements of the displacements 

ahead of an advancing face suggest that 50-6û% of the total displacement had already 

occurred ahead of the advancing excavation. These observations and numerical 

modelling supported a 60% correction factor for convergence measured in the shaft. 

Horizontal in-situ stresses calcuiated from shaft convergence measurements are shown in 

Figure 17. 

3.7.2. Overcoring 

Overcoring involves instailing a strain-measuring instrument either at the flattened 

bottom of a borehole, or in a small-diameter pilot brehole W e d  concentncally at the 

base of a larger hole then extending the original borehole past the instrument location (Le. 

overcoring the instrument) usually by using a special thin-wailed bit. For typical 

overcore tests at the URL, the large hole size is HQ (96-mm-diameter) and the pilot hole, 

if used, is EWG (38.7 mm diameter). Overcoring relieves the stresses acting on the 

cylinder of rock containing the instrument, thus inducing strains. The induced strains can 

then be used to back-calculate the stresses acting on the cylinder p io r  to overcoring if the 

stress-strain behaviour and properties of the rock are known. Depending on the strain 

measuring instrument, either the stresses in the two-dimensional plane orthogonal to the 

borehole, or the complete three-dimensional stress tensor, can be detennined. 
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The overcore technique of stress measurement using borehole deformation or USBM 

(United States Bureau of Mines) gauges (Hooker and Bickel, 1974), triaxial strain cells 

(Leeman, 1967) or doorstopper gauges (Leeman, 197 1) is weil documented and 

thoroughly tested. Overcoring is used to determine the stresses in either the two- 

dimensional plane perpendicular to the borehole using USBM and doorstopper gauges, or 

the complete threeaimensional stress tensor using CSIR (CounciI for Scientific and 

Industrial Research) and SSPB (Swedish State Power Board) cells. Ail of these 

instruments have been used at the URL in the detemination of in-situ stresses. The CSIR 

triaxial strain ceil, in particular, provides consistent three dimensional stress information. 

In total, approximately 1 0  overcore tests have been conducted at the URL, 350 of 

which are far-field triaxial stress measurements. 

The greatest limitation to conducting overcore stress measurements at the ORL is the 

high horizontal stress below Fracture Zone 2 which frequently induces discing of the 

core, making elastic interpretation of the results inappropriate. 

The doorstopper (Leeman, 1971) is the narne given to strain gauge rosettes that c m  be 

attached to the flattened end of a borehole and subsequently overcored. Doorstopper 

gauges have been used on the 420 Level of the URL when core discing makes it 

impossible to conduct USBM and triaxial cell tests. In theory, doorstopper strain 

measurements are unaected by discing of the core. At the URL, the method of 

Corthesy et al., (1993) was used to determine non-linear and anisotropic elastic constants 

from doorstopper biaxial tests, and of applying these constants to the results from 
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overcoring in order to determine the in-situ stresses. This method has been applied to 13 

doorstopper tests conducted in four boreholes on the 420 Level. 

3.73. Hydraulic Fracturing 

Hydraulic fracturing (hydrofracing) involves isolating a section of a borehole with a 

straddle packer system and creating fractures by injecting fluid into the zone at a pressure 

high enough to fracture the rock (Wijesinghe, 1 98 7). The pressure required to fracture 

the rock (Le., the breakdown pressure) and the "shut in" pressure or pressure required to 

re-open the fracture are used to calculate the rock stresses in the plane orthogonal to the 

borehole axis. The initial breakdown pressure is theoretically a function of the tende 

strength, and the near-field tangential stress acting around the borehole- 

In hydraulic fracturing, the straddle packer is lowered to the testing location and the 

packers inflated. Packer pressures are maintained slightly above the pressure in the zone 

isolated between the tow packers. The zone pressure is increased until the measured 

pressure drops suddenly indicating that the fluid is lost into a newly created pressure (Pb)- 

A break in the plot of pressure versus time is often referred to as the "shut in pressure" 

(Psi). The shut-in pressure is often determined using a variety of graphical techniques and 

is believed to correspond to closure of the fracture. More recently, a slow 

repressurization test has k e n  used to determine at what pressure the fracture reopens. In 

most cases, the reopening pressure is very nearly the same as the shut-in pressure but is 

generally more accurately determined. 
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The equations for maximum and minimum stress in the plane perpendicular to the 

borehole (oH and ah) are as follows: 

GH = 3 a h  + T-Pb-Po 

and 

a h  = Psi 

where T is the tensile strength of the rock and Po is the ambient pore pressure. The rock 

pore pressure is often taken to be the water pressure in the fiuid filled borehole at the test 

location, since the borehole provides drainage to the rock where the fracture will initiate. 

It is important to note that these equations assume: 

1. that one of the principal stresses acts parallel with the axis of the borehole, 

2. that the plane of the induced fracture is parallel with the axis of the borehole and 

propagates in the direction of the maximum principal stress, 

3. That the rock mass tested is mechanicdly isotropic. 

As is shown in this thesis, the Iast assumption does not correlate with either the mapping 

results done during excavation (this chapter), or with the results of the rock properties 

testing program presented in the following chapters. 

Six senes of hydrofrac test have been conducted at the URL in twelve different 

boreholes. Hydraulic fracturing was conducted in 1981 and 1982 pnor to shaft sinking 

and was the first stress determination used at the URL. Nine tests were conducted in the 
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borehole URL-1 from 50 to 600 m depth (Haimson, 1982) and a second series of twelve 

tests was conducted in borehole URL-6 (Bawden, 1982)- A third series of fifteen tests 

was done from the 240 Level in a subvertical probe hole (206-020-PHl) drilleci down 

form the 240 Level (Doe, 1987). A fourth series of tests was conducted in three 

horizontal boreholes driiled form the 240 Level and two horizontal boreholes drilled fiom 

the 420 Level (Doe, 1989). A fifth series of fourteen test was done in borehole 401-009- 

HF1 drilled downwards form the 420 Level of the URL (Haimson, 1991) and a sixth 

series was conducted in three holes oriented in three different direction on the 420 Level 

(Haimson, 1992). 

The tests produced consistent results at depths less than 300m, the depth corresponding to 

the predorninant fracture zone (FZS). Although tests were conducted both above and 

below FZ2, the induced hydraulic fractures below the fracture zone were either 

subhorizontal or could not be induced within the limits of the testing equipment. 

Evidence from the shut-in pressures was sufficient to conclude that the fracture zone 

acted as â stress domain boundary (i.e. a sharp transition from moderate to high in-situ 

stress magnitudes). The horizontal stress magnitudes from the hydraulic fracture tests 

conducted above FZ2 were later confrrmed by overcoring stress measurements. The two 

stress determination methods provided very similar results for stress magnitudes 

(Figure 17). However, there is a 30" to 60" discrepancy in the azimuth of the major 

horizontal stress between the two methods. This difference has been attributed to either 

the natural variation of preferred joint directions in the rock leading to variation in the 

direction of induced hydraulic fractures, or to the existence of magnetite in the granite at 
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the URL which may affeçt the compass directions recorded on impression packers. The 

data and observations ~resented in this thesis s u ~ w r t  the first intemretation - that is, 

control of fracture orientation b~ the rock fabric. Evidence of this was fmt obtained in 

the first application of hydrofracing at the URL in 1983. Hydrofracing was conducted 

from a pilot hole centered on the axis of the shaft pnot to excavation. The hydrofiac was 

stained by a dye. Careful rnapping of the shaft floor and walls was then done, as the 

excavation of the shaft provided a rare opportunity to observe the detailed geometry of a 

hydrofiacture (unpublished mapping by the author and A. Brown, 1984). The exposures 

provided clear and conclusive evidence that the rockmass was not isotropic and that the 

orientation of the hydrofractwe was not determined solely by the in-situ stress 

orientations. hstead, the hydroftacture followed narrow (40 cm) pegrnatite veins, 

alternating between vertical and horizontal whenever the veins changed orientation. It 

should be added, that these veins were tightly sealed and closed surfaces before the 

hydrofracing. 

The presence of these veins and their structural control was not realized at the time of the 

hydrofrac tests. The evidence for fabric control invalidates severd assumptions under 

which the test is based - namely - the fracture orientation is controlied by the in-situ 

stress, and that the rock mass is isotropic. 

3.7.4. Microseismic Monitoring 

Microseismic monitoring requires the use of arrays of triaxial accelerometers and / or 

geophones to record the low energy seismic waves from small scale cracking and 

microcracking around tunnels. The system is used to identify damage as it occurs during 
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excavation. This darnage is related to stress redistribution around the excavations (Read 

and Maaino, 1996). A W S  systems have been used at the URL during shaft extension 

and Mine-by Experïment. 

Accelerometers were installed in boreholes collared from the 300 Level and inclined 

downwards 45' around the shaft extension Young and Talebi (1989). The system was 

used to monitor events during shaft excavation between 324 and 443 m. In a horizontal 

plane, most of the microseismic activity was located within 1 to 2 m of the shaft walls 

and in some cases showed a preferred orientation similar to the zones of microcracking 

mapped at the 300 Level (Everitt et al., 1988). The events are concentrated in the zone of 

maximum compression, and indicate a northwest-southeast maximum horizontal stress 

orientation. This orientation agrees with observations of shaft wall notching, core discing 

and with results fiom convergence measurements. 

Another array of sixteen accelerometers was installed around the Mine-by tunnel (Tdebi 

and Young, 1990) also showed a concentration of events (Figure 46) in the orientation 

perpendicular to the maximum stress direction Talebi and Young (1992). The AE/MS 

system has been shown to provide valuable information regarding the orientation of in- 

situ stresses in a moderate to high stress environment. 

In surnmary, the convergence measurements provide information on the deformation 

resulting from excavation, fkom which the orientation and approximate magnitude of the 

in situ stresses can be inferred. The microseismic monitoring during excavation 

identifies regions of high compressive stress concentrations which, in tum, can be used to 
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infer in situ stress directions. The hydrofidcing method provides botb the stress 

orientations and magnitudes, but is susceptible to spurious results resulting from fabric 

control of hydrofrac developmeot. The overcoring methods have provided the best 

estimates of in-situ stress orientation and magnitude, however only in intermediate to low 

stress rock not affected by core discing. 

Table 9 

Ln-situ stresses measured at the 240 Level- 

(Martin and Kozak, 1992) 

Magnitude trend plunge 

I 25.5 MPa 228" 8" 

- 2  16.8 MPa 135" 23" 

6 3  12-8 MPa 335" 65" 

In-situ stresses measured at the 420 Level. 

(Martin, 1993) 

Magnitude trend plunge 

a I 55* 3 MPa 135" 14" 

0 2  481 3 MPa 47" 8" 

3 14* 2 MPa 73" 74" 



Chapter 4 

NATURAL MICROCRACKS 

Nôtural microfractures in quartz and other minerals are visible on close inspection of the 

coarser grained phases of the Lac du Bonnet granite (Figure 18), and are common in thin 

section. This chapter provides a compilation of the author's work on natwal 

microfractures in quartz at the URL. The objectives of thïs work were as foliows: 

Are there preferred orientations or patterns of development for the natural 

micro fractures ? 

Does their freguency and development Vary with depth and in a manner consistent 

with the domains of large-scale fiactures and the in-situ stresses? 

C m  microfracture orientations be used to infer the orientations of the larger scale 

fractures in areas of sparsely fractured rock? This application is considered to be 

most valuable during the initial stages of site investigation, as it would provide 

information on which to base the planning of exploration driliing and in the 

placement of in-situ stress measurements. 

Are the naturd microcracks responsible for the certain phenornena at the tunnel scale, 

such as the preferred developrnent of excavation-induced fractures in certain 

orientations? 
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5. Can natural microcracks be responsible for strength anisotropies identified by rock 

properties testing (Point Load, Brazïlian and uniaxial compression tests)? 

This chapter presents the variations in microfracture orientation with depth at the URL, 

and their spatial relationship to the domains of macroscopic fractures and in-situ stresses- 

This study was undertaken in three stages: 1) an initial reconnaissance survey, 2) a more 

detailed reconnaissance survey, and 3) a study of samples from the 420 ,kve l  only to 

correlate with the samples taken for geomechanical testing. The data is presented in 

Everi t t (2000). 

Table 10 

Microfracture types 

1) Natural microfractures which are dependent on some pre-existing fabric anisotropy, 

which includes: 

a) microfractures developed along grain boundaries, or 

b) microfractures formed by parting aiong crystallographic directions such as the 

cleavages in feldspars or biotite, and 

2) Natural microfractures that are independent of some pre-existing fabnc anisotropy, 

the most significant of which are those developed in isotropie minerals such as 

quartz- 
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Figure 18. Examples of microcrack varieties as seen in a coarse grained phase of the Lac 
Du Bonnet Batholith, exposed on a tunnel wall at the 240 Level of the URL. The whitish 
linear groove running the length of the photograph is the remnant of a percussion-drilled 
perimeter blasthole as seen on the tunnel wall. The rock immediately adjacent to the hole 
appears whiter than the rock surrounding it due to abundant blast-induced rnicrofractures. 
A much larger but related (20 cm long) excavation induced "microfracture" nias parallel 
to the blasthole. These are easily distinguished fÎom natural microcracks by the presence 
of minera1 infilling or alteration, as in the prominent hematite -stained micracrack in the 
large rnicrocline crystal near the centre of the photograph. 
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4.1. Terminology 

For the purposes of this report, microfractures are defined as grain scale discontinuities. 

Their importance lies in their influence on rock mass response, whether in the lab during 

testing, or  in the excavations themselves. Preferred directions of natural microcracking 

have long been recognized and utilized in the quarrying industry. Two general types of 

natural microfractures c m  be distinguished, based on their mode o f  occurrence- These 

are listed in Table 10. 

It is not uncommon for eacb of these microfmcture types to exist together in any given 

sarnple, and each or al1 may be the result of both ancient and recent processes 

(Figure 1 8). Stress relief and blast damage in the proximity o f  an excavation. drïlling. 

and sarnple preparation tends to accentuate the fabric-related fractures, but can also 1ead 

to the formation of new transgranular or intragranular microfractures (including both 

types 1 and 2). These induced mîcrofractures, along with any changes to the type 1 

microfkachires, are considered sarnple damage. 

Ancient or natural microfractures are related to geologic events, including the 

development of the larger scale faults and fractures, and tend to be penetrative (pervasive 

or statistically homogeneous) througb large portions of the rock volume. As such, they 

are associated with consistent patterns of rock mass response, such as the rift, grain and 

hardway described in the dimension stone industry. 

In a report on exploration targets for the dimension stone industry in Ontario, Marmont 

(1993) noted that even the most homogeneous and uniform granites usually possess a 



microscopic structure that predisposes them to break more easily in one direction than 

another. This is usuaily caused by weak alignment of elongate minera1 grains. and/or by 

sets of pervasive natural rnicrocracks, either intergranular, or transgranular (Richter and 

Simmons, 1977). The direction dong which a granite splits most easily is the rift, the 

next easiest in the grain, while the direction dong which the rock is hardest to spiit is the 

hard way. The Rft is commonly horizontal or vertical, the grain is usually perpendicular 

to the rift, and the hard way perpendicular to rift and grain (Marmont, 1993). These 

directions commonly correlate with batholith structure, with the rift in dome-shaped 

granite intrusions k ing  parallel to the granite's contact with the enclosing rocks. 

Expenenced stone workers can see or feel the rift and grain, and plan their quarrying and 

processing accordingly. Stone cut paralle1 to the rift will be stronger than stone cut across 

it. Deterrnining the existence and orientation of these natwal anisotropies is considered 

critical in large architectural panels (Marmont, 1993; Stecich et al., 1992). 

Of the natural microfractures types recognized, those developed in quartz are the most 

widely recognized and studied (Richter and Simmons, 1977). They are thought to have 

originated during cooling (or heating) in the presence of fluids and a deviatoric stress 

field (Jang et al., 1989). Their development in an isotmpic minerai, theû pervasiveness 

on the hand- specimen- scale, and their tendency to occur as sets related geometrically to 

the causative stresses, make microfractures in quartz useful fabnc elements with which to 

interpret the stress and fracture history of their host. Their use in detennining regional 
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stress orientations related to specific orogenic events have been described by Jang et al. 

(1989), and Ren et al- (1989). 

The natural micro fractures in quartz are also the type most easily distinguished from 

sampte damage. In this study (and in general), naturai microfiactures were distinguished 

from induced microfiactures by the presence of mineral filling or alteration, or by trains 

of fluid and mineral inclusions. The predominant f i lhg  minera1 in the URL samples 

appears to be hematite, but in most instances the filling and fluid inclusion compositions 

were not optically determinable. Open (i.e. induced microcracks) were abundant in the 

URL samples, They were usually curviplanar to conchoidal, transgranular, and had no 

obvious pattern. The filled microfractures in contrast, were usually intragranutar, planar 

and generally displayed some type of repeating pattem on the thin section scale. 

4.2. Scope of Work 

This study of natural microfractures in the Lac Du Bonnet granite at the URL was done in 

three stages to accommodate funding and construction schedules, and included: 

1. an initial reconnaissance survey; 

2. a more detailed reconnaissance survey, 

3. a study of samples from the 420 Level only, to correlate with the sarnples taken for 

geomechanical testing. 

In stages 1 and 2, the purpose of sampling was to identify the vanation in microfracture 

pattem, with depth and location relative to the major faults and the large-scale fracture 

domains. Samples were obtained from each of the followiag stnicturally-defined blocks 
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(as shown previously in Figures 18 and 19, Chapter 3), each of which is bound by a thrust 

fault, and is represented by considerable differences in the number, size and spatial 

distribution of outcrop-scale fractures). 

Fracture Domain A: (the pervasively fractured rock between the ground surface and 

extending to the base of the upperrnost thrust fault - Fracture Zone 3). 

Fracture Domains B and C: (the moderatdy to sparsely fractureci rock between 

Fracture Zones 3,2.5 and 2), and 

Fracture Domain D: the sparsely fractured rock below FZ2. 

The results of the three stages of microcrack study are presented in Eventt ( 2 0 0 ) .  The 

methodology used and an overview of the results are presented in the following sections. 

4.3. Sampling 

All samples were taken from oriented core, in areas of homogeneous granite away from 

the low-dipping thnist faults and their alteration halo, and any subvertical fracture zones. 

Three mutuaily perpendicular, polished thick sections (100 pn) were made from each 

specimen, one perpendicular and two parallel to the core mis. 
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Figure 19. Photomicrograph of a single hematite-füled natural microcrack in quartz. 
Photograph by C. McGregor. A - Sealed microcrack with fluid and mineral inclusions. 
B - open microcrack with hematite infrlling. 

4.4. Natural vs. induced microcracks 

Natural microcracks were distinguished from induced microcracks by the presence of 

minera1 filling or alteration, or by trains of Buid and mineral inclusions. A single, 

hematite filled natural microcrack in quartz is shown in Figure 19. The predorninant 

filling mineral appeared to be hematite, but in most instances the filiing and fluid 

inclusion compositions were not optically determinable. 

Open cracks with no visible wall rock alteration or filling were abundant, but were not 

measured to avoid grouping natural microcracks related to the stress relief history of the 
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rock, with others probably induced by excavation, drilling or  sample preparation. Open 

(i-e. induced rnicrocracks) were usuaily c u ~ p i a n a r  to conchoidal, transgranular, and had 

no obvious pattern. The nIled microcracks in contrast, were usually planar and generally 

displayed some type of repeating pattern on the thin section scale. 

4.5. Microcrack Distribution 

Microfracture homogeneity on the sample-scale was investigated by systematic mapping 

of three mutuaiîy perpendicular thin sections (Figure 20). Photornicrographs, taken at 

low magnification were used as a base on which were plotted the grain boundaries, and 

the location and identifying Ietter of each measured microcrack. 

The rnapping was undertaken to determine if there was any indication that the pattern of 

natural microcracks in quartz was spatially and geometricdy related to any texnird 

heterogeneity at the specimen-scale (such as a radial pattern around feldspar phenoçrysts 

or xenoliths). No such evidence was found, and it is concluded that the natural 

microcracks are pervasive, reflecting the site-sale paleo-strain, and not local-scale 

texturd anomalies. 

Quartz is typically interstitial and alioviomorphic in al1 thin sections. Most of the quartz 

shows undulose extinction (i.e., the crystd lattice of the quartz is strained). If this strain 

is due to one or more episodes of cooling andl or tectonic stresses as descnbed by West 

(1991), it bas not been relieved by recrystailization. This undoubtedly contnbutes to the 
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strains measured in rock properties testing at the URL, but the relative magnitude of this 

influence is not known- 

Microfractures were present in both strained and unstrained grains at aU levels. and 

crossed the partially recrystallized margins (sub-grain fabric) of some strongly undulose 

quartz. This superficially resembled msgranular cracking, but the microfractures are 

limited by the original grain boundaries. 
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Figure 20. Map of natural microcracks (hematite or fluid inclusion-fiiled planes) within a 
sample fiom the 420 Level. 
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Natural Microcracks 
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Figure 21. Surnmary stereographic projections of poles to fracture and microcracks sets 
from the 130,240 and 420 Levels. - average pole to local fracture set in low-dipping 
fracture zones. Infüling types: He -hematite, Ch1 - chlorite, Go - goethite, Ca - 
carbonate. 



4.6. Naturai Microcrack Sets 

The orientations of the natural microfmctures were then determined along with the 

orientations of quartz c-axes using a 5 - a i s  Universal stage, mounted on a petrographic 

microscope, at a magnification of 10x as describeci by Jang et al.(l989), and Rousell 

( 1 98 1 ). The relative orientations measured in each section were converted to true 

orientations, and these were plotted on sumrnary stereographic projections for each 

sarnple. 

The results of this study indicate that the pattern and domains of microcracking are 

consistent with the patterns and domains previousty defined for the macro-scale fractures 

at this site (Figure 21). The microcrack sets at each level correlate well with the sets of 

macro-scale fractures. This includes a well developed microcrack pattern above Fracture 

Zone 2, and a weak and predominantly lowdipping pattern below (Figure 22). 

Microcracks in the samples from the 420 Level are weakly developed. They are 

predominantly low dipping, and very similar in orientation to the major low-dipping fault 

zones. Microfiachues are more abundant above Fracture Zone 2 (e-g. from the 240 and 

130 Levels), with a well defined low dipping set and two subvertical sets. 

The low-dipping set in the simple from the 240 Level parallels the average orientation 

for Fracture Zone 2, as well as the compositional layenng, which this fault follows. The 

low dipping set in the sarnple from the 130 Level parallels the orientation for Fracture 

Zone 3 (based on an average taken over a 500 m2 area), but not the local compositional 

layering, which deviates here fiom the regional nom. This is consistent with other URL 



surface work, which sbowed that the low-dipping fracture zones are fabnc-controlled 

where the layering is near the theoretical failure plane, but not where the layenng varies 

substantially in orientation (Brown et al., 1989a). 

thrust faults and splays 

jointegl and 
altered (pin k) 
granite 

intact or sparsely 
fractured and 
unaitered (grey) 
granite 

Figure 22. Schematic illustration of the sets of natural microcracks in quartz at the URL. 



4.7. Nahiral Microcrack Length 

Average microcrack lengths are dependent on depth Gom surface and average grain size. 

A summary of nanual microcrack lengths for sarnples ranging from surface to the 420 

Level is s h o w  in Figure 23. Mean crack length decreases noticeably with increasing 

depth from surface. In the moderately fractured rock above Fracture Zone 2, microcracks 

qua1 or exceed the grain size, while in the sparsely fractured rock at and below the 240 

Level, the microcracks are usually less than the grain size. Microcrack apertures are also 

dependent on depth and sample disturbance (stress relief) (Chemis, 198 1; 1984). 

Average mkrouck iength (mm) 
O 0-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 23. Variation with depth of the average length of natural microfractures in quartz. 



4.8. Conclusions d Micmfracture Study 

There are preferred orientations for the ancient natutal microfractures at the URL, which 

are consistent with the patterns and domains previously defmed for the macroscopic-scale 

fractures at this site. This suggests that the microfiacture orientations could have k e n  

used to provide estimates of the iikely orientations of larger sale fractures, not 

intersected by boreholes, in the sparsely friiciured rock at this site. Changes in the overall 

geometry of microcrach, such as exists on opposite sides of Fracture Zone 2. indicate the 

existence of different fiachire domains. 

Natural microfractures in quartz are pervasive at the sample scale, even in areas of 

sparsely fractured rock, and as such must be considered in assessing sample response to 

testing. Correlations between microcrack orientation, sample response to testing, and 

excavation damage at the tunnel-scale exist, and are describeci in the following chapters. 



Chapter 5 

FIELD OBSERVATIONS ON THE 
INFLUENCE OF GEOLOGY ON 
FRACTURE DEVELOPMENT 

5.1. Evidence of Fabric Coatrol of Natural and Induced Fractures at the UFU, 

The present-day response of an intact rockmass to stress can be gauged by its history of 

deformation. Fabric control of fractures, for example, is an indication that the rockrnass 

has reacted as an anisotropic medium when previously subjected to brittIe deformation. 

Fabric control refers to the preferential development of fractures, in certain locations and 

(or) directions, due to the presence of mechanical anisotropy in the rockrnass. This 

anisotropy may be induced by the presence of compositional and textural layenng, and by 

the development of secondary structures such as foliations and lineations. This 

phenornenon is widely recognized and anticipated in sediments and metamorphic rocks 

with obvious structure (e-g. Reitan and Murphy, 1983), but is often overlooked in rocks 

such as granite where the fabric is far more subtle. 

The rock mass response in "apparently homogeneous" rocks can be defined thorough a 

(costly) program of drilling, mechanical testing, and modelling. However, before this is 

undertaken, physical evidence of a mechanical anisotropy in a rockmass and of its 
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geometry, can be obtained h m  an examination of the distribution of the ancient, naturd 

fiactures and natural microfactures. 

Detailed mapping of the URL excavations, the shaft in particular, and borehole data have 

clearly indicated that textural and compositional heterogeneities control: 

1) the location of large-scale fault zones, 

2) the extent, distribution and infilling characteristics of lesser-scaie fiactures between 

the fault zones, and 

3) the extent and density of excavation-induced fractures (Everitt and Brown, 1986; 

Everitt et al., 1996). 

It has also been demonstrated, in a qualitative manner, that crack initiation and 

propagation stresses are influenced by rock fabnc and grain size. Breakout development 

for exarnpie has k e n  observed to Vary in response to texturai and structural variations in 

the granite present at the tunnel- and site-scales (Everitt et al., 1996, and in the sections 

following). In particular, at compressive stress concentrations the breakout is far more 

extensive in the coarser grained variants, especially where the foliation coincides with the 

direction of expected slabbing. 

The foilowing sections describe exarnples where even subtle fabnc in the 

c'homogeneous" granite of the LDBB has influenced both natural and excavation-induced 

fractures at a variety of scaies and excavation orientations. 
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5.2. Fabric Control of Large Subhorizontal Fadts 

The URL access shafis provide a cross section of the roof zone of the Lac Du Bonnet 

Batholith, and of a system of low dipping thnist faults and associated splays, each 

extending more than a kilometre along strike, and spaced in the order of 50 to 200 m 

apart. Detailed mapping by the author has revealed that: 

these faults follow the large scale compositional layering in the roof zone of the 

batholith, which in tum is defined by the batholith shape. The similarity between 

the orientation of the fault, and of the floor of the batholith, is obvious (Figure 24). 

that each of the three faults and lesser splays are confined to the more heterogeneous 

layers ( eg .  as shown in Figure 25, Fracture Zone 2 (a low-dipping thnist fault), has 

developed within a one to two metre thick "plane" of amphibolitic inclusions and 

biotitic schlieren. The surrounding granite is more weakly layered or massive, and 

is not fractured. Site drilling has determined that this fault continues to follow tbis 

layer over a kilometre from the shaft, along both the dip and strike directions. 
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I I  Botehole collar and projection to surface, 
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Figure 24. Influence of batholith contacts and interna1 structure on fault orientation, Structure contours showing the depth (in km) to the base of the Lac du 
Bonnet Batholith are shown in (A) (as interpreted from profiles appearing in T o m n s  et al. ( 1995) based in tum on gravity and magnetic data). 
üekarnetre-scak layering within the pluton varies locally in orientation. but is broadly parallel to the lower contact. The low-dipping fault zones (e.g. Fracture 
Zone 2) are controlled in location and orientation by the layering. Structure contours on the lower contact of Fracture Zone 2 are shown in B. 
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Figure 25. Fracture Zone 2 as seen in the URL shaft. An example of fabric control of fracture orientation and location on the 
dekametre-scale. This photomosaic presents an unrolled 360' view of the walls of the access shaft over a vertical distance of about 
8 m. The squares of the metal grid visible at the bottom of the mosaic are each 40 by 40 cm. The apparent sinusoidal trace of the 
fault is an artifact f o d  by the intersection of a plane (the fault) with an unrolled cylinder (the shaft wall). 
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5.3. Fabric Control of Subvertical Naniral Joints 

The rockmass between the fault zones is host to one or more sets of subvertical fractures, 

the pattern and fiequency of which is affected by variations in the room-scale fabric. 

Tbis influence is surnmarized in Figure 26, with the horizontal axis representing the hi11 

range of fabnc variations, and the vertical axis representing the frequency of several 

classes of natural fractures (faul ts and joints) for each of the ten fabric types. The 

frequency curves are based on a continuous 240-rn long scan-line down the URL upper 

vent raise. It is apparent that fractures, both subvertical and subhorizontal, are most 

frequent where the granite is mostly strongly layered. This situation is  analogous to the 

situation in sedimentary strata, where frequency for a given lithology varies in a direct 

linear relationship with bed thickness (Prïce and Cosgrove, 1994). 

Fracture frequency and extent are aiso affected by local heterogeneities. 

As shown in Figure 27, natural hematite -filled microfractures have been preferentially 

developed within a zone of very coarse microcline crystals. At any given depth and 

distance from faults, the subvertical fractures at the URL are generally more frequent in 

structural / textural variants of the host granite, such as the aplitic, granitic and pegmatitic 

dykes or si ils (e.g. Figure 28). Apart from grain size and homogeneity of grain size, 

these rock units differ from the surrounding host granite in that they contain a variety of 

intemal contacts, schlieren, vein-filled fractures, and foliations. As will be discussed in 

this work, these structures contribute to strength anisotropy, and promote the formation of 

both natural and excavation-induced ftactures. 
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Figure 27. The Influence of Rock Fabric on Natural Fractures in the Lac du Bonnet Granite - An example of fabric control of fracture 
orientation and location on the grain scale - natural microcracks developed in a zone of coarse microche crystals. 
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Figure 28. Control of fracture location and extent due to variations in granite at the 240 
Level. Fractures are most m u e n t  in the coarse grained granite sills, and in the fine 
grained granite dyke, while the main phase medium grained granite is largely 
unfractured. Note: these are al1 phases of the Lac du Bonnet Batholith, and not separate 
unrelated rock units. 
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5.4. Fabric Control of Excavation - Induced Fractures 

Mappiog of the shafts and the various tunnels at the 240 Level indicated that excavation- 

induced fractures were far more numerous than natural fractures except within the fault 

zones. In the shaft below Fracture Zone 2, in most of the 240 Level, and in al1 of the 

420 Level, natural fractures (e.g. shear zones and joints, whether open or sealed) are 

absent, and the only fractures present are those induced by excavation. This result, based 

on rnapping, is supported by the detailed logging of several kilometres of boreholes. An 

1 1 0 0  rn long steeply-dipping borehole collared at the 420 Level intersected only one 

fracture (Everi tt and Woodçock, 1 999). 

Excavation-induced fractures are distinguished from natural fractures by the absence of 

mineral infilling or wall rock alteration, by their position and geometry relative to 

blasthole remnants, and by their position and geometry relative to the iumel profiles or 

tunnel face. In general, they form an onion-skin pattern of surfaces, similar to the 

exfoliation fractures seen in surface outcrops, but in the subsurface their orientation and 

size is dependent on their location relative to the tunnel perimeter, and to the location of 

tunnel faces during excavation. 

Evidence that rock structure was contnbuting to excavation damage development was 

first obtained during routine mapping of tunnels during the construction of the 240 Level 

(Everitt and Read, 1989), and was confïrmed by subsequent observations during: 1) the 

extension of the URL shaft (Everitt and Passmore, 1993; Everitt et al., L993), and 2) 

during level development at the 420 Level (Everitt et al., 1993). Damage development 

has been observed to Vary in response to textural and structural variations in the granite in 
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both the vertical and horizontal planes (Everitt et al., 1996). In particular, at compressive 

stress concentrations damage is far more extensive where the foliation coincides with the 

direction of expected slabbing. 

In areas where the rock fabrk is truly massive (i-e., homogeneous, as in the strict sense of 

this term), or where the fabric is normal to the excavation axis, the geometry of the 

excavation damage tends to be syrnmetrical about the tunnel or shafi profile. This 

symmetry tends to be lost however; in areas where the excavation axis mns along the 

"grain" in the rock. This is demonstrated in the followïng examples from the tunnels at 

the 240 and 420 Levels, and from the shafi at the 300 Level. 

5.5. Fabric Control of Excavation - Induced Fractures in Horizontal Tunnels at 
the 240 Level 

The tunnels at the 240 Level demonstrate the influence of subtle fabnc on excavation 

damage development (Figure 29). The axis of tunnel (Room) 207 is parallel to the 

maximum principal stress and to the strike of the gneissosity, while Room 209 is onented 

perpendicular to them. The tunnel profile of Room 207 is asymmetric, with induced 

fractures paralleling the gneissosity k i n g  not only more frequent, but also larger than 

those in other directions. in Room 209, the layering is not favourably oriented to serve 

as exfoliation planes, and - the damage profile is syrnmetrical. In this example, it is also 

noteworthy that the greatest damage developed not in the tunnel subject to the higher 

stresses, but in the tunnel subject to the lower stresses- Clearly, while the damage is 

initiated by stress release about the tunnel profile, the geornetry and extent of this damage 

is very dependent upon the presence of the low-dipping layering. 
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Figure 29. Influence of rock fabric on excavation damage - example from the 240 Level. 
This figure depicts the damage associatecl with different tunnel orientations in the same 
rock type - a medium grained granite. While apparently massive in band specimen, more 
careful inspection reveals that the granite possesses both a weak minerai alignment 
(foliation) and a decimetre-scale layering. These apparently weak structures nevertheless 
impart a mechanical anisotropy to the rockmass, which is evident in the ciifferences in 
excavation damage between these two profiles. The tunnel profile of Room 207 is 
asymmetric, with induced fractures parallehg the gneissosity being not only more 
muent,  but also larger than those in other directions, with spalling developing in the 
upper nght corner (also shown in Figure 30). In Room 209, the layering is not 
favourably onented to serve as exfoliation planes, and - the darnage profde is 
syrnmetrical. 
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The excavation damage is also influenceci by other fabric elements present In addition to 

the layering and foliation shown in the medium grained granite, it is also host to steeply 

dipping fine-grained granite dykes. Where present, these inhibit the spalling developed in 

the tunnels parailel to the foliation (Room 207 of Figure 29), as is shown in Figure 30. 

As will be shown in the section 5.6 foilowing, simila. rock type-dependent damage 

relationships exist at the 420 Level (e-g. cf. Figure 30 with Figure 32) where the 

development of a breakout notch in the medium grained granite, is arrested wherever the 

fine grained granite occurs. 
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Figure 30. Influence of Rock Fabric on Excavation Damage - example from the 240 
Level. This photograph shows the surface of the large spail formed by separation dong 
the plane of layering and parailel biotite alignment in the granite in Room 207 (shown in 
Figure 29). The inset shows the field of view and the relationship between the tunnel 
profile, layering and the spalI. This type of damage is not present in the tunnels, which 
are normal, or near nonnal to the strike of the layering. Spalling almg the layering is 
arrested wherever the layering is absent or recrystaliized - as in this case - by intrusion of 
fine grained granite dykes on the right and lefi sides of the field of view. 
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5.6. Fabric Controt of Excavation - Induced Fractures in Horizontal Tunnels at 
the 420 Level 

Excavation darnage charactenstic of the 420 Level is shown in Figure 3 1. and includes: 

1 , S tress-induced subhorizontal fractures which have propagated from pilot boreholes, 

along the plane of gneissosity, prior to excavation, 

2. Excavation induced fractures of uncertain origin (Le. blasting and/ or stress 

redistribution) on the tunnel surface, and 

3. Breakout notches in the crown and fimr of the tunnel. These notches comprise; (1) a 

broad zone where the reaming hole half barrels have spalled off, and (2), a centrai "V 

shaped" crush zone where the rock disintegraies into slabs and chips by a process of 

grain-scale frachiring. 

The stress-induced subhorizontal fractures that have propagated from pilot boreholes or 

bootleg remnants (damage types 1 and 2 in Figure 3 1) can be large and pervasive at the 

scale of a tunnel face. In the medium and coarse grained granites, they are clearly 

developed along the plane of gneissosity, but they also occur in the fine grained granite, 

where they are discordant to the steeply-dipping flow banding, but paralle1 to the 

preferred orientation of natural microcracks at this level (as noted in the preceding 

chapter, and in Chapter 7, Figure 52). The subhorizontal induced fractures are interpreted 

as propagating from stress concentrations such as boreholes, their orientation controlled 

by the ambient stress field (i.e. normal to a3), with their development aided by the 

presence by of favourably oriented foliations and natural microcracks. 

The rate of development, location and extent of the breakout notches (damage type 4 in 

Figure 3 1) appears to result from a combination of factors, including the sequence of 

excavation, the angularities in the rmm geornetry, and the variations in local geology. In 
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excavation, the angularities in the room geometry, and the variations in local geology. In 

particular, at compressive stress concentrations the breakout is far more extensive where 

the foliation coincides with the direction of expected slabbing. Subsequent extensional 

fdu re  (buckling) and spalling dong these surfaces led to the development of breakout 

notches in the crown and floor. Where the layering was reoriented or absent (due to the 

presence of either fme grained dykes or xenoliths), notch development was much slower 

to develop (tirne-dependent, with time varying by rock type), and reduced in size. 

The influence of geology on excavation response is illustrated using two examples frorn 

the 420 Level. In the fmt example, (Figure 32) excavation was by carefully controlled 

line-dnlling and mechanical excavation - blasting was avoided so the purely stress- 

related effects of excavation could be assessed. Damage was allowed to progress to a 

stable state by careful scaling and limiteci (temporary) screening. In the second example 

(Figure 33), excavation was by conventional drill-and-blast methods. The tunnels are 

parallel to each other, approximatdy 50 m apart, with the same geology and stress 

environment. The tunnel axes parallel at this level, with their transverse sections in 

the ol ~3 plane. In both examples, the tunnels were designed with cucular cross-sections. 

In both examples, spalling and notch development began almost imrnediately in areas of 

medium to coarse grained granite, and progressed rapidly (within a week) to their final 

form. The rate of notch development in the fine grained granite was much slower, 

regardless of excavation method, and in some areas never developed at dl.  For the area 

within the medium grained granite (in Figure 32), the ceiling and floor notches kept Pace 
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development feu one or more rounds behïnd the advancing face and was much reduced in 

depth. 

It should be noted however, that al i  the previous examples were conducted in areas where 

the tunnel axis was normal to the subvertical foliation in the fine grained granite. In this 

orientation, the presence of the foliation does not influence breakout development. This 

situation changes in those few tunnels where the tunnel axis is parallel to the strike of the 

foliation. As shown in Figure 35. spalling is now preferentially develop dong this 

structure. As WU be descnbed in the following section, a similar damage / fabric 

relationships was observed in the 300 Level shaft and station. with damage being most 

prevalent in the "generaiiy stronger" fine grained granite. 

layering and 
minerai aiignrnent (foliotim) . I 

breakout notches 

spalling along 
foliation 

excavation-induced 
fractures 

excavation-induced 
fractures radiating 
from blasthole 
remnants on face, 
and from pilot 
borehole. 

Figure 3 1. Influence of rock fabric on Excavation Damage - example fiom the 420 Level. 
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Figure 32. Influence of geology on breakout development within a single line-drilled tunnel (the Mine-by Expenment). Room 415 at 
the 420 Lcvel of the URL provides an exarnple of the influence of subtle differences in geology on breakout development in granite. 
The geology, notch depth and construction are shown. 
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Figure 33. Influence of geology on breakout development within a single drill-and-blast 
tunnel. Room 407 at the 420 Level of the URL provides an example of the influence of 
subtle differences in geology on breakout development in granite where conventional 
excavation is used. The tunnel profiles developed in the fine grained and medium 
grained granites are shown in A and B, respectively. 
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Figure 34. Influence of geology on breakout development within a single drill-and-blast 
tunnel. Room 421 at the 420 Level of the URL provides an example of the influence of 
subtle differences in geology on breakout development in the fine grained granite where 
conventionai excavation is used. In the previous figure it was noted that a biotite 
foliation also exists in the fme grained granite, but it is subvertical and normal to the 
tunnel axis. As such, its presence does not influence breakout development for this 
excavation orientation and geometry". In Room 421 however. the tunnel axis is parallel 
to the stnke of the foliation, and spalling now occurs along this structure. A similar 
situation occurred in the shaft at the 300 Level, with spalling developed along t h i s  
foliation where it paralleled the shaft wall (see Figure 35 and section 5.7 foUowing). 
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5.7. Fabric Control of Excavation - Induced Fractures about the Vertical Shaft at 
the 300 Level 

The 300 Level Shaft Station (Figure 35) is located in unfractured grey granite below 

Fracture Zone 2- The grey granite here is cut by three generations of auto-intrusive dykes, 

the most noteworthy of which, a granodiorite swarm, is the predominant lithology at this 

stop. The host phase of the batholith is represented by angular inclusions of granite and 

by variously disrupted blocks between the dykes. 

Special efforts were made during the excavation of the 300 LeveI Shaft Station to 

optimize the amount and quality of exposure available in order to characterize the 

damage zone around the circular access shafi. Prior to construction of the 300 Level Shafi 

Station, the shaft was excavated to a depth of about 15 m, or 3 shafi diameters below the 

floor of the station to accommodate any tirne-dependent behaviour in the formation and 

propagation of the excavation damage, and to avoid the effect of stress concentration- 

The 300 Level Shah Station access station was then excavated using controlled pilot and 

slash techniques for the walls, floor, and crown, This was done to duplicate the quality of 

excavation characteristic of the shaft, and to avoid inadvertent excavation of damaged 

rock. Two surfaces were then made available for observation of the excavation damage 

zone about the shaft perimeter. These were: 1) a temporary 90° brow formed by the 

intersection of the shaft walls, 2) the station crown (once photographed, this was trinuned 

to a more stable 45" dope), and 3) the station floor. A third ares, referred to as the station 

lip and lip pocket, provided a sarnple of the damage zone beneath the floor of the station 

as seen from the shaft walls. 
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The results of the excavation damage zone mapping are shown in Figure 35. Although it 

may be possible to distinguish in outcrop certain specific fractures that onginated either 

through excavation-induced stress or through blasting (chiefly on the bais of location 

and pattern), most fractures are Likely to be the result of a combination of processes. 

Damage distribution may be correlated with rock fabric and with the principal stress 

orientations. In Figure 35, note the preferential development of induced fractures in the 

fine grained granite. on the east side of the shafi. As was the situation in Figure 34, the 

fine grained granite contains a subvertical foliation which, where paruel to the 

excavation surface, facilitates spalling- This does not occur in the medium grained 

granite, where the foliation is subhorizontal and therefore not favourably oriented with 

respect to the local stresses to induce spalling. 

Clearly, while the damage is initiated by stress release about the shaft profile, the 

geometry and extent of this damage is again, very dependent upon the presence of a 

suitably oriented fabric such as layenng or foliation. 
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Figure 35. Simplified geological map showing the excavation damage at the 3 0  Level 
station. 
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5.8. Conclusion of Field Investigations into Fabric Control of Excavation - 
Induced Fractures 

Within the allegedly homogeneous Lac du Bonnet Batholith, there is ample evidence at 

al1 scales, that even subtle variations in rock type, and in the degree and orientation of 

foliations and other fabrics have clearly influenced subsequent brïttle de formation, 

whether this was naturd or induced by excavations. This influence is present in 

excavations with vertical or horizontal axes, and in tunnels excavated by different 

methods, At compressive stress concentrations around excavations, breakout is far more 

extensive where the foliation coïncides with the direction of expected slabbing. Rock 

fabric and its influence on rock strength are therefore significant to the testing and 

interpretation of rock mass response, and to experiment and excavation design. 



Chapter 6 

SAMPLE COLLECTION FOR ROCK 
PROPERTIES TESTING 
Three locations (sam~le areas) were chosen to M e r  examine the interaction between 

rock fabric and excavation damage, through the collection of a suite of samples for rock 

properties testing. The thne  locations selected provide a representative sample of the 

range of the compositional and textural heterogeneity present in the Lac du Bonnet 

granite, and their affect on rock strength and rock mass response. These are: 

1. a fine grained granite dyke with subvertical flow banding, 

2. a medium grained and weakiy to moderately layered granite forming the main mass 

of the batholith, and 

3. a generally coarse grained and leucocratic unit that occurs as sills and recrystallized 

zones in the main phase. 

For the sake of convenience. these are referred to as the fine. medium and coarse grained 

prani tes, ressectivel y. 
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The three case studies were sited in newly excavated tunnels at the 420 Level(420 m 

depth of the URL) where the damage due to stress relief c m  be observed in the process of 

developing. The sites are in close proximity to each other. They are distant fiom faults 

or major fractures, and are in the sarne in-situ stressdomain. As such, they are subject to 

the same stress magnitudes and orientations. 

The general location of the 420 Level, and the names of the various horizontal tunnels 

and inclined rarnps referred to in this text are shown in Figure 36. The location of  the 

samples, and the local geology at each sample location are s h o w  in Figures 37,38 and 

39. 

At each site, oriented core has been obtained from an array of boreholes. The arrays were 

designed to intersect the most prominent foliation I microcrack set at 90°, and then ai 

20°-30" increments until the core axis was parallel to the foliation (as noted earlier in 

Table 5 and 6, p. 24 and p. 27). The core was logged for foliations and microcracks, and 

then cut to provide oriented samples for uniaxial compression tests. Strength anisotropy 

and the influence of foliation were then systematically investigated using rock mechanics 

tests that are sensitive to planar anisotropy (Point Load and Brazilian tests). 

6.1. Coarse Grained Granite 

The geology, tunnel profile, excavation damage, and sampling array at the coarse grained 

granite study location in Room 418 is shown in Figure 40. This tunnel (Room 418) 

trends O S 0 ,  plunges at 15% (06O), and is parallel to m. The tunnel section is oval, with 
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its major axis rotated I l 0  from horizontal to align with the al direction. The rockmass 

here contains a variety of pewasive and non-pervasive foliations încluding decimetre to 

dekarnetre-scale layering, and a parallel mineral foliation (chiefly biotite). These are 

deformed or crosscut by boudinage structure and ductile faults, and by fine graiaed 

granite d ykes, semi-ductile faults, and minera1 alignments. S palling dong compositional 

layenng and biotitic schlieren, was weïl developed in the area of the floor and crown. 

Compositional heterogeneity also appears to be responsible for a pop-up developed at the 

floor at the array location. This pop-up (1.95 x 0.3 x 0.03 m) between two drill traces 

popped up (i.e. buckled) at the array. U&e similar pop-ups at this level, (e.g. Figure 32. 

p. 144) this one was onented such that the long axis of the buckled slab was aügned with 

the tunnel axis rather than tangentid to the tunnel. 

6.2. Medium Grained Granite 

The geology, tunnel profde, excavation damage, and sampling array at the medium 

grained granite study location in Room 417 is shown in Figure 41. This tunnel trends 

23S0, plunges 00°, and is parallel to %. Half barrels, an indication of controlled quality 

blasting, were evident in the sidewalls following blasting, but were lost by spalling over a 

2 to 3 rn section of the roof where notch development occurred. Blast-induced fraçtures 

radiate away from blastholes on the tunnel face, but those dipping IO0-40° to the 

southeast are much larger and more m u e n t  than other directions. Tensile fraçtures 

orienpA radial to the tunnel periphery in the tensile sidewail region are also present. This 

orientation is coincident with the al / plane (or the normal to ~ 3 ) ,  and as noted in 

Chapter 4, is coincident with the preferred orientation of natural microcracks. 
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6.3. Fine Grained Granite 

The geology, tunnel profile, excavation darnage, and sampling array at the fine grained 

granite study location in Room 421 is shown in Figure 42. Room 421 trends 23S0, 

plunges at (07"), and is parallel to 02. The tunnel section is oval, with its major axis 

horizontal. At this location, the fme grained granite has a tendency to break in a blocky 

fashion, with block surfaces king defmed by a well-developed subveaical flow banding. 

and by low-dipping excavation-induced fractures. No naniral frachues were encountered. 

Blast-induced fractures on the tunnel face radiate away fiom blastholes but those dipphg 

10"-40" to the southeast are much larger and more fiequent than other directions. This 

orientation is coincident with the ai - 0 2  plane (or normal to a3). It is also parailel to the 

average orientation of the thmst faults above this level, and to one of the microcrack sets 

developed at this level. Half-barrels were evident in the sidewdls following blasting, but 

were removed by spalling from a 2.5 to 3 m section of the roof in each round. 
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Figure 36. General location of the 420 Level, and the names of rooms referred to in this text. 
The black ellipses represent the sarnple locations. 
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Figure 37. 420 Lvel geology, upper ramp level (depth 354 m). 
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Figure 38. 420 Level geology, main level (depth 415 m). 
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Figure 39. 420 Level geology, lower level, (depth 437 m). 
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Figure 40. The geology, tunnel profile, excavation damage, and sampling array at the coarse grained granite location in Room 418. 
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Figure 42. The geology, tunnel profile, excavation damage, and sampling array at the medium grained granite sample site, Room 421. 
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POINT LOAD TESTING 

7.1. Introduction 

This section sumrnarïzes Point Load testing conducted to identiq variation in tensile 

strength with the direction of loading, and its relationship to rock fabric within the granite 

of the Lac Du Bonnet Batholith. Three texturally distinct end-members of the granite of 

the Lac Du Bonnet Batholith were tested: 1) fine grained granite dykes with subvertical 

flow banding, 2) a medium grained and weakly to moderately layered granite formiag the 

main mass of the batholith, and 3) a generaUy coarse grained and leucocratic unit that 

occurs as s a s  and recrystaliized zones in the main phase. For the sake of convenience, 

these are referred to as the fine, medium and coarse grained granites, respectively- 

7.2. Specimen Preparation 

SampIes used in these tests were obtained fiom the boreholes listed in Table I l .  Al1 

samples are segments of HQ- sized core (46 mm diameter), the choice of spaimen 

diameter being largely dictated by budget constraints. Specimens were prepared in 

accordance with the procedure described in (Coates and Gyenge, 1966; Gyenge. 1980), 

and by the International Society for Rock Mechanics (Brown, 198 1). The end surfaces of 

each of the s p i m e n s  were ground flat to ensure that they were parallel to each other and 

perpendicular to the axis of the specimen. 
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A total of 105 oriented spechens were selected as summarized in Table 11. Their size 

and density statistics are summarized in Table 12. The mean buik density ranged fiom 

2.54 to 2.72 grn/cm3; these corresponding to the leucairatic and melanomatic layers in 

the coarse grained granite. Density variations showed no correlation with distance fiom 

the excavation. 

Each specimen was retained after loading to failure for detailed mapping of their fabric 

and the test-induced fractures formed. The orientations of foliations, nahiral microcracks 

and the test-induced fiactures, al1 relative to the core reference h e ,  were recorded and 

these were then converted to true orientations. The fabnc I fracture maps for each 

specimen and data tables for each specimen are provided in Appendix A. 

The orientation of al1 fabric elements and test-induced fractures in the samples were 

required so that the compressive and tensile strength results could be compared to the 

results from tunnel mapping of rock structure, to the natural microcrack investigations, 

and to the in-situ stress data and rock structure. Accordingly, each specimen was retained 

after loading to failure for detailed mapping of their fabric and the test-induced fractures. 

The orientations of foliations, natural microcracks and the test-induced fractures, relative 

to the core reference line, were recorded and these were then converted to true 

orientations. The angles necessary to convert relative orientations to true orientations, 

given the trend and plunge of the borehole are shown in Figures 43 to 45. 
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Table 1 1. 
Sample and testing surnmary 

Rock Type Borehole Orientation test type and number 
trend Plunge n i a l  Brazilian Axial 

conipression Point Load 
Coarse grained granite 418-05 1-RT 1 324.90 77.10 Discing 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Medium grained granite 4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

18-05 1-RT2 143.61 54.76 t 8 15 
18-05 1-RT3 143.40 35.40 1 8 6 
! 8-05 1 -RT4 143.56 19.70 i 7 6 
!845 1 -RT5 143.38 0.40 I 4 12 
0-014-NB2 L 
.7-07 1 -RT 1 Not drilIed 
,747 1 -RT2 190.43 59.44 Discinp 
.7-07 1-RT3 190.20 39.48 Dkc-ing 
,7471-RT4 189.10 19.50 I O 6 

4 17-07 1 -RT5 189.70 -0.20 1 4 8 
Fine grained granite 42 1-032-RT 1 133.99 0.23 I 4 1 O 

Table 12. 
Sample Properties 

Granite Number Diameter Thichess Averam Density Point Load 
W' of (mm) (mm) T/D @m3 Suength Index 

sarnpIes Ratio W a )  

Medium 16 44-68 44.73 44.80 
19.~0 20-73 ~2." 0.46 2.62 la lm 16.32 

Coarse 41 44.80 45-'0 18-60 2050 0.45 2.65 17' 133, 15.00 l8.O0 

' Listed by average grain size, these are the abbreviated names. The full rock names are: 1) fine grained 
and flow banded granodiorite dykes. 2) the homogeneous to weakly banded main phase granite, and 3) 
the coarse grained xenolithic leucocratic granite. 

These are averages based on al1 boreholes. The Point Load Index (and the tensile strength) is in fact 
anisotropic, and varies with respect to the orientation of the loading axis relative to one or more fabric 
elements within each rock type. 
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7.3. Methodology 

The most commonly used laboratory methods to study tensile strength, are the point- 

loading and the he-loading (or Brazïlian) methods. In the point-loading method, core 

discs are loaded axially between a pair of indentors while in line-loading method; the disc 

is placed on edge and loaded in the direction of its diameter between two flat platens. 

In the line-load method, the diametrai fracture plane is constrained by the position of the 

loading indentors, while in the point-load test, the diametrd fracture plane is fiee to take 

any orientation. In practice, failure tends to be controlled by heterogeneities in the rock, 

such as foliations or microcracks, which are close to or parallel to the plane of failure 

under this loading geometry. Heterogeneities well outside this plane, such as incipient 

core discing, do not affect the test. 

According to Lajtai (1980) "... The Brazilian test seems to yield a more accurate 

definition of both the tensile strength and its variation with direction ... (and is the more 

cornrnonly applied tool for this application in rock mechanics)..,. The point load test is 

more suitable for the determination of the minimum value of tensile strength, and ...( in 

determining if there are preferred directions of fracture)...". 

The same approach was applied in this study: with Point Load tests to determine if there 

are preferred directions of fracture in the massive rocks of the LDBB, and Brazilian tests 

to determine if there are variations in tensile strength with the direction of loading. 
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The Point Load test was also used to provide a relative ranking of the tensile strength of 

the various rock types, although this was a secondary objective of this experirnent. This 

ranking is based on calculation of the "Point Load Strength Index" (Goodman, 1989). 

The "point Ioad index" is given by the following: 

Point Load strength index, 1, = PM , 

where P = the Ioad to break the specimen. and 

D = the distance between the platen contacts, 

The methodology used in this study followed the recommendations laid out in 

Brown (198 l), Goodman (1989), and Gyenge (1980). The tests were performed in the 

CANMET Bel 1 's Corner's Laboratory. The testing machine incorporated a loading 

system, a system for measunng the load required to break the specimen and a system for 

measunng the distance between the two platen contact points. Two sphencally 

truncated conical platens (an upper and lower), transmitted the load to the specimen. The 

load measuring system incorporated a maximum-indicating device so that the reading 

was retained in the case of sudden specimen failure. 

There are two vanants of the Point Load Test: the diametral test and the axial test. In the 

diametral test, the specimen is inserted in the test machine and the conical platens 

advanced to make contact along a core diameter, ensuring thai the distance, L, between 

the contact point and the nearest free end is at l e s t  0.7 D. In the axial test. the specimens 
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are loaded parallel to the core axis. in both cases, the inclination of layering, foliation or 

other plane of weakness is recorded with respect to the line of loading. 

For this project ody axial loading was conducted, as the length of core available was 

insufficient to allow for multiple samples for both diametral and axial loading, as well as 

Brazilian and uniaxial compression tests. Sampling was also limited by the fact that 

there is sufficient fabric heterogeneity at the core-scale to make it dificult to lirnit 

sarnples (for a given test type) to a single texture/ composition / fabric domain. 

7.4. Determination of Orientation 

The orientation of al1 fabric elements and test-induced fractures in the sarnples were 

recorded so that the compressive and tensile strength results could be compared to the 

results from tunnel mapping of rock structure, to the natural microcrack investigations, 

and to the in-situ stress data. and rock structure. 

The upper figure shows the angles necessary to convert relative orientations to true 

orientations, given the trend and plunge of the borehole 



Load 

reference line 
used to orient mie 

fracture 

\\ 

8 

induced 
by testing 

- foliations 
- ' (various orientations and 

types including layering / and mineral alignrnent) 

discinq 
1 (potential or 

incipient) 

results not affected by discing 

Figure 43. Point Load testing, rotation of loading direction relative to foliation. Rock 

cylinders were placed veaically in a loading frame and subjected to axial point loading as 

shown. The orientation of the test-induced eacture, and the fabrics present were 

recorded, and convened to give the true orientation. 
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3. relative orientation (strike) 

reference line , - / . ,l. 
2. 

test-induced fracture 

4. relative fracture dip angle 

Figure 44. Method for recording orientation of test-induced fracture. 
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N 
I 

test-induced 
fracture 1 

test-induced 
fracture 2 

test-induced 
fracture 3 

test-induced 
fracture 4 

iest-induced 
fracture 5 

Figure 45. Conversion of relative orientations to me orientations. In each case, the "R" 
and red arrow represent the reference line painted on the up-dip side of the core, and 
onented to show the trend and plunge directions. A: A series of samples with test- 
induced fractures. In this view, the core is aligned dong the trend of the borehole, but 
"held" in a vertical orientation so that it plunges 90". The st&e of each fracture is 
recorded relative to the reference line. B: The data from A plotted on a lower hemisphere 
equal area projection, with the reference line and the poles to the induced fractures 
indicated. Ç: As A, but with the core rotated to the correct plunge for this borehole. Q: 
Lower hemisphere equal area projection of the data in C. The reference line " R  rotates 
from its position in B. to the location shown here. The poles to each fracture rotate in the 
same direction and orientation. 
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Mean 21.8 19.9 23-3 205 16.4 16.2 15.0 14.4 15.3 15.1 
Median 21.3 20.3 23.4 20.6 15-7 16-1 15.3 14.3 152 14.1 

Maximum 24.8 22.2 27.0 23.2 21.0 19.7 16.8 15.9 175 18.0 
Minimum 19.9 16-2 19.3 17.3 13-9 13.8 13.4 13.4 13.4 13.2 
Skewness 0.9 -0.9 -0.2 -0.2 1.7 0.7 0.0 1 .O 0.3 0.7 
Kurtosis -0.5 0.0 -1.2 -0.1 3 5  0.6 -1.4 1 5  -1.1 -1.1 
Std. dev. 1.7 1.9 2.8 1.6 2-4 1 -5 1.2 0-9 1 -5 1.8 

Table 13. 
Average Point Laad Strength Index by Rock Type and Borehole. 

Fine Granite 
RT1 RT2 RT3 RT4 

Table 14. 
Average Point Load Strength Index by Rock Type and Borehole. 

Count 10-0 10.0 10.0 13.0 6.0 14.0 15.0 6.0 6.0 11-0 

Medium 
RT4 RT5 

Maximum 
+ I std-dev 

Mean 
- f std-dev 
Minimum 
S kewness 
Kurtosis 
Std- dev. 

Coarse Granite 
RT2 RT3 RT4 RT5 

Fine Granite 
27.0 
23.4 
21.4 
19.4 
16.2 
4. 1 
-0.4 
2.0 

- 

Medium 
21.0 
18.3 
16.3 
14.3 
13.8 
1.2 
2.0 
2.0 

Coarse Granite 
18.0 
16.3 
15.0 
13.6 
13.2 
0.5 
-0.5 
1.3 
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7.5. Summary of Point Load Testing Results 

7.5.1. Presentation 

The data from each rock type are presented in the foiiowing format and order: 

1. summary tables for each rock type. which Lists the boreholes, the samples from each 

borehole, the sample densities, and the tensile strengths recorded (Table 13 and 141. 

2. a summary figure of the average point load indices grouped by grain size to indicate 

the relative strength of eac h rock type (Figure 46). The resultant ranking is consistent 

with that deterrnined fiom the uniaxial compression test data, but much of the 

variability shown is in fact direction dependent. 

3. For each rock type and borehole, a pair of histograrns which show the strike of the 

test-induced fractures, and the strike of the foliations in the same samples (Figures 47 

to 51). 

Additional information is provided in Appendix A. Drawings of the foliations and test- 

induced fractures in each of the samples. The axial point load testing results, including 

the sarnple dimensions, load at failure, the index and the index normalized to the average 

sample size are also included. 
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Figure 46. Cornparison of Point Load Strength Indices by rock type (relative average 
grain size). 
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7 5.2. General Observations. 

The Point Load testing indicated that failure was controlied by heterogeneities in the 

rock, such as foliations or the preferred orientation of natural microcracks, which are 

close to or parallel to the plane of failure under the various loading geomeuies tested. 

This affect was present to some degree in al l  three of the rock types tested, but varies 

systematically with the rock heterogeneity, and with the relative orientation of the 

loading direction. The Coarse Grained Granite has the most repeated tendency to split 

dong dominant (iow-dipping) fabric elements, with the lowest average tensile strength 

and Point Load strength index. The Medium Grained granite has a lesser tendency to 

split dong dominant (and other) fabnc elements, but with a comparable average tensile 

strength and Point Load strength index. The Fine Grained Granite has the least repeated 

tendency to split dong  any fabric, which in this case aitemated between the steeply- 

dipping flow banding and the plane correlating with the preferred orientation of natural 

rnicrofractures, and with the highest average tensile strength and Point Load strength 

index. 

This systematic variation reflects the relative strength of the low-dipping fabnc, which 

comprises a mixture of coplanar compositional layering, mineral alignment, and naturd 

rnicrocracks. Al1 of these elements are present and well developed in the coarse granite, 

the weakest and most mechanicaily anisotropie of the group. Where this fabric is less 

well developed or absent, as in the medium and fine grained granites, this is reflected by 

an increase in rock strength and isotropy. 
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7.5.3. Influence of Grain Size on Tende Strength 

As noted earlier in this presentation, the Point Load test provides a relative index of the 

tensile strength of the various rock types (the Point Load Index, Goodman, 1989), 

although this was a secondary objective of this experiment. The result. shown in Figure 

46 and in Tables 13 and 14, is consistent with the uniaxial compression testing descnbed 

in Chapter 9, in that relative strength decreases with increasing grain size. 

7.5.4. influence of Fabric on Tende Strength 

The principal objective of applying the Axial Point Load Test in this study was to 

determine if there were preferred orientations of Mure ,  and if these existed, their 

correlation with rock fabnc. In the axial point configuration, the fracture is free to form 

in any orientation. If however, the rock is anisotropic, there is a tendency for failure to 

follow one or more preferred orientations that generally correspond with some fabric 

element such as natural rnicrofractures, mineral alignrnent, etc. The results of this testing 

for the coarse, medium and fine grained granites are presented for each rock type in the 

following sections. 

7.5.5. Coarse Grained Granite, Botehole 418451-RT 2,3,4,5. 

The results of point load testing in each of the 4 boreholes from the coarse grained granite 

are shown in Figure 47, and in Tables 13 and 14. A pair of histograrns for each borehole 

shows the strike of test-induced fractures, and the strike of the foliations in the same 

samples. This granite is marked by a well developed low dipping foliation referred to for 

convenience as the large scale layering, but in fact a mixture of metre to millimetre scale 

compositional layering, mineral aügnrnent, schlieren (in some cases showing evidence of 

slip) and natural microfractures in quartz. 
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In this rock type, there is a very clear tendency for the tensile failure to be localized by 

the foliations present in each sample. Which foliation is responsible is dependent upon 

the orientation of the borehole (and sample) axis. h shdow dipping boreholes (c 45 O), 

axial point loading of the core produces fractures following the strongest fabric. In 

steeply dipping boreholes, the layering is not favowably oriented with respect to axial 

loading, and the plane of failure then "jumps7' to other, steeper dipping foliations (thïs 

transition is reflected in the values of the average tensile strength), and is shown 

schematicaily in Figure 48. 
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Figure 47. Point Load test results fiom the corne grained granite. For each borehole, a 
pair of histograms shows the strike of test-induced fractures and the strike of the 
foliations in the same samples. 
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low-dipping steeply dipping average tensile strength 
foliation foliation in direction indicated by anow 

Figure 48. Schematic representation of the variation in tensile strength in the coarse 
grained granite and its correlation with the fabrics present. in shaliow dipping boreholes 
(C 45 O), axial point loading of the core produces fractures following the strongest fabnc 
(referred to for convenience as the large scale layering, but in fact a mixture of metre to 
millimetre scale compositional layering, mineral alignrnent, schlieren (in some cases 
showing evidence of slip) and natural microfractures in quartz). In steeply dipping 
boreholes, the layenng is not favourably onented with respect to axial loading, and the 
plane of failure then 'qumps" to other, steeper dipping foliations (this transition is 
reflected in the values of the average tensile strength). These relationships are show 
schematically above. 
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7.5.6. Medium Grained Granite, Borehde 417471-RT 4,s. 

The results of point load testing in each of the 2 bonholes from the medium grahcd 

granite are shown in Figure 49, and in Tables 13 and 14. A pair of histograms for each 

borehole shows the strike of test-induced fractures, and the strike of the foliations in the 

sarne samples. This granite is marked by a weakiy developed low dipping foliation 

referred to for convenience as the large scale layering, but which is in fact a mixture of 

metre - scale compositional layering, mineral alignment, and natural microfractures in 

quartz. 

In this rock type, there is dso a tendency for the tensile failure to foiiow the direction of 

the large scale layenng, but the correlation is not as strong as in the coarse grained, weii- 

foliated granite, and the Ioad required to break the rock dong this plane is, on average, 

greater. 
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induced by 
axhi point locrding 

Figure 49. Point Load test results from the medium graineci granite. This pair of 
histograms shows the strike of the foliations (upper) and the strike of the test-induced 
fractures (îower) from the same samples. 
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7.5.7. Fine Grained Granite, Botehole 4211032-RTl, 2,3,4. 

The results of point load testing in each of the 4 boreholes fkom the fme grained granite 

are shown in Figure 50, and in Tables 13 and 14. A pair of histograms for each borehole 

shows the strike of test-induced fi.actures, and the strike of the foliations in the same 

samples. This granite is marked by a well developed subvertical flow banding, and a 

low-dipping natural microcrack set. 

in  this rock, the tendency is for splining to occur in the plane of the natural microcracks, 

and to a lesser extent, dong the subvertical layering. This is consistent with the BraWlian 

tesl. 

The Links between rock structure and the preferred orientations of the fractures induced 

by the point load tests are also s h o w  in Figures 5 1 and 52. The former is a surnmary 

plot of poles to fractures induced by axial point loading in each of the specimens taken 

from the 4 boreholes, each onented at different angles to the foliation. The latter is a 

lower hemisphere quai  area plot of poles to natural fractures (fluid inclusion or 

alteration-filled planes in quartz) obtained by universal stage mapping of thin section 

from the granodiorite. The correlation between the test-induced fractures (Figure 51) 

and the natural microcracks (Figure 52) is obvious. 

The pattern of point load induced fractures is dominated by the low-àipping to 

subhonzontal fractures (the vertical sets are quantitatively minor in both outcrop and in 

specimens). The orientation of the low-dipping fractures is consistent with that of the 

natural microcracks (Figure 52). 



30 60 90 120 150 180 

Strike Direction of Fractures Reiative to Core Axis 

orientation of 

30 60 90 1 20 150 1 8 0  
Strike Diiection of Fohtion Reblive to Core Axis 

Figure 50. Point Load test results from the fine grained granite. The histograms show 
the strike of the test-induced fiactures (upper), and the strike of the foliations Oower) 
from the same samples. This granite hosts a well developed subvertical flow banding and 
a low-dipping n a d  microcrack set. Fractures induced by axial point loading 
preferentially follow the (low-dipping) plane of the natural microcracks (which strike 
-90" in this 2-D view), the subvertical foliation being ignored. This relationship between 
the natural microcrack set and the point-load induced fiactures is displayed to better 
effect in Figure 5 1 following. 
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point 

- 
- 

Figure 52. Lower hemisphere equal area plot of poles to natural fractures (fluid inclusion 
or alteration-filled planes in quartz) obtained by universal stage mapping of thin section 
from the granodiorite. The induced fractures in Figure 5 1 share the same general 
orientation as the natural fractures shown here. 

I '. X ' .  L . 2  2 Gr J ~ t ~ - . . ~ I l ~ ~  1 r . c  ,.:..,1<-2>. -11 i 

Figure 5 1. Lower hemisphere equal area plot of poles to fractures induced by axial 
loading, in fine grained granite from boreholes 42 1-032-RT 1,2,3 and 4. 
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BRAZILIAN TESTS 
The Brazilian test method is a convenient but indirect method for estirnahg the tensile 

strength (Goodman, 1989). It has b a n  found that a rock core will split almg the 

diameter and paraliel to the cylinder axis when line loaded on its side in a compression 

machine. The reason for this can be demonstrateci by examining the stress inside a disk 

loaded at opposite sides of a diametrd plane. In such a configuration the tensile strength 

is calculated from: 

Equation 1 

where P = load at failure. D = diameter of the specimen, and t = thickness of the specimen 

The "Brazilian tensile strength - a &' is estimated from the peak compression load. The 

actual cause of M u r e  may in fact be more cornplex, reflecting the interaction of small- 

scale flaws, compression parallel to the eventud rupture plane, and the horizontal tension 

induced by this loading. 

The Brazilian test is an indirect but popular method, as it is much easier to perform this 

test than to arrange the precise aiignment and end preparatim required for a direct tensile 

test (Goodman, 1989). According to Goodman (1989), the estimates it provides are 



generally higher tban those produced by direct tension tests, and the difference between 

estimates increases with increasing grain size and heterogeneity. This is attributed to the 

effect of grain-scale (and larger) discontinuities, in which ". . .largerfissures in the course 

rocks weaken a direct tension-specimen more s e v e d y  than they weaken a splimhg 

tension specimen .... , The ratio of Brazilian to direct tensile strength has been found to 

vary from one to more than ten as the length of preexisting fissures grows larger. 

In this study, values for tensile strength were also calculated using the modification 

suggested by Chen (1993), which includes a correction needed for modulus values owing 

to the presence of rnicrocracks. The correct tensile strength c m  be approximated by the 

fol10 wing function: 

Equation 2 

where k = ratio of Young's moduii in tension and compression 

(the vaiue used was that of the Westerly granite (0.24) given on p. 79 of Chen, 1993) 

A cornparison of values calculated using both equations is given in Table 15. The results 

are consistent with the general observation, with the coarser rocks k i n g  most strongly 

affected. 
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Table 15. 
Comparison of Calculated Brazilian Tensile Strengths 

Average tende strength Fine Medium Coarse 

From equation 1 7 .O MPa 5.0 MPa 6.0 MPa 

From equation 2 2.4 MPa 1.25 MPa 1.5 MPa 

Ratio (al %) 34% 25% 25% 

The testing methodology used in this study followed the recommendations laid out in 

Brown (198 1); Goodman (1989); Gyenge (1980), and in the Pit Slope Manual 

Supplement 3-5 (Gyenge and Ladanyi, 1977). Al1 specimens were prepared in 

accordance with the procedure described in the Pit Slope Manual Supplement 3-5 

(Gyenge and Ladanyi, 1977) and the method suggested by the International Society for 

Rock Mechanics (Brown, 198 1). 

Rock cylinders were placed vertically in a loading frame and subjected to line-loading in 

compression dong a preset diameter at a known angle to some reference fine or foliation 

(Figure 53), and then repeated through a senes of angles (Figure 54). These angles were 

recorded, and converted to give the true orientation of the tensile strength vector so 

determined (Figure 55). The tests were performed by the author, at the CANMET 

Laboratories at Bells Coners, Ottawa. The compression machine used included a load 

measuring system for indicating the failure load, and a maximum-load indicating device, 

i.e. one which retains the maximum load so that the latter can be recorded after specimen 

failure loading platens. 
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Figure 53. Configuration of loading for the Brazilian test as seen on a single specimen. 
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Figure 54. Braziiian tests, rotation of loading direction relative to foliation. 
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test-induced 
fracture 1 

test-induced 
fracture 2 

test-induced 
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test-induced 
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Figure 55. Conversion of relative orientations to true orientations. In each case, the "R" 
and red arrow represent the reference line painted on the up-dip side of the core, and 
onented to show the trend and plunge directions. A: A senes of samples with test- 
induced fractures. In this view, the core is aligned dong  the trend of the borehole, but 
"held" in a vertical orientation so that it plunges 90". The strike of each fracture is 
recorded relative to the reference line. B: The data from A plotted on a lower hemisphere 
equd area projection, with the reference line and the poles to the induced fractures 
indicated. Ç: As A, but with the core rotated to the correct plunge for this borehole. B: 
Lower hemisphere equal area projection of the data in C. The reference line "R" rotates 
from its position in B, to the location shown here. The poles to each fracture rotate in the 
sarne direction and orientation. 
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8.1. Rock Type and SpecUaen Reparatbn 

Samples used in these tests were obtaïned from the borehoies listed in Table 16. AU 

samples are segments of HQ- sized core (46 mm diameter), the cboice of specimen 

diameter k i n g  largely dictated by budget constraints. Specimens were prepared in 

accordance with the procedure descnbed in the Pit Slope Manual Supplement 3-5 

(Gyenge and Ladanyi, 1977) and the method suggested by the International Society for 

Rock Mechanics (Brown. 1981). The end surfaces of each of the specimens were ground 

flat to 0.015 mm to ensure that they were parailel to each other and perpendicular to the 

axis of the specimen. 

The average dimensions and bulk densities of samples from each of the thee rock types 

are Listed in Table 17. The mean bulk density ranged corn 2.54 to 2.72 @m3; these 

corresponding to the ieucocratic and melmocratic layers in the coarse grained granite. 

Specimen lengths varied tiom 22.03 to 28.36 mm and diameters varied fkom 44.43 to 

44.9 1 mm, with length to diameter ratios ranging from 0-56 to 0.58. 



Table 16 
Sample and testing summary 

Granite Type Borchole Orientation test type and numbcr 

trend Plunge uniaxial Brazilian Axial point 
compression load 

Coarse grained 418-051-RT1 324.W0 77. IO0 DiSchg 
418-05 1-RT2 143.6 1 O 54.76O I 8 15 
418-051-RT3 143.40° 35.40° i 8 6 
4 18-05 1-RT4 14356O 19.70° i 7 6 
4 18-05 1 -RT5 143-38" 0.40" I 4 I I  

Medium grained 403-014-MB2 225O 00" 1 
417-071-RT1 not drilled 
417-071-RT2 190.43O 59.44O Discin y 
4 1 7-07 1 -RT3 1W.20° 39-48" Discirr,y 
4 17-07 1-RT4 189- IO0 19.50° L 6 6 
4 17-07 1 -RT5 1 89.70~ -0.20' I 4 8 

Fine grained 42 1-032-RTl 1 33.9g0 0.23O 1 4 IO 

Table 17. 
Sample Properties 

Granite type Number Diameter Thichess Averm Iknsity TensïÏe ~ G g t h  
of mm Mm Tm gm/cm3 

- -rneanmeanm - 
W a )  ' 

samples -mean-- - 
Fins grained 21 an 44.86 < 24-93 0.56 261 2.64 4-62 2.4 9-14 

Medium grained 10 4-73 44.77 Mm - 25.86 0.58 L60 2.62 263 3.47 1.25 7 ~ ' 5  

Coarse grained 27 e.43  44.60 25.05 n55 0.56 w 2.65 Zn 3-71 15 

' These are averages based on dl boreholes. Tensile strcngth is in fact anisotropic, and varies with respect 
to the orientation of the loading axis relative to one or more fabnc elements within each rock type. 



8.2. Brazilian Test Results 

The data for each rock type are presented in the following format and order: 

a summary table that iists the boreholes. the samples fiom each borehole. the sample 

densities, and the tensile strengths recorded (Tables 18 to 20). 

a summary figure that depicts the variation in average tensile strength between 

boreholes (Figure 56.60.63). This was done to look for directionai anisotropy that 

might not be obvious at the hand-specimen scale of testing. 

an x-y plot of sample density versus their respective tensile strengths (Figures 57, 

61, and 64). This was done to see if any variations in tensile strength could be due 

to sarnple damage. If the damage zone around the excavation affected the samples, 

it would be expected that such darnage would lower both the rock density and the 

tensile strength, and that the specimens affected would be closest to the excavation 

(or to the known stress concentrations about the excavation). 

an x-y plot of the Brazilian tensile strengths of each sarnple against the inclination 

of the loading axis relative to the preferred orientation of the dominant fabric 

element(s) (Figures 58,62,65). Insets on these plots graphicaUy iliustrate the 

orientation of the loading axis (arrows) relative to the flow banding as seen in a 

cross section of the core, The best-fit linear regression curve, the equation for the 

curve, and the R~ correlation coefficient are included. 
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8.3. General Observations. 

The following observations. though qualitative, iIlustrate the differences in response to 

loading which correlate with rock fabric. 

1. 23% of the coarse grained granite samples displayed audible cracking weli before 

failure. When loaded parallel to the foliation I mineral banding. failure was ofien 

marked by a simple weak c'pop", with the sample splitting into two pieces dong the 

foliation plane. In contrasi, failure in the medium and fine grained granites was 

sudden and sharp. These observations are consistent with those from nuinel mapping, 

and highlight the importance of the foliations as weakness planes. 

2. The load rate to failure increased much more slowly in the coarse (and heterogeneous) 

granite than in the medium and fine grained granites. It is suspected that this 

behaviour is attributable io a greater degree of crack closure under loading in the 

coarse grained granite, than occurred in the other b e r  grained rock types. 

8.4. F i e  Grained Granite, Borehole 421-03tRT1,2,3,4. 

Brazilian test resuits for the Fine Grained Granite from boreholes 421-032-RT1,2, 3.4 

are surnmarized in Table 18. This summary includes, for each sample, the loading axis 

angles relative to structure, and two calculated tensiîe strengths for each sample. The 

first strength (max) represents the value at failure. The second strength (min.) includes 

values in which audible cracking (fracture initiation) preceded failure. As this occurred 

in only one sample for this rock type, this data set is nearly identical to the fmt, and is 

not further discussed. 
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Surnmary statistics for the Braziiian tests fiom the entire borehole array within the Fine 

Grained Granite are s h o w  in Figure 56. The array of boreholes was arranged in a 

horizontal plane, and orient& to intersect the subvertical flow banding at angles of 

approxirnately 60°, 45", IO0, and ûûO, respectively. The data from each borehole 

includes loading orientations ranging fiom 00" to 90" to the foliation, but have k e n  

averaged together to look for directional anisotropy at the metre-scale. This was done to 

test for systematic variation within the horizontal plane, or put in another way - to 

examine the afcect of borehole orientation when sampling for rock properties testing. 

The results indicate that there is signifiant direction -dependent anisotrop y. 

To determine if this trend is a function of varying degrees of sample damage, the tensile 

strength for each sample was plotted against its density (Figure 57). The tensile strength 

of the sample suite decreases with increasing density, which is the opposite of what 

wodd be expected if the sample was damaged by discing and enhanced microcracking. 

This result indicates that the direction anisotropy seen is not due to damage. 

The influence of the subvertical flow banding on tensile strength is examined in 

Figure 58. The tensile strength is somewhat lower when the loading axis is parallel to the 

flow banding, but the tendency for this is weak, and the data curve could be subdivided 

into linear segments. This is believed to reflect the influence of additionai fabnc 

elernents in the rock, most notably the natural rnicrocracks. At this location in the URL, 

these microcracks are subhorizontal or have a shallow (40") southeast dip. Variation in 

the tensile strength relative to the preferred orientation of the microcracks is shown in 
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Figure 59. In this case, the data spread is much les ,  and the anisotropy is much greater - 

Le. the tensile strength paraiiel to the naturd microcrack set is - 65% of that measured 

perpendicdar to the microcracks. 
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Tensile Strength Testhg Results 
Fine Grained Granite (boreholes 421 -O32-RTl,2,3,4) 

1 - Max X Mean t 1 std. dev. i Mean x Mean - 1 std dev. -Min 1 
10.00 

Borehoîe and approxlmnte orkntatlon to the tolktlon (compoaitlonrl Iiyrrlng) 

Figure 56. Summary statistics for the Brazilian tests from the entin borehole array within the Fine Grained Granite. The array 
includes boreholes 421-032-RTI, 2,3,4. These were a m g e d  in a horizontal plane, and oriented to intersect the subvertical flow 
banding at angles of -60°, -45'. - 10°, and -00°, respectively. The data from each borehole includes loading orientations ranging 
from 0° to 90" to the foliation in each borehole. This was done to test for systematic variation within the horizontal plane, or put in 
another way - to examine the affect of borehole orientation when sampling for rock properties testing. The results indicate that there 
is significant direction -dependent anisotropy. 
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Figure 57. Brazilian test results for the Fine Grained Granite from boreholes 421-032-RT1,2,3, and 4, showing the variation in the 
estimated tensile strengths of each sample plotted against the comsponding sample density. If the damage zone mund the 
excavation affected the samples, it would be expected that such damage would lower both the rock density and the tensile strength, 
and that the specimens affected would be closest to the excavation. instead, there is no correlation between density and location (as 
given by the sample numbers). Tensile strength actually decreases with increasing sample density, which is the opposite of what 
would be expected if damage was present. 

Fine Gralned Granite (Borehole 421432=RT1,2,3,4) 
Variation in hnrile Strength with Denrity 
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Fine Gral- Gnnlte (üonhola 421432-RT1,2,3,4) 
Variation In Tenalb Stnngîh Relatlvr to Flow Bandlng 

Figure 58. Brazilian test results for the Fine Grained Granite from boreholcs 421-032-RT1,2,3, and 4. Variation in the estimated 
tensile strennths of each sam~le arrainst the inclination of the loadinn axis relative to the flow bandinp. The three insets show the 
orientation of the loading axis (arrows) relative to the flow banding as seen in a cross section of the core. The best-fit linear regression 
curve, the equation for the curve. and the R* correlation coefficient are included. In this example, the tensile strength is somewhat 
lower when loading is done parallel to the flow banding, but the trend is dispersed. 
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8.5. Medium Grained Granite, Borehole 417-071-RT 4,s. 

Brazilian test results for the Medium Grained Granite from boreholes 4 17-07 1 -RT 4, 5 

are surnmarized in Table 19. This surnmary includes, for each sample, the Ioading axis 

angles relative to structure, and two calculated tensile strengths for each sample. The 

first strength (min.) includes values in which audible cracking (fracture initiation) 

preceded failure, while the second strength (max) represents the value at failure. Three 

samples were affected by this phenornenon. These samples do not appear to be 

anornalous in shape (finishing), texture or in terms of their orientation and location. 

Summary statistics for the Brazilian tests from the entire borehole array within the 

Medium Grained Granite are shown in Figure 60. The a m y  of boreholes was arranged in 

a vertical plane, and oriented so as to intersect the very inconspicuous low-dipping 

layering at angles of -45", and -0"- The data from each borehole includes loading 

orientations ranging fiom 00" to 90" to the foliation in each borehole, and have been 

averaged together as if the rockrnass was massive- This was done to test for systematic 

variation within the horizontal plane, or put in another way - to examine the effect of 

borehole orientation when sampling for rock properties testing. Although this anay was 

less extensive than the arrays in the fine grained and coarse grained granites, the results 

confirm a similarly oriented direction -dependent anisotropy. 

To detemine if this trend is a function of varying degrees of sample damage, the tensile 

strength for each sample was plotted against its density (Figure 6 1 ). The tensile strength 

of the sample suite decreases with increasing density, which suggests that the direction 

anisotropy seen is not due to damage. There is no correlation between density and 
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location (as given by the sample numbers). Funher, tensile strength decreases with 

increasing sample density, which is the opposite of what would be expected if damage 

was present. This evidence suggests that the observed variations in tensile strength with 

orientation are not the result of sample damage. 

The Muence of the low-dipping fabrics (an inseparable combination of compositional 

layering, minera1 alignment and naRual microcracks) on tende strength is examined in 

Figure 62. Tensile strength parallel to the preferred orientation of these stnictures is up to 

70% of that measured perpendicular to these structures. 

Table 18. 
B razilian test resul ts 

Fine Grained Granite from boreholes 42 l-û3î-RT I , 2 , 3 , 4 .  

Borehole Sample Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tende 
to low-dipping Strength Strength 

compositional layering (Crack Initiation) (Fai lue) 
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Figure 08-08.cdi Tensile Strength Results Medium Grained Granite (Boreholes 417-071 -RT4,5) 

1 - ~ a x  B Mean - Min 1 

Figure 60. Sumrnary statistics for the Brazilian tests from the entire borehole array within the Medium Grained Granite. The array 
includes boreholes 417-071-RT4 and 5. These were arranged in a vertical plane, and oriented to intersect the subvertical flow banding 
at angles of 4 5 " ,  and -O0, respectively. The data from each borehole includes loading orientations ranging from 0' to 90' to the 
foliation in each borehole. This was done to test for systematic variation within the horizontal plane, or put in another way - to 
examine the affect of borehole orientation when sampling for rock propcrties testing. The results indicate that there is significant 
direction -dependent anisotropy. 
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Brazilian Test Results. 

Denrlty (gdmm3) 
Figure 61. Brazilian test results for the Medium Grained Granite from boreholes 417-07 1-RT4 and 5. Variation in the estimated 
tensile strengths of each sample against the corresponding sample density. There is no correlation between density and location (as 
given by the sample numbers). Tensile strength decreases with increasing sarnple density, which is the opposite of what would be 
expected if damage was present. 

Medium Grained Homogeneous Granite, Bonholes 417-071-RT4 & 5. 
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Medlum Gralned Homogeneous Granite 
Variation in Tensile Strength Relative to Composltlonal Layerlng 

Jt 
O." 

C 

Figure 62. Brazilian test nsults for the Medium Grained Granite from boreholes 417-07 1-RT4, and 5. Variation in the estimated 
tensile strengths of each sample against the inclination of the loading axis relative to the compositional layering. The three insets show 
the relative orientation of the loading axis (arrows) relative to the flow banding as seen in a cross section of the con. The best-fit 
linear regression curve, the equation for the curve, and the R~ comlation coefficient are included. 
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8.6. Coarse Grsined Granite, Borehole 418451-RT 2,3,4,5. 

Brazilian test results for the Coarse Grauied Granite from boreholes 417-07 1RT 2,3,4, 

5 are surnmarized in Table 20. This summary includes, for each sample, the loading axis 

angles relative to structure, and two calculated tensüe strengths for each sample. The first 

strength (min.) includes values in which audible cracking (Fracture initiation) preceded 

failure. Six samples were effected- These samples do not appear to be anomalous in 

shape (finishing), texture or in tems of their orientation and location. 

Sumrnary statistics for the Brazilian tests fiom the entire borehole array within the 

Medium Grained Granite are shown in Figure 63. The array of boreholes was arranged in 

a vertical plane, and oriented so as to intersect the low-dipping fabric elements, an 

inseparable mixture of compositional layering, mineral foliation, and naturai microcrack, 

at angles of -90°, -30°, - lSO, and -00°, respectively. The data from each borehole 

includes loading orientations ranging from O" to 90° to the foliation in each borehole, but 

have been averaged together here as if the roçkmass was massive. This was done to test 

for systematic variation at the rnetre-scale, or put in another way - to examine the affect 

of borehole orientation when sampling for rock properties testing. The results indicate 

that there is significant direction -dependent anisotropy. 

To determine if this trend is a function of varying degrees of sample damage, the tensile 

strength for each sample was plotted against its density (Figure 64). The tensile strength 

of the sarnple suite increases with increasing density, which is the opposite of what is 

seen in the other rock types. However, this does not appear to be attributable to damage, 
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but rather to the marked ciifferences in composition and degree of bandingl foliation that 

occur at the array scale. This conclusion is supporteci by the fact that there is no decline 

in sample density and strength with proximity to eithef the borehole coilar, or to areas of 

known stress concentration. 

The influence of the low-dipping compositional layering on tensile strength is presented 

in Figure 65. The tensile strength is lower when the loading axis is paraliel to the low- 

dipping fabric. The scatter in the data reflects the compositional heterogeneity noted 

earlier, and is indicated in this figure by the symbols used for each data point. Strength 

anisotropy in this rock type is marked. The tensile strength varies from a low of 

approximately 1 MPa in the plane of the layering, to approximately 2 Mea normal to this 

pIane. (4 and 10 MPa, respectively using Equation 1 from p. f 80). 

Audible crack initiation was heard more frequentiy in this rock type than in the others 

types combined. The samples affected do not have any obvious characteristic in 

cornmon. The phenomena occurred over the whole range of borehole orientations, 

Ioading angles. There does not appear to be any correlation with distance from the 

excavation, and any stless release phenomena that would be associated with proximity. 

Incipient discing is not a factor as any discing fractures would be unfavorably oriented 

for propagation under the diametrie line loading of Brazilian tests. 
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Table 19. 
Brazïiian Test Data 

Medium Grained Granite (Borehole 4 17-07 1 -RT4,5) 

Borehole Sample Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tensile 
to low-dipping Strength Swngth 

compositional layering (Crack Initiation) (Failure) 
W a )  (MW 

RTl. 2.3 - not suitable due to core discing - 
RT4 A 2.62 90" 1 -49 
RT4 B 2-60 90" 1-79 
RT4 C 2.60 70" 0.9 1 1.14 
RT4 D 2.63 45" 1.33 
RT4 A' 2.62 90" 1 .O3 1.22 
RTS A 2.63 90" 1.32 
RTS B 2.6 1 30" t .09 
RT5 C 2.62 O" 0-87 1 .O7 
RTS D 2.63 60" 0.87 

Table 20. 
Brazilian Test Data. 

Coarse Grained Granite (Borehole 4 18-05 l-RT2,3,4.5) 

Borehole Sarnple Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tensile 
to lowdipping Strength Smngth 

compositional layering (Crack Initiation) (Failwe) 
(MW ( m a )  

RTI - not suitabIe due to core discing - 
RT2 A 2.67 90" 1.70 

B 2.70 75" 1.75 
C 2.68 90" 2.07 
D 2-67 O" 1.49 
E 2.66 45" 1 -69 
F 2.68 O" 1.1 1 
G 2.63 10" 1-17 
H 2-67 O" 0.60 1.39 

RT3 B 2.70 45 " 1 -45 
C 2.69 75" 0.67 2.01 
D 2.67 90" 2.53 
E 2-70 85" 2.49 
F 2-7 1 O" 1.88 
A' 2-68 55" 1 -56 
G 2-65 60" 0.60 1.65 

RT4 A 2.6 1 50" 0.96 
B 2.59 45 O 1.21 
C 2.60 45" 1.04 
D 256 15" 1.33 
E 2.60 20" 1.53 
F 2.60 38" 0.62 0.88 
G 2-6 1 52O 0.54 1.42 

RTS A 2.62 O" 0.93 
B 2.54 25" 0.52 1.18 
C 2.65 45" 1.52 
D 2.64 85" 1.65 
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1 - Max x Mean + 1 std. dev. i Mean x Mean - 1 std. dev. - Min 1 

Borahole and approximate orkntation to the foliation (comporitional Iayetlng) 

Figure 63. Summary statistics for the Brazilian tests from the entire borehole array within the Coarse Grained Granite. The array 
includes boreholes 418-051-RT1,2,3,4. These were arranged in a vertical plane, and oriented so as to intersect the compositional 
layering at angles of -90°, -30°, -15", - O", and -10°, respectively as shown by the schematic illustrations - (the tunnel profile is 
represented by the ellipse, a xenolithic zone by the grey shading, the layenng by the light grey dashed lines, and the boreholes by the 
solid lines Note: the near-vertical borehole RTl was not useable due to discing). The data from each borehole includes loading 
orientations ranging from O" to 90' to the foliation in each borehole. This was done to test for systematic variation within the vertical 
plane, or put in another way - to examine the affect of borehole orientation when sampling for rock properties testing. The results 
indicate that there is significant direction dependent anisotropy in tensile strength. 
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Coarse Grained Heterogeneous Granite 
Variation In Tensile Strength (max, and min. estfmates) with Sample Density 
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Figure 64. Brazilian test results for the Coarse Grained Granite from boreholes 418-051-RT2,3,4, and 5. Variation in the estimated 
tensile strengths of each sarnple against the comsponding sample density. This suite differs from the fine and medium grained 
granites in that tensile strength increases with increasing density. This does not however, suggest sample damage, as there is no 
correlation between strength and the depth of the sample from the bonhole collars. Instead, this relationship appears to be due to a 
combination of factors, including the orientation of the borehole relative to the layering, and to differences in rock composition and 
degree of fabric development as indicated in the boxes above. 
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Coarse gralned Heterogeneous Granite 
Variation in Tensile Strength Relative to Cornposltional Layerlng 
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Figure 65. Brazilian test results for the Coarse Grained Granite from boreholes 417-071-RT2,3,4, and 5. Variation in the estimated 
tensile strengths of each sample against the inclination of the loading axis relative to the low-dipping compositional layering. The 
three insets show the relative orientation of the loading axis (anows) relative to the flow banding as seen in a cross section of the core. 
The best-fit linear regression curve, the equation for the curve, and the R' correlation coefficient are included. Tensile strength is 
lowest when splitting occurs dong the plane of the foliation. The scatter in the data reflects the compositional heterogeneity noted 
earlier, and is indicated in this figure by the following symbols (W- sample has obvious compositional banding and mineral foliation, 
A - sample has mineral alignment only, X - sample appears nearly massive or has a chaotic or folded foliation). 
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8.7. Summary and Conclusioas fmm the Brazilian Tests 

The Brazilian tests reveal that tensile strength varies with average grain size, and is also 

anisotropic, king dependent upon the orientation of loading relative to the fabrics in each 

granite. 

The tensile strength in the fine grained granite varies with the orientation of the sampling 

borehole, and on the orientation of loading relative to the fabric in each sample. 

Directional anisotropy in strength is most noticeable in the vertical plane. In this case, 

the tensile sirength measured in the plane of natural microcracks is approxïmately 65% of 

that measured normal to the microcracks. In the horizontal plane, the tensile strength is 

lowest when loading is paralle1 to the flow banding, and greatest when normal to this 

s tmcture. 

The medium grained granite shows directional anisotropy in tensile strength, which may 

be correlated with the rock mass fabric. Tende strength parallel to the preferred 

orientation of the low-dipping layering and natural microcracks is - 70% of that 

measured perpendicular to these structures. 

The coarse grained granite is the most heterogeneous of the rock types tested. A low- 

dipping fabric dominates its structure at the tunnel and the hand specimen scales. This 

fabric includes a largely concordant assemblage of compositional and textucal layenng, 

an alignrnent of biotite and feldspar laths, and a preferred orientation of natural 

microcracks in quartz. This fabric induces a marked directional anisotropy, with the 
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Brazilian tensile strength parallel to the layering king - 40% of that nieasured normal to 

this plane. 

The correction for calculation of the Brazilian test recommended by Chen (1993) reduces 

the calculated strengths by approximately 50%, but does not affect the presence of 

directional anisotropy in tensile strength, or their correlations with rock fabric. 



Chapter 9 

UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS 

9.1. Introduction 

This chapter sumrnarïzes the uniaxial compression testing conducted to defme strength 

anisotropy related to the textural and structurai variations in the Lac Du Bonnet BathoLith. 

The purpose of this test is to measure the ultimate compressive strength of a cylindncal 

rock sample loaded axially. The axial deformation of the specimen is also measured to 

obtain idormation on the deformation and failure characteristics of the rock substance to 

its ultimate strength. 

9.2. Rock Type and Specimen Pieparation 

As noted earlier, three distinct texturai varieties of the Lac Du Bonnet granite, differing in 

type and orientation of foliation were identified and selected for testing. Eleven samples 

were obtained from the boreholes listed in Chapter 1. AU samples are segments of HQ- 

sized core (46 mm diameter), the choice of specimen diameter king largely dictated by 

budget constraints. Specimens were prepared in accordance with the procedure described 

in the Pit Slope Manual Supplement 3-5 (Gyenge and Ladanyi, 1977; and Gyenge, 1980) 

and the method suggested by the International Society for Rock Mechanics (Brown, 

1981). The end surfaces of each of the specimeas were ground flat to 0.015 mm to 

ensure that they were parallel to each other and perpendicular to the axis of the specïmen. 
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9.3. Test and Apparatus A d  Procedure 

For each sample, axial and lateral strains induced during compression were provided by 

the attached suain gauges. AU samples were loaded, parallel to their long anis, in the 

testing apparatus at the Canadian Mine Technology Laboratory, Mïning Research 

Laboratories, CANMET, Energy, Mines and Resources Canada in Ottawa. For a detailed 

description of the testing apparatus and its operation, the reader is referred to Gorski 

(1987). The data records for each specimen were saved as ASCII text files, and included 

the time (sec), load (MPa), and corresponding axial and lateral strains. Loading was 

continuous rather than cycled. As the peak strength of the specimen was approached, 

loading was closely monitored to prevent rapid failure. 

9.4. Presentation Of Results 

The data obtained in this expriment were compiled as follows: 

1. Stress-straùi data tables for each sample, which list the axial, lateral and volumetnc 

strains recorded for each strain gauge by the data acquisition system, under 

accumulating load. Volumetric strain was computed by using the following equation: 

&" =&'# +SE, 

where eV = volumetric strain, & = axial strain, and E, = circumferential strain. 

2. Stress-strain diagrams for each sample, showing the axial, lateral and volumetric 

strains under accumulating loads. 

3. Summary tables isting the tensile strength (fiom the Brazilian tests), and the values 

for crack closure, the onset of dilatancy (yield stress), and the peak load failure 
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obtained by inspection of the stress-strain c w e s ,  as described in the following 

section. 

4. Summary charts depictiag the tensile strength (from the Brazilian tests), and the 

values for crack closure, the onset of dilatancy (yield stress), and the peak load fdure 

obtained by inspection of the stress-strain curves, as described in the following 

section. 

The data readings (1) and stress-strain diagrams (2) are provided in Appendix C, while 

the summary tables (3) and summary charts (4) are presented in this Chapter. 

9.5. Interpretation of Stress-strain Curves 

Figure 66 illustrates the general stress-strain characteristics for the Lac du Bonnet granite 

under uniaxiai compression. When an applied load exceeds the rock strength. bonds 

break and separate and a fracture (or microcrack) is formed with an attendant release of 

energy. For brittle rocks, under tensile conditions, the initiation of cracking coincides 

with failure. However, under compressive loading, crack initiation occurs well before 

failure. Bieniawski (1967a,b) identified five stages of crack development on bnttle rock 

(also Goodman, 1989). 

1. Crack closure: Grain boundaries act as, or may contain, microcracks. Microcracks 

can also exist within grains especially if stress-relief or previous loading bas 

occurred. This first stage of loading involves the closure of microcracks which are 

not parallel to the applied stress. This increases the modulus of elasticity of the rock 

and produces a non-linear stress-strain curve. This region is more prominent for tests 

perfonned at low confining pressures than those performed at high confining 
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pressures, typical for rock samples obtained fiom the 420 Level of the URL, due to 

the presence of stress-induced microcracks in those samples. 

Linear elastic defonnation: This stage follows crack closure, and is noted by a linear 

"'straight line segment of both the axial and lateral strain Cumes, the sample 

approximating linear elastic behavior. 

Crack initiation: During the active loading of each specimen, " ... a change fiom a 

deformation that is elastic and therefore recoverable to one that involves permanent 

deformation occurs at a point where the initially linear stress versus lateral strain, or 

stress versus volumetric strain curve deflects fiom its initial, linear trend ...... From 

this point on, the rate of lateral strain increases above what can be attributed to purely 

elastic deformation. The point of deflection is the "crack initiation point". More 

than one crack initiation point can occur in a given specimen, due to the contribution 

of different mineral phases, or to grain or sub-grain scale heterogenei ties..." (Lajtai, 

1982). 

Stable crack pro~a~ation:  Existing cracks extend and new cracks can nucleate. As the 

cracks develop parallel to the major principal stress, the strain gauges oriented dong 

the specimen axis (axial) stiU produce a linear response white those oriented laterally 

produce a non-linear response. The volumetric strains also become non-linear at this 

time. The point of crack initiation varies with rock type ad structure, but a range of 

40-50% of the peak strength is cornmon for brittle rock. 

Unstable crack mowth: Also referred to as the onset of dilatancy, this point in the 

loading curve, occurs at approximately 80% of the peak strength. It is marked by a 

relativeiy sudden change in the pattern of propagating cracks, by reversal of the sign 
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of volumetnc strain, with a rapid increase in volume. There is permanent lateral 

(c ircum ferential) and volwnetric strain on loading. 

6 .  Failure: In this region, crack formation, crack growth and sliding on existing crack 

interfaces results in a decrease of the siope of each of the strain curves. Failure of the 

specimen is the peak stress achieved which is easily noted by a decrease in au-al 

strain on the stress-strain curve. The final pst-peak stage is denoted by decreasing 

stress (Le. not load-bearing). 

Figure 66. Idealized stress-strain diagram for a brittle rock with the stages of brittle 

deformation as represented by the axial, volumetric and lateral stress-strain curves. 
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9.6. Summary of Observations 

The results of the uniaxial compression tests are presented in the surnmary c h a r  which 

show: 1) the influence of grain size, and 2) the influence of loading angle relative to the 

dominant fabric element. Crack closure, the onset of stable crack growth (also referred 

to as the onset of dilatancy), and the peak load at failure al1 Vary in a systematic manner 

with the average grain size of the rock, and with rock mass fabric. 

9.6.1. Influence of Grah Size 

The relative minimum rock strength data are listed in Table 21, and are shown in 

Figures 67,68 and 69 for each of the fine, medium and coarse grained granites. The 

stresses corresponding with crack closure, the onset of dilatancy and the peak load failure 

were determineci from the stress / strain cwves in Appendix C. The data for the very 

coarse granite is fiom Everitt (1995). 

Strength decreases as the grain size and heterogeneity of the granite increases 

(Figure 67). This trend is shown best by the minimum estimates for each of the various 

measures of strength. This trend is obscured by the specimen-scale heterogeneity in the 

coarser granites, where the mean and maximum strengths are more variable (Figures 68 

and 69). In other words, dependhg on the location and orientation of the borehole, the 

coarsest granite can be either weaker than, or stronger than, the medium grained granite. 

9.6.2. Influence of Rock Fabric 

Anisotropy of the various measures of compressive strength as a function of rock fabnc is 

presented in Table 22 and in Figures 70,7 1 and 72. The "measures" referred to here 

include: the peak load at failure, the onset of dilatancy, die crack initiation point, the 
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crack closure stress, and the average tensile stnngth. The average tensile strength was 

obtained from the Brazilian tests. The values for crack closure, crack initiation, the onset 

of dilatancy and the peak load failure were determined from inspection of the individual 

stress / strain c w e s  in Appendix C. There is insufficient data to review the influence of 

fabric in the medium grained granite on compressive strength. 

Anisotropy of compressive strength related to rock fabric, is most strikingly displayed by 

the fine grained granite (Figure 70). In this rock, each of the various measures of rock 

strength decrease together in a systematic manner as the orientation of the sarnphg 

borehole, (and therefore the axis of the test specimen) rotates towards parallelism with 

the strike of the rock unit contact. The weakest direction correlates with the strike of the 

dykes and of rare subvertical fractures found at this level. 

Directional anisotropy is also evident in the coarse grained granite, although its 

relationship to the rock fabric requires more explanation. The variation, with orientation, 

of the compressive (and tensile) strengths for the coarse grained granite is shown in 

Figure 'il. Inspection of this figure indicates that samples are weakest in compression 

when the centimetre- to decimetre -scale layering intersects the sample axis at an angle 

between 20" and 40". The rock is stronger (at the specimen scale) when the sample is 

within the plane of layering, or sharply inclined to it. This interpretation is consistent 

with field observations and with the Point Load and Brazilian tests, in that the contacts 

between layers provide more clearly defined and continuous weakness planes, than those 

stmctures that wouid promote axial splitting of the specimens (Le. grain alignment or 
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natural microcracks) at the test-specimen scale. Similar results were obtained fkom the 

tests for the medium-grained granite (Figure 72). 

For this coarsely layered medium grained granite, the various measures of sangth were 

lowest when the layering, and the subparaliel natural microcracks, were inclined 30 

degrees to the loading axis. 

9.6.3. Summary and Conclusions frwi Uniaxial Compression Tests 

The uniaxial compression tests conducted in this study reveal that the compressive 

strength varies with average grain size, and with the direction of loading relative to the 

dominant fabric present in each sample. Directional anisotropy, relaied to different types 

of fabric elements, exists to a significant degree in each of the three rock types. The 

minimum estimates for peak load strength for the fine, medium, coarse, and very coarse 

grained granites are 168, 155, 125, and 120 MPa, respectively. 
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Table 21 
Summary tables o f  peak load failure and other strength measures (in MPa) 

as detetmined by manual inspection of the stress-strain curves. 
(tensile strength data from Braziiian tests). 

Minimums 
Very coarse manite Coarse d t e  Medium manite - Fine eranite 

Peak load failure 120 125 155 168 

Onset of dilatancy 80 92 96 100 

Microcrack closure 20 16 22 40 

Tensile strength 3.5 3 -7 3 -5 4.6 

I Very coarse manite Coarse minite Medium manite Fine granite 

Peak load failure 158 161 193 

Onset of dilatancy I l 0  100 128 

Microcrack closure 18 23 40 

Tensile strength 6.8 5 6.3 

Maximums 
Verv coarse granite Coarse manite Medium manite Fine granite 

1 Peak load failure 183 L66 210 

Onset of dilatancy 128 1 0 4  150 

Microcrack closure 20 24 40 

1 Tensile strength 10.1 7.1 9.1 
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Table 22 
Uniaxial Compression Testing Surnmary by Rock Type and Borehole (in MPa) 

(tensile strength data from Brazilian tests) 

Fine grained granite 
Minimums 42 1 -032-RT 1 42 1 -032-RT2 42 1 432-RT3 42 1 432-RT4 

75* 5O* 3Sr 10" 
Peak load failure 210 196 168 120 

Onset of dilatancy 150 136 108 88 
Crack initiation 130 120 82 60 

Microcrack closure 40 40 40 28 
Average tende strength 9.1 8.7 8 7.9 

Medium grained granite 
Minimums 403-0 14-MB2 4 1 7-07 1 -RT4 4 17-07 1 -RT5 

53 * O* 30* 
Peak load failure 166 163 155 

Onset of Dilatancy 92 104 95 
Crack initiation 75 90 60 

Microcrack closure 23 32 24 
Average Tende strength 5 5 5 

Coarse grained granite 
Minimums 4 18-05 1-RT2 4 18-05 1 -RT3 41 8-05 1 -RT4 4 18-05 1 -RT5 

40* 20* O* IS* 
Peak load fai.lure 140 125 183 183 

Onset of Dilatancy 92 96 128 126 
Crack initiation 72 84 96 100  

Microcrack closure 16 16 20 20 
Tensile streneth 4 4 4 4 

Note: The angle between the borehole and the dominant rock structure is indicated in italics 
below each borehole name. 
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Figure 67. X-Y-Z cornparison chart of the minimum uniaxial compression and 

(Brazilian) tensile strengths of the 3 rock types. The stresses corresponding with crack 

closure, the onset of dilatancy and the peak load failure were determined fiom the stress / 

strain curves in Appendix C. The data for the very coarse granite is from Everitt (1995). 

The figure clearly indicates that the various measures of strength decrease as the grain 

size and heterogeneity of the granite increase. Compare with Figures 68 and 69 showing 

the mean and maximum Uniaxial Compression and (Brazilian) Tensile Strengths, 

respectively. 
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Figure 68. X-Y-Z cornpanson chart of the mean uniaxial compression and (BraWlian) 

tensile strengths of the 3 rock types. The stresses corresponding with crack closure, the 

onset of dilatancy and the peak load failure were determined from the stress I strain 

curves in Appendix C. The data for the very coarse granite is fiom Eventt (1995). The 

figure clearly indicates that the various measures of strength decrease as the grain size 

and heterogeneity of the granite increase. Compare with Figures 67 and 69 showing the 

minimum and maximum Uniaxial Compression and (Brazilian) T e n d e  Strengths, 

respective1 y. 
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Figure 69. X-Y-Z cornparison chart of the maximum uniaxial compression and 

(Brazilian) tensile strengths of the 3 rock types. The stresses corresponding with crack 

closure, the onset of dilatancy and the peak load failure were determined from the stress / 

strain curves in Appendix C. The data for the very coarse granite is from Everitt (1995). 

As was shown in Figure 67 (minimum values), the various measures of strength decrease 

as the grain size and heterogeneity of the granite increase. This trend is obscured by the 

specimen-scale heterogeneity in the coarser granites, where the mean and maximum 

strengths are more variable (Figure 68 and 69). In other words, depending on the 

location and orientation of the borehole, the coarsest granite can be either weaker than, or 

stronger than, the medium grained granite. 
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MPa 

Figure 70. AMsotropy of compressive strength related to rock fabnc, is most strikingly 

displayed by the fine grained granite. This figure compares the variation in the various 

strength estimates with orientation. Orientation refers to the angle between the strike of 

the dyke and the sampling boreholes, which ranges fiom 10°, 35", 50°, and 75" in 

boreholes -RT4, - RT3, - RT2 and - RT1, respectively. The values for the peak load 

failure, onset of dilatancy, crack initiation, and microcrack closure are denved from the 

uniaxial compression data (stress /suain cuves) in Appendix C. The tensile strength is 

fiom the Brazilian tests. In this rock, each of the various measures of rock strength 

decrease together in a systematic manner as the orientation of the sampling borehole 

rotates towards parallelism with the svike of the rock unit contact. The weakest 

direction correlates with the strike of the dykes and of rare subvertical fractures found at 

this level. 
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strength 

Figure 7 1. Influence of low-dipping fabnc on rock strength for the coarse grained 

granite. This figure compares the variation in the various strength estimates with 

orientation. The values for the peak load failure, onset of dilatancy, crack initiation, and 

rnicrocrack closure are denved from the uniaxial compression data (stress /strain curves) 

in Appendix C. The tensile strength is fiom the Brazilian tests. 

The data presented in this figure clearly indicate that directional anisotropy is also 

evident in the coarse grained granite. In the coarse grained granite, samples are weakest 

in compression when the centimetre- to decimetre -sale layenng intersects the sample 

axis at an angle between 20' and 40". The rock is stronger (at the specimen scale) when 

the sample is within the plane of layering, or sharply inclined to it. 
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Figure 72. Influence of low-dipping fabric on rock strength in the medium grained 

granite. X-Y-Z cornparison chart of the variation, with orientation, of the estimated 

average strengths for the medium grained granite. The values for the peak load failure, 

onset of dilatancy, crack initiation, and microcrack closure are derived fiom the uniaxial 

compression data (stress /strain curves) in Appendix C. The tensile strength is from the 

Brazilian tests. Samples are weakest in compression when the centimetre- to decimetre - 
scale layering intersects the sample axis at 30°. The rock is stronger (at the specimen 

scale) when the sample is within the plane of layering, or sharply inclined to it. 



Chapter 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate and document the contribution of rock 

fabnc on excavation damage development. The hypothesis, based on observation of 

failure in a variety of rocks at the URL, was that failure occurred at strengths Iower than 

expected, because of fabric-induced strength anisotropy. The hypothesis was tested by 

undertaking a combinai laboratory and field investigation. Although the different 

excavation response of texturally distinct granite varieties at the URL has been noted, 

previous investigations assumed that granite (at the URL site and elsewhere) could be 

treated as a continuous intact (unfraçtured) mass that is homogenous and isotropie in 

strength. 

The conclusion from this investigation is that the Lac du Bonnet Batholith is not, in fact 

hornogeneous, but contains structurai elements and distinct textural varieties which differ 

significantly in their response to rock properties testing and to excavation. 



Data collected in this study demonstrates unequivocaIiy, and for the f h t  time, the highly 

heterogeneous intemal structure characteristic of allegedly homogenous batholiths, and 

the influence of this heterogeneity on rock mass response. Evidence for anïsotropic 

behaviour of the rockmass is demonstrateci to: 

1. have occurred on the geological time-scde, and its influence is still present in recent 

excavations, and 

2. at a wide range of scales, fiom the localization of fault zones dong  low-dipping 

Iayering at the kilometre-scale, to the localization of failure around tunnels by 

separation dong  this and other weakness directions. 

10.1. Outline of Lnvestigation 

The hypothesis was tested through a detailed and combined program of mapping and 

rock properties testing. The geological setting and the general geology of the study site 

were described, with emphasis on the factors affecting the development of the ancient 

(natural) fractures. This description includes a synopsis of the site-scale patterns of 

natural rnicrofractures, an extensive effort conducted as part of this investigation. To 

investigate the role of rock fabric on rock strength and darnage development, three case 

studies were selected in the intact rock at the 420 Level of the Underground Research 

Laboratory (URL). The case studies included fine, medium and coarse grained varieties 

of the LDBB granite. Foliations of various types and orientations are present at each 

sample site, and borehole arrays were designed at each of the three locations to provide a 

wide range of intersection angles for rock properties testing. 



CHAPTER IO- SUMMARY 

The rock properties testing conducted was intended to define the influence of foliation 

and preferred microcrack orientations in creating strength anisotropies, which in turn 

influence excavation damage development. Techniques sensitive to planar anisotropy in 

rock were identified from the literature. It is recognized that fabnc is just one of the 

factors contributiog to lowering strength from what is seen under lab conditions. This 

report swnmarizes: 

1) what was learned Erom the URL that is useful in fùture site charactenzation, 

2) how geological features in granite influence excavation damage ( h i c  between 

geology and engineering), and 

3) the role of rock fabric on rock mass response (including rock properties testing and 

in-situ stress measurement). 

A relative ranking of rock strength correlathg with average grain size is presented. The 

results are compared with field observations of excavation darnage development. 

Directional anisotropy in rock strength is compared to the orientation of known fabnc 

elements such as natural microcracks directions and some foliations- The results are 

consistent with tunnel mapping observations regarding preferential development of 

excavation damage in some rock types and in certain directions. 



10.2. Identification of Anisotropy in the "Homogeneous" Lac du Boanet Batholith 

This investigation has revealed two basic enors in the literature regarding the structure of 

the LDBB and its infïuence on excavation response: 

1. The Lac du Bonnet Batholith is a type example of a homogeneous granite pluton in 

the Canadian Shield (e-g. Beakhouse, 199 1; Card and Poulsen, 1998). 

2. With regard to excavation damage developrnent, the LDBB has been used as tcxtbook 

example of a homogeneous and isotropie granite (e.g. Hoek E., Kaiser P.K. and 

Bawden W.F., 1995. Support of Underground Excavations in Hard Rock). 

Neither of these assumption is correct. At the URL, texnual and compositional 

heterogeneities control: 1) the location of large-scale fault zones, 2) the extent, 

distribution and infilling charactenstics of lesser-scale fractures between the fault zones, 

and 3) the extent and density of excavation-induced fractures. It has also been 

demonstrated by the testing program conducted here, that crack initiation and 

propagation are influenced by rock fabric and grain structure. Finally, breakout 

development and other types of excavation damage for example Vary in response to 

textural and structural variations in the granite present at the tunnel- and site-scales. 

10.3. Natural Microcracks 

The site charactenzation included a compilation and synopsis of the studies of natural 

(Le. ancient) microfiactu~g in quartz at the URL. This study was undertaken in three 

stages: 1) an initial reconnaissance swvey, 2) a more detailed reconnaissance survey, and 

3) a study of samples from the 420 Level only to correlate with the samples taken for 

geomechanical testing. 
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The results of this study indicate that the orientations and domains of ancient (natural) 

microcracking are consistent with the patterns and domains defineci for the macro-scale 

fractures at this site. Microfractures are more abundant, more strongly oriented with 

more sets above the basal thnist fault (Fracture Zone S), than in the sparsely fractured 

rock below the fault. Natural microftactures in the sparsely fractured rock below FZ2 are 

low àipping. In the moderately fiactured rock above the fault, the microfracture pattern 

comprises a low dipping set and two subvertical sets. The low-dipping set in the sample 

from the 240 Level parailels the average orientation for Fracture Zone 2, as well as the 

compositional layering, which this fault follows. The low dipping set in the sample from 

the 130 Level parallels the orientation for Fracture Zone 3 (based on an average taken 

over a 500 m2 area). but not the local compositional layering, which deviates here from 

the regiond nom. This is consistent with other URL and surface work, which showed 

that the low-dipping fracture zones are fabric-controlled where the layering is near the 

theoretical failure plane, but not where the layering varies substantially in orientation. 

Average microfracture lengths are dependent on depth fiom surface and grain size. The 

mean crack length decreases with depth from surface. In the moderately fractured rock 

above Fracture Zone 2, microfkactures equal or exceed the grain size, while in the 

sparsely fractured rock at and below the 240 Level, the microfractures are usually Iess 

than the grain size. 

The rock properties testing results indicate that the various foliations, compositional 

layering and natural microfractures influence rock properties, in particular inducing 

anisotropy to tensile and compressive strength. 



10.4. Influence of Grain Size on Rock Strength 

Strength, (whether expressed as tensile strength, crack closure strength, crack initiation 

stress etc.) decreases as the average grain size and heterogeneity of the granite increase- 

This trend is shown k s t  by the minimum estimates for each type of strength. The mean 

and maximum strengths are much more variable, king affecteci by the relative size and 

orientation of specimen-scaie heterogeneities. These influences are most pronounced in 

the coarser granites. 

10.5. influence of Rock Fabric on Compressive Strength 

The testing program has also demonstrated that there is a directional anisotropy to the 

compressive and tensile strengths in each of the three phases of the LDBB granite, and 

that this anisotropy is controlled by the different fabrics present in each case. 

Directional anisotropy of strength and the influence of subvertical fabric on the 

compressive strength was noted in the fine grained granite. The compressive strength of 

the fine grained granite is dependent upon the orientation of the sarnpling borehole 

relative to the strike of the dyke. Its strength parallel to the dyke contact is 40% less than 

that measured (near-) normal to this direction. 

Directional anisotropy is also evident in the medium and coarse grained granites, 

although its relationship to the rock fabnc is more complex. Samples are weakest in 

compression when the centimetre- to decimetre- scale layering intersects the sample axis 

at an angle between 20" and 40". The rock is stronger (at the specimen scale) when the 

sample is within the plane of layering, or sharply inclined to it. This interpretation is 

consistent with field observations and with the Point Load and Brazilian tests, in that the 
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contacts between layers provide more clearly defined and continuous weakness planes, 

than those structures that would promote axial splitting of the specimens (Le. grain 

alignmen t or natural microcracks)- 

10.6. Influence of Grain Sue on Tensile Strength 

The Point Load test provides a relative index of the strength of the various rock types (the 

Point Load Index, Goodman, 1989), although this was a secondary objective of this 

experiment. The "point load strength index" is defined as follows: 

Poini Load strength index. L = p/d 

where P = the load to break the specimen. 

and D = the distance between the platen conracts. 

The test results are consistent with the uniaxiaI compression testing, in that relative 

strength decreases with increasing grain size. However, the principal objective of the 

Point Load Test was to identiQ weakness planes and their relative strengths. The result 

of this application is sumrnarized in the following section. 

10.7. Fabric-induced Anisotropy of Tensile Strength 

In the Point Load test configuration, the fracture is free to form in any orientation parallel 

to the load. If however, the rock is anisotropic, there is a tendency for failure to follow 

one or more preferred orientations which generally correspond with some fabric element 

such as natural microfractures, minera1 alignment, etc. In the case of the URL granite, 

there is a very clear tendency for the tensile failure to be localized by the foliations 

present in each sarnple. Which foliation is responsible varies with the sample. k i n g  

dependent upon the orientation of the sampling borehole relative to the local fabric or  

fabrics. 



In shallow dipping boreholes (C 4S0), axial point loading of  the core produces fractures 

following the strongest fabric (referred to for convenience as the large scale layering, but 

which is in fact a mixture of rnetre- to millimetre-scale compositionai layering, minerai 

alignment, schlieren (in some cases showing evidence of slip) and natural microfractures 

in quartz. In steeply dipping boreholes, the layenng is no longer favourably onented with 

respect to axial loading, and the plane of failure then "jumps" to other, steeper dipping 

foliations. The presence of 'preferred failure planes" is marked by simcant 

directional variations in the average tensile strength (as defined by the Brazilian tests). 

In the coarse grained granite for exarnple, the tensile strength can be 6û% and 80% of the 

strength obtained when the sample is forced to break oblique to the primary and 

secondary foliations, respectively. 

10.8. Influence of Natural Microcracks on Tensile Strength 

In the case of the fine grained granite there are two distinct fabric elements to consider - a 

subvertical flow banding, and a low-dipping microcrack set. While the microcrack set is 

also present in the medium and coarse granite, it and its effects are easily masked by the 

subparallel foliation. In the fine grained granite, the two structures are nearly 

perpendicular to each other, and their affect on rock strength can be examined separately. 

The Brazilian tests indicate the tensile strength within the horizontal plane is somewhat 

lower when the loading axis is parallel to the flow banding, but the tendency for this is 

weak, and the scatter in the data is considerable. For testing done for the vertical plane, 

the data spread is much less, and the anisovopy is greater - with the tensile strength 

parallel to the natural microcrack set k i n g  approximately 65% of that normal to this 



direction. In this rock unit, it appears that the naniral microcracks in quartz have a 

greater influence on the tensiie strength than the centimetre-scale compositional layering. 

10.9. Summary of Variations by Rock Type 

The coarse grained granite is the most heterogeneous of the types tested. A low-dipping 

fabnc dominates its structure at the tunnel and the hand specimen scales. This fabric 

includes a largely concordant assemblage of compositional and textural layering, an 

alignment of biotite and feldspar laths, and a preferred orientation of natural microcracks 

in quartz. Point Load and Brazilian tests indicate that this fabnc imparts a mechanical 

anisotropy, with the tensile strength in the plane of the fabric k i n g  about 40% of that 

determined for the normal to this plane. This anisotropy is obvious underground, where 

it facilitates scahg ,  and the development of excavation-induced fractures where these are 

developed in an orientation comparable to the predorninant foliation. There is also a 

very clear tendency for the tensile failure to be localized by other foliations. Which 

foliation is responsible is dependent upon the orientation of the sampiing borehole. 

In shallow dipping boreholes (< 4S0), axial point loading of the core produces fractures 

following the strongest fabric (the large scale layering as defined above). in steeply 

dipping boreholes, the layering is not favourably oriented with respect to axial loading, 

and the plane of failure then 'Sumps" to other, more steeply dipping foliations. The 

transition from one foliation plane to another is reflected by fluctuations in the tensile 

strength as noted in the preceding section. 



CHAPTER IO. SUMUARY 

The properties of the fine grained granite are influenced by two distinct fabric dements - 

a subvertical flow banding, and a low-dipping microcrack set. While the microcrack set 

is also present in the medium and coarse granite, it and its effects are easily masked by 

the subparallel foliation. In the fine grained granite, the two structures are nearly 

perpendicular to each other, and theu influence on rock mass response can be examineci 

separately. Brazilian tests indicate that the tensile strength is somewhat lower when the 

loading axis is pardel to the subvertical flow banding, but the tendency for this is weak, 

and the scatter in the data is considerable. A stronger correlation is shown by the 

influence of the low-dipping natural microcrack set, with the tensile strength paraIlel to 

the natural microcrack set being approximately 65% of that normal to this direction. In 

this rock type, it appears that natural niicrocracks in quartz have a greater infiuence on 

the tensile s trength than centimetre -scale compositional layering. 

The Point Load testing indicated that failure was controlled by heterogeneities in the 

rock, such as foliations or the preferred orientation of natural microcracks, wbiçh are 

close to or parallel to the plane of failure under t&is loading geometry. This tendency 

was present to some degree in al1 three of the rock types tested, but varies systematically 

with the degree of heterogeneity. The coarse graineci granite has the most repeated 

tendency to split dong dominant (low-dipping) fabnc elements, with the lowest average 

tensile suength and Point Laad strength index. The medium grained granite has a lesser 

tendency to split dong dominant (and other) fabric elements, but with a comparable 

average tensiie strength and Point Load strength index. The fine grained granite has the 

least repeated tendency to split dong any fabric, which in this case altemated between the 



steeply-dipping flow banding and the plane correlating with the preferred orientation of 

natural microfractures, and with the highest average tensile strength and Point Load 

strength index. 

This systematic variation reflects the relative strength of the low-dipping fabnc, which 

comprises a mixture of CO-planar compositional layering, mineral alignment, and natural 

rnicrocracks. AU of these elements are present and well developed in the coarse granite, 

the weakest and most mechanically anisotropic of the group. Where this fabric is less 

well developed or absent, as in the medium and fine graineci granites. this is reflected by 

an increase in rock strength and isotropy at the specimen -sale. 

At the tunnel-scde, these differences in mechanical properties result in a differences in 

excavation damage including: whether breakouts develop or not, and the rate at which 

they develop, varying from hours in the case of the coarse grained granite, to days or 

weeks in fine and more homogeneous granites. 

10.10. Application of Results 

The geologicd investigations described in this thesis have the following significance with 

respect to the selection of a site for a disposal facility. 

1. It must be recognized that even "simple" batholiths such as the Lac du Bonnet 

Batholith have complex internai structure. This structure is a product of the mode of 

intrusion, cooling history, and later deformation. 

2. The rock fabnc produced by these events exerts a significant control on the location, 

extent and orientation of natural (Le. ancient) fractures. This association therefore 



provides a guide to predicting fracture occurrence in the rock mass. It also provides 

an indication of the potential rock mass response to excavation. 

3. Subtle variations in granite fabric can lead to significant differences in the rock mass 

response to excavation. Foliations and preferred orientations of natural microcracks 

may reduce strength, and act as weakness planes, in one or more directions. This 

anisotropy will infiuence the development and propagation of excavation induced 

fractures and breakouts. 

4. The results presented in this thesis highlight the nsk of arbitrarily correlating 

excavation stability with Iithology, or in assuming that there is a typical behaviour 

from any given rock type. The Lac du Bonnet Batholith granite is not isotropic, and 

excavation response was shown to Vary with the orientation and shape of the 

excavation relative to the rock stnictu&. Granite types that resisted damage 

development, including breakout, in the vertical shaft, were more susceptible to 

damage in the horizontal tunnels. It is to be expected that simiiar results will occur in 

other granites. 

Based on these findings, the following recommendations are made with regard to the site 

characterization program required to design, construct and monitor a disposal facility: 

1) The geoIogy program for site characterization in granites must include a single 

program of mapping, core logging and the compilation of the results through the 

cons tmction of geological models. 

2) This effort must be done in a comprehensive and consistent manner rather than as a 

senes of separate follow-on investigations funded by individual experiments. The 



latter may produce spurious results or overlook significant geological influences, and 

in the process, be more expensive over the dwattion of the facility. 

The geology program should define the lithology and fabric of the rockmass as well 

as the natural fractures and types of excavation damage. 

The effort on lithology should focus on identifying the litho-structural domaias that 

correlate with the intrusion history of the pluton, and whïch influence the ancient and 

recent rock mass response (i.e. the natural and induced fractures, respectively). These 

litho-structural dornains Vary in texture and composition (as in a dyke which changes 

from fine to coarse grained as its dimensions increase). Characteristic rock units 

should then be identified, and subjected to standard petrography, as well as the 

analysis of fabric and natural microcracks. 

This effort should only then be followed by the selection of a suite of representative 

rock types for rock properties testing. As this study has shown, colour is not an 

appropriate criterion on which to base a program of geotechnical investigation and 

facility design. 

There should be a proper core logging program, not just of the current borehole, but 

of the entire array of boreholes in view of the decarnetre-scale layering and 

directional sampling biases identified in this study. Each borehole should be logged 

according to a standard procedure, which should include a complete analysis of the 

rock structure. 

An alternative approach to defining the in-situ properties of highly stressed rock at 

depth, would be to identiQ the granite varieties present at the intended test location 

and depth, and then to obtain samples of these same varieties where they are exposed 



at or nea. the surface. In adopting this approach, it would be necessary to determine 

if the granites at surface and at depth differ substantially in the characteristics of their 

natural microcrac ks. 

Efforts to detemine the in-situ stresses by overcoring or hydrofracing, and to 

interpret the results of ground penetrating seismic and radar surveys must incorporate 

the structural and mechanical anisotropy of the granites. 

Overcore results are dependent upon orientation of a borehole relative to foliations 

and natural microcrack sets. in the sample itself, strain ceils can be adversely 

affected by their positioning with respect to textwai heterogeneities such as coarsely 

crystalline feldspars. As such, instrumentation placement should be based on a 

thorough logging, not just of a single borehole, but of the entire array of boreholes 

which have been designed to provide a range of samples with which to test for 

directional anisotrop y. 

Determination of in-situ stress by the hydrofracturing method assumes that the 

rockmass is isotropie, that the tende fracture created by the test is normal to the least 

principal stress direction, and that this fracture is not deflected by fabric anisotropy. 

However, careîùl excavation at the URL through fractures formed by hydrofracture 

tests revealed that hydrofracture orientations were nearly always following either the 

low-dipping compositionai layering or the steeply dipping pegrnatite dykes (an 

incipient fracture direction in much of the URL). As such the results from these and 

similar hydrofracture tests at this site are suspect. Local-scale structures must be 

considered in the sitine of hvdrofrac tests and in their intemretation. 



Ground penetrating radar and portable seismic swveys have been used in attempts to 

quanti@ excavation damage about a tunnel. Hayles et al. (1991) found that the 

pattern of anomalies could not be interpreted without some knowledge of the 

variations in rock composition and rock fabnc. It is recommended that applications 

of ground penetrating radar and portable seismic be done in an area of a tunnel 

sekcted for optimum geology, and that the structure and microstructure be 

understood prior to running an experiment. Attempts to fill in the geology later to 

address difficulties in interpretation may not be successful. 

These efforts will provide: 

more realistic models of batholith sbape, intemal structure, and the distribution of 

both natural and induced fractures, 

better (i.e. more representative) sampling for rock properties testing. 

better understanding of in-situ rock strength, and 

a better understanding of the rock mass response to different excavation geometries 

and methods. 
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Appendix A 

POINT LOAD TESTS 

This appendix presents the samples used for and the data obtained from the Point Load 

Tests. The tables Iist the specimen characteristics, and the results of the axial Point Load 

tests describeci in this report. The figures summarize the fabnc and test-induced 

fractures observed in each of the sarnples used in the Point Load testing. The symbols 

used in the sample maps are explained in Figure Al,  while the standard format for the 

sarnple maps is shown in Figure A2. 



APPENDIX A. POIlVT LOAD ZESTS 

Table A l  

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Fine Grained Granite, Borehole 42 1-03 1-RT1 



APPENDIX A. POINT LOAD TESTS 

Table A2 
Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Fine Grained Granite,   ore ho le 42 1 -03 1 -RT2 
I I I 1 



APPENDIXA. POINT LOAD TESTS 

Table A3 

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Fine Grained Granite, Borehole 42 1-03 bRT3 

NOTE: this borehole is parailel to the most prominent foliation, and the dihedral angles 

between the fractures and the foliation hm ken approximated in each case to 00. 



Table A4 

Axial Point Load Testing Resuits 

Fine Grained Granite, Borehole 42 1-03 1 -RT4 



Table A5 

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Medium Grained Granite, Borehole 4 17-07 1-RT4 



Table A6 
Axial Point Load Testing Results 
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Table A7 
Axial Point Load Testing Results 



APPENDIX A. POINT L O N  TESTS 

Table A8 

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Coarse Grained Granite, Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT3 

-Lad- T m -  



Table A9 

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Coarse Grained Granite, Borehole 41 8-05 1-RT4 
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Table A10 

Axial Point Load Testing Results 

Coasse Grained Granite, Borehole 418-05 1-RT5 
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Sampte A 

S tmcture Relative Orientation 
(stn-ke / dip a; d b  direction) 

F 
Gl 
GZ 
Mt 
A 

'O4 

where: 
R 
F 
G1 

G2 
Mi 
Al 
A2 

smke & dip with dip direction 

core reference line 
fracture induced by loading 
gneissic foliation type 1 
gneissic foliation type 2 
mineral alignmcnt, type iodicatcd on figure 
axial plane o f  fold 
axis of fold 

biotite > 1046 or some compositional 
heterogeneity as indicated by text. 

Note: Al1 orientations shown in the drawings are relative 
to the section shown, with the core reference Iine 
representing an interim North. These have been 
converted to true orientations in the report. 

Downhole View 
Dwg. No, 

- -- 

Figure Al. Key to symbols used on the ~ample maps. 
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Rock narne Test type ( B d i a n  or Point loaà) 

Borehole name (eg. 401-12342) Core size (aiphanumcric and in mm). 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F strïke (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 

G sirike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 
G2 suike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 

Comrnents 
Brief description of rock including 
anything noteworthy about the foliations 
present and the affect (if any) this had on 
testing. 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F suike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 
GI suike(û-360)/dip(@90) 
G2 suike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 

Comments 
Brief description of rock including 
anything noteworthy about the foliations 
present and the affect (if any) this had on 
testing. 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F strike (0-360) 1 dip (û-90) 
G, strike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 
G2 strike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 

Comments 
Brief description of rock including 
anything noteworthy about the foliations 
present and the affect (if any) this had on 
testing. 

Downhole View 
Dwg. No. 

Downhole View 
Dwg. No. 

Downhole View 

Figure A2: Standard format for the fabric maps constructed for each of the samples 
selected for testing. The rock name, the borehole fiom which the simple came, the size 
of the borehole, and the test type are indicated at the top of each sheet. Up to t h e  
sarnple rnaps are shown per page, at their actual size. The reference line marked on the 
top of the core is shown, and al1 views are downhole unless otherwise indicated. 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 17-07 1 -RT4 

Test Type (Point Load) 
Core S b :  NQ-3,45 mm 

i Structure 

1 
! 

: Cornments 

Relative Orientation 

065"/90° 

View 

I 

Structure Relative Orientation R l I 1 

Comments 

j 
-.vahole View ! 

Structure Relative Orientation 

; Comments 

View 
2-073 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 17-07 i -RT4 

Test Tme (Point Load] 
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le D 
4 

S tmcture Relative Orientation R - 

Fig. 2- O74 

Sam~le E 
I 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F oOO0/90" 

1 30°/900 
225"/'!3û0 

Cornrnents 
: Triple point fracture 

View 

' 
Structure Relative Orientation 

: F 085"190° 
; Mt 088"/8O0N 

/ Commencs 

4 

l 

I 
I 

Fig. 
View 
2-076 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 17-072-RTS 

Test Tme @oint Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. 2-077 

' Structure Relative Orientation 
: F 067"/90° 
I GI 080°/25" N W  

G, 025°/35"NW 

1 Comrnents 
1 

l 
/ ,/ ,-\ 1 

0 l 

P 
/ 

/ j 
Foiiation 2 ! 

Foliation 1 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-072-RT5 

Test Type Point Load] 

View 

Perimeter View 
C- . --__- -_ . -  - . - . - - - - . -. -. . . - - - - - -. . . - 



APPENDIXA. POINTLOAD TESTS 

Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-072-RT5 

Test Tme point LoacQ 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Lia! Uphole View 

- - . - - - -- . . - - . - - P&meter View 
- - -  ~ - - -  - ~ - .- . - A -  - - - - - -~.-- 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 1 7-072-RT5 

!2lmmms 
Two Foliations; 
Relative Orientations as s h o w  

Test Tqe (Point L o d )  
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. 2-03 1 

View 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 1 7-072-RTS 

Test Twe (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

F ~ G  2-0142 

Comments 
Two foliations; orientations as shown 

SampIe appears to resemble boudin structure with white 
areas (feldspar) separated by greyish quanzose areas 

Jphoie View 
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Medium Grained Gtanite Test Tpe (Point had)  
Borehole 4 1 7-072-RTS Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

fi% 2-'3a 

Samble F , - -- - -_  - - - - - - - - I _ - - - - - - - -  

3IIuam 
. * Relative 0- R 

I 
F 0S5°/900 
F 140°/90" 
F o4o0/9O" 

Çomments 
This sample is essentially massive 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-072-RTS 

Test Tme (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sample G 

, Structure Relative Orientation R 
1 F 065"/90" 1 
! G, 145°/850NE 
I Gt 1 4S0/300SW 
1 

, Comments 
, Weak mineralalignment 
: The shallow di in foliation 
1 js more u>îrsc~'Rned. wih 

irregular bands which are 
; several grains in width 

Downhole View 

R f 
/ Structure Relative Chiencation 
a F 1 75 O/9o0 

G t 065°/60" N W 

Comments 
Very weak minerai 

Sam~Ie I 

S tmcture Relative Orientation 

F 080°/900 
Gt 015°/600NW 

1 

; Comments 

I 

Downhole View 
Fig. 2-086 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 17-072-RTS 

Test Tye (Point Lod) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

, Structure Relative Orientation 
1 F 065°/900 
: G, 1 7 o o n 5 ~ ~  
I 

G2 065 O/'9O0SE 

i Comments 

i Structure Relative Orientation R 
F o6O0/9o0 
G I 1 50"/80° NE 

, Gz o9O0/9o0 

i Comrnents 

Very weak non-penetrative 
mineral foliation 

Downhole View 
Fig. 2-088 

Samde L 
1 

--- 
R j Structure 

l 

Relative Orientation 
i F 085°/900 

G, 14S0/850NF. 
! 
i G,  û6O0/8O0NW 
1 

1 

l 

j Comments 
i Non-penetrative Iineament 
j in matrix between feldsp 
/ phenocrysts 

Downhole View 1 

I Fig. 2- 089 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-072-RTS 

Test Tyne @oint hadl 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test Type Point Load) 
Core S k :  NQ-3,45 mm 

Samole A 
1 

Structure Relative Orientation . R 1 
F o9o0/W 
G, 090°/300 N 

Comments 

1 
b 

! 
Perimeter View , 

l 

, Structure R 1 1 

j Comments 

Downhole View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1-RI2 

Comments 

Relative Orientation 
07O0/9O0 
1Oo0/90" 
100°/300N 

Test Tse (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. ,-CH3 

Perimeter View 

- .  . -  - -  

Structure 

Comments 

View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tpe (Point Load) 
Con Size: NQ-3,45 m& 

Fig- 2-094 

SanmIe C 
1 

: Structure Relative Orientation R 
i F 09O0/90" Follows bioti te plane 
i G,  090°/3S"N 
r 
I 

! 
I 

1 Comments 

i 
! 

Uphole View 

C ~eucamiic unit 
Al1 else is strongly biotitic 

--- 
i 

Structure R i i 
t 

i 
I 

i Comments I 
I , 

i 
1 I I 
4 l 

I Downhole View 
I 

, 1 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test T m  (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. 2-o!x 

Sam~le C 

R : Structure Relative Onen tation ! 

' F 09O0/9o0 Follows biotite plane 
G ,  090°/35"N i 

j 

I 

l l 

j Comments ! / 
i 
i 
I 
f Uphole View 

i Structure 
i 

t 

r/" Downhoie View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 L 8-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tme Point L o d )  
Core Size: NQ-3.45 mm 

Sample D 

R 
i 

1 Structure Relative Orientation , t 

F 
L 

1 20°/9û0 Fracture j 
el 1 20°/45"NE Gneissosity a , 

a GZ I2Oo/4OoNE Thnists , 

I a 1 

1 Comments i l 
i Sample is a classic fabnc type 4 with well demarcated ! 

layers of dtemating biotite and leucocratic granite, I 
1 

1 Some of the biotitic lenses are slip surfaces (like 
miniature thmst faults) 

i 
DownhoIe View i 

1 Fig. 2JJ95 ! 
I 1 

Sam~Ie E 
I 

: Structure Relative Orientation I 

! 
! Comrnents 
' Sample is strongly layered, biotitic schlieren 
, altemating with leucocratic and intermediate 
I Iayers. 

nhole View 

R 
I 

Structure ReIative Orientation , I 

F 1 OS0/9o0 
GI 105"/4S0N Gneissic Banding j 

1 GL 1O5"/4S0S Thnists 

l 

i 
1 

: Comments 
1 

F 1 
1 

i 
I 

I Downhole View , 
l 

i Fïg. 2-oStl 

i 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tjme (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

I I Stnrcture Relative Orientation 

Comments 

View 

1 

I Perimeter View 
1 
i 

Stnicture 
1-  Relative Orientation 

F 
; G, 
i A2 

A2 
1 
I 
1 
! Comments 
l 

Fracture 1 i 
Fold axial plane 
Fold axial plane 

i 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 

1 
Downhole View 1 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tpe (Point Load) 
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fi& 2-100 

Sam~le 1 

: Structure Relative Orientation R i I i 

! Comments 
I 

Uphole View 

; Structure Relative Orientation R 
i F 1 ûû0/88"S 
i Gr 1 Ooom0s 

j Comments 
I 

i 
1 

t 1 

I Downhole View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 1 8-051 -RT2 

Test Type (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

I 

1 
,l 

i 
I 
j 
: / 
j 

Perimetei- View 
-- i 

Relative Orientation 
080°/85"N 
080°/700N 

wnhole View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1-RT2 

Test Tme point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. 2-1 O2 

Samole J* 
I 

i Structure Relative Orientation R 
I 1 

t 

I i 
i 

l i 
1 

i Comrnents 
j 
j 

I i i 

Uphole View i i 

Structure Relative Orientation 

: Cornrnents 

Fracture 

View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tym @oint Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Fig. 2-103 

Sarn~le K 
1 R i i Structure Relative Orientation 
1 

1 

: Cornments 
, 

l 

Perimeter View - 

R 
Coarse Bidt ic  Suingers 

R 
\ \ 

1 ' f.i 
\ \). -: - . ~.\ . . \ ( y \--. \ 

I 
, Structure Relative Orientation lx I 1 

\;.z;:.j 
KG$.:?\ ,'.. .? : .L 

1 i 
l 

I 
i 

Downhole View 

\ / 
) 

! 
' 

i F 
I <Couse gnined F 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1-RT2 

Test Tme mint Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le L 

R i 
: Structure Relative Orientation I 

; Comments 

View 

i Structure Relative Orientation 
i F 1 150/8S0NE 
] G ,  1 15"/8S0NE 
i G2 1 1S0/48"SW 

1 
j Comments 
i Sample contains two distinct gneissic layers. 

1 one bioti tic, the other CO- to medium graineci 
i leucocracic granite- Biotite grains within the latter 
1 have a preferred orientation trending same but with 

opposite dip direction. 
I 

View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT2 

Test TF (Point Loadl 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

j Structure Relative Orientation R 
F 

I 

1 35O/9O0 Fracture I t 

GI 140°n5"NE Gneissic foliation i 
, i i 

! 
1 

I 

l 

i Comments i 
z I 

Fracture developed in coarse granite leucocratic l 

; segment of sample but nearly dong foliation- 
Crack appears to be dong grain boundaries, Y' ! 

I l 
Downhole View I 

l Fig. 2-105 

S q l e  N 
f 

/ Structure Relative Orientation R 1 i 
i F 100"/90° 

1 

i F 1 80°/9û0 1 F 1 3s0/9O0 ! f 

y G, 1 35"/80°NE I I 

i 

1 Comments i i 
: Sample is entirely leucocratic granite with illdefined 
I banding distinguished by variations in relative abundance 1 I 

of quartz. Coarse grained. f 
1 

Downhole View ! 
Fig. 2- 106 

Sanide O 

R 
! Structure Relative Orientation I I 

F 105" /90° j 
: F 235°/9û0 
; F ooo0/90" I 

i G, 1 2s0/9O0 i 
i G, 105°/550NE 
1 
j Comments 

i 
1 

: Sample is entirely coarse grained leucocratic granite i l 
/ wiih no bioti tic lenses to impart layering. Instead. 
I layering is indicated by variations in quartz contenr, 
! Sample may show incipient discing- 

I 
Downhole View 

Fi.. 2- 107 i 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 1 8-05 1 -RT3 

Test Tye (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

1 Structure Relative Orientation 

: Comments 

G. Downhole View 

I Structure Relative Orientation R 
F 055"190° 

i 
I G, O ~ [ ) ~ / ~ O ~ N W  i 

I 
l 
l 

I 

, Cornrnents 

j 
1 
I 
1 

I I 
i 

I Downhole View j 
Fig. 2- i22 i 

SalU~le C 
l 

: Structure Relative Orientation R 
4 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT3 

Test Tpe (Point Load) 
Core SW: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le D 
! 

R 
, 

j Structure Relative %entation f 
F ! 025°/900 i 

05s0/900 i 
I G, 
I 

02501 ~ I O N W  i 
o s s o n s O ~  

i 

l 
i 

I i 
i Comments 
, 
; Fracture follows change in 

foliation 
' 1 
i 1 

Downhole View I 
I 

i Fig, 2- 124 1 

Samde E 
, 
i Stmcture Relative Orientation R 
j F O55O19o0 
: F 082"/90" 
j F O25"rPO0 

055°/900 F 
; G, 05s0n00w 

0 8 2 ~ n o ~ ~ w  i GI 
i G, 025"/65"NW 
; G1 1 15°/600NW 

; Comments 
Layenng in sample folded in a complex manner- 

1 
Downhole View 

Fin. 2 125 

R 
I 

I Structure Relative Orientation 
1 

, F 010~190~ CO 0250/900 i 
G 1 0 1 0°/85"NW ! 

I GI 03O0/85"NW 
I 

1 
1 

t 

I Cornments 

i 
/ 
I 

1 
I 

I 
I 

I Downhole View 
1 Fig. 2- 126 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1-RT4 

Test TVpe (Point Load) 
Core Size:  NQ-3,45 mm 

Sample A 

j Comrnents 

Relative Orientation 
O6o0IPO0 
O8S0r90" Coarse layenng 
1 6S0/60"S W Boudin plane 

View 

Sam~le B 

Structure Relative Orientation R 
j F 085"190° 

Gt O8S0/9û0 

Comments 

Downhole View 

1 

j Structure 

I 
i 

] Comments 
1 

Relative Orientation 
I 

Downhole View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1-RT4 

Test Tme moint Load] 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

. St~cture Relative Orientation 
F 080°/90" 

' G, 060°/500S 
; G, 060"190" 

Comrnents 

i 

I 

: Structure 

Comrnents 

Relative Orientation 
070°/900 
O8S0rPO0 
070°/4S0N 
O9o0/45"S 

View 

1 Structure Relative Orientation R 
' F O7O0/9û0 

G, O7O0/9û0 
1 G2 O3O0/7S0S 

I 

/ Comments 
! 
I 

i 
1 Downhole View 
I Fig. 2- f 3 1 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1-RT5 

Test TF moint Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~ie A 

i Stxucrure Relative Orientation R 
F 090°/90" 

t G, 090°/800S Very irregular at this grain size 

i 

1 

i Comments 

Domhole View 
Kg. 2- 108 

Sam~le B 
a 

i Structure Relative Orientation R 
1 F 070°/-70°NE Fracmre has broken along grain 
i GI 070°/-7S0NE boundarïes at the contact 

I 

! 
i Comments 

i Downhole View 

r 

i Structure Relative Orientation R i 

1 F 065"/90° Broke along contact 
t G 
! 

06S0/90" Grain boundary irregularïty 
due to coarse grain size, 

l 

1 

; Comments 

I 
! 
I 
: 

Fig- 2- 110 I 
1 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-051 -RT5 

Test Tpe (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Samde D 

/ Structure Relative Orientation R 
i F 085"/90° Follows contact 
i G, 0ûû0/85"S 

1 
i 

l 

1 

; Comments 

t 

I 

1 Fig-2-111 / 
Sample E 

i Structure Relative Onenmion R 1 
F 020°1900 
i G, 09O0/7O0S 1 1 

i Cornrnents r 

1 ! 

I i 
! 

1 
I 
1 Downhole View i 

R : Structure Relative Orientation i 

F 090"/90" 1 

' G 
j 

C9û0/85"S 1 I 

Coarse Leucocmtic 
i 
l 

1 
1 

j Comrnenrs 
1 

, i f 
! 

1 

i 
1 Downhole View 

i Fig. 2-113 I 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 18-05 1-RTS 

Test Tpe (Point Load) 
Core Size:  NQ-3,45 mm 

Sample G 
t 

Srnicture Relative Orientation R 1 1 

F 1050/90° Runs dong contact i 
O7S0/9û0 i f F 

; F 19O0/9O0 
1 G,  1 05°/800S Very coarsely crystalline. 
i slight variations in mineraiogy 
! detïne layenng 
1 

: Comments 1 

I 

I 

I 
L 

; Structure Relative Orientation R 
F 14O0/9o0 
I G, û95°/800S 

. Comments 

1 

I 

Downhole View 
Fig- 2- 1 15 

Sam~le 1 
! 
, Structure Relative Orientation 

I 

j Comrnents 
i 

concordant 

View 
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 8-05 1 -RT5 

Test T p e  moint Load) 
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

! Structure Relative Orientation R 
/ F 095"i9û0 Concordant with lod layering 

G, 0950/8S0S 
i I 
I 
I 

I 

1 Comments 
i 

I 
1 

i I 

Downhole View 
Fig. 2-1 17 

1 

j Structure Relative Orientation 
i F, 1 1 5"/90° 

Comrnents 

Sample is massive 

; Structure Relative Orientation 
: F 0 1 oOmO 

F 1 2S0/90" 
F 260"190° 

: G  L6O0/90" 

, Comments 

I 

Downhole View 
Fîg. 2- 1 19 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 421-032-RT1 

Test Tme (Point Lod)  
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le A 
1 

S trucr~re Relative Orientation R 
F o5s0m0 

' GE 1 70°/650S W 

i 

t 

I 

I 

, Comments 

I 

i 

Downhole View 

I F i t  2 134 

Sample B 
I i Structure Relative Orientation R 
F o9O0/9o0 

F O7O0/9û" 
1 GI 150 "/65"SW 
I 

l 

Cornments 

Samule C 
1 

Structure Relative Orientation R 

I Comrnents 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 421-032-RT1 

Test Twe mint Load) 
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

R i Structure Relative Orientation 
f F 

I 

085"/90° 
G, 1 70°/6S0 W 

I 

Cornments 

I 

Samvle E 
i 

i Structure Relative Orientation R 
F ooO"/900 
1 F o9O0/9o0 

1 
1 F O6o0/9o0 

i 

005O/55O W G, j 
i 

Commen ts 
f 
f 

i 

f 
I 

l 

Downhoie View j 
I 

' Structure Relative Orientation 
I 

F ooo0/900 
: G, ûûû0/6S0 W 

t 

Comments 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1-032-RT1 

Test Tpe (point Loadl 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le G 

Structure Relative Orientation R 
l F 08S019o0 

F 050°m0 
G 1 70°/6S0 W 

Comrnents 

i Structure Relative Orientation 

F 1 2oom0 
; G 140°/65" W 

1 

i 
I 

i 
i 

I 
! 
i 
i 
i 
I 

I 
I 
r 

View 1 

Sam~le 1 

Structure Relative Orientation R 
F 09O0/9O0 
G 1 4S0/400S W 

Comrnents 

, 

G Downhole View 

l Fig- 2- 132 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 421-032-RT1 

Test Tvpe mollit Lod)  
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

.__- - --  -- -_-_ - - - p _ - . _  _ _ -- 

Sam~le 1-2 
-- -- -- - -- _-A- - . _ 

1 Structure Relative Orientation k 



Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -032-RT2 

Test Tme point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sample A 
! 

i Structure Relative Orientation 

l 

7 

Structure Relative Orientation R 1 
a F 04O0/8O0NW 1 

F 140°/800NE 
i 

i F 270°/9û0 
MI O1O0nS0W most prominent banding 

i 
f 

Mz 1 6S014O0 W 
i 

minerai alignment 
M, O S S O ~ O O S  distinct non-penenative 

i 
I M. oQO0/88" W banding i t 

Comments 
I 

1 

i 
i 

Downhole View 1 
Mt Fig.2-140 1 

L 

Sam~le C 
1 

Structure Relative Orientation R 1 
' F 08S0/'9û0 i 
' MI 0 1 0°/800 W 

Ml 
l 

O8O0/8O0S 
: 

4 1 
1 M. 060°/800 NW ! 

I Cornments 
0 

I 

I 

1 
I 
1 

i 
1 
I 

Downhole View 
Fig- 2-141 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 bO3Z-RT2 

Test Type (Point Load] 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

I 

Structure Relative Orientation R I 

F 0 1 0°/900 I 

F 1 20°rP00 
1 

' F 055"/90° f 
Mt oo0°/800 W 

1 
! 

M2 1 55"/40° W 1 

M3 088"no"~ l 
M4 055"/80° W 

1 

Comments 

I 

i 
! 

I 

I 
t 

1 
Downhole View ' 

Fia. 2- 142 1 
1 J 

Sam~le E 

: Structure R 
I 

Relative Orientation 
F O7O0E90" 1 
Ml oloOnSOW 1 
Mt 0 1 O0/4So W f 

1 M, i 
1 070°/8S0N W 

I 

i 
Comments 1 

i 
I 

1 

l 

i 
t 

Downhole View f 
Fig. 2- 143 

S m L e  F 

Structure Relative Orientation R 
I F 070°/8S0 NW 
j M, 0 1 0°/8S0W 
! M2 O 10°/400W 

M, 
' M4 05S0/85"NW 
l 

Cornments 
1 

I 

1 

! 
! 

Downhole vie& 
I Fig. 2,144 
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Fine Graïned Granite 
BorehoIe 42 1-032-RT2 

Test Tye point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le G 

, Structure Relative Orientatio~ R 
F OXPBO~ 

' Ml 

MI O 10°/800 W 
M2 O 1 0°/4S0 W 

; M4 O6O0/8S0 W 

Comments 

Downhole View 
t Fie- 2-145 

: Structure Relative Orientation 
F 08O0/9O0 

; M, 0 1 5"/8S0 W 
i M2 
j 

04û0/500N W 
! M, 
! M, 05S0/800SE 

: Comments 

; Structure Relative Orieniation R I i 
; F o9O0/9o0 
i M, O 1 2"/80° W 
i M, 0 1 0°/500 W 
j M, 0 8 5 ~ n o ~ s  
j M, 04S0/85"N 
! 
t 

j Comments 

i 

! 

1 
I 1 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1-032-RT2 

Test T-ype (Point Load) 
Core Size:  NQ-3,45 mm 

Sarn~le $ - -- -- --- 

Stniçture 
. . m v e  0- R 

F O9o0/85"S 
M, 

I 

ûûûa/8WW 
I 

Mz 020°/5WN W 
M, 095"/50°S 
M. 040°/8û' N W 

Comments 

1 
I 

M, 
Downhole View j 

-- 
Fi& 2- 148 ; 

-- - - 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 l-032-RT3 

Test Tpe point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3.45 mm 

1 

i Structure Relative Orientation R 
i F oooOIPO" 
i F 075°1900 

l 
f F 052"190° 

1 ! Comments 
1 

1 
i 

i 
! 

1 
I 
1 

t Fig, 2-149 

i 
Downhoie View 1 

, Structure Relative Orientation R 
I F  000°/900 
t F  1 4S0/90" 
i F 070°/90" 
1 

; Comments 

Downhole View 
Fig. 2- 150 

S m l e  C 

! Structure Relative Orientation R 
f 

i F 070°/90" 
i 
I 

1 
i 

i 
I 

l 
! 

i 
1 1 Comments 

i l 

1 
! 
1 
l 
1 

Downhoie View 
! 

Fig. 2- 15 1 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 l-032-RT3 

Test Tme (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le D 

i Stmcturc Relative Orientation R 
1 

f I i 

1 1 

: Structure Relative Orientation !3 

Comments 
1 

i 
View 

Sam~le F 
-P. I 

R ; Structure Relative Orientation I 

j F 080°/90" 
j F 02O0/9o0 
I F 16O0/9o0 
1 
I 
1 

/ Commenu 

j 
l 
1 

I 

i 
1 



Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 l-032-RT3 

Test Type (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Samgle G 
1 
1 Sutrcture 

I 

Relative Orientation R i 
I F  o4s0/9o0 

l 

l F 02O0/9o0 
I 

I 

i 
! 
i Comments 1 
t 
! 
l 

i 
1 

i i 
i Downhole View 1 
j 

Sample H 
r 
i 

j Structure Relative Orientation R 
F O8O0/9o0 

! F 04S0/90" 
I F  i 1 350/900 

t 

1 

j Cornments 
! 
i 

i 

I 

- - 

- - 

j Srmcrure Relative Orientation R 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -032-RT3 

Test T p  (Point L o d )  
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Cornments 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1-034-RT4 

j structure Relative Orientation 

Test Tvpe lpoint Lod)  
Core Size: NQ-3,45 

/ structure Relative Orientation R I  I i 

I 

i Structure Relative 0"entation R 
i F 075"/90° 
i G, 1 7S0/4S0 W Gneissosity much less distinct, 

heterogeneous even ai this scale 
I 

1 

1 
! Comments ' 
1 

i 
I 

1 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -034-RT4 

Test T p e  (Point Load) 
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

' Stnicture Relative Orientation R 
1 

I F 08S0/ 90" 
1 43, -17O0/45"W Very weak & il1 definecl, 
i G -û90°/300S not penetraa've 

4 

i Comments G 
1 

t 
I 

l 
l 
I Downhole View Fig. 2- 159 

Sam~le E 
r 

i Comments 

Relative Orientation R 
Triple fracture, orientation app 

Very weak & only partially 
pene trative 

View 

I i Structure Relative Orientation R 
j F 070"-090"/90" 
i G ,  075"/4û0N Very il1 defined & non-penetrative 
1 0üO0/45"E Very il1 defined & non-penetra 

1 
i 

i 1 
i G Downhole View 

Fig, 2-16 1 



Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -0W-RT4 

Test T y e  (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

; Structure Relative Orientation 

1 

1 
! 
1 Comments 

View 

I 

: Structure Relative Orientation R 
F 

I 015°/900 
1 GL 1 45"/4û0NE 
i Gr O3S0/4S0 N W  I i 
I i 

I 
1 

: Comments i 
1 
j 
I 1 

Downhole View i 
1 Fig. 2- 163 

Sam~le 1 
-------Wb- 

' Strucrure Relative Orientation R 
I 
I 

i 
j Comments 
j Fracture partially foliows foliation 
i 

View 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -0M-RT4 

Test T-me (Point Lod)  
Core Sue: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le J 

/ Structure Relative Orientation R I 
i F 02S0/9O0 Numerous en echelon seps 
I parallei to G 
4 

(3, 170°/800NE SampIe appears otherwise 
l homogeneous, possible 
1 highly irregular foliation 
; Comments approximately normal to 
1 core axis 

I 

1 

1 
Downhole View 

! 
Fig. 2-1 65 

Sample K 
, i Structure Relative Orientation 
i F mO/ 90" 

1 

! G, 160°/9û0? Well defined mineral alignment 
(aggregate alignment in cross 
section but il1 defined around 

I perimeter 
4 

i Gz 190"n0°SE Non-penetrative foliation. 
no offset but appears to i / Commenu cross-cut 

t 
1 

I 

Sam~le L - 

Structure Relative Orientation R 
! F 07S0/ 90° Very i negular. only partïaiiy 

I 
: G 00"-90°SE Numerous sub-domains 

marked by grain alignrnents 
1 

I 
/ 
I 

1 
1 

1 
l 

1 G Downhole View 
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Fine Grained Granite 
Borehole 42 1 -034-RT4 

Stnicture Relative Orientation 
F 07O0/9W 
F 
G 

Comments 

Non-pemtive 
varying & 
orientations. 

Test Type (Point Load) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

View 

- - - - - . m u - -  A-. - ---- -- - --- 

Structure Relative Orientation R 

Comrnents 

I 

Vicw : 



Appendix B 

BRAZILIAN TESTING 

This appendix presents the samples used for and the data obtained from the Brazilian 

testing. The tables list the specimen charactenstics, and the results of the Brazilian tests 

described in this report. The figures summarize the fabnc and test-induced fractures 

observed in each of the samples used in the Brazilian tests. The symbols useâ in the 

sample maps are explaineci in Figure B 1, while the standard format for the sample maps 

is shown in Figure B2. 



Table B 1 
Brazilian test results 

Fine Grained Granite fiom boreholes 421-032-RT 1,2,3,4. 
Borehole Sample Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tensile 

to lowdipping Strength Strength 
compositional layering (Crack Initiation) (Failure) 

N a )  W a )  
RTI D 2.64 90 3.01 

A 2.59 57 3.26 
B 2.64 70 2.26 
C 2.65 70 2.76 

RT2 A 2.66 30 2.50 
B 2.6 1 65 3 .O0 
C 2.67 75 
D 

1.9 1 
2.66 80 1.34 2.79 

F 2.65 70 2.2 1 
E 2.65 45 3-12 

RT3 A 2.64 O 
B 2.64 O 2.12 
C 2.64 52 2.38 
D 2.62 25 1 -65 
E 2.65 25 2.86 

RT4 A 2.62 45 2-82 
B 2.65 70 2.66 
C 2-63 45 2-14 
D 2.62 20 1.98 
E 2.64 80 1.84 
F 2.63 80 2.68 
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Table B2 
BraWlian Test Data 

Medium Grained Granite (Borehole 4 17-07 1 -RT4,5) 
Borehole Sample Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tensile 

to low-dipping Strength Strength 
compositionallayering (CrackInitiation) (Failme) 

(MW W a )  
RTL, 2,3 - not suitable due to core discing - 

RT4 A 2.62 90 1.49 
RT4 B 2.60 90 1 -79 
RT4 C 2.60 70 0.9 1 1.14 
RT4 D 2.63 45 1.33 

RTS B 2.6 1 30 I -09 
RTS C 2-62 O 0.87 1 .O7 
RT5 D 2-63 60 0.87 



Table B3 
Brazilian Test Data. 

Coarse Grained Granite (Borehole 418-05 1-RT2.3,4,5) 
Borehole Sample Density Loading angle relative Minimum Tensile Maximum Tensile 

to lowdipping Strength S trengîh 
compositional layering (Crack Initiation) (Failure) 

m a )  m a )  

RTI - not suitable due to core discing - 
RT2 A 2.67 90 1-70 

B 2.70 75 1.75 
C 2.68 90 2.07 
D 2-67 O 1.49 
E 2.66 45 1.69 
F 2.68 O 1.1 1 
G 2.63 10 1-17 
H 2.67 O 0.60 1.39 

RT3 B 2.70 45 1 -45 
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Structure Relative Orientation 
Isrrïke /dip & din direction) 

strike & dip with dip direction 

core refcrcnce-@ne 
f r a c t w e i ~ b y l ~ n g  - 

gneissic foliation typcl - 
gneissic foliatioii . ~ 2  
minerai Aïgpmcat; -tjy'PTc indi&&& fi- 
axial plane.of fold-. 
axis of fold 
biotite > 10% pr.-- c0rnpositi~naL . - 
he terogeneity askdicated'ty tcxt. ,-. 

. - -  
Vote:- Al1 orientations shown in the-drawiags are relative 
o.the section shown, with the core referencdine- 
epre&nting an interim North. ~hese.h;avC'hcn 
:onvermi to tme orientations in the report. 

Downhole View 
Dwg. No 

- -- 

Figure B 1. Key to symbols used on the ~ample maps. 
0 
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Rock name Test type (Braziüan o r  Poht W) 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F strike (0-360) / dip (0-90) 
G1 strike (0-360) / dip (0-90) 
G2 strike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 

Comments 
Brief description of rock including anything 
noteworthy about the foliations present and 
the affect (if any) this had on testing. 

Structure Relative Orientation 
F stri ke (0-360) / dip (0-90) 
G ,  strike(û-360)/dip(û-90) 
G2 strike (0-360) / dip (0) 

Comnents 
Bnef description of rock including anything 
noteworthy about the foliations present and 
the affect (if any) this had on testing. 

Structure Relative Onentation 
F strike (0-360) / dip (0-90) 

GI strike (0-360) 1 dip (0-90) 
G2 strike (0-360) / dip (0-90) 

Comments 
Brief description of rock including anything 
noteworthy about the foliations present and 
the affect (if any) this had on testing. 

Downhole View 

Downhole View 

Downhole View 
Dwg. No. 

Figure B2: Standard format for the fabric maps conswcted for each of the samples selected for testing, 
The rock name, the borehole fiom which the sample came, the size of the borehole, and the test type are 
indicated at the top of each sheet. Up to three sample maps are shown per page, at their actual size. The 
reference line marked on the top of the core is shown, and al1 views are downhole unless otherwise 
indicated. 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 17-07 1-RT4 

Test Twe IBrazilian) 
Cote Size: NQ-3.45 mm 

Sam~le A' 

i Structure Relative Orientation i i 
I 

i L MKI0/26" Aiigned minerai aggregates. i 
1 
I RobabIy in the other samples 1 

as well. 
F 

1 
1 

180°/90" ! ! 

! Comrnents I 
1 I 

1 1 t 

! 
1 

I l I 

l t 
Downhole View j 

Load Fig. 2,066 
I 

1 

/ Structure Relative Orientation 
Plunge view 

i 
t 

i 
Downhole View j 

I i 

Sampte B 
J 

-- 
I 1 

i Structure Relative Orientation I 
j F 1 7O0/9û0 

I 

t 1 I 
! 1 
, 
i 
j Cornrnents 

i i 
1 

1 

! 
! 
[ Downhole View 

1 
I t Fig. 2,069 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-07 1-RT4 

Test T p  (Brazilian) 
Core Size:  NQ-3,45 mm - - -- ---- -- -. -- 
R Structure Relative Orientation 

F 1 0S0/9o0 

Downhole View 
Fig. 2-070 -- - - - -- - -- ---- 

Samvle D -- -----I___--- 

Stnrcture Relative Orientation R 

F 065~190~ 

Downhole View 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 417-072-RTS 

Test T p e  (Bmzilian) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sam~le A 
i 
j Stmcmre Relative Orientation 

1 F o0O0/ 90" 
MI 0 10°/4S0E Aligned minerai aggregates 

i M, 1 1 0"/6o0NE 
I 

4 

, 
I 

f Comments 
! Massive 
! 
I 
l 1 Downhole View 
I Fig- 2-062 

Sarn~le B 
1 

! structure Relative Orientation 

F 1 zoo/ 90" 
1 MI 025"/4S0SE 
I 
I 
1 
1 

I 
i Comments 1 
! Nearly massive at this sale 
1 
! 
I 
i Downhole View 
, Fig- 2-û63 
1 

Sarn~le C 

/ Structure Relative Orientation 

! F 088"/90° 
j M, O0O0/45" NE 
1 I 
i 
i 
t 
i Comments 
I 
1 N w l y  massive af thir rcak 
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Medium Grained Granite 
Borehole 41 7-072-RTS 

prazilian) 
Core Size:  NQ-3,45 mm 

Structure 

F 
G, 

Relative Orientation R 
I 

h d  
Many splays deviateci by 

Comrnents 

Nearly massive at this sa le  
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Coarse Grained Granite 
Borehole 4 1 8-05 1 -RT2 

Test Tvpe (Braziiian) 
Core Size: NQ-3,45 mm 

Sarn~lc A 

/ Structure Relative Orientation , i 
: F  000°/90" 
! G,  O9o0/33"S 
j M, -09O0/35"S 

I 

I 

; Cornments 

I 1. Note gap in fracture is in qudfe ldspar  laye; 

) 2- 1- gneissosity and biotite 
35" 

4 

j Loading angle to G, -80"-90" Uphole View i 
1 t Lmad i 

Biotite concordant 
1 

: with gneissosity 

' Structure Relative Orientation 

Foliation 2: Coarse biotite in 
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Appendix C 

UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS 

This appendix presents the data obtained h m  the uniaxial compression testing 

conducted to define fabric-related anisotropy within the granite of the Lac Du Bonnet 

Batholith. The stress strain graphs and the original loadiug / strain &ta files are included. 

The stress strain diagrams show the axial, lateraI and volumetric strains under 

accumulating load, and the associated data tables, listing the loads and corresponding 

strains as recorded by data acquisition system for each gauge. Volumetric strain was 

computed by using the foliowing equation: 

E,  = E, +2&, 

where eV = volumetric strain, E, = axial strain, and EC = circumferential strain. 

The inflection points on the stress-strain curves were detennined manually and are listed 

in the tables in Chapter 9 of this report. 
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3tr;a in 
Figure Cl. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
fine-grained granite, borehole 42 1 -03î-RTl (#1188). 
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Figure C2. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
fine-grained granite, borehole 42 l-032-RT2 (#1275). 



APPENDlX C. UNIAXLLU, COMPRESSION TESTS 

Figure C3. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
fine-grained granite, borehole 42 l-03î-RT3 (X1555). 
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Figure C4. Stress-suain diagram obtained fiom a single uniaxial compression test of the 
fine-grained granite. borehole 42 1 -032-RT4 (#l7 10). 
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160 I 

Figure CS. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
medium-grained granite, borehole 4 I 7 M  1 -RT4 (# 1052). 
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Figure C6. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
medium-Grained granite, borehole 4 17-07 1-RTS (W83 1). 
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Figure C7. Stress-main diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
medium grained granite, borehole 403-014-Ml32 (#695). 
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Figure C8. Stress-strain diagram obtained from a single uniaxial compression test of the 
coarse-grained granite, borehole 418-051-RT3 (#1335). 
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Figure Cg. Stress-strain diagram obtained fkom a single uniaxial compression test of the 
couse-grained granite, borehole 4 18-05 1 -RT4 (#1342). 
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Figure C 10. Stress-strain diagram obtained fiom a single uniaxial compression test of the 
coarse-grained granite, borehole 41 8-05 1-RT5 (#Il  14). 
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Snow covered sea ice plays a crucial role in the earth's climate. This includes polar 

biology, local, regional and world weather and ocean circulations as well as indigenous 

people's way of life. Recent research has indicated significant climate change in the polar 

regions, especially the Canadian arctic. Polar climate processes are also among the moa 

poorl y m isrepresented within global circulation model s (GCMs). The goal of this thesis is 

to improve our understanding and capability to simulate arctic climate processes in a 

predictive sense. An electro-thermophysi cd  relationship exists between the 

thermophysical characteristics (climate van*ables and processes) and electrical propertïes 

(dielectrics) that control microwave remote sensing of snow-covered first-year sea ice 

(FYT). This work explicitly links microwave dielectrics and a thermodynamic rnodel of 

snow and sea ice by addressing four key issues. These includes: 1) ensure the existing 

one-dimensional sea ice models treat the sunace energy balance (SEB) and snowhce 

thermodynamics in the appropriate time scales we see occurring in field experiments, 2) 

ensure the snowhce themodynamics are not compromised by differences in 

environmental and spatial representation within components of the SEB, 3) ensure the 

snow layer is properly handled in the modeling environment, and 4) how we can make 

use of satellite microwave remote sensing data within the model environment- Results 

suggest that diurnal processes are critical and need to be accounted for in modeling snow- 

covered FYI, similar to tirne scales acting in microwave remote sensing signatures. The 

parameterization of incident short-wave (Ki) and long-wave (Lk) radiation contain 

seasonal and environmental biases in some arctic locations (Le. near polynyas) and have 

been adjusted to account for these biases. The representation of surface albedo needs to 

be improved in sea ice models. Surface and airborne measurements of albedo over FYI in 

the melt season suggest four distinct cover types that dominate albedo that need to be 

included in process models and GCMs. The KJ, L J, and albedo are critical in the SEB 

and therefore indirectly impact snow and ice microwave dielecaics through the electro- 

thermophysical relationship. The snow layer representation in current sea ice models is 

not sufficient for linkages to snow and ice microwave dielectrics. A detailed mass and 

energy balance 1-D snow model is coupled to a FYI model, a type of model that has not 



existed until now. Results suggest the coupled version of the mode1 improves simulations 

of FYI over annual cycles. The addition of salinity in snow thermal conductivity and 

specific heat improves ice temperatures during the melt season but causes over 

estimations of ice temperatures in the cold season. Addition of salinity in the mass 

bal ance of the model (in future implementations) will improve ice temperature simulation 

during the cold season. Output from the coupled snow sea-ice model provides the 

required input to microwave dielechic modeis of snow and sea ice to predict microwave 

penetration depths within the snow and sea ice (an Electro-Thermophysicai model of the 

Snow Sea Ice System (ETSSIS)). Results suggest ETSSIS can accurately simulate 

microwave penetration depths in the cold dry snow season and wet snow season 

(fùnicular snow regime). Simulated penetration depths become too large in the pendular 

snow regime since liquid water is not generated soon enough within the snow pack in the 

spring season. The inclusion of salinity in the mass balance of ETSSIS will improve the 

simulation of penetration depths in the pendular snow regime in funire implementations 

of the model. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction and Statemeat of Objectives 

1.1 Motivation 

Sea ice plays an important role in the earth's climate. It supplies freshwater to the 

North Atlantic via ice export, it moderates ocean-atmosphere heat, moisture, and 

momentum exchanges, and it provides a biological habitat for p r i m q  production up to 

mammals. Ice that is expelled from the polar regions and carried into mid-latitudes by 

wind and ocean currents eventually melts, supplying a fresh water source in the upper 

ocean. This creates varying strata within the ocean system that drives oceanic circulation. 

The sea ice provides a layer of insulation between the relatively warm ocean water and 

the cold atmosphere in winter, severely limiting the amount of heat and moisture transfer 

from the ocean to the atmosphere during this season. The ice also acts to lirnit the 

atmospheric contribution to ocean currents by suppressing wind drag directly on the 

ocean surface. Primary production in the arctic strongly depends on the existence of ice, 

and without it, aquatic Iife and land marnmals would be directly affected through food 

chain dynamics. 

We expect to see the first and largest impact of CO2 induced global climate 

change within the polar regions. Various feedbacks occur within the ocean-sea ice- 

atmosp here sy stem which tend to amplie climate processes (Moritz and Perovich, 1998). 

We expect that sea ice plays a central role in these processes due to its control on the 

exchange of energy and mass between the ocean and atmosphere. Current global 

circulation models* (GCMs) suggest that warming in the arctic will be 2-3 times larger 

1 GCMs are cornputer models that simulate the earth's climate. 



than the global mean warming (Kattenberg et al., 1996). A primnry process that controls 

this enhanced polar warming is the sea ice-albedo2 feedback (Curry et al., 1995). This 

feedback is driven by increased arctic air temperatures (associated with a global warming 

scenano) that ablates more ice, in tum decreasing the aerïal extent of the ice pack. The 

ocean surface becomes more exposed releasing more heat into the atmosphere, and with a 

much lower surface albedo (0.1) compared to the snow/ice surface (0.8), the system 

absorbs more solar energy. The increased heat release and solar absorption acts to fùrther 

enhance atmospheric warming, thereby, ablating more ice, and so on. However, critical 

feedbacks such as the cloud-sea ice feedback and any precipitation changes to the system 

act in complicated ways to enhance and cwnteract other feedbacks (see for example, 

Barry et al., 1984). The feedback processes occur over a continuum of spatial and 

temporal scales and the interaction of these processes makes long range climate modeling 

a difficult task. 

Over the past decade there has been a detectable change in both the atmosphere and 

the ocean of the arctic (Serrez a al. 2000) as well as northem hemisphere snow cover 

characten stics (Brown, 2000). Sea level pressure wer the arctic has decreased dramaticall y, 

sipiQing an anomalous circulation within the aîmosphere (Walsh et ai. 1996). At the same 

time the Arctic Atlantic Layer (200-500m) has wamed by about l.S°C (Carmack a al. 

1995), which may be related to an obsewed reduction in the themodynamic equilibrium 

thichess3 of sea ice within the Arctic Basin fiom 3.1 m to 1.8 m (Rothrock et al., 1999). 

This decrease in ice thickness may not be the result of thermodynamic forcing alone but 

by dynamic forcing, a fact that negates ice thickness decreases solely caused by global 

albedo is defineci as the ratio of energy reflectcd fmm a surface over energy incident upon the d a c e .  



warming. Recent results show that sea ice concentrations are reducing at a rate of about 

34,000 km2 per year or 29% per decade (over the past 18 years) (Parkinson et al. 1999). 

Canadian GCMs are in agreement with these rates of decay and suggest a complete 

disappearance of the perennial ice pack (multi-year ice (MYf)) before 2100 (Boer et al. 

2000). This implies that a greater amount of the arctic will become covered with seasonal 

sea ice (first-year ice @YI) during the winter which has already been obsewed (Canadian 

Ice Service (CIS), pers comm). In fact, 1998 saw the least amount of MY1 within the 

Canadian Arctic Archipelago since the CIS began records 20 years ago. Changes have 

been observed around the globe. Since 1945 the net mass of 80% of the glaciers in the 

arctic, Canadian and European mountains have significantly declined with an associated 

rise in sea Ievel (8 cm be-n the years 1800 - 2000) (Greg Flato, pers. comm.). The 

North Arnerican snow pack has dso  seen a dectine in its duration and southem extent 

over the past 20 years; Canadian GCMs are in agreement with these observations (Boer et 

al. 2000). However, it should be emphasized that it has yet to be proven that the changes 

being experienced have been caused by anthropogenic forcing and not due to natural 

climate variabili ty. It is noteworthy however that the recent IPCC report concluded that 

the balance of evidence now suggests that there is a discernable influence of humans on 

the global climate system (IPCC, 1996). 

With the importance of sea ice in the global climate and recent observations of 

significant changes in the polar regions, there is a need for improving Our understanding 

of polar processes and M e r  advanehg our GCM capabilities. Polar processes are 

3 Thermodynarnic equilibriwn thickness is the mean pack ice thickness resulting from a b a l a n d  ocean- 
atmosphere climate system (i-e. stmospheric ml ing  is balanceci by ocean wanning). 
Fonnal definition of the sea ice types cited here can be found in MANICE (Manual of Standard 

Procedures for Observing and Reporting Ice Conditions; www.ec.gc.ca/manice/titleqg.htm) 



among the most poorly understood and require greater attention (-CC, 1996). Aithough 

the worlds GCMs generally agree that the arctic will warrn as time goes on, they do not 

agree on the magnitude of these changes. Deficiencies anse fiom poorly understood 

processes and inadequate mode1 physics/pararneterizations5~ Progress in climate 

modeling wilf depend on new data sets and their utility for improving and validating 

cntical processes and pararneterizations (PCC, 1996). To illustrate a deficiency with 

current GCMs, the treatment of snow and sea ice is typically a single homogeneous slab 

with bulk physical properties. We know from field observations (Makshstas, 1991) and 

modeling (Maykut, 1978) that this treatment is not sufficient since the energy balance can 

be very different for various ice thicknesses and ice types (Papakyriakou, 1999). Snow 

has a very important role in the seasonal evolution of sea ice due to its high insulation 

and reflective properties, making its relationship with sea ice complex (Brown and 

Goodison, 1994; Barber et al., 1994; Papakyriakou, 1999). Snow warms the ice in winter 

because of its low thermal conductivity (high insulating properties) that inhibits ice 

growth. In the spnng and early summer, the snow acts to enhance ice growth by 

reflecting most of the solar energy (inhibits intemal heating) with its high albedo (Ebert 

and Curry, 1993). Thus, the timing of a heavy snowfall in a patîicular location will have 

different effects on the seasonal evolution of sea ice. The intemal physical changes within 

the snow are also important for detemining the net thermodynamic effect on sea ice 

through seasonal energy balance vanations (Jordan et al., 1999). 

* Parameterization is a technique to simulate a certain parameter through empiricai fomulations or 
combination of anpirical and physical methods, as opposed to using a purely physical relationship- 



one-dimensiona16 thermodynamic models of snow (Jordan et al., 1999) and sea 

ice (Flato and Brown, 1996; Ebert and Curry, 1993) are being used to investigate more 

detailed processes that control arctic climate processes. These models have much more 

detailed physical processes within the snow and sea ice than GCMs, and results from 

these investigations can provide better physical parameterizations for GCMs in the future. 

Most numerical simulations of multi-year and first-year sea ice using one-dimensional 

thermodynamic models have been conducted using daily average or monthly extemal 

forcing (see for example, Maykut and Untersteiner, 1971; Ebert and Cuny, 1993; Flato 

and Brown, 1996)- Studies such as those of Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) and Eben 

and Cuny (1993) focused on equilibrium simulations for multi-year sea ice using coarse 

monthly climatological forcing. Gabison (1987) used monthly averages of climatological 

data to compare a modeled annual first-year sea ice cycle to an observed climatological 

ice cycle for different Arctic locations. More recently, Flato and Brown (1996) used daily 

forcing simulations of land-fast first-year sea ice to illustrate the role of snowfall and air 

temperature in dnving interannuai variations in maximum ice thickness and the timing of 

snowhce ablation. The importance of the snow layer on first-year sea ice has also been 

indicated by observations (Bown and Cote, 1992; Brown and Goodison, 1994; Barber et 

al ., 1994). However, even current one-dimensional models have major deficiencies and 

work is ongoing to improve different components within them. Another limitation of 

these models is that they can not be directly applied to microwave remote sensing since 

the variables that control microwave dielectrics (defined in section 2.4) are either not 

Onedimensionality refas to thermody namic processes operating in the vertical coordinate tbmughout the 
ocean-ice, snow-ice, snow-atrnosphere interfaces and within the snow md ice iayers, 



simulated or not simulated in the proper time scales. Further discussion of this is 

provi ded throughout the thesi S. 

A particularly important time of year in the arctic is the spring and early summer 

(May and June) where the initiation of snow and ice melt toward complete melt can be 

fairly rapid @ben and Cuny, 1993). In addition, the onset and progression of melt have 

large inter-annual and regional variations (Barry et al., 1989; Barber et al., 1998). The 

arctic spnng and summer sees the largest solar irradiance which greatly enhances melt. 

The initiation, extent and rate of snow and ice melt are critical on the arctic sea ice 

balance and climate (Barry and Maslanik, 1989; Ebert and Curry, 1993). A controlling 

variable in the arctic energy balance is the short-wave7 sudace albedo. Central arctic 

albedo ranges from 0.8 (snow surface) in early spring before melt begins then declines to 

near 0.4 once melt ponds8 and bare ice are present (see for example, Robinson et al., 

1986; Lindsay and Rothrock, 1993, 1994). As the albedo declines, more short-wave 

energy is made available for melt, in tum decreasing the albedo fbrther. Numerical 

models have major difficulty attempting to simulate the surface albedo with respect to its 

spatial and temporal variability, a characteristic that must be improved before we can 

adequately simulate seasonal changes in sea ice. More albedo observations are needed 

toward thi s goal. 

The surface energy balance (SEB) (defined in Chapter 2), in which the albedo is a 

component, is crucial to sea ice (see for exarnple, Zhang et al., 1996; Steffen and 

DeMaria, 1996) and its variations are critical for understanding the year to year 

differences in snowhce decay. A key component of the surface energy balance is incident 

7 Short-wave refers to the portion of the electromagnetic spectNm between wavelengths 0.3 - 4 pm. 
8 Melt ponds (ponds of water) fonn on the ice surface h m  accumulated melted snow and surface ice rnelt. 



atmosphenc radiation (short-wave (Ki) and long-waveg (Li)) upon the snow and ice 

surfaces that are major energy (heat) sources. The distinction between the wavelength 

ranges is that the short-wave has its origin from the Sun, and the long-wave is of 

terrestrial ongin. Radiative fluxes are usually two orders of magnitude greater than the 

ocean heat flux at the ice underside and planetary boundary layer turbulent fluxes (see for 

example Ebert and Cuny, 1993). These charaaerktics result in radiative fluxes 

dominating the overall sea ice thennodynamics. The diumal SEB can affect snow grain 

growth, snow brine volume and snow wetness through thermodynamic processes which 

in turn al1 affect passive and active microwave remote sensing (see for example, Barber 

et al ., 1994; Barber et al., 199Sa). Changes in snow properties also strongiy affect the 

surface albedo that feeds back into the SEB. In the absence of an adequate arctic radiation 

network, accurate mode1 simulations of sea ice therrnodynamics therefore require 

accurate incident radiation parameterizations. 

~c t ive"  and passive11 microwave remote sensing (in padcular, active satellite 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and passive satellite microwave radiometry) are proving 

to be valuable tools for investigating and monitoring arctic sea ice seasonal evolution. 

This portion of the spectmm provides information on the physical and electrical state of 

the surface with the added advantage of dl-weather, day and night observations. The 

S AR scatteri ng (or resulting retumed signal) and SSlWI-measured emi ssion is dominated 

by the combined geophysical and elecaical conditions of the surface in the micro and 

macro scales. The evolution of the scattering and emission is related to the overall 

Long-wave refcrs to the portion of the ekçtromsgnetic spectMn behuan 3.5 - 50 m. 
'O Active remote sensing is a device which sends out a signal to a target and âhai receives a retumed signal 
frorn that target. 
I I  Passive remote sensing is a device which mesures an emitted signal h m  a target. 



thermodynarnics of the system and the control of temperature on both the physical and 

electrical properties of the volume (Barber et ai., 1994). Recent work has shown that the 

temporal evolution of SAR scattering can be used to infer some physical ( e g ,  ice type, 

snow grain size, perhaps snow thickness, snow salinity, melt pond formation, and melt 

pond fraction) and SEB (e-g. short-wave flux, albedo, long-wave flux and thermal 

conductivity) attributes of the polar climate (see Barber et al., 199Sa; Barber et ai., 1998). 

Similady, passive microwave sensors are valuable for monitoring sea ice extent and 

concentration throughout the polar regions (see for exarnple, Weaver and Troisi, 1996; 

Weaver et al., 1987). The relationship between SAR and SSM/I signatures and the 

thermodynamic sea ice system brings about new ideas of how we can better understand 

the physical processes involved. Utilizing numerical techniques and remote observations 

in tandem cm lead to improved ways in understanding and monitoring polar processes. 

Considerable progress has been made in both the modeling and remote sensing 

communities dealing with sea ice processes, however, there are still major deficiencies 

with the models and research is still required to better understand the physical processes 

behind what we see in microwave satellite imagery. 

The intent of my dissenation is to begin the process of linking thermodynarnic 

models of snow and sea ice with satellite microwave remote sensing. A major impetus for 

combining remote sensing into sea ice numerical process models is to improve Our 

understanding and monitoring of the arctic climate system where very few observations 

are available otherwise. Other research areas have also i ndicated the need for combining 

remote sensing with numerical models. Gower (1995) expressed that remote sensing 

products are essential to ocean research and "because of the major importance attached to 



modeling (the earth's oceans), the WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) 

requires a major effort in assimilation of remote sensing data into the models". In the 

agricultural community, Brown (1995) has indicated that "remote sensing will be of great 

value for determining soil rnoisture over a wide area for initiai soil moisture input to 

vegetation development models7'- 

The integration of remote sensing and numerical sea ice models could lead to a 

new approach in looking at spatially and temporally cornplex, highly interrelated arctic 

cryospheric processes. The remote sensing data can also play a role in the initialization 

and validation of numericd sea ice models. Furthemore, remote sensing could become 

an integral component of the sea ice model creating a hybrid numerical model which 

explici tl y considers spatial interrelationship of processes within the model environment. 

Remote sensing can also be used to replace some model parameterizations or constrain 

elements within the system. There are two main advantages of these approaches; 1) the 

combined use of remote sensing and modeling may be used to simulate as realistically as 

possible those variables that can not be denved from rernote observations alone, such as 

the distribution of sea ice thickness, 2) using remote sensing in place of some model 

parameterizations, other processes in the model can be examined in more detail, such as, 

if surface al bedo i s well handled by remote observations, other variableslprocesses may 

be held accountable for "erroneous7' model simulations. Another approach i s through 

microwave forward and inverse scattering models that have advanced to a state that 

makes them valuable supplementary twls for understanding the remote observations (see 

reviews by Golden et al., 1998a,b) which in tum can be linked to thermodynarnic models. 



We are now in a position to begin the first steps of directly linking 

themodynamic modeling with microwave remote sensing through the interactions of 

thennodynamics, dielectrics and the thermophysical properties of the snowlsea ice 

system. This is termed an 'electro-thermophysical' relationship and in what follows 1 

explain how the thermodynamic and geophysical properties of the snow and sea ice 

control their microwave electrical and backscatter characterïstics. 

In the 'electro-thennophysicai' framework, I strive to develop a model which 

couples knowledge of the scattering physics of the surface w*th a one-dimensional (1-D) 

thermodynamic model of the sea ice/snow system. The advantage of this approach is that 

the geophysical and electncal properties of the surface give rise to scattering and 

emission in the microwave portion of the spectrum; changes in the geophysical and or 

electrical state of the volume are driven by the thermodynarnics across the interface. A 

model of these relationships would allow us to measure both the geophysical state of sea 

ice at any partïcular time and also evaluate the temporal evolution of this scattering over 

a period coinciding with the seasonal evolution of the surface. Since the SEB also 

evolves directly from the thermodynamic and physical state of the system, we also expect 

to be able to determine proxy measures of certain SEB state variables such as surface 

temperature, albedo, long-wave flux, surface atmosphenc drag, etc. This information can 

also be usefûl in determining the timing of accretion and ablation and producing 

estimates of the mechanicd strength of sea ice andlor timing of fast ice break-up. 

My work includes a number of aspects dealing with snow covered FYI. This 

includes the citical processes that control the thermodynamics (growth and ablation) of 

snow covered smwth first-year sea ice (FYI) in a one-àimensional sense and how they 



relate to microwave remote sensing. 1 limit my work to FYI not only to narrow my focus 

but to include a type of ice that is studied to a lesser degree than multi-year sea ice 

(Mn). In addition, at the current rate of arctic MYI depletion, there ~ i l l  be more FYI 

occupying the arctic oceans in the future. Numencal rnodeli ng and microwave remote 

sensing are also proving to be more useful tools for FYI. Smooth FM (as opposed to 

mbbled and rafied FYI) is less complicated to study in terms of its flatter surface and 

more homogeneous physical structure, making it easier to simulate in numencal 

modeling and identifjring relationshi ps between ice themodynamics and microwave 

remote sensing. Hence 1 also assume that the FYI is not a dynarnic volume (Le. the ice is 

not moving horizontally due to ocean currents or wind drag) which is typical of most FM 

in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (or fast-ice). This lends credence to the one- 

di mensionah ty assumption. 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The goal of my research is to conduct the initial steps necessary for combining a 

one-dimensional thermodynamic snow sea-ice model and microwave remote sensing that 

is related to arctic snow and sea ice processes. I eluded to several issues that need to be 

addressed and would advance the numerical model to a state where remote sensing could 

be better Iinked into the model environment. These include: 1) ensure the existing one- 

dimensional sea ice models treat the SEB and snowlice thermodynamics in the 

appropriate time scales we see occumng in field experiments, 2) ensure the snowhce 

thermodynamics are not compromised by differences in environmental and spatial 

representation within components of the SEB, 3) ensure that the snow layer is properly 



handled in the modeling environrnent, and 4) how we can make use of satellite 

microwave remote sensing data with the model environrnent. 

My specific research questions, which evolve directly from these issues are: 

(1) Does the use of hourly and daily variable forcing result in a different 

simulation of the annual cycle of ice themodynamics? If so, can the model 

parameterizations adequately represent specific processes over these shorter 

temporal scales, and is there a systematic bias in forcing the model with 'land 

based' versus 'on ice' measurements of input fluxes? 

(2) How do selected parameterizations of K 1 and L J. compare to in sifu data and 

what are the characteristics of newer schemes that may be required? 

(3) What are the broadband and spectral albedos over melting FM as well as their 

local scale spatial variation (sub-km scale)? How do the surface dbedos scaie 

up to semi-regional (10's km) and regional (100's km) scales? What is the 

sensitivity of sea ice ablation to percent pond fraction and the associated spatial 

variability in surface albedo? 

(4) Are there advantages of using a more sophisticated snow component within a 

coupled 1-D snow sea-ice model over a similar model that uses a single bulk 

property snow layer for annual cycles of snow-covered FM? 

(5) How c m  1-D numerical models of snow-covered FYI be usehl for microwave 

remote sensing applications? 



In question (1) 1 examine whether hourly forcing (Le. time step) results in a 

different simulation of ice thermodynamics than daily average forcing over an annual 

cycle using the sea ice model of Flato and Brown (1996). From field experiments, 

significant feedbacks operating between the atmosphere and the surface (e-g., albedo- 

snow grain growth; cloud cover-long-wave flux, etc.). The snowrice properties do not 

scale linearly with radiative and turbulent fluxes in the SEB. 1 wish to examine this 

'temporal scale' issue from both the perspective of parametenzation of the model physics 

and integration of the thermodynamics over an annual cycle. In addition, 1 address the 

existing model parameterizations relative to in situ sea ice field observations made in the 

Canadian Archipelago between 1992 and 1993 during the Seasonal Ice Monitoring and 

Modeling Site (SIMMS) field programs (LeDrew and Barber, 1994). Specifically, 1 

consider the model parameterizations of incident short-waveflong-wave radiation and 

albedo. This component will indicate how well the physics are handled within the 

existing parameterizations and help to ascertain where (if any) changes should be made 

when using shoner temporal scales. Finally, 1 am interested in differences in forcing 

which anse when using nearby land station versus in silu sea ice observations. Because 

regular annual observations do not exist over the ice, arctic rneteorological observations 

from land stations are typically used to force sea ice rnodels. However, local climate 

differences between on-ice and land are significant. This addresses the differences in ice 

simulations between using land-based forcing and on-ice forcing. 

Question (2) deals with environmental and spatial differences in the incident 

radiative fluxes. That is, how accurate are the current incident radiation parameterizations 

for different arctic environments? For this analysis, 1 use unique in situ observations 



taken in an arctic polynya'2 over terrestrial, fast-ice, marginal ice zone and open water 

environments during the 1998 International North Water (NOW) Polynya Project (Barber 

et ai-, 2001)- 

In question (3), 1 address the issue of albedo measurements proadband and 

spectral) over a vanety of FYI surfaces (including melt ponds) due to the dearth of 

information cunentiy available. 1 then scale up the surface albedo measurements to 

regional scales (100's km) using aircrafk aenal video and satellite data to show melt pond 

spatial variability and its albedo over FYI. Then 1 examine how the themodynamic state 

(and mechanical strength) of the sea ice is af5ected by variations in fiactional pond cover. 

In effect 1 am asking the question: "How important is it that the magnitude and spatial 

pattern of surface albedo (as examined above) is correctly parameterized within the 

annual cycle of sea ice ablation?" Measurements were made during C-ICE97 

(Collaborative - Interdi sciplinary Ciyosphenc Expenment 1 997) conducted in Wellington 

Channel and Lancaster Sound, Nunavut, 

Question (4) investigates model simulation differences in snow and ice physical 

and thermal evolution between a multiple layered coupled snow sea-ice model and a 

sirnilar model that uses only a single bulk property snow layer. The one-dimensional 

mass and energy balance snow model (SNTHERM; Jordan et al., 1999) and sea ice 

model Vlato and Brown, 1996) are coupled at the snow-ice interface where fluxes of heat 

and radiation are transferred. Both models are coded in standard FORTRAN. The 

Simulation cornparisons were conducted over a full annual cycle of FYI between 1992-93 

as well as a specific shorter time period in 1992 to compare the models against measured 

12 A polynya is a body of water that remains priman'ly ice-free during the arctic winter months. 



field data. This allowed a very detailed investigation into whether using a more 

sop hi sti cated model i s warranted for snow-covered FYI annual cycles. 

The final question (5) illustrates the direct application of the coupled snow sea-ice 

model toward microwave remote sensing interpretation. The coupled model is 1 inked to a 

microwave dielectric model; the amalgamation of the models produces a type of Electro- 

Therrnophysical model of the Snow Sea-Ice System (ETSSIS). ETSSIS is directly 

compared to measured physical, themodynarnic and microwave dielectric variables to 

show how well and when the model reproduces them. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

1 begin by providing a discussion of the critical processes that control the 

thermodynamics within the FM and snow surfaces over a range of temporal and spatial 

scales (Chapter 2 - section 2.1 and 2.2)- Chapter 2 (section 2.3) also discusses how we 

can use numerical modeling to understand the critical processes, what processes are 

handled in these models, and what some of the deficiencies are- 1 Iimit the discussion 

primarily to one-dimensional thermodynarnic models. Chapter 2 (section 2.4) outIines the 

utility of microwave remote sensing toward FYI thermodynamics. In particular, what 

processes we can observe in microwave imagery over the course of an annual cycle of 

FYI. Chapter 2 provides a thorough background to following chapters that address the 

tive objectives in as many chapters. Research question 1 is discussed in Chapter 3 with 

the results being previously peer reviewed and published (see Hanesiak et al., 1999). 

Question 2 appears in Chapter 4 with the results being previously peer reviewed and 



published (see Hanesiak et al., 2001a). Question 3 is addressed in Chapter 5 with the 

results being previously peer reviewed and published (see Hanesiak et al., 2001~). 

Chapter 6 contains results from question 4. Finally, question 5 results appear in Chapter 7 

and in peer review for publication during the final version of this dissertation- The thesis 

concludes with a summary of results and research that should be conducted in the fùture 

(Chapter 8). 

The usefulness of this work will be to advance Our understanding and monitoring 

abilities of arctic snow covered sea ice processes. This will enable the climate modeling 

community to utilize new insights in future GCM implementation strategies. It can also 

be used toward operational sea ice applications when arctic ice decay becomes important 

for ocean navigation. Lastly, ETSSIS can be used to assist in the interpretation of satellite 

microwave remote sensing, a type of mode1 that is unique for this purpose. 



CHAPTER 2: Background 

2.1 First-Year Sea Ice and its Snow Cover Characteristics 

This section describes the criticai themodynamic processes within snow covered 

first-year sea ice over a variety of temporal and spatial scales. Sea ice has several stages 

of growth and development, classified by the World Meteorological Organization 

P O )  and described in detail by the Manual of Standard Procedures for O b s e ~ n g  and 

Reporting Ice Conditions (MANICE) (Figure 2.1). 1 pay particular attention to first-year 

sea ice @YI) and begin with a brief description of the physicai mechanisms ofice growth 

and snow evolution. An in depth discussion of snow and ice thermodynamics follows. 



Smm 

Fzpre 2.1: Stages of flrst-year ice grnvth, i& thickness and extemal forcing (in 
brackets). Mod~jiedfiom Papakyriakou (1999). 

New ice begins as frazil or slush (Figure 2.1) in the fa11 period during freeze-up 

(in temperatures s -1 B°C) where heat is lost from the ocean to the atmosphere typically 

under windy conditions. Sea water has an average salinity of 32 ppt (parts per thousand), 

depressing its freezing temperature to below 0°C. As ice growth continues, grease ice and 

shuga (Figure 2.1) are fomed (mixture of ice crystals and sea water), and continues to 

grow into more consolidated ice forms (nilas and pancake ice) over time. Conduction of 



heat continues from the bottom to the top of the ice fonning thicker young ice (0.3 m; 

Figure 2.1). As young ice grows, vertical bnne inclusions (mixture of salt and water) 

fonn between ice columns that are near 1 mm in width but Vary in size according to 

growth rate (Figure 2.2) (Lofgren and Weeks, 1969). Salt that is trapped in the ice 

structure is either in liquid bnne fonn or solid depending on the ice temperature (Lock, 

1990). Ice growth continues as a columnar structure to typical FM thicknesses (30 - 200 

cm). FYI is usually made up of 5 2 5 %  frazil ice (top layer) and 75-95% columnar ice 

(Figure 2.2) (see for example, Weeks and Gow, 1980; Tucker et al., 1987). Typical FYI 

densities are 880-910 kg mJ with the variation pnmarily caused by air and salt content 

(Fukusako, 1990). Density increases with Ricreased salinity (if bubble content remains 

constant) and decreases with increased porosity (Fukusako, 1990). This makes the 

average bulk ice thermal conductivity near 2.1 W m-' c". Al1 of the ice forms vary 

widely over large spatial areas depending on proximity to land, other ice formations, 

atmospheric wind and thermal conditions. This creates a myriad of ice conditions and ice 

thickness once full consolidation takes place. Dynamic processes (ocean currents, wind 

and ice contraction/expansion) also create various degrees of rough ice conditions 

(ridged, rafied and mbbled ice) with pieces of ice extending upward from 0.5 - 3 m (not 

including MYI floes). However, 1 am specifically interested in smooth FYI. 



Figure 2.2: First-year sea ice physicai charactenstis shawing the fiazil m>d columnar 
positio~~s relative to intercystaiiine bbne puckets and macroscde brine &ainage 
channeis. Adrrptedfiom V i  et al. (1978). 

The bnne inclusions are very important for heat conduction and latent heating 

within the sea ice (shown later). Brine is forced upward and downward within the ice 

layer as it grows. Bnne and salt impunties that are forced upward out of the ice surface 

during initial ice growth form frost flowers (defonned tree-like structures that extend 

vertically on the ice sudace between 2 - 6 cm). This results in the bonom snow layer 

(once snow has fallen) containing brine as well (see for example, Barber et al. 1995a) 

significantly affecting snow thermal properties (Papakyriakou, 1999). However, bnne 

drainage is pnmanly of gravitational origin moving downward along the bnne drainage 

channels (Bennington, 1963) and is ongoing over time as the ice grows. Brine pockets 

interconnect forming the tree-like bnne channel within the ice fiom cm's to tens of cm's 

long (see Figure 2.2) (Lake and Lewis, 1970). The resulting FYI salinity profile over time 

appears as C-shaped (Figure 2.3). The rejection of brine out of the bottom of the sea ice 

has global ocean circulation ramifications. The more dense sea water at the ice underside 

creates an unstable ocean layer that generates the thermohaline ocean circulation and is a 



findamental process by forcing and maintaining global and regional ocean circulations 

(Aagaard et al ., 198 1)& 

Figure 2.3: Typiuf  salinify profiles for grawingjirsi-yen sea ice. Curws A-D represenf 
ice thickness between 10 to 100 cm Aakptedfrom M q h t  (1985). 

Dunng the melt season (Apnl - August), the available liquid water fiom the snow 

pack and melted top layer of ice forms melt ponds on the ice surface (Figure 2.4). Aerial 

melt pond fractions Vary dramatically with time and location over the course of the melt 

season. Melt ponds reduce the surface albedo significantly with maximum pond aerial 

fractions near 75% on smooth FM (se+ for example, Barber and Yackel, 1999). Pond 

fractions tend to decline to values between 3540% once drainage takes place due to seal 

holes and cracks in the ice (Barber and Yackel, 1999). FYI typically breaks-up in summer 

due to dynamic effects and rareiy completely ablates in the sarne location where it 

originally fomed. ' 



Figure 2-4: h p l e s  of zwo melt pondfkst-yeem sea ice surfaces measured with aerial 
video (aakptedfiom Barber a d  Yackel, 1999). Values in the t a b b  suggest the average 
fiactional areas of i c e / .  putches. lligt coloredpondls, dark colored ponds and aerid 
averaged albedo for both surfaces. 

Snow becomes an important physical presence on sea ice once ice has formed. 

Snow is a porous mixture of ice grains of either single crystals or clusters of crystals 

(Alford, 1974) and has average bulk densities between 50 - 400 kg mJ. This makes the 

average bulk snow thermal conductivity considerably lower than Fm (0.4 W m-' C-'). 

The pores between ice crystals are filled with air, water vapor and liquid water if the 

snow is wet andor melting (Colbeck, 1982). The snow layer and its physicai properties 

are highly variable in space and time, controlled by various factors. Immediately after 

deposition, the snow transfomis into a discrete layered medium through metamorphicX3 

processes, overlying snow weight (overburden), freeze-thaw cycles, and wind transport 

(see for example Jordan et al., 1999). Density typically increases with depth provided 

there are no appreciable temperature gradients in the snow (Colbeck, 1982; Sturm, 199 1)- 

Most of what we know about snow and its intemal physical changes is largely based on 

terrestrial surfaces (e.g. Alford, 1974; Anderson, 1976; Coibeck, 1982). Snow on sea ice 



is different than terremial snow due to salinity and oceanic heating conducted upward 

within the ice (see for exarnple, Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988; Barber et al., 1994). 

From field observations, we typically see a vertical salinity gradient in the snow between 

10-17 ppt at the bottom-most snow layer and tapers off non-iinearly to O ppt by 10-25 cm 

from the snow-ice interface. This reduces the snow thermal conductivity in the brine- 

laden regions by at least 100% in most cases (Papalqriakou, 1999). With such a low 

thermal conductivity, snow significantly suppresses (enhances) ice growth in the 

FallMri nter (S pri ng) b y insulating the heat transfer between the ocean-i ce (atmosphere) 

and the atmosphere (ice) (see for example, Flato and Brown, 1996). 

Metamorphkm is a critical process that snow undergoes as it ages and evoives. 

There are two types of snow metamorphism, dry and wet, depending on temperature, 

density and liquid water profiles in the considered snow layer (Colbeck, 1973, 1980, 

1983). Snow metamorphism drives snow cover evolution and afKects snow density, 

porosity, strength, albedo? and themal conductivity (Bnin et al., 1992). Once a fresh 

snowfall occurs over sea ice, it rapidly undergoes metamorphic changes under a dry snow 

scenario, unless rain or warm air temperatures complicate the process. 

Dry snow metamorphism implies that no liquid water is present in the snow pack, 

temperatures are sub-freezing, and the sncw is in solid state in equilibrium with vapor. 

The equilibnum crystal shape (that is highly dependent on the environmental conditions) 

dominates the grain shape in the absence of strong temperature gradients. The growth rate 

of snow grains is iimited by vapor difision that is driven by the vapor pressure gradient 

(Alford, 1974). The vapor pressure gradient is controlled by temperature, radius of 

-- - -- -- . - - -- 

13 Metamorphic processes are changes in snow morphology that take place as funçtions of temperature and 
pressure. 



curvature and size of each snow @n. For example, warmer snow pack areas near the ice 

surface in winter can hold more vapor than colder areas at the snow surface. This 

produces a vertical vapor pressure gradient in which vapor travels upward through the 

snow pack. In addition, smaller and more curved snow grains contain higher vapor 

pressures than larger and Iess rounded grains (Colbeck, 1987). This implies the larger 

snow grains tend to grow at the expense of smaller grains (Colbeck, 1973). 

There are two main types of dry snow metamorphism, equitemperature (ET) and 

temperature gradient (TG) processes. ET i s defined by a small or no temperature gradient 

in the snow (O to -7OC m-') usually seen in spnng, whereas TG has very high temperature 

gradients (15 - 70°C m*') typical of a winter snow pack (see for example, Colbeck, 

1982). In dty snow ET metamorphism, snow grains reduce their surface free energy 

tending toward their stable state that is controlled by their radius of curvature and the 

surface to volume ratio. Snow grains naturally reduce their surface to volume ratio by 

- expelling excess vapor. Both processes (curvature and surface to volume reduction) act to 

produce more rounded grains and increase snow density (Alford, 1974). Rounded crystals 

are typically small between less than 0.1 mm to 1.0 mm. 

In dry snow TG metamorphism, the rate of vapor transport is very fast (kinetic 

growth) that builds angular, highiy faceted grains that bond very poorly (Colbeck, 1982) 

(Figure 2.5). This process increases the crystal size but decreases the crystal number 

density (Colbeck, 1987, 1991) resulting in weak snow strengths and decreases in density. 

It should be mentioned that convective processes (air movement) within the snow pack 

also complicates the grain growth process and is largely unexplored, however, it is 

believed to be a non-negligible factor (Colbeck, 1989). Convective processes are dificult 



to measure and are therefore ignored in detailed snow models. A wide range of faceted 

crystal types are found in the  snow cover, including complex scrolls, cup-shaped crystals, 

plates, sheaths, and needles (Bradley et al., 1977). Faceted crystals can grow up to 3-4 cm 

in length (see Figure 2.5) and are commonly found in the hoar snow layer. The hoar layer 

is defined by larger faceted snow grains near the base of the snow pack where w m e r  

temperatures and high temperature gradients exist, or within the snow volume where two 

discontinuous density layers exist. The bottom layer of the snow is typically termed the 

basal layer. Another type of faceted crystal known as surface hoar can develop at the 

snow-atrnosphere intefice. These crystals fom by condensation fiom the atmosphere 

that is supersaturated compared to the snow surface. This can occur on cold clear arctic 

nights. 

F e r e  2.5: Typical new flaceted) and old @&netic) snow grains and aggregates of 
partial& melieci grcncnm (plycrystaIIine) thrrl resull fiom the metamorphic processes 
described in the text (AdriT>tedfiom &aber et al., 1999). 



Wet snow metamorphism is distinguished by low and high liquid water contents, 

typically termed the pendular and funicular regimes, respectively. In the pendular regime 

(1 -8% liquid by volume), air makes continuous channels through the snow while liquid 

water travels between the crystals and air (Colbeck, 1982). Grain growth rates are 

accelerated due to liquid water with the small grains preferentially destmyed and larger 

grains become more rounded and well bonded (polycry stalline aggregate in Figure 2.5) 

(Colbeck, 1982). Snow strength is relatively hi& in the pendular regime since no melting 

occurs at the grain contacts and is further increased if the snow pack undergoes re- 

freezing (fimification). Conduction of heat within snow is increased if te-freezing takes 

place. In the funicular regime (8-1 5% liquid by volume), water occupies the pore spaces 

with little air and drains freely toward the ice surface (Colbeck et al., 1990). Grains are 

surrounded by water and have difficulty adhering, unlike the pendular regirne. The snow 

pack shrinks in depth due to snow mass loss and also loses its overall mechanical strength 

as liquid water creates venical channels within the snow. The smaller particles rapidly 

disappear once reaching a critical size (Colbeck, 1973). Increases in mean grain size in 

"wet" conditions c m  oçcur from about 0.3 to 0.8 mm in six days, and from 0.21 to 1.78 

mm in nearly 40 days (Colbeck, 1982, 1986). In the funicular regime, since the snow is 

saline, brine is flushed toward the ice surface reducing the snow's layered salinity profile, 

forming slush at the base of the snow pack (called basal ice if refrozen). 

2.2 Thermodynamics of Snow and Sea Ice 

The atmosphere i s  the pnmary force behind the growth and decay of FYI with the 

surface energy balance (SEB) dominating. Ocean heat fluxes also contribute to ice 



evolution while ice is present to counteract and balance atmospheric forcing (to produce 

an equilibrium ice thickness in MM). However, the ocean heat flux is assumed to be 

sornewhat constant and relatively small (2-30 W m'2) compared to atmospheric forcing 

for the type of ice under study here (Shirasawa and Ingram, 1997; Flato and Brown, 

1996). A graphical depiction of the SEB and the thennodynamic variables involved in the 

snow and ice layers outiines the major components (Figure 2.6). 

KS = incident SW flux 
~ f '  = upwelling SW flux 
Fa = absorbed SW flux 
L& = incident LW flux 
L f = upwelling LW flux 
Fs = sensible heat flux 
FI = latent heat flux 
Ft = transmitted SW flux 
Fo = ocean heat flux 

Q, = net surface flux 
Qm = intemal latent heating 
Qw = water movement heat 

atmosphere 

w 1 v 
I 1 T = sfc temp 

, Ft 
Qs = atmos-snow conductive flux A T = -1-8 C 
Qi= snow-ice conductive flux Fa Fo 
Qo=ice-oçean conductive flux ocean (mixed Iayer) 

T =-1.8 C if iceexists 

Figrrre 2.6: Drpifrion of the critical physcal fhermodynamic procesres within snow 
coveredfirst-year sea ice including the surjce energy balance ( S w ,  internal snow/ice 
processes and cot,tdufivefluxes across each irtterjhce. 

The corresponding SEB equation appropriate for modeling snow over sea ice 

(Jordan et al ., 1 999) i s @osi tive fiom the atrnosphere toward the surface), 



where, Qnd is the net atmosphenc heating of the snow or ice sunace, KJ, Kt, Li, Lt are 

the incident and reflected short-wave radiation, incident and up-wel ling 1 ong-wave 

radiation, respectively. F,, Fi and Fp, are the sensible and latent heat fluxes and heat 

conducted by precipitation, respectively. The surface short-wave albedo is defined as the 

ratio of reflected solar radiation over the incident solar radiation, 

The energy within the snow volume can be estimated by (Papakyriakou, 1999), 

where, dQ, is the net atmospheric heating (Q,, + Fs + Fi), Qi is the conductive heat flux at 

the ice surface, Qs is the conductive heat flux at the snow surface, Fa is the absorbed solar 

radiation, Qms i s the phase transition energy, and Q, i s heat energy associated with water 

flow . Similarly, the energy contained within the ice volume is, 

where, Q, is the conductive heat flux at the ice-ocean surface, F,- and Q, are the 

absorbed solar radiation (in ice) and intemal latent heating of the sea ice layer, 

respectively, and F, is the heat flux from the ocean mixed layer toward the ice underside. 

1 now continue with individuai critical physical processes that control snow and sea ice 

thermodynarnics, beginning with atrnospheric forcing d o m  to the ice underside. 



2.2.1 Atrnospheric Radiation Interaction with Snow and lce 

The solar short-wave (SW) portion of the spectmm occupies wavelengths 

between 0.15 - 3.0 Pm. This is subdivided into visible wavelengths (0.36 - 0.75 pm), 

near-infrared (0.7 - 1.3 pm), and mid-infrared (1.3 to 3.0 pm). The solar component of 

the arctic energy balance is seasonal due to the Earth's obliquity- The maximum solar 

zenith angle14 in the arctic during the summer solstice is limited to about 47 degrees 

because of the earth's obliquity. High latitude locations 066.5 degees) are therefore in a 

state of darkness for up to six months of the year. Only when the sun rises above the 

horizon for longer penods of time through the spring does the short-wave radiation 

become increasingl y dominant. This dominance continues through the spring and 

summer months when, at high latitudes, the Sun does not drop below the horizon at all. 

Long-wave radiation (3 .O - 100 Pm; thermal infiared) is of terresmal origin, with 

incident long-wave ( ' 4 )  emitted from the atmosphere al1 of the time. Up-welling long- 

wave radiation (L f ) is emitted from the surface and is also a continual annual process. 

2.2.1.1 Incident Short- Wave Radiation 

Incident SW (Ki) responds to seasonal, latitudinal, diumal and amiospheric 

variations that significantly alter the arctic environment. The K( variations are highly 

variable due to rapid changes in cloud cover, water vapor, aerosols, and the relatively 

slower changes in surface features. The Ki parameter is most sensitive to aerosol optical 



depth and surface albedo under clear skies and cloud optical depth, cloud liquid water 

content and surface albedo under cloudy skies (Key et al., 1996; Leontyeva and Stamnes, 

1993). K i  is a key component in the SET3 and accurate measurements and/or mode1 

parameterkations are required to numerical ly simulate seasonal snow and ice evolution- 

More will be said about K 4 in following sections. 

2.2.1.2 Suflace Reflection (Albedo) 

Surfare albedo is defined in equation (2.2). Several factors affect albedo, 

including wavelength, solar zenith angle, surface characteristics, and clouds (Ebert and 

Curry, 1993). In sea ice climatology, the albedo of the surface (with snow andor melt 

ponds on it) is typically measured in the optical region of the spectrum over wavelengths 

between 0.3 - 3 p. However, the moa responsive region within this spectrum to 

changes in the sea ice surface is the visible (VIS) and part of the near infra red O\TIR) 

region (0.3 - 1.1 pm). Surface features such as a new snow cover, old snow, wet snow, 

saturated snow, and melt ponds, determine the overall aibedo magnitude over first-year 

sea ice. Fresh snow acts as a highly reflective surface in the VIS and NIR whereas, older 

snow absorbs more of the VIS and NlR energy. The direct aibedo of snow can show 

considerable daily variation (Petzold, 1977). This is due to several factors. For instance, a 

snow pack will slowly settle under its own weight, changing the size, shape, and spacing 

of crystals at the surface. Dust particles from the atrnosphere will also accumulate on the 

snow pack darkening the surface and lowering the albedo (Warren and Wi scombe, 1 98 1). 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - p~ 

l4 Solar zenith angle is the angle between the local nomal to ihe Earth's surface, and a line between a point 



Wind is a significant factor since it can redistribute and compact snow. A 1 cm layer of 

freshly accumulated snow will result in a new albedo that is completely independent of 

that for the previous surface (Petzold, 1977). Finally, a change from powdery to granular 

snow occurs at the suiface of a melting snow pack. This means that the albedo of a 

rnelting snow pack is going to change more rapidly than an accumulating snow pack 

(Petzold, 1977). When the snow melts in spring, melt ponds develop on the sea ice 

surface and si gni fi cantl y decreases the overal l surface albedo. The formation of ponds 

and the associated drop in dbedo causes further rapid sea ice ablation through the ice- 

albedo-feedback process (Curry et al., 1995). The extra SW radiation absorbed by the 

melt ponds is used to increase their-depth and the volume ofbrine within the ice (Maykut, 

1982). 

Clouds and solar zenith angle also affect the surface albedo. Maximum total cloud 

cover occurs in the summer (up to go%), minimum coverage occurs in the winter (40- 

50%), and the transitions between maximum and minimum values occur over short time 

penods in the spring and fa11 (Curry and Ebe* 1992). Clouds influence K i  and hence 

surface albedo in three ways: 1) clouds reflect a portion of the radiation that they 

intercept back into space, that is, they have their own albedo, 2) clouds selectively absord 

SW radiation at wavelengths greater than 0.7 microns, and 3) cloud cover controls the 

relative proportions of direct and diffise radiation. Since the albedo of snow is greater for 

visible light than for near infrared radiation, albedo generally increases as cloud cover 

and cloud opacity increase (Petzold, 1977). Furthemore, the albedo of surfaces that do 

not scatter radiation equally in al1 directions (non-Lambertian refiectors) will increase as 

on the Earth's surface and the sun. 



the d i f i se  component inneases (Curry and Ebert, 1992). Solar zenith angle eRects show 

an 8-20% decrease in clear sky albedo as the zenith angle decreases h m  80 - 45 degrees 

(Petzol d, 1 977)- 

Sea ice aibedo is a critical climatological parameter control ling short-wave 

responses in the SEB, and has been a major focus in several modeling and observational 

studies (see for example, Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985; Ebert and Curxy, 1993; 

Robinson et al., 1986; Ross and Walsh, 1987; De Abreu et al., 1994; Grenfell and 

Maykut, 1977; Grenfell and Perovich, 1984). Perovich (1996) summarized many of the 

scarce bulk @roadband13 and spectral16 albedo measurements collected in situ for 

various surfaces over different kinds of sea ice. Broadband albedos range from 0.2 1 for 

melt ponds to 0.87 for dry new snow over first year ice (Table 2.1). 

Table 2.1: Prevïous measurements of integrated uibedo 
over varbus surfaces (&ta adaptedfiorn Perovich, 1996). 

Surif- Interrateci Albedo 
Open Water 0.05 
Old Pond O. 15 
Ponds (la Year) 0.2 1 
Mature Pond 0.29 
Melting Ice @lue) 0.33 
Refiozen Pond O -40 
Bare First-Year Ice 0.52 
Me1 ting White Ice 0.56-0.68 
Frozen White Ice 0.70 
Meltinp; Snow O. 77 
Wind Packed Snow 0.81 
New Snow 0.87 

--- - - 

'' Bmadband albedo refers to the uitegrated spectral albedo across the opticpl wavelengths. 
l6 Spectral albedo refers to the reflectance of energy at a particular wavelength in the optical specbum. 



Spectral snow albedos are typically highest in the VIS and drop off in the NIR 

(Figure 2.7). The magnitude and shape of the spectral albedo curves are strongly dictated 

by the snow grain size and amount of liquid water in the snow (Wiscombe and Warren, 

1 98 1). Few al bedo measurements exist from the Canadian Archi pelago compared to the 

Arctic Basin and Antamic. De Abreu et al. (1995) measured first-year sea ice @YI) 

spectral albedo in the Canadian Archipelago during the melt season showing the gradua1 

decline in dbedo is attributed to the evolving geophysical structure of the snowke  

volumes, increasing the contrast between the VIS and NIR spectrai albedo. 

Figure 2.7: Two spectral albedo curves over smnv covered Seo ice. One (0 over dry 
snow, and the other (2) mer Peely draining snow. The m e s  are represenmtive with 
respect to a bariirm sulphoe reference panel. Site (2) ranges jiom O - 15% water by 
volume from the top of the snow pack to the bottom. (Adqptedfirn Barber, 1993). 

Very little work has been done to assess the spatial variability of albedo, mostly 

devoted to broad satellite-scale variations. Langleben (1 97 1) suggested a linear decrease 

in albedo as a function of the degree of puddling in the Beaufort Sea, ranging between 0.6 

(0% pond cover) to 0.3 (70% pond cover). More recently, Barber and Yackel (1999) used 



video-derived albedo estimates near Resolute, Nunawt to show its spatial vanability over 

linear transects dunng spring melt Albedos ranged between 0.3 and 0.5 depending on its 

proximity to land, ice type and ice roughness (Barber and Yackel, 1999). Sea ice sunace 

albedo denved from satellite sensors in the M S / N i R  wavelengths can obtain regional 

pixel-scale (-1 km) albedo estimates. Robinson et al. (1986) and Robinson et al. (1992) 

used DMSP @efense Meteorologi cal Satellite Program) data to produce realistic ai bedo 

maps of the Arctic Basin that was a good indicator of inter-annual variations in the mass 

and energy budget of the arctic. Robinson et al. (1986) calculated a net areal albedo of 

0.53 for the central arctic, corroborating eadier estimates. More recently, De Abreu et ai. 

(1994, 1996) compared in situ albedo to AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resofution 

Radiometer) albedo over FYI showhg that the two agreed favorably (within 25%) when 

accounting for atrnospheric attenuation, viewing geometry, and sensor spectral response. 

Lindsay and Rothrock (1993, 1994) found mean monthly Arctic Basin albedos to range 

from 0.76 in April to 0.47 in August, 1989. More observations of surface albedo are 

needed over FYI, in particular, local albedos of specific surface features (different snow 

types, melt ponds, etc.) and how these scale up to regionai aenal albedo. In addition, little 

is known about the sensitivity of F W  ablation and break-up potential to the seasonai 

progression of fractional melt pond cover and their associated albedo changes from year 

to year. This is important for understanding the partitioning of energy and how we can 

temporal1 y and spatially represent albedo in numencal modeling studies. 



2.2.1.3 Surjiace Absorption 

Absorbed energy is used to heat the medium and create intemal phase changes, if 

the melting temperature is reached or can be re-emitted as long-wave radiation (see 

below). The absorbed SW radiation for a given level (2) in the snow (or ice) is given by 

(adapted fiom PapakyrÏakou, 1999), 

and K((,, is the incident snow surface short-wave radiation, KL and a(,,* are the 

spectral extinction coefficient (m-') and spectral dbedo, respectively, and z is the vertical 

distance. 

2.2.1.4 Surjiice Transmission 

The rernaining SW energy that is not reflected or absorbed by the snow layer is 

transmitted into the ice. This available ice energy acts as intemal heating of the ice of 

which a certain portion is also transmitted into the top ocean (mixed) layer. Beer's law 

dictates the amount of energy that is transmitted through the ice, as in snow above, 



where, ICA is the spectral extinction coefficient (m-'). Maximum transmission of SW 

energy through the snow and ice occurs between the 0.45 to 0.55 pm region of the 

spectmm (Maykut and Grenfell, 1975) with most absorption in the infrared. Typical bulk 

extinction coefficients for dry snow range between 37 to 97 ma' and 23 to 58 m" for wet 

snow (Fukami et al., 1985), depending on the snow density. 

2-2-13 Long- Wave Radiation 

Al1 matter above absolute zero (-273.1S°C or O K) emits energy as a function of 

its temperature, govemed by the Stefan-Boltzman law, 

where, L is the emitted long-wave radiation (W m-2), E is the long-wave emissivity, o is 

the Stefan-Boltzman constant, and T is the medium's radiative temperature (K). The 

snow emissivity is near 0.99, whereas sea ice and water are typically 0.97 (Maykut, 

1986). During the months of little or no short-wave input from the sun, the incident long- 

wave (LW) flux (Li) is dominant in the arctic, although the LW flux remains important 

even in the spnng. There are essentially three sources of LW radiation: 1) the 

atmosphere, 2) clouds, and 3) the sunace. The Lt is primanly controlled by the snow or 

ice surface temperature and its associated emissivity. As with the SW flux, clouds play an 

important role in the LW flux because they are able to absorb and re-emit a portion of the 

LW radiation they receive fiom the surface and surrounding atmosphere. Overdl, they 

serve to reduce the amount of radiation lost to space by 28-55 W although a large 



portion of L t radiation is transmitted through clouds less than 320 m thick (Heman, 

1986). The Li is moa sensitive to precipitable water and aerosol optical depth under 

clear skies and cloud base height and cloud optical depth for cloudy skies (Key et al., 

1996). The clear-sky L i  flux is important dunng the polar winter. This is because 

temperatures in the troposphere dictate that condensates be in a predominantly crystaline 

state even under clear skies (ice crystals). The ice crystals are presumed to emit long- 

wave energy between 10-40 W m-2 greater than modeled winter clear-slty values (Curry 

and Ebert, 1992). LJ is a key component in the SEB throughout the annual cycle and 

accurate measurements andor mode1 pararneterizati ons are required to numericall y 

simulate seasonal snow and ice evolution. 

2.2.2 Heat Flow Through Snow andlce 

The temperature field in snow and ice is described by equations of heat and mass 

transfer wi th ternis corresponding to internai me1 ting, absorption of short-wave solar 

radiation, and evaporation/condensation. Water flow within the snow is also usually 

considered. Thermal processes in the snow and ice are different since snow has a much 

di fferent phy si cal make-up where compacti on and internai evaporati odcondensation 

affect the snow only. In addition, salt (brine) impurities in the snow and ice play a crucial 

role in their thermal behavior (Maykut and Untersteiner, 197 1). 

Wind transport of snow (blowing snow) is also a key factor for detennining the 

overall snow depth over a particular point (Pomeroy et al., 1997) which affects the 

thermal and metamorphic processes in the snow layer over time (Jordan et al., 1999). In 



fact, blowing and drifting snow create a spatial pattern of "snow dunes" on F M  that may 

be related to the spring melt pond spatial distribution. Snow distribution and depth on 

FYI is also critical for seasonal ice thennodynamics (see for example, Flato and Brown, 

1996). The snow mode1 (SNTHERM) by Jordan et al- (1999) allows one to tune the 

fractional stress gradient (6' & / & ; where t, is the snow surface stress) to recreate 

actual snow depths (positive gradients remove snow, negative gradients accumulate 

snow). This parameter can be held constant o r b e  allowed to vary in time. 

The one-dimensional equation for the conservation of energy (of snow or ice) for 

the various constituents (i = ice, 1 = liquid, v = water vapor) is (from Jordan et al ., 1999) 

where t is time, pl is the overall snow density (= pl + pi ; bulk density of liquid and ice, 

respectively, discounting the gas), z is the vertical position relative to the interface 

between the snow and the sea ice, Jk is the flux of water constituent k (positive upward), 

the subscript t refers to  the total medium (snow or sea ice), T is temperature (in kelvins), 

kt is the thermal conductivity, and R, is the net solar radiation (positive downward). The 

integral is taken over a control volume of thi ckness Az; and the summation 2, is over the 

top and bottom surfaces, where n is the unit vector normal to the surface. The specific 

enthalpy hk of a water constituent is (from Jordan et al., 1999) 



where ck is the specific heat of the constituent at constant pressure, Lt and L, are the 

latent heats of freezing and sublimation, and ht = L k J ,  hk. The fint term on the right 

hand side of (2-9) is the heat flux due to water flow and vapor diffusion (disallowed in 

sea ice), the second term on the right side is the conduction, the last term i s  the sub- 

surface absorption of solar radiation. The terni on the left hand side represents the change 

in stored heat- 

The parameters Ck, Lt Ly, kt, brine content/volurne (vb), and phase transition 

temperature for snow and sea ice depend strongly on its saiinity and temperature. Due to 

the wide variety of empirical formulae for these parameters in snow and sea ice, they will 

not be descnbed in detail. The main point is that brine tends to retard any heating or 

cooling forcing in the snow or sea ice. 

Snow metamorphic and deposition-removal processes also need to be included as 

indirect thermodynamics factors since these processes af5ect snow thermodynamics. 1 

only briefl y discuss the relevant processes here. Metamorphism and deposition-removal 

of the snow pack directly affects snow density (at various degrees and levels in the 

snow), rnaking the snow medium a layered structure. Hence the thennodynamics are 

affected, and in turn feed back into the metamorphic processes. Grain size and crystal 

shape also affect the snow density where smaller crystals and simpler shapes pack most 

eficiently, leading to denser snow (Jordan et al., 1999). Four primary processes act in the 

deformation rate of the snow pack, namely (after Jordan et ai., 1999), 



where, the term on the left side is the resulting deformation rate, the next term describes 

the rnetamorphic processes (wind packing, density changes, erosion and accumulation), 

followed by the overburden (weight of snow causing lower layers to cornpress), the 

melting term (when melt (freezing) causes the snow pack to shrink (remain the same) in 

depth), and finally an extra wind term (snow deposition-removal by the wind; i.e. 

blowing/drifting snow). 

The surface temperature gradient is detennined by turbulent sensible heat 

exchange between the snow and air, long-wave and short-wave radiation fiom the 

atmosphere and re-radiation fiom the snow surface, and by latent heat of snow 

evaporation (or condensation of water fiom the air) upon the snow surface. The melting 

of sea ice at its surface produces low-sdinity brine and causes a drop in sea ice sdinity 

(Ono and Krass, 1993). Water from snow meit l a d s  to brine dilution and raises the 

freezing temperature, possibly causing further ice formation depending on the 

temperature. This process is important for ice generation during the Spring season (Ono 

and Krass, 1993). 

The growth or decrease of the ice thickness at the ice-ocean interface is 

determined by heat-mass balance on the ice bottorn (Le. conductive flux in the ice close 

to the ice-ocean bmndary and the turbulent heat flux from the ocean) and penetrating 

short-wave to the ice-ocean interface. This process is represented by (as in Flato and 

Brown, 1 W6), 



where, hi is the ice thickness, ki is the ice thmal  conductivity, &, is the fraction of short- 

wave radiation that penetrates the surface, a is the surface albedo, K is the bulk 

extinction coefficient for short-wave radiation (Le- asymptotic decay of short-wave 

energy into the ocean), and Ls is the heat of fusion of sea ice. The integral represents the 

short-wave energy available to the ocean mixed layer that is assumed to be absorbed 

there to keep the mixed layer temperature at the freezing point. 

Figure 2.8 shows the simpli fied resulting seasonal progression of temperature 

profiles within the snow and sea ice layers. Note the SW component with maximum daily 

average radiation (-400 W m-2) at melt onset, where a significant amount of energy is 

available to the surface at this pend.  A snow layer may or may not be present during 

Freeze-Up, depending on the timing of snowfall. A snow layer dunng Freeze-Up 

significantly retards the ice growth rate (see for example, Flato and Brown, 1996). The 

snow temperature gradient in winter is greater than the ice due to thermal conductivity 

(and thermal di misivity1') differences between the two mediums. During Earl y Melt, the 

temperature gradient in the snow reflects the diumal nature of atmospheric heating and 

cooling, producing temperature waves in the snow over the course of a day. It also 

signals the beginning of snow metamorphism (Livingstone et al., 1987). The ice volume 

begins to show signals of wanning. At Melt Onset, the snow volume contains liquid 

water at al1 times with the pedular and fùnicular regimes active at this stage; snow grain 

growth i s accel erated (Col beck, 1982) and al bedo decreases significantl y; conductive 

fluxes become larger within the snow; diumal temperature variations are still present; and 

the ice continues to warm considerably. By Advanced Melt, the snow pack shrïnks (if 



present at al 1) with a near-isothemal temperature profile, 1 i quid water i s al ways present 

thereby decreasing the aibedo further; bulk salinit- in the snow and top ice layer 

decreases (Tucker et al ., 1987); melt ponds develop on the ice surface and bnne drainage 

in the ice is fùlly active; the ice volume becomes near-isothennd which creates ideal 

break-up conditions (due to a marked decrease in ice strength (Barber et al ., 1 998)). 

Figure 2.8: Categories of snav covered first-yem sea ice fhenn+amic regïmes 
between fieezeicp 20 advanced melt periodr. Profils are typicaZfiom 8 years of in situ 
data. Dai& average soïm energy (w ni3 avaihble for each regïme is also show*. 
(Artaptedfiom Barber, 1997). 

- - 

" Thermal diaisivity (khs) is the rate at which the sunace induced temperature wave can travel wïthin the 
medium (snow or ice); and relatd to thermal conductivity (ks) and heat capacity (C) by khs = ks / C- 



2.3 Utility of Numencal Modeling for Snow Coverd Sei Ice 

This section is devoted to illustrating the utility of numencal modeling for 

advancing our understanding of snow covered sea ice climate processes. 1 begin with a 

bnef historical perspective of sea ice modeling and continue with research results 

pertinent to this work that demonstrate the use of models to study snow and sea ice in a 

one-dimensional sense. 

2.3.1 Historical Perspective 

Before the advent of higher-speed cornputers @rior to the late 196OYs), empirical 

relationships for ice growth and snow/ice thennodynamics were developed but osered 

little physical insight into the problems. Budyko (1966) developed one of the first 

physically representative thermodynamic models of ice through numerical techniques, 

however a major problem was the specification of surface temperature that ignored heat 

conduction effects on surf'ace ablation and surface temperature. Mayht and Untersteiner 

(1 97 1) (MU) otTered a more complex thermodynamic mode1 that considered aunospheric 

and oceanic fluxes to dictate the thermal regime of sea ice and snow in discrete layers. A 

general approach to estimating intemal ice temperatures and thickness was to use heat 

conduction equations similar to section 2.2 that are still used in modem snow and sea ice 

models. The MU model included the effects of intemal heating from solar radiation 

penetration, intemal heat storage in bine pockets, and variation of specific heat and 

thermal conductivity of the icelsnow with temperature and salinity. However, the model 



was Iimited by numencal techniques (required larger time steps and layer spacing), 

course albedo parametenzation, poor turbulent flux parameterizations and could not grow 

ice from open water. More recently, Ebert and Curry (1993) (EC) developed a 

thermodynamic model as an offshoot of MU but with much more detail in many physical 

processes. These included a revised turbuient flux pararneterization, improved albedo 

parameterization, greater flexi bility in numeri cal technique that i mproved the overall 

thermodynamics, and improved atmospheric radiative forcing parameterizations. Flato 

and Brown (1996) (FB) considered a thermodynamic model for FYI (land-fast ice) that is 

similar to EC, with a different albedo parameterization and slightl y different atrnospheric 

forcing parameterizations, mainly for the purpose of inter-annual simulations. Recently, a 

model for snow layer thermodynamics and mass balance over sea ice has been developed 

by Jordan et al. (1999). The Jordan model is state of the art in that it treats most critical 

processes in a physical way with more detail paid to heat conduction specific to snow 

(layered mixture of dry air, ice, liquid water, and water vapor), phase changes, water 

flow, snow densification, grain growth, and effects from blowing/drifting snow. 

2.3.2 Utility of Modeling 

Results to date from numerical modeling studies of snow and sea ice have proven 

to be useful for a number of reasons. A key advantage of models is futuristic insight, Le. 

so we can determine what the conditions may be like in the h r e .  A second advantage is 

the output they produce. Models can generate a time series of information from any 

particular variable that is simulated by the model, for example sunace albedo or snow/ice 



surface temperature. A third advantage is conducting sensitivity studies. Sensitivity 

studies are an attractive component of models where we can perturb a single variable (or 

multiple variables) to investigate any changes in the simulation. For exampl+ a control 

run simulation (initial simulation with known input and forcing) would be generated, then 

a second simulation would be produced by altenng a variable (e.g. albedo). A cornparison 

can be made between the control simulation and the altered albedo simulation to observe 

any major differences in the output parameters (such as snowke thickness over time). 

Sensitivity studies are usefid for identifiing: 1) variables and processes that control 

snow~ice evolution, 2) feedback mechanisms, and 3) which variables may be more 

"active" than others. This also allows us to investigate processes that would not otherwise 

be determined by field observations since we can not (in most cases) alter the physical 

charactenstics of the forcing variables18. 

Current sea ice models simulate inter-annual and climatological (inter-yearly) sea 

ice conditions reasonably well (Figure 2.9) (Flato and Brown, 1996; Ebert and Curry, 

1993), aithough major deficiencies are still present. 

'* Foming van'ables are contained in the SEB (i-e. rneteorological) and ocean mixed layer beaeath the ice 
(ocean heat flux). They are the primary parmeters that &ive any processes acting on the snow and ice. 



Figure 2.9: Tinte series of obserwd and modeled ice and snow fhickness & Alert, 
Nz~navut between 1980-1990. Ice thickness appears as negutive values. (Aakptedfiom 
FZato and Brown, 1996). 

Data presented in Figure 2.9 stems from the FB model where they simulated the 

inter-annual variability of land-fast FM between 1955 - 1990 in two different arctic 

locations (only Alert, Nunawt between 1980-90 is shown). The model simulation was 

generated using dai&-uveraged meteorological forcing (air temperature, relative 

humidity, wind, total cloud amount, and snowfall) from Alen spanning the years of 

simulation. Figure 2.9 shows what model output can generate and illustrate its utility for 

studying sea ice processes. The complexity of the EC model physics and processes is 

illustrated in Figure 2.10 (adapted from the sea ice model of Ebert and Curry, 1993). 



Figure 2.10: Modeled interactions (see tex0 between extenml forcing (hold/ and 
parameter values (itdic). ond intend variaales (ovaLS) andfluxes (boxes) for the Ebert 
and Curry (1993) one~zrnemioll~I themodynamic sea ice model. (Akptedfiorn Ebert 
and Curry, 1993). 

Figure 2.10 shows the interactions and feedbacks relating the model variables and 

fiuxes (ovals and boxes, respectively) to each other and to the specified values of the 

parameters and extemal forcing (italics and bold, respectively around the outside of the 

figure). A solid arrow indicates that a positive change in the first variable has a direct 

positive impact on the second variable (positive interaction), a short dashed arrow 

indicates that a positive change in the first variable impacts negatively on the second 

variable (negative interaction). Long dashed arrows represent positive or negative 

interactions, dependi ng on the season. These interactions c m  be ampli fi ed or dam pened 

by positive or negative feedback loops (Ebert and Cuny, 1993). An even number of 

negative interactions between a senes of interactions resulîs in a positive feedback loop 



where the initial variable becomes more positive because of the feedback, and so on- An 

odd number of negative interactions results in a net decline of the original variable 

(negative feedback Ioop). As an example, the surface albedo feedback indicates an 

increase in the S W  or LW flux (or air temperature) acts to increase the net flux on the ice, 

warming the ice surface (Ebert and Curry, 1993). A warmer surface accelerates melt 

onset and melt rate, lowering the surface albedo and increasing the short-wave flux. Ice 

ablation is directly increased as a result of greater input energy (Ebert and Cuny, 1993). 

This example clearly illustrates the utility of numencal models in identiming primary sea 

ice processes thmugh sensitivity studies. 

The degree of ice thickness changes to air temperature changes can be examined 

through similar sensitivity studies. Flato and Brown (1996) showed a SOC increase 

(decrease) in air temperature would result in a decrease (increase) in land-fast ice 

thickness of 30 cm. Other studies (Parkinson and Kellogg, 1979; Semtner, 1987; Ebert 

and Curry, 1993) indicate temperature pemirbations between 24°C would have great 

impacts on ice characteristics and cause the ice pack to disappear by the late melt season. 

It is very difficult to detemine why the results are so different between the models, 

however, subtle differences between the formulations of ice thermodynamics, numerical 

methods and atmospheric fields may be enough to account for the discrepancies (Holland 

et al., 1993). 

Mentioned earlier, the sufiace albedo is of primary interest for sea ice processes 

and modeling its seasonal evoiution (pararnetenzing it) is very important for accurate sea 

ice simulations. Numencal models must parametenze the albedo since a complete 

physical model is not yet available, and a purely physical albedo model would be 



computationally expensive. Modeling studies have shown that multiple albedos must be 

parameterized to properly account for dry snow as opposed to wet snow as well as bare, 

melting ice (Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985). The obsewed albedo for bare, melting 

ice ranges between 0.5 and 0.58 and this range can affect ice thickness by a factor of 2. 

This range in albedo also detemined whether the ice was seasonal or multiyear ice 

(Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985). Flato and Brown (1996) also stressed that fixing 

the melting ice albedo to 0.55 and not accounting for intermediate melting ice albedos 

produced unreal istic multi year ice scenarios in some land-fast arctic ice regions. S hine 

and Henderson-Sellers (1985) altered the dry snow albedo b e ~ e e n  0.8 and 0.75 in which 

the difference in equilibrium ice thickness were 1 m and the date of total snow melt 

occurred one week earlier for the lower aibedo. The wet snow albedo was aitered 

between 0.7 and 0.65 where the difference in ice thickness at equilibrium was 1 m and 

total snow melt occurred 4 days earlier with the lower albedo. 

Eberi and Curry (1993) included a more complex treatment for melting snow and 

ice where they explicitly considered melt pond effects on surface albedo. They found that 

the melt water runoff fraction (Fr) significantly altered the ice thickness. -If no melt ponds 

were not allowed to exist (Fr=l), the equilibnum ice thickness was much too large (5.0 m 

compared to an average observed thickness of 3.0 m). If Fr < 0.5, the ice would 

completely disappear for a few weeks in the sumrner and have a mean annuai thickness 

of 0.8 m. It is evident that the panunetenzation of albedo cm be very complex and 

important for the short-wave and long-wave radiative processes. It is also evident that 

sl ight variations in ai bedo parameterizations between the different models can lead to 

differences in mode1 output in many situations. 



Another important part of the SEB are the incident radiative fluxes (K 4 and L J), 

mentioned earlier. Incident radiation is prirnarily controlled by the atmosphere (discussed 

earlier) and snow and sea ice models parametenze these fluxes since more sophisticated 

methods are computationally inefficient (Key et al., 1996). Parameterizing these fiuxes is 

tricky due to their relatively quick response to variables that control their variation 

(minutes to hours). With current radiation schemes, the equilibrium ice thickness of a 

one-dimensional therrnodynamic sea ice model varies by 4 m for a 1; 5% change in KJ, 

and 12 rn for a similar change in Li (Ebert and Curry, 1993). The ice pack could 

completely disappear in summer for an increase in LJ greater than 2% (Ebert and Curxy, 

1993). Equilibnum ice thickness variations are greater for LJ since it acts dl of the time 

compared to K& that acts only during solar illumination. Recent examinations of arctic 

incident radiative flux sea ice model parameterizations have shown that the best existing 

parameterizations (Shine, 1984) c m  estimate &ily average Ki to within 2% of the mean 

with an RMSE (root-mean-squared error) of 4% for clear skies and 21% for cloudy skies. 

The LA parameterizations penomied better, with an accuracy of about 1% of the mean 

and RMSE of 6% for both clear and cloudy skies (Efimova, 1961 for clear skies; Jacobs, 

1978 for cloudy skies) (Key et al., 1996). The Li parameterizations (clear and cloudy 

skies) of Maykut and Church (1973) were very close in accuracy to Efimova (1961) and 

Jacobs (1978). 

The snow cover has a profound effect on ice growth and ablation, shown by 

modeiing studies (and observations; see section 2.2). Dunng the winter season, Ebert and 

Curry (1993) found that the snow layer decreased the ice thickness due to its insolating 

effects and allowing ablation at the ice undenide to dominate the ice growth process. The 



inter-annual variability in land-fast ice thickness is dominated by snowfdl variations 

(Flato and Brown, 1996)- An increase in snowfalI rate caused the maximum ice thickness 

to decline until about double the present day value (1 -7 mm day*') where the ice thickness 

would increase thereafier. This is due to a suficient snow cover that submerges the ice 

into the water forming "slush ice" at the surface, increasing the ice thickness. The timing 

of a snowfall dictates the seasonal progression of FYi thickness where a large snowfall 

during initial ice growth (in the Fall) will retard ice growth, whereas as a large snowfall 

in Spnng will enhance ice growth (Figure 2.1 1 ; G. Flato and R Brown, pers. comrn). The 

insulating snow in the FaIl dominates (decreases) ice growth with little or no solar 

component at this time of year, and the high albedo snow surface in spring dominates 

(increases) ice growth by delaying ice melt. 
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Figure 2.11: Effect of a 5+ period of snow fali (20 cm) on the hepen water duration of 
modèiedfirst-year sea ice. me  S-dqy period was rnoved along, thrmghout the anmai 
N e  (momaiy position) to show the impact of the timing of new snowfull on open water 
&ration. (G. Flato and R Brown, pers. corn.). 



Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) and Semtner (1976) both showed that a snowfall 

rate of 120 cm increased the ice thickness without bound for two 1-D thermodynamic 

sea ice models. For land-fast ice scenarios, this unbounded ice thickness problern from 

large snowfall rates (extended hi& sunace albedo) did not occur since the w a m  spring 

and summer air temperatures melted the snow which alleviated the strong snow albedo 

influence (Flato and Brown, 1996). Holland et ai. (1993) found that increasing the snow 

fa11 rate to 200 cm increased the average ice thickness by about 0.5 m in which case 

did not produce unstable ice characteristics for their dynamic-themodynamic'9 sea ice 

model. It was concluded that the dynamic-thermodynarnic model was less sensitive to 

snow parameter changes than a thermodynamic model (Hoiland et al., 1993). The reason 

for this was that there is a negative feedback between the dynamics and themodynamics 

of the sea ice model (see Owens and Lemke, 1990) where a thermodynamic model would 

not capture these feedbacks. The dynamic-thermodynamic model example was included 

into the discussion since it fûrther illustrates how different models (and their 

sophistication) can produce a vari ety of results. 

Several models have been developed that contain detailed 

physics/parametenzations of physical processes and energy and mass exchange in the 

snow layer [e-g. Brun et al-, 1989; Bader and Weilenmann, 1992; Loth et ai., 1993; Gruel1 

and Konzelmann, 1994; Ly nch-Steigli tz, 1 994; Jordan et al ., (1 999)]. These model s 

simulate snow cover properties like density, grain size, liquid water (and othen 

menti oned earli er) over tirne. However, most have applications to terrestrial surfaces and 

not over sea ice, except that of Jordan et al. (1999). Figure 2.12 illustrates the 



performance of SNTHERM (snow model of Jordan et al., 1999) over a 6 month period. 

The model simulates the top snow layer temperature (z = +50 in Figure 2.12) reasonably 

well, but has greater dificulty in the spnng period. This may be the result of snow depth 

not being accurate (too deep in model) during a stom passage in late Febmary (Jordan et 

al., 1999). In Spring and Summer, the short-wave radiation is the main term in the SEB. 

Short-wave energy that was absorbed by the snow created a sub-surface temperature 

maximum similar to observations (Jordan et al., 1999). In Winter, the net long-wave 

balance is the main term in the SEB. The snow and ice cool in response to long-wave 

losses, however the sensible heat from the air to the sunace mitigates the losses and 

nearly mirrors the emitted long-wave flux (Jordan et al., 1999)- 

- 

'' A dynamic-themodynamk sea ice model includes two or three dimensional components taking into 
consideration ocean currents, wind aud other dynamical effects. 



1 956 Clay of Year 1957 

Figure 2-12: Modeled (Iine) a d  obserwd (dao) temperature traces ut various d e p h  in 
the snow and sea ice between November 1, 1956 to April4, 1957. The snow-ice interface 
is al O cm. (A-tedfiom J o r h  et al., 1999). 

Jordan et al. (1999) suggests that SNTHERM has the third-generation snow 

parameterization for sea ice models. SNTHERM models more in-snow processes than EC 

and FB who treat the snow layer as a single slab with bulk homogeneous properties. 

SNTHERM has an order of magnitude greater vertical resolution and mns with an hourly 

time step20, instead of a daily time step in EC and FB. This is important since we know 

(through field observations) that the snow layer and its processes act over smaller spatial 



and temporal scales than the current sea ice models allow. This ultimately affects the sea 

ice that responds to snow layer therrnodynamics. We also know that the SEB acts over 

diumal (hourly and shorter) time scales that fits into the proper scaling of the snow 

model. An attractive approach is to have a detailed snow model and sea ice mode1 

coupled together that both operate over diumal time scales. 

2.3.3 Model Dejciencies 

Current snow and ice models simulate many of the critical processes, however 

there are deficiencies that require fbnher investigation, pnmarily in the SEB but also 

involving the thermal properties. Deficiencies outlined here are not exhaustive but are 

considered of primary interest. 

An assurnption that has been made by the modeling community is that the SEB 

can be simulated sufficiently over daily time scales for sea ice (daily time steps). From 

field work we see processes acting over much shorter time scales (and various spatial 

scales) ranging from hourly or iess. These include surface radiative fluxes, micro and 

macro-scale processes in snow, sub-daily or daily melt pond evolution, and weekly and 

monthly ice thickness variations. Al1 of these are tied together through feedback loops 

(see Figure 2.1 0) and illustrates the problem of scal ing, temporally and spatially . 

A technique that is used to force sea ice models is to use land-based 

meteorological data since measurements on the ice are typically not available (such as the 

study by FB). Conditions (either atmosphenc or surface properties) spatially Vary quite 

-- - -- pp - - - - -- - - - 

'O Time step refers to the spacing of tirne between consecutive iterations of the model (Le. if the thne step is 
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widely over the arctic and the assumption being made here may not be valid in some 

cases. For example, incident radiation varies over relatively short time scales and 

locations. The application of current incident radiation parameterizations may not be 

valid for al1 arctic regions due to factors above and is the reason why there are many 

types of parameterizations (see for example, Shine (1984); Bennett (1982); Efimova 

(1961); Maykut and Church (1973). In particular, the meteorological conditions, as we 

see in field observations, over arctic terrestrial, sea ice and open water regions may be 

quite different. 

The suiface albedo is another parameter not handled well in current snow and sea 

ice models. It also changes dramatically in time and space. Changes in micro and macro- 

scale snow propedes (grain sise and water content) alters the snow albedo over short 

periods and the spatial distribution (and thickness) of snow dictates the spatial 

representation of albedo. Currently, there are no physically-based snow albedo 

parameterizations under al1 conditions. Once melt ponds form, their spatial pattern and 

evoluti on signifi cantl y alter the local and aenal averaged albedo. Capturing these 

charactenstics in an albedo parameterization (and being able to simpliQ them) is 

important and more work is required to do this. 

A major deficiency witb the sea ice models is the lack of detail in the snow layer. 

Accurate representation of snow over sea ice has been emphasized here as well as other 

studies (see for example, Brown and Goodison, 1994; Brown and Cote, 1992). A first 

step toward this is a coupled snow sea-ice mode1 that contains enough detail in both 

mediums for funre investigations of snow and sea ice processes. 

~~~~~~ 

1 h, the extemal forcing paranieters must be provided at hourly intervals) 
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Other mode1 deficiencies include: 

1) Snow grain evolution is oniy parameterized and current schemes require 

validation during the melt season. More physicall y-based schemes are 

required. 

2) Salinity effects on snow thermal conductivity and specific heat are not 

modeled (Jordan et al., 1999; Papakyriakou, 1999) nor is it accounted for in 

snow mass balance (Le. bnne generation in sub-freezing conditions). 

3) Turbulent transfer parameterizations in the SEB with regards to vapor 

transport over cold snow surfaces need more attention (Papakyriakou, 1999). 

4) Ice models may over-predict ice growth in FaIl since they assume a constant 

(and too large) snow density during this period (Jordan et al., 1999). 

5) Snow models do not account for ponding of water wzthin the snow (Jordan et 

al., 1999). 

6) Snow models create excessive basal ice due to the lack of water filtration 

across the snow-ice interface (Jordan et al., 1999). 

7) More work is needed for drifDng-blowing snow on erosion-accumulation of 

the snow pack (Pomeroy et al., 1997; Jordan et al., 1999). 

A drawback to SNTHERM and ice models such as FB is they are too detailed for 

use in large-scale climate modeling (long integrations into the fbture). This is due to 

limi ted computing power and length of time to produce GCM-type simulations, even now 

with simplified physics in today's GCMs. However, detailed models are usefùl for the 

purpose of investigating small scale processes (temporally and their spatial 



representations) and used to derive relationships that can be scaled-up to climatic time 

and spatial scales. We can then incorporate these scaled-up relationships into curent 

GCMs. 

2.4 Utility of Microwave Remote Sensing for Snow Covered Sea lce 

2-41 Background 

This section is devoted to illustrating the utility of microwave remote sensing for 

advancing our understanding of snow covered sea ice climzte processes. In particular, 1 

outline research results that demonstrate the use of microwave remote sensing to study 

snow and sea ice. 

Remote sensing of snow covered sea ice has created a diversification of how we 

use electromagnetic radiation (EMR) interactions to &dy sea ice processes and its spatial 

and temporal evolution. Much attention is being paid to linking reflectance, scattenng 

and emission of EMR to physical variables which in tum are coupled through ocean- 

surface and surface-atrnosphere processes to the linkages which control sea ice evolution. 

Remote sensing technologies are particularly appropriate for studies that focus on the 

temporal and spatial aspects of processes. Remote sensing measurements can also 

provide us with a broad area of fine spatial resolution data that can otherwise not be 

obtained with sparse sufiace instmmentation. 

In the microwave region, both active and passive techniques are widely used for 

remote sensing of sea ice due to darnpened cloud and precipitation effects. Scattering, 

thermal emission and to a Iesser extent, rotational processes (polarization) are al1 

important in the microwave interaction mechanisms with the surface (for example, 



Barber et ai., 1994; Drinkwater, 1989; Winebrenner et al., 1994). Scattering plays the 

most important role in microwave remote sensing which is a complex fûnction of the 

di el ectri c properties21, suiface roughness and volume inhomogeneities. The relative 

scattering cross sectionz2 (a") can change over time and space. The spatial variability is 

mosdy a function of the geophysical properties that contribute to the volume dielehcs 

or the surface roughness of the snowfice (Barber et al., 199Sb; Onstott, 1992). The 

temporal changes are controlled by the dieiectnc mismatch across the air-snow and snow- 

ice interfaces. The key variables involved are the relative phases of water (ice, liquid and 

vapor), snow grain size, bnne volume and surface roughness. In addition, scattering can 

be broken down into two key components; surface scattering and volume scattering. If 

there is a strong dielectric mismatch at a particular intedace then the sunace scanaing 

wilt dominate. 

Snow cover plays an important roie in the microwave backscatter characteristics. 

Snow is essentially transparent in the Winter season but as the water content in the snow 

pack increases (due to increased Spring-time air temperatures), the penetration depth of 

the microwaves into the snow decreases (Drinkwater, 1989). As the penetration depth 

decreases, the average scattenng from a snow covered ice surface contains an increasing 

contribution from the snow volume and snow surface geometry. The relative contribution 

of snow surface roughness to the backscatter of microwave energy increases as the free 

water content of the snow increases (Barber et al., 1991). 

2' Dielectnc properties defme the electrical conductivity of  a material (such as snow or ice) relative to the 
wavelength and polarization of the electrornagnetic energy (see Vant et al, 1974; Ulaby et al, 1986). 

The relative scattenng cross section is an average of the scattering contributions (surface and volume) 
made by a medium (or mediums încluding their interfaces) (see for example Barber, 1993). 



2.4.2 Mzcrowave Remote Sensing of Seo Ice Zbrough the Annual Cycle 

Microwave remote sensing of sea ice has been available since the late seventies in 

which significant progress has been made since then in the arnount of information that is 

obtainable. However, not al1 techniques that are used to extract geophysical variables 

from remote sensing are applicable throughout an annual cycle of sea ice due to many 

factors (see for example Drinkwater, 1989; Barber et al., 1995b). The spatial and 

temporal dynamic and physical changes in which sea ice undergws throughout an annuai 

cycle c m  be compartmentalized into 5 different stages, similar to Figure 2.8 in section 

2.2. These include fail freeze up, winter, eariy melt, melt onset and advanced melt 

periods (afier Livingstone et al ., 1987). The following section will follow these 5 sea ice 

stages. This section includes a description of the current geophysicai variables that are 

extractable from remote sensing technology during the different stages of sea ice gro* 

and decay. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the types of geophysical variables obtainable fiom 

microwave remote sensing of sea ice dong with the types of sensors, 

frequencies/wavelengths, spatial resolution and temporal coverage of the remote 

measurements. Sample references of each technique are also included in the table. Each 

subsection will provide a discussion of the remote sensing techniques used to infer the 

variables in Table 2.2 as they are related to the different stages of sea ice growth/decay. 



Table 2.2: Vonobies obtaimble fiom microwave remote sensing for sea ice processes. 
* Passive microwave satellite processing is done at the National Snow and Ice Data Center. 
** Ice typing is done operatioaally at the Canadian Ice Service- 
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2.4.2.1 F d l  Freeze Up 

Figure 2.13: Typic l  ERS and RadarSa~ backscatter id') af 5.3 GHsjor tliick Fim-Year 
and Multi-Year Seo Ïce over the seasonal cycle. (izùptedjFom Barber et al.. 1999). 
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Active microwave remote sensing of sea ice varies according to ice type Vigure 

2.13). Note the difference between MM and FYI. This is due to differences in surface 

and volume physical characteristics of the two types of ice. 1 limit the discussion to FM 

only. The scattering is variable over the ocean surface as a function of wind speed and its 

high dielectric constant As ice thickens, there is a decrease in scattenng (Figure 2.13). 

Snow deposition hirther reduces scattenng. The detection of first Fall freeze-up and 

- 

tracking of its evolution using active microwave remote sensing has not been extensively 

Multiyear 

explùited. However, some studies using S AR technology (satellite and space shuttle) in 

relation to l ads  have indicated that a distinction between thin ice regions and open water 

may be detected (Shuchman et al., 1996) as well as its thickness (Winebrenner, 1996). 

Shuchman et al. (1996) used ERS-1 SAR data to show that o0 decreases (< -15 dB) 

within thin ice regions compared to higher a" values Q -7 dB) in open water dong arctic 

leads. This trend may be applicable to the Fa11 freeze-up period in general since similar 



phy sical processes occur. Shuchman et al. (1 9%) pointed out that the higher radar retums 

may also be caused by fiost flowen on a thin ice surface as opposed to open water. 

Winebrenner (1996) indicated that thin ice (<: 70 cm) thickness may be extracted frorn L- 

band (23 cm) SAR imagery using CO-polar ratios and phases in backscatter, however, 

extensive testing and validation of the technique is required due to the limited number of 

ground observations in the study. 

Burns (1990) showed SAR (23 cm wavelengths) may be usefûl in the marginal 

ice zone for infemng the atrnospheric drag coefficient. SAR data in the 23 cm 

wavelength bands can reveal large s a l e  topography (tidges, floes edges) in which high 

backscatter retums occur from small, broken and heavily deformeci floes and mbbie areas 

(Burns, 1990). in addition, the atmospheric drag coefficient increases with increased ice 

concentration and ice floe deformation in neutrall y stratified atrnospheric conditions. 

Atmospheric drag decreases in more atrnospherically stable regimes in which surface 

roughness has a smaller influence. With the help of SAR data to determine the ice 

characteristics and a simple atrnospheric boundary layer model, estimates of the 

atmospheric drag coefTicient could be obtained in the marginal ice zone under neutrai 

atmospheric stability (Burns, 1990). 

Passive microwave sensors have been shown to decipher between open water, 

thin ice (O - 9 cm) and thicker first year ice. Microwave surface observations indicated 

that a sharp rise in surface temperature during the first 1-2 cm of growth coincided to a 

decrease in brightness temperature at higher frequencies (a 37 GHz) (Wensnahan et al., 

1993a). They attributed this increase in surfkce temperature to the upward transport of 

warm brine from the intenor of the ice and resulted in the formation of a salinity 



enhanced surface layer. Wensnahan et ai. (1993b) later applied a principle component 

analysis technique to decipher between very thin (O - 4 cm) and thin ice (4 - 9 cm) on 

microwave surface observations of sea ice. They pointed out that these thin ice ranges 

would be  very difficult to detect by satellites due to spatial resolution and periodic 

enhanced speeds at which the ice can grow at these thicknesses. However, satellite-based 

microwave sensors have been shown to be good proxy indicators to thin ice regions 

outlined below. 

Satellite passive microwave techniques at 85 GHz and 37 GHz using the SMiWI 

sensor have been shown to be able to distinguish between open water, thin ice and first 

year ice regions (Markus and Cavalien, 1996; Grenfell, 1996). Two techniques F A S A  

team ice concentration algori thm (Cavalieri, 1994) and the Pol ynya Signature Simulation 

Method (PSSM) (Markus and Burns, 1995)l to distinguish thin ice from open water were 

tested against aircraft measurements in which good agreement was found (Markus and 

Cavalieri, 1996). Both techniques provided accurate open waterlthin ice discrimination, 

however, the NASA team algorithm was better suited for larger scale analysis (25 km or 

greater) whereas, the PSSM was appropnate for spatial scales near 6 km. It was also 

pointed out that both techniques are only valid for seasonal ice zones and not as of yet 

applicable to the entire arctic. 

A recent study by St. Germain and Cavalieri (1996) have linked S S W  passive 

microwave radiances with surface temperatures in the arctic seasonai ice zone. 

Cornparisons with other satellite brightness temperatures were good for several case 

studies in the seasonal ice zone, however, fùtther research is required to refine the 

technique (St. Germain and Cavalieri, 1996). 



Markus and Cavalieri (1996) also correlated SMM/I ice typehhickness (open 

water, thin ice and first year) recognition (using the PSSM and NASA algorithrns) with 

other satellite brightness temperatures. They showed that as ice thickness increased, the 

brightness temperatures decreased with maximum temperature differences between the 

two techniques (PSSM and NASA) near 2 K. They also pointed out that the large 

temperature difference between the open water (275 K) and thin ice (268 K) in their case 

magnifies the importance of the first few centimeters of ice growth on the latent and 

sensible heat f lues in that region. 

Within first year ice, microwave scattenng appears to oscillate according to 

changes in the oceanic and atmosphenc heat fluxes but still provides a stable surface in 

which remote sensing can be usefùl parber et al., 1994). It has been show (Barber and 

Nghiem, 1999) that this oscillation is driven by atmosphenc forcing of the snow-ice 

interface temperature. An increase in the brine volume of the basal snow layer is induced 

by temperature waves that travel to the base of the snow pack. This increase in brine 

volume together with large kinetic snow grains create a suficiently large volume 

scattering term to increase the total scattering above that of the ice surface (Le. these 

oscillations are only found over smwth thick FYI). These thermodynarnically driven 

oscillations can be found for surfaces below about -19 dB (Barber and Thomas, 1998). 

Because of the stable nature of microwave scattenng in winter over first year ice, 

several geop hy sical variables can be extracted from active and passive remote sensing 



dunng this period (see Table 2.2). The separation between the scattering of different ice 

types during Winter (see Figure 2.13) also allows one to decipher smooth from rougher 

ice (Figure 2.14). In the active regime, the short-wave (0.3 - 3.0 pm) surface albedo and 

transmitted Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) (0.4 - 0.7 pm) for a snow cover 

can be derived from ERS-1 SAR imagery at 5.3 GHz and 9.25 GHz (Barber and LeDrew, 

1994). However, measurement of snow thickness may be required to make remote PAR 

observations a usefbl quantity. Although recently, a relationship between a" and the 

themodynamics of the snow cover have shown that snow thickness may be extractable 

from SAR, but breaks down once water becomes present in the snow pack (Barber and 

Nghiem, 1999). Snow thickness determination over smwth FYI is in its infancy but 

results are promising. Barber and LeDrew (1994) developed a statistical relationship 

(quadratic) between a" and albedo and a" and transmitted PAR where as a" increased, 

albedo decreased and transmitted PAR increased. The pnmary phy sical variables causing 

the relationship beîween o0 and albedo were the increased water volume of the snow 

pack and a larger contribution to snow volume scattering from the increase in the snow 

crystai radius (Barber and LeDrew, 1994). At very low water volumes (c 1% water by 

volume) in the snow pack, transmitted PAR to the snow/ice surface was almost non- 

existent. Once the water volume increased above 5%, transmitted PAR increased 

logarithmically with o0 due to the increase in snow grain size and increased number 

density of the water inclusions (Barber and LeDrew, 1994). 



Figure 2.14: R<1&a&t imagery on J m q  31. 1999 (Winter; lejl) d June 27, 1999 
(Advanced Melt; right) in Mchgaill Sound, Nunavut. Dark shodes in Winter are smooth 
jirst-year ice. whiter s k i e s  are rougher /ridged and mbbled/ firs-yeem ice. During 
Ahtanceci Melt. detail is lari dbe fo water in Iiquidphare dominuting the scene (see text). 
The "+ " signifies smoothfvst-year sea ice. Due north is toward the top of the images. 

Barber et al. (1994) showed there is a statistical relationship between the seasonal 

evoluti on of a" wi th surface temperature (Tsfc) and the net short-wave flux (K*) over first 

year snow covered sea ice. This is due to both variables (Tsfc and K*) either causing or 

covarying with the change in the dielectric properties responsible for the change in d.  

An inverse relationship existed between both Tsfc and K* relative to a", and the influence 

of the surface temperature was about twice that of the net short-wave flux in explaining 

the variation in a". Furthemore, Barber et al. (1995a) determined that Tsfc and the long- 

wave flux (L*) could be considered statisticall y indistinguishable between first-year and 

multiyear sea ice, for conditions experienced dunng SIMMS793 (Seasonal Sea Ice 

Monitoring and Modeling Site, 1993). The K* and net dl-wave flux (Q*) were however 



statistically distinguishable between the MYI and FYI sites- They attributed this result to 

the fact that Tfi and L* were, to a large degree, determined by characteristics of the 

atmospheric boundary layer and that K* and Q* were largely prescribed by the snow 

rnetamorphic state. Because the snow is distributed differently over multiyear versus 

first-year ice types, differences occurred in the seasonal evolution of these fluxes. 

Maslanik and Maybee (1994) and Fowler et al. (1994) derived ice motions from 

interpolated ice displacements from ERS-1 data. The observed ice motion vectors were 

then used to initialize and validate a two-dimensional sea ice model. More recently, 

Wilson et al. (200 1) i s applying RadarSat imagery and operational software (TRACKER 

- used at the Canadian Ice Sewice) to derive ice motion vectors over time. The technique 

is has been validated using ice buoys from the 1998 International ,NoRh Water (NOW) 

Polynya Project with good success. 

Malinas and Shuchman (1994) developed a transfer function to convert SAR a" 

values to ice thicknesses using aircrafi SAR and upward looking sonar data. The general 

observation was that an increase in ice thickness corresponded to an increase in u0 for 

mu1 ti-year and first year ice types. However, the technique requires further verification 

and testi ng. 

Satellite passive microwave remote sensing sensors provide another valuable 

source for winter sea ice monitoring and have been widely used for many studies (see for 

example Preller et al ., 1992; Madani k and Maybee, 1 994). Algorithrns for multi-channel 

microwave data can extract sea ice concentration for any given pixel, fiom which ice 

extent, ice area, water area and overall ice concentration can be derived for broader 

regions (see for example, Johannessen et al., 1996). Individual pixel concentrations can 



be denved from SSM/I radiances in the muencies at 19, 22, 37 and 85 GHz in 

conjunction with an aigorithm such as NORSEX (Norwegian Remote Sensing 

Experiment; Svendsen et al., 1983) or the PSSM or NASA team algorithms (see Fa11 

Freeze-Up section). Time series of ice extent, ice area and overall ice concentration can 

then be denved from individual-pixel ice concentrations of consecutive S M '  imagery. 

2.1.2.3 Early Melt 

Within first-year sea ice, microwave scattenng appears to be dominated by a 

combination of basal layer volume scattering and ice sufiace scattenng (see Figure 2.13). 

Dunng this p e n d  we would expect to find a significant difference in solar noon versus 

solar midnight observations as small amounts of water in liquid phase would contribute 

both to grain growth and the elevated temperatures would significantly increase the brine 

volume of the snow basal layer. The overall magnitude of cf will be dependent on the 

ice surface micro-scale roughness and its surface brine volume. Al1 of the geophysical 

variables extracted from microwave remote sensing (active- and passive) in Table 2.2 are 

transferable to the Early Melt season. 

2.4.2.4 Melt Onset 

b first-year sea ice, me1 t onset is denoted by a rapid increase in & (see Figure 

2.1 3). There are 2 mechanisms which are li kely candidates for the observed increase. 

At relatively low water volumes (1 to 3 percent) the large wet snow grains in the basal 



layer may contribute a significant volume scattering tenn to 8. As the water in liquid 

phase continues to increase (but is maintained within the pendular regime) it is likely 

that the snow surface may also contribute a sufiace scattering terni to o" (Drinkwater, 

1 989; Livingstone and Drinkwater, 1991 ; Barber and LeDrew, 1994). In a case study 

done by Barber et al. (1995a) it was found that the snow volume scattering term was 

the dominant mechanism. A distinct dip in d at the FYI site corresponded with the 

transition from the pendular and fùnicular regi mes. This transition marks the reduction 

of brine within the basal layer to near zero, an increase in the water in liquid phase at 

the base of the snow cover and a reduction of water in liquid phase in the top parts of 

the snow volume (as the surface begins to drain). These processes could lead to a - 

reduction of both the volume scattering and snow sufiace scattering hypothesized to 

dominate the pendular regime conditions. 

Al1 of the geophysical variables extracted from microwave remote sensing (active 

and passive) in Table 2.2 may be transferable to the Melt Onset season. However, the 

high variability in the spatial patterns of most geophysical parameters within the icescape 

may produce large differences between pixels within the satellite imagery depending on 

the spatial resolution of the remote sensor. 

2.4.2.5 Advanced Melt 

In fint-year sea ice, advanced melt is denoted by a rapid increase in cf' (see 

Figure 2.13). As sutface water fonns in the melt ponds there is an increase in the 

discontinuity at the aidwater interface. We can expect a penetration d e p  on the order of 



1 cm at 5.3 GHz (Ulaby et al. 1986). An increase in scattering occurs if the melt pond 

surfaces are wind roughened. The separation in scattenng between ice types is also 

decreased (Figure 2.13) making detail in satellite SAR imagery "washed-out" due to 

water in liquid phase dominating dunng this penod (see Figure 2.14). Once the ice 

surface begins to drain there is a pronounced decrease in the a". This p e n d  coincides 

with a reduction in the aerial extent of the melt ponds. The exact mechanisms for first- 

year ice scattering during the advanced melt penod are also largely unknown. 

Due to the high variability in the icescape during the Advanced Meit period, it is 

not known whether moa of the geophysical variables that are extracted fiom remote 

sensing (appearing in Table 2.2) are valid. Most studies do not include this stage of sea 

ice evolution within the temporal scales of the techniques. This is mostly due to the 

limited number of surface observations for validation during this period in which 

dangerous ice conditions exist. However, Barber and Yackel (1999) and Yackel and 

Barber (2000) showed that S A R  imagety may be able to infer surfkce albedo and melt 

pond fractions using ERS-1 or RADARSAT during advanced melt but only applied to 

first year land-fast sea ice in windy (2-3 m s-') conditions. They also indicated that the 

microwave scattering could be used to obtain an unambiguous measure of the onset of 

melt, by an increase in scattenng over first year ice. Furthemore, the transition between 

pendular and funicular regimes may be detectable in first year scattenng (Barber and 

Yackel, 1 999)- 



2.5 Summary 

In summary, the critical characteristics of snow-covered FYI including its 

physical and thermal attributes have been discussed in sections 2-1 and 2.2. These 

attributes occur over a wide range of spatial scales (microscale to synoptic) and temporal 

scales (seconds to years). 1 have also included a discussion of the current types of one- 

dimensional numencal models that are available to simulate the physical and thermal 

attributes of snow-covered FM over various spatial and temporal scaies (section 2.3). 

The discussion illustrated the utility 

understanding of arctic snow and sea 

The following section (2-4) illustrated 

of 

ice 

the 

onedimensional models for improving our 

processes, their advantages and deficiencies, 

utility of satellite microwave remote sensing 

for monitoring and understanding physical processes within FYI over the various 

seasons. Chapter 2 has thus provided background matenal to issues that are addressed in 

my dissertation that 

sea ice models to a 

sensing. The first 

pnmarily deal with using in situ data for advancing one-dimensional 

state where they can be useful for application to microwave remote 

chapter (Chapter 3) deals with the issue of ensunng the one- 

dimensional sea ice models properfy handle the temporal scales we see acting in field 

observations. Previous field work and microwave remote sensing observations suggest 

that diumal time scales are important over seasonal snow-covered sea ice. In Chapter 3 , I  

investigate the ability of a one-dimensional thermodynarnic sea ice model to simulate 

annual cycles of F M  and its various physical and thermal processes over diumal time 

scales, an investigation that has previousl y never been conducted. 



CHAPTER 3: Role of Diurnal Processes in the Seasonal Evolution of 
Ses Ice and its Snow Cover 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, 1 examine whether there is a need to consider diumal tirne scale 

processes in a snow-covered FYI 1-D numericd modehg environment (using Flato and 

Brown, 1996) and whether the existing model appropriately handles these time scales in 

several critical parameterizations. Stated in Chapters 1 and 2, it is important that snow 

and sea ice models operate at surface energy balance time scaies we see in field 

observations (typically hourly). It is also important to ensure the model 

parameterizations are able to work in these time scales and they are not comprornised b y 

spatial differences. An investigation of this type has previously never been done since it 

has been assumed that diumal processes would produce similar modeling results as longer 

time scales. The results fiom this chapter have been published in the peer reviewed 

literature in Hanesiak et al. (1999). The primary objectives of this chapter are to examine 

the following research questions: 

1) Does the use of hourly and daily varying forcing data result in a different 

simulation of the annual cycle of ice thermodynamics? 

2) Do the parameterizations used in the model adequately represent specific 

processes over shorter temporal scaies and are they valid when compared with 

'on ice' measurements? 

3) 1s there a systematic bias in forcing the model with 'land based' versus 'on ice' 

measurements of input fluxes when using shorter temporal scales? 



3.2 Data and Methods 

3.2.1 Sea Ice Model 

A thorough description of the one-dimensional t hermodynamic sea ice model used 

in this work can be found in Flato and Brown (1996) where many of the physical 

processes discussed in chapter 2 are implemented. The model was designed to run with 

daily average forcing but was adapted to use hourly forcing and time step. This required 

modifications to the down-welling short-wave pararneterization to account for diumal 

variations in solar harting. SUice a more detailed investigation involving the pararneterized 

and observed down-weiiing short-wave (KJ) and long-wave (Li) and surface albedo are 

conducted (sections 3.3 -2 and 3 .3.3), brief descriptions of how the mode1 parameterizes 

these variables is given here. Chapter 4 looks at these parameterkations and tests their 

capabiiities in greater detail. 

Li is computed using the parameterization of Maykut and Church (1973) for 

both clear-sky and all-sky fluxes and the K( parameterization of Shine (1984) is used for 

both clear-sky and d-sky  fluxes. Both parameterizations were found to  be arnong the 

best for Arctic climates (Key et al., 1996) and will be tùrther tested in chapter 4. Both the 

L( and Ki parameterizations use a single total cloud fiaction for computing all-sky 

fluxes. The Ki parameterization explicitly considers changes in albedo, relative humidity 

and cloud fiaction however 1 employ a constant cloud optical depth (0.7 after Curry and 

Ebert, 1992 and used also in Flato and Brown, 1996) that may cause negative biases in 

this work under overcast conditions (see section 3 -3 -2). Due to the non-linearity of cloud 

fraction and relative humidity in the K & parameterization, the daily average K 1. computed 

over hourly intervals may be different than the single daily value Ki computed using a 



daily-average cloud fraction and relative humidity. This holds even under clear skies with 

a constant surface aibedo due to relative humidity changes. The impact of this in 

combination with other processes is shown in section 3 -3.1 - 

The surface albedo parameterization is dictated by surface type (ice, snow, open 

water), surface temperature (melting or subfkzing), and ice thickness. The latter acts as a 

proxy for time duMg the melt season that attempts to capture melt pond evolution (Flato 

and Brown, 1996). The parameterization does not explicitly treat melt ponds nor does it 

partition the aibedo into discrete wdengths as in Ebert and Curry (1993). The dry 

snow albedo is set to 0.75 if the snow depth is 20.1 m and decreases according to snow 

depth less than O. 1 m and the cold ice aibedo of Maykut (1982). When snow is melting, 

its albedo decreases to 0.65. The melting ice aibedo parameterization is adapted nom 

Heron and Woo (1994). The full formulation of the model's albedo parameterization can 

be found in Flato and Brown (1996). 

The snow layer in the model is treated as a single layer with bulk homogeneous 

physical properties (ie: density = 330 kg m" when dry). When new snow is deposited on 

the surface, the aibedo and density do not change, however, if the mean snow layer 

temperature is at or above fieezing, its density increases to 450 kg m'3. This serves as a 

proxy for the presence of liquid water and snow densification due to increased liquid 

water. The model does not physically consider variations in density over time, snow grain 

processes, Iiquid water content or brine inclusions. 

The number of layers within the ice is arbitrary, however, fifty vertical layers are 

used here (one for snow and 49 for ice) to resolve diurnal therrnodynamic fluctuations in 

the ice. A time step of 1 h is used for the diumal cycle simulations and one day for the 

daily-average forcing simulations. The model is initialized with in situ data discussed in 

Section 3 -2.2. 



3-2.2 Data 

The field observations were collected in the spring/summer periods during the 

SIMMS (Seasonal Ice Monitoring and Modeling Site) experiments between 1992-1 993 

near Resolute, Nunavut. The 1992 field season extended fiom Year Day (YD) 107 (April 

18) to YD 177 (June 27) and the 1993 field season ran between YD 117 (April 27) and 

YD 170 (June 19). Figure 3.1 shows the geographic locations of Resolute and the first- 

year ice 0 field observations for both SIMMS experiments. The 1992-93 sea ice cycle 

was selected to perform the numericd mode1 simulations since 1992 was atypically cool 

and 1993 was atypically warm. In 1992, a prolonged cool period extendcd intothe Iate . 

spring delaying the onset of melt. The 1993 spring field season was si&ifieantIy warmer 

wit h much earlier melt than in 1992. 



Figure 3.1: Geographicaf region of Resohte Bay, Nunavuî 
anà the firs-yeur sea ice p) jield camps f o m  SZUMS'92 
and '93. 

The field observations pertinent to this work include surface energy balance 

parameters such as incident and reflected short-wave radiation (Ki, Kt),  net short-wave 

(K* = K 1. - Kt ) dom-welling and up-welling long-wave radiation (Li, Lt),  net long- 

wave (L* = LJ - Lt)  and net radiation (Q*= K* + L*). The observations also include 

vertical temperature profiles within the snowlice volumes and snow and ice thickness. A 

description of the instrumentation and measurement methods can be found in Barber et al. 

(1 994; 1995a). The surface energy balance parameters and snowlice temperature profiles 

were logged at 1 5 or 30 minute intervals depending on the field season. Instantaneous on- 

the-hour data were used for this work since this corresponds to the shortest time 

step/forcing used in the numerical mode1 simulations. Snow and ice thickness was 

measured periodical ly throughout each field season. 



Other surface observations include hourly standard meteorological observations 

taken at Resolute by the Meteorologicd SeMce of Canada (MSC). The pertinent data 

include air temperature (Ta, relative humidity (RH), wind speed (u), precipitation (sfall), 

and total cloud fraction (amount) (c). 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Temporal Scaling Considerations 

3.3.1. I Hourly us. Daily Forcing Cornparisons 

The sea ice model (Flato and Brown, 1996) was forced using hourly data and daily 

average data consisting of land-based MSC Resolute meteorological observations: Ta, RH, 

u, sfali, and c between YD 107, 1992 and YD 170, 1993. For simplicity, the hourly- . . 

forced simulation and daily average-forced simulation will be referred to as hourly 

simulation and daily simulation, respectively. The ice thickness obtained fiom both 

models agrees quite well with observations over the 1992 spring penod except toward the 

end of the season (Figure 3.2). More discussion of this is given in section 3.3.3. Ice 

thickness measurement variability was about t 0.1 m dunng the SIMMS field experiment. 

The 1992 break-up (BU) and fieeze-up (FU) dates for the hourly (BU=YD189, 

FU=YD297) and daily (BU=YDZ02, N=YD289) simulations indicates a 21 day longer 

open water duration for the hourly simulation. Care should be taken when interpreting the 

BU dates in particular since the model does not account for dynamic sea ice processes 

(Le., wind and ocean currents). The modeled BU is defined by the complete 

disappearance of the sea ice whereas in reality, wind and oceanic forcing may induce BU 

prior to complete ablation in most Arctic regions. The Canadian Ice Service (CIS) charts 



indicated the 1992 BU may have occurred between YD190 and YD197 and FU occurred 

between YD288 and YD295 within the surrounding Resolute Bay region. This suggests 

that the model-predicted BU and FU dates above are within the uncertainty of the 

observed dates. It again should be mentioned that it is not the intent to compare the 

predictive capabiiities (expiicitly using BU and FU) between the two forcing simulations, 

but to examine in a diagnostic sense, the dBerences between using hourly as opposed to 

d ai l y average forcing. 

Overall, the obvious dserences between the hourly and daily simulations in 

Figure 3.2 are: 1) the open water duration is rnuch longer (by 21 days) in the hourly run 

with break-up (frew-up) occumng sooner (later); and 2) the snow ablates eariier but 

more gradually in the hourly simulation- The snow thickness dserences between the fieid 

site measurements and mode1 (using Resolute snowfall amounts) will be discussed later. 

The 1993 maximum ice thickness was reached on an d i e r  date in the hourly 

simulation (2.19 m on YD149) compared to the daily simulation (2.13 m on YDI 55)  (see 

Figure 3 -2). This rather modest dserence is related to the differences in fieeze-up and 

break-up. Delayed melt in the daily run d u ~ g  the 1993 spring allowed the maximum ice 

thickness to be reached later in the year. In addition, the daily simulation ice growth rate 

is less than the hourly simulation due to a quicker FU date allowing an overall pater 

accumulation of snow thereby stunting ice growth. 

A closer look at the modeled snow thickness duruig the 1992 spring period 

(YD 120-YD 175 in Figure 3.3) reveals that Year Days 133, 134, 139, 142, 149, and 154 

onward were days with snow ablation in the hourly simulation, with complete snow 

ablation by YDI6S. In contrast, the daily run did not produce snow ablation until YD169 

onward, with an abrupt disappearance of the snow pack (over 5 days). The observed 

snow thickness is much different than the modeled snow thickness due to: 1) 



redistribution effkcts (blowingldriftmg snow); 2) clifferences in precipitation amounts 

between the field site and Resolute; 3) sfall measurement error at Resolute; and 4) the 

assumption of a constant dry snow density in the mode1 (330 kg m"). 



1 CIS Data: BU = July 9-16 

Year Day 

Figure 3.2: T'me series of observed snow (dots) mtd ice (*) thickness. hourly 
forcing modeled snowfice thickness (rhick solid lines), and ctrnlyforcing modeled snow- 
ice thickness (rhin solid Iinejfiom YD107 (Apr218), 1992 to YD17O (hne 29), 1993. 
Un&s me in m. C u d i a  Ice Service (Cm estimutedjeeze-up mrd break-up dores m e  
also zndicated near the top of thejigure. 

Year Dry 

Figire 3-3: Time series of observed snow thickness (uppermot line), hourly forcing 
modeled snow thickness (soiid h e ) ,  and &il) forcing gmodeled snow hickneess (dashd 
line)from YD120 (Uqy 1), 1992 to YDI7.5 ( h e  25). 1992. 



Sporadic diurnai snow ablation (some days with snow melt and some with no 

melt) and gradual decrease in snow thickness were associated with meltùig surface 

temperatures during certain hours, even though air temperatures were well below freezing 

(Figure 3.4a). However, the air temperature and sunace temperature differences in Figure 

3.4a are exaggerated in some cases indicated by the observed sudace temperatures (see 

Figure 3.14~). More discussion of this is provided in section 3.3.3. The intent of Figure 

3.4a is to show the associated changes in snow characteristics with surface temperature 

for the hourly simulation and compare them with the daily simulation that did not reach 

melting snow conditions untD YD169 (Figure 3.4b). The gradual decline in snow thickness 

over the spring period (hourly mn) is attnbutable to the tieeze-thaw diumal cycles of 

surface temperature as well as the addition of new snow during that penod. These diumal 

processes are typical of our SIMMS -observations. 

The diurnal fieeze-thaw cycle is more obvious when looking at the modeled 

surface albedo over the 1992 spring penod (Figure 3.5a). The surface albedo drops to the 

wet snow value (0.65 in the hourly simulation) when surface temperatures reach the 

melting point and retunis to the dry snow value (0.75 in the model) once re-fiozen. The 

albedo does not drop below the dry snow value in the daily mn until YD169 (Figure 

3.5b). It should also be noted that the diumal albedo decreases take place d u ~ g  peak to 

medium solar exposure hours on days associated with diurnal melt. The impact of the 

diurnal albedo cycle is to increase the short-wave absorption and hence the amount of 

energy available for snow rnelt. More discussion of this is provided in the following 

section. 



Year Day (b) 

Figtre 3.4: T h e  series of a) hourly forcing mdeled surjfiace temperolure md ambient 
air temperature TC) d b) &ai& forcing modeIed sicrfuce temperature PC) fiom 
YD130 (Uqy 11). 1992 to YDI7.5 (June 25). 1992. Arrows indzcafe days with surface 
melt. 



Year Day (a) 
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Year Day (b) 

Figure 3.5: T h e  series oja) hourly forcing modeIed surface albedo and, b) &ï& 
forcing maieled surface albedo fiom YD130 (1Muy J 1). 1992 to YD175 (June 25), 1992. 
Arraws indicate &ys with surface mek 



Other diumal features that are typically observed are vertical temperature waves 

that propagate through the snow and ice layers due to the cyclic heating/cooIing of the 

snow surface (Figure 3 -6)- These temperature changes alter the overall diefectnc 

properties of the snowîice m a b g  this phenomenon important for active and passive 

microwave satellite signatures of sea ice. The modeled venicai ice temperature profüe 

(Figure 3.6) does exhibit these temperature waves in the early to mid spring season 

[however it is very difficult to see in Figure 3 -6 since the amplitudes of these waves 

(<o. i OC) are significantly less than those observed in the field (0.4-0S0C maximum)]. The 

diurnal temperature waves appear only when the snow cover is very thin (< 2 cm) late in 

the spnng season (Figure 3 -6)- The dampened temperature waves in the eady to mid 

spring season may be the result of the sea ice model's single slab representation of the 

sno w layer and possi bl y deviations between actual and modeled snowhce thermal 

di fhisivities and heat capacities. The single-slab snow representation may hinder. . 

important thermodynarnic processes by not accounting for density changes, snow grain 

processes, liquid water content and brine inclusions that affect the thermal conductivity 

of the snow. Forma1 testing of these speculations are beyond the scope of this work but 

are addressed again in later chapters. 



Tamgenairet (OC) 

Figure 3.6: Ejcampks of rnodeled (thick solid fiw) and observed (Ihin solid line) vertical 
snow/ice temperature profiles &ring the mid spring season aî 0800 soiur time on ID148 
(colder profiles) and late spring season at 0400 solm time on YDl65, 1992 (wurmer 
profils). Note haî the snow Wray temperature measwements were on& milable to the 
+25 cm snow &ph (with respect zo the snow/ice interface), where actual snow depths 
were - 45 cm on ID148 anà YD165. M d i e d  snow depths were nem 25 cm on ID148 
and O cm on 1i0165. n e  large discrep&ies on YD165 are due fo diflerences in mdeled 
snow/ice condiditiom compared to observations (see text). 

3.3.1.2 Causes for Hourly vs. DaiZy Forcing Dz#ierences 

In this section 1 conduct sensitivity tests with the hourly and daily simulations to 

investigate the processes responsible for the differences in the previous section. From the 

results above, it is difficult to conclude immediately whether the open water duration 

diEerence is due mostly to the difference in snow ablation rates or other processes linked 

to the forcing differences. In other words, what processes (in the snow or ice) respond 

differently to shorter temporal scaies in the forcing? 

In order to investigate the snow ablation effects on the simulation dserences, 

hourly and daily mns were conducted with no snow cover. In this case, the hourly 



simulation open water duration is only 3 days longer (with BU occurring 1 day sooner) 

than the daily mode1 run compared to  21 open water days (BU occumng 13 days sooner) 

when snow is included. It is clear then that processes involving the snow cover are 

responsible for the bulk of the break-up date and open water duration differences between 

the daily and hourly simulations. The question then becomes - what are the controlling 

processes? 

A noticeable difference between the daily and hourly simulation time senes of K* 

(net short-wave flux) is that the hourly run produces a greater daily average K* of 20.1 W 

m-Z (or 1400 W m-2 accumulated) over the 1992 spring penod (Figure 3.7). The hourly 

run produces an even greater daily average K* of 30 W m-2 (X400 W m-2 accumulated) 

when considering only the time period fiom melt onset and beyond. The daily average K* 

from the hourly simulation was computed by surnming the hourly K* values and dividing 

by the total numbers of  hours in the day. The single K* value computed from the daily 

simulation was then subtracted fiom the hourly simulation average to plot Figure 3.7. 

Once again, although the optical depth is held constant (0.7) and the albedo may be the 

same over the entire day, the daily average K* for the hourly simulation may still be 

different than the daily simulation K*, as discussed in section 3 -2- 1. The combination of 

incident short-wave and absorbed short-wave radiation are therefore quite different 

between the daily and hourly sirnuiations. 

A major difference between the hourly and daily runs is the distribution of down- 

welling short-wave radiation (KJ) throughout the day. The hourly simulation K 1- is 

distributed about solar noon, whereas the daily run KI distribution is a constant equal to 

the daily average K(. This can have significant effects on snow melt initiation and 

duration. To ihstrate  this, a sensitivity run (TEST 1) was conducteci on the hourly 

simulation with its hourly K 1. set t o  its daily average vaiue for each day. In this case, the 



BU date was delayed to YD193 and the open water duration shortened by 5 days 

compared to the original hourly simulation (Table 3.1). This ocnimeci due to a reduced 

number of days having snow melt as well as a shortening of snow melt duration for each 

day. This suggests that the diurnal cycle of K i  has an influence on snow melt initiation, 

but its neglect accounts for only about a quarter of the hourly/daily simulation difference. 

Table 3.1: The break-up &es and open wuter dhttion ( W s )  for the &Ïly madel. hourk'y 
rntxiel, and sem-tivity simulations E S T  I ,  E S T  2, E S T  3, îEST 4 and Z S T  5 (see 
rexr). 

Daily Hourly TEST 1 TEST2 TEST3 TEST4 
BU Date ( JD202 JO189 50193 JD195 JO200 JD191 

~ O W  ~urationl 87 days 108 deys 103 days 98 days 91 davs 105 davs 1 

As mentioned previously, the diumal decreases in albedo (when melt ocairred) 

took place during peak to  medium solar exposure hours in the hourly simulation. This 

implies that an even greater amount of short-wave energy is absorbed by the snow during 

these hours dueto the positive albedo feedback To investigate the impact of this effect, 

the albedo was not allowed to decrease to its wet snow value (0.65) during melt events in 

the hourIy simulation (TEST 2). In this case, the BU date was delayed to YD195 and the 

open water duration shortened to 98 days compared to the original hourly simulation 

(Table 3.1). This occurred due to a reduction of days having snow melt and therefore a 

shortening of snow melt duration. TEST 2 indicates that about half of the difference 

between the hourly/daily simulations can be attnbuted to the addition of short-wave 

energy during melt events due to the positive snowmelt albedo feedback- 

T o  investigate the diurnal K& distribution and albedo feedback impacts 

simultaneously, a sensitivity mn (TEST 3) was conducted on the hourly simulation 

combining TEST 1 and TEST 2 (ie: daily-average K( and no effect of melt on albedo). In 



this scenario, the BU date was delayed to YD200 and the open water duration shortened 

by 17 days compared to the original hourly simulation (Table 3.1). The combined effects 

of increased short-wave absorption via albedo feedback and the K 4 diumal distribution 

therefore explains 10 out of  the 12 BU days and 17 out of the 21 open water days 

difference between the daily/hourly simulations. The remaining d i e e n c e  must be 

attributable to some other component of the surfàce energy balance. 

Analysis of the surface energy balance reveals that days associated with diumal 

surface melt corresponded to days with very low latent and sensible heat fluxes (mostly 

due to calm winds) at peak daylight hours (Figure 3.8). The premise here is that the 

timing of very low latentlsensible heat loss in the hourly mode1 was capable of increasing 

the likelihood of melt during peak to medium solar exposure. In contrast, the daily run 

uses a daily average wind speed that would in most cases never be zero, thus reducing the 

likelihood of melt for that day. To investigate this firther, an hourly mn (TEST 4) was 

conducted with wind speeds increased to 1 .O m s" when wind speeds were actually zero 

for any particular hour. The 1 m s-' was approximateiy the daily average wind speed for 

only those days with melt ocairring. In TEST 4, the BU date was delayed to YD191 and 

the open water duration shortened by 3 days compared to the original hourly simulation 

(Table 3.1). Increasing the wind (latentlsensible heat Ioss) in this fashion reduced the 

duration of melt events and also completely eliminated some melt days compared to the 

original hourly simulation, in tum prolonging BU. 



Figure 3.7: Tine series of rilarrilariy average K* dzyererence fiouriy mode[ derived mims 
&z& mode0 between YD107 (Aprl17) and YD175 (June 25), 1992. Positive dzgerence: 
irnpfy greater daiiy average K * in the hourly madel. Arrows signzfi atys with diurmf 
melt in the houriy mode1 simulation- 

Year Day 

Figure 3.8: T'me series of hourly forcing mmodeledsu~uce energy balance beiween 
YD130 (May 11). 1992 to YD17S (Jime 25). 1992. Shown me the net short-wawjlux 
(X*). net long-waw jlux (L *) and the sum total of latent and semibIe hem fluxes 
(Esens + Fhî). Uniis me  in W m -' . Positive values represent suvace energy gain. 
A m s  indzcate &ys w irh diumd surface melt. 



It is useful to  quantifi the combined effects of al1 processes above on the 

daily/hourly simulation differences (ie: TEST 3 and TEST 4 simultaneously). In 

producing an hourly simulation when combining TEST 3 and 4 (TEST 5), the BU date 

and open water duration become very similar to the original daily simulation (Table 3 -1)- 

TEST 5 therefore shows that the bulk of the daily/hourly simulation differences can be 

attributed to: 1) the diurnal distribution of K J which acts to enhance snow melt events at 

peak to medium solar exposure hours; 2) the timing of very low latentkensible heat loss 

that occurs during peak to medium solar exposure hours, fùrther increasing the likelihood 

of a melt event; and most importantly 3) the timing of a melt event (during peak to 

medium solar exposure) which enhances the absorption of short-wave energy into the 

snow pack by reducing the surface albedo. 

In fùither interest of model forcing, another model run was generated using forcing 

data by linearly interpolating the daily average values to hourly intervals which were then 

used to force the hourly simulations. This is typically done in modeling studies over 

larger time scales where monthly data may be interpolated to daily values for daily forcing 

or even shorier time steps (see for example, Maykut and Untersteiner (1 97 1); Ebert and 

Curry (1993). The daily average incident short-wave radiation was also interpolated to 

hourly intervals, similar to the other meteorological forcing. In this case, the BU and open 

water duration dates were exactly midway (BU = YD196; open water duration = 99 

days) between the standard hourly simulation and daily simulation. This is primarily due 

to the enhanced short-wave responses of the model that act on the snow layer over 

hourly time scales (as shown by TEST 3). This is illustrated fùrther when the normal 

diumal K& distribution is used instead of the hourly interpolated daily average Ki 

forcing, where the simulated BU and open water duration becornes closa to the original 

hourly simulation (BU = YD192; open water duration = 103 days). 



3.3.2 Parameterized vs- In Situ Radiative Fluxes and Albedo 

In this section 1 compare parameterizations such as incident short-wave (Ki) and 

long-wave (Li) radiation and surface albedo (a) used in the Flato and Brown (1996) 

- model with k situ SIMMSP2/93 field data The purpose is to assess whether the 

parameterizations used in the model adequately represent specitic processes over shorter 

temporal scales and whether they accurately reflect 'on ice' measurements- This would 

then estimate the potential error in modeled ice and snow thennodynamics due to errors 

in forcing. It should be emphasized that differences between modeled and nI situ data 

should be expected since the -SIMMS'92/93 field sites were roughly 3 0 km fiom Resolute 

leading to differences in atmospheric forcing. In addition, some model parameterizations 

are intended to reflect area-averaged conditions and so may not represent the point 

conditions measured at the S ï M M S  field sites (eg. albedo). Unfortunately, no cloud 

observations were available during the - SIMMS experiments, thus cloud variation 

cornpansons (and the associated changes in K & and LJ) with Resolute were not possible. 

These factors create a rather crude comparison but cm nevertheless illustrate the spatial 

and temporal scale characteristics between parameterized and in situ albedo/radiative 

fluxes. 

As an example of atmospheric forcing differences between Resolute and the field 

sites, Figure 3.9 shows the time series of air temperature differences between Resolute 

and SIMMSt92 observations (Resolute - SIMMS). A mean bias of +û.S°C in Figure 3.9 

indicates that land-based temperatures (Resolute) can be somewhat larger compared to 

on-ice conditions (SIMMS). Major ciifferences occur d u ~ g  the moming hours (ovemight 

lows) where land-based temperatures can be significantly warma (- 6-8OC) than over the 

ice. 
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Figure 3.9: Time series of air temperature d i s c r e p c y  (Resolute m h s  S W S )  between 
Resolute and the S W S ' 9 2  field site between II0107 and YDI 77, 1992. 

The hourly time series of KA and L( error (modeled - observed) over the spring 

penod of 1992 are s h o w  in Figures 3.10a-c. The K 4 error tirne senes (in Figure 3.10a) 

only includes the first 9 days of the simulatiodfield experiment (for illustrative purposes) 

since it is difficult to visualize the entire time series. Low Sun angle (c 25') data were 

excluded from the analysis due to instrument limitations. The coefficient of determination 

between the modeled and observed Ki was R~ = 0.91 with the emor varying between 

nearly zero and r 250 W m-' over the entire SIMMS'92 field penod. The K ( mean error 

was -23 W m" with a standard deviation of 89 W m". The K( al1 sky mean error found 

here is larger than the mean m o t  found by Key et al. (1 996) (-3.2 W m" for the Shine 

(1984) scheme) who compared daily average observed and pararneterized fluxes for two 

Arctic iocations. Differences in local cloud conditions between the SIMMS field sites and 

Resolute may be a significant factor. 
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Figure 3.10: Mdleedmimcs observed (a) incident short-wave error kîween YD107- 
116. 1992, @) inci&nt short-wave error versus total ~Ioudfiaction. d (c) incidenl 
long-wave error between YD107-177, 1992. Low sun angle (< 25")ta were excluakd 
fiom the short-wave maiysis due to measurentent limitations. 
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The K( parameterization tended to overestimate clear sky KJ by roughly 40-50 

W m-2 on average and Ki difEerences vakd  widely during complete overcast conditions 

(+12S W me2 to -275 W m"). This can be visualized in Figure 3.10b where cloud-fiee 

conditions produced more positive biases (mean of +40 W m-') in Ki, and when 

complete overcast conditions occurred the discrepancy between modeled and observed 

values grew much larger with a more negative bias (-50 W m-2). The main differences 

between modeled and observed K J is due to location/cloud difEerences between the 

SIMMS field sites and Resolute as weU as cloud optical depth (held constant at 0.7) and 

tropospheric aerosol inhomogeneities pointed out by Key et al. (1 996). Key et al. (1996) 

showed that the Shine (1984) clear sky and ai1 sky KJ parameterizations did not have Sun 

angle biases but the al1 sky parameterkations had greater errors as the solar zenith angle 

(SZA) decreased. The 55-70' SZA errors for K& dl sky point estimates were shown to 

range between t 150 W rn-' (Key et al., 1996) which may be a significant contnbutor to 

the errors observed here. Larger discrepancies between modeled and observed K 1. values 

are expected to occur during total overcast situations due to the factors above, indicated in 

Figure 3.1 Ob. 

The time senes of modeled-observed differences for Li (Figure 3.10~) are not as 

extreme as K1. and no biases were found when comparing cloud-fiee conditions and total 

overcast conditions (not shown). However, the discrepancies in LJ (modeledsbserved) 

grew larger (+60 W m-2 to -40 W m-2) duMg complete overcast events compared to clear 

skies (+20 W m-2 to -40 W m-') as expected due to similar factors as those for K&. The 

mean L i  error was -1 W m" with a standard deviation of 18.8 W rn" and an R~ = 0.91. 

The mean error found here is smalla than the al1 sky Li value (-9.7 W m-2) reported by  

Key et al. (1996) for the same L( parameterization of Maykut and Church (1973). 

The time series of surface aibedo shows that the dryhew snow values used in the 



mode1 (0.75) are lower than observed (0.8-0.9) (Figure 3.11). The modeled albedo is 

intended to represent an area average that may differ fiom local conditions. Typical Arctic 

basin dryhew snow albedo observations have been shown to range between 0.8-0.98 

(Radionov et al., 1997). The mean dryhew snow albedo for SIMMS192 was 0.83 and 

0.82 for SIMMS'93 (excluding the low Sun angle data). The larger observed albedo 

compared to the modeled albedo may be significant since less short-wave radiation would 

be absorbed by the snow layer and may lead to less days with sufiace- melt (see section 

3 -3 -3). 

In addition, there were several days when diumal changes in albedo were observed 

during SIMMSPU93 sirnilar to what is portrayed in the model simulation. However, the 

model simulated more fiequent diumal melt events. Definite diurnal aibedo patterns 

associated with snow surface fieeze-thaw cycles were observed d e r  YD168, 1992 where 

a mean albedo decrease of 0.07 t 0.03 took place during snow melt events (Figure 3.12). 

Other Arctic observations indicate maximum diumal albedo changes on the order of 0.1 1 

(Radionov et ai., 1997). The model assumes a 100h decline in albedo during snow surface 

melt over an area average. Observations suggest the associated drop in modeled albedo due 

to diumal snow melt may be slightly excessive in most cases. This could also lead to 

enhanced snow melt and more fiequent melt events in the model simulation. Further 

discussion will be provided in section 3 -3 -3.  



Year Day 

Figure 3.11: Time series of parameterized (solid line) and obserwd (*) mgtace albedo 
between YD107 and YDI 77, 1992. 

Year Day 

Figure 3.12: Diurnal time series of S W S ' 9 2  obsented sq'iuce afbedo between 
YDI 70-1 77. 



3.3.3 Mode2 Simulations Using Field Observation Forcing 

The sea ice mode1 was run with SlMMS'92 field data (Ki, LJ, Ta, wind speed 

and surface albedo) to investigate differences between using on-ice forcing as opposed to 

land-based forcing during the spring of 1992. The simulation was conducted for days 107- 

176, 1992 since full day field data did not exid beyond YDl76. Direct cornparisons of 

rnodeled surface temperatures ("ïsf,), Q,,, and snowhce ablation rates were made between 

the standard hourly simulation (CONT) (section 3 -3.1) and the S IMMS field data forcing 

simulation (SFS) over the 1992 spring period. Since  relative humidity was not recorded at 

the SIMMS'92 field site, Resolute observations were used in the SFS simulation. The 

SIMMS'92 snow thickness measurements were not used to estimate actual snowfall 

amounts since it was impossible to exclude redistribution effects @lowing/drifting snow) 

fiom the data Cloud fiactions were not necessary since Ki and Li field data were used 

instead of the KJ. and LJ. parametenzations. Resolute wind data was used between 

YD 107-1 17 since usable SIMMS'92 wind speed data were only available beginning on 

YDll8. 
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Figure 3.13: Comprison between observed (1hick soiid line). CONT (lower line), SFS 
(so lid line), and &i& forcing (iih-dot fine) snow depth between ID1 O 7-1 7 7, 1992. 

Using the SIMMS field data as forcing and replacement of the Ki, LA and albedo 

parameterizations produces very different spring penod simulations compared to the 

control simulation (Figures 3.13 and 3.14). The snow layer does not disappear in the SFS 

run (minimum of 0.07 m on YD176) compared to complete ablation in CONT by YD165 

(Figure 3.13). The SFS snow ablation is similar to the daily forcing mode1 simulation but 

SFS has a much more realistic ablation curve compared to observations beyond YD165 

(Figure 3.13). SIMMS researchers did not observe complete snow ablation and advanced 

melt (ponding) conditions in 1992 (p. comm, T. Papakyriakou). This suggests that the 

S FS simulation more accurateIy reproduced the regional conditions since cornplete snow 

ablation and advanced melt were not generatd in the SFS nin, whereas, CONT produced 

cornplete snow ablation and advanced ice melt stages. 

The SFS run produced diurnal melt events similar to  CONT, however, the onset 

of melt was much later 0 1 5 4  in SFS, m l 3 3  in CONT) causing the number of melt 

events to  be signiticantly reduced in the SFS simulation between YD107-177 (see Figure 



3.13). Surface melt took place in the SFS simulation on YD154, 155, 160, 162, 163, and 

168 onward. The later melt onset is most Iikely due to the overall increase in surface 

albedo (SFS mean a = 0.828 I 0.5, CONT mean a = 0.63 * 0.1) and wind speeds (SFS 

mean u = 4.1 t 2.4 m s-', CONT mean u = 1.4 t 1.0 m s-'; the means were calculated 

between YD107-176, 1992). This suggests that the stronger winds in SFS compared to 

CONT play a significant role in the melt onset dates. It is interesting to note that the 

mean K ( and LJ for SFS (272.6 W m-2, 232.4 W me2) and CONT (272.3 W m-2? 23 1 -4 W 

m'*) were very similar but the SFS standard deviations (-0 = 195.2 W m-', a ( L C )  = 

45.3 W me2) were slightly larger than CONT (-4) = 176.4 W m-2, -4) = 38.3 W m- 

'1. This may indicate that although the mean radiative forcing was -sirnilar for both 

simulations, the different variations in radiative forcing may account for some of the 

differences between the simulations. Differences in air temperature between SFS and 

CONT is expected to have a rninor influence on the snow layer simulation since Ta was 
. - 

quite similar in both simulations (SFS Ta mean = -1 1.7 I 8.3"C, CONT Ta mean = -120 

I 8.4"C). 



Figure 3. Ma, b: Cornparisons of Qneî between (a) CONT (black line) and SZWS'92 
observations (red line), fi) SFS (black line) and S . 9 2  observations (red line). 



Figure 3.14c.d: Cornparisons of Tsfc between (c) CONT (black line) and SIWS'92 
observations (red line), (4 SFS (black line) and SIUMS'92 observations (red line). 



The SFS simulation produced irnproved estimates of Q,,, and Tsfc compared to 

CONT, detennined b y direct comparison with SIMMS92 measured values (Figure 3. Ma- 

d). The Q.., R* for SFS is larger than the CONT simulation and the Q,,, mean error 

(modeled-observed) and standard deviation (enor) for SFS was slightly smaller than the 

CONT simulation (Table 3.2). YD107-110 were excluded from the statistics due to Q,, 

measurement errors on those days. 

Table 3.2: Stati~nicol cornpansons @, mean error ( d e l e d  - observeci') d sianahrd 
devia~iom) between the rnodeled (CONT and SFS) a d  observed net w u c e  jlux ( Q d  
anif mr$ace temperatures (Td. CONT is tlie standard houriy madel simuloton using 
'land-bu& forcing @om &ctim 3.3.1) and SFS is the 'on-ice' forcing sinnrlation using 
SIMMS19t field &a 

The improvement in simulation using the field observations compared to using 

Resolute forcing and mode1 K J, LJ and albedo parameterizations is also manifested when 

comparing the SFS and CONT Tsfc time series (Figure 3.14c,d). Tsf, was estimated using 

the measured Lf with an emissivity of 0.99 (sirnilar to the mode1 prescribed value) since 

direct measurernents of surface temperatures were not available. The Tsrf R' for SFS is 

noticeably larger than the CONT simulation and the TScc mean emor (modeled-observed) 

and standard deviation (error) for SFS was significantly smaller than the CONT 

simulation (Table 3.2). YD107-110 were excluded fiom the statistics due to unavailable 

L t  measurements on those days. The SFS simulation reproduced al1 of the days that had 

diurnal melting in the obsewations (Figure 3.14d). Observed Lt fluxes indicated that 

surface melt may have occurred on YDI 55, 160, 162, 163 and 169 onward. The SFS 

Qnet Qnet Tsfc Tsfc 
CONTlobs SFSIobs CONTlobs SFSIobs 

R-Square 
Mean Error 
St. Dev- 

0.44 0.56 0.91 0.98 
-2.5 -2 2-5 -0.08 
30 25 3.1 1.7 



simulation produced diurnal melt on al1 of these days as well as YD154 and 168. It is not 

known why there is discrepancy on these days. The statistics and Figures 3.14c,d suggest 

that the SFS simulation provides a better representation of the measured Tsfc than CONT 

over the spring of 1992- 

3.4 Conclusions 

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate whether diumal time scales are 

important to consider in modeling seasonal snow-covered FYi and whether the model 

parameterizations appropriately handle these Ume scales. This is important not only for 

resolving these time scales and processes in the models for arctic climate studies, but for 

advancing the model to a state that will be Üsefùl for microwave remote sensing . 

applications. This chapter was also concerneci with spatial differences inherent in the 

model environment through its forcing data. Typicall y, sea ice models use "land-based" 

forcing data to drive the simulations, however, difficulties may anse due to dflerences 

between "on-ice" meteorological conditions and "land-based" conditions. Three research 

questions were designeci to address the above issues. 

3.4.1 Question 1 

Direct cornpansons between a one-dimensional thennodynamic sea ice model 

using hourly forcing data and daily average forcing data showed significantly different 

results in terms of break-up dates, open water duration and snow ablation. Break-up 

occurred 13 days sooner, open water duration was lengthened by 21 days and snow 

ablation was initiated sooner but progressed graduaily and more reali stically (compared to 



field observations) using hourly forcing. However, the hourly simulation produced much 

ûadier melt onset and aeated advanceci melt stages in 1992 which were not observed by 

SIMMS192 researchers. Sensitivity tests showed that 12 of the 13 break-up day and 18 of 

the 20 open water day differences between the daily/hourly simulations is due to snow 

cover evolution dserences within the simulations. Analysis has showed that short-wave 

exchange dominates these snow processes, as observed in the field. The diumal 

distribution of down-welling short-wave energy is responsible for about 33% of the snow 

cover evolution (and hence the daily/hourly simulation) differences by acting to enhance 

snow melt events at peak to medium solar exposure hours. The diumal variations in 

latent/sensible heat fluxes (mostly due to wind speeds) can explain about 17% of the  

daily/hourly mode1 differences where some days have very low latentfsensible heat loss 

during peak to medium solar loading hours. The timing of these low latenthensible heat 

loss events create a greater likelihood of a melt event to take place. In contrast, the daily - 

average wind speed is rarely zero, thus reducing the likelihood of melt for that day The 

dominant process, which leads to 50% of the snow cover evolution differences is 

enhanced diumal short-wave absorption due to albedo decreasa during diumal melt 

events occumng at peak to medium solar exposure hours (ie: a positive albedo feedback). 

It can therefore be concludeci that non-lineanties in the surface energy balance play a 

critical role in the melting of the snow layer which in turn affect the seasonal evolution 

(especially the spring melt penod) of first-year sea ice. 

3.4.2 Question 2 

Compansons between observed and model-parametenzed K 1, Li and albedo 

showed the mode1 parameterkations represented observations fairly weU in some cases 



and not so well in others. The Shine (1984) parameterization for K 4 had a positive error 

of roughly 40 W m-' on average during clear conditions and a slight negative bias of -50 W 

m-Z under complete overcast conditions. The mean K & error (modeled-observed) was -23 

W rn-2 with a standard deviation of 89 W m-2 over the SIMMSf92/93 field seasons. The 

mean error here is larger than that reported by Key et al. (1996) (-3 -2 W m-'). Larger K i  

discrepancies occurred under cloudy conditions compared to clear skies due to dserences 

between SIMMS field sites and Resolute, NWT, (spatiaVlocation Limitations) as weU as 

cloud opticai depth (held constant in the model) and tropospheric aerosol inhomogeneities 

(Key et al., 1 9%). Errors can also be largely attributable to solar zenith angle variations as 

suggested by Key et al., 1996- 

The Li parameterization of Maykut and Church (1973) had smalier errors and no 

trends were found when comparing cloud-free conditions to clear skies. The mean Li 

error was -1 W m-2 with a standard deviation of 18.8 W rn'? The mean error is smaller 

than that of Key et ai. (1996) (-9.7 W m-2) and shows this Li parameterization perfonns 

well even at hourly intervals. However, the low Li rnean error and standard deviation 

may be the result of a cancellation of errors due to cloud amount bias between Resolute 

and the SIMMS field site (spatial limitations). 

The time series of modeled and observed surface albedo showed that the model 

may underestimate the dryhew snow albedo by roughly 0.05 to 0.15. The sea ice model 

assumes a dv/new snow dbedo of 0.75 but regionally representative SIMMS192/93 

albedos were between 0.8-0.9 in the early spnng periods. The modeled albedo decrease 

for wet snow (0.1) was slightly higher than observed (0.07 t 0.03) and so the model's 

snow melt albedo feedback may be slightly too strong. 



3.4.3 Question 3 

When the sea ice mode1 was forced directly with SJMMSt92 field data (Ki ,  Li, 

air temperature, wind speed and albedo) it produced better representations of the modeled 

snow/ice ablation evolution as weU as Q,,, and surface temperature over the 1992 spring 

penod. This case reproduced observed diumal melt penods fai thfùlly whereas the control 

mn produced many more and earlier melt events. Also, complete snow ablation and 

advanced melt were not generated in this case, in agreement with observations. The overaü 

improvement when forctd with SIMMS observations was primarily due to greater 

turbulent fluxes (Iarger wind speeds), higher surface albedo and different radiative forcing 

compared to using land-based forcing (Resolute) and modeled Ki, Li and albedo 

parameterizations. I also note, based on eight (1990- 1997) consecutive years of the 

SIMMS and follow on C-ICE (Coilaborative-Interdisciplinary Cryospheric Experirnent) 

experiments that the differences between surface energy fiuxes observed on-ice and those 

estimated from nearby land stations do not appear to be systematic. This means that i t  

may be difficult to establish a correction term to account for various flux tenns required in 

t hermodynamic modeling of sea ice. 

3.5 Summary 

In summary, results suggest diumal processes are imponant to consider and the 

pararneterizations handle these time scales well in some cases and not so weii in others. 



This is an important step toward understanding the necessary model forcing tirne scales 

required for linking these types of models to rnicrowave remote sensing in later chapters. 

The results also illustrate the time scales necessary to resolve when attempting to 

simulate annual cycles of snow-covered M. It is also important to consider the 

environmental conditions on the ice surface as opposed to land for monitoring sea ice 

evolution. That is, if in silu data are not available on the ice, remote observations fkom 

satellites rnay provide insight to environmental conditions there. The foilowing chapter 

(Chapter 4) further investigates and supplements the analysis in this chapter in terms of 

the incident short-wave and long-wave model pararneterizations. Incident radiation is a 

critical process within the SEB of FYI and a more thorough analysis of their 

parameterkation schemes is warranted given the results thus fa. 



CHAPTER 4: Parameterkation Schemes of Incident Radiation 

4.1 Introduction 

Thennodynarnic sea ice models require precise parameterization of incident short- 

wave and Iong-wave fluxes over a variety of tirne and space scales as illustrated in 

Chapter 3. Chapters 1 and 2 outlined previous investigations of these fluxes, dificulties 

while trying to parameterize them and their importance to the snow/sea ice SEB. This 

chapter builds on results in chapter 3 by investigating in more detail sea ice mode1 

parameterization schemes of incident radiation. Coincident in silu radiation data 

cornparhg different arctic environrnents and spatial variations have previously never b a n  

available. Data presented here were collected in a marine polynya environment including 

terrestrial, shore fast-ice, marginal ice zone and open water regions during the 

International North Water Polynya (NOW) Project conducted between March - July 

1998 (Barber et al., 2001). The two research question of this chapter are: 

1) Are there any seasonal or environrnental/spatiaI biases within selected Ki and 

L& parameterkations compared against in situ field measurements? 

2) Can we improve the parameterization representations for the different 

environments where possible? 

Results fiom this investigation have previously appeared in the peer reviewed literature 

(Hanesiak et al., 2001a). 



4.2 Data and Methods 

4.2. I Observational Data 

Data collecteci were fiom the International North Water Polynya (NOW) Project 

during an intensive field campaign between March to the end of July 1998 (Barber et al., 

2001). Three primary data collection platforms included a terrestrial camp (Cape 

Herschel) and fast-ice site (Rosse Bay) on the east Coast of Ellesmere Island, Nunavut and 

the Canadian Coast Guard ice breaker Pierre Radisson in the NOW region (Figure 4.1). 



BAFFIN 
BAY 

Figure 4.la: Geogruphical region of rhe N01'98 project (shakd regon in top zmageh 
Smith Sound, Kane Basin and C q  Herschel appear at the no& end of NOW (ôottom 
image). 



Figure 4.Ib: Locations of the terrestrial camp (Cape Hersclwl) md ice site in Rosse Bay 
during the NOW'98 project. The image is a synthetic aperture ra&r (SAR) image from 
Raabsat-1. Dark shades represent smooth first-yew ice in Rosse Bay and open water 
mixed with ice in Smith Sound and Kane Busin. 



Cape Herschel is located 74-67' W, 78.65* N and the fast-ice site was 3.5 km due 

north of the terrestrial camp. The fast-ice regime was typified b y smooth first year sea ice 

(Figure 4. lb; dark shades in Rosse Bay) with a snow cover ranging between 5 and 15 cm 

up to complete snow melt by early June. The terrestrial site was 100 m AMSL, with a 

full snow cover and graduai sloping terrain toward Rosse Bay. The fast-ice edge at Cape 

Herschel was initially 3-4 lcm off shore and decreased to less than 1 km by early June. 

Measurements of K& and L& were available fiom instruments that were mounted on the 

foredeck of the Canadian Coast Guard ice-breaker, Pierre Radzsson fiom transects within 

NOW (Figure 4.2)- Radiation flux densities were measured over several ice types and 

under a variety of atmospheric conditions. Data were measured every second and stored 

as one-minute averages. The terrestrial and ice camps were operational between Y e ar- 

Day (YD) 89 (March 30) and YD155 (June 4) and the ice-breaker between approximately 

YD99 (April9) to  YD203 (July 22). This resulted in 601 h and 822 h of useful terrestrial 

site K i  and L i  data, respectively, 635 h and 915 h at the fast-ice site and 659 h and 988 h 

on the ice-breaker. There were less short-wave hours due to night-tirne darkness in the 

early spnng and data quality control (see below). 



Figure 42: Incident radiation instrumentation on the ice breokr Pierre Radisson (top 
picture) and the fast-ice site nem Cape Herschel (cenire right in the bottom picture). Both 
photos were token looking in a northerly direction. 



Incident short-wave and long-wave radiation were sampied every 5 s by an 

Eppley pyranometer (model PSP) and pyrgeometer (model PIR) which was installed at 

both the Cape Herschel1 and Rosse Bay sites (Figure 4.2). The radiometers were mounted 

1 -2 rn above the surface and recorded 15-minute radiation averages. Incident short-wave 

and long-wave radiation were measured using Eppley 8-48 "Black and White" 

Pyranometers on the ice-breaker, and pyrgeometers (model PR) mounted on gimbles 6 m 

above the ship deck to ensure proper leveling in the mean. Measurement accuracy is 

estimated at e l0  W m-2 and 22.5% for the pyrgeorneters (Philipona et al., 1995) and 

pyranometers (Latimer, 1978), respectively. The spectral response of the PSP and 8-48 

pyranometers are detemiined by the glas dome over the sensors, which has uniform 

transmission for radiation in the wavelength range 0.285 to 2.8 W. The spectral response 

of the Pm detennined by an intefierence filter inside a silicon dome, is fkom 3.5 to 50pm. 

A down-facing pyranometer (Eppley, model PSP) was installed off of a scaffold-type 

tower 2.5 5 m above the fast ice surface dong with a down-facing pyranometer (Eppley 8- 

48) extending 3 m out frorn the bow of the Pierre Radisson to sarnple Kt. These radiation 

instruments are designed to measure the critical wavelengths of the solar and i&a-red 

spectrums that control radiative fluxes. Supplementaiy hourly data included air 

temperature (Ta) (error approximately =O. 1°C), relative hurnidity (RH) (error t 5%), 

total cloud fiaction (c) (error I 100/o), and surface albedo (I 0.03 albedo units) used as 

input for the radiative flux parameterizations (discussed below). The Ta and RH were 

measured 2 m above the surfâce at Cape Herschel using a relative humidity probe (CS1 



207F) and 15 m above the water line of the ship. Surface albedo was estimated as the ratio 

of K t to K J at the Rosse Bay site and fkom the Pierre Rudisson- Short-wave albedo 

estimates were continuous and stable at Rosse Bay, but intermittent on the ice-breaker 

due to rime build-up on the sensor. Total cloud fiactions were determined from human 

hourly observations at the terrestridfast-ice sites and an all-sky tirne lapse video camera 

on the ship. The all-sky camera instrument is an au-weather carnera looking downward on 

a hemispheric mirror that produced a 1 80' view of the celestial dome. Hourly average of 

total cloud fiaction were determined fkom analyses of the video images sub-sampled at 

10-minute intervals. A discussion of the cloud conditions is provided by Hanafin and 

Minnett (2001). Incident radiation was measurd -over a temperature range between 

-3 0°C and +3"C tiom late winter to early summer at the terrestrial and fast-ice sites and 

-8°C to +12"C on the ice-breaker. As a result, there was little overlap of temperature and 

vapor pressure between the fast-ice and ice breaker measurements (Le. the two 

environmental regirnes were quite different). 

Data were stratified into clear-sbqt (O to 1 tenth coverage) and all-slcy (2-10 tenths 

coverage) conditions, solar zenith angle (Z), and location (terrestrial, fast-ice, ice breaker). 

Seasonal variations according to air temperature were also investigated for 

parameterization seasonal biases. Clear-sky data were cornbined into O to 1 tenth sky 

cover since there was no difference between the mean short-wave and long-wave radiative 

fluxes associated with them. This resulted h m  hourly averaging and the short tirne the 

solar disk was obscured by cumulus clouds. The Z is used as an independent variable 

since some pararneterizations have shown to contain Z biases (Key et al. 1996). In 



addition, al1 K i  data with a Z > 7S0 were ornitted due to measurement error at these 

angles, especiaily aibedo (Kt fluxes). Location stratification was perfonned for 

parameterization performance between the terrestriai? fast-ice and fiil1 marine 

environments. The fast-ice and terrestrial data sets are more accurate due to their stable 

measurement platforms and less prone to the harsh m a ~ e  environment; they show - 

smaller enors between the observed and estimated fluxes (see below). 

4.2.2 Radzative Flux Parameterizatzorrs 

Key et. al. (1 996) discussed several simple K 4 and L 4 schemes that performed 

weIl in the Arctic that are still used in one-dimensional thèrmodynamic sea ice models and . 

two-dimensional dynamic-thermodynamic models (see for example, Fiato and Brown, 

1996; Maslanik et al., 1995; Ebert and Curry, 1993). Only those parameterizations that 

were seiected to outperfonn others (by Key et al.) were used in this work. The K J 

parameterizations used include Bennett (1982) and Shine (1984) for clear skies and Jacobs 

(1 978) and Shine ( 1  984) for cloudy skies. The L( parameterizations include Ohrnura 

(1 98 1 ), Efimova (1 96 1) and Maykut and Church (1 973) for clear skies and Jacobs (1978) 

and Maykut and Church (1973) for cloudy skies. The schemes are attractive for sea ice 

modehg due to their simplicity and computational e&e and pedonn fairly well over 

daily and hourly averages in most cases (Key et al., 1996; Hanesiak et al., 1999). 

However, their pefiormance can be affected by observational errors in input parameters 



and unknown total column atmospheric conditions- 1 refiain fiom detailed discussions of 

the vanous parameterkations in light of Key et a l 3  comprehensive review, and simply 

outline their empirical formulations. 

The parameterizations have been categorized into clear sky and all-sky fluxes with 

similar conventions as Key et al. (1996), for consistency- The down-weliing short-wave 

flux (KJ), down-welling long-wave flux (LJ) and solar constant (S = 1356) are in W m-2; 

solar zenith angle (termed Z above) in degrees, near surface air temperature (Ta) in Kelvin, 

near surface vapor pressure (ea) in hPa, cloud fiaction (c in tenths), cloud optical depth 

(z), and surface aibedo (a). A more detailed discussion of each pararneterization c m  be 

found in Key et ai., (1996). A brief description of each pararneterization is outlined. 

4.2.2.1 Short- Wave CZear Sky Flux 

Key et al. (1996) indicated that the best clear sky K 4 @J,,,) pararneterization in 

their study was that of S h e  (1984) with Bennett (1982) performing reasonably well 

over daily average. The Shine (1984) parameterization attempts to account for the near 

surface vapor pressure explicitly and was tested with a radiative transfer model. In 

cornparison the scheme of Bennett (1 982) is less comprehensive and is primanly intended 

for the estimation of mean rnonthly values. 

The form of Bennett (1 982) for K i  is 

KJcI, = 0.72 S COS(Z) 



The form of Shine (1984) for KJ. is 

KJCir = (S cos2(z)) / [1.2 cos(Z) + (1 -0 + c o s ( ~ ) ) x l ~ - ~  ea + 0.04551 (4.2) 

4.2.2.2 Short- Wave AU-Sky Flux 

To parameterire cloud effects on the all-s@ K J flux, two approaches were found 

to perform reasonably well. One is to simpiy multiply the clear sky flux by a funaion of 

doud fiaction as in Jacobs (1978). Another more sophisticated approach is to accoum for 

surface changes (or afbedo changes) af%'ecting multiple reflections between the surface and 

cloud as weU as cloud properties (or optical depth/thickness) as in Shine (1984) that 

performs well over shorter tirne periods (Key et al., 1996). 1 assume a constant cloud 

optical thickness (7.0) according to Ebert and Curry (1993) and input the computed 

hourly surface albedo from the Rosse Bay and ice-breaker platforms. 

The fonn of Jacobs (1978) under all-sky conditions is 

KLii = KCd, (1 - 0.33 c) (4-3) 

The form of Shine (1984) under all-sky conditions is 

K J C l d =  (53.5 + 1274.5 COS(Z)) COS~*~ (Z )  / [l + 0.139 (1 -0.9345 a)t (4.4a) 

KI.~II = (1 - C) KIcir + c KJciti (4.4b) 



4.2.2.3 Long- Wave Clear Sky Flux 

Down-welling clear-sky long-wave radiation is typically a fùnction of near 

surface temperature and vapor pressure- Three commonly used parameterizations differ 

in their treatment of the atmosphenc emjttance. Ohmura (1981) considers the 

atmospheric emittance as a fundon of near surfâce air temperature. Maykut and Church 

(1973), on the other hand, assign a constant value to the atmosphere emittance, and 

Efimova (196 1) make the term a fùnction of near surface vapor pressure. 

The form of Ohmura (1981) for LJck is 

L ici, = a ( 8 . 7 3 3 ~ 1 0 - ~  T:-'~? T: 

The forrn of Maykut and Church (1973) for Lic1, is 

L ici, = 0.7855 O T: 

The form of Efimova (1961) for L& .,, is 

L /,,, = a (0.746 + 0.0066 ea) T: 

4.2.2.4 Long- Wave All Sky Flux 

An increase in Li associated with clouds is a tùnction of cloud fiaction in 

expressions b y Jacobs (1 978) and Maykut and Church (1973). Jacobs (1 978) developed 

a simple linear relationship between cioud ernittance, cloud fiaction and the clear-sky flux, 



while the relationship of Maykut and Church (1973) is in power forrn. Cloud emissivity 

also differs between the two formulations. 

The form of Jacobs (1978) LkaII is 

L i a 1 1  = L J C k ( 1  + 0.26 c)  

The form of Maykut and Church (1 973) LiaII is 

2-75 L&.!,=LJcI,(1 + 0 . 2 2 c  ) 

4.2.3 Analysis MethodF 

The Kici ,  and LJCi schemes were individually tested. The all-sky K) and Li 

parameterizations require a clear-sky component, hence di fferent combinations of the 

various schemes were performed. The Ki all-sky combinations included using: 1) the 

clear-sky of Shine with the cloudy sky correction of Shine, 2) the clear-sky of Bennett 

with the cloudy sky correction of Jacobs, 3) the clear-sky of Shine with the cloudy sky 

correction of Jacobs, and 4) the clear-sky of Bennett with the cloudy sky correction of 

Shine. The LJ all-sky combinations included using: 1) the clear-sky of MC with the 

cloudy sky correction of MC, 2) the clear-sky of Ohrnura with the cloudy sky correction 

of Jacobs, 3) the clear-sky of Efimova with the cloudy sky correction of Jacobs, 4) the 

clear-sky of MC with the cloudy sky correction of Jacobs, and 5 )  the clear-sky of 

Efimova with the cloudy sky correction of MC. 

The radiation and meteorologid data were converted to hourly averages (centred 

on the hour). The meteorological data fiom each obseMng platform was used as input for 



the parameterizations. The difference between the modeled and obsewed flux (difference 

parameter) was used to measure the performance of each scheme. Performance was 

quantified using statisticai indices on the difference parameter such as simple linear 

regression tests for biases, mean bias error w E )  and the root-mean-square error RMSE. 

The hear slope of regression lines fit along the difference parameter were statistically 

test ed wit h an associated confidence interval to infer significant biases (slope significantly 

different fiom the mean) as fùnctions of soiar zenith angle (Z), season and the type of 

environment. Residual plots revealed that a linear mode1 is appropriate for each regression 

line along the difference parameter. 

For the seasonal bias analysis, the observed and estimated radiation were stratified 

into temperature regimes. The measured and estimated fluxes were binned accordmg to the 

following temperature categories: (1) T, s -20°C, (2) -20°C < T, s -14OC, (3) -14OC < 

T, s -g°C, (4) -9OC c Ta a -2OC, and ( 5 )  T, > -2OC. The categories correspond to the 

main ccseasonal" transitory atmospheric and sea ice conditions for the NOW region 

(Hanesiak, 1999) and allowing enough statistically viable data points for the cornparisons 

in each temperature regime. The results of this analysis illustrates the seasonai bias 

inherent in the parameterizations and does not necessarily suggest that one scheme is 

superior since the simulated fluxes were within measurement errors in some cases. 



4.3. Results 

4.3.1 Pararneterïzatzons vs. Observations 

4.3 - 1 I Terrestrial and Fast-lce Sites 

The results fiom the analysis using data from the terrestrial and fast ice site were 

similar (generally within 2%). Consequently the following sections describes the 

performance of the models fiom the fast-ice site. 

4.3.1.1. 1 Incident Short-wave ~ b e s  

The results are in agreement with Key et al., (1 996) showing that the Shine 

scheme is preferable to Bennett's equation (Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1). The Bennett 

scheme contains a negative Z bias with decreasing Z (Figure 4.3) within a 99% confidence 

interval. The Shine scheme perfonns well for the fast-ice data set with only 1.1 W m" 

mean error (5.0 W m-' at the terrestrial site). The parameterization statistics in Table 4.1 

are slightly better than Key et al. (1996). The canceüation of errors between negative and 

positive values may contribute to the low mean errors. 

Table 4.1: Parameterized c h - s k y  short-wave flur error (estimated flux minus the 
measured fart-ice flux). Brwketed values me the correpnding zce-breaker results. n e  
mean, mean error and RMSE me in w ni2. The mrnrber of observations is also shown. 

No. obs = 145(104) 
Observed 

S hine 
Bennett 

R~ 

0.99(0.91) 
0.98(0.91) 

Mean 
391.9(419.1) 
393.1(442.9) 
373.1(426.3) 

Mean Error 

1.1(23,9) 
-18.8(7.3) 

RMSE 

15.9(48.8) 
2 1.6(47.8) 



Figure 4.3: The clear-sky SM-wave flux error for two parmetenlarom (modeIedflux 
rnimrs the observedflux ut Rosse Bay). 
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For the Ki all-sky combinations the results again support Key et al. (1996). The 

error statistics (Table 4.2) and error plots (Figure 4.4) show the best parameterization 

combination is ShindShine with a mean error of -2.1 W me2 (3.1 W m'2 at the terrestrial 

site). The Jacobs cloudy-sky scheme depletes too much radiation when combined with 

the Shine and Bennett dear sky routines, shown b y the highly negative mean errors. 

Table 4.2: Parametetïzed ail-sky short-wave jrux error (esfisfirnafed flux minus t h  
rneumred fm-ice flux). Bracketed values are the cowesponding ice-breaker resuits. Ine 
mean, mean error ancl RMSE me in w nf2. The mmber of observations is also shown 

No. obs = 456(555) 
O bserved 

S hine/Shine 
BennettfJacobs 
S hine/Jacobs 

Bennett/S hine 

Mean 
322.4(250.7) 
320.3c332.4) 
289,9(35 1 .O) 
304.0(370. 1) 
3 15,1(322.5) 

R~ 

0.83(0.76) 
O.8S(O-7 1) 
0.85(0.7 1) 
O-82(0.75) 

Mean Error 

-2.1(8 1.7) 
-32-4(100.3) 
-1 8.4(119.4) 

-7-4(7 1-8) 

RMSE 

59-6(90. 1) 
60,6(95.9) 
57.9(96.5) 
6 1 -3f90.8) 
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Figure 4.4: The al/-sky shori-wave jhn error for f i  combinations of parameteriraions 
( m o d e l e d e  mims the observedflux ut Rosse Boy). B e  first name refers ?O the clem- 
sky paranreterization usedfor thor combination~om Figure 4.3. 



1.3.1.1.2 Incident Long-wave Fluxes 

The parameterization of Ohmura performs better than both the Maykut-Church 

(MC) and Efimova's schemes (Table 4.3). Key et al., (1996) found the Efimova routine 

to perform best. The etnittance of long-wave radiation is too high in both Maykut and 

Church's and Efimova's schemes for incident fluxes less than about 240 W m-2. A similar 

trend is shown by Key for the MC model. I f  the clear-sky atmosphenc ernissivity is 

adjusted by roughly the same amount in MC (from 0.7855 to  0.729) and Efimova (0.746 

to 0.7; the first coefficient independent of vapor pressure) during penods of low 

ernittance (L& 240 W m-2) the results 6om both parameterkations improves (Table 4.4 

and Figure 4.5). The emissivities for each scheme was optimized to fit this data by 

minimizing the mean bias error (MBE) for each scheme. 

Table 4.3: Parameierized clear-sky long-wave flux error (es2imafed f lvx minus the 
measured f i - i c e  flux). Bracketed values are the corresponding ice-breaker results. n e  
mean, mean error ond M E  are in w m-'. Ine d e r  of observations is also shown. 

Table 4.4: Parameierized c lem-sky long-wm flux ewor (estimateri mims measured fast- 
ice flux) whetr aitering the emissivty in MC @om O. 7855 20 0.729) and EJmow @om 
0.746 to 0.70). Bracketed values are correqwndzng ice-breaker results. m e  mean, mean 
error and RMSE ore in W n i 2  lne mrntber of observations is also shown. 

No. obs = 200(13 1)  
Observai 

MC 
Ohmura 
Efimova 

Mean 
197-s(235.4) 
209.8(243.9) 
192.5(230.6) 
207_9(247.9) 

b 

No. obs = 200(13 1) 
Observed 
MC 

Efimova 

R~ 

0.97(0.80) 
0.97(0.80) 
0.98(0-80) 

Mean 
1 97.5(235.4) 
197.6(238.0) 
197.6(242.9) 

Mean Error 

12,2(8 -5)  
-4.9(-4.8) 
1 0.4(12.5) 

R~ 

0.98(0.8 1)  
0.98(0.80) 

I 

RMSE 

7.3(17.8) 
6.6(17.3) 
6.1(17.0) 

Mean Error 

O. l(2.7) 
O- l(7.5) 

RMSE 

5.2(16.7) 
5 .2(17.8) 
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Figure 4.5: Ine clem-sky long-wave jha error (modeledflux minus the observedjlux) for 
the optimized emisrivties in MC and Efirnova tofl  the Rosse Buy &ta (see text). 



For the LJ dl-sky combinations, Efunova/MC had both the smallest m E  and 

RMSE of the combinations exarnined (Table 4.5). Key suggested the Efimova/Jacobs 

schemes perform best. If we consider the modifications to the clear-sky emission 

characteristics (above), the EfimovaUacobs and the MC/Jacobs combination petform 

better than the Efimova/MC mode1 (Table 4.6), with Efimova/Jacobs pe&oming the best. 

The MC cloudy-sky correction for long-wave radiation consistently underestimates 

fluxes in cloudy skies. 

Table 4.5: Pmumeterized al- long-wave flux e;i-or (estimatedfrux mims t k  memred 
fast-ice flux). Bracketed values me the correqwnding ice-breaker results. The mean, 
mean error and W S E  are in W m-1 The -ber of observations is also shown. 

No. obs = 622(857) Mean R~ Mean Error 
Observed 23 1.6(277.8) 

RMSE 

l4,9(I 9.3) 
l6,9(17.6) 
16,3(17.4) 
16.2(18-1) 
14-g(18.4) 

Table 4.6: Parameterized all-sky long-wave flux error (estimatedfrux mims  the measured 
fa-ice flux) w h  q v p w g  the new clear-sky forntuIations of M~kut-Church and 
Efimovcl from Table 4. m e  mean, mean error and RMSE are in W r n -  me mmber of 
observations IS also shawn. 

No. obs = 622 
Observed 
MCMC 

OhrnurdJacobs 
Efimova/Jacobs 

MC/Jacobs 
Efimova/MC 

Mean 
23 1.6 
221-8 
226.1 
229.6 
234.6 
217.1 

R~ 

0.92 
0.89 
0.89 
0.89 
0.92 

Mean Error 

-9.8 
-5.5 
-2.0 
2.9 
-14.5 

RMSE 

15-4 
16-9 
16-8 
16-9 
15.2 
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Fi're 4.6: Ail+ long-waw flux error for fiw combinations of parameterizations 
(modeledflux minus the observedjrux ut Rosse Bay). Xhefirst name refers to the c h -  
sky parameteriraion used for t h  combination using the optirnized clem-sb emissMres 
in Figure 4.5 ond optirnid clou&-sky emissivities of MC md Jacobs to fir the Rosse 
Bay &ta (see text). 



A noticeable trait in the data and the results of Key et al. (1996) is a consistent 

negative slope (within a 99% confidence interval) in the LécId error as the observed flux in 

Figure 4.5 increases (ie: the estimated flux underestimates real fluxes as the magnitudes of 

the  fluxes increase). This suggests the cloudy sky emissivity is too small and needs to be 

increased. If the cloudy sky emissivity is increased in MC (fkom 0.2232 to 0.32) and 

Jacobs (from 0.26 to 0.275) the results are again different (Table 4.7 and Figure 4.6). The 

cloudy-sky emissivity of MC and Jacobs were optimized as before by minunizing the 

MBE for each scheme. After optimizing the cloud-sky emissivities, dl of the 

parameterizations perform weU based on the error indices (Table 4 3 ,  however, the 

modified MC cloudy-sky formulation relaxes the negative dope (with 95% confidence) in 

the LJ,,, error (Figure 4.6) with increasing flux. This is due to the MC cloudy-sky 

exponential dependence in equation (4.9). The Jacobs cloudy-sky formulation neglects 

this exponential factor. Very similar results (within a few percent) were obtained using 

the terrestrial data. 

Table 4.7: Parameterized aII-sky long-wave jlux error (estmatedflux mims the nreaswed 
f i - i c e  flux) when rqplying the new clear-sky fonmrlations of Maykuf-Church and 
Ejimova fron, Tobie 4.4 md the new clou&-sky fornulaiion of Mikut-Chrch and 
Jacobs (see text). Bracketed values are the corresponding ice-breakr results. n e  meart, 
rnean error mad RMSE me in w m-'. nie mmber of observaiions is also shawn. 

No. obs = 622(857) 
Observed 
MCMC 

Ohmura/Jacobs 
Efimova/Jacobs 

MCIJacobs 
EfimovdMC 

Mean 
23 1.6(277.8) 
23 1.9(265.1) 
228. l(262.6) 
23 1.7(276,5) 
236.7(278.8) 
227.1(262.9) 

R~ 

0.92(0.76) 
0.89(0,78) 
0.90(0.79) 
0.90(0.80) 
0.93(0.75) 

Mean Error 

0.3(-12.7) 
-3.5(-15-3) 

O. l(01.3) 
5.0(0.9) 

-4.6t-14.9) 

RMSE 

13-g(20.3) 
16.6(17.7) 
16.4(18,3) 
16.5(17.5) 
13.8t2 1 .O) 



The superior parameterizations above and those modified to fit the NOW region 

were evaluated for seasonal bias usïng methods descrïbed in section 4.2.3, The Shine Ki,,,  

scheme has a positive seasonal bias (confidence interval of 99%) by slightly 

underestimating fluxes in the early pan of the season and overestimating fluxes in the 

!atter part of the season (Figure 4.7). 

Mean 
Flux 

cw m-7 

Figure 4.7: me short-wave observed d Shim s c h e  seasonal clear-sky f i e s  (W ni2). 
n e  RMSE error bars are also shown. nK cokiest temperature category contained 13 
data points, 34 in the next warntesl, 48 in the next warmest, 20 in t k  next warmest and 32 
in the warmest category. 

The overestimation in the late season could be, in part, due to the modelys 

inability to represent the increase in atmospheric optical depth associated with nsing 

temperatures and water vapor loading (see also, Leontyeva and Starnnes, 1993; Blanchet 

and List, 1983). Integrated total column water vapor using radiosondes launched fiom the 

ice breaker increased from 2 kg m-* in mid- April to  5 .S kg mo2 b y early May then 9 kg m'2 

in early June and 1 1 kg m" by early July. Surfaee vapor pressures also increased over the 



wann season but a de-coupling between the surface and lower troposphere (if it occurred) 

may affect the results. This is especially important over fast-ice in the cold season under 

inversion conditions where the near-surface temperature and humidity may not represent 

total colunm characteristics. Hanafin and hinnett (2001) built upon results here to 

fùrther improve the Shine scheme over the polynya in the warrn season by increasing the 

coefficient of the water vapor tenn. Aerosol &ects are unknown shce no measurements 

were available, however, these effects would lead to the most serious errors in the 

parameterizations (S hine, 1 984); the radiative effect s of the aerosols k ing strongl y 

dependent on the atmospheric humidity (e-g. Hiinel, 1976) and once again total column 

variations (Bergin et al., 2000) that are largely unknown in the arctic. Radiative transfer 

models perform well in rnid-latitudes (Jing and Cess, 1998) but have not been tested to 

the same degree in arctic environments. 

The Shine K i  all-sky scheme (Figure 4.8) excessively depletes radiation in the 

early and middle part of the season and not enough in the late season (within a 99% 

confidence interval). This is likely because of optically thinner clouds d u ~ g  the colder 

pan of the season than in the warmer season. R e d  that the Shhe mode1 has an inherent 

clear-sky bias that affects the all-sky calculation. If we deaease the cloud optical depth 

(from its assumed constant value of 7.0) to 1.0 for Ta s -20°C, the all-sky Shine/Shine 

mean emor drops to the Shine clear-sky mean error for the same temperature category. 

Using the same procedure for -20°C c Ta s -14OC, the cloud optical depth becornes 5.5 

and stays near 7.0 for warmer temperatures. This suggests an increasing cloud optical 



depth would improve the Ki all-sky estimates as the warm season approaches. The 

results are consistent with Curry and Ebert (1992) and Leontyeva and Stamnes (1993) 

who suggest a cloud optical depth near 7.0 for the warm season. 1 assume the presence of 

mid and upper cloud has no seasonal trend when obscured by low cloud during ground 

observations. Other radiative transfer issues such as solar zenith angle, atmospheric gas 

variations, 3-D cloud variations, and averaging procedures also affect the results (see for 

example, Li et al., 1993; Evans, 1998; Arking et al., 1992; Bergin et al.; 2000; Barker and 

Davies, 1992) but can not be reaiistically accounted for here. These issues also apply to 

the ice breaker results (section 4.3.1 -2). 

Figure 4.8: n e  short-wme observed and Shine/Shine sccheme seasonal all-s& mes (W 
ni2). The RMSE error bars are also shown. The couest temperature category contahted 
I I  abta points, 61 in the next wannest, 156 in the next warmest. 235 in the next wannest 
and 25 in the warntest category. 

The Li,,, seasonal trends of MC (modified) and Efimova (modified) are depicted 

in Figure 4.9. The MC parameterization does not contain a seasonal bias (with 99% 

confidence). The scheme of Efimova contains a slight negative bias (with 99% confidence) 

early in the season and positive bias late in the season. The Efimova emissivity was 



adjusted as in MC, but the vapor pressure dependence in Efimova may htroduce other 

complications. 

The L i  dl-sky seasonal trends of MCMC (modified) and Efimova/MC 

(modified) are depicted in Figure 4.10- The MC/MC combination does not contain a 

seasond bias (99% confidence). The Ehova/MC combination dso  did not have a 

seasonal bias (99% coddence) but contains a consistent negative em>r similar to  what 

was s h o w  earlier in Table 4.7. It should be emphasized that this analysis is intended to 

illustrate seasonal biases only and not compare each parametentation since their fluxes 

are very similar in magnitude (i-e. one scheme may not necessarily be more acauate than 

the other). 
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Figure 4.9: nte long-wave observed (clem bar). MC (middle bar) and E#rnow schemes 
seasonal clear-sky jhues (W The M S E  error bars are also shown. n e  coi&sî 
temperature cmegory covtroined 29 &a pina ,  661 m the nexi wtmnest, 73 in the next 
wamesi, 21 in Ihe mxt warmest and 34 in the warmest category. 



Figure 4.10: B e  long-wave obserwd (clear bor), M W C  (nidaie bar) anà EfimovaMC 
schemes seasonai all-sky jhxvs (W m-2). IRe RMSE error bars are ois0 S ~ O W ~ .  The 
coldesi temperature caiegory contarard 34 CICiapoints, 139 in the neXr wannest, 239 in rhe 
next warmest, 257 M the nexf wrrrmest and 28 in the warmest category. 

1.3.1.2 Ice Breaker PIarfonn 

A sirnilar analysis to the last section was conducted on the ice breaker Ki and Li. 

Al1 of the different parameterizations were used for the analysis, including the original and 

modified long-wave schemes. The same seasonai bias analysis was used except polynya 

air temperatures were marine-like (greater than -go C). 



4.3.1.2.1 Incident Short-wave Flwres 

The K i  ,,, results show the Shine and Bennett schemes perform worst within the  

polynya relative to the fast-ice and terrestrial sites (Table 4.1). Note that ali ice-breaker 

data in the Tables appear in brackets. The schemes overestimate fluxes with RMSE 2-3 

times larger than the fast-ice results. Both the Shine and Bennett schemes contained a 

more pronounced positive seasonal bias (with 99Y0 confidence) (Figure 4.1 1). The general 

overestimation of dear-sky fluxes is likely due to greater total colurnn water vapor than 

the schemes were originally intended for, especially for the marine environment. Hanafin 

and Minnett (2001) have corrected for this in the Shine scheme. 

Figure 4. I 1: Same as Figure 4.7 except for the ice-breaker. B e  coldest temperature 
category confairred 7 &tcapozn~s, 26 in the next wannest, ond 71 in the w m e s i  category. 

oobs 1 378.9 
oshine 1 388-9 

1 

Bennett 1 375.9 

The ice-breaker results for Ki all-sky show larger RMSE relative to the clear-sky 

case (Table 4.2). The mean enors and RMSE in the ice breaker results are also much 

387.3 
406.3 
391.6 

434.7 
46 1 -6 
444 



greater than the fist-ice. The cause is likely the result of marine clouds k i n g  optically 

thicker than the fast-ice environment. There is a positive seasonal bias in the ice breaker- 

denved fluxes where fluxes are overestimated more so as the ambient temperatures 

increase (with 99% confidence) (Figure 4.12). If cloud optical depth is increased from 7.0 

to 9.0 for -14OC < Ta r -9OC, the all-sky ShindShine mean error dropped to the Shine 

clear-sky mean error for the same temperature category. Similarly, for -g°C < Ta a -2"C, 

the cloud optical depth increases to 14 and fùrther increases to 20 for Ta > -2OC. These 

- optical depths are consistent with typical arctictic stratus clouds (Herman and Curry, 1984; 

Leontyeva and Stamnes, 1993). This is also different than the fast-ice site where an 

optical depth of 7.0 works well for warmer temperatures. Once again 1 assume there is no 

seasonal bias in the presence of mid and upper level cloud when they are obscured by Iow 

cloud during ground observations. 

Figure 4.12: S m e  as Figue 4.8 except for the ice-breaker. ?he coliiest temperaure 
caiegory contaned 9 &a points, 139 in the next wannest, and 407 in rhe wannest 
eutegoy. 



4.3.I.2.2 Incident Long-wave Fïuxes 

The MC and Efimova Li,,, overestimate smaller fluxes (Le., Li<240 ~ - r n - ~ ) ,  

consistent with results fiom Table 4.3. The error terms are irnproved when applying the 

fast-ice adjustment to the MC and Efimova schernes. Both the MC and Efimova schemes 

do not contain the seasonal bias (with 99% confidence) over the polynya (Figure 4.13). 

Recall that a siight positive bias was found in the Efimova scheme for the fast-ice. 

Figure 4.13: Same as Figure 4.9 except for rhe ice-breaker. n e  colriest temperature 
cafegory confairied 15 &a points. 35 in the next wumest, and 81 in the wamest 
cafegory. 

a M C  i 197.1 
8 Efimova 1 1 97.7 

The ice breaker LA all-sky erron improve when using the modified schemes fiom 

section 4.3.1 - 1  (comparing Tables 4.5 and 4.7; see also Figure 4.14). However, there is 

213.7 
215.5 

more variation in the mean errors than the fast-ice results with slightly larger RMSE and 

256.2 
263.2 

smaller R~ (Table 4.7). Note the MBE is more negative than the fast-ice site (Table 4.7). 



This may be due to  1) wanner mean arnbient temperatures (and later data collection dates) 

accompanying the ice breaker data, 2) the cloud emissivity may need to be increased in a 

full rnarîne environment (with optically thicker clouds) compared to the fast-ice regime, 

and 3) cloud base heights being lower in the manne environment. The first reason can be 

ruled out since the ice-breaker mean error is consistently more negative than the fast-ice 

mean errors for sirnilar temperatures and data collection dates. This suggests the cloud 

emissivity needs to be increased for the marine schemes ancilor the doud base heights 

were lower in the marine environment. The K 4 all-sky results suggest a greater cloud 

optical depth in the polynya implying higher within-doud precipitable water and in turn 

higher cloud emissivity. A higher cloud emissivity is required to match the 

parameterization schemes with measured flux density within the polynya. Cloud base 

heights would also contribute to  the differences. 

Figure 4.14: Same m Figure 4.10 exçept for the ice-breaker. The coldesl tempratwe 
category contained 29 &a ptnts, 256 in the next wannest, and 572 in the wamest 



Combinations using the Jacobs cloudy-sky scheme are more consistent over the 

seasons and have the smallest mean errors. The Jacobs scheme was developed fkom data 

during the warm season to early winter (June-December) that may contribute to its better 

performance in a marine setting. The modified MC/MC and EfmovdMC scheme 

combinations were best in the fast-ice and terrestrial sites but. would need to be further 

adjusted for the marine data. Hanafin and Minnett (2001) have buih upon these results to 

improve the MCMC LJ all-sky scheme in the polynya setting. 

Given that the open water of the polynya is the major-source of atmospheric 

water vapor in the area, it is to be expected that -the water vapor burden and distribution 

will show differences between open water and land. The dominant wind direction in the 

area is fiom the NNW (Barber et al., 2001) and so the terrestrial and fast-ice data are 

predominantly under the influence of winds blowing over the land sufiace of Ellesmere 

Island; the ice-breaker measurements include a wïde range of conditions, in terrns of sea- 

ice cover and open water, that are unpararnetenzed in the formulations used here. In 

particular the water vapor distribution is a strong function of fetch over open water for 

situations of off-ice winds. This has the potential for not only increasing the vanability of 

the parameterization uncertainties, but aiso introducing bias emors. 

While there are convincing physical reasons to explain the observed increases in 

uncenainty in the parameterized fluxes when compared to ship-based measurements, as 

opposed to measurements fiom fixed platforms, there is always the possibility that these 

are a result not of shortcomings in the parameterizations, but of flawed measurements. Of 

obvious concem is ship motion. In an attempt to d u c e  ice breaker tilthg of the 



radiometers, they were mounted on gimbals. This means that, on average, they are level; 

but at any moment may be tilted as a result of ship motion. Observations showed that in 

most cases the amplitude of the oscillation was only a few degrees, with some inf?equent 

large amplitudes when the ship was breaking thick ice. The consequence of tilt is swere in 

the K ( measurements, as this has the effect of changing the apparent 2. However, while 

mean tilts can lead to signincant errors, especially in clear skies, small-amplitude 

oscillating tilts do not significantly degrade the data (MacWhorter and Weller, 1991). The 

L$ measurement is inherently less sensitive to  tilts of the pyrgeometer, but there is an 

error source caused by the temperature contrast between the sky and land, sea or ice. As 

the pyrgeometer tilts, it receives radiation fiom a warmer source, below the horizon, than 

the  sky. Oscillating tilts do not cancel out but combine to produce a positive bias error. 

The effect on this would be to make a parameterkation of Li appear to predict fluxes 

low cornpared to the measurements, and this is indeed observed in some cases- Such an 

effect would be indistinguishable fiom the environmental factors discussed above. Clearly 

the issue of making accurate KA and Li measurements from ships requires further 

attention, but it is certainly not clear that these instrumental effects are of sufncient 

magnitude to dorninate the error characteristics of the results discussed here. 



4.4 Conclusions 

Incident radiation fluxes are critical parameters within the SEB, and accurate 

representation of these fluxes is necessary in aü types of model simulations of sea ice. 

Many of the current simple incident radiation schemes in sea ice models have not been 

validated in the environments investigated in this chapter and yet they are central areas 

for many biological species. The purpose of this chapter was to assess the performance 

of simple incident short-wave and long-wave radiation parameterizations used in several 

thermodynamic ice models and to investigate any inherent temporal and or spatial biases 

in these parameterkations (question 1). The second question was related to o f f e ~ g  

improved versions of these parameterizations where possible. 

1.4.1 Question I 

The fast-ice and terrestrial regirnes showed very sirnilar characteristics (within t 

2%) due to their ciose geographic proximity and snow covered surfaces. Differences arose 

when comparing the terrestndfast-ice results to the marine environment sampled by the 

ice-breaker. 

The fast-ice preferred K (,,, scheme was Shine (1 984) that contained no solar 

zenith angle (2) bias, unlike the scheme of Bennett (1982). However, the Shine scheme 

contained a positive seasonal bias where it underestirnated fluxes in the cold season and 



overestimated fluxes in the warrn season. The positive bias was more dramatic in the 

marine data. Hanafin and Minnett (2001) built on these results to improve the Shïne clear- 

sky scheme over the polynya. Likely causes and errors for the differences were offered. 

The preferred fast-ice K 4 all-s ky combination scheme was the Shine (1 984) clear- 

sky and Shine (1984) cloudy-sky. The Jacobs (1978) cloudy-sky scherne depleted too 

much radiation. The Shine cloudy-sky scheme depletes too much radiation in the colder 

season and not enough in the warm season, especially in the marine warm season. An 

improved implementation of the Shine scheme was made by varying the cloud optical 

depth. If cloud optical depth is allowed to Vary seasonally fiom 1 to 7 in the fast-ice 

environment (late March to early June) and 9 to 20 in the marine setting (early M a y  to 

mid July), the Shine cloudy-sky fluxes become closer to observed values. These optical 

depths are within the limits of arctic clouds (Herman and Curry, 1984; Shine et al. 1983; 

Shine, 1984). Sea ice models should allow for seasonal cloud optical depth variations with 

respect to incident short-wave radiation, even if they are used in a climatological sense. 

The preferred fast-ice Li,,, parameterization is Maykut and Church (1973) afler 

adjusting (decreasing) the clear-sky emissivity to account for a l e s  emissive atmosphere 

at colder temperatures in NOW. This correction was sufficient for the marine conditions- 

The Maykut and Church scheme did not contain a seasonal bias once this correction was 

made. 

The preferred fast-ice LJ all-sky combination was Maykut and Church clear-sky 

and Maykut and Church cloudy-sky. 1 increased the cloudy-sky emissivity to account for 

under-est imations when clouds were present which also deviateci a slight seasonal bias. 



The Maykut and Church exponentid dependence of cloud fiaction (equation (4.9)) was 

a i s 0  found to be important. 

Different L& all-sky results were found for the marine environment. Overall, the 

ice-breaker consistently had more negative mean errors compared to the fast-ice site. This 

was not due to warmer ambient marine temperatures. The all-sky short-wave flux results 

suggested the marine environment had greater cloud optical depths compared to the fast- 

ice and terrestrial sites and is consistent with the long-wave results where a higher cloud 

emissivity may be required; although cloud base height differences could also be a factor. 

The Jacobs cloudy-sky scheme is more consistent over a seasonal basis and has the 

smallest mean emors. The Maykut-Church cloudy-sky scheme was ftrther improved b y  

Hanafin and Minnett (2001) for the marine setting. 

4.4.2 Question 2 

I recommend using 1) the modified Maykut-Church L( clear and cloudy sky 

schemes for a polynya fast-ice and terrestrial environment, 2) the modified 

Efimova/Jacobs or Maykut-ChurchUacobs schemes for the Arctic marine environment 

and 3) the modified Efimova/Jacobs scheme for application to al1 three environments 

simultaneously since it was the most consistent for this purpose. The modiied Maykut- 

Church and Efimova LJ ,t formulations are, respective1 y: 

L J,,, = 0.729 a T: 



L ici, = 0 (0.7 + 0.0066 ea) T: (4.1 1) 

The modified Maykut-Church and Jacobs Li all-sky formulations are, respectively: 

2.75 L &,II = L L I ~  (1 + 0-32 c ) (4.12) 

LJ.II = LicI, (1 + 0.275 C) (4.13) 

4.5 Summary 

In summary, the incident short-wave and long-wave parameterizations 

investigated here estimate these fluxes reasonably weil in some cases and not so weil in 

others for a polynya environment. Seasonal biases were found to be the major problem as 

well as environmental conditions (i-e. near-shore fast-ice conditions were much different 

than the full manne environment). An attempt was made to correct these biases and 

different foms for various parameterizations were presented. An important consideration 

for the incident short-wave fluxes under cloudy skies is the surface albedo due to multiple 

reflections between the surface and clouds. Chapter 5 explores the spatial variations in 

surface albedo during the spnng melt season over F M  given the dearth of albedo 

information during this tirne of year. This will provide insight into the important surface 

cover types and their associated albedo for better representation in sea ice mode1 albedo 

parameterization schemes. 



CHAPTER 5: Local and Regional Albedo Observations of Arctic First 
Year Seri Ice During Melt Ponding 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, 1 expand on the examination of surface short-wave albedo during 

the rnelt season that was initially iooked at in Chapter 3- The surface albedo is also linked 

to Chapter 4 through the incident short-wave radiation. The sunace albedo is a critical 

climatological parameter controuhg short-wave responses in the surface energy balance, 

and has been a major focus in several modeiing and observational studies (see for example, 

Shine and Henderson-Selers, 1985; Ebert and Curry, 1993; Robinson et al., 1986; Ross 

and Walsh, 1987; De Abreu et al., 1994; GrenfieIl and Maykut, 1977; Grenfell and 

Perovich, 1984). Albedo representation in sea ice models is also critical to modeled sea ice 

evolution (Shine and Henderson-Sellers, 1985) and still require improvement, especially 

during melt pond formation to break-up due to multiple surface types that anéa albedo 

during this penod. This chapter is designed to investigate the spatial aspects of FM 

albedo and provide more insight to albedo characteristics from chapter 3. 1 also examine 

the sensitivity of sea ice ablation to percent pond fiaction and the associated spatial 

variability in surface albedo using the 1-D thermodynamic sea ice mode1 discussed in 

chapter 3. 

The research questions are designed to examine the spatial aspects of fiactional 

surface cover types with suhce  albedo and to determine the role melt ponds play in 



these processes over land-fast FYI in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. Because of the 

paucity of observational data on melt pond surface albedo, particularly in the 

Archipelago, the following research questions are addressed: 

1) What are the local spatial variations (sub-km scale) of both broadband and 

spectral albedo using in siru observations? 

2) How do the surfiice albedo measurements in (1) sale up to semi-regional (10's 

km) and regional (1 00's km) albedos over FYI as related to issues of larger scale 

albedo estimation during spnng melt conditions? 

3) How sensitive is sea ice ablation to percent pond fiaction and the associated 

spatial vanability in sudace albedo? 

The prïmary purpose of deriving liuger scale albedo is to provide climate modei-scale 

first-year sea ice albedo during the melt season to see which surfâce features becorne 

important at these scales. The core material in this chapter has previously been published 

in Hanesiak et al. (2001~). 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Site Description 

Data consist of surface albedo measurements made on snow wvered smooth first- 

year sea ice (FYI), aircraft video and satellite observations. Data were collected during the 

second intensive obsenrtion period of C-ICE97 (Collaborative - Interdisciplinary 



Cryospheric Experiment) conducfed between Year Day 175 0 1 7 5 ;  June 24) and 

YD193 (July 12), 1997 in Wellington Channel and Lancaster Sound, Nunawt. Standard 

meteorological observations fiom Resolute, Nunawt dong with data fiom the first 

intensive observation period of C-ICE97 are used to initialize and force the sea ice mode1 

simulations between YD119 (Apri! 29) to YD212 (July 31). The intensive field program 

was based on the east Coast of Cornwallis Island near Read Bay (75" 3 -073' N, 93" 

3 3.193 ' W) about 65 km NE of Resolute, Nunavut (Figure S. 1). A secondary camp (ice 

camp) installation was located approxirnately 4 km ES E of the land camp on a triangular- 

shaped patch of a thin snow covered (10 cm) smooth N I  (Figure 5.1). The ice camp was 

the primary albedo sampling site with supplemental locations visited by helicopter. 



Figure 5.1: Geographic locPtons of the land camp @ l c k  dol), ice c a p  (white dot) and 
ice condi~ions within Wellington C h n e l  and Lancaster Sarnd depcted by ERS2 Synthetic 
Aperture Ruab FAR) on April3, 1997. Note the arc of rafled und rubbiedfirs-year ice 
(irYI) with mulri-yem ice 0 embedded north of the ice c m p  in Wellington Channel 
(north of 75N9 Also note the slightiy rafled ami nhble Fn ice southwest of Devon I s l d  
ai the southern end of Wellington Channel and rnmgimly rougher FIT as one proceedr 
from Gnpth Island towmd the ice edge in Lancaster Sound n e  ice edge is aligned W- 
A?E beginning at 74N. 90 W with o p  water to the emt. 

Upon our field site arriva1 (YD175; June 24), snow conditions w a e  in the mid- 

stages of melt with snow depths ranging fiom 5 - 20 cm and ia thickness near 1.9 m on 



the smooth FYI site; no melt ponds were present. By the end of the experirnent (YD 193; 

July 12), poor ice conditions and iittle terrestrial snow made access to the FYI site 

difficult with full melt pond advancement of about 75% coverage and initial stages of 

pond drainage. The top layer of the ice surface becarne crusty, thin and very porous 

adjacent to the melt ponds fiom advanceci snowmelt stages. * 

Ice conditions within Wellington Channel and Lancaster Sound were generally FYI 

between 1.7 - 2.0 m thick. This ice was not as smooth as the M ice sampling site 

acwrdig to visual observations and active rnicrowave satellite images (see Figure 5.1). 

Various pressure ridges and multi-year ice inclusions existed near the Coast of Cornwallis 

and Devon Islands (see Figure 5.1). Highly variable snow dept hs ranged corn 10 - 60 cm, 

wit h deeper drifted snow near rougha ice (ie: near pressure Rdges). Melt ponds were not 

present at these locations upon arrival, but developed into sirnilar pond conditions as the 

N I  site over the 2.5 week period of the experiment. 

5.2.2 Surface Measurements of Albedo 

Pnor to melt pond formation, spectral and broadband albedo measurements were 

made over various surfaces (see section 5.3) at a consistent location and other locations on 

the smooth FYI site. Snow physical property measurements (density, wetness, salinity, 

layer descriptions, and depth) were made but were discontinued beyond YD180 (June 29) 

due to either the disappearance of snow or developrnent of layers impenetrable to the 

sampling equipment. Snow density and salinity were coUected in 2 cm vertical layers wit h 



a density sampler 2 x 3 cm and salinities measured by a rehctometer once the samples 

melted, accurate to within 0.5 ppt. When conditions pennitted, snow wetness between 

1% - 10% water by volume (Wv) was measured in 2 cm layers with a capacitance plate 

precise to within 0.5%. Snow grain measurements were obtained episodically due to 

melting conditions. Once melt ponds fomed, location-consistent and feature-dnven 

albedo sampling was conducted. Broadband surface-based albedo measurements were 

made along a 1 km long linear transect aligned E-W at the FYI ice camp. These 

measurements were coliected to assess the spatial variability in aibedo over local scales. 

Surface-based albedo was also measured along the aircraft transects for surface validation 

(section 5.3.1) over a portion (1 50 m to 300 m) of the fbll transect distance. 

Broadband albedo were measured using a portable Middleton EP16 pyrano- 

albedometer spanning 300-3000 nm. Measurement accuracy is factory calibrated to 

within 1.6%. The instrument was mounted on a metallic conduit 0.75 rn in length and 

placed on a tripod approximately 1 m above the sudace and leveled. 

Spectral albedo was measured with an Analytical Spectral Device (ASD) VIR 

Spectrometer. High-resolution (1.4 nm bandwidth) spectral measurements were made 

between 330 - 1064 nm, however, precision of the unit permitted reliable data between 

380 - 950 m. Detector noise was removed (via dark current correction) fiom each 

measurement. The unit allows for real-time graphical display and manipulation of spectral 

albedo data. The foreoptics used included 26" field of view (FOV) and calibrated remote 

cosine receptor @CR) with 180' FOV mounted on a tripod 1 m above the surface and 

leveled. Foreoptics are independent FOV instrumentation that are co~ected  to the ASD 



unit. The 26O foreoptic provides directional hemispheric reflectance to focus the sensor 

over a particular smaller surface as opposed to the RCR which covers a much broader area 

of measurement over al1 hemispheric angles- Down-welhg irradiance was measured 

directly with the RCR, which was then inverted to measure up-welling kadiance to 

measure spectral albedo. A standard white reference barium-sulphate panel was used to 

convert the 26" foreoptic radiance measurements to albedo. The 26" foreoptic was 

directecl at each surface type in order to sample the most homogeneous parts to ensure no 

other surface types were part of the measurements. Ail rdectance measurernents are 

accurate to 1-2% and made under overcast sky conditions. Clear sky sarnpling led to 

specular reflection emors, especially using the 26" foreoptic, that could not be mrrected 

since the angular distribution of up-welling radiance was not measured. The unit and 

white reflector were properly calibrated by the manufacturer (ASD) before the field 

season. 

5.2.3 Airborne-Derived Albedo 

Direct broadband albedo measurements were made using a helicopter (BeU 

Jetranger 2068) on m l 8 5  by mounting the EP-16 albedometer to the pontoon (Figure 

5.2) and manually logging the data Two horizontal flights were made at 152 m and 244 m 

(500 fi and 800 ft above ground level (AGL)) within 10 minutes of each other under 

complete overcast conditions (300 m ceiling) near the ice camp. The albedometer was 

very stable during the flights and the down-welling short-wave componmt was derived 



fiom surface measurements since this component may have been biased by the helicopter. 

The albedometer was mounted low enough so the helicopter fiame was not hindering the 

up-welling short-wave radiance. Errors associated with these measurements are unknown, 

however, instrument stability, vanability in measurements (t5Y0) and a stable solar 

illumination suggest that measurements were made under the bea possible conditions. 

Indirect albedo measurements were made using aircraft aerial survey (Figure 5.3) 

video that were digitized and classified into albedo categories according to surface 

measurements. A Hi-8 video camera was mounted in the belly of a Twin Otter aircraft 

. looking 'near-to-vertical' flying 6 10 m (2000 fi) AGL at a speed of 1 00 knots. The aerial 

sunreys (iinear transects) began-at 74" 15' N, 9S0 20' W (am of transect #1) and 

proceeded eastward tu 74" 15' N, 95" 0' W (end of Transect #1) near the ice edge in 

Lancaster Sound (bottom right corner in Figure 5.3). Positional information was annotated 

directly fkom an onboard Global Positioning System (GPS) where GPS (2 100 m) readings 

were taken at the beginning and end points and notable features along each line. Transeas 

were flown at 5' latitude increments n o ~ h  through Wellington Channel with the last line 

over dense nibble and multi-year ice regions (transect #17) along 75" 35' N. The first 5 

transects had the same length (fiom 95" 20' W to the ice edge) and the remainder began on 

Cornwailis Island, ending on Devon Island (Figure 5.3). The first 6 lines were flown on 

YD18l and the foiiowing 11 lines on YD184. Poor weather prevented fùnher surveys. 



Figure 5-21 In-cabin helicopter photo of the albedorneter mounted to the pontoon. The 
height above ground wus approximarely 330 rn and total pondf;actions were near 35%. 



Figure 5.3: Geogrqhic lloca011~ of the aircrofl vide0 nrrwys (linear transects) wirhin 
Lancaster Sound& WefIingion Channel (SAR image thte is Apd 5, 1997). ïhe arrows 
idcate  the direction jlm by the aircraJt for each hvmrect fine. Ine first 6 ünes were 
flown on m l 8 1  (June 30) mdthe  follawing 11 fines on ID184 (Ju& 3). On& zhejirst IO 
transect lines were used zo derive surfce aalbedo fiom the video. 



Video data were digitized using an automated routine that separated the 

continuous analog flight record into adjacent fiames of &bit grey-scale Mages. Frame 

spacing was dependent on aircraft speed. Each frame represented an area average of 1.06 

km wide x 1.2 km long with a spatial resolution of 16.56 m2 on the ground and was 

standardized by the overall mean from the entire aerial survey. An unsupewised cluster 

analysis was performed on a fiil cross-section of cover types. This type of analysis is 

comrnon for aerial video and a detailed description of the image analysis scheme can be 

found in Barber and Yackel (1999). Cluster analysis results consistently identified four 

classes, corresponding to the four wver types identified in the field; 1) wet snow, 2) a 

blend of waterhow mixture or highly granulated, wet surface and hiBh/low density 

bubbled ice surface beneath a very shailow pond perimeter, 3) light colored ponds, and 4) 

dark ponds. Al1 images were then reclassified into one of four cover types using standard 

digit al image classification techniques. 

The fiactional cover type mean and standard deviation of percent cover was 

calculated for each transect for spatial cornparisons. Each cover type was assigned an 

dbedo according to surface observations (see section 5.3 -2) to assess the spatial variation 

of surface albedo and make inter comparisons dong each transect. Albedos were only 

derived fiom transects 1-10 since there were no surface albedo measurements made over 

rougher ice and multi-year floes. Image data most likely contained shadow contamination 

due to low arctic Sun angles, however, the surveys were conducted during peak daylight 

hours with an SZA near 52' and removing any shadow effects is difficult. The majority of 

the data were collected over smoother first-year sea ice where minimal shadow effects 



took place. The most signincant mors include: 1) misidentincation of surfaces under 

marginal transition conditions, 2) unstable aircraft fligbt (ro4 altitude and latitudinal drift) 

and GPS error resulting in area and Iinearity fluctuations of the transects, and 3) 

assignment of cover type albedo (using ground measurements) with a single albedo value, 

especially the mixeci cover type. Quantifjing these enors is difficult, however, albedo 

magnitudes are expected to be accurate within 25% based on helicopter validation. 

Aircraft video-derived albedos were then compared to the Advanced Very High 

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) albedo to corroborate aircraft result s and to fùrt her 

upscale albedo measurements to regionai estimates (see section 5.3.2). 

5.2.4 A WRR-Derived Albedo 

Surface albedos were estimated using the Advanced Very High Resdutioo 

Radiometer (AVHRR) onboard the National Oceanic and Atmosphenc Administration 

(NOAA) 1 1 and 12 satellites. AVHRR narrow band VIS and NIR radiances [channet 1 

(0.58-0.68 pm) & channel 2 (0.73-1.1 pm)] are typically used to estimate top of the 

atmosphere (TOA) albedos. M e r  cloud-screening the AVHRR data, only one NOAA 14 

AVHRR scene, on m l 8 0  (June 29 at 04:09:00 CDT), was considered clear enough to 

accommodate cornparison with airborne albedo measurements. The AVHRR albedo are 

therefore valid under clear-sky conditions. To compare surface broadband albedo 

measurements with AVHRR values, the upwelbng signal recorded by the satellite at the 



TOA must be adjusted to account for: 1) sun-sensor Mew geometry, 2) calibration drift, 

3) atmosphenc attenuation, 4) anisotropic reflectance, and 5) the limited spectral 

response of the narrow band sensor. A multistep procedure was developed and is 

discussed in detail in De Abreu (1996). A brief description of the procedure is given here 

pertaining to the Ml 80 NOAA 14 scene. 

The pre-launch calibration must be adjusted due to sensor degradation (Holben et 

al., 1990). Updated calibration coefficients for the YI3180 data, provided by 

NOAANESDIS, were used to convert the raw data to up-welling TOA radiances 

(KidweU (1991). NOAA 12 data wae  not considered here due to the lack of appropriate 

calibration update information. TOA radiances ( L A  were then converted to surface 

narrowband AVHRR albedos (a3 by the fdowing: 

b i f i L a  COS oz 

where L ,  is the satellite measured up-welling radiance, f is the anisotropic reflectance 

factor (ARF) of Taylor and Stowe (1984) taken 6om the ARF sea ice dataset developed 

by Lindsay and Rothrock (1994), is the inband hadiance at the top of the 

atmosphere, 0: is the solar zenith angle and i denotes AMIRR channel 1 or 2. The 

coefficients a, b describe the atmospheric attenuation of the radiances and are provided 

for AVHRR 1 and 2 in Koepke (1987). For AVHRR 1, these coefficients are dependent 

on the solar zenith angle, the atmosphenc aerosol optical depth and columnar ozone 

arnount. Coefficients for AVHRR 2 are dependent on the solar zenith angle, aerosol 



optical depth and atmospheric water vapour arnount expressed as a precipitable water 

arnount. In the absence of appropnate in situ data, I used the foilowbg climatological 

estimates of these variables to select the appropriate coefficients: aerosol optical depth 

0.05 (@ 0.55 pm), precipitable water content 2 cm, ozone amount 0.36 NTP (Nomai 

Temperature and Pressure). The surface narrowband albedos were converted to 

broadband aibedo (0.154.0 pm) via the foilowing model taken from Li and Leighton 

(1 992): 

a, = 0.045% 038%; + 0.452aS (5 -2) 

This method was found to estimate broadband surfâce albedo in this geographic region 

with an accuracy of 2 5%. 1 suspect the accuracy to be degraded somewhat due to: 1) the 

lack of in situ measurements, especially for aerosol optical depth, and 2) the large average 

solar zenith angle of 78" of the study scene including specular reflection that can amount 

to errors within 20-1 albedo units- 

5.2.5 Sea Ice Mode2 Simulations 

The one-dimensional thermodynamic sea ice model (FIato and Brown, 1996; 

Hanesiak et al., 1999), described in chapter 3, was used to show how changes in pond 

fiactions and their associated albedo can alter sea ice thennodynamics and thereby its 

mechanical strength. The melting ice albedo pararneterization in the model is based on 

Arctic lake ice observations of Heron and Woo (1994) that uses ice thickness as a proxy 



for time which attempts to capture rnelt pond evolution. The model's albedo 

parameterization may produce a quicker temporal decline in surface albedo t han 

observations indicate (shown in chapter 3). Differences in forcing data between the C- 

XE97 location and Resolute can cause ice evolution differences, however, surface albedo 

is of primary importance during late spring ice decay according to field observations. 

The ice model was forced with hourly air temperature (T,), relative hurnidity 

(RH), wind speed (u), cloud fiaction (c), and snowfall (sfdl) nom standard meteorologicd 

observations at Resolute, Nunavut between the first intensive observation period of C- 

ICE97 (YDlI9; April 29) to complete modeled ice melt (YD200; July 19). 

Unfortunately, no continuous set of forcing data were available âom the C-ICE97 

expenment so Resolute forcing was required. The model was initialized with snow and ice 

data from C-ICE97 on YD119 were the snow depth = 14 an, ice thickness = 1.75 m, Ta = 

-lg°C, RH = 77%, u = 4.7 m i l ,  c = 0.9, and sfall = O mm,. The objective of this 

modehg exercise is to illustrate the model's effectiveness in recreating observed C-ICE97 

snow and ice thickness evolution as well as the seasonai changes in albedo for this 

particular field year. 

The next set of modeling expenments intends to assess how the themodynamic 

state and mechanical strength of sea ice is af5ected by variations in fiactional pond cover 

since thermodynamics determine the ice's susceptibility to break-up (Barber et al., 1998). 

The sea ice volume reaches a thermodynamic state to a point where the brine volumes in 

the ice are sufficiently large that sea ice breakup c m  ocair with either oceanic or 

atmosphenc forcing (Wakatsuchi and Kawamura, 1987; Cox and Weeks, 1988). This 



point is referenced as 'breakup potential' as it relates to the susceptibility of the sea ice 

to break-up. To show how discreet changes in pond fiaction (PF) affects ice 

thermodynamics, a set of experiments were conducted using the FB sea ice modei and 

consistent changes in PF. A week-long model simulation beginning on YD164 (start of 

continuous snow melt) and ending Y2170 was performed using a constant PF (and 

aibedo) over the week beginning with a 10% PF and ending with an 80% PF in steps of 

10%. A week-long simulation was used instead of a longer tirne period since it is more 

realistic to have sirnilar pond fiactions over a one week period but still run the model long 

enough to produce noticeable changes in the ice volume. PF's of 10,20, 30,40, 50,60, 70, 

and 80% corresponded to albedos of 0.66, 0.62, 0.58, 0.54, 0.50, 0.46, 0.42, and 0-38 

respectively. The albedos were estimated using the formula, 

atotal  = fsnow*asnaw + PF*apond (S.3) 

where is the resulting albedo, f,,, is the snow fraction (wet snow and rnixed cover 

type), a,., is the snow albedo (combination of wet snow and mixed cover type) = 0.7, 

PF is the pond fiaction (light and dark ponds), and apnd is the pond albedo (combination 

of light and dark ponds) = 0.3. The snow (pond) albedo was computed as an average of 

the wet snow and mixed cover type (iight and dark ponds) weighted more toward the wet 

snow (light pond) since these cover types are dominant over their counterparts in early 

ablation stages. 

The effects of pond fiaction on ice thermodynamics is gauged upon how much the 

vertical ice temperature gradient changes (ITGC) (wanned) between the bottom of the ice 



and the 25 cm depth (fiom the snowhce interface) fiom the initial condition to the end of 

the week-long simulation. This interval of depth was used since it is felt to represent the 

average ice temperature profile between the ice surface and ice bottom and also to exclude 

any near-ice-sunace temperature waves that can diumally bias the profile. The 

simulations were forced using the sarne data as the simulations above between YD164- 

YI3170 and conducted with an initial snow depth = O since ponds are assumed to be 

present- 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Suflace Measurements of Albedo 

Spectral albedo and snow physical property measurements were made at the ice 

camp over different sunaces k m  melt onset to full melt pond advancement described in 

section 5.2.1. Sampled surfaces (Table 5.1) ranged from a 22 cm deep snow cover to 20 

cm deep melt ponds. The snow pack underwent several fieeze-thaw cycles prior to and 

during the sampling period. Hence, ali of the snow albedo sampling was done with some 

liquid water in the snow pack. Most or al1 of the bnne within the snow pack drained to 

the bottom layer prior to YD17S. Ail measurements were made under complete overcast 

skies (unless othemise stated) to minimize specular reflection and since no bi-directional 

reflectance data were obtained. 



Table 5.1: Sur=fàce samples of spectral ami brwdband albedo codcted lrrrring C- 
ICE9 7 between ID1 75 (June 24) and ID193 (hly 12). 1997. The "S" and *'B" refers to 
eirher spectral or bruudband measurements raken, reslpectively. Al1 suvaces thar were 
~pectrally measured were done so zrsing the 26" and 180" foreoptics. Most measuremenrs 
were done under cIm& skies unless o~henvise stated in the text. 

slmuc&m J&ahmm - 
Snow 3 -22 S and B 
Dense Snow (after rainialfi 0.5 - 2 cm S and B 
Saturated Snow 0-5 - 2 cm S and B 

O - O S  cm S and B 1 
High Density Bubble Pond Perüneter 1 - 3 c m  S 
Low Density Bubble Pond Perimeter 4-6cm S 

1 Light Melt Pond 2 - 8 c m  S and B 1 - I 
Dark Melt Pond 10 - 22 cm S and B 
Shallow Pond w/ Ice Skin 4 - 7 cm (Pond); 0.5 mm (lce Skin) S 

1 Shallow Pond wl No la Sion 4-7cm S 1 

Rapid snow albedo changes were observed over 3 days (Figure 5.4) during 

extended warm periods (daily average Ta near 2OC between YD 177 and YD179) using the 

RCR foreoptic. The spectral albedo decreases not only in the NIR due to grain size 

changes and increased liquid water (by increasing the effective grain size and absorption) 

(Wiscombe and Warren, 1981) but also in the VIS. VIS changes were caused by the snow 

surface becoming visibly porous with greater air inclusions as the snow melted dong with 

increased snow grain sizes and likely greater airbome dust contamination Erom strong 

winds off nearby land, although this was not directly measured. At the top of the snow 

layer (top 4 cm), snow densities increased fiom 380 kg m-3 to 405 kg m" and wetness 

values increased nom 5 W v  to over 10Y0Wv over the 3 day period. Spectral curves in 

Figure 5.4 are s i d a r  to measurements made by Grenfetl and Maykut (1977), Grenfell 

and Perovich (1984), De Abreu et al. (1995) and Radionov et al. (1997). 



Figure 5.5 shows the variability in directional hemispheric spectral albedo using 

the 26' foreoptic typical of melting FYI surfaces (Table 5.1) in the spring. The spectral 

curves represent a typical progression if one walked f'kom snow patches to the deeper 

part of a melt pond. The 26O foreoptic data are show to highlight spectral albedo 

differences between various pond depths. The albedo difference between a deeper (22 cm) 

moist snow and shallow (3 an) moist snow is roughly 0.1 across the optical spectrum 

(Figure 5 -5). DiEerences are due to increased liquid water (5% Wv to > 10%Wv at the 

surface), grain sizes (0.75-1 mm to 1-25 mm at the surface) and the underlying ice surface 

in the shailow snow case. Once the snow becomes very shallow and saturateci, the ice 

surface that is blue in color becomes more visible (relative albedo maximum at blue 

wavelenghts 450-480 nm) and liquid water plays a pa t e r  role in the making an 

albedo difference of 0.25 across the spectrum compared to shallow moist snow (Figure 

5.5). The albedo of melt ponds are dictated by scattering of the underlying ice below 500 

nm, a sharp decrease between 500-725 nm caused by increasing Iiquid water absorption 

with increasing wavelength and very strong absorption by liquid water beyond 725 nm 

(Figure 5.5). Similar FYI fuI1-hemispheric (180") spectral measurements are found in De 

Abreu et al. (1 995) and a few measurements made in other Arctic regions (Grenfell and 

Maykut, 1977; Grenfell and Perovich, 1984). 

In early to mid melt pond stages, pond perimeters have high and low density 

bubbled ice surfaces. The higher density bubble regions had shailower water depths (O - 4 

cm) and lower density bubbles were beneath 4 - 7 cm of pond water. Inspection of many 

ponds (>35) revealed that the bubbled regions were non-existent where pond depths were 



>7 cm. This is tikely due to radiative processes and mechanical erosion of wave action on 

the pond "shore" releasing the bubbles- Typical spectral albedo differences are 0.1-0.13 

albedo units over the optical spectrum between the higb bubble density and low bubble 

density pond sudaces and have 0.05-0.2 higher albedo magnitudes compared to deeper 

parts of the ponds. The extent or fiactional cover of the bubbled regions with respect to 

the overall pond a r a  varied between 25% - 75% for young ponds 1-4 days old and 5% - 

20% for more developed ponds 5-6 days old. By the late stages of ponding (2 1 week), 

the "shoreline" of the ponds no longer containeci bubbled regions where radiative 

processes and waves made the pond perirneter dope fairly steep with a >7 cm drop fiom 

the snow-pond edge to the first few cm in the pond. 



Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 5.4: Temporal qxctraf albedo (using the RCR foreoptic) evolutzon of a 22 cm 
moist snow pack undergohg r q i d  melt between YD177 (top cun>e). YDl79 (middle 
lzne), and YD180 (bottom Iine). Measurements were made z d e r  overcm skies neor 
solàr noon. 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 5.5: D~rectional hemispheric specîral albedo of vmiars surjiaces over mI(26O 
foreoptic) on YDi85 under overcast skies at a solar zenith angle nem 549 Surjces 
include: melting srmw (22 and 3 cm deep), mturated snow (0.5 cm deep), high demi@ 
bubble pond perimeter (2 cm water depi%)), low dem-îy bubble pond perimeter (6 cm 
wuter deph), sluilow lighr pond (10 cm wder depth), &epr rknk pond (20 cm water 
depfh). 167 



Ovenught coolhg can mate a thin ice layer on the pond. The RCR spectral albedo 

of melt ponds 4 and 7 cm deep with a thin ice layer 0.5 mm thick can be very different 

fiom ponds with no ice tayer (Figure 5.6)- The increase in the VIS (0.06-0.07 albedo units 

for 4 cm pond depth; 0.03-0.04 albedo units for 7 cm pond depth) when ice is present is 

rnainly due to backscatter fiom tiny air bubbles trapped within the ice layer. A p a t e r  

density of bubbies in the shallower pond ice layer creates the greater change in the VIS 

compared to the deeper pond. There is less of a change in the N I R  wavelengths (0.02-0.03 

atbedo units) when a thin layer of ice is present. These results are simiiar to partially 

refrozen ponds of Gredell and Maykut (1977), however, they do not show relative 

changes in spectral albedo over precisely the sarne ponds. The ponds sarnpled here also 

contained a bubbled underlying ice surtace which may account for the higher spectral 

albedos for ponds with no ice layer compared to that of Grenfell and Maykut (1977) and 

De Abreu et al. (1995). 

Broadband albedo (3 00 - 3000 nm) sampled surfiaces during clear skies with an 

SZA near 53" (Figure 5.7) range fiom deeper moist snow (22 cm depth) to dark melt 

ponds (23 cm water depth). Figure 5.7 shows the mean albedo for each surface fiom ten 

to fifieen samples of each with only slight deviations of t 0.02 albedo units. A steady 

decrease in albedo occurs as a fbnction of surface type between deeper moist snow (near 

0.75) to dark ponds (0.214-25) between the range of surfaces that were sampled. The 

albedo of dark ponds 5 to 23 cm in water depth range slightly between 0.25 to 0.21, 

similar to other observations (Grenfell and Perovich, 1984). Deeper moist snow here 

(aibedo = 0.73) is similar to the melting snow surface (0.75) of Perovich (1996). The 



shallow and saturated snow surfaces (albedos 0.52 - 0.65) in Figure 5.7 are similar to the 

melting white ice surface (0.56 - 0.68) of Perovich (1996). The melting (blue) ice albedo 

(0.33) and FYI ponds (0.2 1) of Perovich (1 996) are similar to the Figure 5.7 Iight pond 

aibedo (0-3 5) and dark pond albedos (0.21 - 0.25), respectively. 



- 
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Figure 5.6: Spcrrol al6edo of a 4 cm deep eariy seeson pond and 7 cm deep eorly 
season pond with and withmt a thin (0.5 cm) ice Iayer. Meamremenfi were maCie 
under overcasi skies using the RCR foreoptic neur 1030 CDT. 

Figure 5.7: B r d a n d  albedo of various mr$aces over FYL Stlr$aces incIude: 1) & e p ~  
mois? snow (4-6 cm), 2) deme snow (rejozen Mer a ruinfaal; 1-2 cm), 3) shailow 
wet snow (2-3 cm). 4) saturafed smnv (0.5 - 2 cm), 5' w u t e r / .  mijchre (0.5 - 1 cm), 
6) Z i g h l  coloredpond (3-6 cm wuter depth), and 7) dmkpnrlF (8. 11, 17, 23 cm water 
depth). 170 



The spatial variation in sufice broadband albedo fkom ground linear transea 

measurements shows the changing nature in the distributions of snow patches and melt 

ponds (Figure 5.8) with albedos ranging between 0.28 over young ponds and 0.75 over 

moist snow patches with an overall mean of 0.53. Figure 5.8 depicts measurements taken 

dong the 1 km transect at the ice camp on YD183. 

Ground linear transect measurements of broadband albedo dong aircraft transeas 

9 - 7 made on YD184 showed slightly different ice conditions compared to  the ice camp 

region (not shown)- Melt ponds over the aircraft transects were not as advanced as the ice 

camp. Albedos ranged beniveen 0.7 for snow and 0.43 for very young bubbled ice surface 

ponds, with a mean of 0.55 over transect 9,0.75 to 0.3 5 with a mean of 0.55 over transect 

8, and 0.75 to 0.35 with a mean of 0.6 over transect 7. ~ e l t  pond advancement south of 

the ice camp was delayed by at least 2 days compared to the ice camp. The 2-day lag 

inference was based on a visual inspection of greater fiactional pond cover over the ice 

camp compared to the other aircraft transect sites and is manifested in the aircraft video 

analysis (see next section). The greater pond cover at the ice camp was due to less snow 

accumulation where the very smooth ice (less surface roughness) inhibited snow 

accumulation. 
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Figure 5.8: Ground-hed brdband a i M o  aimg the 1 
on Y13183. 
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Figure 5.9: Helicopter horizontaljlight albedo ut 152 ni (bonom line) and 244 m (fop 
line) AGL along the I km Ramect ut ice c m p  on YD185. 



5.3.2 Upscaling Surfce Aibedo to Sub-Regional and Regzonal Scales 

Helicopter measurements of broadband aibedo were made during a horizontal 

flight described in section 5.2.2 and were conducted to compare to and scale-up fiom 

surface-based observations (section 5 -3.1). Al1 measurements were made on YDl85 under 

overcast conditions (ceiling near 300 m AGL). Broadband dbedo dong the 1 km ice camp 

transect showed fairly consistent magnitudes at 152 m AGL and 244 m AGL (Figure 5.9). 

The average aibedo at 152 m was O S  1 I 0.01 5, and 0.54 = 0.016 at 244 m. The higher 

albedo at 244 m is the result of more distant, whiter surfaces k ing  measured within the 

albedometer FOV, including more of the cloudy sky. For exarnple, the albedo at and 

below 152 m were similar but increased by 0.01 points per 30.8 m between 152 m and 

300 m. The helicopter aibedos were sirnilar to the ground-based average albedo that was 

measured two days earlier (0.53). The aibedo did not change much over these days due to 

extended cloud cover and sub-zero air temperatures in contrast to previous days (YD177- 

179). The albedometer field of view (FOV) was much greater in the helicopter 

measurements compared to ground measurements averaging out ail smail scale surface 

variations, rnaking Figure 5 -9 much smoother than Figure 5 -8. 

Next, aircraft video-derived broadband aibedo were estimated over the transects 

discussed in section 5.2.2. Given the four cover types that were identified in section 5.2.2 

(wet snow, a blend of watedsnow mixture and highnow density bubbled ice surface 

beneath a very shallow pond perimetec, light ponds, and dark ponds), each cowr type 

was assigned an albedo based on surface measurements. For convenience, the blend of a 



waterhow mixhire and highAow density bubbled ice sudace beneath a very shallow 

pond perimeter cover type wiU be referred to as mixeci cover type. Wet snow cover types 

were assigned an albedo of 0.7, 0.4 for the mked cover type (average of water/snow rnix 

(0.45) and light ponds (0.35) from ground measurements), 0.35 for light colored ponds 

and 0.23 for dark ponds (average dark pond albedo fiom growd measurements). 

The percent cover mean and standard deviation for eacb cover type and transect 

line are shown in Figure 5.10 with the mean and standard deviation of albedos dong each 

aircraft transect line (Table 5.2 and Figure 5.11). Over FYI, snow patch fiactions stayed 

relatively constant between transects (53-S7?h t 5%) with light and dark pond fiactional 

covers increasing tiom transect 7 - 10 at the expense of the mixed cover type surface 

(Figure 5.10). This increase in pond cover may be the result of transects 7 - 10 king 

flown 3 days later than transects 1 - 6 with further melt progressing over that the .  The 

rnixed cover type fiactional cover varieci between 30-3 8% 1 0% berneen transects 1 - 6 

and decreased to near 20% r 5% by transect 10. Light pond fiactional cover stayed near 

10% t 6% between transects 1 - 6 and increased to near 20% r 5% by transect 10. Dark 

pond fractional cover also remained fairly constant near 1% t 2% between transects 1 - 6, 

increasing to about 5.5% I 3% by transect 10. 
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Figure 5.10: nie mean and stambrd deviation (emor bars) fiactioml coverage of each 
cover type over each afrcrafl transect line. AZZ land contami'ion has been omztted 
fi-om the &ta. 

Mean = 0.55 ; St. Dev. = 0.01 
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Figure 5.1 1: &ampIe ojaircrafr videoderived brïwdhmd albedo almg transects #IO. 
Note t h  the doro is diqhyed in the direcrion of thejright (that is, dala at the lep side 
of the Pgute represents the beginning of the tramect). 



Table 5.2: Cornpurison between mrcrafi and AWRR&rived mean br&and al&& 
and s tanhd  deviations along each of the a&w@ tmnsects 1-10. 

Aircraft A V H ~  
,Transect# M f z u u b h  %I&L Mi%mAh& &&L 

1 0.553 0.018 0.50 0-05 

Over rougher and multi-year ice (transects 1 1- 1 7), as expected, the snow fiactional 

cover is higher than over FM about 62% compared to 5243%. Melt pond fractions 

decrease fiom nearly 10Y0 to 5% with an increase of multi-year and rougher ice as one 

proceeds north. The increase in fiactional cover of the mixed cover type with increasing 

multi-year and rough ice concentration is most Iikely due to the brighter color of very 

shallow ponds and a greater occurrence of shallow waterknow mixtures in these ice 

regions amrding to visual observations. 

The resulting albedos dong each transect line indicate an overall mean value near 

0.55, ranging between 0.548 and 0.555 with standard deviations between 0.012 and 0.018 

(Table 5.2; Figure 5.1 1). This appears that the albedo did not change appreciably across 

individual transects. However, the maximum and minimum range of albedo derived from 



video were 0.60 to 0.47 dependhg on the transect. As expected, relatively higher albedos 

correspond to rougher ice conditions since melt pond cover was less prominent there. The 

video-derived albedo within the ice camp region (between 0.52-0.55; 1' quarter of figure 

5.1 1) is equivalent to the helicopter albedo (0.5 1-0-54) and the ground-based transect 

mean (0.53 on YD 183). Once again, video-derived albedo shows pater spatial variability 

than helicopter measurements since the helicopter measurements are highly auto- 

correlated. Video-derived albedos were purposely less auto-correlated by not overlapping 

sequential images in the processing (see Section 5.2.2). 

V~deo-derived mean albedo dong transects 7 - 9 (Table 5.2) are also very similar 

to the in situ ground-based measurements dong the same transects (recall they were 0.60 

for #7; 0.55 for #8 and #9). Ground-based albedo averages dong transect 8 and 9 are 

nearly identical to the video-derived mean albedo (0.55). The ground-based mean albedo 

(0.6) measured at transect 7 is slightly higher than the video-derived albedo mean (near 

0.55), however, the ground measurements were taken near the vicinity of higher local 

video-derived albedos (not shown) . 



Broadband Albedo 

Figure 5.12: NOAA-14 AWRRdrived aledo on ID180 fJune 29) ai 0909 UTC (0409 
CDV in Lancaster Sound and Wefhgton &ntnel, one &y prior fo the Jirsi 6 aiicrujl 
video survey îransects. Cloud cmîtmtimtion was present southest of Grzpth I s i d  but 
did noi contaminate the stdy region at this time. Note the ice edge in the botton, Rght 
conter of the figure. n e  legend indiuttes grey-shading correspodng to brOQdband 
surjiace albedo. 



Regional albedo derived h m  AVHRR imagery shows sirnilar overall ice 

conditions as Figure 5.1 with generally higher albedo in rafled and mbble ice regions 

(Figure 5.12). In fact, the defined rubble zone (arc of rougher ice) in Wellington chamel, 

north of transect # 10, is typified by an arc of higher AVHRR-derived albedos within and 

north of the same region as the SAR imagery (Figure 5.1). The rougher FYI zone depicted 

by SAR imagery south-west of Devon Island at the southem end of Wellington Channel 

is also apparent with higher AVHRR-derived albedo (Figure 5-12). Slightly higher 

AVHRR-derived albedo occurs in Lancaster Sound as one proceeds fiom the ice edge 
. . 

toward Griffith Island, sirnilar to video-derived albedo dong transects #1-4 (not shown). 

Two features may contribute to this spatial albedo pattern; 1 ) slightly rougher FYï in east 

Lancaster Sound contained greater amounts of snow compared to the smoother F M  in 

west Lancaster Sound, leading to more extensive ponding and deeper ponds in east 

Lancaster Sound, 2) warm air advection fiom the open water near the ice edge would 

promote greater surface melt near the ice edge. 

Surface albedos were extracted fiom the AVHRR image nearly geographically 

coincident to the first 10 aircr& video transects. The geographic location of the transects 

were subjectively derived d e r  geo-correcting the AVHRR image to correspond as close 

as possible to the aircraft transect GPS data. The error associated with displacements 

between actual aircraft transects and AVHRR transects are estimated to be approximately 

1-3 km. However, this is expected to be a minor problem due to the relatively 

homogeneous ice surface over most of the region. Biases may arise under rougher ice 



conditions such as the south-west corner of Devon Island where it is difficult to estirnate 

these errors. 

The mean values of the AVHRR-derived albedo transects are similar to the aircraft 

transects in the southern half of the region (transects 1-5) but are slightly greater than the 

aircraft data by 5% in the northem part (transects 6-10) (Table 5.2)- The variability in the 

AVHRR data is also greater than the video albedo b y roughly 0.06 (Table 5.2) making the 

AVHRR albedo slightly higher in Weilington Channel compared to Lancaster Sound. The 

variations in cloud cover between albedo measurement platforms would cause some 

differences between 0.03 to 0-06 aibedo units based on our measurements. However, it is 

possible that Wellington Channel's melt progression was slower than Lancaster Sound 

primaniy due to open water warm air advedion in Lancaster Sound. 1 suspect that if the 

aerial surveys were conducted al1 in me day (YDI 81; June 30), the video data may have 

shown the spatial albedo diflerences between Lancaster Sound and Wellington Channel 

similar to the AVHRR data. The most significant errors in the AVHRR albedos arise fiom 

a high SZA and lack of in situ aerosol and ozone data at the time of the image. The high 

SZA induces specular reflection and artificially increases albedos in higher pond fiaction 

regions and increased shadows (lower albedo) on the West coast of the islands, 

particularly Devon Island. Localized low level undetected morning fog may have also 

increased albedos, especially in extreme southem Lancaster Sound. incorrect aerosol and 

ozone arnounts would aiso af3ect albedo estimates depending on whether there were more 

or less of each constituent compared to what was assumed. 



5.3.3. Egect of Pond Fractions on Ice î7temodynomzcs 

In this section 1 examine how the thermodynamic state (and mechanical strength) 

of the sea ice is affected b y variations in fraaional pond cover (my third question in this 

chapter). In effect 1 am asking the question: "How important is it that the magnitude and 

spatial pattern of surface albedo (as examined via in silu and aerial survey approaches) is 

correctly parameterized within the annual cycle of sea ice ablation?" First, if we assume 

the evolution of surface aibedo is unknown, the modeled albedo would have to be used to 

simulate it. A model simulation (standard run) was produced using the model's existing . 

albedo parameterization with the exception of changing its dry snow albedo fiom 0.75 to 

0.83 and the melting snow aibedo fiom 0.65 to 0.73 based on measurements cited here and 

previous studies. In this case, the standard run produced complete ice melt by YD200 

(July 19), 1 6 days d i e r  than the observed break-up date (YD2 17; August 5, indicated 

by the Canadian Ice Service charts) where ice still existed but was mechanically weak 

enough to break-up. 

1 define "mechanically weak ice" to be a near-isothermal vertical ice temperature 

profile near -1 .g°C based on previous work (Barber et al., 1998). This also corresponds 

to a bulk brine volume of about 5% where the brine drainage charnels intercomect 

(Wakatsuchi and Kawamura, 1987) thereby severely reducing the mechanical strength of 

the sea ice (Cox and Weeks, 1988). In addition, the model produced albdeos near 0.28 on 

the same dates (YD181-185) where field measurements showed values between 0.53-0.55 



(Figure 5-13) (also see section 5.3.2). This suggests the mode1 over estimates the temporal 

decline in albedo and ice thickness over the melt penod in this case. 

The time between initial continuous snow melt to the final stages of ice ablation 

and mechanicaily weak ice ranges between 3-12 weeks in the Wellington 

Channel/Lancaster Sound fast-ice region based on 9 years of fieldwork and recorded 

break-up dates. On average then, it takes about 7 weeks fiom continuous snowmelt to 

mechanically weak ice that easily breaks up. The 1997 field season was a "typical" sea ice 

year based on ice and atmospheric cliatology. An albedo progression over this 7 week 

period is shown in Figure 5.13 ("typical" c w e )  based on typical fiactional wver type 

changes over t his period (Table 5 -3) and assuming the last week (in Figure 5.13) includes a 

thinner ice albedo progression to open. 

Table 5.3: n e  " ~ i c a l "  or climafoIogicaI fiactiomI cover t)(pes and resulting total 
albedo over a 7 week period (used in Figure 5.13) produced from several years of field 
eqeriments over first-year sea ice. 

6 O 50 48 2 50 0.37 

7 Decay to Open Water (0-15) Or constant at 0.37 



Julian Day 

Figure 5.13: Dai& average aibedo between YD119 und YD212. 1997 unng the d e i  
aibedo pwameterization (st&d). a " ~ i c a l "  albedo progression over a 7 week 
perioci. and a "pond surfce" (pnd  sjic) albedo progression (sume as "typicaIW curve 
except using a constant albedo (0.3 7) for the 7th week) - See text. The "typïcai" and 
pond sfc aalbedo cuntes were derived by iïnemiy interpoiutzng between values in 
Table 5.3 over 7 weeks (labeled 1-7). me observed albedo between YD181-185 during 
C-XE '9 7 is also indicated 

[ 

1 ITGC = -1 -1 2163€-06(~F)~ + 1 -61 ?l2*(PF) + 0.057692 
R~ = 0.999 

Pond Fraction (%) 

Figure 5-14: Ice temperature gradient c h g e  (?TGC) versirs pondfiacion (PF) oftor 4 
abys (bottom aine) and 7 akzys (top curve) of model sinrtdation beginnng on YD164. 
The quarliatic equatiom and thezr R * describing the ITGC anà pondfiaction 



Week 6 (m Figure 5.13) showed a slight increase in albedo to simulate typical 

pond drainage effects. If we use this cctypical" albedo cunie in the standard mode1 

simulation instead of using the model's albedo parameterkation, the ice does not 

completely disappear by the end of the seventh week çYD212) but reaches a thickness 

near 0.7 m with a near-isotherrnal vertical ice temperature profile at -1 -8°C. Since the ice 

is still thick by YD212, it is better to assume a stable albedo over week 7 instead of 

declining the albedo curve to open water values (0.1 5) (pond surface curve in Figure 5.1 3). 

Using this curve fbrther increases the final ice thickness to 0.8 m with an ice vertical 

temperature profile close to becoming near-isothermal b y YD2 12. These ice conditions 

are closer to the actual break-up date conditions compared to the standard simulation 

since ice still existeci during actual break-up. Although this expenment is somewhat 

arbitrary (since we decouple the surface albedo from snow and ice surface changes), the 

point is to diagnostically illustrate how the knowledge of changes in pond fiaction can 

affect the thermodynamic state of sea ice d u ~ g  its ablation stage. 

The next set of modeiing experiments assesses how the thermodynamic state and 

mechanical strength of sea ice is affected by variations in fiactional pond cover (outlined 

in section 5.2.4) since thermodynamics determine the ice's susceptibility to break-up 

(Barber et al., 1998). The results of the sensitivity tests show that the ITGC (warming) 

can be predicted using a quadratic equation with respect to pond fraction (Figure 5.14). 

The quadratic relationship appears due to the physical quadratic dependence of sea ice 

heat capacity on temperature. The difference between the two curves in Figure 5.14 

shows how the quadratic relationship changes (and the ITGC increases) between the 



middla (4 days) and end (7 days) of the waek-long simulation. As PF increases, the ITGC 

increases, moving the ice toward an isothermal vertical profile quicker (Figure 5.14). 

The greatea acceleration in the ITGC toward an isothemai profile (greatest 

change in ITGC) is when ponds first fom (10% s PF s 40%) and is explained by the 

following. As the ice approaches an isothemal profile, there is less opportunity for a 

temperature increase to occur in the ice (limited to near-melting temperatures), causing the 

ITGC to flatten out as PF increases. The quadratic relationship will change according to 

extemal forcing such as available short-wave energy (tirne of year and cloud cover), t h e  

the sufice energy balance has to act on the ice, and to a lesser degree other atmospheric 

forcing variables. Pond fiaction cari have significant effects on the timing of near- 

isothermal ice profiles (Figure 5.1 5; using data from Figure 5.14). In this case, over a 4- 

day model simulation, an 80% PF can produce a near-isothermal ice profile whereas any 

PF s 70% will not. Over a 1 week simulation, PF's r 50% produced near-isothermal ice 

profiles and PF's s 40% did not (Figure 5.15). At these rates of wanning, the difference 

in timing to reach an isothermal ice profile (and mechanically weak ice) is >3 weeks 

between a surface with 10% PF compared to 80% PF. This shows the sensitivity of sea 

ice temperatures and its susceptibility to break-up according to variations in pond 

fiaction. 

These model expenments strongly suggest that it is preferable to either better 

parameterke or remoteiy measure (by satellite) pond fiactions and theu associated albedo 

for use in annual operational or diagnostic model simulations. Due to the dynarnics of 

how the seasonal evolution combines with snow distribution and sea ice topographie 



snow catchent, I consider the remote estimation of pond fiactions a prefemd approach 

for mode1 input under operational or diagnostic settings. 

Ice 
Depth 
(cm) 

Temperature Between Ica Bottom (180 cm) 
and 25 cm Oepth (OC) 

Figure 5-15 Ice depth (cm) versus temperature eC) between the ice-awan integace and 
25 cmfrom the top ice sur=face- Dashed (soliaJ lines are the jinal ice temperature profies 
@er 4 days (7 &ys) of mode[ simulation using 10% md 80% pondfiuctiom. 

5.4 Conclusions 

The main theme of this chapter has been to examine the spatial aspects of 

fiactional surface cover types and sudace albedo and to determine the role melt ponds 

play in thermodynarnic evolution of land-fast FYI in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. I 

outlined three basic questions toward this theme: 1) what are the surface dbedos over FM 

and how do they Vary over local scales?, 2) how do the surface measurements sale up to 



regional scdes for larger scale aibedo mapping?, and 3) how sensitive is sea ice ablation to 

percent pond fiaction and the associated spatial variability in surface albedo? 

5.4. I Question I 

Results show large variations in broadband and spectral albedos associated with 

various surface features that one would encounter during the FYI melt season. Albedo 

varied between 0.75 and 0.21 for a deeper moist snow cover to dark older ponds, 

respectively. Intermediate sufices include dense wet snow (0.67), shallow wet and 

saturated snow (0.52-0.65). Light do red  melt ponds with 3 6  cm water depths had 

albedos which range between 0.32-0.36. Our observations were similar to Grenfell and 

Perovich (1984) and Perovich (1996), over comparable surfaces. 

54.2 Question 2 

The second set of results used the surface albedo measurements, applying them to 

aircraft video-derived surface cover type identification over a large region to obtain 

regional scale (1 00's km) albedo to compare them to satellite-derived AVHRR albedo. 

Four basic cover types and their statistics (Y0 mver) were identified. Snow patch 

fractions ranged between 53-58%, mixed cover type fiactions 20-38%? iight pond 

fractions 6-1 8%, and dark pond *ions 14%. Over rougher and multi-year sea ice 



0, snow hctions were higher than over the smooth FYI (62-65% compared to 53- 

58%) and MY1 melt pond fractions were haif those over FM. These fiactional cover 

types were then converted to overaU albedo revealïng similar regional albedos over 

smoother FYI ranging between 0.54 - 0.56 with standard deviations of 0.01 - 0.02- These 

were similar to helicopter-measured aibedos (0.52-0.55), ground-based measurements and 

the overd AVHRR-derived mean albedo (0.57) over the m e  region. Relatively higher 

albedos corresponded to raAed/rubbled ice conditions since melt pond cover was less 

prominent there. 

5.4.3 Question 3 

For the final question, I used a one-dimensional thermodynamic sea ice model to 

show how the various fiactional cover types can affect the thennodynamic state and 

hence the ice's susceptibility to break-up. Mechanicalty weak ice can be defined by a 

neâr-isotherrnal vertical temperature profile near -1 -8°C (Barber et al-, 1998). This 

experiment also revealed the importance of being able to monitor melt pond fiactions and 

surface albedo through the course of the melt season to indicate when the ice is most 

likely to break up. This is of particular importance to climate change research for 

improved understanding of sea ice processes, Arctic shipping, and indigenous people's 

safety who use the ice for traveling and hunting. First, if we do not know the albedo or 

pond fiaction throughout the model simulation, the use of an albedo pararneterization is 

required. Using the model's albedo parameterization resulted in a 16-day earlia break-up 



than observed with complete ice ablation taking place. Complete ablation did not take 

place in actuality since the ice broke up before this could happen. The model produced a 

more rapid decrease in albedo and ice thickness over time than was observed- 1 then 

assumed a climatological temporal albedo progression produced by several years of 

fieldwork in the region under study. This resulted in more reaiistic ice conditions 

(ph ysicall y and thermodynamically) when break-up actually occurred. The experiment i s 

somewhat arbitrary since we decoupled the albedo from modeled snow and ice changes, 

however, the point was to diagnostically show how the aibedo affects these kinds of 

simulations. 

The simulations above set the stage for another set of expenments designed to 

explicitly show how changes in melt pond fiaction can alter the ice's thermodynarnic state 

and thus susceptibility to break-up. It was found that the vertical ice temperature gradient 

change (ITGC) increased as a quadratic with respect to linear increases in pond fkaction 

(PF) in this case. Using the ITGC, an ice surface with 80% pond fiaction can produce a 

near-isothermal ice profile more than 3 weeks earlier than an ice sunace with 10% pond 

fraction. Factors that alter the ITGC relationship with PF are extemal forcing such as 

available short-wave energy ( t h e  of year and cloud a>wr), time the sunace energy 

balance has to act on the ice, and to a lesser degree other atmosphenc forcing variables. 

The modeling exercise shows the sensitivity of sea ice temperatures and its susceptibility 

to break-up according to variations in pond fractions. The model expenments also show 

that we require either better paramet erizations or remotely measured (b y satellite) pond 

fiactions and their associated albedo for use in model simulations. 



5.5 Summary 

In summary, 1 have added to the number of albedo measurements made over FYI 

during the critical melt pond period and scaled up these surface measurements to regional 

scales. This was done by understanding which surface cover types become the most 

important features for modeling large scale albedo in FYI sea ice models. The results will 

ensure the SEB short-wave responses are appropriately handled in M models duMg the 

melt pond period (thereby addressing the second issue of my dissertation). 1 have also 

linked the changes in short-wave response by means of pond fiaction to the 

thermodynamic nate of M. That is, if the pond fiaction is known, one may determine 

how long it will take for FM to become mechanically weak given certain atmospheric 

forcing, assuming the atrnosphenc conditions and pond fiaction do not change 

appreciably. This information is usehl for climate change raearch for improved 

understanding of sea ice processes, arctic shipping (operational ice forecasting), and 

indigenous people's safety who use the ice for traveling and hunting. 

This chapter (Chapter 5) primarily focused on the melt pond period when snow 

has virtually entirely melted. The following chapter looks at the penod of time prior to 

melt pond formation by outlining the importance of the snow layer in annual FYI cycles 

from a modeling perspective. However, several albedo measurements of melting sno w 

fiom Chapter 5 can be applied to results in Chapter 6 in the fiiture. Chapter 6 focuses on 

improving the handling of the snow layer within thermodynamic models of sea ice. If the 

models do not realistically recreate the snow layer evolution, the simulated melt pond 



period may occur too soon or too late in the year, ultimately leading to u~ealistic F W  

evolution. The next chapter compares snow and ice simulations from a En model that 

treats the snow layer as a single bulk homogeneous slab (as in Chapter 3) and a coupled 

snow sea-ice model that treats the snow layer in a much more ngorous and realistic 

fashion. Results will suggest whether using a more sophisticated model is wmanted for 

annual cycles of FYI. The coupled model is also a necessary step for Linking 

thermodynamk modeling to microwave rernote sensing in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 6: Coupled 1-D Thermodynamic Snow Sea-Ice Model: 
Climate Processes 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter is devoted to illustrating the importance of the snow layer and its 

processes on FYI over annual cycles using numerical modeling techniques. This is done 

by advancing the modified 1-D sea ice model of Flato and Brown (1996) used in Chapter 

3 by coupling it to a 1-D mass and energy balance snow model cailed SNTHERM (see 

Jordan, 1991; Jordan et al., 1999). The purpose is to illustrate snow and ice evolutionary 

differences between the simpler 1-D sea ice model (in Chapter 3) and the more 

sophisticated coupled snow sea-ice mode1 and compare them to in situ observations. This 

will suggest whether there is an advantage of using a more sophisticated model for annual 

snow-covered FYI. The other purpose for developing and testing a coupled snow sea-ice 

model i s for microwave remote sensing applications (Chapter 7). 

SNTHERM was adapted to simulate snow thermal and mass balance processes 

over sea ice by Jordan et al- (1999) but lacks other physical processes (such as an ocean 

mixed layer) to be used exclusively over FM that ablates every summer and reforrns in 

the fall. The coupling of SNTHERM to the Flato and Brown ice mode1 allows the 

coupled model to simulate fiil1 FYI annual cycles with more sophisticated layered snow 

processes instead of a single bulk homogeneous snow dab. 

The snow layer portion of the coupled model (SNTHERM) is desiped to 

numeri cal l y simulate within-snow temperatures, bu1 k density, snow grain diameter, liquid 

water content, and other mass and energy exchanges for each snow layer (or node) over 

time. It does this by accounting for many of the physical processes outlined in Chapter 2 



including the surface energy balance (SEB), snow metamorphism, compaction, melt 

effects, settl i ng from age and overburden, liquid water filtration, blowing surfiace snow 

and wind packing, and newly fallen snow evolution to name a few. Al1 of these processes 

are important for determining the optical, thermal and mass balance properties in the 

snow- Some of the model limitations have been described in section 2.3-3. 

Salinity in snow is also an important feature that is typical of snow over FYI. 

Salinity plays a large role in snow thermodynamics (Papakyriakou, 1999) and microwave 

dielectric properties (see for example Barber et al., 1994; Barber and Nghiem, 1999). 

Thermal conductivity and specific heat parameterizations have been implemented in the 

coupled model to account for salinity affects on snow thermal properties (see section 6.2) 

since SNTHERM did not account for salinity in this manner. Note however the physical 

presence of salt in snow is not parameterized with regards to its affects on paxtial 

fractions of ice, air and liquid (brine) which c m  firther affect the thermal snow state- The 

result of this simplification will be seen throughout Chapters 6 and 7. A description of 

how salinity was parameterized, the model coupling process, and model forcing is given 

in the following section, 

In summary, the main objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the basic 

differences between a coupled I-D snow sea-ice model and a similar model that uses oniy 

a single bulk property snow layer. In situ observations from SIMMS'92-93 (LeDrew and 

Barber, 1994) are used to quanti@ model performance. 1 also explore coupled model 

sensitivity to salinity in the snow layer through its effects on thermal conductivity and 

specific heat using parameterizations outlined in Papakyriakou (1999). Crocker (1984) 

demonstrated that salinity in snow and its effect on thermal conductivity improved a 



simple fast-ice growth model, although his study did not include a full annuai cycle for 

comparisons. Other studies suggest the importance of snow thermal conductivity on sea 

ice in a global climate context (see for example? Fichefet et al., 2000) but do not account 

for salinity effects directly. The specific research questions include: 

1) Are there model differences in seasonal snow and ice thickness evolution and 

how do they compare to observations? 

2) What are the model thennodynamic differences and how do they compare to 

observations? 

6.2 Observational Data and Numerical Models 

6.2.1 Observational Data 

The field observations used here are the sarne as those in Chapter 3 that were 

collected in the spring/summer penods during the SIMMS (Seasonal Ice Monitoring and 

Modeling Site) experiments between 1992-1 993 near Resolute, Nunavut. The 1992-93 

sea ice cycle was selected to perform the numerical model simulations since the non- 

coupled model simulations during this penod were previously conducted in Chapter 3 

appearing in Hanesiak et al. (1999). These two spring periods also offered distinctly 

different sea ice and meteorological conditions (see Chapter 3). 

The field observations included incident and reflected short-wave radiation (K & , 

Kf),  net short-wave (K* = K& - K t )  downwelling and upwelling long-wave radiation 

(Li., Lt), net long-wave (L* = LJ - Lt) and net radiation (Q*= K* + L*). The 

observations also include vertical temperature profiles within the snow/ice volumes and 



snow and ice thickness. Instantanews on-the-hour data were used since this corresponds 

to the temporal forcing used in the model simulations. Errors in snow and ice temperature 

measurements are roughly 0.2 - 0S0C but may be higher in snow dunng the melt period. 

S now and ice thickness were measured periodicall y throughout each field season with 

typical emors near 1 cm and 8 cm for snow and ice, respectively. 

Other surface observations include hourly standard meteorological observations 

taken at Resolute, Nunavut between M) 107, 1992 to YD 170, 1993 by the Metteorologicd 

Service of Canada (MSC). The pertinent data include air temperature a), relative 

humidity (RH), wind speed (u), precipitation (sfall), and 3 cloud layer fiactions (c). 

The snow layer salinity profiles used in the model simulations were denved from 

measurements in Barber et al. (1995b). A third-order polynomial was fit dong the data to 

produce an average (AVG) protile and consemative upper limit (UPR) profile (Figure 

6.1) given by 

S (AVG) = 17.3882 - 172.212 z + 571.259 2 - 634.732 z3 (6.1) 

S (UPR) = 25.5346 - 249.507 z + 821 -958 z2 - 913.287 z3 (6.2) 

where z is the increasing snow depth above the ice surface (in meters) and S is salinity 

(ppt). Note that snow depths >30 cm will produce unrealistic negative salinities. A 

provision in the model was inseried to ensure negative salinities did not occur. The use of 

more accurate (but more computationally expensive) cubic spline fits did not offer 

advantages over the third-order polynomials and were not used. The salinity profiles were 

held constant in time for sirnplicity and is considered a valid assumption until significant 

liquid water filtration occurs within the snow (Le. brine flushing; see Barber et al. 1994). 
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6.2.2 Numerical Models 

The modified FYI model of Flato and Brown (1996) (in Chapter 3 and Hanesiak 

et al., 1999) is coupled to SNTHERM (Jordan et al., 1999); a type of coupled model that 

has previously been unavailable. The non-coupled model is the modified FYi model of 

Flato and Brown (1996) in Chapter 3. The ice and snow models are coupled at the top ice 

layer with similar thermal properties (temperature, density, thermal conductivity and heat 

capacity). This was done to preserve the snow model handling of mass balance at the 

snow-ice interface, Le. excess liquid water that is not re-fiozen at the base of the snow 

pack is artificially drained to simplie mass exchanges (Jordan et al., 1999). Heat fluxes 

from the snow model are passed into the ice model that cornputes the new ice 

temperatures that are in tum passed back into the snow model at each time step. The time 

step is variable to a minimum of 5 s dunng water flow within the snow. The SEB is 



controlled by the snow portion of the model when snow is present and by the ice model if 

snow is absent. This was done since the turbulent exchange parameterization in the snow 

component of the mode1 is more sophisticated than the ice model. When snow is not 

present dunng the melt pond season, the surface propenies such as aibedo are better 

(although very simply) handled in the sea ice model. 

The coupled and non-coupled model s are forced with basic hourl y meteorol ogi cal 

data; air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, incident short-wave and long-wave 

radiation dong with measured sudace aibedo. If incident radiation and albedo are not 

measured, they c m  be pararneterized with additional cloud cover input data. The coupled 

model is initialized with snow and ice physical profiles (densities, grain sizes, layer 

thickness) and temperature profiles. The non-coupled model is similarly initiaiized but 

without the intemal snow physical properties. Fi@ ice layers are used here in both 

models that remain constant in number over time. A variable number of snow layers exist 

in the coupled model depending on snow layer characteristics (see Jordan et al. 1999). 

Specific information about the snow and ice components of both models can be found 

elsewhere (Flato and Brown, 1996; Jordan et al., 1999; Hanesiak et al., 1999). 

The snow thermal conductivity (k,) and specific heat (Cd parameterizations are 

discussed next since they are used for the inclusion of salinity within the snow. Note that 

the physical presence of salt in snow is not parametenzed with regards to its afEects on 

partial fractions of ice, air and liquid (brine) which can further affect the thermal snow 

state. The result of this simplification will be discussed later. Salinity inclusions 

significantly reduces the snow thermal conductivity and increases the snow specific heat 

(when excluding salinity fiom the mass balance) depending on salt content and 



temperature @'apakyriakou, 1999). The snow effective thexmal conductivity es) without 

inclusion of salinity is estimated from density (p,) by Jordan et al. (1999) as 

k,=ka+(7 .75x  1 0 - ~ ~ , +  1.105 x 1oa6 p:)(ki-ka) (6-3) 

where ka and ki are the thermal conductivities of air (0.023 W m-' K-') and ice where ki 

varies with temperature as 

where ki is in W m-' R', p, in kg rnJ and T is in Kelvin. 

The effective thermal conductivity for saline snow &) is estimated from the 

modified Pitrnan and Zuckerman (1967) model by Crocker (1984) and fiirther by 

Papakyriakou (1 999). Conservative limits of this model are between snow salinities (S) 

of O to 40 ppt, p, between 100 to 450 kg mJ, and liquid water contents up to about 8% 

Wv (water by volume). The k, scheme was used in place of the original k, 

parametenzation even for non-saline snow layers. A lower limit to k, was arbitrarily set 

to 0.001 W m" K-' in snow to prevent unrealistically low values at or near melting 

temperatures and preserve model stability during these events. 

The apparent specific heat (Cd (sensible and latent heating) for non-saline snow 

is pararneterized as in Jordan et al. (1999) by 

Cs = ct + Lii (y, pt) (afi at) (6-5) 

where Ct is the combined specific heat in terms of mass fractions (ice and water) = (l/pt)( 

Y i  Ci + y, q), pt is the combined density, Yi is the bulk ice density, y1 is the bulk liquid 

density, y, is the combined bulk density, Ci is the specific heat of ice (= -13.3 + 7.8 T), 



Ci is the specific heat of water (4217.7 J kg-' K I ) ,  Lii is the latent heat of fusion for ice 

(3.335 x 1 o5 J kg-'), and @fi / at) is the time rate of change for mass Iiquid-water fraction 

(fi = y, / y,& Mass-liquid water fraction (fi) takes an empincal form from Guryanov 

(1985) and is outlined in detail in Jordan (1991). Al1 units are in standard SI. 

The apparent specific heat for saline snow (C,) was empirically denved from 

expenmental measurement via Ono (1 966) given by 

Cs ~ 2 . 1 1 4  + 0.0075 T + 18052.0 S / T~ - 3.35 S + 0.84 S T (6-6) 

where Cs is in units of icJ kg" OC-', T is in OC and S in kg kg-' @pt/l000). The C, 

scheme repl aced the original Cs parameterization, similar to the thermal conductivity . An 

upper limit to C, was arbitranly set to 5x10~ J kg-' C-1 in snow to prevent extreme high 

values at or near melting temperatures and presewe model stability. A cornparison 

between k, k,, Cs, and C, for the non-saline and saline cases is discussed in chapter 7 

where a more detailed investigation of the coupled mode1 is perfonned. 

6.3 Methods 

To examine the first question, the non-coupled (NC), coupled model without 

salinity (C), and coupled model with salinity (UPR; using the UPR salinity curve in 

equation 6.2) were forced with Resolute meteorological data between YD107, 1992 to 

YD 170 1993. The models were initialized and forced with exactly the same snowîice, 

radi ati ve and meteorological data. Further to question 1, sensi tivity nins were conducted 

to examine detailed differences in snow and ice evolution and ice growth between the 



models in a fa11 fieeze-up scenario. This involved similar model mns as above except 

they were initialized with an ice thickness equal to 1 cm and 8 cm snow layer on YD195. 

Because of significant snow thickness differences between the coupled and non-coupled 

models (see section 6.4), the NC was forced to use precisely the same snow thickness 

evolution as C for the freeze-up case. This allowed a very detailed look at snow and ice 

evolution differences between C, NC, and UPR, 

To examine the second question, NC, C and UPR were forced with SIMMS'92 in 

situ radiative and meteorological data between YD 1 O7 to YD 177, 1992. The models were 

initialized with YD107 SIMMS792 snow and ice data- Snow and ice thickness evolution 

variations were examined as above. In addition, the coefi ci ent of detenninati on (p), 

mean bias error (MBE), and root-mean-squared error (RMSE)) were computed for 

thermodynarnic variables including the snow surface temperature (Tsfc), ice surface 

temperature (Tisîc), and net surface heat flux (Q,,& Qnet is defined here to include the net 

radiation and turbulent heat fluxes and was included since it directly impacts the 

thermodynamics. This allowed a detailed look at model differences given similar forcing 

and high temporal resolution in silu data to gauge model performance. 

6.4. Results 

6.4.1 Seasonal Snow and Ice Evolution 

The C snow and ice thickness evolution is closer to obsewations compared to NC 

for both years that were simulated (Figure 6.2). This is partially due to the blowing snow 

parameteriration in C; NC does not parametenze blowing snow. The fiactional stress 



gradient in the blowing snow scheme of C was altered to provide a more realistic snow 

evolution according to the wind conditions at the SIMMS site (see Chapter 2 and Jordan 

et al ., 1999). If C produced a deeper snow cover, its simulated snow decay would be 

closer to observations (see section 6.4.2). In generai, differences between actud and 

parameterized incident radiation as well as meteorological conditions between Resolute 

and the SIMMS site can create discrepancies between modeled and observed snowfice 

evolution; this can be seen in section 6.4.2 and has been noted previousiy (Hanesiak et 

al., 1999)- It is interesting to note the 1992 break-up (BU) and freeze-up (FU) dates of C 

(BU = YD 198; FU = YD293) lie between the houd y simulation and the dail y simulation 

from Chapter 3, within the BU and FU periods indicated by the Canadian Ice Service 

(CIS) charts (see Figure 3.2). Also note the NC simulation is not the sarne as the hourly 

simulation from Chapter 3 due to differences in forcing (Le. NC was forced with incident 

radiation derived fiom C). 

The di fferences between C and UPR were fairly small so on1 y UPR is shown in 

the figures. For instance, salinity delayed complete snow ablation by 1 day and only 2 

days for the ice cover in 1992. This resulted in a 1 day sooner fieeze-up date for UPR 

compared to C, and the final ice thickness for UPR was only 4 cm thicker than C by the 

end of SIMMS793. However, if snow would have fallen dunng the final 2 days of ice 

melt in UPR, this would have, 1) prolonged the ice cover existence, 2) induced earlier 

freeze-up and, 3) increased the final ice thickness by the end of SIMMSY93. It should be 

noted the results may have been slightiy different if salinity were treated in the UPR mass 

balance since liquid water (brine) would be generated sooner in the spring period. Future 

work will investigate this. 
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Figure 6 . 2 ~ ~  b: Obsewed (obs), W R  and NC snow and ice thickness evolution Porn a) 
the beginning of S W S ' 9 2  to break-up, and b) fieeze-up to the end o j S W S ' 9 3  uszng 
Resdute meteorologïcaZ forcingfi.om YD107, 1992 to YD170, 1993. Note rhat C and 
W R  were very similar, hence on& UPR is shwn. 

To illustrate a more detailed look at mode1 differences on ice growth and seasonal 

snow and ice evolution, a freeze-up sensitivity scenario was conducted (discussed in 

section 6.3). In this case, maximum ice thicknesses were 1.4 m and 2.05 m for C and NC, 

respectively; a diflerence of 65 cm (Figure 6.3). Once again, snow thickness evolution 



between C and NC was also significant due to blowing snow (Figure 6.3). If NC is forced 

to have the same snow thickness evolution as C, the maximum ice thickness of NC is 

reduced to 1.95 m (FS curve in Figure 6.3), making the difference between C and FS 55 

cm. Adding salinity to the snow did not alter the freeze-up simulations appreciably, hence 

only the UPR curve is shown (Figure 6.3). Ice growth w*th salinity was slightly reduced 

@y a few cm) in the cold period but ice ablation in the spring period was also reduced 

effectively nulliQing ks and Cs salinity effects on the ice seasonal evolution differences. 

The maximum ice thickness difference between C and UPR was only 3 cm. 
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Figure 6.3: UPR and NC snow and ice thickness evohrtion for the fieeze-up semifnrity 
study betweeri YD195, 1992 to the end of S . S Y 9 3 .  The "ice (ES"" curve is the ice 
thickness evoiutio~i for NC when it is forced to have the "mow (CIPR)" m e .  The "snow 
0'' and "sr~ow (UPR)" are overrclpping in the figure- Note that C and W R  me 
virtually the same for snaw and ice. 
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The above results clearly show the coupled snow sea-ice mode1 produces thinner 
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effects on k, and Cs act to slightly reduce both ice growth rates in the cold season and 

ablation rates in the spnng melt period. Once again, the results may have been slightly 

different if salinity were accounted for in the UPR rnass balance. Predicting these effects 

over an entire annual ice cycle is diNcult due to the liquid water (brine) influence on 

snow density and thennal properties. Further work is required in this regard. 

6.4.2 î3emodynomic Evolutzon 

To examine the second question, NC, C and UPR were forced with In siiu data 

over the SIMMSW duration (discussed in section 6.3). The snow thickness evolution of 

C (and UPR) follows the observed progression fairly well (Figure 6.4) for reasons 

discussed in section 6.4.1. The result of using in situ radiative and meteorologicai forcing 

instead of parameterized radiation and Resolute data is revealed when comparing Figures 

6.2a and 6.4 and the ice conditions; Le. snow and ice ablation are delayed and slower than 

those in section 6.4.1. Ice thickness changed from 1.4 m (initiai value) to 1-53 m for C 

and 1.4 m to 1.58 m for NC over the 70 day simulation; observed values at the end of the 

experiment were 1.5 * 0.08 m. There was no difference between C and WPR so only UPR 

is shown (Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4: The observed (obs), NC and UPR snow thickness evohtion between YD107 
and YD177, 1992 using S W S ' 9 2  in situ &ta as maiel forcing. n e  W R  snow 
evolution is dzyerent than "snow W R "  in Fi're 6.2a due to greater wind p e t &  on the 
ice compared to Resolute. 

Table 6.1 Non-coupIed (NCI rnodel, coupkd rnoàel without sulinity (C). and carpled 
model with salinity (UPR) meun bias error and mot-mean-squmed enor 
(RMSE) compareci tu observations of Q,, (W m-2), Tg= (OC). and Tù/, (OC). NC maiel 
&ta are u&ptedfi.om Hanesiak et al. (1999). Nore there was no d~flerence between C 
and W R  for Q, and Ta, Observedmean values are shown for reference. 

In addition, the statistical cornparison between Tsfc and Qnet for C and NC 

indicates that C reproduces QM more accurately but little difference is apparent in TSf, 

(Table 6.1). It can be expected that differences in Tsf would be small between C and NC 



due to thermal balancing between the snow surface and atmosphere. However, since C 

(and UPR) use very different turbulent exchange parameterizations than NC, one may 

expect to see larger differences in their respective Qna. The C TSfc is very close to the 

observed Tsfc evolution, even during the critical melt period (Figure 6.5). There was no  

difference in Tsfc evolution between C and UPR. 
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Figure 6.5: The C snow surjace tempera~ure (T.J versus observations (obs) between 
YD107 md YD177, 1992 using S W S  '92 in situ abta as model forcing. l%e l? is &O 

shown. Note t h e  war no dflerence beîween C and UPR 

The simulated ice surface temperatures (Tisfc) in C are slightly too warm and NC 

are slightly too cold for the middle period of SIMMS'92 (Figure 6.6a and Table 6.1). The 

addition of salinity to k, and Cs acts to increase T,fc in the colder season and decrease 

Tisfs in the melt season, with more drarnatic effects in the melt season (Le. the decrease in 

snow thermal conductivity and increase the snow specific heat are more pronounced 

during melt). The wanning effect of salinity in the colder season may or may not be 

counteracted if salt were pararneterized in the UPR mass balance since the complicated 



effects of liquid water (brine) and latent heat due to phase changes would be generated 

sooner in the spring period. The NC Tis& is closer to observations in the cold season 

compared to C. It will be shown (Chapter 7) that snow density during the cold season 

may be under estimated in C and UPR at several layers. This would artificially decrease 

snow thermal conductivity and effectively cause C and UPR Tisfc to be too warm as 

shown here. Effects of salinity in the mass balance would also complicate the process, as 

explained above. 

An interesting observation is the diumai cycling (waves) of temperatures within 

UPR are better reproduced compared to C and NC (Figure 6.6b). Cross-correlation 

analysis suggests NC Tisfc diumal waves are about 5-6 hours out of phase with 

observations, whereas C was 2-3 houn out of phase during the colda season; the 

inclusion of salinity in the snow k, and Cs further decreased this phase difference 

between 0-1 hour. This suggests NC does not darnp out air temperatun changes 

sufficiently; this is evident beyond YD124 where air temperatures significantly declined 

along with NC Tisa, whereas the observations, C and UPR do not (see Figure 6.6b). The 

corn pl ex problem of snow themal conductivity, specific heat, thermal diffisivity and 

salinity effects on mass balance are still largely under debate and very detailed. 1 will 

on1 y state that more work is required in these areas- 
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Figure 6.6a.b: The NC, CC. and UPR simulated ice surfoce ternperature (T&J versus 
observations (oh) between, a) YD1 O7 to YDI 77 and b) YD1 O7 to YD128. Observed data 
between YD135 - YD138 are rnissing. 



6.5. Conclusions 

The goal of this chapter is to examine whether there are advantages of using a 

more sophisticated treatment of the snow layer for modeling the annual cycles of snow- 

covered FM. This was accomplished by comparing model simulations of a 1-D coupled 

snow 

snow 

sea-ice model (C) and another 1-D sea ice model that uses a single bulk property 

layer (NC). The C model was developed in Iight of previous chapters outlining the 

importance of the snow layer and the surface energy balance on FYI annual cycles. The 

coupled model not only treats the snow layer in a much more rigorous fashion in terms of 

mass and thermal balance, but also includes a better handling of blowing snow processes, 

turbulent exchanges, and albedo when snow is present. 1 also illustrated the effects of 

salinity on the snow and ice physical and thermal evolution by including snow thermal 

conductivity (k,) and specific heat (Ca parameterkations that account for salinity in 

snow (given in Papakyriakou, 1999). Saline snow, which is comrnon over Fm can 

influence snow and sea ice thermal evolution and microwave remote sensing properties 

(seen in Chapter 7). Two specific research questions were designed to address the goal of 

thi s chapter. 

6.5.1 Question 1- 

In the first question, 1 investigated differences between NC and C in terms of the 

seasonal evolution of snow and ice thickness. The C snow and ice thickness evolution is 

better sirnulated compared to observations partially due to the coupled model's blowing 



snow pararneterization. Maximum ice thickness differences between C and NC can be 

between 55 - 65 cm from freeze-up to the eariy summer melt period, which is significant 

for annual FYI simulations. It is unknown whether these differences can be accounted for 

in NC since C and NC are vey  different in t e m s  of snow layer treatment, blowi-ng snow, 

turbulent exchange, albedo and incident radiation. It cm be concluded that using the 

coupled model is advantageous for seasonal snow-covered sea ice, however, it is more 

computationally expensive and has a longer run time than NC. For example, it takes 

nearly one minute for NC to produce a simulation between YD107, 1992 and YI1170, 

1993, whereas C takes an order of magnitude longer (40 minutes). It takes between 13- 

16 minutes for UPR. The addition of salinity in the snow k, and Cs reduces ice growth 

rates in the cold season and ablation rates in the sprïng melt season. These thermal 

variations do not appear to be significant in t e m s  of overall annual snow cover and FM 

evolution. Results may be different if salinity were included in the snow mass balance. 

6.5.1 Question 2 

In the second question, the thermodynamic cornparisons between NC and C 

showed there is very litde difference in simulated surface temperatures, however, C 

reproduces the net surface flux better due to its more sophisticated turbulent exchange 

pararneterization. It will been s h o w  the coupled model also does a reasonable job 

simulating other snow layer temperatures (see Chapter 7). Differences also arise at the ice 

surface where C temperatures are consistently slightly too warm and NC slightly too cold 

in the transitional season compared to observations presented here. This may be due to 



several factors, some of which include emors in snow density, snow thermal properties 

and the neglect of salinity in the mass balance. The addition of salinity in the snow k; and 

Cs for C fiirther makes the ice surface temperatures too warm in the cold season but 

improves them dunng the melt season. This is due to the overall salinity effect that 

dightly warms the ice in winter and cwls it dunng the melt period; the cooling effect is 

more significant dunng melt due to larger departures between snow thermal conductivity 

and specific heat when comparing snow with and without salinity. The net waxming 

effect of salt in snow ks and Cs may or rnay not be counteracted if salts were accounted 

for in the modeled mass balance. 

6.6 Summary 

In summary, the snow layer is very important for FYI evolution and thus 

modeling its processes effectively are also critical. The coupled model developed in this 

chapter simulates many of the critical aspects of a seasonally evolving snow-covered FYI 

volume. This type of model with its sophistication and application to FYI has previously 

been unavailable and one that will provide a better means to address future arctic sea ice 

climate process studies. In addition, the sophistication of the coupled inodel is required 

for application to microwave remote sensing in Chapter 7. The focus of Chapter 7 is to 

use the coupled snow sea-ice model to predict the snow and ice physical and thermal 

characteristics that give rise to their respective microwave dielectric properiies. 



CHAPTER 7: Electro-Tbermopbysical Mode1 of the Snow Sea-Ice 

System (ETSSIS) for Microwave Remote Sensing 

7.1 Introduction 

One-dimensional (1-D) thermodynamic models of snow and sea ice are valuable 

tools for examining polar climate processes over a variety of ice types and temporal 

scales (see for exarnple, Ebert and Curry, 1993; Flato and Brown, 1996; Hanesiak et ai., 

1999; Jordan et al., 1999). In addition, satellite microwave remote sensing is also useful 

for infemng snow and sea ice physical and thermal properties @esides ice type and 

concentration) over a wide range of seasonai spatial and temporai scales (see for 

example, Livingstone and Drinkwater, 1991; Shuchrnan et al., 1996; Jeffenes et al., 1997; 

Barber and Nghiern, 1999; Barber and Yackel, 1999). Microwave f o m d  and inverse 

scattering models have also advanced to a state as supplementary twls for understanding 

the remote observations (see reviews by Golden et al., 1998a,b). 

In this chapter 1 argue for the integration of a thermodynamic model and time 

series microwave rernote sensing data in the development of an 'electro-thennophysicai' 

relationship of snow covered sea ice. In this framework the intent is to develop a model 

which couples knowledge of the scattenng physics of the sufiace with a 1-D 

thermodynamic model of the sea icdsnow system. The advantage of this approach is that 

the geophysical and electrical properties of the surface give rise to scattenng and 

emission in the microwave portion of the spectmm; changes in the geophysical and or 

elecaical state of the volume are dnven by the thermodynamics across the interface. A 

model of these relationships would allow researchers to masure both the geophysical 



state of sea ice at any particular time (ti) and also evaluate the temporal evolution of this 

scattenng over a period coinciding with the seasonai evolution of the sunace (t,,)- Since 

the surface energy balance (SEB) also evolves directly from the thermodynamic and 

physical state of the system, it is expected to be able to determine proxy rneasures of 

certain SEB state variables such as surface temperature, albedq long-wave flux, etc. This 

information can also be useful in detennining the timing of accretion and ablation and 

producing estimates of the mechanical strength of sea ice andor timing of fast ice break- 

UP- 

Chapter 1 and 2 outlined issues that need to be addressed before fully exploiting 

thermodynamic modeling toward microwave scattering. First, typical 1-D sea ice models 

treat the snow layer as a bulk homogeneous slab with very few intemal processes which 

Iimits their useful ness for microwave remote sensing applications. This is because the 

variables that contribute to microwave scattering are not simulated in the models such as 

ice surface roughness, snow liquid water content, basal snow grain sizes, and brine 

volumes in the bottom snow and top ice layers (Barber and Nghiem, 1999; Nghiem et al., 

1998; Barber et al., 1995b)). Second, most detailed snow models do not consider salinity 

in snow which is a common occurrence in snow over FYI (Barber et al. 1995a). This 

limits their applicability to microwave remote sensing since salinity plays a large role in 

snow thermodynamics (Papakyriakou, 1999) and dielectric properties (see for example 

Barber et al., 1995b; Barber and Nghiem, 1999). The coupled snow sea-ice mode1 in 

Chapter 6 was specifically developed for application to microwave remote sensing, 

although it has its use for arctic sea ice climate processes shown in Chapter 6. 



The intent of this chapter is to begin the initial steps of linlcing thermodynamic 

rnodeling with microwave rernote sensing in a forward sense, that is, determine 

mi crowave dielectrics and scattering given modeled estimates of the thermophysical 

variables that control dielectncs through the electro-thermophysical relationship. 1 

develop and test a working numerical model that enables one to interpret satellite 

microwave remote sensing (active or passive) in a more physical sense. This will lead to 

better ways of monitoring the thermophysical properties of the snow/sea ice system 

within the context of climate variability and sea ice related processes. 

Output from the coupled snow sea-ice model in Chapter 6 provides the necessary 

input to a microwave dielectric model of the Debye fom (Barber et al., 1995b); the 

amalgamation of the models represents an Electro-Themophysical model of the Snow 

Sea-Ice System that I will refer to as ETSSIS. The research questions to be addressed in 

this chapter are designed to utilize in situ observations to validate the model's ability to 

simulate the critical variables that control microwave scattering and emission. 

1) 1s ETSSIS capable of reproducing snow and ice thermodynamic characteristics of a 

seasonally variable FYI snow/sea ice system @oh with and without salinity in the 

snow)? 

2) 1s ETSSIS capable of reproducing the physical characteristics of a seasonally variable 

FY snow/sea ice system? 

3) Can ETSSIS be used toward the interpretation of the microwave time series scattering 

over a FYX snow/sea ice system? 



It is not the intent to fbIly validate the snow sea-ice model since this has been 

done by others in the non-coupled foms (see Jordan et ai, 1999; Flato and Brown, 1996; 

Hanesiak et al., 1999). However, it is necessary to illustrate the model's ability to 

simulate the pnmary variables that control microwave scattering and emission using in 

situ data utilized here. 

7.2Field Data and Numerical Mode1 

7.2.1 Observational Data 

Field observations illustrated in previous chapters from SIMMS'92 are utilized 

here as well. SIMMSY92 had a variable snow depth up to a maximum near 50 cm and 

operated between Year Day (YD) 107 (April 18) to YD 1 77 (June 27). 

Measurements include SEB parameters for incident and reflected short-wave 

radiation (Ki, Kt) ,  incident and emitted long-wave radiation (Li, L ), and net surface 

heat flux (Qnct), vertical temperature profiles within the snow/ice volumes, snow and ice 

thickness, and physical sampting of the snow and ice (snow density, salinity, wetness, 

grain diameter). Qnel is defined here to include the net radiation and turbulent fluxes at 

the surface. Instantaneous hourly data were used for model forcing and snow physical 

sam pli ng were measured penodicall y. 

Some noteworihy errors associated with the measurements include the following. 

First, snow density measurement accuracy is between 30-60 kg m" (Barber et al., 1995b). 

Second, snow wetness (Le. water volume fractions) may not represent real conditions due 

to instrument limitations when snow saiinity is roughly >3 ppt (parts per thousand); 



measurement accuracy is roughly 0.1% water by volume. Third, snow salinity is 

considered to be both precise and accurate to within =OS ppt (Barber et al., 1995b). 

7.2.2 Coupled 1-D Snow Sea-lce Model 

ETSSIS was forced with SIMMS92 air temperature, relative humidity, wind 

speed, incident short-wave and l ong-wave radiation dong with measured surface al bedo 

between YD 107 (April 18) to YD 177 (June 27). Initialization was done using measured 

snow and ice physicai profiles (densities, grain sires, layer thickness) and temperature 

profiles. Mode1 mns were conducted using the non-saline version of ETSSIS (C), the 

average salinity profile (AVG) from chapter 6, and the upper salinity profile (UPR) in 

chapter 6. 

7.2.3 SHOW and Sea Ice Dielectric Modeling 

Methods of modeling the mkrowave dielectric constants and penetration dept 

of snow and sea ice have been discussed in various studies (see for example, Barber, 

1993; Drinkwater, 1989; Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988; Barber et al., 1995b), hence only 

a brief discussion is given here. 

To mode1 the dielectric constant of the snow and or sea ice one must separate the 

material into its host and inclusion components. In the lower portion of the snow pack 

there is a considerable amount of salinity in the form of bnne. This bnne is treated as an 

'inclusion dielectnc' within a dry snow 'host dielectric', following the approach of 



Matzler et al. 1984b and Drinkwater and Crocker, 1988. The mixture mode1 is expressed 

as (7.1). 

Where ~ d ,  and EL are expressed in complex tems and represent the dielectric constants 

of dry snow and brine, x , 4, and V, are: a coupling factor representing the fraction of 

brine accounted for by A,,; the dominant depolarkation factor, and the volume of brine 

contained within the saline snow layer; x is set at 0.66667, a value appropnate for 

modeling the brine inclusions as isotropicall y oriented oblate spheroids (Drinkwater and 

Crocker, 1988). The depolarkation factor is set at 0.053, following Denoth, 1980, and 

the brine volume i s computed as in Barber (1993). 

In (7.1 ) the host dielectric is considered as a dry snow rnatrix, consisting of ice 

grains and air. The parameter ed, is cornputed using an empirical mode1 amibutable to 

Haflikainen et al. (1986). The permittivity of dry snow was computed as (7.2) and the 

loss as (7.3). 



Where p,, q", and Vi, are the density of dry snow, the dielectnc loss, and the volume 

fraction of freshwater ice in the snow rnatrix- 

In (7.1) the inclusion dielectnc is considered to consist of bnne pockets held 

within the interstices of the snow grains. The parameter E,' is defined as the cornplex 

dielectric constant of brine computed fiom (7.4 and 7.5) based on models of the Debye 

fom, following Ulaby et al. (1986). 

Where s,,; e,,; 1; t, ; o,; 45, are: the high frequency limit of the dielectnc constant of 

pure water; the static dielectric constant of pure water; the frequency of electromagnetic 

energy (Hz); the relaxation time of the bnne; the ionic conductivity of the brine solution 

(Sm-'); and the pemittivity of free space (F*m-'). These parameters are estimateci using 

a series of polynomial models which will not be reproduced here (see Stogryn, 1971; 

Ulaby et al. 1986; and Hallikainen and Winebrenner, 1992). 

When free water becomes available within the snow pack the dielecaic properties 

change considerably. The relationships between E' and E" for wet and dry snow have been 

determined empincally. Models for computation of E' and E" of wet snow relative to the 

values for dry snow, have been developed by Tiun et al., (1984) and are presented in (7.6 

to 7.8). 



Where: E' ,  is the permittivity of dry snow from (7.2); Wv is the volumetric liquid water 

content measured in situ; and EL and EL are the permittivity and loss of wet snow. The 

cornplex dielectric constant of water (8: and E:)  are computed using the Debye mode1 

for liquid water (7.9) and (7.10). 

Where the parameten are the sarne as in (7.4) and (7.5) but for liquid water rather than 

brine. 

Through use of these dielectric mixture models it is possible to compute the 

penetrati on depth (ap) of vari ous frequencies of el ectromagnetic energy into a seasonall y 

dynamic snow covered sea ice volume (7.1 l), following Drinkwater (1 989). 



Where is the  SAR wavelength in meters, a' and E" are the dielectrïc permittïvity and 

ioss given a particular water volume within the snow pack. 1 have computed the 

maximum penetration depths for selected snow and ice layers for a 5.3 GHz frequency 

(typical of active micmwave sensors) for illustrative purposes. A similar analysis can be 

perfonned for other microwave fkquencies such as passive sensors (for example 19 

GHz). 

7.3 Analysis Metbods 

To quantify ETSSIS's ability to simulate the themodynamic, physical and 

electrïcal properties of the snow and ice volumes, the coefficient of determination (IL2)¶ 

mean bias error (MBE), and root-mean-squared error (RMSE)) were computed from 

modeled and observed values. The statistics were calculated for the non-saline model 

case (C), average saline case (AVG) and upper limit saline case (UPR). Thermodynamic 

variables included temperatures at various levels in the snow and ice surface, including 

the snow surface (Tsfc) and ice surface (Tisfc), net sunace heat flux (Qmt), and snow and 

ice thickness. Qnet and snow and ice thickness are included since they impact, or are the 

direct result of the thennodynamics. Physical variables included snow density (p3, grain 

diameter (d), liquid water fiaction (Wv), salinity (S), and brine volume (Vb). Although 

salinity is held constant in the model, it is useful to illustrate differences between 



modeled and observed values for error analysis. The microwave dielectric variables 

included permitivity (&), loss (E") and penetration depth (6p) at various levels in the 

snow and ice. The E' and E" were estimated by the dielectric mixture model in section 

7.2.3 using snow and ice T, p, Wv, and S as input. "Observed E' and E" are defined as 

values cornputed by the dielectric model using observed thermodynamic and physical 

variables as input. Microwave maximum penetration depths were computed from E' and 

E" at 5.3 GHz to define which snow layers become important for microwave remote 

sensing interpretation over the various seasonal stages of snow-covered FM. In 

particular, we are interested in the dry snow (cold season) scenario, when water in liquid 

phase appears in snow (the pendular regime with Wv between 1.7% water by volume), 

and full snow melt (iùnicular regime with Wv between 845% water by volume). These 

seasons were defined according to observed snow Wv measurements (see section 7.5). 

The R* was only computed for model and observed data in continuous hourly 

time increments since they were more consistent in time (Le- Qnet, Tsfc, and Tkfc). The 

MBE and RMSE were computed for other variables with periodic daily samples. The 

thermodynamic and physical variables used in the analysis were selected based on their 

importance to rnicrowave dielectrics. 



7.4Resul ts 

7.4.1 Thermodynamic Evolutzon 

This section gives an overview of how well ETSSIS models the important 

thermodynarnic variables for microwave remote sensing (question 1). A more detailed 

look at which model errors may or may not be important will be discussed in section 7.5. 

The modeled temporal evolution of the snow thermal conductivity and specific 

heat over SIMMS'92 for various snow layers shows a progressive spread between the 

non-saline model run (C) and saline model runs (AVG and UPR) (Figure 7.1). This is 

mainly due to the increase in snow temperature over time in conjunction with salinity 

effects. The maximum difference in thermal conductivity is between 0.1 - 0.15 W m-' K1 

( 5 2 5 % )  and an order of magnitude Q 1.2 x 104 J kg" C-') for specific heat before the 

onset of signifiant snow melt @rior to YD170). Beyond YD170, significant separation 

between saline and non-saline values occurs because of the extreme nature of k,, and Cs, 

during melt. 

The model's snow and ice thickness evolution are fairly well simulated compared 

to observations (see Figure 6.4); the snow thickness evolution is mainly due to ETSSIS7s 

blowing snow pararneterization. The improved snow thickness distri bution should allow 

for more realistic snow and ice thermodynamic evolution. Ice thickness changed from 1 -4 

m (initial value) to 1.53 m for the C simulation and 1.4 m to 1.5 I m for the UPR 

simulation over the 70 day period; observed values at the end of the experiment were 1.5 

* 0.07 m. Qualitatively, the mode1 simulates the snow and top ice layer temperatures 



fairly well (Figure 7.2). Statistically, the cornparisons between observed and modeled Tsa 

and Qnet indicates the mode1 reptoduces these parameters very well (Table 7.1)- 
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limj EESIS themal conahrctivity (W mi' K') for various snow and top zce Iayets. 
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Figure 7.2: Modeed ond observed temperature ("C) evolution beiween Hl J O 7  and 
YD177 of various snow luyers for C @eavy doshed line), AVG (solid line), UPR (not 
noticeable beneath solid line), md obserwd abta (iriangles). Observed values represent 
instantaneous morning temperatures correquding to akys where smm smpling took 
place. 



A detailed look at the modeled Tsic shows a close resemblance to the observed 

Tsfc evolution, even during the critical melt period (see Figure 6.5). The melt period is 

important to simulate well not only for microwave dielectncs and penetration depths but 

for climate process studies. There was no change in the Tsfc and QnCt results when 

companng the C, AVG and UPR simulations due to very little or no salinity in the top of 

the snow pack. 

Table 7.1: ETSSIS without saliniîy 0, average ~~~liinify (AVG) and upper limit solinzty 
W R )  d, mean bias error WEJ and rwt-mean-squmed error (RMSE) compared to 
observations of Q,, (W nf 5, Ta, (OC) and Tg= (OC). Positive MBE implfes the model 
overestimutes observations. Observed mean values are also inclurded for refence. 

R~ 

The simulated top ice layer temperatures (Tisfc) are slightly too warm (by a 

maximum of 2'C) in al1 mode1 mns but improve during the warm season when salinity is 

included (see Figure 6.6a). The over prediction in the cold and mid-spring seasons may 

be the result of middle snow layer densities being under estimated andor the neglea of 

brïne drainage (see section 7.4.2). That is, higher snow densities and liquid water increase 

the thermal conductivity to promote cooling. Overall thermal eEects of including salinity 

in snow k, and Cs are to raise temperatures in the colder season (up to YD130) and 

reduce them during the warmer season (beyond YD13O) Figure 7.3). This effect would 

be complicated if the physicd presence of salt was parametenzed with regard to snow 

MBE 
RMSE 

Mean Obs 

Qnct (CI 
0.74 

+3 .O0 

21.0 

-1 -4 

Tfi (C) 
0.99 

-0.06 

1.3 

-9.8 

Tisfc (Cl 
0.99 

H.96 - 

0-49 

-7.2 

. Ti,fc (AVG) 
0.99 

Tisfi (UPR) 
0.99 

+0.98 

0.74 

-7 -2 

- 

+1-O4 

0.79 

-7.2 



mass balance since liquid water @rine) would be generated much sooner in the spnng 

season (see section 7.4.2). 
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An interesting thermal feature is that diumal cycling (waves) of TiSa within the 

model are better reproduced when the effect of sait is considered in the snow k, and Cs 

(see Figure 6.6b). Diumal temperature cycling can be important for cold season 

microwave dielectrics that affect the appearance of time-series diumal SAR image pain 

and their physical interpretation (Barber and Nghiem, 1999; Nghiem et ai. 1998). Cross- 

correlation analysis suggests the C simulation Tisfc diumal waves are at least 3 hours out 

of phase with observed values during the colder season but are reduced tc as little as O 

hours in UPR. This suggests the C simulation snow thermal diffisivity may be too large 

by not damping out air temperature changes suficiently or other factors related to ks and 

Cs. The complex problem of snow ks, Cs, and thermal diffisivity are still largely under 

debate and too detailed to be included here, hence 1 will only state that more work is 

required in this regard. 

Given these results and various small thennodynamic errors in the model and 

observations, results in section 7.5 will show whether these enors significantly impact 

microwave dielectrics. 

This section gives an overview of how well ETSSIS models the important 

physical variables for microwave remote sensing (question 2). A more detailed look at 

which rnodel errors rnay or may not be important is presented in section 7.5. 



The difference between C, AVG and UPR are very small (<5%) in tenns of bulk 

density and grain sizes until water in liquid phase appears Figures 7.4 to 7.6). The 

differences in density and grain sizes amongst the model simulations becomes 30-75% 

due to the different timing of the first appearance of water in liquid phase. The initial 

appearance of water in liquid phase is delayed with higher snow salinities which cools 

overall snow temperatures in the warm season; C snow liquid water appears 3 days 

earlier than AVG (YD170 cornpared to YD173) and 4 days earlier than UPR (YD170 

compared to YD174). These differences would be p a t e r  if salt were explicitly 

parameterized in the mass balance. 

Time series modeled versus observed p,, d and Wv indicates that p, is simulated 

fairly well but slightly under estimated at 21 cm and the snow surface where larger 

discrepancies anse from fresh snow falls (see Figure 7.4 and Table 7.2). Modeled p, prior 

to YD120 at 9 and 12 cm is also under estimated. This may contribute to the warmer ice 

surface temperatures in the cold season by artiticially reducing the snow thermal 

conductivity. Also note that field sampling of p, may introduce errors between modeled 

and observed values. Grain sizes are generally simulated reasonably well over most of the 

period except near the bottom part of the snow pack during the melt season where 

observed liquid water contents increase (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6 and Table 7.2). Grain 

growth can accelerate rapidly witb available liquid water. The non-existence of simulated 

liquid water prior to YD170 inhibits modeled grain growth and increases discrepancies 

between modeled and observed values. Note that snow grains do not affect microwave 

dielectncs but become physically important for the total volume scatîering contributions. 



Grain sizes are particularly important in development of algorithms for estimating snow 

water equivalent (SWE) on sea ice (Markus and Cavalieri, 1998). 
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Figure 7.5: Modeled and observed grain sire (nm in dimeter) evolution between ID107 
and YD177 of various snaw layers for C (heavy dashed line), A VG (soiid line), UPR fnot 
noticeable beneath solid line). and obserwd &ta (triangles). Observed values represent 
merages as in Barber et al. (199%) correqwnding to dqys w k e  snow sampling tmk 
place. 
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Figure 7.6: Modeled and observedjFactionaI water volume evolution between YD107 
and ml77 of varias snow lizyers for C Feavy dashed line), A VG (sold Zine), W R  
(&shed line). and observed &a (iimgles). Observed values represent merages as in 
Barber et al. (19956) corresponding to &ys where snow sanrpling took place. Observed 
water volumes 4 t h  signfjicant wfinity p3 ppt) rmiy not represent acluaf conditions due 
to instrument limitations. 



The modeling of Wv clearly needs improvernent in most snow laym Figure 7.6 

and Table 7-2) which impacts the dielectric properties (shown later). This is due to not 

explicitiy including the presence of salt in the snow mass balance of the mode(; fiiture 

work will address this issue. Salinities are also not simulated very well since the model 

does not account for snow pack desalination over time as Iiquid water drains freely 

toward the ice surface in the late season (Figure 7.7). The model holds salinity constant 

over time since a physical parametenzation for snow desalinization is cunentiy not 

available. Note here that errors in sampling, especially p, and Wv can have an impact on 

the analy sis presented. 

Table 7.2: ETSSIS without sulinity (C) mean bias error W E )  and root-meun-squared 
error (RAdSE) snow density, grain sires, water volume fiaction for vm-ous snow d e p h  
compared to observations. Thejirst (second) value in the salinty colum represenîs the 
AVG (UPR) simulolion. Posiiive MBE irnples the rn& overestirnates observations. 
Observeci values (in brackerî) represent averages as in Barber et al. (199%) 
correspondzng to ùùys where geophysical snow smpIing took place. Irtstantunems 
morning mode/ &ta were used for cornparison to observations. Water volume $-action 
observutzons muy not represent real condirions when suiinities me >3 ppt. 

Density (kg r n q  Grain Size(mm) WaterVol. Frac. Salinity (ppt) 
MBE RMSE MBE RMSE MBE RMSE MBE RMSE 

Surface -14 1 07 +O. 1 0 3  +o.o~ 0-02 -0.02-0.0 I 0.0~o.o 1 
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Brine volumes were estimated as in Barber et al. (1995b) using observed and 

rnodeled time senes snow temperatures, densities, salinity and wetness. The overall 

modeled brine volume evolution for C, AVG and UPR (Figure 7.8) for various snow 

layers is somewhat different than those estimated using the observed input data. 

Desalination in the mid and lower snow layers over time is the main cause of the larger 

discrepancies between modeled and observed estimates of Vb, especially in the w m e r  

season. The major sources of error include inadequately modeled liquid water evolution 

and related feedbacks dong with measurement error in snow temperature (up to t l ° C  in 

the warmest part of the season), p ,  S and Wv. A sensitivity analysis of snow Vb given 

the relative errors in input parameters discussed in section 7.2 suggests that Vb is 

virtually insensitive to a 1% error in Wv measurement and 0S0C error in temperature. Vb 

changes by only 1% for a 60 kg mJ error in density and 0.5 ppt error in salinity. With al1 

of these errors combined, Vb changes by about 2% - 4% with the largest efTects seen near 

the base of the snow pack- 

Given these results and various enors in the mode1 and observations, section 7.5 

will show whether these errors significantl y impact microwave dielectrics. 
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7.5 Micmwave Dielectrics 

In this final section 1 investigate differences in the snow and ice layers microwave 

dielectric properties and penetration depth given ETSSIS simulations without salinity (C) 

and with salinity (AVG and UPR) compared to estimations from available observations. 

The purpose is to show ETSSIS's direct application to microwave remote sensing 

(question 3). Due to the lack of physical obseivational data in the ice layers, only 

modeled results are presented. 1 present results according to the various observed snow 

evolutionary seasons (Le. cold dry snow; pendular regime; funicular regime). A 

sensitivity anal ysis of snow dielectrics to observational measurement errors i s also 

conducted to illustrate their effects on results. 

7-51 Cold Dry Snow 

The temporal evolution of dielectric permitivity (E') and loss (E") estimated from 

C, AVG, UPR and those from observations for various snow depths reveal that both are 

estimated well by ETSSIS at al1 snow depths in the colder, dry snow season (YD107 to 

about Y.135). This is due to ETSSIS's ability to simulate snow temperature and density 

(which are most important for E') during the cold season. Inclusion of salinity in snow 

improves E' and E" (as well as 8p) at the snow pack base (Figures 7.9 to 7.1 1 and Table 

7.3). The results suggest ETSSIS is capable of reproducing low snow dielectric prope~ies 

in the cold season which in tum makes the ice volume the dominant microwave scatterer 

and emitter according to penetration depths (Figure 7.1 1). The snow volume is virtually 



transparent (at 5.3 GHz) in this season since the penetration depths at each snow layer are 

much larger than the thickness of the snow at each layer (Figure 7.1 1). Penetration depths 

within the ice are roughly 15 to 20 cm which means active microwave sensors would 

primarily "see" ice characteristics originating at these depths within the ice; this is why 

ice data down to 20 cm is presented in Figures 7.9 - 7.1 1. Modeled penetration depth 

errors would be caused by inaccurate ice temperatures, salinities and density. ETSSIS ice 

temperatures below 4 cm were within t 1°C at al1 levels (not shown), whereas salinity 

and density in the mode1 are typical of FYI (see Figures 7.4 and 7.7; top ice layer). 

Therefore, errors in ice penetration depths are expected to be minimal. 
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Figure 7.9: Dielectnc perntitivity (E ') evolution for various l'ers of snow (Positive 
depths) and ice (negazive depthr) beîween YDlO7 to YD177 for C fieavy dashed line), 
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as in Barber et al. (1995b) correpnding to dqys where snow smnplng twR place. 
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Figure 7.11: Penetration depth (@ - in meters) evolution for vmCI)?ms b e r s  of snow and 
ice between YDlO7 to YDi77 for C (heavy &shed Zine), AVG (solid line), UPR ( i d  
line) and "observed" estimates (triangles). Onk) snow Iayets showing signifiernt 
dzfferences beîween then, me depicted and C and LlPR are shown for ice. Obserwd 
values represent estirnoies &rïved pont input variable averages as in Barber et al. 
(299%) corresponding to &rys where geophysicaZ snow sampling tookplace. 



Table 5.3a-c: ETSSlS C, AVG and W R  m e m  bim error (M%E) and rmt-mean-squared 
error W S E )  permitivity (&y, Zoss ( E ' )  and pene~razion deph (qD) compared io 
observational estimaies for vurious mm deptths. Positive M E  inplies the model 
overesfimates observatzom. Observed values (Mean Obs) represent e s t i m e s  de-d 
fiom input variable werages as in Barber et al. (1995b) correspondhg to &ys where 
geophysical snaw smpling took place. 

Surface 
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Penetration Depth (m) 
Mtan Obs MBE (C) MBE (AVG) MBE (UPR) RMSE (C) RMSE (AVG) RMSE (UPR) 
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-0.38 -0-27 -0.20 

0-07 0.07 0.07 
O. 13 O. 12 O. 12 

O. 16 0.1 1 0.09 

0.52 0.4 1 0.34 



7.5.2 Pendular Snow Regime 

The temporal evolution of dielectrïc permitivity (E') estimated from C, AVG, 

UPR and those from observations for various snow depths reveal that E' is estimated well 

by ETSSIS at most snow depths in the pendular regime (YD135 to YD155). This is 

mainly due to ETSSIS7s ability to simulate snow temperature and density (which are 

moa important for E') during this season. Inclusion of salinity in snow dramatically 

improves E' and 6p at the snow pack base (Figures 7.9 and 7.1 1 and Table 7.3). Because 

ETSSIS has dificulty reproducing liquid water in the observed pendular regirne, it does 

not reproduce E" very well (Figure 7.9) and will continue to make the ice volume the 

dominant microwave scatterer and emitter since penetration depths within the snow 

remain higher than observed values (Figure 7.11). Observations suggest the snow cover 

wodd contribute between 75090% of the total microwave scattenng and emission during 

the pendular regime in which case snow grain size would become an important variable 

to simulate for volume scatteri ng considerations (for active sensors). 

7.5.3 Funicular Snow Regime 

The temporal evolution of dielectric permitivity (E') estimated from C, AVG, 

UPR and those from observations for various snow depths reveal that E' is estimated well 

by ETSSIS at most snow depths in the funicular regime (YD 155 to YD177). Once again 

this is due to ETSSISys ability to simulate snow temperature and density during this 

season. Inclusion of salinity in snow improves c7 and 6p at the base and middle portions 



of the snowpack (Figures 7.9 and 7.1 1 and Table 7.3). Once ETSSIS generates water in 

liquid phase (near YD170), the simulated E" becomes close to expected values (Figure 

7.9) and will begin to make the snow volume more of a dominant rnicrowave scatterer 

(active) or emitter (passive), illustrated by the penetration depths at 5.3 GHz (Figure 

7.1 1). Observations up to Ml69 suggest the top 5 - 10 cm of the snow cover will 

contribute 100% of the total microwave scattering during the funicular regime and 

ETSSIS suggests similar magnitudes once it generates liquid water beyond YD170. 

7.5.4 Dielectric Sensztïvity to Measurement Errors 

Finally, errors in input parameters made from observations that control s' and E" 

(similar to Vb) were investigated to examine their effects on the results. The 

measurement errors for snow temperature, densi ty, liquid water content, and salinity are 

applied to the observed time series data shown in Figures 7.2, 7.4, 7.6 and 7.7. It should 

be noted that conducting an error analysis using the differentials of the various 

parameters may lead to larger errors than those cited here. 

There is virtually no change in E' with a 0.S0C error in temperature or a 0.5 ppt 

error in salinity; E' changes by 0.1 units for a 1% Wv error and 60 kg mJ error in density. 

With dl errors included simultaneously, E' changes by roughly 0.25 units. There is 

virtually no change in E" with similar errors above in temperature, salinity and density, 

however, E" changes by 0.05 units with a 1% error in Wv. With ail errors induced 

simultaneously, e" of course also changes by 0.05 units. Thus, the microwave mode1 

sensitivity analyses of E' and ~"suggests the in silu measurement e m s  in p, and Wv can 



contribute to small errors in the dielectric snow properties and the discrepancies between 

modeled and "observed" E' and E". The combined errors in a' and E" result in snow layer 

penetration depth uncertainties up to 30 cm in the cold season and only a few cm in îhe 

pendular and fùnicular regimes. With very high snow penetration depths in the cold 

season, the 30 cm error does not significantly affect the results nor does a few cm in the 

pendular and fùnicular regimes. Thus, errors in e' and E" resulting from obsenrational 

sampling errors in Wv, p,, salinity and temperature do not significantly affect microwave 

penetration depth estirnates hem 

The intent of this chapter is to begin the initial steps of linking thermodynamic 

modeling with microwave remote sensing in a forward sense, that is, determine 

microwave scattering given the variables that control scattering through an electro- 

thermophysi cal relationshi p. The overall goal was to develop a worki ng numerical mode1 

(ETSSIS) that enables us to interpret satellite microwave remote sensing signatures 

(active or passive) in a more physically meaningful way leading to better ways of 

monitoring the arctic climate and interpreting arctic climate change via rnicrowave 

satellite remote sensing. Three specific questions were designed to utilize in situ field 

observations from SIMMS'92 to validate ETSSISys ability to simulate the critical 

vari ab1 es that control microwave scattering. 



The first question was to examine ETSSISYs ability to simulate the snow sea-ice 

thermodynarnic characteristics that are related to microwave remote sensing. Results 

suggest the snow and upper ice layer thermal evolution are simulated fairly well (but 

slightiy too warm in winter) even with the new salinity pararneterization in k, and Ca. 

Bottom snow and top ice layer temperatures are dramaticaily improved, relative to 

observations, during the melt season when salinity is included in k, and C,. The overall 

effed of the addition of saiinity in the snow is to increase temperatures in the cold season 

and decrease temperatures in the wam season by its relative effects on snow k, and Cs. 

If salt were explicitly treated in the snow mass balance of ETSSIS, salinity effects on the 

thermal evolution would be further complicated due to liquid water (brine) and latent heat 

release due to phase changes in this period. This would result in different thermodynarnic 

effects within the snow pack in terms of vertical temperature structure. 

7.6.2 @est ion 2 

The second question was to examine the model's ability to simulate the snow's 

physical characteristics which are important for the interpretation of both active and 

passive microwave remote sensing. ETS SIS handles the relevant physical characteristics 

fairly well in most cases. However, since salinity effects on ETSSIS's mass balance are 

not parameterized, ETSSIS does not generate frw liquid water @rine) within the snow 

soon enough in the spring season. This in tum affects modeled snow brine drainage 



(brine volumes) and grain growth in the late season- Despite this, the modeled snow 

density (p,) is simulated fairly well at al1 levels but may under estimate density in the 

colder season at mid levels. Snow grain size (d) trends are also realistic, however, d is 

underestimated near the base of the snow pack in the late season since liquid water is not 

generated soon enough. 

7.6.3 Question 3 

The final question was designed to illustrate the use of ETSSIS for direct 

application to mi crowave remote sensing through the first two questions and the electro- 

thennophysical relationship over the course of vanous snow stages (cold dry snow; 

pendular regime; fùnicular regime). This was done by examining "observed" and 

modeled microwave dielectnc permitivity (E' ), loss (E") and microwave penetration depth 

(8p) for various snow and ice layers. In the cold, dry snow season, ETSSIS reproduces 

the low snow E' and E" well, making the ice volume the dominant microwave scatterer 

and emitter with large penetration depths into the ice (Le. the snow is vimially transparent 

in this season). This makes ETSSIS a valuable tool for interpreting microwave satellite 

signatures during the cold season that have potential for denving snow depth estimations 

over thkk smooth FYI (e.g., Barber and Nghiem, 1999; Markus and Cavalieri, 1998). 

Dunng the pendular snow regime, E' is again simulated well by ETSSIS, 

however, since ETSSIS does not generate free liquid water @rine) soon enough in this 

regime, i t continues to maintain a 1 ow snow E" dunng this period and too high 6p. Liquid 

water in snow makes the snow a more lossy matenal to microwaves and hence a larger s" 



and smdler 6p would occur during the pendular regime. This implies ETSSIS would not 

produce enough of a snow layer contribution toward the total microwave scattenng and 

emission. Once ETSSIS's mass balance considers the physical presence of salt in snow 

during the warmer spnng season (snow temperatures + -7"C), it ~ i l l  improve liquid water 

@rine) generation in this period and modeled E" and ôp. 

Once liquid water is generated within the snow layer in ETSSIS, it produces E' 

and E" magnitudes that would be expected in the funicular snow regime. This also 

improves 6p magnitudes within the snow and would allow a much greater proportion of 

the total scattering and ernission to originate from snow. 

7.7 Summary 

In summary, this chapter has developed a 1-D electro-thermophysical mode1 of 

the snow sea-ice system (ETSSIS) that attempts to predict snow-covered sea ice dielectnc 

properties from late winter to advanced snow melt in late spnng. This is a valuable tool 

for interpretation of microwave remote sensing signatures over this type of surface. It will 

allow researchers to better understand the climate processes occurring within the surface 

that cause the signatures viewed in microwave satellite remote sensing imagery given a 

certain environmental forcing. In a perfect scenario, the need for in situ observation 

@esides environmental forcing for the model) is alleviated and many aspects of arctic sea 

ice climate monitoring can be conducted through microwave satellite remote sensing 

alone. ETSSIS is a step toward this goai. ETSSIS reproduces many of the critical 

physical and thennodynarnic variables that alter the dielectric properties of the snow and 



sea ice volumes- However, like every model, it has limitations and needs fiirther 

improvements, particularly in part of the spring season. Previous chapters have not only 

provided insight into some of the processes necessary for ETSSIS to be used for 

microwave remote sensing, but have also eluded to processes that require fùrther 

attention. The following chapter summarizes the goals and results of my dissertation and 

out1 i nes future work geared toward improving some of the processes within ETSSIS. 



CHAPTER 8: Conclusions and Future Research 

8.1 Conclusions 

The Canadian Arctic is experiencing changes in its atmosphere and cryosphere 

which can ultimately lead to widespread biosphere changes. Evidence of arctic ciimate 

change has not only been scientifically indicated, but has also been voiced by the Inuit 

who rely on their environment as a way of life. Arctic c h a t e  change is expected to be 

significantly enhanced over the next hundred years due to various feedbacks in its climate 

system. World leaders have becorne aware of these climate change issues that affect the 

polar regions and the entire global climate system. However, in light of the most drastic 

changes projected in the polar regions, world authorities are now beginning to focus more 

attention on the polar regions 

Polar researchers have commonly used satellite remote sensing, numerical 

modeling and in situ observation to better understand polar climate processes and monitor 

any changes occumng in the polar ciimate. Recent research has shown there is an electro- 

thermophysical relationship between the electrical properties of snow-covered FYI that 

control microwave remote sensing signatures and the thermophysical evolution of snow- 

covered sea ice. The dielectric (or electrical) properties of the snow and sea ice are 

dictated by their thermophysical evolution which is driven by the surface energy balance 

(SEB). Numerid rnodels of snow-covered sea ice can simulate the SEB and the associated 



thermophysical evolution of the snow and ice. Dielectric models fan simulate snow and 

sea ice electricai properties that in tum suggest the scattering signals we see in microwave 

satellite data A model that couples the thennophysical evolution of snow-covered FM 

with its electrical properties can simultaneously predict al1 of these characteristics over 

the various seasons. 

The overall goal of my dissertation is to begin the process of linking 

thermodynamic snow sea-ice modeling to microwave rernote sensing in a forward sense. 

This entails the development of a coupled one-dimensionai thermodynamic snow sea-ice 

model where its output provides the necessaîy input to a snow and sea ice rnicrowave 

dielectric model; the amalgamation of the models produces a new approach to modeling 

which I cal1 the Electro-Thermophysical model of the Snow Sea ice System (ETSSIS). 

The utility of this model atlows one to predict the microwave scattering and emission 

within snow-covered first-year sea ice. The scientific application of such a model is to 

essentially by-pass in situ observation by utilizing ETSSIS over various FYX locations 

throughout the arctic to predict the thermophysical evolution and mechanical state of the 

ice. This in conjunction with actual microwave satellite data at similar locations will guide 

validation of the accuracy of the model within real conditions. If not, sensitivity analyses 

of various model runs may suggest other thermophysical reasons for the scattering that is 

taking place. In addition, with the advent of new microwave satellites (passive and active) 

with ever increasing spatial resolutions, ETSSIS can be a valuable tool for interpretation 

of these data sets over FYi. 



The practical application of ETSSIS is to use its thermophysical information to 

predict locations where the ice is thermally and mechanicaily weak (or high break-up 

potential). This is not only useful for marine navigation but for the Inuit people and 

others who use the ice for travel, hunting and scientific investigations. 

In a global climate context, the applications above spanning several years can lead 

to a better understanding of the FYI thermophysical changes that may take place in a 

global clirnate warrning scenario. That is, relationships between arctic climate change, the 

surface energy balance and thennophysical changes within FYI can be made over several 

years of investigation. Furthermore, the detailed thermophysical processes of ETSSIS (i-e. 

climatic processes) can be used to conduct sensitivity studies that cm suggest ways of 

scaling up the important processes to GCMs. This would improve current GCMs by 

ensuring t hey properly handle the critical climate processes that pertain to the polar 

regions. 

As the development of this model progressed, several issues needed to be 

addressed and dong with them, newer findings and improved understanding of snow- 

covered sea ice climate processes followed. These issues included: 1) ensuring the existing 

one-dimensional sea ice models treat the SEB and snow/ice thermodynamics in the 

appropriate time scales we see occurring in field experiments, 2) ensuring the snow and 

ice thermodynarnics are not compromised by difEerences in environmental and spatial 

representation within components of the SEB, 3) ensuring that the snow layer is properly 

handled in the modeling environment, and 4) how satellite microwave remote senshg data 

can be used within the model environment. 



In chapter 3, the first two issues were addressed by t h  research questions 

conceming, 1) the differences between diurnal tirne scaies as opposed to daily averages in 

modeling seasonal snow covered fast-ice, 2) the representation of shorter time scale 

processes in the model's parameterizations, and 3) the differences between using actual 

"on ice" meteorological data as forcing as opposed to using "land-based" data as forcing 

within the model. 1 showed there were significant variations in snow and ice evolution 

using diunial t h e  scales when compared to daily averages, a fact that previously has 

never been addressed. Reasons for the differences are due to non-linear responses of the 

SEB within the snow cover with 1) the diurnal distribution of short-wave energy exchange 

within the snow cover accounting for 33% of the difference, 2) turbulent flux exchanges 

between the snow surface and atmosphere accounting for 17% of the difference, and 3) 

the positive albedo feedback mechanism of enhanceci short-wave absorption during melt 

events accounting for 50% of the ciifFerence. This result highlighted the importance of 

accounting for diurnal processes within sea ice modeis which have also been cited as being 

predorninant in time-series micfowave satellite signatures (see for example, Barber and 

Nghiem, 1999; Barber et al-, 1999). 

The simple incident radiation pararneterizations are capable of representing these 

energy fluxes over diumal time scaies in most cases. The radiation parameterizations 

require somewhat accurate knowledge of cloud cover and cloud optical depth with 

tropospheric aerosols and solar zenith angle dependencies king secondary factors. The 

current albedo pararneterization of the FB sea ice model requires further attention, 

especially during the late snow melt and melt pond periods. The albedo scheme deneases 



magnitudes too quickly d u ~ g  these periods caushg the snow and fast-ice to decay too 

rapidly. 1 found that the biases between meteorological conditions on land and sea ice are 

significant enough to cause differences in fast-ice model simulations (Le. spatial variations 

become important). Typically, land-based meteorological measurements are used to drive 

model simulations, however, 1 found that this cm cause an abnormally quick decay of 

seasonal snow-covered sea ice. This is primanly due to variations in incident radiation, 

larger wind speeds over the ice surfàce (iicreased turbulent exchange), and dserences 

between modeled and observed surface albedo. The results suggest that improvements in 

surface albedo parameterizations during the meh season and that atmospheric information 

over the sea ice surface are required to improve sea ice model simulations. This would also 

provide better feedback for deciphering microwave satellite signais that are dictated by 

SEI3 and sufiace changes. 

ln chapter 4, 1 expanded on addressing the first two issues and Chapter 3 results 

by addressing two research questions that fùriher concentrated on incident radiation 

parameterizations, in light of their cntical importance to the SEB. In particular, 1 critically 

assessed selected Ki and Li parameterizations against in silu field measurements to 

identify any seasonal or enWonmentaVspatia1 biases and offered improved 

representations of these parameterizations. Many of the parameterizations were 

developed from arctic coastal stations in the northwest arctic and Canadian Archipelago 

and were never validated over other important arctic locations such as polynyas or near 

large open water regions. Unique data collected within and around an arctic polynya 

suggests the K( clear-sky schemes produce a positive seasonal bias where they 



underestimated fluxes in the cold season and overestimated fluxes in the warm season. 

The positive bias is more dramatic in the full marine environment. The Ki cloudy-sky 

schemes deplete too much radiation in the colder season and not enough in the warm 

season, especially in the marine warm season. An improved implementation of the 

schemes was made by  varying the cloud optical depth. The LJ clear-sky fluxes were 

improved f i e r  adjusring (decreasing) the clear-sky emissivity to account for a less 

emissive at mosphere at colder temperatures. This correction was sufficient for the marine 

conditions and corrected any seasonal bias. The LJ cloudy-sky emissivity also needed to 

be increased for the near-shore fast-ice regime to account for under-estimations when 

clouds were present. This also alleviated a slight seasonal bias. An exponential 

dependence of cloud fraction was found to be important for the LA all-sky fluxes. 

Dflerent L( all-sky results were found for the marine environment. Overall, the marine 

region consistently had more negative mean errors compared to the fast-ice site. This was 

not due to wanner ambient marine temperatures. The all-sky short-wave flux results 

suggested the marine envuonment had greater cloud optical depths compared to the fast- 

ice and terrestrial sites and is consistent with the long-wave results where a higher cloud 

emissivity may be required; although cloud base height differences could also be a factor. 1 

concluded by offering newer fonns of the LJ clear-sky and all-sky parameterizations. 

In Chapter 4 1 highlighted the effects of various arctic environrnents on the 

simulation of incident short-wave and long-wave radiation. Improvements to the 

parameterkation schemes wiU help duce errors in these fluxes and improve sea ice 



simulations for these environments. This will enhance our abili ty  to  better correlate 

rnicrowave satellite signatures wit h sea ice model simulations. 

In Chapter 5 1 continued with a focus on the first two issues and built upon 

results fkom Chapters 3 and 4 by examining another important SEI3 variable; the surface 

albedo. The albedo is linked to Chapter 4 since it implicitly affects incident short-wave 

fluxes when clouds are present. Very few albedo observations and its spatial 

characteristics exist over FM, especiaily during the melt season. Three research questions 

were designed to examine the spatial aspects of fiactional surface cover types and surface 

albedo and to detennine the role melt ponds play in these aspects over land-fast FM. The 

results offered unique information on sunace albedo during the melt pond season over 

FW. In response to the first question, 1 included sufiace-based broadband and spectral 

albedo measurements over various covn types (deeper snow to deep melt ponds) during 

the melt pond season. The second question considered scaling up the surface 

measurements to regional scales by applying them to aircraft video data. These regional 

albedo estimates were conoborated by independent helicopter measurements. The last 

question involved a modehg experiment using the one-dimensional sea ice model (non- 

coupled) that showed that its albedo parameterkation during the pond season progressed 

too quickly according to observations made in the first two questions. If a climatological 

albedo progression over a seven week period is used, sirnulated ice evolution improved. 

Further model experiments explicitly showed how changes in melt pond fiaction can alter 

the ice t hermodynarnic state and thus its susceptibility to  break-up. It was found that the 

vertical ice temperature gradient change (ITGC) i naeaed  as a quadratic with respect to 



linear increases in pond fiaction. Using the ITGC, an ice surface with 80% pond niaction 

can produce a near-isothermal ice profile more than 3 weeks earlier than an ice surface 

wit h 10% pond fiaction. 

Results ~ o m  Chapter 5 contribute to the grotking knowledge o f  albedo 

measurernents over FYI for implementation into process models and GCMs. The four 

primary cover types identified during the melt season highlight their importance when 

attempting to model albedo over FYI and should be included in process models and 

GCMs. Al1 of the modeling exercises showed the importance of improved melt pond 

representation in model albedo parametentations and included a more realistic albedo 

progression over FYI in a chatologicai sense. These results will ultimately improve our 

ability to  simulate the polar clirnate and interpreting microwave satellite observations. 

Chapter 6 specifically focussed on the third issue of improving the sea ice model's 

representation ofthe snow layer. This chapter is implicitly linked to Chapters 3 to 5 by 

ensuring the snow layer is appropriately treated in M models. That is, errors in modeled 

snow layer characteristics will lead to emon in SEB parameters (e-g. albedo and hence 

incident short-wave radiation), ice growth and ablation. The model improvement involved 

coupling a detailed one-dimensional energy and mass balance model of snow to a one- 

dimensional thennodynamic fint-year sea ice model. This type of coupled model has 

previ ou sl y not been available. In addition, salinit y effects in snow were parameterized 

with respect to snow thermal conductivity and heat capacity but were not parameterized 

within the snow mass balance. Salinity in snow is a comrnon and important feature over 



EYI due to its thermodynamk and rniaowave remote sensing implications. Until now, 

snow salinity has been ignored in sea ice models. 

Two research questions investigated differences in modeled snow/ice evolution 

(question 1) and thermodynarnic behavior (question 2) between the coupled model with 

and without salinity (coupled model without salinity - C; coupled model with salinity - 

UPR) and the non-coupled model with a single buk property snow layer (non-coupled 

model - NC). Results suggest there can be significant differences in snow and ice evolution 

between C and NC. This is due to C treating the snow in a more rigorous and realistic 

fashion and its more sophisticated turbulent exchange, incident radiation, and snow albedo 

pararneterizations. It was concluded that C was supenor in modeling the snow and ice 

evolution and is advantageous to use over simpler models. The drawback of C i s  of 

course, computational expense (mn the) .  

Accounting for salinity in snow thermal conductivity and specific heat acts to 

d u c e  ice growth rates in the cold season and ablation rates in the spring melt season but 

does not appear to be a significant factor for annual sea ice cycles in most cases. 

However, results may be slightly different if salt were treated in the modeled mass 

balance since liquid water (bnne) would be generated sooner in the spring period. 

Therrnodynamicaliy, there is no difference in simulated snow surface temperatures 

between NC and C but ice surface temperatures are slightly too warm in C; salinity 

amplifies this enor in the cold season but significantly reduces the error during the melt 

season. However, it was not apparent that these inaccuracies affected FYI annual cycle 

simulations. It is unknown what &ect the addition of salinity in the snow mass balance 



would have on the thermodynamic results over the course of annual simulations due to 

complex feedbacks that would take place. 

In Chapter 6 1 highlight the importance of the snow layer when simulating FYI 

evolution and oEer a new type of model for conducting polar climate processes. This will 

ultimately lead to fùture improvernents in accounting for critical processes within GCMs 

as well as directly linking microwave remote sensing to the snow and ice models. 

In the final chapter 1 examined the last issue by investigating the coupled snow 

sea-ice model and its use for passive and active microwave remote sensing applications. 

The coupled model was developed because current sea ice models do not provide enough 

physical information within the snow layer to be usefùl in the interpretation of 

microwave scattering The coupled model provides the necessary output to be used as 

input to a microwave dielectric model of the Debye form; the amalgamation of the models 

produces an Electro-Thermophysical model of the Snow Sea Ice System (ETSSIS). This 

type of sophisticated forward modeling approach has previously never been conducted 

for microwave remote sensing of sea ice. The first two research questions looked at how 

well ETSSIS simulated the critical thermodynamic (question 1) and physical (question 2) 

variables required for input to the dielectric model by comparing the simulated variables 

to time-series observations. The last question illustrates how weU ETSSIS predicts 

microwave dielectnc properties and penetration depths. 

Results suggest ETSSIS simulates the thermodynamic and physical properties 

reasonably well in most cases (with exception to salinity) but does not generate âee liquid 

water within the snow pack eariy enough in the spnng period. This i s  due to salinity not 



beïng parameterized in the snow mass balance of the model. Salt embedded within and 

around the snow crystals causes intemal melt at temperatures well below zero (near - 

8°C). Liquid water fractions during this melt typically range between 1 - 7% water b y  

volume (Le. pendular snow regime). The Iack of modeled liquid water in this regirne causes 

ETSSIS to under predict dielectnc loss and over predict penetration depths (at 5.3 GHz), 

the result being that the snow layer would not contribute enough of the total microwave 

s c a t i e ~ g  and emission. Despite this drawback, ETSSIS is still very usefbl for 

applications in deciphenng microwave remote sensing imagery of snow-covered sea ice in 

the winter and full melt seasons. In winter dry snow, ETSSIS produces snow and ice 

dielectric properties and penetration depths at expected magnitudes, making the ice 

volume the dominant microwave scatterer and emitter; snow is virtually transparent in 

this regirne. In the full snow mett (fùnicular) regime, ETSSIS produces enough fiee Iiquid 

water in the snow pack (7 - 1 1% water b y volume) to increase (decrease) the dielectric 

loss (penetration depths) to expected values making the snow pack the dominant scatterer 

and emitter. 

Results fiom Chapter 7 provides an exciting new tool for linking the 

thermophysical characteristics and microwave remote sensing of snow covered FYL The 

model can be applied to various locations throughout the polar regions to infer 

thennophysical changes corn rniaowave satellite observations aven certain 

environmental forcing. This wiU ultimately lead to better understanding the relationships 

between polar climate change and the associated electro-t hermo physical changes that will 

accompany those changes. 



8.2 Summary 

Typically, microwave remote sensing and thermodynamic modeiing of snow- 

covered FYI are used independently for studying and monitoring the arctic sea ice climate. 

The overall theme of my dissertation is to link thermodynamic modeling and microwave 

sensing of snow-covered FM. Issues that needed to be addressed before this was possible 

have been discussed in various chapters. Results fiom these issues have added to the 

knowledge base of current sea ice climate processes as weU as providing a new modehg 

tool for understanding these processes and interpretation of microwave remote sensing. 

Continuation of modei improvements and exploiting other remote sensing/modeling 

techniques to fbrther understand and monitor the arctic climate should be conducted in the 

füture. This is based on the fact that many processes and feedbacks in the arctic climate 

system are stio largely unexplored and unknown (e-g. cloud-precipitation-albedo 

feedbacks, and interdisciplinary feedbacks such as physical sea ice regimes and biological 

coupling). With the advancement of new microwave remote sensing satellites and 

improved modeling, fùrther implementations of linking the two will provide us with 

better tools to understand these processes and feedbacks. In light of this, the last section 

provides some insight for fùnher irnproving thennodynamic modehg efforis toward 

microwave remote sensing and sea ice climate processes. 



8.3 Future Researcb 

In light of the results contained in my dissertation, several areas for mode1 

improvement mise. Future arctic field work will address some of these modeling and 

remote sensing issues. 

1) Incorporate newier incident radiation parameîmozation schemes fie rark'ative 

fr~nsfer nw&k$) tkaf can be more accurate far shorter t h e  seales 

Total colurnn atmosphenc radiative transfer (RT) models have becorne 

computationally efficient enough to use within vanous scales of sea ice models for 

estimating incident short-wave and long-wave radiation- Implementation of these radiation 

schemes in the coupled snow sea-ice mode1 would be relatively simple provided the 

appropriate input is available. Cutrent RT schemes can reproduce incident radiative fluxes 

to within 3-9% for short-wave and 1-5% for long-wave (see for example, Li and Leighton, 

1993; Man, 2000) which are better than the simpler schemes in Chapter 4. Vertical 

profiles of pressure and humidity, ozone and aerosol optical depth, cloud amounts and 

optical depth, cloud top heights, and broadband surface albedo are typically required as 

input to RT schemes. The main problem is obtaining these data in arctic locations, unless 

one is fortunate enough to have upper air observations available. If the input parameters 

are not accurate, the RT estimates will also be inaccurate and potentially can be worse 

than those of the simpler rhemes. The use of numerid weather prediction models or 



satellite-derived parameters may provide most of the input required for arctic 

applications of RT models if upper air soundings are not available. 

2) Improve the teqorai  represeMation of meH pondr in eunuci albedo 

parameterizations or ingm m*erowove sate l l i te-dkd albedo into the moàel f a  

operational ice forecasting. 

A current limitation of aii sea ice models is the temporal representation of the melt 

season (imcIudhg melt ponds) in their albedo pararneterizations. The fiactional area of the 

cntical cover types, and hence total sunace albedo, (in Chapter 5) change drarnatically in 

time and space over the course of the melt season. Currently, there are no physical 

models to temporally represent these surface cover and albedo changes. Future field work 

will be tailoreci toward temporal measurements of 6actional cover type changes and the 

associated parameters that control these changes (the SEI3 and snow/ice melt input, 

precipitation, melt pond drainage mechanisms, mechanical wave forcing (by wind), and 

warmlcold air advection) in an attempt to develop new melt pond albedo 

pararneterizations over FM. Another approach is t o  use satellite microwave remote 

sensing-denved melt pond fraction that can be ingested by the sea ice model. Yackel and 

Barber (1999) have shown that melt pond fiaction (and albedo) may be inverted fiom 

active Maowave satellite imagery in windy conditions. This information can be input 

directly into the model without the use of (or supplement) albedo pararneterizations. 



3) Include a more physically-based snmv grain gmvtk pa~meîetitation t h t  ùiclndes 

wet snow gr-& processes (vapor grmvth and liquid mater scavenging). 

Snow grain growth processes in many snow models include a combination of 

physical and empirical relationships. A major deficiency particularly exists during the 

pendular regime (liquid water fiactions between 108%) when grain growth can rapidly 

accelerate by üquid water "scavenging" (illustrated in Chapter 7). Free liquid water in sub- 

fkeezing temperatures dong with a vertical temperature gradient causes existing large 

grains to increase in size. Although this growth is very complex and difficult to  measure, 

fùture field work andor further theoretical studies will attempt t o  improve our physical 

understanding of  these processes for implementation into the model. 

4) Include sulinity in the mars balance of the model to account for srJ& (brine), ice and 

air volume fmctions io impmve the s n m  lajter's thermal behavior between O°C and - 
8 O C  A physical pmaltceten'm-on of h m  salimiîy becontes introà'uced into the v M m s  

snow luyers over time is also rquired 

A limitation of ETSSIS is its simplification of saline snow where salts (brine) can 

physically occupy space within the snow layer besides air, ice and liquid (if mdting). In 

terms of mass balance, salt (brine) inclusions affect the overaii snow mass, density, and 

physical make up of  snow stnicture (grains and bonding). This ultimately affects the  

snow's thermal characteristics. The local fieezing temperature of the snow pack is 

reduced depending on salt @rine) content and fiadional volumes of air, ice and liquid. 

These factors are accounted for in the thermal conductivity and specific heat of the 



current version of ETSSIS and the routine that does this can be applied to the mass 

bdance of the model. That is, a routine to  include salt (brine) in the mass balance of 

ETSSIS already exists, however, the parameters within the routine must replace existing 

mass balance parameters; this procedure is fairly involved and one that could not be 

impiemented before the cornpletion of this work. Future work will address this. 

Currently, little is known about how salt gets introduced into the various snow 

layers. INtially, when young ice grows, salts are forced upward toward the atmosphere 

(Ono and Kasai, 1985) and can "contaminate" the snow layer near its surface. The 

physical mechanism of how salinity appears in the middle snow layers is uncenain. 

Future field work wiU explore this phenomena in an attempt to develop a physical 

relationship for implementation into ETSSIS. This would alleviate the need for specifying 

a snow salinity profile as is done in the current version of ETSSIS. 

5) Include the desalination process. Tknt is, liquid mer fihaîes toward the ice su$àee 

during melt and flushes sait firine) to the base of the snmv pack where dilution oLFo 

takes place 

Once liquid water is generated in the snow pack, gravitationai forces cause liquid 

water to drain to the bottom of the snow pack; the rate of drainage is dependent on the 

various amounts of liquid available 6om each snow layer. This process is accounted for 

within ETSSIS. If the snow is saline7 brine is  also flushed out of the middle snow layers 

and gets diluted by liquid water in lower layers. In effect, the middle snow layers entirely 

desalinate and the lower layers becorne less concentrated with sait (bnne) over time until 



the entire snow pack becomes desalinated. This is not accounted for in ETSSIS and is 

shown in Chapter 7. This is not only important for the snow's thermal evolution but for 

microwave dielectrics (see Chapter 7). Desalination processes could be tied to current 

liquid water filtration processes within ETSSIS. Future field work wiU attempt to monitor 

snow desalination processes by directly meaniring snow salinity over short t h e  scales 

(minutes to hours). These measurements would act as a proxy for monitoring liquid water 

filtration since direct measurement of liquid water movement is difficult, especially when 

snow is saline (due to instrument limitations). However, consistent in situ measurement 

of salinity both spatially and temporally is also difficult. Hopefully, new techniques for 

measuring snow salinity or liquid water will becorne available (either directly or 

remotely). 

6) include a pkysicd mechanism for brin 4iquid wnta filtration across the sn-ice 

inter/oce (this is also pointed out by Jordan et Pl, 1999). 

Once liquid water (or bnne) reaches the ice surface fiom snow melt, it either 

refieezes or filtrates into the ice surface where it can refieeze within the ice or filtrate 

through the ice itself ETSSIS refieezes andor drains this liquid water once it reaches the 

ice surface. This simplification results in neglected latent and sensible heatuig associated 

with phase changes (and brine e f f a s )  at the ice surface and within the ice (if liquid 

(bnne) flows through the ice volume). The process of liquid water allowing to pass 

through the snow-ice interface wül be implemented in future versions of SNTHERM (R. 

Jordan, pers. Corn., 2000) as well as ETSSIS. Attempting to validate and measure this 



process in the field is difficult due to instrumentation limitations and knowing whether 

the liquid water at the ice surface is due to snow melt or ice surface mek 

7') Znclude a physicd representation of blowing snow to account for 

accumulation/emsiion due to wind 

If snow models were capable of recreating the physical characteristics of surface 

snow accurately (Le. roughness charactenstics and impact of airbome snow), natural 

accumulation or erosion according to wind speed would take place. The need for "tuning" 

the fiactional stress gradient in ETSSIS would no longer be required to reproduce snow 

depths. Al of the required snow characteristics are difficult to recreate in a 1 -D model, 

such as downstream roughness and t opograp hy . Researchers involved in blowing snow 

processes are actively engaging in improving these types of processes in 2-D and 1-D 

modeling of snow (J. Pomeroy, pers. Corn., 2000). Future field work is necessaiy toward 

this goal. 

8) Foeus on incorporating remote senshg into snmv seu-ice m r l e l s  such as ingesting 

real satellite data tb guide mo&I parametetizatioorrr Another a p p r d  would be to 

-and the SI(OW sea-ice model coupling to o f o w r d  or in- full ltllocrowave 

scattering/emWssion modeL 

Inversion of rnicrowave satellite remote sensing can provide several snow and sea 

ice parameters that can be potentially ingested by ETSSIS (such as albedo). This data can 

either supplement or replace model parameterizations to ensure the model appropriately 



represents these processes or parameters. This would ultimately allow for more accurate 

simulations of snow-covered sea ice. One difficulty arises with this approach since the 

rernote sensing parameter that is ingested by the model is inherently decoupled fiom the 

model's p hy si CS (e-g. the satellite-denved albedo may represent a different surface than 

the model is creating). Another option is to couple a numerical microwave inverse or 

forward scattering model to ETSSIS. This approach is more physically attractive since we 

can explicitly model total microwave scatterhg and emission @en the snow-sea ice 

thermodynamic and physicd wolution and compare this to actual remote observations. 

This would elude to a) why we are seehg certain signatures in satellite imagery over a full 

amual sea ice cycle, and b) possibly suggest areas for h r e  model irnprovement if we 

can not explain what we are seeing in the satellite imagery. Regardless of the approach, 

using microwave rernote sensing and modeling of snow-covered sea ice in tandem can lead 

to feedbacks between the two. That i s  limitations in one approach can be counteracted or 

built upon by the strengths of the other. 
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